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F0HKATI0K OF TEE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF HF POINT-DISCHARGE

BURSTS IH THE AIR AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

M. Aints and K. Kudu

Tartc. State University, Estonia, USSR

Applying the radiopulse to the

point-electrode, one can. obtain dis-

charge bursts having a complicated,

tortuou.3 spatial structure (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The Hi? discharge burst

arising from 0 2 ;.im point-electrode

with a conic tip; radiopulse dura-

tion - 0.5 ma, amplitude - 8.8 kV,

carrier frequency - 20 MHz.

It is typical that the discharge

channels curve smoothly, having the

radius of a curvature of some cm,

if the carrier frequency of the ra-

diopulse is 10 MHz or more. The

channels propagate by arch-shape

trajectories lying on the planes

of the point-electrode axis. The

direction of propagation can change

up to 270°. Afterwards the propaga-

tion of the crooked channel stops.

If the supply-voltage is high

enough, new branches arise from the

curved sections of the channels

(see Fig. 1). If the voltage is

higher, the branching degree is

greater.

If the positive DC voltage of

some kV or more is applied to the

point-electrode, in audition to the

HF voltage, the branching of HF

discharge bursts decreases and the

channels become straighter [1]. In

the case of the shape of the radio-

pulse and that of the electrode be-

come appropriate, the discharge will

propagate along straight trajectory

in the direction of the point-elec-

trode axis up to distances of some

tens of cm [2J• One can see a simi-

lar effect with some specific fea-

tures if the negative DC voltage is

added. Another question is why the

channels of the HF discharge deflect

from the gap field-lines and what the

mechanism of the additional DC volt-

age effect is. A model is proposed

below to explain some of the above-

mentioned features of the spatial

structure of the HF point discharge

bursts.

In [3] the electrical equiva- •

lent circuit of the discharge chan-

nel was presented consisting of se-

rially connected resistors r and ca-

pacitors c connected to earth (Fig.

2) . In Fig. 3 the distribution of

the potential U along the discharge

channel is given (1 - distance from

channel tip). This distribution is

calculated from the measured r and

c [3] . for the moment when the ma-
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ximum of the posi t ive half-cycle oc-
curs at the channel t i p . In our case
the channel length and the gap dimen-
sions ere much smaller than the wave
length of the applied HP f i e ld .

Ln-1

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the
discharge channel.

Therefore we can use the quasi-stat-

ic approach, i.e. to calculate the

electric field strength by a moment-

ary distribution of the charge, ac-

cording to the rules of electrostat-

ics. We assume that the discharge

propagates in the direction of the

maximum field strength. The KF dis-

charge channel is similar to a cone

with a sharp tip angle as one can

see in photos [-2]. Electric field

around the cone has axial symmetry

and the maximum value in front of

the tip in the axial direction. If

the channel length exceeds some cm,

the phase of the voltage in the

channel tip is changed by Jl/2 and

more (Pig. 3). It means that when

the maximum of the positive half-

cycle occurs at the channel tip, the

electrode already has a negative po-

tential. If the discharge propagates

quite straight along the electrode

axis, the distortion of field sym-

metry will not occur. This is usual-

ly not the case due to several un-

predictable fluctuations. Then the

5rU(lcV)

l(cm) 20

Pig. 3. Momentary distribution of

potential along the discharge chan-

nel. The point 1 = 0 corresponds -co

the channel tip.

charges with the opposite sign on

the more distant pcrts of the chan-

nel and on the electrode can distort

field symmetry near the channel tip.

The direction of the maximum field

strength deflects from the channel

axis near the tip towards the charge

with the opposite sign. The effect

discussed above is illustrated by

Fig. 4, where the HF discharge chan-

nel is schematically shown. If one

works with an electrode bent not far

from the tip, the arising channel

curves in all cases in the plane of

the electrode curvature according

to above model. Hence, the bending

of the channels is determined by the

geometry of the electrode system,by

the influence of single branches on

one another and by the circumstance

that the phase velocity of HP cur-

rent in the channel is much lower

than the light velocity. The last-

mentioned reason, with channel

growth, brings about a phase differ-
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Fig. 4. Determination of field

strength in front of the discharge

channel.

ence between the field of the elec-

trode system and the field of the

channel, so that the resulting field

vector in front of the channel de-

flects from the channel axis near

the tip.

Finally we would like to point

out some possible causes of the

straightening of the HF discharge

channels under the influence of the

DC voltage. It is shown experiment-

ally [4] , that the value and the

sign of the additional DO voltage do

not effect the electrical parameters

(r and c) cf the HF discharge chan-

nel. Therefore, the straightening

cannot be induced by a change of the

electrical parameters. One of the

causes for straightening may be the

lowering of the HP discharge onset-

potential under the influence of the

DC voltage [1]. The lower the HP

potential, the lower the deg;ree of

branching. Besides, one must .not

ignore the effect of polarity: the

straightening effect under the in-

fluence of the positive pota.atial is

much higher than that of the nega-

tive one. On the other hand, the

straightening effect under the in-

fluence of the DC potential exists

even when the HF potential remains

constant [1]. Maybe that one of the

causes promoting the propagation of

the discharge along the point-elec-

trode axis is the so-called "elec-

trical wind". In the case of the po-

sitive corona positive ions move

along the point-electrode axis. Ac-

cording to the estimates done in [5]

this ion motion produces a thin chan-

nel with a length of some cm. The

gas density in this channel is lower

than in ambient air and it may serve

as a good guide for the HF discharge.

If the HF discharge propagation ve-

locity is about 10 m/s, the "elec-

tric wind" can also occur in front

of the HF discharge channel. This

phenomenon is-in accord with the pro-

pagation of the HF discharge channel

along the straight trajectory up to

long distances under the influence

of tha DC voltage.
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Tf! ; liiFLOENCE OF STRONG IONISATION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPARKS

IN A D.C. FIELD.

T.E.Allibone, Physics Department and J.C.Saunderson, Electrical Eng.

Department of The City University, London.

Introduction. With gaps of the order

of 1 m between rod electrodes tested

with impulse voltages it has been

^ that a 100 mCi source of y~

rays placed just inside the anode or

cathode reduced the scatter of the

values of the breakdown voltage and

the time-lags, but the sparkover

voltages of any gaps have never been

reduced by more than 1 to 2% by

irradiation

Sparkover voltages of similar gaps

stressed with.d.c. usually lie within

a spread of 2$ provided that the

radii of the electrodes are small,

and the effect of radiation is small,

but claims have been made that an

earthed electrode equipped with a

source of o/-, A-, and ^-rays can act

as an improved Franklin lightning

conductor. One such device (called a

Preventor) which is intended to be

erected at least 5m above the highest

point in the area to be 'protected',

is stated "to erect an invisible zone

of lightning attraction hundreds of

feet above the instrument; instead of

metal being used to attract the flash

a constant stream of energised

particles take it under control and

conduct the flash to ground". The

source of radiation in that device is

a foil containing a mixture of radium

and gold; it is stated to be of 0.7

mCi strength, one hundredth of the

strength used in the impulse tests

quoted above, but as the source emits

£X-rays intense ionisation will occur

over a distance of a few cm. from

the source.

Corona currents from a pointed

electrode standing in a d.c. field
(2)have been measured^ with the point

coated with a radioactive source of

unspecified strength: in the range

of currents from 10
o

to 10 amps
the coated electrode gave currents

ten times larger than the uncoated,

but above this value the current/

voltage characteristics were the

same.

In the present work a strong o(-ray

source has been used; its influence

on the growth of corona, and its

ability to attract sideways a spark

developing from the opposite

electrode have been studied.

Experimental procedure. A sharp-

edged cylindrical electrode of the

shape shown in Fig 1 was used for

the corona experiments. To allow the

maximum contribution to be made to

ionisation near to the sparking

region a disc of metal 2cm diameter

was coated with americium of strength

1.1 mCi of 0<-particles of 3 MeV

energy having a range in air of 4 cm.

accompanied by a weak y-radiation.

This disc was placed in the recess

so that the ©(-particles could be

emitted into the gap over 1.8 radians.

Corona and sparkover occurred to the

sharp rim of the cylinder.

Alternatively, a sharp needle was

placed alongside the cylinder, as
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Figure 1.

shown, its tip

standing 1 cm. above

the rim sc that the

tip would be

surrounded by ion-

isation produced by

the O(-particles.

The electrode was placed at various

heights above an earthed plane in a

near-uniform field extending over a

height of 2 m. and the corona current

from the cylinder edge, or alternat-

ively from the needle, v/as measured

both with and without the ionising

source being in place.

To study the sideways deflection

of a spark two identical cylindrical

electrodes were placed on the large

plane of a rod/plane gap of 1 to 2 m.

spacing; they were symmetrically

disposed at various distances from

the perpendicular line from the rod

to the plane so that sideways dis-

placement of the spark occurred, and

the "attractive power" of the active

electrode could be compared with

that of the inactive electrode.

Results.

(a) Corona currents in a uniform

field. Figure 2 shows +he growth of

current as the field ii /ncreased,

the upper electrode being of negative

polarity, d.c. Curves A and B are

for currents from the needle; C and

D are for currents from the cylinder

rim. The two curves B and D are for

when the americium is in place.

The current from the needle,

curve A, develops according to the

familiar square-law, i = x(V - VQ)V

where Vo is the corona threshold

voltage, (here it is -19 kV).
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Figure 2. Corona currents.

(A). . . . (B)x x x x , from needle.

(C) o o o (D) + + +, from cylinder.

(B) and (D), Americium in cylinder

Curve (B) is indistinguishable from

(A) above 0.5 ^A,so the strong ion-

isation has not affected the later

development of the streamer. Below

0.5 îA the current in (B) arises

from'the 0<-rays and from the ions

created by them (about 10^ ion pairs

per alpha-particle); most of the

negative ions will reach the anode,

and a positive ion current of a

fraction of a ̂ A flows to the cathode
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in addition to the corona current.

When the needle is removed the

threshold voltage for corona from

the rim of the cylinder rises to

-89 kV, corresponding to a field of

-32 kV/tn at the plane,and again, it

rises according to a square-law, see

curve (C). When the source is in

place the sharp edge of the cylinder

is immersed in an ionised sheath so

the corona onset does not occur till

the voltage has risen to -160 kV, see

curve (D). Below this voltage there

is the o(-induced current of the order

of 0.2 jiA.

Curves very similar to the above

were obtained for each height of the

electrode above ground, and also

when the applied voltage was positive,

(b) Sideways "attraction" of sparks.

The electrodes were spaced 30 cms

from the centre-line of the system;

the sparking distance from the

cathode being 2 m. Sparks were

evenly divided, but when the source

was placed in one electrode all went

to that. As the distance of that

active electrode from the centre-

line was increased, the fraction of

sparks to it fell, as shown in Pig 3.

An increase of 6$ in the sparking

distance sufficed to eliminate all

sparks to it and at this distance,

the sideways displacement had been

increased by 4-0%.

Two rod electrodes 4 cm higher

than the cylinders were placed close

alongside them. Now, all sparks went

to the rods and there was substant-

ially no difference in the attractive

powers of the two electrodes.

Discussion. It would clearly be

unwise to allow a discharge to strike

tee

\

\

f-oo I-os

Figure 3

The ){ of sparks

attracted to the

active electrode,

plotted against

the ratio of the

(sparking dis-

tance to the

active electrode)

to the (sparking

distance to the inactive electrode).

the active surface, but the tests

show that if the sparking tip is

above the limit of the range of the

O^-particles the presence of the source

has no effect on corona growth or on

the sideways "attractive power" of the

active electrode. Ions carried away

by air currents have little or no

effect on the corona characteristics;

no credance can be given to the state-

ment that ions "can erect a zone of

lightning attraction hundreds of feet

up". The degree of sideways attraction

is not insignificant for gaps of 2 m.

Leader-stroke initiation _l_s assisted

by the strong ionisation and further

tests will be made, but it is well

known that the fraction of the gap

traversed by an ascending leader

diminishes as the gap length increases

and it is small for the lightning

stoke.

The authors wish to thank Dr Rita

Palmer for assistance with the active

source.
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COORDINATION OF MULTI-PATH INSULATION

IN GAS-INSULATED TRANSMISSION LINES

H. Anis

Cairo University
Cairo , Egypt

Breakdown in gas-insulated trans-

mission lines is being attributed to

conductor surface roughness, spacer

surface flashover, and contaminating

particles (1,2,3). Since these causes

may coexist and since each cause is

characterized by a different volt-

time relation the need arises for an

evaluation of their collective effect

on GITL insulation coordination. This

paper offers a statistical tool for

this task.

Concept of minimum time delay

Under impulse stress the break-

down of GITL occurs with a time delay

which is random in nature (1-6). Its

randomness., or its probability distr-

ibution depends on the system condit-

ion and impulse voltage. Let us deal

with n possible paths of breakdown.

In the absence of all other paths one

path is characterized by a breakdown

probability pi and a time delay dist-

ribution fi(t) ;i=l,n. If the complete

system is subjected to the impulse,p.

and f^t) of the ith path will take

new values, p^and f*(t). For clarity,

consider only three breakdown paths ,

i.e. n=3. The new p^ of ,say, the fir-

st path is now

+ P I P 2 ( I - P 5 ) s 1 > 2

In eq.(l) p-̂  is made up .respectively,

of the probability that flashover occ-

urs alone path 1 while paths 2 & $ are

withstood , the probability of flashov-

er along bcth paths 1&3 but path 1 is

"faster" to flash over, the probability

of flashover along paths ls-2 but path 1

is faster to flashover, and finally the

probability of flashover along all thr-

ee paths but path 1 is the fastest to

develop a flashover. Sn -,(or Sn -,) is

the probability that the time delay of

path 1 is shorter than that of path 2

(or path 3) and thus flashes over. It

can be shown that (6)

d t2 dtl

sl 23 ^B t n e probability that path 1

develops flashover faster than either

2 or 3» or it is the probability that

t\ is less than the minimum delay (MD)

of paths 2 and 3. The distribution of

this MD can be derived by expressing

its probability for being larger than

all other delays (here, t2 and t?):

/ f (t) dt=/f2(t) dt ./f3(t) dt (3)
T- r r

which can be shown to reduce to

fT(t)=f3(t) Jf2(t)dt+f2(t)lf3(t)dt (k)
S, o-z can then be obtained by replacing

tp by fT in equation (2). The minimum

delay of a number of i^rallel insulat-

ion paths is also the "apparant" delay

of all paths when they tend -statistic-

ally to flash over at the same instant.

System's flashover delay
7/hen testing a GITL unit, only its
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"appflrant",i.e. collective, delay can

be recorded and .therefore, it Is that

delay that should be coordinated with

lightning arresters. The relation bet-

ween that delay and the statistical

features oi breakdown along individual

insulation paths is derived below. For

simplicity two dissimilar paths are

considered here and the analysis can

be extended to any other number of pa-

ths. The total breakdown probability

of the 2-insulation path system is

P= p1(l-p2)

le to break down. 1'he first forn of eq-

uation^) can be used to derive an exp-

ression for the apparant time delay in

terms of the delay distribution f(t) &

breakdown probability p of one spacer.

This is attained by recalling that the

delay when x spacers are probable to

break down simultaneously is the iiinim-

um delay of those x spacers. According

to eq.(it) the distribution of such a

time is given by
r x-1

f (t) = x.ftt).( { tit) dt ) (8)
x t

P3.P2

Accordingly, the apparant time delay

of the system is expressed by

fa(t)=-i-[p1(l-p2)f1(t)+p2(l-p1)f2(t)

+PlP2(f1(t)/fP(t)dt+f?(t)/f1(t)dt]
1 t * t -1 (6)

The first two terms represent the ind-

ividual contributions of paths 1 & 2

to the apparant breakdown delay. The

third term is the distribution of the

minimum delay of the two paths (see

eq.(i+)) weighted by a factor P1P2 whi-

ch is the probability of paths 1 & 2

breaking down together.

Multi-spacer compressed gas systems

One of the most common causes of

GITL insulation failure is a flashover

along one of its spacers. It would,

therefore, be useful to relate the in-

dividual flashover features to the co-

llective (apparant) ones of the system.

When n spacers are subjected to an im-

pulse stress the system*s probability

of failure becomes

P=2I(£) p x (l-p)n"x , or simply

P= 1- (1-p) 17)
The term p X(l-p) n~ x is the probability
of breakdown of x spacers simultaneous-
ly while (n-x) spacers are not probab-

Therefore, the apparant breakdown del-

ay of n-spacer system is given by

fa(t) . <

f(t)( J f(t) dt )
x-l

(9)

Application

The simplist and most reliable

way of ̂.utting equation (9) to use is

by random number simulation techniques

normally known as "Monte Carlo"raethod.

The known dietribution f(t) obtained by

laboratory testing is fed to a computer

program either in a functional form or

8
• s imu l .

•n=5
P=50%

x

in
LU

o

O

40 80 120
DELAY (jus)

Fig.{l): Delay distribution (ref.J+)
and a simulated multi-insulation.

n exper.
1/11=1
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Fig.(2): Variation of mean breakdown
delay with breakdown probability.

in a frequency distribution form. A

aeries of uniformly distributed rand-

om numbers can be generated which are

then converted to conform with the gi-

ven f(t). These numbers are successiv-

ely substituted in eq.(9) to produce

their fa(t) counterparts. In Fig.(1)

an example is worked out where the di-

stribution of breakdown delay in a 5-

insulation system is produced from a

given distribution of one insulation

path as experimentally determined in

ref.UJ.

Figures (2) and (3) demonstrate
the effects of the breakdown probabil-
ity of a single insulation path and
the number of paths in a GITL system
on the statistics of the apparant del-
ay of breakdown based on the case sh-
own in Fig.(l).
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X-RAY RADIATION IN A BREAKDOWN WAVE

Aainovsky E.I., Markovets V.V., Filyugin I.V.

Institute of High Temperatures of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Moscow, USSR

X-ray radiation accompanied by

the breakdown of overatressed gaps

/I/ is caused by fast particles being

accelerated in strong fields. The re-

gion of strong field in breakdown wa-

ve /2/ is concentrated in the break-

down wave front, propogating through

either nonionized or weakly ionized

gas /3/, and is characterized by the

size much lesser than that of inter-

electrode gap. Formation of this re-

gion results from the breakdown pulse

potential being brought into the

front of a wave, the latter can tran-

sform in a shock wave /4»5/. X-ray

radiation under conditions of a pulae

voltage breakdown of long gaps was

recorded in /5,6/,

Present paper deals with the

study of time-spatial structure of

breakdown wave in visual range and

in X-ray and HP ones, as well as with

the investigation of the cross-sec-

tional distribution of X-ray radia-

tion coming from the end of discharge

tube. V' /Igon parameter was less

than unity in all recording systems,

where W is the maximum observed ve-

locity, Z = 1 ns is time resolution

and synchronization accuracy, 1 =
gap

30 cm. These values allow to resolve

the processes near anode and cathode

both in longitudinal direction and

inside the gap.

The general experimental set-up

being similar to that described in

/7/ is characterized by a different

discharge device designed as the

glass tube of 3 cm diameter and 30

cm in length Tilled with nitrogen

under 0,5 to 30,0 torr pressure.

This tube has a window at its butt-

end for radiation removal. Low-vol-

tage electrode in shortened with a

tube screen. Breakdown of discharge

gap was carried out by pulses of

negative polarity ( dotted line on

Pig. la ) and 15 kv amplitude, 20

ns pulse length, 10 rise time and

90 Hz frequency.

Fig.1 represents the results

measured under 1,5 torr pressure.

After the period of t, being elap-

sed from the supply of pulse vol-

tage to cathode ( Fig.1a,(U), brea-

kdown wave starts. This effect is

indicated by an occurence of cur-

rent through electrode ( Fig.ia, (2)-)

as well as by formation of visual

radiation from the near-electrode

area. Straight lines 3 to 5 on Fig.

1b or. x-t plane represent the mo-

vement of disturbance front bottom

in visual region as well as HP one.

Wave front moves with the velocity

of V1= 2-10
9 cm/s ( Fig.1b,(3)).

Cathode spot is formed at t? accom-

panied by a current rise ( Fig.ia,

(2)) and bright torch flash. Catho-

de spot initiates the second wave,
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propagating at velocity of V«= 1-10

cm/s ( Pig.1b,(5)). At x= 18 cm lo-

cation this wave catches the first

bxeakdo'.m wave front, increasing ve-
q

locity of the latter up to V,= 4-10

cm/s ( Pig.1b,(4)). Wave velocities

measured by the slope of straight li-

nes 3 to 5 ( 3ee Pig.1b) are equal

by magnitude ( within the limits of

accuracy) to the corresponding va-

lues, calculated by means of x-t

plots of visual radiation accompaning

the waves under consideration. A mo-

ving source of X-ray radiation,that

has the same x,t coordinates as those

of breakdown wave front, is formed

at x= 22 cm location. Velocity of the

X-ray radiation pulse bottom as well

as that of its maximum value are both

equal to the velocities of visual ra-

diation front and potential front

V3= 4'1O
9 cm/s ( Fie.1t>»(4)). Anode

did not influence significantly on

the source formation, because dyna-

mics of X-ray radiation remained un-

changed when anode was disconnected

from the screen or interelectrode gap

was increased by 10 cm.

Assuming the major heating takes

place in the region of strong elec-

tric field inside the wave front, it

±3 possible to estimate the magnitude

of the field mentioned. If one acco-

unts for the reflection of electrons

from u running front and the fact

that acceleration region lies between

location where the second wave cat-

ches the first one and that of X-ray

radiation formation ( &x= 4 cm), the

value of field strength of 5 kV/cm

is obtained.

Experiments under the same con-

ditions for the pressure range of

0,5 to 30 torr have revealed that

both X-ray radiation and cathode spot

-4

occured only in the range of 1 to 5

torr. Cathode spot, supplying addi-

tional charge to the breakdown wave

front and increasing electrical fi-

eld in the latter, seems to be the

necessary condition of X-ray radia-

tion formation in the wave breakdo-

wn of long discharge tube.

Pig.2 shows the results of X-

ray quant enex'gy measurments carri-

ed out by means of absorption tech-

nique /8/. ( Measurements were ac-

complished in the cross-section of

discharge tube for radiation coining

from the tube butt-end).

Decrease of cross-section ave-

raged energy of X-ray radiation as

well a3 the change of form of X-ray

quant energy distribution in the

discharge tube cross-3ection is ob-

served with gas pressure growth.

Image converter-grama in visual ran-

ge obtained previously in /9/ revea-

led that discharge form was changed

from a surface to volumetric one

with pressure growth. Energy dist-

ribution of X-ray radiation across

the section also shows, as can be

seen on Pig.2, the presence of both

surface and volumetric forms of dis-

charge. Surface form of discharge

ia characterized by X-ray radiation

not only exhibiting its maximum ne-

ar the walls,but being also ahead

of the radiation from the volume by

some nanoseconds.

Decrease of the breakdown pulse

amplitude in the pressure range gre-

ater than 2 torr results also in n.

change of the form of X-ray quant

energy distribution in cross-section:

from the volumetric to the near-

wall one with simultaneous decrease

of cross-3ection averaged energy of

quants.
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DEPOPULATION MECHANISMS IN A GAS BREAKDOWN

P.BAYLE, M.BAYLE, G.FORN

Laboratolre de GSnle Electrlque-CNRS L.A.304
Universlte Paul Sabatler-31062 To.ilouse-FRANCE

INTRODUCTION

The current crossing through a gas leads

to a sometimes significant modification,

Induced by Joule effect, of the local

conditions of the neutral gas. Its

temperature Increases due to energy

transfer between electrons and molecules

and this may Induced a local variation of

the neutral particles density. From this

moment, the discharge evolves in an

heterogeneous medium and the interaction

between electrons and neutral particles,

appearing with the depopulation in the

core of the discharge modifies in a

significant way the discharge kinetics.

The kinetics of the discharge will be

different whether If there Is depopulation

or not. A non-negligible inertia of the

background gas exists in front of the

stimulation by the electron cloud. This

inertia induces a delay in the

depopulation in the core of the discharge.

Some approximate relations have been

settled in order to estimate easily the

depopulation rate in a gas breakdown,

without dealing with the complete but more

difficult to use model, based on the one

hand, on ''"•? continuity equations.

momentum equation for electrons modelling

and on the other hand, on the continuity

equations, momentum and energy equations

for neutral particles. An exhaustive study

by the complete model has been performed

by Bayle, Bayle and Forn (1985-1,1985-2).

As depopulation is maximum on the axis of

the discharge, the estimation will be made

in this point and the analytic relations

leading to depopulation estimation allow

to deduce the time when the depopulation

will induced a modification of the

discharge evolution. In fact, the gas Is

considered as no longer homogeneous if the

neutral density on the discharge axis

deviates from 10 % from the background gas

density. On the axis, there is no

transport and as

t>T - "2>U - V(0,t) - 0 (1)

so N(t) - No exp - 1 2 dV(r,t) dt (2)- 1 2 dV(X
and the depopulation rate is (If x <10 Z)

ft
x - N(t)-No „ [2 c>V(r.t) dt

No ~J 7 P
O

(3)

An estimation of the temperature of

neutral particles on the axis of the

discharge can be obtained. I(t) being the
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measured Intensity In the discharge can be

written as:

I(t) - / Je(t) g(r> 2 3K T dr

Re Is the radius of the discharge channel,

g(r) is the electronic profile

g(r) » exp ( - r/ Re ). Then,

T(t,t)vTotf-,Ei!(r) _/Je(t)dt (4)

fr being the energy transfer rate between

electrons and neutral molecules. If we

assume that N varies slightly ( x(t) < 10

V (r. (5)

In order to estimate the role of the

neutral gas, we have studied the

significance of the depopulation

mechanisms in two different kinds of

discharges: a plan parallel gap discharge

evolving in 170 ns and a point—to- plane

gap discharge evolving In 1.15 ̂is.

DEPOPULATION MECHANISMS IM A PLAN PARALLEL

GAP DISCHARGE

The discharge analyzed here has been

described by Stritzke, Sander and Raether

(1977). It evolved in a 2.5 cm apart

parallel gap in tig at 250 Torr. It lasted

170 ns. The experimental current intensity

increases regularly and can be expressed

as I- Io exp(^ t), Io being the value of

the current intensity when the space

charge effects appear. The depopulation

rate can be written as

x(t) - - 4 E fT!o exp (9t) (6)

M 2.5 N K Rt -J3

M is the mass of the molecule, N is the

initial neutral gas density, E the

electric field. In this experi^nt, "J »

1.78 * 10 s~ and we obtain x - -0.88 X,

170 ns after the beginning of the

discharge. So, in the discharge analyzed

here, the depopulation mechanism is weak,

nearly non-existent, the neutral molecules

play the passive role of an energy

absorber with an increase of the neutral

particles temperature.The value of the

depopulation rate obtained by eq.(6)

agrees well with the value obtained by the

complete hydrodynamic model. The

depopulation time, (i.e.the time necessary

to obtain a density variation of 10 %) is

deduced from eq. (6) as:

(M » ) (7)
SEf,

This leads to td - 184 ns in Stritzke 's

experiment, which is a time longer than

the spark transition time in this

experiment. Thus, in this kind of

discharge, the dynamics of neutral

particles do not intervene.The discharge

is only condiMonned by the electric

phenomenon (creation, gain losses of

charged carriers). The spark transition

and the thermal collision mechanisms take

place without any perturbation of the

homogeneity of the neutral gas.

DEPOPULATION MECHANISMS IN

POINT-TO-PLANE DISCHARGE

The second discharge analyzed in this
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paper has been described by Gibert, Dupuy,

Bayle and Bayle (1983). The experimental

conditions were :2.5cm point-to-plane Rap

In air at 250 Tore. The discharge lasted

1.15 >us. The experimental current

intensity first increases steapily,

reaches its maximum value Io and decreases

as I - Io exp(-Vt)t then increases s^ain.

The depopulation mechanisms will take

place in the decreasing intensity stage.

The depopulation rate can be expressed as:

x(t) - - frE io {'intf-t-A-it-e } (8)

^ is deduced from the experimental pattern

6 _l

of the current - 1.5 * 10 s . Figure (1)

shows the temporal evolution of the

depopulation rate obtained on the one hand

by means of eq. (8) and on the other hand

by the complete hydrodynamlc model.
X %

-100

-0.11
o 0.1 O2 a3

Figure l:Teraporal evolution of the

depopulation rate

( ):Eq.8, ( • ) :complete hydodynamic

model

The agreement between the two studies

justifies the use of eq.(3) to obtain a

first estimation of the depopulation rate.

A 10 % depopulation rate is reached for tj

" 0.23 ^ia, that Is to say far from the end

of the discharge ( uhlch lasted 1.15 jis).

The temporal evolution of the neutral

density on the axis of the discharge is

shown on figure (2) and 3hows the

significance of the depopulation mechanlms

during the discharge evolution.In this

kind of discharge, the interaction between

electrons and neutral particles plays an

active role in the transition to spark.

The discharge may no longer be considered

as a sole electric phenomenon but it is

necessary to take into account the

therraodynaraic interaction of the

background gas with the multiplication and

transport processes.

Vk

2000

1000

0

•

e

4

N 10 cni3

j
I

\ /

0 04 0.8 12 ~?S

Figure 2:Temporal evolution of the neutral

density (N) and of the neutral temperature

(T) on the axis of the discharge
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Introduction

A spark like breakdown, called Pseudospark

(PS) /I/, occurs in a special discharge geo-

metry, shown in fig. 1.

Insulator
Electrodes

Beam axis

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of a Pseudospark
chamber

Two or more parallel electrodes with centre

holes are separated by insulating rings. On-

ly the anode and the cathode are connected

to the high voltage power supply. The fast

breakdown at a current rise of typically

10 A/ns occurs at gas pressures of 10 to

100 Pa at the left branch of the Paschen

curve. The discharge channel is restricted

and defined by the electrode holes. During

the breakdown an electron beam is observed

propagating behind the anode. In analogy

ions were detected behind the cathode.

On the one hand the PS has a great simila-

rity with a spark because of the fast cur-

rent rise and the small discharge diameter.

On the other hand the discharge channel is

well defined by tfie geometry, and the typi-

cal parameters

E/n > 10'16 V d A - C * 1 cm

cannot fulfill Raether's spark -criterion.

Model of the Pseudospark discharge

Several investigations of the temporal de-

velopment of the discharge lead to a basic

model of the PS ccnsistina of a slow pre-

and a fast main discharge.

The discharge is characterized by the fol-

lowing experimental observations:

Predischarge:

1. currents of some 10 uA for "everal mi-

croseconds before breakdown

2. emission of fast electrons before

breakdown

3. formative time dependent on E/n, <x , If

( « , Y": Townsend coefficients)

Main discharge:

4. occurance of a plasma in the region be-

hind the cathode

5. expansion of this plasma in the cathode

backspace with an axial velocity of

about 2 • 106 m/s

6. increase of the breakdown voltage by ap-

plying a positive voltage at an electrode

in the hollow cathode region

7. the hollow cathode geometry determines

the breakdown voltage, formati-e time and

the current rise time of the PS.

These results lead to the following qualita-

tive model:

The PS starts with a diffuse discharge in

the axial channel. The theory of formative

time lag by Davidson /2/, based on the Town-

send model, quantitatively agrees with the

experimental results. As soon as a space

charge, produced by the predischarge, ex-
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ceeds a critical value /3/ in the cathode

space, the discharge expands with an axial

velocity of about 2 • 10 m/s. Thus the ob-

served fast current rise can be explained as

follows:

- fast increase of the participating cathode

surface

- favourable conditions of the hollow

cathode geometry for secondary electron

yield and charge carrier multiplication by

pendel electrons.

Experimental results

1. Electron beam

The self pinched electron beam of the PS

discharge propagates in low pressure gas.

The current density distribution was found

to have a Bennet profile. The FWHM is gene-

rally below 0.6 mm and grows linearly with

gas pressure. Furthermore the electron beam

bored holes in several target materials. The

diameter of a hole in a 0.3 mm copper target

was found to be 0.05 mm.

Th' electron energy distribution above lOkeV

was investigated by x-ray spectroscopy of

the bremsstrahlumg produced in the low pres-

sure gas /4/. For breakdown voltages smaller

than 20 kV the electron energy distribution

functions are nearly constant. Betweer. 20

and 30 kV the electron energy distributions

show a peak some ten percent below the ener-

gy corresponding to the breakdown voltage.

Above 30 kV a second peak occurs correspon-

ding to the breakdown voltage, shown in fig.

2:

1
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.02

0.00
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I

\

tO 50
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60
flceV

2. Ions of high charge states

Highly charged ions, produced by the intense

electron beam in the anode region,were de-

tected by parabola spectroscopy, time of

flight spectroscopy and VUV spectroscopy

(see part 4.}. In contrast to the two other

methods the VUV spectroscopy also takes into

account ions that do not leave the discharge

chamber. The detected charge states of noble

gas ions are shown in the following table

Otschjrge

CIS

Neon

Argon

Krypton

Xenon

VUV

spectroscopy

Parabola
spectrometer

Detected charge states

-

Ar* - Ar'*

Kr* - Kr'**>

-

Ne* - N,5*

Ar* - Ar7*

Kr* - Kr13*

«.* - * . " *

Time of f l i g h t
spectrnmettr

K '2»

Hi3*

Jr ' :

-

Current/uA

20
B

1.2

20
6
1

30
8
2
1

-

3. Ion energy distribution

The energy distribution function of the ions

leaving the cathode were determined by a re-

tarding field analyzer. A typical time inte-

grated distribution function is plotted in

fig. 3:

2 3
ion energy/XeV

Fig. 3: Time integrated ion energy distribu-
tion of a hydrogen discharge

Fig. 2: Electron energy distribution fjnction
of an argon discharge at a breakdown
voltage of 37 kV
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4. Optical spectroscopy

The plasma of the PS discharge was investi-

gated with optical spectroscopy in the va-

cuumultraviolet (VUV) and visible wavelength

region /A/. These investigations were car-

ried out in cooperation with the Physika-

lisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Institut

Berlin, Labor fur Plasmaspektroskopie.

The VUV investigations were performed in

Berlin with a 1 m normal incidence monochro-

mator end-on in the range between 30 and

100 nm. The signals were recorded either

time integral on a x-t recorder or time re-

solved with a transient recorder (see table).

In the visible wavelength region two diffe-

rent types of measurements were performed.

First the temporal development of spectral

lines was measured /4/ end-on and side-on to

get information about the set-up and the de-

velopment of the discharge. Second the broa-

dening of H^and, if possible, of li, in the

plasma of the PS discharge was measured time

resolved with an optical multichannel analy-

zer for the discharge gases H2 and the noble

gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, each with a

small H2 admixture. From these measurements

particle densities and particle temperatures

in the PS plasma could be obtained with the

MMM theory and the great support of J. Sei-

del, Berlin /5,6/.

Applications

1. Production of ion beams

The cathode plasma region with the ion ener-

gy distribution function shown above was

suggested to serve as an ion source for a

gas filled accelerator with PS geometry.

Such an accelerator was realized on the 30kV

level. Current densities up to 20 mA/cm2 are

observed. On the 500 kV level experiments

are carried out on pulsed power generators

(work supported by the Kernforschungszentrum

Karlsruhe GmbH). Protons with energies up to

490 keV and H* with energies up to 970 keV

were detected. The beam divergence is energy

independent and amounts to 2.6 +_ 0.2°. The

current density profile is Gaussian. The mean

beam current density in the cathode region is

some hundred inA/cm2. In some cases intense

sputtering effects on targets and electrodes

were found, indicating more intense ion beams.

These events are subject of current research.

2. High voltage switching

The high breakdown voltage and the fast cur-

rent rise make the PS discharge very interes-

tinq in switching applications because it can

easily be trigoered in different ways:

- by a slidinq discharge on an insulator sur-

face m

- by a pulsed glow discharge in the cathode

backspace region /8/

- by influencing the breakdown voltage with a

blocking potential electrode in the cathode

backspace region.

In special configurations currents up to
200 kA at voltages of 20 kV or 0.8 kA at 40kV

havf! been switched. The maximum current rise
12

rate was 10 A/s /9/. Minimum switching de-

lay and jitter were 35 ns resp. smaller than

1 ns. Therefore parallelling of switches

should be successful.

3. Longitudinal Laser pumping

In collaboration with the KfKI at Budapest

pulsed laser oscillation at the 488.0 nm and

the 514.5 nm transitions of Ar II was obser-

ved in an Ar-He PS discharge. The time delay

between current rise and laser pulse of the

488.0 nm line was 2.5 us, shown in fig. 4:

300-

200

0 §
xi

2 S

Fig. 4: Time behaviour of the current and the
488.0 nm laser line
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The time delay can be explained either by

lowering of the electron temperature and do-

minance of two step excitation /10/ or by

recombination of highly charged ions /11/

(see also 'experimental results').
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FIGURE OF MERIT M FOR HEXAFLUOROPROPYLENE ( 1 - C F , )

3 6

J . B e r r i l , J .M. Chr i s t en sen and I.W. McAl l i s t e r

i'epui'tment of Physics, Building 309B, The Technical University, DK-S800 Lyngby, Denmark

The dielectric properties of many strong-

ly plectronegative gases are at present under

study. The i.-.petus behind this activity is

the desire to find a gas or gas mixture with

insulating characteristics under practical

conditions superior to compressed SF,-. This

requirement implies th£.t the gas or gas

r.ixLure will be less sensitive to the ef-

fects of electrode surface roughness and

moving particles upon the breakdown voltage.

The insulating properties of a strongly

dectronegative gas or gas mixture may be

characterised in terms of the (£7p),. and

the figure of merit M, see [1]. In the pre-

sent contribution, high precision measure-

ments of these parameters for hexafluoropro-

pylene 1-C.jy are reported and discussed with

reference to previous investigations [2,3].

Figure of merit /•/ for a strongly electrone-

gative gas

For a strongly electronegative gas, the

effective coefficient of ionisation ct may be

considered, as a first approximation, to be

a linear function of the field strength E and

the gas pressure p, viz.

a(E,p) = 051 - Kp s (1)

in which (3 and i< are constants. The figure of

merit M is defined as

(2)

whore ,V is the constant in the streamer cri-

terion for the onset of breakdown, see [i].

Applying this criterion to a strictly uni-

form field of cap ~\ ength d, we find that the

breakdown voltage U^ is given by

Introducing U = K/& and (E/p) . = K/6,o lun

the linear part of the Paschen curve can be

written as

V = V •s o

in which (F/p) . is the value of E/p for

which a = 0. The Paschen curve as a whole is,

of course, non-linear and exhibits a minimum

value. However, it is found experimentally

that, over the range ol pd of interest to

practical applications, the curve is essen-

tially linear. From (2), (3) and (h) we have

V
M = (5)

(3)

indicating that M can be determined from the

linear part of the Pascher. curve.

Experimental apparatus and procedure

The measurements were undertaken in a

96 1, ^50 nun diameter glass vessel fitted

with a 100-kV high voltage bushing. The max-

imum working pressure was ~ 0.9 bar.

The elecbrodes used were of the Karis-

son profile [h] having a flat diameter of

60 mm and an overall diameter of 180 mm. By

restricting the maximum gap spacing to

< 30 mm, the degree of inherent axial field

non-uniformity was kept to < 0.1$ [5). To

provide well-defined boundaries for the con-

trol of the electric field, the electrode

assembly is enclosed in an earthed metallic

cylindrical shell of 1*00 mm diameter. The el-

ectrodes were made of stainless steel and

after careful polishing an R < 0.1 [a was

achieved. To preserve the surfaces from the

effects of spark discharges, a 10 Mfi resis-

tor was connected in series with the te.;t

gap. In addition, a voltage chopping circuit

is activated by the pre-breakdown discharge
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current when i ts magnitude is > 10 pA.

To minimise the statist ical time-lag t ,

( i . e . , the time between the applied voltage

attaining n level corresponding to the true

brenkdo.T. voltage, and the occurrence of an

electron initiating breakdown), the gap was

irradiated. The teiin 'true "breakdown voltage1

in used to signify the breakdown voltage as

deduced from l.lie :;T,r<-amer breakdown crite-

rion. An inherent assumption of this cri te-

rion is that t. = 0. The irradiation was

provided by a radioactive source mounted

centrally in the high voltage electrode, i .e .

the use of ho3 es in the electrode was avoided

'i= these would introduce serious field dis-

t.orti.on.

The upper electrode was suspended from

;> fiupportiiig structure i>hich was mounted on

the metal base-plate of the vessel, as was

the lower electrode. By this means the ef-

fects on electrode alignment of the defor-

mation of the pressure vessel walls were min-

imised. Prior to the commencement of a test

run at a specific gas pressure, the gap spac-

ing was zeroed using the external drive me-

chanism. Thereafter the gap spacing was set

to the desired value, which was determined

with precision gauge-blocks to within 0.1 urn.

The applied voltage, which was obtained

from a highly stabilised 100 kV DC power

supply, was measured using an enclosed, 1-GfJ,

air-insulated, corona free, precision resis-

tor. The current flowing through the resis-

tor is measured by an automatic current com-

pensation system. The absolute accuracy of

the voltage measurements is better than 0.1J5:

see [6] for details. A discrimination of 1 V

in 100,000 V is readily recorded. .To obtain

the best estimate of the true breakdown vol-

tage the applied voltage is set at about 50 V

below the expected breakdown level and then

slowly raised with a rate of rise of not

more than 1 V/s until breakdown occurs, A

series of ten measurements was made for each

gap spacing.

The gas pressure was measured with a

precision quartz Bourdon manometer. In the

range of interest, 0.5 < p/bar < 1, the in-

accuracy is < 0.1/8. The gas temperature was

measured by means of a platinum resistance

thermometer. Temperature differences of

< 0.1 K can be recorded. In addition the

test vessel and the final loop of the HV

circuit were placed in a thermally insulated

enclosure within which the temperature was

stabilised to 0.1 °C.

Results and discussion

Measurements of the breakdown voltage

of K F, were made in the pressure range

0.1 bar to 0.7 bar. With the present experi-

mental apparatus, the measured onset break-

down voltage is an exceptionally well-defined

quantity. The results are repeatable with an

extreme degree of accuracy. To i l lustrate the

accuracy which can be obtained, Table 1 shows

a typical sequence of measurements. The aver-

age value of the measured voltages is V =

5*1.1*35 kV and the standard deviation is 5 V

\sia). I'; referring p to 20 °C, i t was est i-

mated that, although 1-C F/ is a non-ideal

gas, the ratio of the compressibility factors

Z(p ,S93)/Z(p ,1" ) could be taken as unity to

1 in 1000.

d = 10.000 mm

V = 5t*.i+35 kV

shot no.

1

2

3

1*

5
6

7
8

9
10

p ? 0 = 0.6806 bar

s(U) = 5 V

U/kV

514.1*31*

31*

35
1*2

39

35
23

35

33
1.0
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Tabl e Paschen curve data for T-Z Table 3. Results of Aschwanden and Biasiutti

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

bar

.096

.193

.290

.387

.U33

.580

.681

'lira

kV(mm b a r )

6.

6.

7-

7.

7.

7.

7.

52

80

08

31

52

70

87

V
0

kV

1.33

1.27

1.12

1.05

0.96

0.95

0.88

M
bar mm

0.20

0.19

0.16

0.14

0.13
0.12

0.11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

•H

• 97

' 5 6

Note: r is the coefficient of correlation

and 0.9)̂  = 0.9999. Also for SFg, M = 0.0**

bar mm.

The results of analysing the measure-

ments in terms of (';) are summarised in Table

2. For comparison, the results of Aschwanden

and Biasiutti [2,3] are listed in Table 3.

From the values of the coefficient of
2

correlation v in Table 2, it is clear that,

for p constant, the variation of the measured

values of U with pd fit almost uniquely to
s

a straight line. This result together with

the recent measurements of Aschwanden et al

of a [7], which indicated that, for p cons-

tant, ~a(E,p) was a linear function, confirms

the ur.e of the figure of merit concept in

relation to a strongly electronegative gas

exhibiting pressure dependent discharge

behaviour.

The variation of (f/p),. with increas-
lim

ing p is in agreement with the work of Asch-

wanden and Biasiutti [2,3]. Recently, it has

been suggested that this pressure dependence

of (E/p) . is due to the anomalous electron
' lim

attachment properties of 1-C F, [8], For a

comparable p-range, however, the present

{Kip) . - and V -values are consistently less

than those measured by Aschwai.den and Bia—

siutti. The cause of this disagreement is not

imir.pdia.tely apparent, but is perhaps not un-

connected with the use of a 50 Hz AC power

supply in [2] and [3]. In contrast the pres-

ent investigation used a DC power supply.

[ 2

P20
ba r

0.10

0.25

0.50
1.00

1.50

2.00

ref.

, 3 ]

kV(mm

-

7.U3
8.05
8.98

9.65
10.15

[2]

bar) 1

6.92
7.U6
8.10
9.08
9-73

10.22

[3]

kV

-

2-5

3.1

1.8

1.3

1.2

[2]

2 . 1

2 . 1

1.9

1.2

1.0

0.7

[3]
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SHOCK WAVES INDUCED BY PLANAR SURFACE DISCHARGES

R. E. Beverly III

a. E. Beverly III and Associates
1891 Fishinger Road

Columbus, Ohio 43221 USA

Surface discharges are finding appli-
cation as uv radiation sources to
pump photodissociation excited media,
to preionize carbon dioxide and ex-
ciraer lasers, and to photoinitiate
HF/DP chemical lasers [1,2].
Engineering considerations for incor-
porating surface discharges into
pulsed lasers are given by the
present author in Ref. [3]. Surface
discharges do not have an explosion
limit analogous to flash]amps, al-
though a shock wave is launched in a
direction perpendicular to the
dielectric substrate while the plasma
itself remains tightly pressed
against the substrate. For intracav-
ity operation, the location of the
surface discharge must be such that
extraction of stored laser energy is
effected prior to the arrival of the
shock wave at the boundary of the
optically active region. The present
work describes measurements of shock
wave velocities and comparisons with
planar shock theory.

Experimental arrangement

The geometry of the planar surface
discharge source and an equivalent
circuit schematic are shown in Fig.
1. The discharge width and gap are
given by w and d, respectively, and
the source area is A. Experiments,
have been performed both with Chang
[4] profile arid parallel electrodes
of various widths. The electrode ma-
terial is brass or stainless steel,
depending upon the gas mixture under
investigation. The main energy sto-
rage capacitor Cs is charged to a

load (deposited energy ED=nEs) by two
parallel N2-pressurized spark gaps.
Peaking capacitors Cp are used to in-
crease the current and optical rise
time at the load. The total circuit
inductance is L = Lo + L,. Current
waveforms are measured using an Ion
Physics Company Model CH-l-S current
monitor, while voltage waveforms are
measured using a custom-built coaxial
divider. Data in this paper were
taken using parallel electrodes under
the following conditions: Cs = 868
nF, Cp = 6.6 nF, L = 284 nH, w = d =
10 era, and cellulose acetate dielec-
tric (0.76 mm thick).

I I Locil« (PMMAI

voltage (stored energy
0.5CsV£) and is discharged into the

"-Current Monitor

Fig. 1

Shock wave velocities are inferred
from transit time measurement made
using miniature quartz piezoelectric
gauges. A typical oscilloscope trace
is shown in Fig. 2. The prompt sig-
nal is due to electrical, noise and
serves as a time fiducial while the
delayed signal, approximately 72 usec
later, is the pressure pulse signify-
ing arrival of the shock wave. The
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aobstrnte-to-gauge distance was var-
ied from 3 to 6 cm with no observable
decrease in snock velocity.

Fig. 2

A photoroultiplier tube (Hamamatsu
R-1509) is used in conjunction with
various bandpass filter/pinhole aper-
ture arrangements to measure oitical
pulse shapes. Signals from the PMT,
current, voltagef and pressure gauge
monitors are recorded using c TEK
7704A oscilloscope. Representative
broadband ( \= 267 nm, aX = 30 nm)
optical pulseshape traces are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 for discharges in 1
atm Ar and Xe, respectively. Note
that the PMT gain in Fig. 3 is 2.2
times that in Fig. 4; hence the peak
optical intensity produced by dis-
charges in Xe gas is 3.7 times that
for operation in Ar under identical
conditions. The optical pulsewidths
are 1.7 and 1.3 usec (FWHM) for dis-
charges in Ar and Xe gas, respective-
ly. The optical decay time is longer
than the rise time, especially for
discharges in ?r. This is due to a
lower placma resistance for Ar dis-
charges resulting in a lower electri-
cal damping coefficient. All of the
current waveforms were oscillatory
(ring frequency 0.31 MHz) to nearly
critically damped. The peak current
was observed to increase linearly
with Vc, and the peak radiation in-
tensity occurred temporally coinci-
dent with the peak current. Fig. 5
shows a representative current trace
having a peak current of 22.5 kA for
a discharge in 1 atm Xe. Data in
Figs. 2-5 were all taken with Vc * 20
kV.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Shock-wave measurements

Measured shock velocities v increase
slowly with increasing Vc and, hence,
with increasing Es. Comparison with
theory requires that we know the dis-
charge power density G (W/c:m2 ) , de-
fined as

G = E 0/(At E F F),

where tEFF is the effective pul-
sewidth of the discharge (which is
assumed to be equal to the effective
optical pulsewidth, i.e. ths width of
an equivalent square wave having the
same peak power and energy as the ac-
tual pulseshape). ED is calculated
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once 7 is known. The data in Figs.
6 and 7 clearly indicate that the
plasma resistance is larger with Xe
discharges resulting in a higher dis-
charge efficiency n, better source-
driver impedance matching, and a
shorter optical pulsewidth.

0 J'O.P

CHARGING VOL 'AGF, k7

Fig. 7

The shock velocity produced by a
Chapman-Jouguet detonation (such as a
laser supported absorption wave) can
be described by Raizer's cube-root
law [5]:

v =
> 0 33

- l)xG/p],

where y is the ratio of specific
heats, p is the gas density and x is
the fraction of discharge power den-
sity which goes into generation of
the shock. Shock velocity data are
shown in Fig. 8; if we assume that
2.7% and 0.6% of the discharge power

density is allocated to the shock for
the Ar and Xe discharges, respective-
ly, then we observe good agreement
between Raizer's formula (solid
lines) and experiment (data points).
More importantly, the slopes of the
measured shock velocities are equal
to 0.32 and 0.31 for Ar and Xe gas,
respectively, in good agreement with
the theoretical slope of 0.33.

DISCHARGE POWER DENSITY, W/cm7

Fig. 8
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ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES IN A NEUTRALIZING BEAM

3.L. BOBIN
L.P.O.C. Universite Pierre et Marie Curie T12 E5
U, place 3ussieu 75230 PARIS Cedex 05 FRANCE

An ion source of the Ebis/I/ or Cryebis

/2/type consists of a long electron column in a

longitudinal magnetic field. The electron

energy is a few keV. When singly charged ions

are injected into the electron beam, they may

stay long enough within the potential well, so

that they eventually get highly stripped. The

device is being used as a source for highly

charged ions.

However the physics of such a source is stili

poorly known. For instance, the current density

infered from ionization rates is much larger

than expected from the size and parameters of

the initial column of electrons. This is generally

attributed to some kind of collapse during the

neutralization phase.

In order to investigate such a mechanism, a

dynamical model was built up for the

component of the electron trajectories

perpendicular to the beam axis. Using cartesian

coordinates, the equation of motion are

(1)

where u and v are the components of the

velocity along the x and y axis respectively.

is the cyclotron frequency of the electrons for

the given (constant) magnetic field. J~L (t) is a

time varying angular velocity which is

where cjp is the plasma frequency associated

with Che electron density and f is a time

dependant neutralizing factor. The initial

charge of the ions is 1. Their final charge is Q

corresponding to complete neutralization. In

between, the ion charge is assumed to be of the

form

Z (t) = (3)

where T is a characteristic time constant. It

may be approximated as the time required for

single electron ionization from the ground state

of the ion with charge (Q - 1).

In the model dealt with here, equations (I)

are solved numerically by a centered difference

scheme implemented on a micro computer

fitted with an xy plotter ; r is an adjustable

parameter. It turns out that the shorter T, the

more dramatic are the changes in electron

trajectories. The figures 1 and 2 show typicaJ

results. The initial state is a rigid rotator

equilibrium such that the quantity under the

square root in (2) is zero (counter clockwise

Brillouin flow /3/).

Two cases are displayed. In Fig.l, the initial

longitudinal velocity u,, of the electrons is

negligible with respect to the speed of light. In

Fig. 2, their ratio is O.I, a situation which in

principle may favour pinching.

n = si^/z Pi ± (2)
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Larmor orbit
corresponding
to the initial
electron velocity

/C=0

Larmor orbit
corresponding
to the initial
electron velocity

1-Electron trajectory in Brillouin
flow

2-Electron trajectory during neutra-
lization

3-Electron trajectory in the neutra-
lized plasma

Fig.

1-Electron trajectory in Brillouin
flow

2-Electron trajectory during neutra-
lization

3-Electron trajectory in the neutra-
lized plasma with clockwise preces-
sion

Fig. 2

In both cases, transverse electron

trajectories are pulled towards the beam axis

with a final radius smaller than the Larmor

radius corresponding to the initial transverse

velocity. When u,i/cru 0.1, we get a clockwise

precession.

In conclusion, the neutralization of an

electron plasma column inside a longitudinal

magnetic field entails a partial collapse

provided the time constant is sufficiently short

as evidenced in the present model.

It can be reat'-iy shown after equations (J)

that neutralization induces a centripetal force

on the electrons in agreement with the

numerical model.
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THE TRIGGERING OF HIGH CURRENT PSEUDO-SPARK SWITCHES

E. Boggasch, H. Riege
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Introduction

The pseudo-spark geometry is partic-

ularly well suited for switching high

currents and voltages at high peak and

average power levels. The principles of

the low pressure pseudo-spark discharge

have been described earlier1'2 and !.he

basic switching features in Ref. 3. Con-

trary to the case of a high pressure

spark the pseudo-spark discharge path is

predictable and reproducible. It always

follows the system axis through the holes

in the centre of both hollow electrodes.

The current transition to the electrodes

is spread over a relatively large surface

area around, inside and behind the centre

holes (Fig. 1) and not concentrated into

small spots like in high pressure or vac-

uum discharges. As shown in Ref. 3 the

F-ig. J CuAAznt &Zou) -in a. p&zudo-ApaAk
itvitch.

pseudo-spark chamber can be triggered

with low energy from the rear side of the

cathode. The main discharge gap remains

free from elements like grids, trigger

pins, etc. After a pseudo-spark discharge

rapid de-ionization is observed, hence

high repetition rates can be obtained.

Moreover, the dead time can be controlled

to some extent from the hollow cathode

space1*.

In this paper we deal with the

problem of triggering hig'n current dis-

charges of the order of 100 kA and more.

Pseudo-spark switches have been developed

for a 20 kV pulse generator which deli-

vers current pulses of 500 kA and 12 us

half-wave length on an impedance level of

approximately 40 mQ. Four switches are

triggered sirnu 1 tanpot"; 1j in parallel ev-

ciy 3 to 4 seconds. The switch and the

trigger systems have to be well taylored

to meet the severe conditions of erosion

and metal vapor contamination. After the

initial breakdown phase the discharge in

the main gap has the characteristics of a

z-pinch discharge. The principal insula-

tor is protected against metal deposition

by dielectric and metallic screens (Fig.

2). The magnetic self field confines the

plasma in the centre region.

Wattr
Cooling'

Gis in

Vlg. 1 Main in&ulatoK protecting

Trigger methods for high current pseudo-

spark switches

Two requirements have to be met in

the application described above:

- protection of the trigger system

against destruction by the main current

pulse and gainst metal vapor

deposition.

- precise triggering of better than

±100 ns to guarantee simultaneous

operation of four switches.

Trigger methods, which are good

candidates to fulfil these objectives are

discussed below.
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a) Dielectric surface breakdown trigger

This method has been described in

Ref. 3. It most efficiently works when

the trigger electrode is incorporated

into the cathode centre hole. However, in

high current discharges destruction hap-

pens after a few pulses due to metal va-

por deposition. When displacing the sur-

face trigger away from the main cathode

plate the protection becomes better, but

delay and jitter are gradually increasing

(Fig. 3 ) . Both are functions of gas pres-

sure, main and trigger voltage, size and

F-tg. 3 Delay and jittui ai fane turn of,
t i i n g distance df ^fiom ma.in gap.

V
Triqgpr Dulse

Fi.g. 4 SuA&ace. ttiggeA (,on high
iuiiich.

(Fig. 5 ). The distance d^ between the

main and trigger gap was 34 mm. Several

hundred pulses of 100 kA amplitude did

not change the characteristics of this

trigger.

a) 6)
tig. 5 JitttA o& voltage. puJL&e. a) and

cu.fiAQ.nt wave (jOnm ojj pieudo-tpafik
mltch at 100 kA.

b) Charge in jec t ion t r igger

The pr inc ip le of the d.c. electron

beam t r igger introduced in Ref. 3 has

been fur ther improved by Meters he imer **

for laser appl icat ions. I t is also well

suited for our high current switching ap-

p l i c a t i o n . Figure 6 shows the scheme of

th is t r igger type which combines a pre-

potent ia l of the v i r t ua l anode and d is -

tance from the main cathode surface. With

the t r igger system shown in Fig. 4 we

switched 100 kA with a precision of ±20ns

Tig. 6 VhA.nc.Lpte. o£ ch.ah.gz •Lnje.cXA.on
tfhiggeA.

ionizing glow discharge and the blocking

potential method with a superimposed

trigger pulse onto the glow discharge

region. The whole trigger system is well

protected from the main discharge by a

cylindrical cage around the centre hole

at the rear cathode surface. The cage

contains the virtual anode and is access-

ed by the blocking potential (-300 V) and

the trigger pulse {-200 mA) via several

holes. The blocking potential is switched

to zero before and during the main dis-

charge phase. In spite of long switching

delays (=1 us) jitter values less than

5 ns are observed.
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In high current discharges the metal

cage protects the different insulators of

the trigger system efficiently against

contamination and damage. From the view-

point of lifetime this trigger system is

superior to the surface discharge trigger.

Gas pressure, d.c. current value and

trigger pulse amplitude are important pa-

rameters for the trigger process as well

as the external trigger circuit layout.

Figure 7 shows the delay and the jitter

as functions of trigger pulse amplitude

fig. 7 Delay and jiitzn. at ^unctioni o<J
ttA-ggzA. pat&e. amplitude. $ot two d.c.
cuAAtnt valuer.

for two d.c. current values. Good trig-

gering is only achieved in the region

where the burning voltage u across the

d.c. chamber is increasing with rising

cu>rent i (du/di > 0 ) . The blocking

potential switching and the trigger pulse

can be both generated with transistorized

circuits. Though a time jitter of less

than si ns has been observed with such a

trigger system, the severe influence of

the main discharge in a high power switch

on parameters like temperature and gas

pressure leads to a deterioration of the

switching precision. The performance de-

pends on the uniformity of operating con-

ditions at the moment of discharge. Delay

times of 400 to 2000 ns with a time

jitter of ±20 ns has been measured with

100 kA pulses.

Conclusions

Pseudo-spark switches have been de-

veloped for switching more than 100 kA at

20 kV on an impedance level of 40 mQ.

Four switches are triggered simultaneous-

ly with a precision of better than ±20 ns

each discharging a capacitor bank of 5 kJ

into a common z-pinch load. Different

trigger systems can be inserted into the

high 'current switches in a modular way.

The surface trigger system needs a short

pulse of 2 mJ energy cnly, but has a lim-

ited lifetime to lO^-lO5 shots. A second

trigger system based on charge injection

into the virtual anode region, is much

less prone to damage by the main dis-

charge. However, it requires more elabo-

rated trigger circuits. The necessary

d.c. power is approximately 100 mw. Both

trigger methods demonstrate the unique

precision of breakdown control with very

small trigger energy in the virtual anode

region of pseudo-spark systems.
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BREAKDOYflJ OP HOMUTJIFCR1.I GAP IN Hg

I.M.Bortnik, A.H. Kushko, KfP.. Novikova, K.N. Uljanov

Ail-Union Electrotechnical Institute, Moscow, USSR

Introduction. A compressed gases as

SFg, air, Np and their mixtures have

wide application in high voltage

Results. The spatial-temporal deve-

lopment of the discharge are shown in

Pigs.1-4. At a pressure 0.1 MPa the

equipment. Hov/ever, if discharge de- primary streamer starts from the rod

velopment in air, SPg and SPg/air,

SFg/No mixtures are investigated in-

tensively in last years, there are

a poor information about discharge

behaviour in pure Ho« The study of

and propagates through the gap with

alternative velocity (Pig. 1a), which

is higher near the electrodes and

less in the middle part of the gap.

As coon as primary streamer reaches

breakdown in the gase with well known the plane the return ionization wave

kinetics as N ? may be usefull to ere- (return streamer) occures and spreads

ate a physical model of breakdown.

The present work is devoted an inve-

stigation of the processes, which

lead to the electrical breakdown in

Apparatus. Experiments were carried

out in stainless steel vessel 70cm

high and 60cm diameter filled by U 2

at pressures 0.1-0.4MPa. Both positi- smooth due to residual plasma forma-

ve and negative impulses 0.1/500 sec tion so it can be considered as uni-

into the gap. In the vicinity of the

rod return streamer merges with a

short secondary streamer moving from

the rod and thus first stage of the

discharge development is over. The

gap remains to glow, but its lumino-

sity is more uniform and decreases in

time. This indicates that initial

nonuniform field distribution becomes

were applied to the rod-plane gap

with a copper rod of 1 mm tip radius

and the gap spaT?e of 20 or 30 mm.

The plane electrode with Bruce pro-

file was 160 mm in diameter. Image

converter in a frame and a streak

modeg was used to register spatial

and time-resolved discharge phenome-

na. Voltage on the electrodes and a

charge flowing through the gap were

measured synchronously with optical

records. Some overvoltage was used

to remove a statistical time lag in

onset of discharge.

form one.

On the next stage (Pig.1b) a

narrow very bright filamentry channel

occures near the rod tip and propaga-

tes through initially ionized region.

As seen in Pig.2- cross-3ection of

such channel is 3-4 times less than

that of primarj streamer and approxi-

mately equals 1 mm. Some times later

a similar channel starts from the

plane. As these channels approach to

each other their velocities increase

exponentially (see Pig.5) and reach

values (1-3)-10 cm/sec before the

joint. Onset channel velocities are
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about tv:o order less than that of

streamer. It is explained by partial

falling of applied voltage on the

ballast resistance (300 &. in our ex-

periment), which was AOVo-50% from

the crest voltage at 0.1 KPa.

At higher pressure the dischar-

ge had sinilar character, but chan-

nel development was observed not on-

ly from the electrodes. The similar

filamcntry channels occured at any

points inside the gap and propagated

in both cathode and anode directions

(Fig.3,4). As a result the channel

development time decreased from 50-

100 nsec at 0,1 MPa to several nano-

seconds at 0.4 MPa. Furthemore, an

increase of pressure had a similar

influence on the streamer cross-sec-

tion, which reduced approximately

inversely proportional to the pressu-

re from 3-4 mm at 0.1 I.lPa to 0.7-1.0

mm at 0.4 IvEPa.

It should be noted that changing

of voltage polarity didn't any in-

fluence on character of diBcharge

development. However, breakdown vol-

tages at negative polarity were abo-

ut 50% higher than that of &t posi-

tive polarity.

When the gap had been bridged

the primary streamer the current

measured in circuit was equel to se-

veral amperes. Then conductivity of

the gap increases. While the fila-

mentry channel births the current

comes up to several tens of amperes

remaining approximately constant du-

ring the channels propagation. The

value of the steady ctate current

depends upon gas pressure, decrea-

sing from 70-30 A at 0.1 MPa to 10 A

ut 0.4 LIPa. It gives the onset elec-

tron density in the residual strea-

1? 1? —T

mer formation 1 0 - 1 0 -"cm , which

then increases up to 101^-101^cm~^.

Appropriate charge separation length

for such densities is much smaller

than the characteristic width of

streamer. It indicates that a volume

discharge is observed in the gap be-

fore the channel propagation.

Fig. 5 shows streamer (V .) and
channel (V . ) velocities versus their

en
length at different pressures. Figu-

res in the brackets points out the

applied voltage. A linear increasing

of loG^yj with channel length is

assumed the ionization mechanism of

the channel development [i]. The me-

asured values of V . as much as 10 -
q EC

10 cm/sec cann't be explained by the

drift of electrons in the fields

which were realized in experiment.

It permits to suggest that a streamer

development may be considered as an

ionization wave which propagates in

the field disturbed by plasma strea-

mer with appreciable conductivity [2J
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Pig.1b. Streak photograph of the

channel development at O.ij

1,'Ia. negative polarity.

77 kV. Gap 30 mm.

Fig.4. Streak photograph of the stre-

amer and channel development

at 0.4 LIPa. negative polarity.

131 kV. Gap 20 mm.

J\iC,2. Frame photograph of the dis-

charge development at O.ILIPa.

Positive polarity. Gap 30mm.

Exposure of each frame 20nsec.
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Pig«3."Streak photograph of the cha

nnel development at 0,2 MPa.
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3-0.4 MPa.
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CX'NTRfiHTfON1 TO THE THEORY OF THE NEGATIVE COFONA T7UCKEL PUL3E

M.Cern'ik

Institute for Physics ;ind EJiophysics UK
:.:i,ynsk''i dolinn F2, -342 15 Br.itislfivti, Czechoslovakia

'I ho theory of the Trichel corona

in nir nt Htrnospheric pressure was

,:ivftn by Loeb (lj and further refined

by Al'?xnndrov. This well-known model

for the Trichel pulse formation has

been commonly accepted and applied up

to now. However, according to several

recent studies [2-7] the mechanism of

the Trichel pulse is more complicated

and in contrast to Loeb model the ra-

pid quenching of the initial Trichel

pulse rise is the result of the posi-

tive space charge movement. In this

contribution we are going to only de-

velop the studies mentioned above in

some details. The more detailed paper

will be published later [sj .

Model of the Trichel pulse formation

We start the succint description

at the interpulse phase tp-t /See

Fig.l/ when after a pulse the space

charge of negative ions drifts to

the cathode, thus raising the voltage

on the cathode surface towards the

self-sustained value E s. This phase

has been studied and explaned by Sig-

mond and Torsethaugsjn [9] . When

F(r )= E , the TowsencK phase of the

pulse rise begins. This phase has

been proposed by Alcxandrov and veri-

fied by Bugge and olrmond [9]. The

second phase of the pulse-rise t, -t

is determined by the positive space

charge enhancement of field in the

vicinity of the cathode. The detail-

ed discussion of this phase was done

by Dancer et al. [3J , but in their

work no satisfactory explanation is

given for the way in which positive

spuce charge accumulation and trans-

port lead to the rapid increase of

the discharge current and to the con-

secutive immediate decrease in the

time interval tc~td. A possible inter-

pretation is as follows: The positive

I ES=31.(1+?^).1O Vcm
1

Emin=Es-(~i0
tV.cm1)

t,

Fig.l A hypothetic development of

the field intensity on the cathode

surface and a typical current wave-

form in case of sharp points and at-

mospheric pressure of air
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ion spsice cliMr'eie accumulation and its References

rapid drift towurds the cathode lead

to a strong enhancement of the field 1.

to a value 10^-10 V.cm"1 on the cath-

ode surface which is sufficient for 2.

the field emission there. Even though

the ionizution length shrinks in pha- 3.

se t):i-tc, the current increases ra-

pidly mainly due to field emission 4.

which develops strongly and becomes

a significant source of electrons. 5.

The increase ofo6 is not so important

because it is not strongly dependent 6.

on E/W-^10 I'd. The current maximum

can be attained just when the field 7.

emission is immediately interrupted.

This hypothesis is consistent v/ith 8.

the known experimental data. Although

the field on the cathode surface at 9.

t=t drops immediately, the decrease
c

of the discharge current is not so

rapid, mainly because field emission 10.

is partially replaced by J^-emission.

The final pulse quenching /t^-t^,/ has 11.

been discussed in detail by Sigmond

[9] . According to [7] the negative 12.

ion accumulation becomes important in

this phase, especially in the case of 13.

relatively blunt cathodes.

14.

One consequence of the model

According to Loeb [l] the total 15.

attachment of free electrons must oc-

cur in the immediate vicinity of the

ionization region. On the other hand, 16.

our model presupposes slower attach-

ment, consequently, the free elec-

trons are able penetrate into the

outer layer of the discharge. This

conclusion is supported by a number

of experimental studies [7] , (lO-l6j

and is important from the point of

view of negative corona applications.
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ON THE UOLD CATHODE LOiU ZATIUM AVALAMOHh

N . N . C h r i u t o v a n d Y . K . I ' a c l i r . - v a

D u l g a r i i i n A c a d e m y o f S c H - n c t c , I n s t i t u t e o f 3 o l L d
State Physics, 1184 Sofia, Bulgaria

The changes of the energy di n-

tribution function of electrons

along the cold cathode dark space

in a glow discharge in argon are

calculated allowing for elastic and

inelastic collisions wL th atOjiiss.

Basic equations

The cathode dark apace in a

glow discharge has been investiga-

ted in a series of theoretical and

experimental papers j_1 J . Under the

assumption that the ions in the

cathode drop region are supplied by

the negative glow, the potential

distribution was considered in |_2J .

In | 3 J we described the role of

electron impact excitation and ioni-

zation of atoms in modifying the

potential distribution. In this pa-

per we attempt to include in the

calculation the elastic collisions

with atoms.

In addition to the equation

- 4 1 - = 4 7TP
d l ) p

(1)_d_E
dl " "' )p

if we use the simple r e l a t i o n s

jp • J e c = ^ • J pc

and assume that__tho d r i f t ve loc i ty

of the ions |4 I i s

J =

M
V =

p
we obtain

E = (

i
D

2ekT
TTMpq

- E

1
m ,2/3

D = 6 JT l/7rM/(2ekT) ,

where .E is the electric field

strength, 1 is the distance from the

negative glow boundary, Q is the

ion charge density , ,j i3 the dis-

charge- current density ( the sub-

scripts e and p denote electrons

and ions,respectively) , j and j
6C P

are the electron and the ion current

densities at the cathode surface,]

is the secondary electron emission

coefficient (ascribed to positive

ions bombarding the cathode surface),

N is the number density of neutral

atoms, p and T are the gas pres-

sure and the gas temperature, res-

pectively, and M is the ion mass.

The function j (1) is deter-

mined from the ionizations in the

cathode dark space: -,

n r i 1 " KT

6

£ =

V ( d o ) - V ( y ) | - A T ,

K(d ) - V(x)| - 4 ,

= e

( 2 )

iv(x) - V(y)

is the widt>

de fall region, V(l) is the poten-

where d is the width of the catho-
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tial at the point 1, d. is the total

cross section of the ionization re-

sulting from electron- atom colli-

sions, € is the energy of the elec-

tron, A is the energy loss of the

electron in the elastic and inelas-

tic collisions with atoms.

The energy losses of elec-

trons in the elastic collisions with

atoms in the electric field are pro-

portional to the factor

(£, •»)( 1-cos-e) s i n e

where (J (6,0) i s the differential

electron- atom cross section |_5j

The scattered electrons were divi-

ded into four groups: 0 f 7T/4 ,

TTl\ +7T/2,1f/ 2*7771. 3, 7T/1.3»- 2 / / 2 .

The energy loss in the inelastic

colli sions'was taken equal to the

excitation /ionization/ potential of

atom.

The f i rs t part of the second

term in eqn (3) i s the variation of

-j due to ionization by electrons
P

emitted from the cathode,the second

part i s the variation o£ j p due to

the ionization by electrons genera-

ted in the cathode dark space.

For the potential distribution

in the cathode fall region,v;e write

the following relationship:
1

V = U - J Edl , (4)
c 0

where U is the value of the cathode
c

fall .

Using the transformation z= l /d c «

u = V/U and substituting eqns (2)

and (3) wo obtain (4) in a form ,

which in depending on pdc and jp

and is r.uitnblo for comnuter calcu-

lation .

The negative glow

I t is well known that the ca-

thode dark space and the negative

glow maintain their own ion balance.

The energy distribution function o£

electrons in the negative glow can be

determined from the modified Kagan,

Lyagushchenko, Khvorostovskii equa-

tion J3j . Assuming that the cathode

diameter,!) i s larger than the dis-

charge width, we ignore the charge

losses and determine the ion current

density at the cathode dare space -

negative glow boundary from the con-

di tion

V ^ng7^2-
where I is the number of ioniza-

tions per second in the negative

glow.

Results and concluding remarks

The computed discharge parame-

ters are presented in the Table. We

see that their values are close to

the calculated when neglect elastic

losses [3J . This is due to the high

electric field strength near the ca-

thode ( See Fig. 1 ). The energy dis-

tribution functions of electrons in

the cathode dark space at different

distances from the cathode are shown

in Figs. 2 and 3 . In spite of the

decrease of electric field strength

in direction to the negative glow ,

the energy of speed electrons conti-

nuously increase.For that reason the

use of settled quantities like Town-

send' s coefficient seems incorrect.

An exception to this conclusion may

be the normal form of the cathode

fall,which allows approximate local

equilibrium of the electron energy

and the electric field.
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Table. Calculated argon discharge parameters

(V)
r d-p"

- 2

p.d.

— 2 -»2

. cm . torr ) ( torr. cm )

"pn

( cm . s )

Normal form of the cathode f a l l :
165 0.1.39 148

Anomalous form of the cathode f a l l :
300 0.098 1983
400 0.077 3960

0.

0.

0.

233

111
098

5.

1.
2.

86

09

25

X

X

X

10

10

10

14

16
16

1.0

0.5 --

z
Pig. 1

u » V/U as function of z = l / d .

a _ u °» 165 V, b - U_ - 400 V.

0 6 , eV50 100
Fig. 2

Ihergy d i s t r ibu t ion function of
electrons at a d is tance , 1 from the
negative glow. U C »165 V, P - 0 . 139 .
1 - 1= 0.84 pd c , 2 - 1 * 0.67 pd c ,
3 - 1 - 0.44 pd . 4 - 1 = 0 .

C

- 2 om"5. torr"2 . eV"1

10

100 200 300 400
<?, eV

Fig, 3
fiiergy distribution function of
electrons at a distance,l from the
negative glow. Uc=400V, P -0.077.
1 - 1= 0.84 pdc> 2 - 1-0.67 pd o ,
3 - 1 = 0.44 pde, 4 - 1 - 0 .
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THE PLASMA BREAKDOWN IN A DIELECTRIC CELL

Yu.I.Chutov, O.V.Koroljuk

Kiev Shevchenko State University, Kiev, USSR

The dielectric surface plays an

important role in a gaa breakdown

both in the normal direction to this

surface (pulsing discharge) fi-4Jand

along it (eliding discharge)[5].

Previous computations [1»2J and ex-

perimental investigations [2-4Jhave

demonstrated that glow wave could

form during the gas breakdown in a

dielectric; cell. At sufficiently

large tj/p plasma glow wave can be

generated in a gas discharge gap,

but at small C/p the glow wave oc-

curs without plasma formation. The

present paper considers' the results

of the numerical investigation of

the ionlzation wave in a plane glass

cell filled with neon in the case

of plasma formation.

The below set of equations is

used

m*t) +. a f e ) = cx(x,t) je(x,t) , ,
at oX v '

The first two equations are the

continuity equations for electrons

and ions. The equation (3) presents

the condition of total current oon-

servation in the gap and in the ex- .

ternal circuit. The use of the equa-

tion for total current gives the po-

ssibility to exclude the Poisson

equation. The Initial and boundary

conditions were chosen ee in^i}. In

particular, the initial electron and

ion concentration in the gap was ta-

ken equal to J'lO^cm"^ end does not

influence the computation results.

The set of equations (1-3) was sol-

ved by the finite difference method.

The typical results of the com-

putations for glass cell with the

gap dimension of d=> 0.5 cm and the

glass layer size of l,=O.5 cm are

shown in fig.1-5. The cell was fil-

led with neon at pressures of 7mm Hg,

V-B

800'VI

0 1 2 %tJAB

Pig.1

The external voltage was assumed in

the pulse form with the amplitude of

800 V and the linear front with the

duration of 0.5/Is (fig.1a).

The characteristic property of
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the gas breakdown in a dielectric

cell is a nonmonotone current pulse

in the external circuit (fig.1b),

which consists of two almoat comple-

tely separated pulses. The first

pulse is more sharp and the second

one is more smooth. The current of

external circuit j in fig.1 corres-

ponds to a surface unit of the die-

lectric wall. As seen from fig.2

the spatial distributions of charged

particle concentrations are diffe-

rent in each of these pulses. The

-1O2A/cm3

Ig

10

5

1

n i »

^0.55

_ Syr
- * • * , -

0

o 0 ft cm

0.5 x/d
Pig. 2

1

53I

105

/
s

/

0

/ >

s

1

0

. — •

•0.G

.5

/
/

x /d

dotted and solid lines show the spa-

tial distributions of electron n
6

and ion n^ concentration, respec-

tively, for different time indicated

at curves. During the first current

pulse (0.5 614-0,6 s) the ion con-

centration considerably exceeds the

electron one, i.e. plasma is not

formed in the gap at tneae moments.

However during this time the ioniza-

tion wave in realized, as it is seen

from the spatial distributions of

the ionization efficiency o*Je , which

are presented in fig.3 for different

time. Next time the plasma is formed

in the region near the anode. As can

be seen from fig.1 and fig.2 the

start of plasma formation corres-

ponds to the minimum of the current

x/d

pulse in external circuit.

Fig.2 shows that plasma expands

from anode to cathode, i.e. plasma

boundary moves in the same direction.

The moving maximum of ionization ef-

ficiency is in the region of plasma

boundary,i.e. the ionization wave al-

so is formed (fig.3). The checks in

fig.2 mark the position of the ioni-

zation efficiency maximuma in the

plasma boundary.

The solid curve 1 in fig.4 indi-

cates the ionization efficiency maxi-

V.10~5cm/s

40

10

1 xm/d

Pig. 4

mum position X^ versus t , which

is the characteristic of the pi'opa-

gation of the ionization wave. The

dotted cur--ve 2 in fig. 4 shows the

evolution of the velocity V of this

wave during its propagation along
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the gap. It Is seen that during the

first cux-rent pulse the ionization

wave propagates with a large decele-

ration. But this wave propagates

with nearly constant velocity during

the increasing part of the second

current pulse.

It wag of interest to compare

the evolution of ionization wave ve-

locity with the current value j in

external circuit. In the case of

nonplasma ionization wave [i] the

dependence of if on j is simple

that allows to formulate the appro-

ximate analytical model for its de-

scription. Pig.5 shows If versus J

V10~5cm/s

40

10

0 105
Pig. 5

for the plasma breakdown. One can

distinguish three characteristic re-

gions of this dependence, which cor-

respond to the different parts of

the current pulse in external cir-

cuit (c, d, e on fig.1 and 5). The

dependence of the ionization wave

velocity 1f on J is almost linear

[1] at large velocities correspon-

ding to the first current pulse

without plasma. However the velocity

of this wave does not depend on the

current in the external circuit ^

during the increasing part of the

second current pulse. The plaaaa

ionization wave velocity at the

trailing edge of the second current

pulse in external circuit decreases

with the current decrease, as it

was noted in experiment [3]»
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CORONA STAB.-LIZATIOH CHARACTERISTICS FOR SFg, and 1,2-0

IN THE PRESENCE OF SOTFACE BOUGHNESS

G.C. Cr ich ton and S. Vibholm

Department of Physios, Building 309B, The Teohniaal University, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

The phenomenon of corona stabilization

is normally encountered and studied in high-

ly-divergent electric fields produced by ma-

croscopic electrode systems, e.g. point/

plane gaps. Owing to field perturbations in-

troduced by the inherent microscopic surface

roughness of the electrode surfaces, this

phenomenon can also occur in macroscopic

weakly-divergent electric fields -[1]. It is

thus of considerable interest to study the

performance of various electronegative gases

(or gas mixtures) in this type of environ-

ment, particularly since field strength data

obtained for the onset of corona stabiliza-

tion can be applied to the design of pract-

ical systems.

Experimental Arrangement:

The experimental assembly is comprised

of a co-axial electrode system which is used

to establish a weakly divergent macroscopic

field distribution., E IE . = e. The inner
max mm

electrode (high voltage) has a radius of

11.0 mm and the interelectrode spacing is

19.0 mm. The axial length of the outer stain-

less steel electrode is 160 mm and that of

the aluminium inner 1)50 mm. For the inner

electrode various surface roughness values

in a range of 0.1 to 35 pm B -value can be
B,

made available, although in the present

series of experimenta the value is held

fixed at 35 ym. This value represents a sen-

sible upper limit for a practical system,

and in addition retains the concept of a mi-

croscopic perturbation.

Corona onset currents were detected

oscillographically, and the associated volt-

age levels were recorded for negative polari-

ty conditions in SF,, CCl^Fg and 1,2-CpCl F^

respectively. The applied voltage was raised

at ~20 V s and no artificial irradiation

was used. Corona onset is designated as the

voltage level at which intermittent avalenche

activity gives way to a continuous steady

current (~5* 10 A superimposed with small

fluctuations). At most gas pressures studied

(S 5 bar) this stabilized corona current

could thereafter be increased to a value of

at least 1 mfl without precipitating break-

down, but due to voltage regulation could not

be raised significantly above this level. When

possible, gas pressures of up to 5 bar were

studied for an ambient temperature of ~18 C.

The relevant physical details for the

gases studied are listed in Table 1.

The parameters (E/p) . and M can be ob-

tained from precision Paschen-curve measure-

ments, see reference [2]. (E/p)^. is the ra-

tio of electric field strength to gas press-

ure at which the nett ionization coefficient

(of) is zero, and M describes the sensitivity

of a particular gas to small field perturba-

tions. The smaller M is the greater is the

sensitivity to electrode surface rough-

ness.

Experimental Results and Discussion:

Onset Field Strengths: Figure 1 shows the

onset field strength values obtained for the

various gases in the pressure range 0.1 <

p/b&r < 5. An interesting feature observed

for both CC12F2 and 1,2-C C l ^ is that,

taken relative to SFg, onset field strength

ratios decrease with increasing gas pressure.

This relative decrease is more readily illus-

trated in Figure 2.
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From the data presented in Table 1 it is

observed thut, on a relative basis, the

(E/p).. -values of the respective gases

reflect the low pressure corona onset val-

ues. The reduction in the relative field

strength values as pressures increase is

contrary to expectation. This behaviour is

examined by considering the following para-

meters; viz.,

a) secondary electron production, y,

b) gas compressibility factor Z,

c) W-values: sensitivity to surface pro-

trusions.

a) Secondary electron production: The oscil-

lograms shown in Figure Z are typical of the

avalanche processes observed in these gases

prior to the onset of corona stabilization.

In SF,. the process is characterized by large

individual pulses whereas for both CC1 F_

and 1,2-C^Cl F, a continuous low level of

activity is observed.

From low pressure studies of the radia-

tion emitted during avalanche growth, Teich

and Branston [3] have shown that collision

quenching processes are important in SF,,

but not in CC1 F .

In the present series of experiments

the addition of a small quantity of CHi

(i 5%) to CCl^F. produced a more individual

pulse structure similar to that observed

with pure SF,, but no measurable change in

the corona onset voltage (CC1?F + CH, vs.

CC1 Fp) was observed. Consequently the re-

ductions in the relative corona onset levels

illustrated in Figure 2 for CC1 Fg and

1,2-C Cl F^ are not considered to result

from a superior secondary electron product-

ion at the higher gas pressures.

b) Gas compressibility: This is similarly

discounted since on utilizing the virial

coefficients [b] the compressibility factors

(Z) for CC1 F and 1 ,2-CgCl F, are observed

to be less than that for SFg in the pressure

range 1 to U bar, see Table 2. The corona

onset characteristic is therefore contrary

to expectation since gas number density

(n a 1/Z) must increase less rapidly with

pressure in SF,.

c) M—values: The W-values for the gases in

question have been determined in our labora-

tory, see Table 1. These preliminary results

indicate that CC1_F is less sensitive to

surface protrusions than SF, but thai,

1 ,2-C C1J, 13 more sensitive. In the case

of 1,2-C Cl Fi a decrease with increasing

pressure in the corona onset level relative

to SF, is thus not contrary to expectation,

although the magnitude of the decrease is

noteworthy. The behaviour of CC1 F is how-

ever on the basis of the M-values deemed in-

consistent. The relative decrease of ~9%

recorded as p •* h bar is considered signi-

ficant being in excess of the experimental

uncertainties of ~ ±3%.

Conclusion:

Since for both CC1 F and 1,2-C Cl F.

this pronounced weakening in dielectric

strength (w.r.t. partial discharges) occurs

at pressures which approach their respective

vapour pressures, it becomes essential to

examine a gas which has a considerably higher

vapour pressure than 5 bar at 20 °C, and

which possesses an M-value definitively

greater than that for SF,.

Corona onset, measurements would experi-

mentally be restr-'cted to p 5 5 bar, but over

this range in pressure the dielectric beha-

viour should be reflected by the M and

(£/p), . values only. Thus once the values

of these parameters are determined it should

be possible to infer from the set of corona

onset characteristics the implications for

dielectric performance when gas operating

conditions are established close to the vapour

pressure.
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Gas

5 F 6

CC12F2

1 ,2-C2ClgF t

P
V

b a r

22.5

5.82

1.88

kVfrran b a r ) "

8.66

9-05

11..7

M

bar mm

O.Oh

0.05

0.02

Table 1. Physical proper t ies of the gases,

M i s the f igure of mer i t , r*»f. ( 2 ) .

P ">.s the vapour pressure at 21.1 C.

z

SF6

CC12F2

L S - C g C i ^

Pressure , p/bar

1 2 3 It

0.99 0.98 0.97 O.96

0.98 O.96 0.95 0.93

0.97 0.9U 0.91 0.88

Table 2. Gas compressibility factor {2) as

a function of pressure for T = 290 K.

kVmm.1

p/bar

Figure 1. Onset f ie ld strength values , E .
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-10
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Wyj
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Figure 2 . Relat ive onset f ie ld s t rength

values .

Figure 3 . Onset pulse s t ruc tu re in (upper)

SFg, 0.5 ms, 2.0 uA; (lower)

CC12F2, 2.0 ms, 0.5 uA.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STREAMER PROPAGATION

S. K. Dahii
Department of Electrical Sciences

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901, USA

and ^-' —

P. F. Williams
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588-0511, USA

Space-charge fields have long

been known to play an important role

in the over-volted breakdown of gases

at atmospheric and higher pressure,

due to the formation of domains of

relatively high ionization density

and low electric field. " These

collective phenomena, called

streamers, are described by the solu-

tions of the coupled transport and

field equations under conditions for

which they are highly non-linear and

difficult to solve without approxima-

tion.

We present here the results of

numerical calculations of streamer

propagation making use of two-

dimensional flux-corrected transport

(FCT) techniques, which allow us to

solve numerically the transport

equations under strongly space-charge-

dominated conditions such as occur at

the head of propagating streamers.

Morrow and Lowke have applied these

techniques to one-dimensional studies

of space-charge-dominated transport

in gases. Fernsler has reported the

use of a modified SHASTA FCT

alqorithm to carry out two-dimension-

al streamer simulations, but the work

was not pursued.

To our knowledge, our work

represents the first systematic

application to the FCT technique to

the problem of strongly space-charqe-

dominated transport in a fully two-

dimensional model, and our results are

the first report of solutions of the

transport equations under these

conditions.

Our calculations assume the

equilibrium hydrodynamic transport

model, in which the electron and ion

densities obey

3n.
+ V - ( n e v e ) = a v e n e + other terms

3t
= avene

(la)

o t h e r terms

(lb)

w h e r e n e and n are the e l e c t r o n and

p o s i t i v e ion d e n s i t i e s , r e s p e c t i v e l y ,

v and v are the c o r r e s p o n d i n g drift

v e l o c i t i e s , a is the T o w n s e n d ioniza-

tion c o e f f i c i e n t , and the other terms

may d e s c r i b e e f f e c t s of d i f f u s i o n or

any of several p a r t i c l e source or

sink m e c h a n i s m s such as p h o t o i o n i z a -

t i o n , a t t a c h m e n t , or r e c o m b i n a t i o n .

The drift v e l o c i t i e s and a are

f u n c t i o n s of the local field which is

given by V-ff = P / E Q , w h e r e p =

q (n - n ) is the net charge

d e n s i t y , q g being the ( u n s i g n e d )

e l e c t r o n i c c h a r g e .

The p r e s e n c e of free e l e c t r o n s

ahead of the s t r e a m e r tip, for which
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there are numerous sources, can

strongly affect the streamer propaga-

tion. Except perhaps for drift in

the case of anode-directed streamers,

the detailed mechanism whereby these

advance electrons are created is a

secondary Issue for streamer propa-

gation. Accordingly, in many of our

calculations, a weak, uniform neutral

background lonizatian was added as an

initial condition, allowing study of

the dependence of streamer propaga-

tion on the strength of the ioniza-

tion ahead of it. We have also

carried out calculations making use

of more realistic photoionization

mechani sms.

For streamer initiation we use

as an initial condition a small

spheroid or hemispheroid of neutral

plasma of density substantially

greater than the critical density for

streamer formation, thereby bypassing

the avalanche stage needed for single

or few electron initiation conditions.

The calculations were carried out

using parameter values appropriate

for nitrogen at 760 Torr, placed in a

gap of 0.5 cm electrode separation

with applied voltage ranging from 2%

to 70% over-voited.

Under the conditions we have

investigated, we find: 1) quasi-

steady-state, streamer-like solutions

propagating with typical velocities

of l-3xlO 8 cm/sec exist; 2) in the

quasi-steady-state, the properties of

the streamer are independent of the

density but not of the shape of the

initiating plasma; 3) the ionization

density in the body of a propagating

streamer is a weak function of envir-

onmental parameters, approaching a

steady-state value of 1 0 H to 1 0 1 5

cm" , independent of the initiating

density; 4) the dielectric relaxation

time of the plasma at the streamer

tip plays an important role in deter-

mining propagation velocity and ion-

ization density in the streamer body;

5) the propogation velocity, V , of

both anode and cathode-directed

streamers is a function of several'

factors, including the electron

density in front of the streamer, n,,,

and the shape of the streamer head;

6) an analytic solution based on

regional approximations can be con-

structed which agrees fairly well with

our numerical results.

Because of space limitations, we

discuss only the last point here.

The regional approximation approach

was suggested to us by H.P. Allis,

and is similar to a technique used

for studying transport in semicon-

ductors. We neglect photoionization,

and assume a uniform p*-eioni zati on

density, n«, into which the streamer

propagates. We find it necessary to

assume a functional form for the

electric field ahead of the streamer.

Comparison with our numerical results

suggests

E(z) - (E - E a)(l

where n%2, z=0 occurs at the streamer

tip, E a is the applied field, E m isa . m
the maximum field due to space charge

enhancement, and a determines the

spatial range of this enhancement. To

obtain a "steady state" propagating

solution it is also necessary to

assume that the Townsend ionization

coefficient, ct(E), is effectively zero

for all E less than some threshold

value, E t where E t > E a.
Under these conditions, we find

the electron density in the streamer
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head, n, to depend exponentially on

a, the range of the field enhance-

ment. Assuming a{£) = aQe~ *' , we

then obtain an expression for n/nQ

which involves an integral that is

simply evaluated numerically. Using

values for E and a taken from the

results of numerical calculations,

we find generally good agreement be-

tween the results of this analytic

approximation and of our numerical

calculations in which a threshold

field for a 1s also assumed.

This work was supported by

AFSOR Grant No. AFOSR-84-0032. We

thank R. Morrow for originally

pointing out the FCT algorithm to us,

and the Texas Tech University

Computing Center for providing com-

puting time on a VAX 11/780.
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POSITIVE CORONA INT ,,CTION WITH A CATHODE

A.J.Davies, J.Dutton
University College of Swansea
Singleton Park, Swansea, U.K.

Discharge grnu .1 in non-uniform fields is

being studied by measurements of the apparent

charge injection and the field distribution

ver the plane cathode of sphere-plane gaps.

The reduction which sometimes occurs in the

field over the central region of the cathode

is discussed, and a method of computer simula-

tion is described which enables the charge

and field resulting from simplified space-

charge distributions to be compared with those

observed.

Experimental arrangement and objectives

A steel chamber 1.2m in diameter and 3m in

height was filled with dry air at a pressure

of between 0.75 and 2 bar. Positive switching

impulses (100/2'IOOIJS) were applied to a 200mm

gap between a 50mm diameter sphere and an

earthed plane disc of 997mm diameter. The

plane electrode incorporated 16 field filter

probes and a central fluxmeter [l]. Two field

filters were used in the present experiments;

these field filters were along the same radius

at radial distances from the centre 192mm

(FFIO) and 72mm (FFI2). In addition, measure-

ment of the charge flow (apparent charge Qg)

from the h.v. sphere was made using an optical

link from the h.v. electrode [z\.

The first objective of the present study was

to obtain simultaneous measurements of the

injected charge and the field reduction assoc-

iated with this particular phenomenon. The

second objective was to investigate the

possible arrangement of space charge in the

gap which would give rise to the observed

field reduction. This was achieved by a space

-charge modelling procedure based upon digital

field solutions in the interelectrode space.

J.Jarvis, A.Robledo-Martinez, R.T.Waters
University of Wales

Institute of Science and Technology
P.O. Box 25, Cardiff, U.K.

Solutions were obtained using axial point

charges in order to represent space charge in

the corona, and both unipolar and dipolar

effects can thus be simulated.

Results

Figure 1 shows simultaneous records of charge

flow Qa and field changes E(10), E (12) (from

FFIO and FF12 respectively. Two successive

primary corona events (A,B) are seen, both of

course involving positive charge flow to the

gap. The first event (A) caused a field in-

crease at both probes FFIO and FF12. However,

the second event (B) caused a field reduction

at the probe FF12 nearest the gap axis, and a

field increase at the outer probe FFIO. The

amplitude of the transient changes in this

example are as follows:

Event AE(1O) AE(I2) AQa

A

B

kVcm

+ 0.

+ 0.

- 1

2k

22

kVcm

+ 1.

- 0.

-1

18

53

+

+

0.

0.

c

18

17

Further slow changes occurred between and

following A and B. Field reductions such as

that in E(12) confirm those reported earlier

from fluxmeter measurements [2].

Similar behaviour was observed at other gas

pressures. Common features were:

(!) Field reduction was observed only at

the second or subsequent events of the

primary corona sequence.

(ii) The probabi I i ty of a field-reduction

event increased with increasing voltage.

(iii) Field raduction was observed only at

FF12, and never at the more off-axis FFIO.

(iv) The axial fluxmeter showed that charge

transfer (i.e. streamers terminating at the
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Figure I: Transient changes in charge and
field.

p = 0 .75 bar 9 lkV c r e s t
O.I2uC d i v " 1 0.70kV cm"1 d i v " 1

0. Ips d i v " 1

[ | ]
~M>E(ij}/p[kVcm-2(iC-']

2 (en*

Figure ?,: Field induced at field filter
(FFIS) by unit point aharge and
unit axially - oriented dipole.

cathode) occurred when field reduction was

observed.

(v) Af ter f i e l d reduction the cathode f i e l d

general ly recovered. The recovery was faster

at lower gas pressures.

The cause of f i e l d reduction may be charge

separation near the cathode and the conse-

quent deposi t ion of a r e l a t i v e l y immobile

( i . e . ionic) negative space charge near the

gap ax i s .

Space charge simulat ion

The simplest form of space-charge represent-

at ion consists of a single point charge Qs

located on the gap axis at some distance z

from the sphere t i p . A charge-simulation

programme was u t i l i s e d to compute the per-

uni t e l e c t r i c f i e l d E( I2) ( = E 0 2)/Qs) at

FTI2. This is shown in Figure 2 as a

funct ion of ax ia l pos i t ion z.

A d ipole a x i a l l y or iented w i th a moment p can

also be simulated by a pair of equal and

opposite point charges. Figure 2 also shows

the per-un i t f i e l d 1(12) ( = E(12)/p) due to

t h i s . Similar computations were performed

for other locat ions on the plane.

The apparent charge flow Q^ in the h.v. c i r -

cu i t associated respect ively w i th a point

charge Qs and w i th a dipole p can be obtained

from potent ia l and f i e l d computations.

The observed charge flow Qg indicates a net

pos i t i ve space charge in the gap, whi le the

f i e l d reduction implies a negative charge

component. A simple hybrid space-charge

model was therefore adopted, consist ing of a

point charge accompanied by a dipole p both

located at the same ax ia l z. The above comp-

utat ions were then used to construct , for

uni t values of E( I2) ( = E(12)+E(I2)), E(IO)

and Qg, l inear charac te r is t i cs such as in

Figure 3.

Each l ine of Figure 3 indicates the permiss-

ib le combined values of Qs and p at a given z

to give E(12) = I kV cm"1 . Propor t iona l i ty of
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Figure 3: Hybrid space charge model:
combinations of point charge (Qe! and axially
oriented dipole (p) to give unit field atFFL2

Curve labels indicate common z-coordinate (cm)
for Qs and p. Line characteristics
constructed from: QsE(12) + pE(!2) = 1

Figure 4: Application of hybrid model to
corona event B.

E(12) - - Qa — E(10)

,E(12) *E(10),E(12) Qa,E(I0)

E(12) to Q and p then allows simple scaling

to obtain the combined values of Qs and p to

give any observed E (12) (or E (10) or Qa).

If we now apply, for several values of z, this

scaling procedure to the second corona event

(B) of the example of Figure I, we obtain

Figure *). As would be expected, no single-

point intersection of all three E(I2), E(10)

and Qg charac te r i s t i cs is obta ined, because of

the l i m i t a t i o n s of the common-z hybrid Qs,p

s imulat ion employed. Nevertheless i t is seen

that the observed E(l2),Qa t rans ients of 8

can be mutual ly s a t i s f i e d by the combination

o f a d ipo le of negative moment in the range

-2,6 to -3.6yC.cm and a charge of between

+0.Zk and +O.35uC. The E(1O),E(I2) changes,

on the other hand, suggest p from -1.5 to

-2.1uCcfn, and Qs from 0.12 to O.I9uC; the

data conforms to a similar Qs range,

but a positive dipole.

It is clear from Figure U that the simple

hybrid model leads to a large spread in

dipole moments including some positive values

which are physically unrealistic because of

the observed field reduction. However, the

modelling process can be further refined to

use more complex systems of dipoles and uni-

polar charges, and to match an increased

number of simultaneous fieH measurements.

It is also possible to use ring rather than

point charges as a more realistic physical

representation of corona space charge.

Any negative dipole moment indicated by simu-

lation can only be produced by charge multi-

plication near the plane, positive-ion

neutralisation or removal by drift, with

attachment producing a negative-ion cloud near

the gap axis.

This work has been carried out under SERC

Research Contracts GR/BA892. 5 and (R/h/klkl .9.

We are grateful to members of the Franco-

British Collaborative Research Group on Gas

Discharges for helpful discussion and advice.
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THE TOWNSEND/STREAMER TRANSITION IN A
SILENT DISCHARGE IN OXYGEN

B. Eliasson, U. Kogeischatz and M. Hlrth
Brown Boveri Research Center

CH-5405 Baden, Switzerland

Many investigations have been devoted

to the elucidation of the physical processes

during the early phases of gas breakdown

as well as to the characterization of the

plasma parameters during this transition.

The formation of ozone in a silent dis-

charge at about atmospheric pressure is a

direct consequence of the electron impact

dissociation of O?. It is, therefore, a good

indicator of such plasma parameters as the

average electron energy and the energy

density in the discharge. Our experiments

demonstrate that the effic'ency of ozone

generation changes drastically as the pres-

sure is increased (Fig.1). We interpret

this being due to a transition from a Town-

send discharge to a streamer initiated dis-

charge.

0.11
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0.08

• 0.07
o

o 0.06

0.04

0.7 1 2 3 5 10 20 30 50 100

n* d { 103« cm- * )

Fig.1: Measured efficiency of ozone forma-
tions vs. n d as an indication of the Towns-
end/streamer transition (gap spacing
d = 0.5 cm).
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Experimental:

The silent discharge Is characterized

by the presence of a dielectric between the

discharge gap and at least one of the elec-

trodes. The silent discharge in oxygen at

about atmospheric pressure consists of a

large number of microdischarges of extreme-

ly short duration. Charge accumulation on

the dielectric interrupts the current flow in

a microdischarge typically after a few nano-

seconds ' ' indicating that the discharge !s

choked at an early stage, long before lead-

er or spark formation.

The experimental results given in Fig.1

were obtained with an applied sinusoidal

voltage of 50-200 Hz in an annular gap with

a spacing of d = 0.5 cm and a length of

L = 44 cm (Pyrex dielectric of 0.2 cm

thickness). The main results are:

a) the efficiency shows two pronounced

peal-.s as a function of the gas density n;

b) the location of the peaks is the same ir-

respective of the electrode material used,

only the height is influenced;

c) experiments with different gap spacings

and pressures indicate that the position
o

of the maxima scales with n d.

In order to explain these experimental

findings we maintain the following:

1) The two peaks are due to the fact that

the silent discharge goes from one mode

to another, viz. from being similar to a

Townsend discharge to a more streamer

like discharge.

2) The electrode material does not in-

fluence the type of discharge but

changes its boundary conditions.
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3) The dependence on the product n d Is

due to the chemical processes involved

in ozone formation.

Discussion

a. Discharge Physics

The classical Townsend theory of gas

breakdown is assumed to be applicable for

nd $ 1019 cm"2

This value corresponds fairly well to

that of the dip between the two peaks in

Fig.1. Thus we conclude that the left msxl-

rnum corresponds to a Townsend disch?rge

with a series of successive electron ava-

lanches causing breakdown. The right maxi-

mum is caused by a streamer breakdown

which is a space charge dominated process.

The intrinsic field of the streamer head can

become considerably larger than the corre-
4)

sponding Paschen field . Breakdown is

essentially established within one electron

avalanche transit through the gap. It

should be mentioned that applying a fast

rising field streamer breakdown can be

achieved st any nd value. It was also

found that considerable statistical time lags

can occur in narrow gaps with electrode

materials of high work function even with

moderately varying voltages (dU/dt^iO V/s).

This also results in higher breakdown

fields and, therefore, shifts the transition

to streamer breakdown to lower nd-values.

Ioni2Otlon
Attachm. predominatas Attachment

Fig.2: Schematic illustration of the reduced
field E/n, the current density j and the
evolution of oxygen atoms [0] in a micro-
discharge.

Atomic oxygen and thus ozone is only

produced in the individual microdischarge

channels. The schematic drawing of Fig.2

shows the temporal changes of the reduced

field E/n, the current density ) and the

concentration of atomic oxygen in a micro-

discharge channel. The average reduced

field can overshoot the breakdown value

depending on the rate of rise of the field

(pulsed discharges), the abundance of ini-

tial electrons and/or a feedback mechanism

for secondary electrons (influence of elec-

trodes, work function). As soon as the

current begins to flow the local accumula-

tion of charge on the dielectric wil luce

the remaining field in the gap until elec-

tron attachment becomes more important

than ionization. Electron impact dissociation

is a very fast process which is essentially

terminated at the end of the current pulse

(< 5 ns). O -formation is a much slower

process which takes typically 1-10 us .

b. Chemistry of ozone formation

The most important parameter influenc-

ing the chemical reactions after the cur-

rent pulse is the relative concentration of

atomic oxygen x . = [0 ] /n . At small con-

centrations (x1(.<10 ) practically all oxy-

gen atoms formed by electron impact

e + O2 •* e + 2O (1)

react to form ozone:

O + O2 + M •* O3 + M. (2)

At higher atom concentrations additional

processes become important reducing the

yield of O

O + O + M

O + O,

+ M

-> 2O,

(3)

(4)
3 2

The decrease of the efficiency for large

atom concentrations (Fig.3) is due to the

incomplete conversion of oxygen atoms to O,

molecules. The drastic decay of the effi-

ciency for large x - is the reason why all
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curves on Hg. l fall off to the right of Lhe

second maximum.

Acrorciing to a simple model of streamer

discharge breakdown x.,. is a quadratic

(unction of the gas density and a linear

function of the gap spacing d

10 10 n
o

( 5 )

where x1f, is a function of the reduced field

E/n snd n and d arf constants. This mod-
o o

el enables us to ;stablish the order of

magnitude of different physical quantities

of the microdischarge channel

(n = 2.4x1019 cm"3, d = 0.1 cm):

Radius : 100 p

Total Charge : W As
3 2

Current density : 10 A/cm
14 -3

Electron density : 10 cm
-2 3

Energy density : 10 J/cm

Temperature of

heavy particles : close to room temperature

Effective field : 1-2 times Paschen field.

The measured efficiency of ozone ge-

neration is always influenced by two fac-

tors: The generation of atomic oxygen by

electron impact dissociation which is a func-

tion of E/n only and the conversion of

atomic oxygen to ozone which is influenced

Fig.3: Calculated dependence of the effi-
ciency on E/n and the atom concentration
x ... The model considers 72 reactions be-
tween the yarious?species
(1Td = 10 Vcm ).

mainly by the atomic oxygen concentration

in the microdischarge channels. The com-

bined effect of these two factors is visible

in Fig.3.

Summary

A silent discharge of the type used in

ozonizers undergoes a fundamental change

in parameters as the pressure is increas-
19 2

ed. Below nd = 10 cm it has the charac-

teristics of a Townsend discharge and

above this value those of a streamer dis-

charge. The change of discharge type ap-

pears in the change of efficiency of the

ozone generation. The observed scaling of
2

optimum conditions with the parameter n d

is due to the chemical processes involved in

the conversion of atomic oxygen to ozone.

From the measurement of the efficiency of

the oz> <; formation process estimates of

the plasma parameters in the microdis-

charge channel were obtained through a

numerical model.
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THE BREAKDOWN MECHANISM OF A GLOW DISCHARGE IN LONG TUBES

Dumitru Groau

Paoulty of Physios, nAl.I.Cuza" University

Str. 23 August 11, Iasi 6600, Romania

Introduotion

In our experimental investiga-

tions concerning the breakdown of a

glow discharge in long tubes, we ha-

ve registered, besides the breakdown

voltagt, the extinction one, as Vasi-

lieva did /I/. We observed two inte-

resting faotsj 1) the Paachen's our-

U

1000

900

800

700-

600

pressures, the Fascben's curves join

the extinction voltage ourveaj in

this region ( for voltage© corres-

ponding to the joining region) the

discharge periodically glows and ex-

tinguishes.

Experimental arrangement

To explain the second result,

we have performed the experiments

with the same discharge tube used in

(a)

G
E * e

• -

• —

an
t -

f> &

• - e

o
(b)

PfTorrj

0J0 0.40 0.60
glass

Fig.l Fig.2

ves plotted for R2, He and Ar have /2/ and showen in Fig.l. The disoh-

two minima and 2) for pressures at arge tube has been introduced into a

which the minima appear and for lower second tube ( a sleeve ),which could
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be filled with different permitivity

liquids. The results, for the case

of air in the 3leeve and for a N_

Pllow discharge, are plotted with po-

intn for breakdown voltage and with

circles for extinction voltage.

Results and discussions

The periodical breakdown and

extinction of the discharge has sug-

gested us the presence of an elec-

1200

1100

1000

900

800

700'-

glass i ethanol

0 SO

T

0 020 0.40

Fig.3

trie capacitor which we localized of

the wall of the tube /3/. The elec-

tric field linos, created by the vo-

ltage between eletrodes, cross the

r,lB.na wall of the tube and polarize

it, Fig.2a. The electric charges ap-

peared within the discharge space.

before the breakdown of the glow di-

scharge are directed towards the

walls and retained on. The electric

field lines are curved towards axis

of the tube, the field intensity in-

creases and produces the breakdown

of the discharge. The electric char-

800

700

600
0 020 0.4) 0.60

Fig.4

ges from the discharge, neutralize

the surface wall charge and the phe-

nomenon repeats itself. Those from

Fig.2a can be represented by a capa-

citors system like in Fig,2b.

The air, between the plates of

the middle capacitor,slightly pola-
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rizes Itself and in the same time.th*

electric charges produced by the air

ionization are directed in the field.

To prove this model,we made th-

ree aeries of experiments replacing

air from the sleeve by ethanol, mer-

oury and then by mercury connected

to the ground. In this way the sys-

tem capacitance has been increased

and so the number of electrlo char-

ges retained on the wall surface has

also increased; the discharge hardly

U
WOO

900

80 0

700

600

(V) ©

Connecting mercury to th« gro-

und, its potential become zero, the

middle capacitor plates no longer cha-

rge themselves and the phenomena must

be different even from thosaperfonned

with air in the sleeve. The results

are showen in Pig.5. One observes a

decrease of the breakdown voltages

and one of the two minimum vanishes.
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Pig.5

breaks down, Pig.3.

By introduction of mercury in-

side the sleeve, the middle capacitor

plates charge themselves by the con-

duction electronea moving in the e-

lectric field. These results, plotted

in Fig.4, are the same as in the die-

lectric case, Fig.3.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SECONDARY 10NIZAT10N COEFFICIENT IN XENON FROM

MEASUREMENTS OF THE TEMPORAL CURRENT GROWTH BETWEEN

PLANE PARALLEL ELECTRODES

L. J ncque s, W. Bruynooglie and W. Wienie

L.-iborat or i urn voor Natuurkunde, Faculteit Toegepaste Uatenschappen, Rijk.suni-

versiteit Gent, Rozier 4 4 , B-9000 Gent, Belgium

Introduction

If the potential difference between the

electrodes of a discharge gap is increased

above the breakdown potential Vs, the ioni-

zation current does not settle down to a

steady state value but increases continuous-

ly with time. In the case of a Townsend dis-

charf,'-! the rate at which the current grows

will be determined by the dominating secon-

dary processes. If, e.g. only non delayed

photons contribute to the production of se-

condary electrons, the current will grow in

times of the order d/W_, with d the electro-

de distance and W_ the electron drift velo-

city. On the other hand if only ions are

responsible for the production of secondary

electrons, the current will grow in times of

the order d/W+, with W + the ion drift velo-

city. Time resolved studies of the current

growth allow to obtain information concer-

ning the different active secondary proces-

ses. Such an analysis has already been made

in Ne [i], Ar [2] and Kr [3]. In this paper

we present an analysis in Xe in the pressure

range 2 < p < 35 Torr (7 !016< n < 1.2 Ï0 1 8

cm ). The secondary processes to be consi-

dered are the electron liberation at the ca-

thode by ionic impact (Y--effect), resonance

radi.ition (y -effect), delayed non resonance

radiation (y -effect) and diffusion of me-

tastables (y -effect),
m

Theory

Davidson [4] has shown that in the case

of an uniform electric field the solution of

the continuity equations leads to the follo-

wing expression for the total current in the

I (t) = A + B exp(Xt)

where X is the real root of f(s) = O and

J>d at «|
i- ' \ _ r Jf(s)

with - 1/W+ and 1. the

lifetime of the excited states. The theory

has been described by Willis and Morgan [i]

and Jacques et al. [3]. From the solution of

the rate equations:

dn.(t)
1 = D f-1 _ 1
dt

= P.(t) - ?
1 J

). . n.(t) + I v.. n.(t)
ij 1 j Ji Jij

n.
j1 J

with n.(t) the total number of state i, P.(t)

the production rate of state i, production

rate depending on the electron current

C1* ) , V.. the transition frequencies be-

tween the states i and j , one can calculate

the total number of secondary electrons libe-

rated at the cathode, and thus the contribu-

tion of the individual secondary processes.

The processes taken into account in the exci-

tation and desexcitation scheme (fig-1 and

[5]) are :

Holstein diffusion of resonance radiation

(v_ , v, ) , collision induced radiation

^V10'V20'V30'V40^' e x c ^ m e r formation

(V1e0'V2e0'V1el'U2e1'V2e2)' "dissociation

^ e i . i ' ^ . Z ^ " r e l a x a t i o n <Vel,0'Ve2,0) a n d

dissociative decay with UV-emission

(v 1 2'
Ve2 ^' Tlle f r e t l u e n c i e s used are gi-

ven in tabel Î. The ratios P^CO/PjCt) gi-

ving the best compatibility for all pressures
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and overvoltages are: 1,2,0.2 and 2.5. This

indicates that the P. and P. resonant sta-

tes play an important role.

Apparatus and experimental results

The ionization chamber, the UHV-system

and the electronics have been described else-

where [3]. For each pressure A-values are

obtained ar soire 6 different values of the

overvoltage AV [AV=(Vtot-Vs)/Vs] while the

current growth is measured 5 times at each

overvoltage. The A-values were reproducible

within 5-10%. Fig.2 shows the measured A-va-

lues as a function of AV at different values

of reduced electric field and corresponding

pressures. At a given % AV A decreases with

increasing E/p -value. This suggests already

that the fast processes are dominant at low

E/p while at higher E/p the slow processes

become more important. This was also found

in the case of Ne, Ar and Kr. The A-values

measured in Xe are larger than those measu-

red in Kr at comparable E/p . This is due to

the fact that a increases faster with E/p

in Xe and because the photon pr^cesse- are

faster and relatively more important. Fig.3

shows the procentual contribution of the

different secondary processes. Fig.4 shows

y. » f (E/p ). The dependence of y. on the

reduced field can be interpreted in terras of

a change from predominantly atomic Xe -ions

at low pressure to Xe?-ions at higher pres-

sure. This reaction is governed by the 3-bo-

dy process: „

Xe + 2Xe • Xe* + Xe

From our calculations we find a value of

0 =• 150 Torr"2.s"' (1.2 1 o"3'cm"6.s"1) which

is in agreement with the values obtained by

Bhattacharya [6] (1.8 10~3lcm~6.s"1) and

Hurst [7] (1.1 10~31cm~6.s~

From fig.4 we find y. - 4.16 10 "* for atomic
-4

ions and Y- = 1-6 10 for dimer ions.

These values are much lower than the elec-

tron emission coefficient due to ion bombard-

ment of metal surface in vacuum as measured

by Hagstrum [8] (2.2 10~ for a Xe* ion at a

molybdenum cathode). This difference is

mainly due to the back diffusion of electrons

at the cathode.
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Fig.2. The current growth constant versus .V.

Pres.sure;; (Torr) from right to left :

2.7, 3.7, 4.6, 5.6, 7.3, 8.8, 10.6,

12.5, 14.3, 17.3, 20.9, 26.0, 33.79.

T a b l e 1. The f r e q u e n c i e s ( i n s ) u s e d i n

fie.1; P in Torr.
o
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Fig.1. Excitation and desexcitation scheme

used in the analysis; V . and v,

are assumed negligible compared to

v, _ and v. „. Fig.4. Y- = f(E/p ) in Xe for a sold cathode
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CONTRIBUTION TO STREAMER PROPAGATION
IN THE CORONA DISCHARGE

M.M. Ketcez

National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
Canada, Ottawa, K1A OR6

In general, the terra "streamer" Is

applied to cover a wide range of electrical

phenomena. We shall, however, restrict

ourselves to those filamentary waves of

ionlzation that are preceding the leader

onset and, for example, taking place at a

positive rod In a rod-plane gap. These

streamers form the self-arrested intermittent

corona predischarges that are occurring below

the spark-over voltage at the points of high

electric field inhomogeneity in the gap.

To describe the growth of the corona,

the model most frequently mentioned is due to

Dawson-Winn and elaborated further by

Gallimberti [1]. There, the electrical field

inside the active region at corona edge, at

r*r (see Fig. la) is assumed to be the sum

of the applied (electrostatic) field plus

that, produced by the positive space-charge

as being contained In a sphere of radius r

at the streamer tip. Gallimberti considers

the continuity equations for electrons,

negative and positive Ions, together with the

energy balance equation under Poisson field

conditions. The system of equations contains

half a dozen parameters whose value according

to the authors are not very reliable; the

parameters are expressions in exponential

form whereby a small uncertainty can lead to

an order of magnitude difference in output

results. For example, Gallimberti has

obtained an excellent agreement with

experiments on the .streamer length vs time,

plot, but tlie ratio between the measured and

computed corona current pulse values was

around 150.

The object of the present work Is to

suggest that, the concept of electrodynamics

using Laplacian field can be used to account

for the experimental evidence presented in

refs (1] and [5j. However, the space charge

Is, here, neglected.

The present formulation of the problem

is the same as the one used in the earlier

work on the self similar properties of

minimum sparkover voltage in air, for both

polarities in rod-plane (.1 - 30m) gaps [2).

We assume that streamers are of relatively

good conductivity, so that their overall

structure called here the corona cloud can be

considered to be equivalent to a conductive

sphere of the time variable resistivity R(t).

(For experimental support see ref. (3].)

Outside the corona cloud, the current Is

carried away by its displacement component.

Also we adopt Gallimberti's observation

that, for his rod-plane gap with a

cylindrical rod, 2cm In diameter with a

square-cut end, the applied voltage can be'

considered constant during the streamer

propagation. For simplicity, we take that

the total capacitance of his rod-plane gap

does not change significantly with the onset

of the corona cloud (A large diameter

electrode is comparable to the corona cloud

radius.

Introducing the normalized time constant

for the circuit given in Fig. l.b.

CR(t)

the voltage across the condensor is

V V(l-e"T)

(1)

(2)
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Following Galllmbertl, we also note that

the total niicjrgy supplied to the gap:

t
/ VI dt is distributed over the Joule energy
o
(to Ionize, excite, etc. an additional length

of streamer) and the potential energy, due to

the corona growth:
t
/ VI dt = Joule loss + potential energy
o

Tho energy dissipated In a time-variable

R is the same as for fixed R, thus

Joule loss = / RI2 dt = iCV2(l-e~2T)
o

and

Potential energy = / Q 3V = j CV2(l-e~T)2

o
When an effective zone of volumetric

activities comprising numerous streamers

propagating radially from the rod is

represented by a sphere, we can express the

capacity:

C = 4HE r
o c

and get that

f IV dt = 4ne r V2(l-e"T) (3)
' o c
o

Differentiating Eq (3)

IV = 4 n e o V
2
( l - e - ) ^ [ l + r c | ^ e -

T / ( l - e - T

c
we get the corona growth speed to be

rc I ,.
v = -r— = (4

3t 4 ire (l-e~T)V
o

if T Is a semi-constant quantity. For a

distorted sphere (see Fig. l.c)
Ar Ar
c A* c

"At "At" "AF*
the maximum speed is

M AH
v = -— = v
m At Ar

where A*/Ar is discussed later,
c

Alternatively, one gets an expression for v

by observing the energy balance equation for

an individual streamer channel in the corona

cloud, and noting their collective

interactions (: the sum of these streamers

forms the corona cloud.). If the electron

density at the streamer tip is n , and if in

the time At, the streamer channel is

elongated by A£, then

(5)

V, - Rl2fite l
here, V is the lonizatlon po ten t i a l . With

I=(V/R)e (which follows from Eq. (2)) :

At 2 „ ,
nr V4Uo i

( 6 )

As the streamers are converging towards

the electrode, a quasi-uniform plasma wl1 be

present at the electrode's tip of curvature,

r • For r >>r In Laplaclan field R ~ —

(see Ref. [2]), where n is the average

eLectron density of quasi—uniform plasma.

Hence
At ,,2 - 2 T ., .
— - V e (6a)

Eqs. (5) and (6) yield:

~ (l-e~T) e~ 2 T V3 (7)

The shape of the current pulse is controlled

by the term: (l-e~T)e~2T (see Fig. 2). The

current has the maximum for T=£n3/2:

I ~ V3 (8)
max

Gallimbertl's experimental points

replotted on log-log plot confirm Eq. (8)

(see Fig. 3). The same dependence: 1~V Is

also observed in Ref. [4],

From his Fig. 3 AJl/Ar in Eq. (5) can be

estimated to be between 2,3 and 2.9 depending

upon the method (of joining the streamers

head) and getting the overall corona cloud

shape. For T=£n2/3 and A£/Ar=2.6 the maximum

speed is ~ 21
v -
m ne V

o
(9)

Figure 2 shows that the current pulse

has a peak of 3.4A lasting about 40ns for the

inception voltage of l25kV. Putting these

values in Eq. (9) we get v » 195cm/ys.

Within the error of graphical differentiation

of his plot given in Fig. 4, we find that the

agreement with the theory is satisfactory.

The relationship between the corona

charge flow Q=/ldt and the length of corona,

L can be obtained from Eq. (9):

where

(10)

Af. The experimental results by

Gallimberti and Rea, reproduced by Waters [5]
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in hig Fig. 5.31 suggest that the I.f vs V

forms a perfect straight line, when the

applied voltage, V varies from 100 to 425kV:

Lf(cm) - 2.842 + O.O4592V (11)

where V is in kV. With Eq. (11), Eq. (10) 'is

calculated, and the results are given in Fig.

5. Again we see that agreement between the

simple theory -ising Laplacian field and the

experiments appears to be adequate.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of streamer development in

corona clouds, a - Spherical cloud. b -

Equivalent circuit, c - Oval cloud.

Fig. 2. a - Current waveform (1 A/div;

100 ns/div); 150 cm gap, 125 kV inception

voltage (after Gallimberti). b - Theoretical

waveform: exp(-3t) - exp(-2t), (amplitude:

04/div; time: T=l/div.)

60 ~I2O
Inception voltage CkV) tOO 200 300 400

INCEPTION VOLTAGE (KV)

Fig. 3. a - Corona peak current vs inception voltage, for gap of 30 cm (curve A) and 150 cm

(curve B): — computed values; 0 A experimental points (after Gallimberti). b - The

experimental points from a replotted on log-log scale. Solid line are regession curve:I ~ V3.
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Fig. 4. Streamer length vs time in 150 cm

gap, 125 kV inception voltage (after

Gallimberti).

Fig. 5. Charge (of first corona) vs

inception voltage. Solid line and

experimental points after Gallmbertl and Rea.

Chained curve after Eqs. (10) and (11).
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A B S T R A C T

The paper is devoted to studying

the through-conductivity phenomenon

in the discharge phase when it at

once follows the strongly overvolta-

god gap ( ~-40-fold). It shows jt-

aelf as the intense running elect-

ron beam generation at a very low

intensity of ionization processes

in the gap. The effect appears in

the narrow gaps only at the Ge pre-

ssure of 1-10 kPa. The experimen-

tal results of this effect and the

disciisoion are presented in the pa-

per.

A through-conductivity phenomenon

(TCP) conaiMtp in that the own con-

ductivity of some part of gas die-

charge gap self-maintainedly be-

comes relatively low and the dis-

charge current is transferred

through it by high energy running

electrons. In a middle-pressure ga-

ses (N~ 1O 2 3 - 10 2 5 ra"3) TCP has

not been studied quite enough. The

report is devoted to this problem.

Experiment and Its kesults. The die-

charge chamber is shown in Pig. 1.

A discharge gap of size d was

formed by a metallic cathode and

netlike anode. A collector of run-

ning electrons was placed behind

the anode at a distance L. The scre-

ening grids placed across a drift

anode-collector space help to se-

lect the studied signals.

It was found that the generation

of an intense running electron beam

with the current density ~ 10-50A/cm

occurs, when a homogeneous glow dis-

charge is carried out in the gap

with d* 1 nun. A mean electron ener-

gy in the beam is ~ eU,, Ud=3-6 kV

is the discharge voltage. The tempo-

ral picture of pulses U., running

electron current I and dischargee
current flowing along the anode cir-
cuit I is given in Fig. 1. Ampli-

a

tude of pulse I increases with in-

creasing U, much more, than one for

pulse I , therefore a degree of
a

through-conductivity regime realiza-

tion T\ in the gap increases also.

A value of T\ is determined by ex-

pression

where ju. is the anode's geometrical

transparence; I,t are the amplitu-

des and PWHM of current pulses, res-

pectively, in Pig.1. The obtained
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dependence n (JS/N) is presented

in Pig.2. Here £ - U^/d, Um is

the voltage value on the gap corres-

ponding to the e-beam current pulse

amplitude. So, for E/N> 2,4-10~18Vm2

TCP is fulfilled in a pure form,

and the own conductivity of the gas

gap becomes extremely low.

The realization of TCP, i.e,

the discharge regime with -n ~ 1, wea-

kly depends on N in the range

3-1023* W*5-1024m~3, but it ie ve-

ry critical to the gas size value

d: with increasing d the values

^-o » I-» a B well as the upper li-

mit of E/N, for which the available

discharge form is realized, sharply

decrease.

The dynamics of the discharge

with TCP is significantly affected

by photoirradiation of a discharge

gap. In the experiments this irra-

diation is due to the gas excitation

in a drift space by running elect-

rons. With decreasing the size I
A

one can observe the decrease of Ifl
and then the discharge instability

occurs and its collapse into a cha-

nnel form.

Discussion. As shown in [ 1J the

growth of electron avalanche in gas,

when all newly appearing electrons

rapidly pass over at the running re-

gime, differs from the Townsend's

exponential dependence. Pig.3 pre-

sents the calculated number of run-

ning electrons in such avalanche in

a strong electric field, K(x), at a

distance Z from its source. This fi-

gure explains the TCP appearance in

the narrow gaps only, its strong de-

pendence on the d size, and the

slowness of the discharge growth.

The latter, however, is much slower
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than it is observed in the experi-

ment.

Let us consider an influence of

UV-irradiation from the drift space.

It can show that the gas ionization

in the discharge gap by such irradi-

ation is negligibly weak. But if the

whole running electron energy is

spent for the UV-photon producing,

the latter gives the following con-

tribution to the coefficient of elec-

tron emission from the cathode

Here r ie a portion of all photons

reacting with the cathode; r, is

the extrinsic photoeffect probabili-

ty; J is a gas ionization potenti-

al; aeU, is the mean energy of run-

ning electrons. Assuming under our

experimental conditions r~ 1/4,

a~3/4, tfy1* 0.1 and K(d) * 0.5, ju. -

- 0.8, a-eUd ~ 4keV it gives Tfuy~9,

that is 50-100 times larger than the

value of V realized in the glow dis-

charge. The rate of. a discharge cur-

rent growth

agrees with the experimental data*
Here j is the initial current den-

** ' —5 —3 i 2
sity from the cathode,»10 J -10 Jk/cm
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\ZL I- __L 1

Pig. 3. CJae - helium,
E - 1 - 1 MV/m

2 - 2 «V/m
3 - 3 MV/m
4 - 4 MW/m

t* is the luminescence decay time
of the UV photons, ^ -JO^s. The
UV-lrradiatlon effect also accoiuitB
for the high current density of a
running electron flux with a very
low rate of the ionization proce-
sses in the gap. Thus the influen-
ce of the electron running effect
and UV irradiation fully explain
the appearance of TCP in the narrow
gaps in e middle-pressure gas. The
quated results evidence the new in-
teresting physicB in a strong elec-
tric field and give a key to their
applications.
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(JO ,-

Microwave discharged aro wide

spread in up-to-date technology, tfor

•optJmal operation of devices the cal-

cula tine *£ kinetic coefficient;! ef

.nonequilibrium plasma placed in the

A.C. electric field ia necessary,

under some conditions tiie problem of

electron energy distribution calcula-

tion in the frequency electric field

may be reduced te the problem with •

the constant field ("constant-curra-

nt analosy"), but it is poa3ible in

special cases.

In this article the numerical

calculations of the electron energy .

dintributi on in the A.C. field for

* molecular gases are given, u'lectron

kinetic coefficients in the nonequi-

librium plasma in wide range E/N pa-"

rameter are calculated. The Kinetic

•quation for the electron energy di-

stribution in the A.C. field ia the

forms

BWlck&ffi

— field frequency, ä - arilplitt*—
do / ,C. electric f ield, N - m#lecu-

lar density, Qm(« )» Vj, ( f ) - «l»o-
tren molecule momentum tranafer
croas section and frequency, Qk-
inelastic orjss 3ecti»n of the i-k
txci.tati»n or <J««xcitation with the
energy differs/jce tkl- , x - vo-
lume fraction of molecules in K -
jitute, X - diffuaien length.

The equation (1) differs from

the a4u.at.i0n at cony bent field by

the multiplier J^= V̂  / ( U?+ \>J )

and by tho diffusive tirm. The equ-

ution ( i ) leadti ta the equoti on with
tha conutant field at \?m » uJ »max
(£v^)jV>?*) ?,rVfn). Provided that
(ĵ i.y1, conatant current anulogy ia true
for the case \)m = connt. The momen-
tiun trunflfer electron cross section
in N-. and CO ia a reaonant farm at
f — 1 - 2 av, ~T i:j sihorp energy de-
pendent and hence the constant cur-
rent analogy breaks.

The equation (1) v;aa numerical-
ly aolved fer the CÔ  ìy^er Break-
down of Np and a i r . Small value the
radiation quantum ( ftoJ « £ ) makes
possible u:3int; the classical kinetic
equation (1). In the calculations we
hûvs uaed the rotat ional , vibratio-
nal and electi'onical cross sections
ef Il9 presented in [ i ] and for 0.^
i n [2] .

^or teabinj; the uae of constant
current analogy model calculations
(V = const or Q «= const) were
carried cut. lonization rate consta-
nts for these cases are given in
fig. 1, At small E/N values the ap-
proximation Q = const closely that
of the real cresa sections because

of the momentum transfer Q in air
m

ia constant at low electron energy

The difference with the results at

\) = const shows the violation «f

the constant current analogy. The

condition of stationary gas break-

down in A,G, field vvaa determined

from tia». »quality ionization to.

diffusive and attachment rates
( Vi- Va + V d. V.= K.N, Vd -- D/A")'
The diffusive length in the calcu-
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lati»na was accepted A • 10""7froni.

Dependenciea of ionization, attach-

ment and diffusion ratea at oritical

intenaities and pressures 200, 760,

10 torr on parameter JE/N are given

in fig. 2. For given value »f the

dtl'fusive length the electron attac-

ment exceeds the diffusive yield of

electrons at pressures above 2000

torr and this is the reas»n »f disc-

repancies between breakdown intensi-

ties at p > 2000 ttrr. Compariaon

theoretical and experimental [3] No

breakdown data by C0o-laser in fi£»3

are 3hown. The difference between

this curves ia due t» the unknown

diffusive length at different pres-

sures nonhomogeneous laser intensity

in the region f»cus.

10

10

The ionizati»n rute constant *£ sir

(1 _ v)^ = const, 2 - Q m = ctnst,

3 - tin real mtdel).

a

The isnizatian ( ), attachment

( ) and diffusive ( )

rates *£ air by the C02 - laser at

pressures ( a - p = 10 , b - 760,

c - 200 t»rr).

3.
The break d»vm intensities »f air

(1) and N2(2) by the COg-laser (A«

o 10 (7 om) thetretical, • -

- experimental f 3J values
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CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OP ELECTRON AVAIANCHE OROVVTH IN

Kr + C^CLOHEXANF. MIXTURES

T.Z. Kowsislci, K.W.Ostrowski, J.Zajqc

Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques, Al. Mickiewicza 30,
30-059 Krakow, Poland

in the mixtures of gases and va-

pours, apart from the Townsend ioniza-

tion mechanism, occurs a number of phe-

nomena which can change the growth of

electron avalanche significantly. The ox-

citation of the atoms of main gas is one

of them. The struck of excited atoms

with the molecules or atoms of quench

gas can produce additional electrons

when energies of the excited states are

higher than the ionisation potential of

the admixture,

Am + B -*A + B+ + e" (l)

(Penning effect),

AX + B - A + B* + e" (2)

(nonmetastable Penning effect)

A , A — atom of main gas excited to

metastable or resonance level,

B - atom or molecule of quench g^s or

vapour.

The growth of electron avalanche

ifi the mixtures, in the mode of propor-

tional counter, is described byt

- the coefficient of total gas gain, Ag ,

describing the physical phenomena

occuring in avalanche multiplication re-

gione (AMR), electron drift regione

(EDR) and on the surface of cathode

(sc),
- the coefficient of gas gain, A, descri-

bing the physical phenomena occuring

in AMR,

- the V •• coefficient describing seconda-

ry attests occuring in AMR and on

sc [2] .
Using the apparatus described in

[l^ and [2] the coefficient of gas gain

A £ has been measured for Kr +

cyclohexane mixtures over wide range of

concentration of quenching agent, from

spectroscoplcally pure Kr up to 8 vo, for

total pressure of mixture p — 970 hP«

at 20 C. The concentration dependence

of gas gain coefficient A<g , for fixed

high voltage, is presented on Fig.l. The

aocurance of wide maximum for concen-

trations 10"4 - 1O"2 Is typical for this

dependence. A similar dependence has

been obtained for Ar + iso-pentane and

Ar + cyclohexane mixtures \_2 J . The se -

condary ionisation coefficient % for Kr +

cyclohexane mixtures is shown plotted

against concentration of admixture in

Pig.2. Prom a knowledge of the values

of A ̂  and V , the concentration depen-

dence of A has been designated (dotted

line on Pig. l ) . It Is observed from the

graph that, in the range of the concen-

tration given above, the gas gain A has

also the maximum. It is caused by the

increase of the first Townsend lonisa-

tion coefficient cL due to the generation

of additional electrons in Penning effect

in electron avalanche multiplication re-

gione (process l ) [33 •

Prom a knowledge of the primary

and secondary ionisetion coefficients the

sparking voltages ( sv ) can be calcula-

ted, and these values are shown plotted

in Pig.2 as a function of cyclohexane

concentration. The wide minimum of SV

for the concentration 10" - 10" is due

to not only the increase both cL and V

coefficients, but decrease the threshold

voltage of proportional regime as well.
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l^or li»• ;lif=»r concentroUon of admixture

the Incroaye of ~>V with Incroase in con-
centration is caused by tho decrease of

secondary ionisation coefficient.
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INFLUENCE OP THE ELECTRODE MATERIAL PURITY ON THE

DELAY TIKE OP A VACUUM BREAKDOWN AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

G.A.Mesyats, D.I.Proskurovsky, V.F.Puchkarev, and S.I.Shkuratov

Institute of High Current Electronics of the USSR

Academy of Sciences Siberian Division

634055 Tomsk, pr.Akademichesky,4

Introduction

As it is well known, the initia-

tion of a pulsed vacuum breakdown

occurs as a result cf explosive de-

struction of cathode mioropoints

due to Joule heating them by self-

-field-emission current /1/. In a

superconductor, there is no Joule

heating. Estimates show / 4 / that in

a stationary case the transition of

a field emitter to a normal state

is due to the Nottingham effect,the

state of superconductivity of the

cathode not giving rioe to the elec-

tric strength of the vacuum gap. Ho-

wever, there is no correct experime-

ntal evidence of this fact.

There is available a comparative-

ly small number of experimental

works on the vacuum breakdown at low

electrode temperatures. In Ref.2 the

increase of the electric strength

with lowering the electrode tempera-

ture could be related to a change in

vacuum conditions and electrode sur-

face contamination.

At a pulsed breakdown one may ex-

pect an increase of the delay time

of explosion of micropoints with a

decrease of the cathode temperature.

Preliminary experiments 73/ have co-

nfirmed this supposition.

The present work is a continua-

tion of the work 7.3/. It is devoted

to a more detailed investigation in-

to the influence of the electrode

material purity and the electrode

temperature on the delay time of a

pulsed vacuum breakdown event.

Experimental technique

Experiments were carried out in a

stainless steel chamber of a coaxial

geometry, which was matched in wave

resistance with a transmission line.

The system was pumped out using oil-

less pumping equipment to a pressure

not above 5*10"^ Torr. The elect-

rodes were made of niobium of vario-

us purity. A measure of purity for

electrode materials is a factor H

which is a ratio of the material spe-

cific resistance at room temperature

to that et 4.2 K. Niobium with % -

« 6,25, and 300 was used. The catho-

de was a wire 100 j»m in diameter,the

anode had the form of a plane disk

5 mm in diameter. After degreasine;,

electrochemical polishing and wash-

ing the electrodes were placed into

the chamber and carefully condition-

ed by pulsed arc discharges. The ca-

thode assembly configuration provi-

ded smooth varying the cathode tem-

perature from 4.2 up to 300 K. The

gap separation was (O.1-55&) nun all
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over the experiment- The discharge

current was limited to 3-4 A. Used

in the experiments was a generator

of rectangular voltage pulses 600ns

in duration with a leading edge not

more than 3 ns. A high-voitage ele-

ctrode was the anode.

Results and discussion

Prebreakdown currents were measu-

red after every dc discharge. The

prebreakdown currents were appeared

to be stable for some tens of minu-

tes all over the temperature range

investigated, that enabled us to

plot Fowler-Nordheim curves and to

determine from them micropoint pa-

rameters. The enhancement factor of

micropoints ryailable on the condi-

tioned cathode surface was not in

excess of 15. the micropoint emit-

ting area being 10~10-10~12 cm2.

20

iO

1.8 2,6 3.4 E &
cm

Shown in Fig.1 are plots of the

dependence of the breakdown delay

time t, on the mean electric field

E between the electrodes for vari-

ous experimental conditions. Upon

analysing the figure the following

conclusions can be drawn:

1) The cathode superconducting state

exerts no effect on the breakdown

delay time. This follows from the

data obtained at the cathode tempe-

rature 4.2 and 15 K (curve 1).

2) A considerable influence of the

purity of niobium on the breakdown

delay time is revealed. Thus, for a

cathode with #" = 6, decreasing

the temperature down to 4.2 K exerts

practically no effect on the break-

down delay time, v/hile for a cathode

with ft * 300, decreasing the tem-

perature down to lower than 300 K

leads to a noticable increase of the

delay time.

The results obtained can be ex-

plained qualitatively as follows.

As the temperature of a pure me-

tal cathode is decreased, the free

path of conducting electrons increa-

ses that results in intensification

of heat transfer processes,in decre-

asing the electrical resistance and,

as a consequence, in increasing the

breakdown delay time. For commertial

niobium ( % * 6) decreasing the

temperature results in no increase

of the electron free path, since

electrons scatter on impurities,the-

refore there is practically no tem-

perature effect on the time t,.

No effect of superconductivity

on the breakdown delay time could be

apparently explained by a fast hea-

ting of micropoints from a Notting-

ham heat source. In order that to
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attain a more understanding of the

processes thet occur on ar, explosi-

vely emitting cathode cooled down

to criogenic temperatures, the ex-

periments are being continued,

however.

The authors acknowledge Dr^E.A.

Litvinov and Dr. A.A.Starobinets

for a fruitful discussion of the

results and A.V.Batrackov for an

assistance in earring out the expe-

riment .
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RANDOM WALK ASPECTS OF STEPPED LEADER PROPAGATION

Lutz Niemeyer

Brown Boveri Research Center

CH-5405 Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland

Abstract

A model is developed to describe the

random aspects of the leader trajectory in a

discharge gap.

1. Introduction

Gas breakdown of the stepped leader

type develops along a u>rtuous trajectory

that only roughly follows the laplacian field

in the discharge gap. A phenomenological

approach to describe this phenomenon was

given in [1 ] , In the present paper, an at-

tempt is made to relate the random walk

characteristics of the leader to the physical

discharge parameters, namely, field geo-

metry, applied voltage, and gas pressure.

2. General formulation of the problem

Stepped leader propagation occurs as a

sequence of steps £ v-v Each

step is characterized by using the field lines

of the background field E to define a local

polar coordinate system (8, $, S.) at each

point r in the gap (F ig . ia) . The angle 8 is

measured between the background field E

and the projection of the step vector x, on-

to the rectifying plane T of the field line.

The angle <)> is the azimuth of 2 with re-

spect to the plane T and S.^ = IJ2 I is the

absolute length of the step. With these co-

ordinates, a local probability density distr i -

bution p can be formulater' for a step to

start from the point r into the direction 3,<)>

with a length £

P O,<!>,£,r) (1)

p in general also depends on the discharge

parameters and the preceding leader tra-

n ••• *0- ' f P i s known,

a statistical realization of the leader tra-

jectory can be recursively generated from a

prescribed f irst step 1 at the start elec-

trode. The solution of the so defined ran-

dom walk problem is a spatial probability

density distribution P for the leader to pass

a point r in the discharge gap when having

started from a point r of the start elec-

trode. P(r , r ) depends on the elementary

step probability p(3, $,£,?). Its integral

over all possible starting positions r

weighed with the respective starting proba-

bilities then gives the total probability den-

sity for the presence of a leader at point r.

In this paper, the discussion will be re-

stricted to the case of only one defined

starting point r .

A straight forward method of solving

the above problem would be a Monte-Carlo-

X./T •

jectory j? , , 2 n
Fig. 1: Local coordinate system (a) and

simplified leader propagation scheme (b) .
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simulation which, however, is calculation

intensive and offers only limited insight into

the physical background. In this paper a

diffusion approximation will be derived that

allows approximate analytical solutions.

3. Elementary step probability distribution

In electronegative gases the leader

propagation steps are triggered by an ioni-

zation phenomenon at the edge of the leader

head corona [2] . The probability of this

phenomenon to occur is related to the local

electric field E in a way that has not been

understood quantitatively, hitherto.

In the immediate vicinity of the leader

tip the field E results from a superposition

of the background field E and the field of

the space charge in the the leader tip.

Field contributions from space charges along

the leader channel and from the correspond-

ing image charges induced in the electrodes

may be neglected to a first approximation.

The leader tip charge may be approximated

by a charged sphere (effective radius R) at

leader tip potential U. The local field distri-

bution and the corresponding probability

distribution then become rotationally sym-

metric around the direction of the back-

ground field £ , i.e. independent of the

azimuthal angle $ and of the preceding lead-

er steps (making the leader propagation a

Markov process).

As simplest characterization of p(8,£,r)

we introduce the average of the step length

projection I on the background field direc-

tion and the mean square radial devia-

tion Ar2 of the step from the field line. The

ratio Ar2/£2 then is a measure for the mean

square angular spread of the probability

distribution and as such is related to the

angular spread of the field distribution.

The latter can be characterized by the ratio

of the leader tip space charge field U/R to

the background field E . We thus expect a

functional relation of the form

Ar2/£2 = F[(U/R)/EQ] (U/R)/Eo (2)

with linear proportionality as the simplest

possible approximation.

4. Simplified model of leader propagation

With the averages I and Ar2 a leader

step can be represented as a superposition

of two simultaneous motions (Fig.1b): Along

the field line an equipotential surface A(x)

advances in regular steps £ and on thrs sur-

face a random displacement Ar perpendicular

to the field line occurs with a mean square

value Ar2. This random motion is a cylindri-

cal ly symmetric planar diffusion process

and obeys the equation

3P*(r,n) -1Z31 3 ( 3P*(r ,n) \ ( .
3n " 2 ar r 3r \r 3r / l J ;

Here, P*(r,n) is the per area probabil-

ity density to find the leader en the sur-

face A(x) at a radial distance r from its

starting field line after n propagation steps.

Here, n takes the role of the time in the

usual diffusion equation and Ar2/2 is the

diffusivity expressed in terms of the mean

square free path and unit step time. It is

convenient to substitute the step number n

by the length coordinate along the field line

x = n-£. With eq.(2) this yields

3P*(r,x) _
3x ~

U / 3P*(r,x)\
? 3r \ r 3x / (4)

with a diffusivity

D(r,x) i (5)

P*(r) thus is obtainable as solution of

a diffusion equation with spatially varying

diffusivity. The spatial probability densi-

ty P results from the per area probability

P* as P = P*/I-

5. Parameter dependences

To explore the parameter dependences

of D(r,x) we take advantage of the scaling

relations for the leader step length £ de-

rived in [4] and apply them to I and R.

This gives £ « R a u. The background field
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U , the diffusivity

const / E ( r , x ) . (6)

is proportional to the applied voltage, i.e.

E ( r ) = c (r)-U where f, ( r ) characterizes

the gap geometry. With the leader voltage

drop neglected, i.e. U

scales as

D(r ,x )

In this approximation the probability

density P*(r,x) is a property of only the

gap geometry F. ( r , x ) and a constant cha-

racterizing the gas. It is independent of

applied voltage U and gas pressure pQ.

The tendency of P*(r ,x) to diffuse away

from the field line is seen to increase with

decreasing background field.

In weakly non-uniform fields, the

variation of D perpendicular to the field

line may be neglected in a first approxima-

tion so that D(x , r ) •v O(x). With the initial

condition that the leader is present on the

field line with certainty at its start x = 0,

i.e. with P*(r,o) equal to the Dirac func-

tion , eq. (4) can be integrated along the

field line to give

- 2
P*(r,x) = exp[-4f(x) ]/4nf(x)

(7)

with f (x) = const / dx/Eo(x)

P* thus results a Gaussian distribution cen-

tered around the starting field line that

progressively broadens with the advance of

U(x) along the field line.

6. Experimental data

Experimental per area probability den-

sities at the leader arrival electrode were

measured in different gap geometries. Some

examples obtained in 0.25 MPa SF^ are re-

presented in Fig.2. The starting point of

the leader on the anode was defined by a

fine needle protrusion. The leader trajecto-

ry was observed by stereo-photography and

by the spark prints on the arrival elec-

Irode.

Curves 1 and 2 refer to a uniform

field gap at two applied voltages U and are

seen to show no significant difference as is

to be expected from eq.(6). Curve 3 refers

to a sphere to plane gap. 7he dashed

curves are calculated with eq. (7) from the

geometric background field using the value

const = 8-10 . This is seen to consistently

describe the measurements.

7. Conclusion

In spite of the introduced simplifica-

tions, the probability diffusion approxima-

tion derived above is able to describe the

random wa.'k features of leaders in weakly

non-uniform SFR gaps including the depend-

ence of gas pressure, applied voltage and

geometry.

un i fo rm D = 30mm

' 1 ) Uo = 3 5 0 kV

Uo = 200 kV

CL

SF 6

0.25 MPa

10 20 30
- r / mm

Fig.2: Probability density distribution at the

leader arrival electrode. Curves 1 and 2:

uniform field gap; Curve 3: sphere to plane

gap; dashed curves calculated by eq. (7).
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VERIFYING THE PROBABILITY INCREASE LAW

FOR THE SFg BREAKDOWN

P. Osmokrovid, M. Sredkovid

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Belgrade

Bulevar revolucije 73, Yugoslavia

Introduction

The breakdown of an insu la t i on

occurs as a ru le in weak spots that

can be loca l i zed or s h i f t i n g . I t is

reasonable to expect that the number

of these spots in an electrode con-

f i g u r a t i o n increases with the inc -

rease of i t s s i ze . In p r a c t i c e , th is

means that the i nsu la t i on of a f i n a l

h igh-vol tage i n s t a l l a t i o n must not be

exposed to voltages obtained by the

sca l ing law and modell ing experiments.

As experiments with f i n a l products are

not funct iona l or economical, laws

have been developed that provide the

genera l iza t ion of propert ies of c e r t -

ain parts of a r b i t r a r y small l abo ra to -

ry samples. These p r o b a b i l i t y increase

laws describe the r e l a t i o n between

the p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n funct ion

of the breakdown voltage and the s ize

of the electrode system.

The ana ly t i ca l expression of the

p robab i l i t y Increase l a w , ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , can

be obtained i f the electrode system P

that is formed by mu l t i p l y i ng n times

the si7 of e lectrode surfaces of the

given system P?, is t reated as a paral-

l e l connection of n P| - systems. Then,

the p r o b a b i l i t y that the breakdown vc-

l tage of the Pn system w i l l be g rea t -

er than U is i den t i ca l with the p ro -

bab i l i t y that the breakdown voltage

of a l l n systems P̂  w i l l be greater

than U, i . e . ,

W(Up> U)=W(U1>U,U2>U,...U >U)
• n

and because of the mutual indepen-

dence of systems P..

W(Up> u>W(U1>U)W(U2>U)..W(Un>U)
n

From this we conclude, on the basis

of the identity of systems;P. and the

definition of the probability d i s t r i -

bution function for the breakdown v o l -

tage that the probability distribution

function varies due to the n times in-

creased electrodes' surface in the fol -

1 o wi n g way :

The expression 1 enables us to

obtain the desired probability increase

law on the basis of a small number of

measurements and knowing the probabili-

ty distribution function.

The probability distribution func-

tion for the breakdown, due to the fact

that the breakdown occurs in weak spots

of the insulation, is usually sought ami

ong the distributions of extreme values

(2),(3) Wei bull' s distribution

is most often chosen for its generality.

Under the assumption that Weil bull' s

ditribution is in effect, we conclude

chat the standard deviation for the

breakdown voltage varies due to the n

times increased electrode surfaces in

the following way:

6 = 1 o- 2

vi\ i 1 e t h e m e a n b r e a k d o w n v o l t a g e v a r -

i e s a s :

j m
where k is a parameter that character -

izes the asymmetry of the distribution

and *j and Uj are corresponding values
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o f t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n a n d t h e

m e a n b r e a k d o w n v o l t a g e o f t h e s y s t -

e m P a n d r ( k ) i s t h e g a m m a f u n c t i o n .

Experiment

The v a l i d i t y o f t h e p r o b a b i l i t y

i n c r e a s e l a w f o r t h e p u l s e b r e a k d o w n

i n SFg was t e s t e d e x p e r i m e n t a l l y by

m e a s u r i n g t h e b r e a k p u l s e u n d e r p r e s -

s u r e s o f 1 m b a r t o 6 b a r , w i t h t h e

i n t e r s p a c e b e t w e e n e l e c t r o d e s o f 0 . 1

mm, 1 mm a n d l o mm. The e l e c t r o d e s

u s e d w e r e c y l i n d i c a l , a n d t h e i r s i -

ze a l w a y s p r o v i d e d a n a p p r o x i m a t e l y

h o m o g e n e o u s e l e c t r i c a l f i e l d . The

r a t i o o f a c t i v e s u r f a c e s o f e l e c t r o -

des u s e d vvtien t h e i n t e r e l e c t r o d e

s p a c e s v e r e 0 . 1 mm a n d 1 mm was 1 :

1 . 5 6 2 5 : 3 . 5 1 5 6 : 6 . 2 5 : 9 . 7 6 5 9, a n d f o r

t h e i n t e r e l e c t r o d e s p a c e o f lomm

1 : 1 , 1 : 1 . 6 : 3 . 5 : 6 . 2 5 . By u s i n g p u l -

s e v o l t a g e s w i t h t h e r a t e o f l k V / , u s

ve o b t a i n e d 50 v a l u e s o f t h e b r e a k -

down v o l t a g e f o r e a c h p a i r o f e l e c -

t r o d e s . C a r e was s t r i c t l y t a k e n o f

t h e p u r i t y of t h e S^,- g a s i n t h e

c h a m b e r , a n d o f c o n s t a n t p r e s s u r e .

T h e p u l s e s we re r e p e a t e d w i t h i n t e r -

m i s s i o n s of 2 m i n u t e s , a n d i n p r o -

c e s s i n g t h e r e s u l t s , we d i d n o t t a k e

i n t o a c c o u n t t h e f i r s t c o u p l e o f v a -

l u e s of t h e b r e a k d o w n v o l t a g e s . T h e

e l e c t r o d e s u r f a c e s made o f b r a s s

w e r e w i t h e r f i n i s h e d u s i n g a s a n d

s t r e a m or p o l i s h e d .

R e s u l t s

I n t h e m a n n e r p r e v i o u s l y d <"• s c r i -

bed for each v a l u e o f t h e p r o d u c t

p x d ( p r e s s u r e x i n t e r e l e c t r o d e s p a -

c e ) t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n a n d t h e

mean b r e a k d o w n v o l t a g e we re d e t e r -

m i n e d f o r a l l s i z e s o f e l e c t r o d e s u r -

f a c e s . A f t e r t h a t , t h e p o i n t s s t a n -

d a r d d e v i a t i o n - f a c t o r o f s u r f a c e

i n c r e a s e were f i t t e d w i t h t h e h e l p o f

t h e SMPLX (4) p r o g r a m p a c k a g e and e x p r e s •

s i o n 2 . The p a r a m e t e r k , d e r i v e d i n

t h i s way was a p p l i e d i n e x p r e s s i o n 3

a n d t h e a q u i r e d d e p e n d e n c e o f t h e mean

b r e a k d o w n v o l t a g e on t h e s u r f a c e i n c r e a

s e f a c t o r was p l o t t e d . C o r r e s p o n d i n g

mean v a l u e s w e r e a l s o p l o t t e d a l o n g

w i t h t h i s c u r v e .

P a r t o f t h e r e s u l t s t h u s a c q u i t e d

a r e s h o w n i n f i g u r e s 1 a n d 2 .

f i n . 1 . The c u r v e f i t t e d by e x p r e s s i o n
2 a n d f i t t e d p o i n t s .

28500

Z8O0O

27500

27000

26500

26000

25500

25000

F i g . 2 . The c o r r e s p o n d i n g va lues o f the break •
dovn v o l t a g e s and the c u r v e o b t a i n e d ty e x p -
r e s s i o n 3. The sand p rocessed e l e c t r o d e s ;
i n t e r e l e c t r o d e gap o f Iran, p r e s s u r e o f 3 bars .

C o n c l u s i o n

On t h e b a s i s o f t h e o b t a i n e d r e -

s u l t s , we c a n c o n c l u d e t h a t t h e s t a n -

d a r d d e v i a t i o n a n d t h e mean b r e a k d o w n

v o l t a g e f o l l o w , i n a q u a l i t a t i v e w a y ,
j

t h e l o g i c o f t h e p r o b a b i l i t y i n c r e a s e

l a w , b u t a l s o t h a t t h e q u a n t i t a t i v e v a -

l u e s d o n o t a g r e e w i t h e x p r e s s i o n s 2

a n d 3 . I t c a n a l s o be o b s e r v e d t h a t

t h e e f f e c t s o f t h e p r o b a b i l i t y i n c r e a s e

l a w a r e l e s s n o t i c e d i n p o l i s h e d e l e c -
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trodes than in sand f i n i shed e l e c -

t rodes. This can be explained by

the fac t tha t the pol ished e l e c t r o -

des have less "weak spots" vshose num-

ber could be- cons idera t l y increased

with the increase of s u r f a c e . l t was

observed t ha t f o r large values of

the pod product the p r o b a b i l i t y i n -

crease law provides, bet ter q u a n t i t a -

t i v e correspondence with the e x p e r i -

ment, and that the way the surfaces

were f i n i shed was less s i g n i f i c a n t .

This can be explained by the s t ream-

er discharge mechanism tha t is expec-

ted in t h i s domain of p x d values

(5) . Smaller q u a n t i t a t i v e cor respon-

dence of expressions 2 and 3 with

the experiment could mean tha t Wei -

l u l l " s d i s t r i b u t i o n was inadequate-

ly used fo r the values of the break-

down vo l t age .
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SECONDARY IONIZATION COEFFICIENT AND SPARKING- VOLTAGE IN

NEGN-UASED MIXTURES

A.Othman*

Institute of Physics cind Nuclear Techniques, University of Mining and Metallurgy,

30-050 Cracow, Al. Miclciewicza 30, Poland

On leave from: Physics Department, Assiut University, Assiut, Egypt.

The concentration dependence of

both the secondary ionization coefficient,

V and sparking voltage have been measu-

red for No-bosecl mixtures in cylindrical

ijeometry. Such investigation seems ne-

cessary since Y -coefficient limits the

maximum useful i;as amplification factor

for rjas proportional countar (PC) ope-

ration. Also smaller values of ^ are de-

sirable for special applications of PC,

e.g. for UV detectors.

Experimental! Duralumin cylindrical

PC (32 mm in diain.) provided with Ni-

Cr anode wire (100 um in diam.) was

employed in these measurements. The

tias amplification factor as function of

anode voltage was determined for Ne-H,,

Ne-N and Ne-CO mixtures at the pre-

ssures 728, 746 and 733 hPa respecti-

vely. From the measured cjas s>ain ver-

sus voltage dependence both V -coeffi-

cient and sparking voltaige have been

determined according to trie method desc-

ribed in ref. £l j .

Results and discussion: Fiys (l,2)

show: (i) The existence of both flatened

maximum for Y -coefficient and flatened

minimum for sparking voltage in the con-
—4 —3

centration range 10 - 10 This beha-

viour is due to the increase of both cC

and V -coefficients in this concentration

range and the decrease of the threshold

voltayo of the PC mode, (ii) The lower

values of V -coefficient for Ne-CO,

mixtures compared to those of other mix-

tures. At the PC operation mode, the ava-

lanche contains both ions, electrons.

neutral atoms and molecules and excited

atoms into several levels. This result

may be attributable to the large photo-

absorption cross section of CO (com-

pared to those for H and N ) \_2\ for

the VTJV radiation emitted through r adia-

tive deexcitation of excited N ^ y )
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THIS LATERAL SPRJSAD OF GLOW DISCHARGE BETWEEN COAXIAL ELECTRODES

G.r-'pa, D.Ruacanu, V.Anit;ft, C.Birsan*

Faculty of Physloa,"Al.I.Cuza"University,R-66OO lagi,Romania

*Mechanioa Industrial Unlt-R-2566 Cuglr,Romania

Recently new measurements and

theoretical considerations were made

/ I / about a rather old experiment

performed by Steonbeck / 2 / on speed

wj.th which Dow pressure p3ow dis-

charges in rare gaeeo without a po-

sitive column spread axially in the

anular Bpace between two coaxial

electrodes. Tho reaulto do not de-

pend on the pressure but the spread

velocities increase with applied

voltage. Theoo velocities are always

smaller than those prodicted by a

sharp or diffuse edged jnodel which

tentatively explain the axially

spread by axially drift of iona in

the stray edge fields /3/.

In this paper we present a new

experimental method and new results

on the both lateral spread velocity

of the glow discharge and time evo-

lution of the advancing edge.

Experineiital Bet-up

The experimental set-up is

presented in fig.l. The discharge

spreads axially between two coaxial

stainlesa oteel electrodes namely,

a continuous cylindrical anode (A),

diameter 3 mm, and on outer cylin-

drical cathode (C),inner diameter

11 mm, each 35 cm long. The dischar-

ge was initiated in an end uaing

an auxiliary electrode (E) by oudden

application of a short pulse (75^/is)

of a voltage greater than the spar-

king voltage. The whole system ia

placed in a glaGs(Pyrex)tube (T),

diameter 45 ram and 65 nun long. Ex-

Fig.l Experimental set-up.T-glass

tube,C~cathode,A-anode,FM-fotos .lti-

plier.P-potentiometer,PS-pulse po-

wer source,T-trigger puloe.S-timing

pulse,O-storage oscilloscope,ZM-te-

raoe modulation.

periments were performed in flowing

gas(technical nitrogen,argon or he-

lium)at a pressure range of 0.1 to

4 Torr.

Discharges were observed

through a narrow slit 0.2 mm broad

along the whole lengh of cathode

parallel to the axis, using a pho-

tomultipller (FM) which is moving

along the slit.

A voltage U o smaller than apar-

lcing voltage U had already been ap-

plied between C and A when the trig-

ger pulse (TP) initiates the dis-

charge through E and synchronizes

a storage oscilloscope (0). U Q be-

comes zero after 20 ms and in 40 ms

the both U o and trigger pulse are

again applied so that th« process

ic reourrent.
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A d.o. potential proportional

to the axial position (F) of the

KM moves the oscilloscope trace in

the vertical scale and the FM signal

modulates its intensity as in Sti-

rand's method /4/,ao that a space-

time diagram of the axial spread of

the discharge could be registered.

More details about experimental me-

thod will be published elsewhere

Experimental results and discussions

In tig.2 the time evolutions

Pig.2 Fotomultiplier signal at 13cm

from B versus time.Discharge current

as parameter.Gas pressure 0.7 Torr.

of the discharge light intensity at

a fixed position of the FM are pre-

sented for different intensities of

the discharge current and a oons-

tant pressure (p=0.7 Torr). The

curves allow the following conside-

rations: a) When the discharge cur-

rent exceeds about 40 mA(UQ> U )the

discharge is forming spontaneously

on the v.hole length between the

electrodes and the rise time of

the FM signal is less than about

2 jus(curve 1 ) . It shows that the

time constant of the FM system is

at least of tLut order of magni-

tude,

b) When the discharge current decre-

ases below 40 •A(U0<U8)the dlsohar-

ge is initiated at one end of the

electrode system by £ and it spreads

laterally along the axis with a spe-

ed which decreases with disoharge

current intensity. The fixed positi-

on of FM vias Z»13 on with respeot to

S so that the mean speed (v)of the

discharge spreading aight be found

as v « Z/j , where z is the propaga-

tion time of the discharge from 5 to

Fill position, z is marked for each

current in fig.2 by arrows= In'fig.3

the v is presented versus discharge

current intensity.

15

-10

N 2

p= 0.7 Torr

10 20
MmAI-

30

Fig.3 Ilean speed versus discharge

current.

We have defined a mean value of

the spread velocity because in our

case the discharge length does not

increase linearly with time as i»

was reported erlier /I-3/.This faot

is shown in fig.4 where a spaoe-

time diagram shows how the advan-

cing edge evolves along the axis.

The whole area between the trace aad



tho t.lme (ixJ.o correspond to the

burai;\y : 1 nnhnrge, while above it

th'-•!•••! in c.o discharge at all.

30

20

10

i'ig.4 Space-time diagram of the ad-

vancing edge taken by storage oacil-

loucopc.

The curved trace in fig.4 shows

tiiut the spread velocity decreases

.•nonotonically along the axis.

l'\Ig.5 presents the local velo-

city v(a) of the advancing edge ver-

'lun SYA1.:\1 d.Uitnnco (z) for a cons-

tant proiinura p=1.2 Torr and dia-

oĥ v.j'j csurrcnt intensity as para—

no tor.

Difference between our experimen-

tal reaulta and those previously

reported /I-3/ might be due to the

both improveing of the advancing

edge detection and rather different

experiraental conditions. Tho small

cathode-anode distanoe (d) and

lower gas proaaure with about one

order of magnitude make the cathode

fall region to extend within a dis-

tance comparable vJith d.

Finaly we must notice that

the discharge impedance remains

nearly constant over duration of

discharge spread along the elec-

trode ayatem.

The authors thank Prcf.M.

Sanduloviciu for encouraganent

and disounoiona.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE STATISTICAL TIME LAGS

OF A SPHERE GAP IN SF6

M.Saeki and Y.Gosho

Nippon Institute of Technology

Miyashiro, .Minami-Saitama, 345, Japan

It has been found that there are

three important factors affecting the

time lag of a sphere gap in SI£: ths

conditioning effect, the exoelectron

emission from the cathode and the rest

time between successive sparks.

Experimental Procedure

A sphere gap of 20 mm in diame-

ter was used as a test gap and it was

mounted in a quartz chamber, 37 mm in

diameter and 0.16 ] in volume. The gap

length was kept at 2 mm and the elec-

trode matarial used was Ai, brass and

stainless steel, A step impulse volt-

age of 20 percent overvoltage having

a rise time of l>(s was applied to the

gap. By connecting a capacitor ol

2000 p/, with a 400 MA leakage resis-

tance, in series with the gap, spark

occurring at the gap after breakdown

was extinguished automatically. Fo

prevent- the effect of accumulation of

the decoraposition products resulting

from successive breakdowns, the flow-

system was adopted and the rate of

flow of SF6 was 0.2 1/min at atmospher-

ic pressure. To examine the effect of

exoelectron emission from the cath-

ode, it was irradiated by an incan-

descent lamp of 150 w. The light

beam subtended an angle of 70° with

respect to the gap axis and the light

intensity at the cathode was varied 0~

10000 lx by an iris. The effect of

the rest time, the time interval be-

tween voltage application, on the time

was also examined arid it was varied

from 5 to 60 sec.

Experimental Results

(1) Conditioning Effect

As has been mentioned before, tiic-re

was a marked conditioning effect of the

gap and this was examined undsr dark

condition to suppress the exoelectrcn

emission. Experimental conditions

were; the rest time=20 sec, overvoltage

=20 percent, Al electrode, the flow

rate of SF6 =0.2 1/min. Variation of

a mean statistical time lag T5 due to

successive sparks with a number of

breakdown are shown in Fig.l. T s in

the figure is a mean value of time lag

of every 20 breakdowns. It is seen

from the figure that, as the nmber

of breakdown increases, T5 is increased

and it is stabilised after hundreds of

breakdowns. Thereafter breakdown

ceased for 20 hours and then the measure

ment of the time lag was repeated as

the first run. The variation of~TSfor

the second run is seen to be similar

to the first one and Tgfor the stabi-

lised is 10 times longer than that

for the initial value. A measurement

of the time lag has been tried by

varying the rate of flow of SEg ( 0.2

1/min ) and the Laue plots were

found to be unchanged. As the flow

system was used in this experiment,

the effect of the contamination of SÊ

resulting from the successive break-

downs c a n probably be neglected.
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T h e re I • •'•(• , t lie rorid i I. i o n i n;'. cM'ci-l

.;h'iwn if !• J i> . 1 i;; ci}ii:;iilcre'l t.<> l>c d u e

i.d t.he i|i,ini'c in '.he s u r f a c e e o n d i t i ort

i>f the I'lrcU'wif c a u s e d by the s u c -

ct'."..",iv bri'Mkrluwn:;. K v e n fjn- the

r l f r l roilc n i i i U T i a l i i o f b r a s s arid s t a i n -

11*:; s :;t I T ( , f h e c ~t irui i t i o n i n/', e f fee t.

was found for Al . llcccni. ly, an aging

cfl'ivl. :;i!;ii Inr to the prcnenf. rxpuri-

me.nt.al rvsu I t.;; h as hiron reported by

llt-rg<-r '•' a I ' . Their expe r-i men ts

were m.i'i under 11V irradiation and

they st.it«-d that the efTeet i :•• due

rna i n I y t.o siime ehanf.es in the f,a:>

r.t ate .

(?) Kffee.t of Kxoe I ee t. rori Mm ins ion

'I'i me I iip;; °f" the gap wo;re itot.er-

mined by varying the: light intensity

In Ix at. the cal.hodo surface. Thic

exper i inuri I, b,i:; bo«;n carried out after

the j>,-i|i l.;i:; n.ade at the stabilised

<•<. nd i t .'.•!!. i ;<|)(;r'im<-nta 1 c-ond i t. i on;-,

were; Tr- ,'() see. , ,''0 percent over-

vi> 1 l-a/M.' .'uid Al electrode;. Fif'.? show;!

l.aue filotr. with lx a:; parameter. It

will be :;een that the time 1 af»r; become

shorter ar. the li^ht intensity is in-

creased. This reduction is caused by

the exoe I re I, run emission from the

cathode. It should be noted that the

irradiation by a visible li^ht ( r.ot

UV ! ) affects remarkably the statis-

tical t. i me laj; of the j;ap in ?>f'g. This

effect for the. electrode of brans and

sLainlcss steel were not considerable

in comparison with that for Al.

(3) Effect of the Rest Time

Time 1 ajj was measured by varying

the rest time T ; the time interval
r

between the vol taf>e applications, and

the p.ap was kept at the dark condition

to avoid the exoelectron emission ef-

fect. FiK-.'i shows Laue plots obtained

from the experiment for A] electrode.

It is neon from the figure that the

mean f; In t i:? t ical time Jag is consider-

ably decreased by reducing the rest

time. This implies that the time lag

is affs-cted by the preceding break-

uowns, that in, the emission rate of

the initial electron is decreased with

the time after breakdown. This effect

may be considered to be similar to

I'aetow effect for a low pressure

dir;charRe tube. Kffects of T r for

brass and stainless steel electrodes

were inconsiderable.

IJi scuss i on

f)e termination of the time (ap, of

a f/ap is sometimes carried out under

UV irradiation. In that case, plenty

of electrons produced by photoemission

play an important role as the initial

electron. Therefore, if UV irradi-

ation i:? used, the three factors pointed

out by the present authors wilj be

masked t>y which and the degeneration

of three factors occurs. When no UV

irradiation is adopted, three factors

will be expected to become dominant as

a source of the initial electron. !n a

determination of V-t curve of an un-

irradiatod p,ap in SFg, care should be

taken about three factors; the con-

ditioning effect, the exoclect.ron

emission and the effect of the rest,

t i mo .

He Terences
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Fig.l Conditioning effect of a sphere gap

of Al electrode in SF,_
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Fig.2 Effect of the intensity of visible light

on Laus plot of a sphere gap of Al electrode in
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Fig.3 Effect of the rest time on Laue plot of

a sphere gap of AT. electrode in SF_
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AN li[..HCTI<llN-HF.AM CONTRi M.I.KI) DIFFUSE DISHi A-'CK SWITCH

i-h^of". . , K. tl . Schnen bflch , M. Kr i s t i ar isen , and H. Krnmpho lz

Doiwr ("men t ot K I <>c t.r iea 1 Knginecr im)
T.'X.i:; Toch U n i v e r s i t y

I.ubbock, Toxns 794()y

Induct i we. I'noryy storayt? i s a t t r a c -

r i v e in pulsi?<1 power appl ic f i t . ions !>e-

IMU^O 'if i t s i n t r i n s i c hiijh energy

d e n s i t y enrapamd to c a p a c i t i v i 1 s t o r -

age s y s t e m s . The key t e c h n o l o g i c a l

problem in d p v e l o p i n y i n d u c t i v e

• •noryy d i s c h a r g e s y s t e m s , e s p e c i a l l y

to r n?|)ct i t i vo o|)(>r>it. inn in l-hn dov> 1-

'ipiniMit of open ing sw I t;ch<?•";. Prr>m-

i s i n y Ciiml i d a t e s for r e p e t i t i v e opoi\-

i rig s w i i r t m s ore e'l>iara or l3R<?r con-

t-rollprl d i f f uRfj i l i sohar t jes [ l j . The

••.chi.'in.it ic iliflfjrnm of an olifct ron-boam

.'on i-.r• > 11 •><! oi»->nin'j s w i t c h as p a r t o£

.in i n11nrrt. i vo s to ra r je s y s t e n i s shown

in Kiij. I (21 . Thi? swit.ch chamber i s

r i l l e d n i t h ^ ijas of p r e s s u r e s oE 1

,i tin aiui , ibove. The fjas bel.woen the

•i l.ecLroiius c o n d u c t s and a l l o w s

ch.ir'jiruj of the i.niiuctor on ly when an

ionizirw) e-be^m i s i n j e c t e d i n t o t h e

<|,-is. When tho o-b^'im i s t u r n e d oEf,

ult'i.-trrin a t t a c h m o n t and recoinbi n a t ion

;iro<:cr>si!s in t h e <jas c a u s e t h e c o n -

duct i v i t y to d e c r e a s e and t h e s w i t c h

Opf ' l lS .

The switch opening time, after

e-iieain Vurn-off, is determined by the

electron loss processes in the dif-

tuso discharge: recombination and at-

tachment. In order to achieve opening

times of less than a microsecond at

initial electron densities <10^4cm-3<

the dominant loss process must be at-

t.d dim tint, which means that the switch

yds mixture must contain an electro-

notjative gas. On the other hand, ad-

ditives oE attachers increase the

power losses during conduct ion . H-»th

low forwnrd voltage drop and fnr̂ t

oponin.j can only hf> nht.."i in<J-1 by

choosiny <;ases or >j.as mixtur«s which

satisfy tne following condition«--

1 1 . 3 , 4 , 1 :

(1 ) l"or Inw values of tho

reduced field strength E/M (conduct-

ion phase) the gas mixture should

have a hiyh drift velocity v^ and low

attachment rate coefficient ka.

(2) For high E/N values (opening

phase) the gas mixture should have

lower drift velocities and high at-

tachment rate coefficients.

Along with thesi? considerations,

several gas mixtures have btion pro-

posed for diffuse discharge opening

switches. For our theoretical inves-

tigations N2 was chosen as a buffer

INDUCTOR

CURRENT
SOURCE

ELECTRON - BEAM

CONTROL
GRID

I.OAD

^ FOIL - ANODE

HEATED CATHODE

A HV

Fin. 1. Schematic of an e-^eam con-
trolled diffuso discharge openinn
switch.
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gas with N2O, SO2, and CO2 as the

added attachers which satisfy the

above mentioned conditions. Experi-

ments were performed in the same gas

mixtures and in mixtures of Argon and

C2F6 131.

Calculations of the steady-state

discharge characteristics were per-

formed with the relative attacher con-

centration in the buffer gas as the

parameter. Figure 1 shows the current

density j versus reduced field

strength E/N characteristics for dif-

ferent NjO concentrations in an N2

buffer gas. The total pressure is 1

atm, At small E/N, below 4 Td, the

electron loss is due to recombination

only. At about 4 Td the attachment

rate coefficient rises steeply. This

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70
REDUCED FIELD STRENGTH E/N [Td]

'•"ig. 2. Calculated steady-state j vs

E/N characteristics for an e-beam sus-

tained discharge in N, with admixtures

of N,0.
21 -3

is 8x10 cm

The electron generation rate
-1

The oarameter is

means that, for reasonably high at-

tacher concentrations in the buffer

gas, the losses increase drastic-

ally, causing a negative slope in

the current-voltage characteristics.

At 30 Td, where the attachment rate

coefficient is assumed to level off,

recombination becomes more important

again, as demonstrated by the change

in the slope of j vs E/N, at ̂.his

value. In experiments the strongest

negative slope in the current-volt-

age characteristics was found in

Argon with admixtures of C2F6' while

in N2 with admixtures of N2O this

effect was not well pronounced.

Figure 3 shews the influence of

attacher concentration (N2O) on the

switch current. For high H2O concen-

trations (3%) the switch current

pulse replicates the e-?beam current

pulse, except for the tail. The tail

may be caused by the current carried

by positive and negative ions. The

current gain (switch current/elec-

tron beam current) is about 2 for

this high attachment concentration.

a
j ,
H
Ui
DC

ce

o
-

;V
:/
|

!

\
\

\

1

\

V
\

V
\

1 1 I

0.1V. NjO

0.7"A

-

the N2O fraction in percent (see Ref.

4) .

TIME (200 ni/div)

Fig. 3. Time dependence of switch

current with NjO concentration as the

variable nrameter.
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For rlMii:<--nt r dt ions of 0.7%, the fall

t im(> (1/o-t ime) increases to approx-

imately \»>> us. S-'or U.l% it is on

the order of 500 ns. The gain lri-

^reast'S to values of <* and \ ?, for

0.7% and d.1% N,>0' respectively.

Kurther calculations were per-

formed to investigate the influence

of the attache! on the electron gen-

eration mechanism. For an electron

beam sustained discharge operated at

low values of IL/N the eneryy of the

initial secondary electrons may he

well atmvfi the energy range ot the

steady state electron energy distri-

bution, and also ibove the energy

range in which the attacher used has

a significant attachment cross sec-

tion. These initial secondary elec-

trons will subsequently during their

relaxation move through the energy

range where attachment may occur oven

if the steady state distribution

function does not overlap with the

attachment cross section.

Monte Carlo calculations for a

gas mixture of N2 and attachers such

as N2O and SC>2 showed that at 1 Td

the average time for an 8eV

electron to reduce its eneryy to 2eV

is ~ 2.5xl0~10s. This time is almost

exclusively spent in the energy ranne

above 4eV where N2 does not have siq-

nificant inelastic cross sections.

This causes a significant difference

of the influence of the two attachcrs

mentioned. SO2 has its maximum at-

tachment cross section at ~ 4.5eV.

In a mixture of 90% N2 and 10% S02

more than 20% of the initial second-

ary electrons are attached if they

are generated at energies above 5eV.

In a mixture of 90% N2 with 10% N20

attachment of the initial second-

-31

ary electrons can nearly be nc-i 1 •• -ti ci

(- 5 V,) , since the attachment cross

sort ion of ! 2̂0 has its naxiTium at

— 2 . 3eV in the ranqe where N, has

its larqo inelastic cross sections.
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MASS SPECTROMETRY OF PRE-BREAKOOWN IONIZATION

O.L. Swingler
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Chemical Physics

P.O. Box 160, Clayton, Victoria, Australia, 3168

Introduction

The growth 1n the spatial electron

density which precedes gaseous breakdown

derives from ionization processes of the

first and second kind induced in atoms by

the precursor electron flux. These

processes include electron impact, photo and

auto ionization and Penning ionization.

While attempts to identify the ionic

species in a discharge have been made by
1 2

Fletcher and Blevin and by Gaur and Chanin,

pre-breakdown ionic species have not been

positively identified by mass spectrometry.
3 4

Early work by Bowls and Ehrenkranz had

indicated that cathode contamination had a

major influence on the ion-pair production

rate (o<), especially at low-pressure when

the influence of the admitted gas was of

small significance. In an attempt to

positively identify pre-breakdown ionic

species, a mass-spectrometric facility has

been coupled with a simple discharge cell

operating at a pressure between 2-4 mm.

Experimental

The facility with three stages of

pumping is shown in Fig. 1.

')j;"ft •

The aperture to the gas skimmer cone is

0.5nm in diameter and is positioned 2mn

behind the cathode aperture of the discharge

cell. Comparatively high rates of pumping

are required to maintain a low pressure in

the ionic mass filter and detector

pressure regions.

Because of losses of ion numbers in

the passage through the system, it was

found necessary to work very close to the

Paschen criterion for breakdown as shown

in Fig. 2.

L _
P d (mm Mg cm)

While stable conditions could be

maintained at incipient breakdown for

several seconds, longer integration times

were required on each of the selected

species for a mass spectrometric recording.

Finally, since the most copious pre-

breakdown yield was obtained at incipient

conditions, it was decided to exceed the

Paschen condition so that breakdown was

initiated but where discharge also

initiated an immediate cut-off in ion

transmission through the system.

u
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I_on Sampling

The pre-breakdown ionic flux in the

cell is sampled through a lmni aperture in

the cathode. Under viscous flow conditions,

the ions move with a velocity just greater
4 -1

than the speed of sound, 3.4 x 10 cm S

and thus pass to the gas skinner cone within

3QMS. At discharge, the rapid rise in the

cell current is arranged to transmit a

pulse of charge which produces ion

transmission cut-off in the skimmer cone

and in the quadrupole ionic mass filter.

In this way, ionic analysis and detection

is restricted to the pre~breakdown ionic

flux. The timing sequence for ion

transmission through the analyser is

shown in Fig. 3. and the cell potentials in

Fig. 4.

Results

The ionic species shown in Fig. 5. are

those resulting from ionization at the

moment of transit ion to breakdown by

exceeding the Paschen cr i te r ion. While the

ions 0 and Op have been eliminated, those

of N,' and H~0 and H« remain in evidence

as do those ions characteristic of the cell

ele< trodes, the iron anude and the

aluminium-clad cathode. In addition the

ubiquitous alkal i metal ions remain in

evidence even when the 1on transmission

cut-off is set for a shorter

ion-transmission period.

mj

27
39 56

Discussion
The high chemical react iv i ty of metals

reduces the surface atoms of electrodes to

a conglomerate of oxides, sulphides, caru-
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onates and to amalgams with the alkal i

metals. The vapour pressure of the

amalgams is not known but has been
-4 4

estimated at 10 torr by Ehrenkranz .
Moreover, the wide variation in values for

breakdown potential and the d i f f i cu l t y in

reproducing sparking potentials are

evidence of varying degrees of a lka l i metal

contamination of electrodes. In stressing

the importance of photo-electron yields at

the cathode, Fletcher and Blevin point out

that radiant energy must traverse the

electrode spacing since the greater

electron f lux occurs towards the anode.

Ion pair production w i l l occur however in

the gas or vapour in the region of the

cathode at the rate Z = -f-£.(l-e7) and w i l l

be optimum when the radiated wavelengths

closely approximate to the work function

at the surface. Shorter wavelengths w i l l

have reduced efficiency since M- fa l l s

with reducing wavelength below the

c r i t i ca l l im i t for photon absorption,

lonization potentials of 5.1 eV (Na) and

4.3 eV {K) suggest that while direct

ionization of these metals or their vapours

is possible by ab-orption of radiation

at about 30008, the observation of optical

transitions in nitrogen of 1970$ (6.3 eV)

suggests that, in a i r , the f i r s t resonant

state of Nj is the l i ke ly vehicle for

radiu-ive forward scattering and that the

alkal i metals are those elements concerned

in pre-breakdown ion-pair production.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE IONIZATION AND ATTACHMENT COEFFICIENTS

IN 1-C3F6 AND SF6 MIXTURES

H. Tagashira, A. Taneda and M. ShimozumaS

Department of electrical engineering, College of medical
TechnologyS, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 060

The SF6 gas used was supplied by

Asahi Glass Co. with a purity of 99.5

% while 1-C3F6 was supplied by PCR

Research Chemicals, Inc.

The analysis of the ionization

current growth curve was performed by

a least squeres curve fitting techni-

que [3]. The considered parameters

were a, n and electron current at the

cathode maintained by the external

irradiation.

Aschwanden [4] and Hunter et al.

[5] reported that 1-C3F6 exhibits a

pressure dependence in the attachment

coefficient n. They measured the

effective ionization coefficient at

pressures of several hundreds Torr by

pulse technique. The use of such

high pressures, however, was difficult

in the present method for measurement

of a and n, therefore gas pressures

of a few to a few tens of Torr were

used here and the breakdown voltage

at those low pressures were also

performed.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the a/p2o as a

function of k, the percentage pressure

of 1-O3F6. It is seen that <>/p;o in

SFr, and I-C3F& mixtures decreases

monotonically with k for E/P20 values

studied here. The electron attach-

ment coefficient n is shown in figure

2. It is clearly seen that, in cont-

rast to ot/p2 0i n/p2o exhibits peaks

as k varies, which together with the

James et al.fl] reported that the

mixtures of SFj, and 1-C 3Ffi (Hexaf luoro-

propyler.e) exhibit higher electrical

insulation strengths than either of

the individual gases. Since a paral-

lel-plane electrode system was used

in the measurement of the breakdown

voltage, the reported phenomenon

appears not due to the stabilization

of discharge development by formation

of corona as often observed in strong-

ly non-uniform field gaps, but due to

more essential properties of the gas

mixtures. In view of the facts that

phenomenon, "synergism" in breakdown

strength [2 J, may give a clue to find

superior gases or gas mixtures to SF&

in electrical insulation, and that no

account seems to have been given for

it, the measurement of the ionization

•i and attachment n coefficients are

performed and reported here to find a

possibility of clarifying it in terms

of basic parameters of gas discharges.

2. Experimentals

The experimental apparutus is

almost the same as that used by shimo-

zuma et al.|3]. The discharge cham-

ber is made of stainless steel with a

volume of about 40/ and evacuated by

a turbo-molecular pump, and the

attainable lowest pressure is lxlO"6

Torr with a leak rate of 1x10"7 Torr

min" ' . The system is essentially oil-

free and bakable.
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SF^k7 . i -C 3 F 6
p = 5 Torr

0 20 40 60 80 100
SF6 k(%) i-CgFe

Figure 1. a/p2o-k

variation of a/p2 o with k shown in

figure 1, result of the effective

ionization coefficient a/p2o (=a/p2o-

n/p^o) as shown in figure 3. From

this figure it is clear that the a/pu

against k curves are strongly downward

convex, and from this one may expect

the "synergism" of insulation stren-

gths because the lim(E/p) values

deduced from the present a/pao also

show a shape of "synergism". As far

as we know, for a gas mixture, it

appears that there is no paper which

reports such a strong downward-convex-

shaped a/p2o against the percentage

pressure k.

Figure 4 shows the breakdown vol-

tage of SF6 and 1-C3F& mixtures for

p=10 to 50 Torr. However, the gas

pressures for the breakdown voltage

measurement were not the same as those

when the swarm parameters(a/p2o. n/p2o,

oi/p2o) were measured, although we had

tried to compare a/p20 and Vs in the

same pressure. The present result of

0 20 40 60 80 100
SF6 k(%) i-C3F6

1-5

Figure 2. n/p2o-k

SF6*k7oi-C3F6

p= 5 Torr

-0-5

Figure 3.a/p2o-k

the breakdown voltage measurement shows

the same synergism as James et al.

The maximum breakdown voltage cf the

mixture k=607» is about TL higher than

pure SF6.

Figure 5 compares the present

result of lim(E/p) (converted from
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5F6+k7o1-C3F6

-P(Torr)

0 20 40 60 80 100
5 F 6

160

Figure 4. V<--k

SF6*1-C3F6

UJ

QL

e

80
o limE/p

p = 50Torr
p = A0Torr
Jameetal.

p = 500Torr

' ' ' U

0 20 40 60 80 100
5F6 k(°/o)
F i g u r e 5 . l i m ( E / p ) , E s / p

a/pjc.) and che Es/p (breakdown field

strength) of James et al. The tend-

encies are almost the same for all the

results. For the present lim(E/p)

(p=5 Torr) and two Es/p (p=50 and 40

Torr), it is clear that lim(E/p) and

Es/p give practically the same value,

although, to be strict, lim(E/p) is

always slightly lower than Es/p How-

ever a close examination shows that

with pure I-C3F6 (k=100°i) the arrange-

ment between the present Es/p and that

of James et al. is worse. This may be

accounted for by the difference in the

gas pressure when the breakdown voltage

was measured. It appears that the Es/p

in l-CjFe has a strong pressure

depencence [4], [5J.

4. Conclusions

The ionization and attachment

coefficients were measured in SF6 «snd

1-C2F6 mixtures. It is found that the

effective ionization coefficient a/p20

=(d/p;c-n/P2o) exhibits a marked down-

ward-convex shape as the percentage

pressure of l-C3Ff,(k) varies from 0 to

100% for the E/p values studied here.

The values of E/p, at which oe/p2 o
 = n/p2 o ,

were deduced from the results and shows

a upward convex form, which represents

the "synergi&m" of the breakdown

strength (Es/p) as termed by Christopho-

rou and his colleagues. The present

lim(E/p) were compard with the break-

down field strength Es/p and good agree-

ment was obtained. From these results,

it may be concluded that the "synergism"

of SFc and I-C3FS results from the

behaviour of a and particularly the

electron attachment coefficient n.
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THE PROBABILITY OP STRIKING IK THE LEFT-HAND BRA1JCH OF PASCHEli CURVE

K.1J. Ulyanov, V.V. Chulkov

All-Union Electrotechnical Institute, Lloscow, USSR

The formation of electrons in

Townsend discharce is provided by

an impact gas ionization, which is

characterised by the first Townsend

coefficient o( and the secondary

processes taking place at the colli-

sion of ions and fast atoms v/ith the

cathode surface (the second Townsend

coefficient tf ) [i] . The develop-

ment of electronic avalanche should

be considered with due regard for

the secondary electrons, produced

at the expense of ^ - processes on

the cathode. The task of this work

consists in calculating the break-

down probability after the appearan-

ce of lone electron near the cathode

surface. The range of relatively

small f>Cl , where the space avalan-

che charge does not distort the ex-

ternal electric field, is considered.

At ^t > 1 ( i 'is the average num-

ber of ions produced in the avalan-

che), the breakdown probability fy

is determined as follows

sented in the following manner:

where ri is the probability of pro-

duction of / ionc when the elect-

ron passes the gap, fjid fc0 is the

probability of leavinc the ^ap by

all electrons produced by electron-

ion emission from the cathode sur-

face and by all secondary electrons

produced in the secondary avalanches.

At }[<£>£ , Pio can be pre-

where rc is the probability of

production of 17) electrons when

C ions hit the cathode surface.

(*-*) (3)

Substituting (2) and (3) in

(1) we obtain

t
*ao

tih <
m

In the case of relatively iow
2(less than 102V/cm torr for

helium) the energy distribution

function for electrons (EDPE) de-

pends only on £/P , and fi£ can be

presented as follows [2} :

Pi-(!)'*[*-C?)'T (5)

The value c is determined

by the first Tovmsend coefficient

At ^ ;> l O 2 - ^ 3 V/cm torr

(these values are typical in the

left-hand branch of Paschen curve),

KD?K in unsteady [3,4] , r^rt of

the "fi.st" electrons passes into

continuoj:? acceleration mode. In
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this o"5".o conventional method of cal-

culan.ii.j KbPii and kinetic coeffici-

ents, which in connected with the

r-phericc.l harr-.or.lc.n expansion of

JD?E, ±r unacceptable.

In t'-io pr. ;;ent work probabilit-

ies", /j- wore calculated either by

eq. (5) or by I.xmte-Carlo rr.ethod.

•'Jho i.'.othod of solution and. conn tints,

determining; tho probabilities of

olec!,ron-t'.ton collisions are pieren-

tr;d Tor hnLium in f 5,6/ . The rnove-

: ont of electrons between the catho-

de end the anode in ho.r;tô ej eous elec-

tric VIo Id ivns considered; the elas-

tic mid nmiclri.ctio collir.icns and

ioiiir;.'!.fcion of helium ."tor's were ta-

:en into account. In the case of Lo—

nization after passage of the prima-

ry <:•] e>- i:ron jnovon.ent of the secondary

elec broriF. v:-'in simulated. The move-

men t of rorr.ndary elecli-one started

fron tho points in which the ioniza-

tior. ii.r u '..-iJ.en plnce. Each test sta-

rted with appearance of the electron

r.ear the cathode and terminated when

this olwctron and all secondary ele-

ctron.-; rof.chod the anode.

Probability /,• were determined

as the rr1.tio of n'iniber of events, in

which I ion.ii-ation acts were ob-

Tci'ved, when the electron passed the

•̂"-P d j to to^al nunber of tests.

Tho calculations have shown that at

hi.'jh E/P (r.orc than lO^V/cm torr)

r.s eppocod to the case of low */P,

events iii vhich either the electron

pe.nsor: the ^ap v/ithout ionization or

the avalanche with a relatively'

rjrecit number of electrons was produ-

ced in one passage predominated.

T-iir: is important in calculating

in tiie left-hand branch of Paschen

curve.

Eq. (4) was solved nw.iori.cil

by interation inothod. j\r- the fir:, t

approximation rg •••• 0.5 \:v.z sub-

stituted in the rio'ht-hand ::ido of

eq. (4), thin Pg \:n.a calculated

nr.d pubctituted a,jain i:i the ri,.hi,-

haud side eq. (4). 'J'he procecr. of

calculating; Pf wan continued as

lon̂ - as Pg differred from the pre-

vious staje no r.iore then by 10~'r.

Por this purpose it was enou,;h to

perform 5-10 iteration:;. The r.iaxi'jial

value N , up to which the cui.miation

of l in eq. (4) v.as performed, was

chosen so that to fulfil the follo-

wing condition:

The adequate accuracy of cal

culation was attained even at

~ 10-20.

2 3 4 S 6 ?
Fit;. 1« Breakdown probability as

a function of i , 1- / = 0.2;

2- 0.1; 3- 0.05; 4- 0.01

The result of culculatinj Pg

in the catje of low ^/P Cor ciffc-r-

ent ^ r.re prccc-.: 'c-::d in fiu-. 1.

It in obvious that i.it;i decreari::^;

£ tne curves <g (7) ::rc c!ici.)l;:ced

to the ri^iit. This ±r, coimovlca with

increase of ionisation i;y electronic

ii.tpe.ctG. besides it rJioiild I"e r.otod
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that oven at inci'eusihr; the thre-

shold value of / by factor of 1.5-

2 the probability of avalanche at-

tenuation •£ — Pg is substantial.

7or invention ting of influence

of non locality of EDFE on the pro-

bability of ctrikihg we estimated

the relationship Pfc/pfo {
erf*) for

hijh E/p (fig. 2). Pe are calcu-

lated with the use of Pt- , obtained

by Lionte-Carlo method. Pfo are cal-

culated with the use of P,- , obtai-

ned from eq. (5). At *y^^102V/cm

torr, Pf proved to be several ti-

mes as different as f$o obtained for

the came conditions at low E/P .

Therefore, calculations of the pro-

bnbility characteristics of Townsend

diecharge in the left-hand branch of

Ponchen curve nhould be made with

allowance for the nonlocality EDPE.

ted

• Terr

O 200 600

Fi£. 2. Breakdown probability as

n function of &/p , i =6.4;

/ = 0.2

Probabilities Pg presented in

fit;. 1 may be also used in investi-

gation of surface processes on the

cathode. If during a certain time

interval K electrons were emitted

fron th& cathode , BO the breakdovm

probability R, can be presen-

(7)

. Estiiuatine the relationship

ff Cd) and using eq. (7), v/e may

obtain the velocity of electron emi-

ssion from the cathode surface for

a known value of ft
In conclusion it should be no-

ted that en. (4) may be used like-

wise for calculating the breakdovm.

probability in electronegative ca-

aes in homogeneous and non-homoge-

neous eaPs' T o this end, adequate

values of Pi must be substituted

in eq. (4). The calculation of Pi

prejj&nts an independent problem that

is partly solved In [2J <•
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PHYSICAL TRIGGERING MECHANISMS OF TRIGATRON SPARK GAPS

M.R. Wages, G. Schaefer, and K.H. Schoenbach
Department of Electrical Engineering

Texas Tech University
Lubbock, TX 79409

and

P.F. Williams
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588-0511

In a trigatron a main spark gap

is triggered to break down by apply-

ing a voltage pulse to a smaller,

auxiliary qap placed coaxial with

and inside one of the main gap elec-

trodes. The main gap is generally

D.C. charged to a voltage somewhat

less than the static breakdown volt-

age. Triggering delay and jitter

are reduced with increasing charging

voltage, but reliable triggering has

been reported with charging voltages

lower than 50* of static breakdown.

Considering the widespread use of

trigatrons in pulse power switching

applications, the physical mechanism

responsible for triggering is of con-

siderable interest. We report the

results of an experimental study,

utilizing primarily high sensitivity

streak photography, of the breakdown

of a trigatron gap.

A schematic drawing of the

experimental apparatus used in this

study is shown in Fig. 1. The spark

gap was placed in a vacuum enclosure.

Total fill gas pressure was generally

450 Torr, and experiments were

carried out with both a pure N~ fill

and a mixture of Ng and 1 Torr of Og-

The gap spacing was 2 cm and the

static breakdown voltage for pure N«

fill was approximately 17.6 KV.

Voltage was supplied to the main gap

through a 50 n coaxial cable charged

with a regulated power supply. The

main gap discharged into a matched

50 fi load equipped with a resistive

divider current monitor. The

auxiliary, triggering gap consisted

of a steel rod inside a Macor ceramic

sleeve in the main gap electrode. An

off-axis knife edge was machined on

the rod tip to encourage the trigger

spark to form at the same place on

each shot. The ceramic sleeve was

flush with the surface of the main

electrode and the position of the

steel rod was adjustable.

ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC

S IQ M«4

Fig. 1. Electrical schematic of
trigatron circuit.

Voltage was applied to the rod

through a GaAs photoconductive switch

controlled by the %10 ns wide, 1.06ym

output pulse of a Nd:YAG laser. With
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this system an essentially jitter-

free voltage pulse of several KV

amplitude was applied to the trigger

gap. Triggering could be accom-

plished with main gap charging volt-

ages as low as 50% of the static

breakdown voltage (VSB), and delay

and jitter varied from about 20 +_ 1

ns for charging voltages near VSB to

several hundred ns for voltages near

the 1ower limit.

The early stages of the break-

down were monitored with a high

sensitivity streak camera system con-

sisting of a Hamamatsu Model C979

Temporal Disperser, and associated

control electronics. Open shutter

photographs were obtained with a 35

mm camera, and spark gap current and

voltage were monitored. In most

cases, a short charging cable,

corresponding to a pulse length of

^10 ns,was used in order to minimize

f-e light intensity from the main

spark which could swamp the electron

optics of the streak camera.

Three mechanisms for trigatron

triggering have been suggested. In

the first, field distortion around

the trigger pin launches a streamer

which crosses the main gap, event-
1 2ually causing gap closure. ' In

the second, the ionizing radiation

from the trigger spark creates a

broad conducting channel which

finally constricts under ohmic heat-

ing to form the spark. In the third,

the plasma of the trigger spark

launches a streamer which crosses

the gap, eventually resulting in

switch closure. " Propagation of

this streamer may be aided by photo-

ionization produced by radiation

from the trigger spark.

In all streak photographs we

have obtained, the trigger spark

appeared before any visible activity

in the main gap, precluding the first

mechanism in our experiments. In

streak photos of gaps with N 2 / 0 2 mix-

tures we see clearly a luminous front

propagating across the gap, starting

from the trigger spark. in gaps with

pure Ng this front, if present, is

very much weaker. Instead, emission

appears roughly simultaneously and

uniformly across the gap. Further,

using a short ( M O ns) charging

cable, in open shutter photographs we

observe a large diameter, diffuse

glow of roughly uniform intensity for

pure N 2 fills, and a similar diffuse

glow but with intense channels origi-

nating from both main gap electrodes

for N 2 / 0 2 mixtures. These observa-

tions suggest that the second, or

photoconductive, mechanism is domi-

nant with pure N 2 fill, and that the

addition of small amounts of 0,

strengthens streamer formation,

probably through supression of the

photoconductive mechanism.

This work was supported by the

U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific

Research, Grant No. AFOSR-84-0032.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN NEAR - ELECTRODE AND VOLUME PROCESSES UNDER

CONTRACTION IN GLOW DISCHARGE

Akishev Vu.S., Napartovich A.P., Ponomarenko V.V., Trushkin N.I.

Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Glow discharge is widely used

for producing plasmas low ionization

degree /oC» #e//V ^ 10~5 / where

Coulomn collisions and three-partic-

le recombination are insignificant.

The electron gas in such plasmas can

be strongly heated and, depending on

the controlled E/N, the thermal ener-

gy of electrons transfered mainly to

one of the channels required for a

concrete plasma-chemical applicati-

on, viz., excitation of rotational,

vibrotional or electronic states of

molecules, dissotiation, ionization

etc. Since the power parameters of

discharge devices increase with pres-

sure, particular interest is attrac-

ting to glow discharge under high

pressures. Maintaining 06 = const in

plasma with growing the pressure sug-

gests approximately linear (j ~P)

increase in current density in the

discharge volume. However, glow

discharge is characterised by a "nor-

mal" current density ( Jn ) on

electrodes ( Jfi = J« ) which grow

faster with pressure ( jy, ~ fi ).
As a consequence the discrepancy ari-

ses between the required current den-

sity in the volume and the "normal"

one on electrodes, the difference

growing with pressure ( Ji/̂ f "• P ) .

As the discharge current increases,

near - electrode layers can trans-

form into high current spots, enhan-

cing the difference between J andje.

The pointed discrepancy has a great

influence on the transverse unifor-

mity of the discharge during its bre-

akdown and also on the characteristic

time of contraction of diffuse discha-

rge column. In this work we study the

evolution of electrode layers with

the growing current and their effect

on the transverse uniformity of the

discharge column.

Experiments were carried out with

stationary discharge in g:ts flow and

quasistationary discharge in resting

gas. Nitrogen, air and helium were

investigated in the pressure range

20 - 760 Torr. The int&relectrode gap

was 2,5 - 6,5 sra, the current density

in discharge volume 1O - 1OO mA/sm .

The electrode system was as follows;

sectioned cathode (50-150 sections,
—2 2

each 10 cm in area), anode was eit-

her continuous or sectioned with 50-

-150 sections of 0,3 sm . The current

cross-section of the diffuse dischar-

ge was 10-20 sm .

Analysis revealed three possible

stable 3tates of near-electrode regi-

ons under characteristic conditions

of glow discharge, viz., "normal",

pre-arc and arc with the characteris-

tic current densities 4 1O,~1O 3,

<&1O A/sm respectively. The thres-

hold currents and characteristic vol-

tage of the above states proves lower

and the characteristic time of tran-

sition to these states higher for the

anode than for the cathode region.

For example, formation of a normal

spot on the cathode takes £ 1O~ ,rf

while on the anode ^1O~ 3 s, as the
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expurii'-.tTita aad two •- dlmenaiond], si.™

lnulat-.xor-s showed £i , 2\ . Transition

or 1,1K: Cathode layer to the pre-arc

state is due to appearance of indi-

rect ionization in the layer. Charac-

teristic cathode fall of potential

in the pre-arc state is less than in

the normal and is about 50 V. It was

ahov/n that the processes of thermo-

and auLoenussion of electrons from

the cathode are negligible in pre-

~ax'C spot.

In the case of sectioned cathode

under normal regime of the cathode

layer a region of increased electric

field arises near each cathode ele-

ment. Abrupt field dependence of

plasma conductivity gives rissi to

slow spread of current from the ele-

ment so that there is a distinct ca-

nal structure in the discharge volume

above each element f 3 ] . The presence

of c?^ais promotes development of

contraction in them, so it. is mexpe-

di.catly -to maintain the normal regi-

me of the cathode layer. The anomalo-

us regime provides better current

spread from the elements. An electron

beam formed in the layer removes the

region of strong field near the ele-

ment and due to weak dependence of

conductivity on the field the current

from the element sprede at a distance

of the order of cathode sectioning

period. Maintaining tue glow dis-

charge in such a regime ensures the

greatest stability to contraction un-

der medium pressures. In this case

alow formation of normal spots in the

anode region is readily stabilized by

flow turbulence. The required current

per element increases with pressure

and can exceed the thresh ->ld of pre-

pare state formation, which leads to

discharge contraction. For maintai-

ning a station-try ;ij.:..£us<; JAti...I>aro-

under high preBtuj.fi'. •••. i;:i ;r ..ntnoC-a

sectioning is irc'jui.r.H'.!. i:^::i<iaa the

pressure growth aucaleiraciss f.azn.&tLou

of normal and high™ cyr:-:eni upots on

•che anode, flow t'irliultricu failing

behind ir* destructing them, in this

case it is necessary r.o section the

anode too.

Thus,, the wola:.te conUaoticr, is

caused by formation of spot on elect-

rodes. ATJ inverse situation was inves~

tigeted as well. A sti'ony perturbafcio.-'i

of plasms, conductivity w^s locally cre-

ated in the diffuse discharge vclume«

It turned out that by varying tha per*-

turbation localization <an<5 ajTipiituci*:,

anoafe or cathode spots can be initia^

liiî d up to formation of contracted i'i-"

lament in the volume.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE NEGATIVE ION CONTROLS DIFFUSION IN

WEAKLY IONIZED PLASMAS

T . Aki tsu , H,. Ma tsuzawa , and S .Su pa no mat a

Dept. Elec tr.i cal En^ineering,Yamanashi University

Kofu.Japan

Negative ions play an important

role in weakly ionized plasmas. The

attachment of the electrons to heavy

neutrals leads to a large reduction

in plasma conductivity and to a

enhanced diffusion of the electrons.

In the transient discharge in tho

low pressure SF,- gas, we observed

the phase transition of the equilib-

r i u m , ' 1 ' * ^ The time evolution of

the intensity of the flourin spectral

emission and the simultaneous record

of the streak image are shown in

Fig.1,in which the plasma is formed

by the self breakdown discharge

between two semi-spherical electrodes

in the low pressure SF,- gas of 10 Torr,

Apparently, the plasma shows three

equilibrium states,(i) the constrict-

ed arc,(2) the diffused,high potential

gradient discharge, and (3) the peri-

odic growth of the ionization waves,

The mechanism oF this transition

was investigated. Figure 2 shows the

F I

anode —

cathode, MMMtaaMMMMWlHlli

Figure 1."Enhanced Photoemission"and

the periodic growth of the ionization

waves in SF,. discharge.

distribution of the potential measur-

ed by 0.1mir,<i> Pt electrostatic probe.

The immediate cause of the enhanced

photoemission is the increase of the

potential gradient from 4=5-9.5 V/mm

to 53.2V/mm.

~ OA f-

- 01-
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I 685.6 nrn
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a

U. 5 -9.5 V/mm

T!
0

\

h

1
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\ ;

\

* « \

,, , cathode
Z (mm )

Figure.2. The abrupt increase of the

potential gradient and the increased

intensity of the fJourin spectral

emission in SF/ 10 Torr.
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Now,we proceed to discuss about,

What physios does this phenomenon

represent? In the following part, we

calculate the effective diffusion

coefficient of charged particles in

the weakly ionized plasma containing

the significant amount of negative

ions.

The flux of the charged particle

can be related to the density gradi-

ent and the electric field E,( which

ia the ambipolar electric field if

n =0 ), in the following form.

r =-D Vn -u n E .
e e e e e

Assuming the charge neutrality of

the plusir.a and the compensation of

the flux across the boundary, we can

eliminate E to obtain the effective

diffusion coefficient. Then,

andn+ = n- + ne

D

r+=r_+re

eff

positive ion:

D

r=-DeffVn

eff +

electron:

Deffe

2ru_/ue-r(1-r)(1+Y)

U+/ye+ru_/ue+(1-r)

r(Y-Du_/ue+(1+Y)

negative ion.

Deff- 2u_/Me+(1-r)(1-Y)u_/u+

where y = kT /kT, , r = n /n,.( 3 )
e x ~ '

The diffusion coefficient for the

corresponding plasma parameters of

the SF^ discharge is shown in Fig.3.

In the transient discharge, the

effective diffusion coefficient of

the negative ions is negative until

the density gradient becomes

sufficiently largo. Tho o ccurnu ] n tior.

of negative ions in tin: plarmti

partially neutralise the <-•.!.uo tri c

field, which is shown in Fig.3 oa

E(r)/E(0), Subsequently, whei, the

diffusion lous of tho electron

exceeds the supply from the cathode,

the arc discharge should transfer to

the volumetric ioniaation, resulting

in the large increase of the axial

electric field.

S(r)

E(0)

'eff

I I I I I | ' I '

102

electron

po3i ti ve ion

/I

r = n /n

Figure 3. The effective diffusion

coefficient of charged particles in

the weakly ionized plasma.

SF^ ion, u_/ue = u + /iJo = 2.35x10-\v=1 .1.

The effective ionization coeffi-

cient a = a - n in SF, - helium mix-

ture shows interesting variation

with the fractional SF/ partial pres-

sure. Therefore,- many investigators

have reported the discharge character-

istics of this mixture.
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The on3et of the negative Ion oon-

troled diffusion in He-SF^. mixture

waa in vos tiga tod . Figure 4 r-hows the

streak image of tho discharge in the

several mixturesi One can rofDpii ,10

that the delay time of the transition

becomes systematically :;hortor for

tho lower density of PF^.

5u aec/div

SF6 It

2 . 5M sec

This exporiroent indicated that the

radial transport of the negati/e ions

and tfio exodus of the electrons should

be taken into account in the utudy of

the discharge cha ra c tori F. tirs of tho

elec tronog'i ti vo gaceo. Tho mobility

cf the no.gnt.ivo ionn in helium ic

larger than tlip pure SF/ ambience, so

that the i-onccntrn ti on of the negati\i

ion;; to replace the el'^tfonc can be

comp.1 etotl in •". t; 11 or11 r timo.

lo'lftmon ti;

' Tim a u t h o r s n x p r e s a t h e i r s p o r i a l

p;rn t.i tvirjp f<^r T . Koba y a n h i , T . ( i l i t r u Trvi

Fl .."•ci dfi !"-r l . h " i r m i 1 n b o r a '. i on i n

t l i " f.xpi?r i m''!i t,.

Tho p r o . - n n t , work j r p n p p o r i P ' ! i n

n a r t by ' li" •'Iran f,- i t i- A i d f o r : > i or, f.i f-

if f the Miiii;:trv ')f

* t j o n , . ' " i r - r i c r . (J)lli I", Tl I t.U !•" .

f O

I. H . Ma t "iir,nwfi ,•):)'! ."'.. r-uganoma t a :

/.At-1 I .Phyn. ,SL3( I 98---') 0^78.

' "i /. T./lki lr;u , f!. M,-] tniiz.Tw.'i, T. Kobaya.ihi ,

•a and .".. -.U(;arrima t'l : Proc. of the

I'Mh TCP F-; in nunf!"](lorf, 1983.

I. The experiment by the use of tho

imago converter camera war- realised

b y tho fonrU'ny of I n n t i t' 11 a of

P 1 a nmn Phy.'- i en , Ma poyn 'hi 1 v rr- i ty .

Figure /+. Transition in the He-SF,

mixture.
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.ÎADIO-FREQ'JJi'/.CÏ DlSCilAKGri WITH Trlii I K A N S V J ^ ^ ; J.\.>

I« A. Alekaoe v, G-. A. baranav, K.S.Frclov, Yu -1.- Jr.̂ v::!: .
A. ;i. Smirnov, A. K, Zinchenko

i). V. üfremov Scientific Hûoearch Institute, of iOln ::.,•••. 7
Apparatus

M.l.KaLinin Politechnical Institute
Leningrad, U3SH

At present, it is established

that under the definite conditions

the capacity-coupled RF-discharge is

more e table than the self-sustained

do-dissohor^e /1,2/. However, there

it» no detailed experimental data on

the discharge of this type, do, this

work is aimed at the investigation

of the physical processes in RF-

diecharge with the transverse gas

flow.

The experimental device is

described in paper / 2 / . Heasurements

were performed in nitrogen,C02:N2:He-

mixtisre and air at gas pressure

(p) - 3Û+2OO Torr. Gas velocity was

30+80 m/s. The plane metal electro-

des were separated from the dichar-

ge volume by the dielectric plates

with the capacity 0.1+0.4 pP per cm'-.

Similar to work / 3 / , two types

of discharges were identified in

nitrogen:low-current and high-currsnt

ones. In low-current discharge glow

was observed only in the middle part

of discharge separated from the elec-

trodes by the dark areas. Input po-

wer increase resulted in the abru.pt

transition from low-current dischar-

ge to h:.gh-current one. Under this

regime, glow region occupied the

whole discharge volume and thin

bright layers were observed near the

electrodes in contrast to iow-currsn '•

discharge. The current density was

more than 10 times increased during

the transition to high-current,

discharge., Further power ine ressa

resulted in rise of glo'v intensity

and discharge volume.

Electron denuity m j measure

menta by microwave interferometer

have ah own the electron ds.-isity

f 1 uc t ua t i ons, »vh a n i he in p u t

power exceeded the critical

value-W . With no il uc ti --. ti ons

n was increased with the innut

power and gae pressure rlac in the

range 10 9 * IO 1 0 cin""3„ Th..' criticai

power value depended on /.-as origin

and pressure« At. pressura lose

than 40 Torr nearly harmonic oscil-

lations of 1-3 K H Z .vero observed.

At pressure greater than 50 Torr,

low-froquency fluctuations of hi'".'i

amplitude appeared. :i ledi on oan-

sity and glow inter.? i.ty fluc-

tuations of high amplitude were

correlated.

The electric iiclr; in p]usns

[3) and the diach-ir-o '-';vrcr.; drr: -

aity (J) were calculated using r.̂

velues, the electrode vnlra^c find tn-3

dielectric platcu specjt'i^ capacity,

Pig.1 gives E/p vejT-uR the discharge

current density for air and
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C0p:N2':He - mixture. In the pressu-

re region 4O< p<70 Torr fi/p was inde-

pendent of the gaa pressure. E/p

larger values were obtained for aij:.

E/P, V/cm-Torr

30

20

10

k
k—*

J, ir.A/cm

Pig.1. P = 40 Torr, V = 70 m/s
1 - air; 2 - C0~:H9:He=

1:12:8 ^ ^

Double-exposed holographic

interferometric measurements of the

neutral gas heating were carried out.

The dependences of gas temperature

increase (A T) on the distance from

the discharge beginning (X) are

shown on Pig.2. At x<1.5 cm the

direct gas heating prevailed, at

x>1.5 era the main source of gas

heating was the relaxation of OOn

COg-mode and Ng-molecules vibrational

energy. The temperature is further

increased beyond the discharge region

(x9 8 cm) until the complete rela-

xation of the molecule vibrational

energy. Interferometer-ineaaured

temperature agreed to that measured

by the thermocouple with an accuracy

of 10$. Gas temperature increase is

nearly proportional to the energy

input with the fixed gas pressure

and distance. The experiments have

shown that the gas temperature

increased with the pressure rise due

to corresponding decrease of

OOn C02~raode and lip-molecules

vibrational energy relaxation

distance.

AT, K

120

80

40

Js2

2

J
/

•
I

•

A

iX

T

0 4 8
X, CDl

Pig.2. CO2:H2:He=1:12:8, P=B5 Torr

1 - j.E = 42 \1/cmh
2 - j.E = SA W/cnr*

Pig.3 shows gas temperature pro-

files with the different distances

from the discharge beginning.

iT.K

180

120

fin 1

>

A
h, cm

Pig.3. C02:N2:He=1:12:8, P=105 Torr

1 - x = 5 cm
2 - x = 8 cm
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Lore i,o-.ited regions were observed

near the electrodes, their widths

incrc!i(jod with x-rising. In contract

to dc-discharge /A/, te/nporature

profjlcij ;tre symmetric. Heating in

the aear-electrode regions reault3

in optical inhomogeneity of the dia-

char^e volume. In our experiments

the refraction coefficient variation

may reach the value about 3.10 .

lic-ar-elec trode voltage drop waa

calculated unin;: values of additi-

onal heating in these ref.iona. Thene

calculations were based on the

assujiiptions of additional power re-

lenjino, only for one half a period

of RF electric field, when the

electrode was under the negative

potential: absence of the heat flow

through the dielectric plates and

the tjau velocity profile uniformity.

Pig.4 gives this voltage drop

versus J/p for a_r. v
r decreases

with -J rise and ga3 pressure

diminution.

U c, V

1000

800

600

400

2C0

0
2 4 6 8 J/P2

Pig.4. P = 40+80 Torr

_

V
••s

For C0o:Ii' : He - mixture the some

dependence of 'L veraus J/D vva/3

obtained with lower valuea of

electrode voltage 200-550 V. Prom

Pig.4 one can conclude that current

density in our experiments was lower

than the normal one, what can be

attributed to the large value of

distributed capacitive ballast.
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ON TH3 SPACE ELECTROS TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE PULSE UHF DIS-

CHARGE

P.S. Buikin, S.A« Dvinin, G.B. Solntzev, S.M._ Palvanov

Moscow State University, Physical Faculty, B-234, Moscow, USSR

For various applications of

plasna (plasmachemie, spectroscopy

etc.) it is necessary to create a

special space distribution of the

charged particles and their energy

in plasma volume. It is possible to

use the UHF field for this purpose.

The main process in thie case is the

competition between the local heat-

ing of electrons by UHF field and

heat leakage caused by the thermal

conduction of plasma. Some space-

-time characteristics of UHF dis-

charge plasma are compared with the

dimensions of plasaa resonance and

skin regions. The significance of

electron thermal conductivity is

shown.

UHF discharge is created in the

waveguide by EtQ-wave so that the

tube axis OY is parallel to the fi-

eld E (fig. 1). The electrical field

along OY axis is determined by the

presence of plasma resonance regions.

UHF field is forced out from the

central part of discharge £1] • IQ

tho radial direction (along OX and

OZ axe) the field is forced out by

sltin-effect and by the UHF wave at-

tenuation (if the diameter of dis-

charge is comparable with wave

length .Ag into waveguide;. •

The discharge at pressure 5 Torr

of Helium is excited in the cylindri-

cal tube with diameter 2R = 25 mm and

the length H = 30 mm, which is placed

into the rectangular waveguide 34 x

x 72 mma(fig. 1). The UHF pulse du-

ration is 3 f*$ and repetition fre-

quency 400 Hz. The field frequency

i3 2.8 SHz. The light intensity dis-

tribution is analyzed by spectrosco-

pic oscillograph, scanning slit,

spectrograph and photomultiplier.

This distribution could be obtained

at any moment with time resolution

0,1 fA& and in any point of dischar-

ge with space resolution 0,1 mm.

Electron temperature Tt was de«-

termined from intensity relation of

lines 4902 A and 7065 1. Self-absorp-

tion was taken into account. Electron

energy distribution was supposed to

be Maxwellian. It is known that the

optical method gives the information

only about the high energy electrons.

In our experiments high electron den-

sity (1012-101? CB" 3) and UHF field

promote the establishment of Maxwel-

lian distribution. We assume at our

conditions it is possible to use the

optical method at least for qualita-

tive investigation of electron ener-

gy in various parts of UHF discharge

plasma.

The electron density T\m was me-

asured by the microwave interferome-

ter ( A = 8 mm).

The light intensity distribution

along OY.axis for various moments af-

ter pulse beginning is represented

on fig. 2. In the beginning of pulse
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( t < 0,1-0,2 f*$ ) when n c < X\ci

the light intensity has i ts maximum

in the middle of discharge ( n c i =

= mu) MH91). The bright regions

near edges of tube are absent. At

"t > G,2 /4$ when t l e^ r i c t there

are two regions of bright luminousi-

ty near the edges of tube. The re-

gions width is 3-4 mm. The electron

temperature Te distribution at va-

rious momenta of the pulse and after

i t are represented on fig. 3- In the

bright lurainousity regions of dis-

charge near the tube'a edges value

Te increased by a factor 1,2-1,5

in the comparison with the central

part, of discharge. Value Te decre-

ases daring UHF pulse and approaches

to Tg in plasma column of direct

current discharge, the electron den-

sity n e increases, and UHF field is

forced out from the middle part of

discharge.

Let us assume the electron ther-

moconductivity length relaxation -AT

[2] as a region of Te localization.

The calculations which take into ac-

count the various taechanisinus of

plasma thermoconductivity gave

\_—0,6 cm . The region ,of plasma,

resonance
10~ 2

i s
egin f pl

= jjj[^(tn ne)J
cm ( \) - the electron col-

lisions frequency, u) - the angular

field frequency). It means, that we

have the local heating of electrons

-\IJ which is more than plasma reso-

nance region but is less than the

length of discharge ( &X« AT< "H ).

The r-dial light intensity dis-

tribution is measured by the special

arrangement which allows to obtain

the single narrow light beam parallel

to discharge axis at various radial

distances. The light intensity dis-

tribution along OX is represented

on fig. 4 and along wavegiaide axis

OZ - on fig. 5. The maxiiaums of

light intensity near the tube walls

caused by skin-effect. Skin-layer

at H-e^ 1015 cm"5 i s $ = 0,19 ™ M»

Therefore i t can be written the re-

lation: S< A r < 2 H - The light

intensity maximuras are not symmet-

ric in the direction of UHF wave

propagation because of wavr- attenu-

ation along tube diameter:2R= 0,16.Ag-

In the afterglow electron tem-

perefcure and light intensity depend

on time nonmonotonic (fig. 3). After

the pulse have the slow electrons a

large cross-section for nonelastic

collisions with the metastable atoms.

These collisions lead to appearance

of fast electrons ("5! . Therefore

electron "temperature" rises (the

electron energy distribution is not

ilaxwellian) at the aoments 5,5 and

5 JMS (fig. 3)- This energy increas-

ing is not coupled with plasma reso-

nance. Therefore the space distribu-

tion of "Te" in afterglow has not

maximum near the tube's edges.
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Fig. 1. The discharge tube in
the waveguide.

Pig. 2- The light intensity
distribution along 0Y.

Fig. J. The electron temperatu-

re distribution along OY.
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Pig. -̂. The light intensity

distribution along OX.
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5- Tbe light intensity
distribution along OZ.
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ratios shown in Fig. 3 for a 3mm diameter
cavity of depth 15vm, demonstrate that more
current may be derived from the drilled
cathode than from the simple plane type.
Between 1mb and 3mb, the current ratios are
similar and at around 1.5kV, there is a
sharp increase in tf|), which rises to a
factor of 5 at around 3kV. At higher
pressures, the rise in (r|) occurs at a
progressively lower cathode fall. The same
behaviour is observed for hole diameters of
2mm and 4mm. for 1mm, no discernable
variation of (rp could be identified whilst
at 5mm, the current ratios are much larger,
but are observed only over a small range of
low cathode fall voltages.

A further series of current ratios nave
been calculated for cavities of diameter
3mm, with different overall depths. The
results are depicted in Fig.i) for 1mb
pressure. The current ratios are again
similar in size at low voltages and
increase sharply at around 1.5kV. However,
a saturation effect can be clearly
identified wibh the shallower holes
saturating first. The e-gun of depth 10mm
is beginning to saturate at about 3kV. The
same saturation effect is observed, using
the same set of guns, at all pressures up
to 1mb.

Several types of multi-hole guns were
also investigated and in all oases, e-beams
were produced from the separate cavities
simultaneously. The characteristics of
these guns are broadly similar to those
with single cavities.

Discussion

When an electron gun operates in the
beam mode, the region of high electric
field in the CDS is located in front of the
hole aperture and the expected
equipotential distribution is shown in
Fig.5. The distortion of the electric
field at the hole entrance depends on the
ratio of the CDS thickness to the hole
diameter, and the electric field acts as an
electron lens. Electrons are released from
the cathode face and the hole wall by
secondary emission processes caused by
particles and photons from the NG.
Electrons released from the,hole wall are
accelerated by the field at the wall and
are drawn into a region around the hole
axis. On passing into the CDS,
further accelerated to
The bean direction is
fields in the CDS and is essentially normal
to the cathode surface (Fig.6). The
internal plasma is partially sustained by
inelastic electron collisions which
generate metastables, electron/ion pairs
and 0V photon3 which nay produce further

secondary emmission. As the beam discharge
approaches the transition point at which it
changes into a hollow cathode discharge,
the gradient of the V-I characteristic
(Fig.2) increases rapidly and is
accompanied by a rapid rise in the ratio
( r| } Just before the transition point is
reached (Fig.3).

The fact that currents drawn from
cathodes with holes are greater than those
drawn from a plane cathode (Fig.3 and
Fig.4) implies that the secondary emission
processes are more efficient in holes. As
to a possible reason for this we note the
following:

1. Charged particles are likely to
collide with the walls of the hole at
glancing angles. Such impacts are known to
have larger (jf) values than do impacts at
normal incidence [6]. ,

2. Production of species such as He ,
He?, and UV photons may be greater in a
hole than at a plane cathode surface. Such
species are known to produce secondary
electrons and an increased production rate
would naturally lead to increased electron
emission.
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GLOW DISCHARGE IK GASSS IK HOLLOV/ CYLINDRICAL CATHODE

By

Rafi Mohammad Chaudhri and Mohammad Nasir Chaudhri

Centre for Solid State Physics, Punjab University, New Campus,

Lahore-20 (PAKISTAN)

Hollow Cathode glow discharges

have been studied for a long time

Shuler 1926, Guntherschulze, 1930 &

1924, Geiger 1937, Loiape 1938,Lompe

et al 1939, Little and A. Von Engel

1954, Hernqvist 1958, Badareu and

Popescu 1958, V/achter 1960 and have

found various applications in

industry and research. All the same

there are some aspects of this

phenomenon which still need further

investigations. The relative contri-

bution of photons and the positive

ions to the emission of electrons

from the Hollow cylindrical cathode

has hardly been well studied. The

active length of a Hollow cylindri-

cal cathode during a discharge, the

interdependence of active length of

the cylinder, breakdown voltage

and the pressure, the potential

distribution between the hollow

cylinder and the anode, require

further experimentation. In this

paper wo . deal with the above

aspects.

It is shown Chaudhri et al 1952

& 1956 that in a glow discharge

between two plane parallel electro-

des enclosed in a cylindrical glass

tube, the current is not uniform on

the cathode. At low pressures of

about 0.1 To I T the current density

is maximum at the centre of the

cathode and falls off regularly

towards its prephery. It is however

uniform over the v/hole of the

cathode when the pressure is about

1 Torr. At low pleasures the outer

belt of the cathode remains inactive

during a discharge, its area depends

upon the pressures. We intend to

study this position in a cylindrical

Hollow Cathode discharge.

At-paratua.

The apparatus consists of a

Hollow cylindrical cathode of Mo.

4 cm in diameter and 10 cm in length

which is enclosed in a pyrex glass

tube Pig.(1). A cylindrical glass

tube T which closely fits into the

interior of the hollow cylindrical

cathode is placed in it with an

arrangement that it can be inserted

in or taken out of it to the desired

length with the help of a Wilson

seal IV1 fixed at one end of the

glass envelope. A circular plate P

of Mo, 4 cm in diameter which, acts

as anode is placed infront of the

Hollow cathode at a distance of 3cm.

Discharge current ia measured by

inserting T in the hollow cylinder

leaving its different lengths L

exposed to discharge at different

voltages. Experiments have been

done in AIR and Op in the pressure

range -07-0.2 Torr and in the

voltage range 500-650 volts. The

discharge voltage is provided by

a power supply delivering 1000 volts

500 m amps.
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ta and

Curvea in Fig.(2), Fig.(3),

Pig. (4) and Fic.v5) show relation

between the discharge voltage and

the current with different length

of the Hollow cylinder exposed to

the discharge at pressures of «08-

0.2 Torr. It may be observed that

the V-I characteristics are linear

within the voltage and current range

of 500-650 volts and 0 - 30 m amp

respectively. It appears that under

the conditions studied, the discharge

spreads over the whole surface of

the cathode and no poiticn of it

regains inactive during the

discharge.

For observations on the poten-

tial distribution between the anode

and the cathode the distance of

plate r from the cylinder in varied

from 0.5> cm to 6 cm with tne help

of the 'vVilaon seal VVp without distur-

bing the discharge parameter.

It is observed that the

discharge current is constant within

the experimental error and in

independent of the position of the

plate ? with respect to the cylinder

at voltages and pressures studied,

i'/e therefore, conclude that the

space between I- and the cylinder is

equipotential from 0.5 to 6 cm.

We may draw useful conclusion from

V-I characteristic. It may be

observed that at any particular

voltage between 500-600 volt a at any

pressure l.»e increase in the; current

ia greater then the increase in the

active length which su..:,:eata th«t

the pnotoeleccrio effect i'ro:.i the

cathode1 Hldo pi iys an import-in t Z'ole

in Binintiinin,. the o'ischur^u in the

Hollow cylinder. If the positive

ions alone were responsible for

electron emission from the hollow

cathode the discharge current would

be propotional to its active length.

The V-I characteristics ere

aelf explanatory to show the inter-

dependence of active length,

pressure and the breakdown voltage.
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Figure captions.

Pig.(2) Gas AIR pressure 0.2

Torr, Curves 1, 2, 3 cylinder

length exposed to discharge 2,4,6 era

respectively.

Fig. (3) Gay Alii pressure 0.1

Torr Curves 1,2,3,4,5 cylinder
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lengths exposed to discharge 2, 4»

6, 8 & 10 cm respectively.

Pig.(4) Gas Oxygen pressure

0.1 Torr Curves 1,2,3|4,5 cylinder

lengths exposed to discharge 2, 4,

6, 8 & 10 cm respectively.

Fig.(5). Gas AIR pressure 0.08 Torr

Curves 1,2,3, 4 cylinder length

exposed to diacharga 4, 6, 8 & 10cm

respectively.
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LO1,'/ FREQUiSKCY OSCILLATIONS AND THROBS IK GLOW DISCHARGE IN GASES

By

Professor Dr. Rafi Mohammad Chaudhri, M.M. Chaudhri*

*md M. Nasir Chaudhri.

Centre for Solid State Physics, Punjab University

New Campus, Lahore-20 (PAKISTAN)
+of the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge (U.K)

Valuable contributions to the

Physics of glow discharge in gaaes

have been made in recent years,

Emeleus et al 1981,1984 and A. Von

Engel 1983. There are yet some

outstanding problems to be solved.

The characteristics of anode spots

which are unstable and appear

on the anode of a glow

discharge are yet tobe investigated.

A bright spot (not the anode spot)

appears almost at the centre of the

anode when it ia just on the edge

of the Faraday dark space whence

the positive column commences

Chaudhri et al 1983. Its characte-

ristics are still under investiga-

tions. Very low frequency instabili-

ties have been observed in a

cylindrical argon plasma by

Reinleitner et al 1982 with a weak

axial mognetic field but no

satisfactory explanation has been

provided for them.

Chaudhri et al 1981, 1983

studied throbs and oscillations

which are regular and have definite

frequency and continue for

indefinite period under constant

discharge parameters in a glow

discharges and attributed them to

the formation of negative ions of

the ,~,na cmd their subsequent decay

in it. Pownsend pulaea which occur

at voltages where self maintained

glow discharge cannot be formed

were also studied. These pulses and

throbs whose time averaged current

and frequency vary with electrode

gap width at a constant voltage at

any pressure cannot be explained

without the formation of negative

ions of the gas and their subsequent

decay in the discharge.

A glow discharge throbs under

suitable parameters and at

appropriate gap between the two

electrodes. During a throb the

discharge current falls to zero for

a small interval, the voltage

however remains constant. After the

lapse of a small period the discharge

recovers but it dies out again

within a few seconds or even a

fraction of a second. This process

of OFF and ON of the discharge

continues for an indefinite period

Chaudhri et al 1981,1983,1984.

Sanduloviciu and Lozneanu 1983

believe however that oscillations in

glow discharge occur due to the

negative charge which is deposited

on the inner surface of the discharge

tube. Accumulation of negative charge

on the walla of the discharge tube

fails to account for TownBend pulses

and regular throbs and

oscillations.
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In this paper we present work

done In spectroacopically pure Ne,

Kr, and commercial Nitrogen with

special attention to the formation

of Townsend pulses in them.

Experimental procedure and set up.

The main apparatus is the same

as described previously Chaudhri

et al 1981,1983,1984. The procedure

has however been slightly changed.

A fast mercury diffusion pump ia

used for evacuating the system

instead of an oil diffusion pump.

The discharge tube is the same but

instead of allowing the gas to flow

at a constant rate continuously it

is stored in the discharge tube at

the desired pressure after the tube

is baked for a few hours at 300-

400°C. Experiments have been done

at pressures from 0.3 to 3 Torr.

Throbs, oscillations and Townsend

pulses have been studied in (a) The

cathode dark space region, (b) The

negative glow combined with the

Faraday dark space region (The

current plateau region) and (c) The

anode region. The Townsend pulses

were studied at voltages where self

maintained glow discharge cannot

be sustained.

V/e have checked that Hg vapour

which were present in the system do

not effect the results indicating

that Hg does not form negative ions.

Results.

It is observed that the

current-electrode gap width

characteristics are similar in all

gases. In general a characteristic

consists of three regions. (1) The

cathode dark space region. (2) The

negative glow and Faraday dark

space region which is the current

plateau region, and (3) The region

beyond the Faraday dark apace i.e

the anode region.

In all cases the Townsend

pulses appear at voltages at which

« self maintained discharge cannot

be sustained. Throbs have been

observed in the cathode and anode

regions only. No throbs or oscilla-

tions have been observed on the

current plateau region in any gas

at any pressure. Townsend pulses

appear in all gases and at all

pressures we have studled.Frequency

of throbs observed is of the same

order of magnitude as those of

To//naend pulses. Typical curves

for lie and Nitrogen are given in

Pigs, 1, 2, 3 and 4. (Townsend Pulses)
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Figure Captiona.

PIg.(1) Gas Neon; Curves 1 & 2

showing variation of Townaend

pulae current with electrode

gap width at 2 Torr & 3 Torr and

at 295 Volts and 315 Volta

respectively.

Fig.(2) Gas Neon; Curves 1 & 2

showing variation of Townsend

pulse frequency with electrode

gap width for Curves 1 i 2 of

Fig (1) respectively.

Fig.(3) Gas nitrogen; Curves 1 & 2

showing variation of Townsend

pulse current with electrode gap

width at 1 Torr & 2 Torr and at

380 Volts & 370 Volta

respectively.

Fig.(4) Gas Nitrogen; Curves 1 & 2

shwoing variation of Townsend

pulse frequency with electrode

gap width for Curves 1 t 2 of

Fig (3) respectively. Similar

Curves for Townaend pulse

Current and frequency are

obtained in Kr.
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INSTABILITY EVOLUTION IN NON-SELF-SUSTAINED DISCHARGE

IN MIXTURE H2- Ar

Den'yanov A.V., Dyatko N.A», Kochetov I.V..Napartovich A.P.,

Pal'A.F.. Pichugin V.V.. Staroetin. A.N.

Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

We present a theoretical analysis

of the processes that lead to instabi-

lity of non-self-sustained discarge in

Hj-Ar mixtures, performed in terms of

the homogeneous model. It was shown in

£"Q that despite the high rate of

dissociative attachment of electrons

to vibrationally excited H2> the dis-

charge current is determined by reco-

mbination. Its value is comparable

with or exceeds the current in mixtu-

res containing Np, CO, CO- C2l . The

below results explain the values of

limiting energy contributions in H_-Ar

mixtures, which is important, for ex-

ample, for attaining lasing at vibra-

tional-rotational transitions of HC1

molecule in the triple mixture Hp-Ar-

HC1.

The experiments were performed on

the setup described in [13 . Fig. 1

shows the typical tine dependences of

the discharge current.

The theoretical model is based on

the homogeneous discharge model des-

cribed in detail- in [13 and complemen-

ted with the processea with participa-

tion of excited particles, eueh ar ex-

citation of aetastable levels by the

beam and discharge electrons, recombi-

nation to excited levels, excitation

transfei1, direct and associative ioni-

zation, ionisation of excited states,

quenching of exitation in collisions,

and spontaneous radiation. Fig. 2 pre-

.senta the energy diagram of the prin-

cipal processes in Hj-Ar mixture. So-

me of these were discussed in DJ •

In non-self-sustained discharge

it is the low-energy electron stetes

that are mainly excited. Analysis of

the processes involving these states

has shown that in model it is suffi-

cient to take into account one excited

state of ArK(3Po) and one of H2*(C
3 n)

However, because of rapid dissociati-

on of molecular hydrogen 02 in the

H,-Ar mixture account should be also

taken of the 2S..,~ states of H atoms

(£= 10,2 eV), whose excitation cross

sections are larger than those of ArK

and H_K . The concentration of H at-
15oras in the discharge amounts to 10 -

1016 cm [1] and, therefore,.the of
lifetimes radiation levels 2P,/O and

7 6
2P1 /2 increase froi. 1 0 - 1 0 s to

10 s because of radiation lnprisou-

ment. At the sane time, relatively

high energy of proton affinity to Ar

atom and H^ molecule should result In

rapid as^oiative ionization,

H* + Ar ArH* +

+ H — H.
e

e

("I)
(2)

The rates of analogous processes are

of the order of 1CT1C
 Cm

3/s. In tui s

case, excitation of Ar and-H a tons and
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H_ molecules eventually lead to gas

ionization.

The rates of the above electron,

states as well as of transitions be-

tween then and to the continuua due

to electron impact were calculated in

the model by numerical solution of

the Boltzman equation for the spheri-

cally symmetric part of the electron

distribution function.

The system of equations for the

time evolution of the concentration

of charged, vibrationaly and electr-

on-excited particles was solved nume-

rically simultaneously with the equ-

ation describing gas heating (see

CO ). The discharge current was fo-

und from the relation I, = q n v ,
d n e e

where q, n , v are the electron

charge, concentration and drift ve-

locity. The typical results of calcu-

lation are shown in figs. 1, 3. 4

(The vibrational distributions of H-

molecules are presented in 03 )•

The numerical results have shown

that the development of instability

in H_-Ar mixtures is caused by gas

heating resulting in the increasing

excitation rate of Ar F state,

H-CTl state and H 2S../- state. The

excitation of Ar atoms rapidly tran-

sfers to H- molecules in the CT) ,

(T= 10*^8 3 ) and a ¥ (T= 10"8s

shorter than that observed in experi-

- ments while in the latter caae some-

what longer. Therefore, we celive

that in process (3) the O"i state of

Hp is mainly excited. The time of in-

stability evolution is determined 0y

the excitation rate of atomic hydro-

gen.

Fig. -4 presents the calculated

and experimental dependences of the

time of instability evolution and the

energy contribution' on the beam cur-

rent for various discharge voltages.

The discrepancy between the calcula-

ted and experimental time of instabi-

lity evolution is less then 2 times.

•• The energy contribution in the h*2-Ar

mixture reaches 350 J/l when a gun

with beam current density 4\~3OO

BcA/cn 1B used.
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Ar

) states,

7'6 Ar

(3)

•ince we do not know the etate distr-

ibutions in reaction (3). we have

considered two limiting cases where

H? 1» either in C3n o r O ^ state.

In the forner caae, as has been shown

by the calculations, the time of in-

stability evolution is essentially
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INFLUENCE OF PERTURBATION ON POSITIVE COLUMN He.Ne ANP ftr

PLASMA POPULATION DENSITIES

S. T . Djeni5e and J.M.Labat ?••

Department of Physic." and Meteorology
Beoprad ,P.O.B. "550, Yugoslavia

Existence of second intensity

maximum in the spectral line radiati-

on of perturbed low density plasmas

is already a well established fact.

Whenever a short perturbation current

pulse is apnlied to a discharge simul-

taneous spectral line intensity incre-

ase is observed followed by rapid de-

cay and another intensity maximum.
Fxperiment of this kind is described

in (l).In order to develop the prob-

lem further,we have performed absolu-

te measurements of populations of va-

rious levels of neutral He,Ne and Ar

in the perturbed anomalous glow dis-

charge.Quantities that were measured

are: n - the stationary plasma DODU-

iation densities, n_- densities in

the second intensity maximum, t -time

to minimum between first and second

maximum and t_- time of the second

intensity maximum.Large number of le-

vels is taken in order to cover vari-

ous possible interactions and large

energy range.For the same reason the

measurements were performed for spec-

tral lines of three noble gases,name-

ly:

-helium:

1 eV) , 33D(?3,O6) ,

. .. . , 31P(?3,OB) , U3

D1S(23,68) , tt3D(?3,73) ,

!*) and f '

-neon:

3p(l8,3B eV, 18,5^ , 13,S7 , 18,61

and 1^,63 ), 3p'( 18,70 eV , 18,7?

and 18,961, 3d( 20,03 eV and ?0,P?£),

-argon :

^p(13,07 eV and 13,?7), «p'(13,?8 eV

and 13,t8), 5p(l'i,S7 eV), 5p'(l^,73

eV), >5d(15,ll eV and IS, 14), 5d'(lS,

29 eV and 1^,3-D, 6d(15,3O eV and

IS, 33) an.1 7d( 15 , ̂ ^ eV) .

The main discharge was driven by 0,3

A current for the aas pressure ranpe

267 Pa to 1333 Pa (? to 10 TOrr).Part

of the positive column was nerturbed

by ?,5 ns pulses of 40 - 70 mJ.Popu-

lation densities of the above menti-

oned levels were measured by an ab-

solutely calibrated spectroscopic

system,taking into account its line-

arity,and also the influence of self-

absorption .Renuired data on atomic

transition probabilities were taken

from ;-'iese et al. (?) ,(3) -

In figure 1 we present relative

change of population densities o for

the three mention atom energy levels

£o = (np - n )/n/j versus relative ex-

citation energy E /E. (F - excitation

and F.- ionisation enerey).
Dositions of corresponding metastable

levels is Riven in order to show the

energy gap to higher excited levels,
rhe data were obtained at 1333 Pa gas

pressure and perturbation pulse of

70 mJ ( V = " kV,pulse duration ?, 5 ns).
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Fig.l

Relative change of nopulation

densities versus relative exci-

tation energy

In all three cases,the relative in-

crease of ponulatinn is higher for

higher lying levels.The maximum va-

lue of & is ? 102 for neon,7 10? for

helium and reaching value of 10 in

the case of argon.

Perturbation of the plasma by 5-

8 kV pulse obviously alters the elec-

tron energy distribution in the sense

that high energy tail is favourized.

Therefore predominant excitation of

higher levels is to be expected,espec-

ialv taking into accont contribution

from metastable levels owing tn their

relatively large population in a sta-

tionary olasraa .This is particularly

so f°r arson which has smallest ener-

gy gap between metastable and the next

higher levels .that leads to highest

value of o .

Figure ?. gives the measured valu-

es of time periods,tQ- to first mini-

mum and t_- to reach second maximum

for the three gases versus excitation

energy relative to ionisation energy.

10OO-

Soo-
8oo-

6oo

400
3oo
2oo-|
t

(ns)

P-1333P*
Ep»79mJ

I0-0,3A

o-*o

N.

Ar Na H*

Fig.?

Characteristic time periods

versus relative excitation

energy

After first intensity maximum popula
tions of Ar and He levels reach mini
mum at t = ?^0 ns while for the le-
vels of neon t is 60D ns for lower

o
Iving and ns for higher lying le-

vels.The time interval At =t_-t to
o ? o

reach second intensity maximum for

helium equals 180 ns,neon 3^0 ns and

for argon 410 ns.This difference co-

uld be explained by the various de-

pendence of excitation rate coeffici-

ents on the electron temperature.In

the particular case of helium the le-

vels it .S and <J T reach the second

maximum earlier than the level ] S

for ?] 0,170 and 1 ?0 ns.at car. pres-

and 1^?3 P;i and 70 m.l
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perturbation energy.The same tendency

one observes for level 3 D in respect

to level 33S.

It was found that the time period

between beginning nf perturbation and

the tine instant of second intensity

maximum is the same for all the le-

vels of a given gas for the particu-

lar p.as pressure.lt serves as a furt-

her proof for the statement in (11

that oocurence of second intensity

maximum is caused by some general

plasma parameter such as electron

density.However,as found previously

(H) also the electron temperature in

early periods of afterglow oscilates,

what also contibutes to the effect.

The fact that values of t_ for
1

the singlet levels of helium ( 3 D,

M S and U D) are eaual with those for

corresponding triplet levels (3D ,

U S and W^D),suggest the strong co-

upling between the two.Furthermore,

it was noted that the singlet-triplet

transfers becomes less efective at

lower n;as pressure, what suggests that

it is induced predominantly by heavy

particles.

Time t3 of second intensity maxi-

mum was found to be inverse propor-

tional with gas pressure and has same

values for practically all the levels

at the given pressure.

However some levels of helium we-

ft found to reach the second ~?ximum

slie^tly earlier.This effect leads

tn inverse population in respect to

lower lvinf; levels.This was noted

for some singlet,but predominantly

ocoured for triplet states of helium.
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OBSERVATION AND IDENTIFICATION OP MICRO1NSTABIMTY

OP MICROWAVE IX)W PRESSURE DISCHARGE PLASMA IN A

MAGNETIC FIELD

V.D. Dugar-Zhabon, K.S. Golovanyvsky, K. Jajamona,

B.A. KondrBtov

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Patrice Lumumba University

H7302, Moscow W-302, U.S.S.R.

Introduction. Microwave low pree-

sure discharge plasma in a magnetic

field possesses at least two unique

properties : (a) electronic tempera-

ture T e can be very high ( even re-

lativistic )/I/, so that a large

amount of energy is stocked in the

electronic component, (b) electronic

temperature is aniaotroric, which

provides an excess of free energy in

the electronic component (inversal

population of energetic states). The

excess free energy, which is usually

an important fraction of the whole

stored energy, con be transfered

incident

-wave

H -wave
dischnrge

emitted

Pig. I

Our task wan to obtain an emissi-

on of microwaves with a frequency much

higher than that nt which plasma was

supported, and to investigate stabi-

lity, frequency spectrum and the power

of the microwave radiation.

To solv-> the problem it was needed

to obtain a microwave overdense plasma

( UJQ ̂>> (jj ). It can be performed ac-

cording to the principal block diagram

shown in Pip-. 2. In that scheme micro-

through the mechanism of microinstabi- wave discharge plasms is flowed out

lities to the electromagnetic r^dia- the ?rea of interaction with the in-

tion with the frequency <JJO which is

of the order of electronic Langmuir

frequency u)e /2/. Usually the

microwave discharge density reaches

the value corresponding to <*£̂ o) where

cident wave along the magnetic field

lines and confined in some storage

trap, where it's density is higly

increase^ wit^ T e and it's anisotro-

py being unchwnged. Microwaves radia-

dj is the frequency of the incident ted due to the instability should ha-

wave. That's why in all (known to the ve P freouency corresponding to Lang-

authors) experiments carried out ac-

cording to the block dipgr^m (Pig.I)

has been observed radiation with the

frequency of the same order as th?-t

of microwaves supporting the discher-

muir freouency of the stored plasma,

i.e.

incident

' CO

yn -wave
discharge

K-vrave
accumulation

JRemitted
M-wave
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•Experimental set-up. A simplified

block diasrram of the exneremental set

up Is Bkatched in Pig. 3> Dischargee

are produced simultaneously end conti

nuously in t*o cylindrical monomode

cavities placed in the magnetic field

having a shape of magnetic mirror trap,

Distribution of the magnetic induction

along the axis is given in the same

sketch. Experementsl set up was equip-

ped by following diagnostics: 8 mm

interferometer, analyser of electro-

magnetic end X-ray spectrum, Langmuir

Probes.

2o 0

Pig. 3 C- cavities
T- quartz tube
P- pump

NIC- magnetic coils

Resuits. Density of the obtained

plasma was measured by two independent

methods: with the help of 8mm interfe-

rometer and from the ion branch of the

probe VA- characteristics. Results of

the two methods deviate from each other

over a ranfe of 50$. Further, &'•; a ru-

le, the probe dnta were higher. It's

linked with the heatinp of the probe

by plnsmp perturbing it. Dependence

of the rtlasTTi" density from the ratio

of the mfpnetic induction H in "the

centrnl tilnne of cr-viti^- to t' r. rr-

son^nce V F ' I U P \'ly, "t t,'••>{> optimal nrr-

ssure of 4.10"^ Torr (Argon) is

shown in Pig.A. It's seen from the

diagram that the confined plasma

density achives I.5.I0I2cm~^ that

exceeds the cut off density for the

frequency of microwave discharge

roughly 20 times. Temperature of the

confined plasma was measured using

ion branch of the probe VA-characte-

ristics and with help of the soft

bremsstrahlung suectrum enslyser.

It wes found that two populations of

electrons were existing (hot and cold)

with densities consisting respectiviLy

1-10,4 and 99-90$ from total density.

In Fig.5 the temperature of the both

components as function of B/Br is

shown. The both components reached

to their maximum at the same value Of

B/Br that's the maximum of the density.

+»- probe
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•(0

v'

'•*̂ M

+ -TV
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Yicrowive radiation from the

confined n1.paiw was refistrated with

the help of dinole and horn antennas

oriented along and across the magne-

tic field. Radiation in the rfnpe ^=

0.7-?0cm was*, observed r-t

lev«-lp only -1. Vnr=°.9-I.I. It's

consiptpii of t^r»fi n Trow

t>os° ::)"xx,rvv iiit-'ripities «e-

n:-1 ely - t. H./Br-I.
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Their frequencies were equal to

fj» I0.9.I09Hz, f2= 2I.8.IO
9Hz,

f^= 32.7.IO^Hz respectively. line

width at frequency fj was equal to

A f= I.IO^Hz i.e. the radiation

was of e quite coherent charecter.

When B/Br was varied in the range of

0.9-1.I frequency was varied over a

range of Ifi. In Pig.6 is shown the

line which relates to the first har-

monic with the power of radiation

in the order of 5 Watts.

Discussion. Experiments showed

that powerfull microwave coherent

plasma radiation took place only

under the condition of existence of

the hot electron population which is

wittingly anisotropic. In our case

the degree of anisotropy was in

order of T h/T c e = 100-150. The

fundamental harmonic of radiation

corresponded to the electronic

Langmuir frequency and the criterion

of anisotropic instability / 2 / s

0** ̂ C oJ*" -$N 20 in our case

implimented near the upper limit

( J^l = 30). According to / 2 /

the number of cyclotronic frequency

harmonics which can excite Langmuir

oscillations are defined by the

degree of the temperpture snisotropy.

In our experiment the instability

was excited by the 6* harmonic

of the cyclotronic frequency rnd

in this cpse the transformation

of Langmuir wpives to electromagnetic

one took place in the range of

high hybrid resonance.

Pig. 6

Thus, the scheme of transfor-

mation of incident microwave power,

which is shown in Pig. 2, seems

to be valid. In assumption that

the radiation is isotropic in

the space, the transformation

coefficient of the incident wave

energy at the frequency 2.37.IO^Hz

to the secondary radiation can

exceed I it.
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1. Introduction

The r.f. discharge ion sources, w; th its'

several versions which hsve been developed

till nnv, are the most commonly utilized ion

sources. Insoite of the progress made in its'

construction and performance, there are still

several problems such as the reproducibility

of the ion beams, and stability of the dis-

charge. R.F. ion sources generally have a

large energy spread (a few tens to hundreds of

eV) and are not recommended for applications

which need focusing of the beam. However,

these sources demonstrate good performance in

producing broad bfvms with a satisfactorily

high current ( a few tens mA ) for industrial

applications In surface treatment. Ii this

paper we discuss a PPW version of r.f. dis-

charge ion source which has been recently

developed by our group. Design configura-

tion and ex;jorirw?ntal results are also pre-

sented in the fo.llrw.ings.

2. Ion source description

In the design of this ion source we had

the following considerations in mind.

1 ) The system must be simple arid compact.

2) In addition to the gaseous elements, ion

beams of other elements with high vapor pres-
et

sure bellow 400 C may also be produced.

Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of

the ion source. The r.f. wave generator (2.7

MHz) is coupled to the plasma by means of a

helical internal coi).. In this way the elec-

tromagnetic wave energy is supplied to the

plasma with high efficiency. The reproduci-

bility of the discharge is very good and no

external trigger is needed. Therefore the

system, in principle, can work in pulse or

continuous mode. In case of pulse mode oper-

ation the repetation rate depends only on the

r.f. wave generator.

The intersection of the coil end the

glass part of the plasma chamber is metal-to

glass sealed and water-cooled. In this sys-

tem, unlike the majority of the conventional

r.f. ion sources no external magnetic field

is SDOlifid. Construction o*: the source with-

out maanetic field, nw.kes the device simpler

R.F. POWER GENERATOR

^_ GLASS-TO-METAL
SEAL

GLASS

STAINLESS
STEEL

TO VACUIIK •"."«?

Tig. I:

Schematic d*-Awinq of the i.f. 2on soiree with

an internel coil. .on bearr. extraction aperture ie

1 -m in diametpr, ind the frfracf ton jap is also !
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and more compact. It is supposed that the de-

pendence of the discharge initiation on the

geometry and vapor pressure of plasma chanter

decreases appreciably because of the absence

of the magnetic field.

3. Results

Experiments have been carried out to

investigate the beam current of the ex-

tracted ion bsam of a gaseous element with

comparatively low mass number and heavy ions

of mercury.

A) Mercury Ion Beam

Figures 2 and 3 show the extracted ion

beam as functions of the detected vapor

pressure when the extraction voltage is 500

V and 1500 V respectively. The mercury va-

por pressure, about 10" to 1 Torr at tem-

peratures from 289 to 398 °K, is controlled

by changing the heater current of a small

crucible located at a place with the highest

probability of ionization and lowest gas

consumption rate. Mare than 4 mA of ion

beam has been extracted at a vapor pressure

of about 200 mTorr.

The current-voltage characteristics of

the system has also been measured at a con-

stant vapor pressure of 50 itflbrr. Experi-

mental results presented in Fig. 4 show that

when the ion beam extraction voltage is

higher than one k.V, the current-voltage

characteristic satisfies the Child-Langmuir

low, i.e. loiM 5)

B) Discharge in air

Figure 5 shows a typical result of the

extracted ion beam as a function of gas

pressure in the discharge chamber, for dis-

charges initiated in air. About 28 mA of

ion beam is extracted at a pressure of 100

mTorr. Comparison of results presented in

Figs. 2, 3, and 5 shows that these results

are in good agreement with the expected de-

pendence of extracted ion current on mass
1 ri

number, i .e. r~.uS

100 5Q0
PRESSURE (mTorr)

Fig. 2:

The extracted ion beam-current of mercury as

a function of the vapoi pressure in discharge cham-

ber. The extraction voltage is 500 V.
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W 100 400
PRESSURE (mTorr)

Fig. 3:

The extracted ion beam-current of mercury as

a function of the vapor pressure in discharge cham-

ber, the extraction voltage is 1500 V.
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4. Concluding remarks

An r.f, discharge ion source has been

developed with an internal helical coil.

External magnetic field is not applied to

the plants production chamber and the dis-

charge takes place with comparatively low

r.f. power in a wide range of vapor or gas

pressure (a few tens rrflbrr to a few Torr).

The reproducibility of the discharge is very

good, and ion beams of about one to 28 mA

have been extracted through an aperture of

one cm in diameter. Studies on the composi-

tion and optical characteristics, e.g. mass

seperation, beam profile and energy spread,

are necessary to give a better understanding

of the source performance.
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Fig. 4:

The extracted ion beam-current of mercury sa

a function of the ion extraction voltage. The va-

por pressure in discharge chamber is 50 mTorr .

The dotted line shows lot V ' .

500100
PRESSURE (mTorr)

Fig. 5:
The total ion beam-current as a function of

gas pressure. Discharge is initiated in air.
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An important attribute of an

obstructed glow discharge in a mode

we have used in our studies of glow

discharge for gas lasers have been

discovered by showing morphologically

the origin and the growing process of

the negative glow and by correlating

it with the V-I characteristic.

Introduction

It has been shown experimentally

that at low current and gas pressure

the negative glow of usual glow dis-

charge develops close to the mesh

anode surface and moves along the

discharge tube towards the cathode as

the discharge current is increased

finally the glow comes to rest in its

regular position near the cathode,

forming the well known boundary with

the cathode dark space. The dis-

charge voltage as a function of the

current also reflects those changes,

approaching a peak value when the

Townsend discharge current is in-

creased and falls subsequently to a

value equal to the normal cathode

fall of the glow discharge, while the

negative glow changes its position.

As a result of these observations, we

can relate the variation of the volt-

age drop to the movement of the nega-

tive glow.

In contrast, no such voltage

change is observed in a high vol-
(2)tage hollow cathode discharge as

used for ion lasers which apply a

modified obstructed glow discharge.

We noted that no movement of the

negative glow from the anode towards

the cathode occurs in this obstructed

glow discharge.

In this paper we intend to clar-

ify the problem experimentally by

showing morphologically the origin

and the growing process of the nega-

tive glow and by correlating it with

the V-I characteristic. In this way

an explanation of this fundamental

property of the obstructed glow dis-

charge is arrived at.

Experimental setup

The structure of the discharge

tube used is as follows. The

cathode is made of a stainless-steel

block of 21 mm diameter which can be

moved by steel block fixed to and

behind the cathode by means of a

magnet outside the tube. The anode

is made of. stain*/ess-steel mesh as

shown in Fig.3.

Experimental results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the change of

theV-t waveform when The gas pres-

sure is changed. A half-wave rec-

tified DC voltage is applied to the
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discharge tube. At high pressure,

the thickness of the cathode dark

spuce (CDS) is shorter than the gap

length, resulting in a normal glow

discharge. In this case, the volt-

age drop which suggests the movement

of the negative glow is observed.

By decreasing the gas pressure, the

thickness of the CDS is raised to a

value exceeding the gap length and

an obstructed glow discharge develops.

In this case, discontinuous voltage

changes are absent only a smoothly

rising curve is observed. This

smooth rise of the discharge voltage

is an important property of the

obstructed glow discharge.

Figure 2 shows V-I characteris-

tics of usual and of obstructed glow

discharges. Compared with the

standard glow discharge, it is evi-

Jent that a much higher voltage is

needed to maintain an obstructed

glow discharge: in this manner we

obtain electrons of much higher

energy for ion lasers as a result of

which we improve the laser efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the process of

the growth of the negative glow in

standard and obstructed glow dis-

charge. In both cases, the nega-

tive glow originates near the mesh

anode. However, the direction in

which the negative glow moves is

different. In an obstructed glow

discharge, the negative glow moves

not towards the cathode but in the

direction away from the cathode, i.e.,

on the right hand side of the mesh

anode. This suggests that the

electrons released from the cathode

move a reasonable but short distance

and penetrate the mesh anode in order

to produce an electron avalanche,

forming the negative glow. The

VN : Voiiagi lor
nornftl glow ditcr>«r

Vt . V i l l a n lor

5 Cms:
[ai j

Fig.l Change of the V-t waveform.
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Fig.2 V-I characteristics of usua1.
and of obstructed glow dis-
charges.
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electrons leaving the negative

have to be collected by the anode

mesh. We can imagine« therefore,

that two streams of electrons move in

opposite direction in the same nega-

tive glow. The point to understand

is the behavior of electrons in the

space between the mesh anode and the

head end of the negative glow. That

region, usually a part of the CDS, is

here the anode fall region. We are,

at present, investigating this effect

by computer simulation with the view

of clarifying the question of the

electro static and space charge field.

Conclusions

We have discussed a.n important

attribute of an obstructed glow dis-

charge in a mode we have used in our

studies of glow discharge for gas

lasers. In this paper we have

tried to clarify the fundamental prop-

erty of obstructed glow discharges

experimentally. The conclusions

drawn from this research are as

follows:

(1) Its negative glow originates at a

mesh anode surface.

(2) The negative glow moves in the

direction away from the cathode

towards and behind the mesh anode.

(3) There exists a discharge space

serving both as part of the

cathode dark space and of the

anode fall region.

We are now trying to acquire a

better understandings of the mecha-

nisms of obstructed glow discharge

hoping to the results to improve the

performance of various lasers.
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Fig.3 Process of the growth of the
negative glow; left column is
standard and right column is
obstructed glow discharges,
(a),(a)1,(b),(b)1(c),and (c)1

correspond to each point in
Fig.2.
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Introduction.

The procedure to obtain long columns of

plasma by coupling high power H.F. ener-

gy is known since a few years ago. The

s t ruc tures , permitting the obtainment of

a such type of d ischarges , are called

surfatron | 1 | and surfaguule | 2 | and

allow the propagation of a t ravel l ing sur-

face wave along the formed plasma column.

For these microwave structures of coupling

It is possible to obtain energy coupling

as high as 90 % and the t ravel l ing sur -

face wave propagating is a TM-one of

rad ia l and axial components for the elec-

tr ic field and azimuthal component for

the magnetic field, assuming c i l jndr ica l

coordinates . The study of this type of

s ta t ionary discharge is developped, well

enough, at fais moment and i ts most im-

portant charac ter is t ics have been reppor-

ted recently [3( ,UI , ( 5 | .

The above does not come out in the study

of these plasmas during the creation pro-

cess, where the experimental data and

the theoretical interpretat ions are ..till

limited | 6 | . In the present paper , we stu

dy the effective phase constant fi of the

travell ing surface wave, during the t r a n -

sitional process of the creation and s ta -

bilization of a plasma produced by the

same high power surface wave.

Experimental arrangement .

In R g . l , the experimental arrangement

used for the measurement of p, is shown.

It is the same interferogram method u t i l i -

zed on the continous wave case (CW) |7i

but it is modified conveniently for the

impulsion regime using a sampling system.

So, we choose the time in which the mea-

surement of ft is made from the moment

when the H.F. energy is coupled to the

plasma.

A 2.45 GHz surfatron has been used in

order to couple this H.F. energy and a

Pyrex ci l indr ical tube of 4.5mm and 6mm

of internal and external rad ius has been

employed, inside a c i l indr ica l metallic

guide-wave ( internal radius 20mm). The

gas used in the decharge has been Argon

in a laminar flowing regime, at different

pressure condit ions. The H.F. energy has

been modulated by a square pulse signal

of a width 3 msec and a period 10 msec

(impulsion regime), the incident power

being 200 w. inside the pulse .

Results and in terpre ta t ion.

By means of the referred method, diferent

plots of fl versus the position z along

the plasma column have been obtained

at different times from the beginning of

the modulator pulse. The position of the

origin has been placed at the surfatron.

Fig.2 shows how the curves move forward

and make a distance from the surfatron,

as time proceeds. The curve which a p -

pears to the far right correponds to the

stat ionary case in which jj does not chan-

ge within time. Fig. .3 has been perfor-

med from Fig. 2 and shows that the more

distanced position along the plasma co-

lumn is considered, more time is needed

to achieve the stabilized value of ft .

We estimate the stabil ization time of

|i in a par t icular position of the plasma

column as a necessary time needed to go

by so that the value of ji decays, to the
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10 % of its final value, this time measu-

red from the arrival of the ionization

front at this particular position, la Fig.4,

the position of this ionization front (I.F.)

at different instants from the beginning

of the modulator pulse have been plotted

during the creation process (curve 1) and

the slope of the tangents gives us the

velocity v. at each instant and position.

The curve S has been performed from I.F.

by adding the estimated stabilization time,

tg , , to the temporal coordinate in a par

ticular position, Similary, the slope of

the tangents at each instant and position

gives us the velocity v,. of a estimated

"stabilization front" (E.S.FJ along the

plasma column. Both curves delimit three

parts in the discharge zone: above cur-

ve 1, where it does not yet exist ioniza-

tion; under curve S, where the phase

constant of the travelling surface wave

is estimated to be stabilized; and the

intermediate zone, where the plasma has

been created but the phase constant is

estimate to be unstabilized. We observe

that tg , increases as z positions are clo-

ser to the end of the column (segment

AB), while the stabilization zone (seg-

ment BC) decreases with time and fall

down asymptotically to zero. This diminu-

tion is due to the I.F. progresses slower

than the E.S.F., although initially the

l .F. Is faster than E.5.F. and it advan-

ces along most of the column. The E.5.F.

advance velocity v<- is determined by the

tg f , at each point of the creating plasma

column.

Fig.5 shows a plot of L versus z' (po-

sition from the end of the stationary co-

lumn) for two different pressure condi-

tions. From these plots, an exponential

dependence of tg , with z' has been found

"in the majority of the column points. The

same dependence has been found for the

other pressure conditions, at least long

one part of the columns. The increase

of t .- , toward the column ends is inter-
btb

preted as a consequence of the surface

wave power decrease. That provokes the

time necessary to get the stabilization

value increase, although the electronic

density stationary value for this type

of discharge is smaller at the end of the

column. So, the encrease of tg , from a

small z of the plasma column (slat) to

the preceeding one depends on the ioni-

zating available energy fall, this fall

depending on the pressure conditions for

a given discharge radius and excitation

frequency.

Analogous plots of t , , versus z1 have

been made by stamaticn of tg , as the

necessary time to decay to the 5 % of the

(i final value (curve S'), instead of the

10 %. Similar dependence has been found,

the slopes m being closely the same in

both estimated cases, at the same pres-

sure conditions. Obviously, t<- . (5%) are

greater than V , (10%). This Constance

induces us to think the slopes m of the

plots in Fig.5 are independent on the

t - , definition, at least under 10 %. Fig.6

shows the slope dependence with the pres-

sure. A minimum of rr. has been found at

the same pressure at which a stationary

column length maximum has been done.

At this pressure, the surface wave power-

decrease towards the end of the column

is the slowest, which agrees with the

slowest increase of

Conclusion.

An exponential increase of tgt^ towards

the end of the plasma column has been

found. The encreasing rates of tg^ have

been found to be dependent of the pres-

sure conditions and independent on the

t 5*̂ -, definition. The increasing rates mi-

nimum has been related with the maximum

column length pressure, at the same
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power conditions.
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A STUDY OK STABLE OPERATION OP A SELF-^AIwTAL'IED

UPACE DISCHARGE AT LARGE INTERELECTKODK DAPS

S.A.Genkin, K.A.Klimenko, A. V.Kozyrev, Yu. D.Korol.iov,

G.A.Kesyats, Yu.W.ilovosjolov

Institute of High Current Electronics of the USSR,

Academy of Sciences Siberian Division

634055 Tomsk, pr.Akademicheeky,4

One of the techniques of ignition

of self-maintained apace discharge

consists in that a voltage exceeding

the breakdown one is applied to ele-

ctrodes and at the same time initi-

al electrons are initiated in the

gap. At a sufficiently high density

of the initial electrons,spatial

overlapping of single electron ava-

lanches occurs and the discharge be-

comes spatially uniform. To initiate

electrons UV radiation from various

types of auxilliary discharges is

connnonly utilized /1-3/. In Refs. 4

and 5, low-energy pulsed X-radiation

is suggested for gas ionization. The

present paper reports experimental

results on the ignition of a dis-

charge initiated by X-radiation with

maximum quantum energy 40 keV in

C0-:N,,:He mixtures at atmospheric

pressure in a 20 cm discharge gap.

t?. 1.

A schematic representation of

the experimental arrangement is

shovm in Pig.1. Electrodes (1,2)

were placed in the dielectric cham-

ber. The total electrode diameter

was 50 cm,while the diameter of the

operating area (flat part) at which

the discharge was ignited amounted

to 30 cm. Voltage was applied to

the electrodes from the Arkad'ev -

- Marx generator with a strike ca-

pacitance C=C /II, where II was a

number of generator stages. The vo-

ltage of every 3tage was U = 70 kV.

The total voltage U was varied by

varying the number of steps IT from

3 to 6 (U=UQ*N). The capacitor capa-

citance of a stage was either Co =

= 0,y? or C =0,25//P. The circuit

inductance was varied in the range

L = (3 t- 6)«1O"6 H.

The X-radiation source /4/ rep-

vesented an independent unit placed

on the earthed electrode (anode).

The X-radiation-aource vacuum gap

is formed of a tantalum disk 8 cm

in diameter (3) and a multipoint ca-

thode (4). The radiation WSB extra-

cted through a lavsan film 40ywm

thick placed on a supporting grid

(5).A voltage pulse across the Va-

cuum gap was generated due to dis-

charging a 0,01juP capacitor C.
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(U =20 to 40 i:V) through a control-

led gnfj-fiiled gap T... At a pressure

ranged from 10 to 10 mm Hg in

the vacuum gap the X-ray pulae dura-

tion amounted to 100 to HO no,respe-

ctively.

With the uoo of an ionization

chamber, concentrations of electrons

produced by the X-radiation in free

air v/er-c measured. Hear the inlet

window and 30 cm diotant from the

window the electron concentration

vrac n
0~

10 a n d 4«10' cm ,reapecti-

vely. Synchronization of the X-radi-

ation source and the high-volt3ge

pulse generator C operation was

accomplished riue to controlling the

• venerator spark {japs by 20 kV pulses.

Most of experiments were carried

out for the mixture CO^HptHe-i: 1:8

at atmoapheric preaaure. Fig.2a re-

preaenta a photograph of the dis-

charge occurred at the following

circuit parameters: C=C /1J=O , i/6yi< F ,

L=6'1O"6 H, the leading edge length

of the voltage puloe applied to ele-

ctrodes 1 and 2 t=150 na. It can

be seen that there took: place a ho-

mogeneous space discharge. The gas-

-diocharge plasma resistance ranged

under this conditions, from 2 \JI>/C

to \JL/C. Accordingly, the time of

energy transfer from the high - vol-

tage pulse generator to the plasma

(the duration of the discharge cur -

rent pulse) was t--jr̂ LC -10 s. The

specific energy supplied to the gas

amounted to 0,1 J/cm . A photograph

of the discharge occurred under the

same conditions but with CQ=O,25y«F

and L=3*10"6 H is shown in Fig.2b.

Here, the specific energy input was

0,25 J/cm . In the interelectrode

gap, some incomplete spark channels

can be seen that have intergrown

from the cathode side. Most of the

gap, however, waa homogeneously

filled with plasma.

In the experiments, the influence

of various factors on the discharge

behaviour was iiiveetigated. A change

in the delay tine between the end of

an X-radintion pulae and the begin-

ning of the voltage pulBe applica -

tion to the gas gap in the range 0

to 500 na exerts no effect on both

the oecillographic current traces

and the discharge appearance. Varia-

tion of the X-radiation source vol-

tage U1 in the range 30-40 kV has

no effect on the discharge, too.

X, cm

8 -

2 -

0 1 Z h,kV/ns

Fig. 3.

The discharge behaviour depends
on the rate of rise h of the vol-
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tage pulse applied to the electro-

des. T/ith h2-2,6 kV/na, we have the

discharge appearance like that

shoivn in Fig.2a. As h decreases,

incomplete spark channels appear in

the gap, whose length x increases

with decreasing h (Pig.3). These

effect could be interpreted as fol-

lows. Let it be that a concentration

of initiating electrons n has been

produced in the interelectrode gap.

On applying to the gap a slowly ri-

sing voltage pulse the drift motion

of initiating electrons toward the

anode is the dominative process at

first moments. As a result, a region

poor in electrons forms near the ca-

thode. In this region, weakly condu-

cting streamer channels form. Later

on, their conductivity rises and

they intergrow toward the cathode.

In order to supress this effect it

is necessary to initiate electrons

all over the time of pulse rise. In

our experiments, this was achieved

by using four X-radiation sources

that were placed on the anode. They

were turned on sequentially in time

and their total operation time amo-

unted to about 400 ns. In this time,

the incomplete spark channels could

be eliminated.
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ELECTRON DENSITY DIAGNOSTICS IN MICROWAVE DISCHARGES FROM IU TO IOO TORR .

A. Granier, C. Boisse-Laporte, E. Bloyet, P. Leprince, J. Marec

Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas

Universite Paris-Sud, Orsay, FRANCE:

Argon plasma have been produced by surfa-

ce waves in a capillary quartz tube (inside

diameter 0 = 3.5 mm) at 210 MHz. Pressure

range was 10 Torr to 100 Torr, without gas

flow and the microwave input powers were a

few hundred watts. The plasma column exhibits

a longitudinal density gradient.

Under the experimental conditions the

electron density range which can be expected

is 10 1 3 cm"3 to a few 1014 cm'3. This range

corresponds to the validity limit of most

diagnostic nethods. It is the reason whereby

the aim of this paper is the electron densi-

ty determination from three methods.

Experimental set-up is shown on figure 1.

It includes the plasma production system

(210 MHz generator and surfatron) and the

diagnostics parts. An optic fiber connected

to a Spectrometer is used for stark broade-

ning. An electrical antenna moving along the

discharge provides the phase measurements

either at 210 MHz or at 2450 MHz with a test
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wave (2450 MHz generator and surfaguide).

First method we used is Stark broadening.

A small percentage of hydrogen (<1% requi-

red for a discharge of the same characteris-

- t ics) is added to Argon. Then from the 486.1

nm Hn spectra l ine broadening, value of elec-
ts M

tron density n 8 is deduced.

Secondly, the wavelength of the surface

wave generated at 210 MHz which depends on
210

the axial position, x (z), can be determi-

ned from phase measurement of the electric

field E. [1] .

Thirdly a surface wave, excited by the

surfaguide at 2450 MHz can be propagated

along the plasma column created at 210 MHz.

The only requirement is a low power level

for the wave to prevent an additional ionisa-

tion (a few watts). Phase measurement of the

Electric Field corresponding to the surface

wave at 2450 MHz provides the wavelength

Fig 1 •• Exptrimcntal S«l-up

Phase measurements need the solution of

the Dispersion Equation to deduce electron

density.[2]. In the pressure range we used

the electron neutral collision frequency u is

nearly 10 S . Thus v is quite egal to the

excitation frequency at 2450 MHz and nearly

ten times it at 210 MHz. So the ratio v/u>

(>1) has to be taken into account in the

Dispersion Equation. Values \(ne) at 210 MHz

(resp 2450 MHz) are plotted on Figure 2-a

(resp 2-b) for different values of \>.

Thus at 210 MHz (v = 5 to 10 i»210), * stron-

gly depends on v, as soon as the electron

density exceeds a few 10 cm" . Therefore

phase measurement at 210 MHz provide an

electron density profile n (z) depending
e, v
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2 9 >0'"

t 9 to ' "

value of n (r)

9 a? w afl as IO

F i g 2 - B 2 4 5 8 MH* ui • 1 .34 l » » , '

Fio 2 1 Electron Density ucrsus waueleng

nphase
/ 2nr n (r) dr = JT
c e e

where a is the tube radius, while nHs is

nearly the raaximun value of the electron den-

si ty (density on the axis). (For instance for

a Bessel radial prof i le n™ax = 2.4 n~ )

In anyway when the pressure is increasing,

the rat io between nHB and n
p h a s e is increa-

G Q

sing too. Till now, we are not able to ex-

plain this result, nevertheless we can sug-

gest that we have to take into account the

plasma size as a parameter. Effectively when

the pressure is increasing, the plasma is

pinched and as soon as the discharge does no

more fill the tube, the phase measurements

have no more physical meaning. So further

experiments have to be realized to look for

the influence of the plasma size.

on v.

On the other hand, at 2450 MHz we can

expect v < <"245cr
 Tnen x weakly depends

on v and the phase measurement at 2450 MHz

provides a direct diagnostic of n (z) i.e

Results of these three diagnostics of

electron density are plotted on Figure.3

for three typical pressures 20, 50, 100 Torr.
At 210 MHz v is chosen so that n 210 (z)

2450 e'u

fits with rig 3 (z) which enables us to de-
duce values of v, i.e, 6.5 109 S~l at 20
Torr and about 1.3 10 1 0 S"1 at 50 and 100
Torr.

Figure 3 exhibits a fairly good agree-

ment between results deduced from both

phase measurements.

On the other hand we note that nH8 is

much greater than n P
h a s e by a ratio three

(or ever more at 100 Torr). A first explai-

nation of this discrepancy could be the

following. n£ h a s e is a radially averaged

REFERENCES
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53, 2920

[2] C. Boisse-Laporte, 1984, Int. Rep.
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HIGH PRESSURE DISCHARGE IN HITROGEW INDUCED

BY CIRCULARY POLARIZED MICROWAVE RADIATION

S.I* Gritainln, I.A. Kossyi, N.M. Taraeova.

Institute of General PhyaiOB

USSR Academy of Sciences, MOBOOW, USSR

In a series of applications

(plasmachemistry, molecular lasers,

production- of radio-reflecting layers

in atmosphere) a fundamental problem

arises to produce spatially homoge-

neous microwave discharges. However,

at high pressure the discharges for-

med by linearly polarized microwave

radiation are known to oonsiat of

thin filaments spread along the mic-

rowave eleotrio field - lines fi,2J.

The inhomogeneity observed is usually

attributed to an instability which

in its nature is similar to thermal-

ionization one [3J.

It is reasonable to suppose

that when using circular polarization

the instability would be suppressed

since the electric field has no pre-

ferential direction in this oaee.

In order to test this concept,

the experiment in the arrangement

shown in Pig.1 was carried out. The

horn-lense antenna produoes a oonver-

ging microwave beam in the metal ves-

sel. The parameters of microwave

radiation are:

wavelength 7\ = 2 om;

pulse duration V ^ 100 mcs;

electric field amplitude

£>-S6 kV/cm.

The beam waist radius is r-«7< « R

(H being the vessel radius). The ele-

ctric field distribution is quasi-

Gaussian.

The vessel was filled with nit-

rogen of technical or especially pu-

rity at pressure 50 Torr-g p^ 800 Torr»

The values of the B*/n0 parameter

were in the range (1 f 5)*10 V-om ,

this being well below the threshold

of a self-maintained discharge (E«=

Enf20+coi/y*/y)j » where Ve*f Is the

effeotive frequency of eleotron -

neutral collisions, CO is the micro-

wave circular frequency, nQ is the

concentration of molecules).

Since the initial level of mic-

rowave field,being below the thre-

shold, the discharge was initiated

by a laser flare located outside the

microwave beam [il«

In the experiment, the micro-

wave polarization could be changed

from linear to circular. It was

found that in the both oases of li-

near and circular polarization the

discharge starts at the initiator

and then runs towards the mlorowave

source*

The oharaoteristic integrated

photoes of the discharge are presen-

ted in Fig.2,3. The rates of axial

and radial expansion of the dischar-

ge were measured using a image oon-

verter and intencifier <P3P -7.

The results obtained alow the

following conclusions to be made:

a) In the both oases of linear and

circular polarization the discharge
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appears at the initiator and moves to-

wards the radiation source with supar-

aonio velocity of V %> 10J om/a. The

speed of axial motion weakly depends

on polarisation.

b) In the both casea the discharge

is "fcrotigly inhomogeneoua and oon-

slsta of a set of bright filaments.

In the linearly polarized wave the

filaments tend to lie along the elec-

tric field vector, In the oase of

oirculor polarization there is no

such preferential direction. The cha-

racteristic transversal dimensions

of the filaments are 0.3 -r 0.5 mm

for both caaafl.

We must ooncludej thereforei

that usige of circularly polarized

microwave radiation does not improve

homogeneity of the discharge.

Fig.1. The experimental setup.

1 - Vacuum chamber.

2 - Microwave focused lens.

5 - Microwave detector.

4 - Image converter and intensifier.

5 - PhotograpMc camera.

6 - Breakdown initiator.

Fig.2. Photoen of the dicnharp;o. ^

near polarization

a) ID vector in in the figure plane.

b) E vector coincides with the pho-

tographing direction.

Pig.3. Photoen of the dJ.scharge. Cir-

cular polarization. The photographing

directions is the same as in
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GLOW DISCHARGE POSITIVE COLUMN OF THE KEON, OXYGEN AND THEIH

MIXTURES

V§ra Hrachovdi

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University,
Prague, Czechoslovakia

Plasma parameters of the positi-

ve column - exip.l electric field,

elect.cn lenstty and electron colli-

sion frequency are determined. All

parameters are measured in the depen-

dence on the discharge current, gas

pressure and ratios of both gases in

the mixtures.

Introduction

It is important to know physi-

cal behaviour of the oxygen both pu-

re and in the mixtures with rare ga-

ses, because they are media frequent-

ly used in the gaseous lasers and in

the different plasmochemical equip-

ments .

In our case, the positive column

of gxow discharge was studied in the

neon-oxygen mixture from experimental

poit of view, in the mixture pressu-

re range from 67 to 800 Pa, it means

for these conditions, when is possi-

ble to find so called H and T forms

in the positive column of the pure

oxygen glow discharge. These two

forms differ in the axial electric

field (H-form with higher value of

this parameter and T-form with the

lower one), in the plasma parameters,

in the instabilities and in the emit-

ted spectram (e.g. [1, 2] ). The pre-

sence of the rare gas has influence

on the existence of these two forms

[ij , f 3J , so that this influence

will be also studied.

Experimental conditions

All our experiments have been

performed in a discharge tube of a

U-shape, the length of its straight

part was 0.4 m. the part with plati-

num electrodes was 0.1 m long. The
_2

discharge tube diameter was 2x! 0m .

In the discharge tube there were

placed (on the anode and cathode

side of tube) two couples of plati-

num probes for axial electric field

measurements. The electron density

and the effective collision frequen-

cy of the electrons were determined

by means of the microwave toroidal

resonator method (frequency range

2 GHz). All plasma parameters were

measured in the dependence on the

discharge current ( 5 - 3 0 mA), on

the total pressure of the mixture

(67 - 800 Pa) and for different, ra-

tio* of both gases in the mixfure

(5, 20, 50, 80 and 95* of the neon

in the mixture). The measurements

were realized both for the anode

and for the cathode side of the dis-

charge tube, but results presented

in this paper figures correspond to

the anode side only.
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Resuita
Dependence of the electric field

on the discharge current and on the
gas pressure for both pure gases is
shown In the figure 1. It Is evident
for the pure oxygen, the transition
between T and H forms, in the case of
pressures 800 and 530 Pa. On the cat-
hode side of the discharge tube, this
transition for higher discharge cur-
rents exists. In the figure 2 are
the dependences of the electron den-
sity, also for both pure gases. This
plasma parameter is in a pure neon
higher then in the H-form of pure
oxygen for all measured cases.Tran-
sition between both forms is seen
too - increas of the axial electric
field in the

Fig. 1: Axial electric field for
pressures:«...800Pa,+...530
Pa, o... 27OPs, A. • • 133Pa,«=. 67Pa

Fig. 2: Electron density for the
pressures:*... S00 Pa,+ ...
530 Pa,o...270 Pa, z...U3Pa,
o • • • 67 Pa

H-form corresponds to the decreaa of
the electron density. The influence
of the neon on the T-form existen-
ce is seen from the figure 3, where
the dependence of the electric field
on the different concentration of
the neon in the mixture for all stu-
died pressures is shown. In the case
of 20 mA (full line), when la the
pure oxygen the H-fonn exists only,
value of the axial electric field de-
creases with increasing portion of
the neon in the mixture near the va-
lue for the pure neon. In the case
of discharge current 10 mA (dashed
line), it is possible to find for
5% of the neon in the mixture (pre-
ssure 800 Pa),the transition bet-
ween T and H forms. For the cathode
side these transition also exists
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Fig.3; kxial electric field for pre»

sures:*...800Pa,+...530Pa,o..

.270Pa,A...1J3Pa,a... 67Pa.

for 209a of the neon (for 800?a) ana

for 5% of the neon (for 530 Pa), but

for discharge currents lower then •

aiA. The electron density (figure 4)

follows this transition and its va-

lues era between values for pure oxy-

gen (H-form) and pure neon. In the fi-

gure 5 is shown the course of the

collision frequency for discharge

current 20 mA. Its dependence is si-

milar for all measured pressures: in

the mixtures is collision frequency

lower then in pure gases, probably

due to insufficiency of the fast

electrons in the mixtures.,
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ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND AXIAL ELECTRIC FIELD IN A

MEDIUM PRESSURE He Ne AND He-Ar GAS MIXTURE

RECTANGULAR TUBE POSITIVE COLUMN PLASMA

T. Kaneda'.T. Kubota'and Jen-Shih Chang +

'Department of Electronics Engineering

Tokyo Denki University, Tokyo, Japan

+ Department of Engineering Physics

McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

Canada L8S4M1

Introduction

The electron temperature, T8, and axial electric

field, E z in a medium pressures (P > 0.1 Torr) He-Ne and

He-Ar gas mixture rectangular tube positive column

plasma has been studied both experimentally and

theoretically. Studies of rectangular shaped gas dis-

charge tube positive column plasma has been conducted

by numerous authors (1-4|. However, the influence of

gas-mixture has not been investigated. These factors

have increased in importance as a result of recent

developments in gaseous lasers [2], plasma enhance

chemical deposition and etching techniques for

semiconductor processings.

Experimental Apparatus

Rectangular DC discharge tube used in the

present investigation is shown schematically in Figure 1.

The minor-to-major axis ratio t = (1/10) and (1/2) of

rectangular DC discharge tube was used together with

four radially moveabie electrostatic probes for plasma

density Ne, electron temperature and axial electric field

and its profile measurements.

Plesma Chemistry

Two-dimensional charge transport and the

electron energy conservation equations which contains,

ionization elastic collisions, volume recombinations, ion-

molecule reactions, thermal conductions and diffusions,

were needed to determine the plasma density profiles,,

axial electric field and electron temperatures for He-Ne,

and He-Ar gas mixtures. The basic reactions involved in

these gas mixtures are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for He-

Ne and He-Ar mixtures respectively, where reactions

rates are summarized in References (51 and 181 From the

reaction rates in Figures 2 and 3, and the numerical

predictions of Ichikawa and Teii (6) for the He-Ne

positive column plasmas, we obtain dominant ions as

shown in Table I. For the He-Ne system, significant

amounts of molecule ions will be generated, even small

amounts of Ne mixture ratio in medium pressure

conditions, while molecule ions of Ar 2
+ only exist when

Ar mixture ratio exceed 10% in a He-Ar system.

Experimental Results

Electron temperature as a function of gas

pressure is shown in Figure 4 for various minor-to-major

axis ratio and the percentage gas mixture for various

pressures in Figure 5. Figures 4 and 5 show that the

electron temperature observed to be decreases with

increasing minor-to-major axis ratios due to the

decreasing effective diffusion loss [ 11. Nonmonotonic gas

pressure and percentage mixture of Ar or Ne dependence

of electron temperature has been observed, where the

minimum electron temperature located in the range of 2

S P 4 7 Torr which depend on the percent mixture of Ne

or Ar. The enhancement of the electron temprature only

observed in small N e / d l c f N n l or Ar/(Ile + Ar)

conditions. These facts may be due to the electron

temperature enhancement by volume recombination loss

ofHeNe + ,Ne.2
+ and Ar2

+ ions|4,7|.

The effect of Ihe percent gas mixtures, minor-to-

iiiajor axis ratios and gas pressures on the axial electric

field for the He-Ar and He-Ne systems is shown in

Figures 6 to 9. The axial electric field Ez/P decreases
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with increasing (Jus pressures and percent mixture1 <>f At

gus However, nonmonotonic Ne/(l lo f Ne) dependence nl'

E2/P haa bc<;n observed as one can expect f rom (he

electron temperature enhancement in Figure 5
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.'JPATIALLY PERIODICAL CONTRACTION CV

couji.w OF TH;; GLO:1.1 TJXOGHAKGF.

G . F . Ka r a b a d z n k, V . D . F e a '•< ov

Institute for Physical Problems
^ ' Moscow

7!i>": y*C.>VriVl;

It i5 well known that in the

positive column of the glow discharge

there ia a number of different in-

stabilities [ i ] . ootne of them, for

example, periodical in time contrac-

tion o c c u r e near the critical cur-

rent of contraction \ . This pheno-

menon appears ao a periodical struc-

ture of.' a.i.i'luaive and contracted do-

main."', \vrich are moving quickly

alonn '••^" tube ox.io (~1Oh cm/.gee).

It v;ii.q carefully investigated by the

authors 'he papers [2,3j»

We succeeded in discovering u

phenomenon of the stable in time,

spatially periodical contraction

(SPC) of the positive column of clow

discharge.

Experiments were carried out in

noble Kiisos, air, H 2, C0 2, N 2, ('H/,

and in son.e of their mixtures at the

presMuro from 10 Torr to 1 afcm. A

glow discharge wan lit up in glass

or quartz 10 - 50 cm lon^; tubon of

inner dj.amoter 3 mm - 10 cm. Luring

the experiments discharge current

varied from 10 to 50 mA and cliach-

arce voltage from 0.5 to 55 kV. For

all the inveatiyated ,-_$ase3 we were

able to choose pressure, tube diame-

ter and tube length such that the

contractj.on occured at the certain

current I = I „ At the name time in

the narrow current range near I c

C I/Ic~5/5) a longitudinally inhomo-

geneoua contraction practically al-

ways appeared with characteristic

period of the order ol" tube <i\.hr.<;L<>r.

The appearance c-C this i:;!u.i,7ic\-e-

neit,7 depen led essentially on the

kind of A goo. Fnr t-x:<:r\ le , in K, the

[ilic-nomenon oL' the cc: ri'.r'ic tion , which

is spetially inh'.r': :-.,;n .•"us alc.ng t.j.e

tube axis, wan oft, en d tsplajj c<l as t.iu;

periodic eltornati-un of strongly ex-

pressed confcrnctod und diffusive re-

Eeona cf the .̂'ositive column if~iq.t~)

and v/a.s observed from the low (~A3

Torr) up to hi,'-h (~1 utr.) pressure.

Concerning other molecular ^asea, the

Ff-9t'£hc cypical picture that i£
observed at the ."PC.

,iPC was observe'! at comparatively low

pressure ( 10 - 100 Torr) ami was not

always accurately periodical in space.

He also (mcceedod in orc&nizin,1; of

the SPC in noble .'jases, but much cr.ru

efforts should be appli/.J for uio t-r-

fjanisation conp-'-red wiUi ;:.ulecular

Cases. For instance, th-; .'.i:0 occurud

in the 1.7 cm dianetor qu.jj't/, tubt!

filled by krypton at the ?t> iorr pre-

ssure moved slowly with the rate of

a few cm/aec toward the ci-.iho.ie. In

other noble casts th-- effect of tho

oPC was observed during the G,.vrr;.l

secondes when the ;yM) was yluvvly

flashing alont:; the tube arai at the

moment when the flow rute «as chanr;-
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ing sharply,

It should be outlined that the

regime of SPC excitation depended

FLq.Z The SPC in argon,

strongly on the some factors, which

is not clear at first sight, such as

the tube walls and electrodes heat-

ing, or vise versa on their cooling.

As the result, the experiments asso-

ciated with the SPC was not excelen-

tly reproducable. Nevertheless, the

phenomenon ot the SPC seems to be

common enough and occures always un-

der the certain conditions, that is

the higher pressure compared with

the pressure when striations are ex-

cited and I = Ic.

The potential distribution along

the tube axis under the SPC conditi-

ons was measured. The brightness di-

stribution of visible light and VUV

radiation was measured as well by

means of photomultipliers and coun-

ters, which were sensitive to the

1050 - 1650 & radiation. A typical

results are shown in Ft<j,3 . The

curyea, display that in the contrac-

§
/

Flg.3

I 3 S 7 X,cm
ted region the maximum of radiation

brightness (solid line) is accompa-

nied by the electrical field (dashed

line) minimum and vise versa is in

the diffusive region. Notice, that

the inverse picture is typical for

stationary striations. Discharge cur-

rent oscillations were not observed

at the SPC appearance.

The stationary atriationa as

well as the moving ones can be exci-

ted aimultanuesly with the SPC at a

lowered pressure p = 10 - 100 Torr

). And what's more, one can

generate striations both in a diffu-

sive part of the positive column and

in a contracted one. This fact shows

that the SPC end stratification of a

positive column are not only diffe-

rent but alao mutually independed

phenomena. The different origins of

mentioned phenomena are also indica-

ted by the fact that the SPC is ex-

cited at higher preasurea, compared

with the stationary striations [4-J.

The SPC as ftr as we know have

neither been observed earlier, nor

been predicted. In particular, it

could not be explained within the

frames of the theory described in

papera[5j. One can suggest the fo-

llowing qualitative interpretation

of the phenomenon observed. The con-

traction of the diffusive discharge

at I = Ic may be resulted from local

fluctuations at any point of the po-

sitive column. The strong positive

apace charge q+ locating within the

region approximately of the same

size as the discharge diameter neces-

sary appears. This apace charge cur-

ves the current lines and decreases

the external electrical field behind

itaelf. Henoe,. the contraction spre-

ads toward the anode. At the dis-

tance of the order of discharge dia-

meter the electrical field E increa-

ses again and the diffusive discharge

recovery conditions are fulfilled,Here
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another -ioaujin boundary occurea. The

q_ appearing at this

eulargaa the electr-

ical Tf- ' i within the diffusive do-

main <••': •'<; j •b'jrge and decreases

tlilo fi i.i. within the centrected one.

Thiti t:<..;.a!j can be repeated and the

spatial altering of the e3.ectric.al

field nakea it atable. Naturally,

when the current I = I c these do-

mains vend to join. However, when

the thr; ,i.i~.9ntiou3 of diffusive do-

main a:-.- becoming email, at fixed

valuer or q_ and 4+, the electrical

f. 1^1 •. i' :bia domain increases re-

aultinf. in the stabilization of the

picture-. TLe temporal stationarity

of the .Slr'C can be explained, to our

point" of viyw, by the principal role

of tharmel raechanizm of contraction

in this cuse (the higher pressure).

Hencef any thermal iahomogeneity for

example nc-£ir the cathode region,

makes the oPC atab3.e» In order to

teat such the explanation we perfor-

med the experiments of the local co-

oling of the discharge tube walls.

The positive column exhibited in

this caae (discharge current I and

voltage U are fixed) SPC in wider

current range ( I/Ics20-30%) than

that without cooling. This result

points again to the strong influence

of the thermal condition of tube

walls and electrodes upon the repro—

ducibliity of the experiments asso-

ciated with SPC.

It should be noted that in 80»e

cases (the lower pressure) the SPC

can not be atable [?]« According to

the explanation proposed by tiio au-

thora of this work the contraction

is due to the increase of the elect-

ron concentration followed by max-

wellization of the i)i:/tri t;uS,ii>u func-

tion. Therefore, the t,lerii.;jl iuhouiii-

genities of glow dj m-Avw&i io Dot

3tabiliza the SPC ivsd the sppo •.• rsnsi;

of rapidly moving ilif fu!;i ̂'e aiul «r,D.™

tractad reglor.ts ia oi-'yoi'Mcd.

T h e l D 6 t B . l : i l i l . j ' 'JT t O s i ' , i v C T ...*_••

luran, wticli ia deacrJtou here, c:»n

cauae undeflirable occurxciice in £c~-

seous lasers [i ] aa well as in gu-

seous oountera, that operate in a

glow discharge mode \_J']-

The suiali value of total elec-

trical field is uecrsuiwj for con-

traction, i.e. in this •••ose the. cur-

rent at the periphsrial region of ths

discharge vanishes due to the recoBi-

binatlon.

''^If the current I C I tube diame-

ter and pressure arts fixed, the dia-

meter of the contracted region is de-

termined and hence, the values of tb.e

spatial charges q+ and q_ are also

approximately constant irrespective

of their position along fcue axis.
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BEAM DIVERGENCE AND EMITTANCE OF THE NEUTRAL INJECTOR RF-PLASMA SOURCE RIG 10

M.Kaufmann, J.Freisinger

1st Institute of Physics

Giessen University, Heinrich-Buff-Ring 16, D-6300 Giessen, FRG

Introduction
One of the main problems in fusion torus-
machines is the heating of the hydrogen
plasma up to the temperature of thermo-
nuclear burn. The injection of intense,
high-energy neutral hydrogen beams into the
torus of a fusion reactor (neutral injection)
seems to be an effective method of additio-
nal plasma heating (1).

In the course of a 7-yrs research program
(1) we developed rf-ion sources for neutral
injection called RIG (Radio-frequency In-
jection Ion Generator)? Compared to otFer
types of neulral injectors the rf-neutral
injector has some advantages (1).

The distance between the ion source and the
target (to>-us plasma) is in jctual fusion
facilities about 10 m. The particles must be
transmitted over this distance with extremly
low losses. The divergence of the beam must
be kept very small (about 1 deg.). Therefore,
the effects leading to beam broadening are
of important significance.

These effects are:

o The non-uniformity of the plasma
potential in the ion source (2) and

o the random motions of the beam
ions (emittance) (3).

The beam divergence and the emittance are a
measure for the quality of the ion source.

Experimental Set-up

The mechanical and electrical assembly of
the rf-plasma source RIG 10 is very simple
and very rigid (Fig.1).

The cylindrical discharge chamber (10 cm
diam., made of quartz) is surrounded by the
induction coil of the rf-generator (20 kW)
which couples the rf-power into the dis-
charge plasma. The ion beam (200 mA/cm2)
will be extracted by a 3-grid-extraction-
system (accel-decel-technique).

Fig.2 shows the equipment for determining
the emittance (3). The "movable orifice
system" will be moved across the ion beam
by a computer controlled step-motor. Behind
the orifice the remaining ion current is

gathered by 15 small collectors. The signal
of the radial position of the crifice in
the beam and the different collector signals
(via a multiplexer) are fed into a computer
(Z 80), where they are stored, evaluated,
and plotted in an emittance-diagram.

Results

1. Emittance:
For illustration a typical computer plott
of an emittgnce-diagram is given in Fig.3.
In this special case (discharge power 1.3
kW, beam voltage 12 kV) the emittance is
263 mm x mrad.
Basing on similar plotts, the influence qf
the beam voltage fFiq.4) and of the nega-
tive voltage of the 2nd grid (Fig.5) on the
emittance had been investigated.

2. Beam Divergence:

In order to determine the minimum bê ni
divergence, beam profiles (Fig.6) at dif-
ferent operation conditions had been re-
gistered 70 cm downstream the hydroqen
plasma source RIG 10.

Fig.7 indicates that beam broadening in-
creases somewhat with increasing (negative)
voltages of the 2nd grid. Optimum working
conditions are between - 250 V and - 500 V.

Also the discharge pre^r.ure influences the
beam divergence. It is less with higher
discharge pressures (Fig.8). This relation
is caused by the increase of the proton
ratio in the beam (compared to the hydrogen
molecule ratio) (4).

For the further experiments the discharge
pressure of 10 jjbar (1 Pa) has been chosen.
When the discharge power is enlarged, the
temperature of the discharge ions rises.
The intensified thermal movement superposes
now on the velocity of the beam ions re-
sulting in a higher divergence (Fig.9).
Therefore, the beam voltage must be in-
creased simultaneously to keep the beam
divergence unchanged (see Fig.10). The
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minimum divergence angle is found in Fig.9
by asymtotic approach to be 1.1 deg.

At this minimum beam divergence the beam
voltage and the rf-discharge power are pro-
portional (Fig.10).
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THE ANODE REGION STRUCTURE OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW

DISCHARGE IN THE HELIUM FLOW

Kiselevskii L.I. , Masu<~enko S.L., Makarevich A.N., Soloviyanchik D.A.

Institute of Physics, BSSR Academy of Sciences, 220602
Minsk, USSR

In previous papers [ 1j, it was

established that vibrations are gene-

rated over the frequency range .̂ ~

~; 1*2 MHz in the anode region of at-

mospheric pressure glow discharge in

the helium flow. Depending on dis-

charge parameters the vibration spec-

trum appears to be either noise (with

two maxima at ̂ ~ 0.84 MHz and X, ~

Crl.64 MHz) or regular with a series

of harmonics ^=*t? o( V o-
0' 2 1 MHz»

H. ̂. 4) • In the present communication

it is shown that running strata,which

are generated in the anode region of

the glow discharge in the helium flow

due to thermocurrent instability can

be the source of observed vibrations.

A possibility of thermocurrent

instability development in nonequili-

brium low ionized helium plasma was

pointed out in f3i» where a stability

analysis of the uniform stationary

state of such plasma was made. The

latter yields a dispersion relation

for perturbations ~ eXp(-(U)t +• t

~ hi C E a r e ̂ O!l an<* electron

drift velocities, 'V; is the ionisat-

ion rate, jj. — "b'k'[/'c>(!n£: . It is seen

that perturbations ~ C-XP (-iOt + iK%)
r ^

will be unstable for K> {V;(i+ ^j/jj- ) /

This condition is fulfilled in the

nonequilibrium low-ionised helium

plasma for 3.10"17V-cm2 < E /AI <
— 17 2

7*10 V-cm [3j. A stabilizing term

In (1) D u Dg are electron diffusion

and thermodiffusion" coefficients,res-

pectively, U; f(t are ion and elect-

ron mobilities' ( /^/W < 0)> V; £ =.

caused by plasma neu-

t ra l i ty violation for the increment

of thermocurrent instability is given

in F J J ' ^ n fche experimental condit-

ions being considered space charge

relaxation time T« — -*— (G i s the pla-

sma conductivity) i s much less than

electron energy distribution relaxat-

ion time ~Cn , BO that the correspond-
-i -2

ing term equals TLTM =:10 by an or-

der of magnitude and can be neglect-

ed. The vibration frequencies obtain-

ed from (l) are in good agreement

with experimental ones for A — TT" —
-2 0 5 -1

2l2»10 cm. In this case -^2: 8*10 s

and instability increment J~4*10 s .

In the considered experiments

the two-dimensional fc/V parameter di-

stribution resulted from independent

measurements of electric field inten-

sity F ( by a Langmuir probe) and gas
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density /V (by holographic interfere- be and photo-electron multiplier. The

metry technique) £ 2~]. The E^^distri- results obtained are shown in Fig.2.

bution in the anode region of the

discharge is shown in Fig.I. The Fi

r
2

-17 2
gure shows a layer where 3*10 V-cm

^ £/•,/<, 7" 10 V'Cin and, thus, the

'Vsm2

instability region

Fig.1. E/N distribution

condition necessary for thermocurrent

instability development

is fulfilled. As illustrated in the

Figure the layer thickness is about

0.6*0.8 nun.

The vibration intensity distri-

bution along the discharge gap was

determined, both with a Langmuir pro-

8 'JL,mm
Fie.

Vibration intensity distribution

It is .seen from the Figure that the

vibration intensity distribution has

a maximum in the plasma layer located

at Ĉ  0. 5 nun from the anode surface

and exceeds that approximately ten-

fold in the discharge positive co-

lumn. This fact, confirms the assumpt-

ion that vibrations considered are

due So running strata generated in

the discharge anode region owing to

the thermocurrcnt instability develo-

pment .

A stroboscopic effect was used

[?.] for direct registration of run-

ning strata. In these experiments the

visible discharge radiation was focu-

sed by high-speed camera lens on the

rotating mirror (the discharge was

arranged so that its axis was paral-

lel to that of mirror rotation). A

discharge image developed by a high-

speed c.imera mirror was registered by

a photographic camera. The experi-

ments s.howed that when a discharge

generates regular vibrations the ano-

de region image at definite frequen-

cies of the high-speed camera mirror

rotation splits into a series of dark
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and bright spots which are close to

parallelograms in shape (a strohosco-

pic effect occurs). This i s r:t-.cn from

Fig.J which was obtained at a mirror

rotat ion angular velocity of St ~
2 — 1

—7»S"10 s • When a discharge genera-

tes irregular vibrations the anode

region image at- any frequency of the

mirror rotation resembles boiling

liquid. The height of parallelograms

EH?

flnsde
Fig.3 Strohoscopic picture of tiu;

discharge

represented in Fi{;.3 approaches 0.1

cm, and it corresponds to the thick-

ness h of the anode region layer,

where running strata are generated.

The absolute value of strata phase

velocity can be estimated from the

angle between the parallelogram late-

ral side and the horizontal (flî 4 5 *•

r60 ) and it Amounts to licit Ox d T

1J 2 # 1 0 cra/s. The generated vibration

frequency can also be estimated from

Fig.3s | 0 — 2, 1' lO
5s" , this value ag-

rees with the intermaximal distance

in the regular vibration spectrum

The noise vibration frequency

and amplitude dependences ̂ n dischar-

ge current I arc shown in Fig.4a,b,

respectively. It is Been from (l)

that they are determined by "\T[(I)

dependence (orifj^To^ , Xa i s the gas

n -.<*-
_i i_i_

m
w
m

A,d8

-20

•50

-t,0
j 1 U».

0,3 0,5 1,0 1.5 I ) A

i;; .4. Vibration frequency (a) and
amplitude (b) dependence on
di scliarso current

n -- °"

tempcraturo) , which, in turn, is <ie-

fined by an ion—neutral interact inn

potential. For model potential U (r) :

c h n v e

- j - - K l + t / n c^ - j and f o r 8 < , h < ° ° '
"*" \ - 1 / —XI
amounts to M{ -^ T"a -f" Q̂ F o r

the vibration ampij tude wo have

A pooti a;;rct'iiit"tit- between these depcn —

dencf.'s arid experimental data (Fl;>-4 )

confirms the assumption tliat the

thermocurrent i n s t ab i l i t y can cause

a running s t ra ta generation in the

specified diKChargc.
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CALCULATION OF THE POPULATION OENSITIES OF THE EXCITED ATOMIC

LEVELS IN STATIONARY AND TRANSIENT HELIUM GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMAS

N.N.Ljepojevid* and J.M.Labat**

Institute of Physics,P.O.Box 57, Beograd, Yugoslavia
**
Department of Physics and Meteorology,P.O.Box 550,Beograd,Yugoslavia

Population densities of the excited

helium levels have been calculated for the

experimental conditions of glow discharge

plasmas. Along with the populations the ato-

mic and molecular ion concentations are cal-

culated simultaneously. A special attention

is paid to the calculation of the electron

energy distribution function. To this end

the Vriens two electron energy group model

is adopted. Optical opacity for particular

lines is taken into account and calculated

in selfconsistent way using Holstein model.

The collisional-radiative model of

the plasma allows for a number of atomic and

molecular processes. Helium atom is approxi-

mated by a model that distinguishes the sta-

tes up to principal quantum number n=3. The

levels higher than n=3 are treated as hydro-

genic. The singlet and triplet levels are

treated separately.

Ttie system of the simultaneous diffe-

rential kinetic equations is integrated nu-

merically for two discharge regim«r. 1) sta-

tionary regime for several gas pressures,

discharge currents and discharge tube radii,

2) transient regime initiated by a short

current pulse. The results of the calculati-

on are found to be in excellent agreement

with experiment.

The problem we triud to solve was to

model the helium glow discharge positive

column, driven in a tube of radius R at a

given gas pressure and discharge current,

that is perturbed by a short current pulse.

The final aim was to' calculate the time

behaviour of excited atom population densi-

ties, electron number density and energy

distribution function. This work was initi-

ated by an unsettled question of second

spectral line intensity maximum that appe-

ars in eariy afterglow of a plasma perturbed

by some mean (1),(..') and (3). Detailed

collisional-raoiative model of the helium

plasma that was considered included numero-

us processes that were assumed to play im-

portant role in the plasma (4). We have as-

sumed that the positive column plasma is

diffusion controlled. The set of kinetic

equations for population densities was sol-

ved using electron distribution function

that was calculated simultaneously in a

selfconsistent way, adopting Vriens model

(5) for transient plasmas. Perturbation was

modelled by a current pulse of the given

intensity and duration. For initial condi-

tions the stationary values were taken, ob-

tained by solving the system by the relax-

ation method (5),(7). Effective radiative

transition probabilities are also time de-

pendent and were calculated in a selfcon-

sistent way. For electron collision proces-

ses we used cross sections of Fujimoto (8).

ResjJ_Us

The system of simultaneous differen-

tial equations has been initially inteqra-

ted numerically for a stationary plasma

supposing a discharge driven in a tube of

0.4 cm ID at pressures 267, 534 ar-i 1069 Pa

and discharge currents 25, 50 and 100 mA.
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The results show that increase of dischar-

ge current causes proportional increase of

electron concentration and a slight decre-

ase of electron temperature. Figure I. sho-

ws a relaxation of 23S, 23P and 33P levels

towards a stationary state and also the va-

lues of uiectron concentration and parame-

ters T. and T\ that determine the electron

distribution function of the bulk and tail.

10

Figure 1.

The TciDle ! contains calculated values of

population densities of the f i r s t four ex-

cited spates taking Holstein (9) and Phelps

(10) escaping factor formulas, compared

with experimental results of Fujimoto et al

Calculated value of the electron concentra-

tion is 6.52x10 cm" and the distr ibut ion

function parameters are T. =5.6 eV and

T.=5.0 eV. Measured value of electron den-

s i ty of Fujimoto et al was 6.3x10 cm ''.

Supposing Maxwellian d is t r ibut ion, fujimoto

(12) found Te=5.0 eV.

The values of transient regime were

calculated taking as i n i t i a l values tho

se obtained for the stationary regimt. Sta-

tionary current density was taken to be
-2

1 A/cm , while the perturbinn current pul-

se density was 10 A/cm and lasted for

100 ns.

Figure 2 gives the calculated time

behaviour of electron and molecular ion den-

sities and Figure 3 the behaviour of bulk

and tail electron temperatures.

Figure 2.

(11).

Level

z's
23S

21p

23P

Table 1.

Holste in
absorption

6.98E11

6.02E12

: . A if! 11

3.4>n,ni

Phelps
absorption

4.97E11

2.O3E12

7.79E10

3.15E11

Fdjimoto
et al(11)(exp)

3.5EI1

3E12

4E10

1E11

6

9

A

3

2

1

1

,,MC,J

to 10 10"
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Due to noneiastic processes T. dec-
reases more rapidly after the pulse, but,as
the Tb, 1t rises again causing the Increase
of levels population, presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4.

The process is continued unt i l metastable

atoms are spent, from that moment the pla-

sma starts to decay.
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THE REASONS FOR CONTRACTION OF THE NON-SELF-SUSTAINED DISCHARGE

Loboiko A.I., Napartovich A.P., Pal'A.F., Persiantsev I.G.,

Pichugin V.V., Rodin A.V., Starostin A.N., Taran M.D.

Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

In a number of works the process

of contraction was associated with the

development of volume instability in

the plasma, .which under homogeneous

conditions occurs in an explosion li-

ke manner ( e.g,[i]). On the other

hand, it ia known from experiments

( e.g.[2}) that current contraction

in non-self-sustained discharge starts

as a rule, pith the growing filament

from one of the electrodes (more of-

ten, the cathode). Therefore, a ques-

tion arises of the role of plasma in-

homogeneities near the electrodes in

the dynamics of contraction.

The experiments were carried out

in the setup described in \3~\. A 120

keV electron beam with the current

density up to 1 mA/cm was used as

the ionizer. The grid cathode and the

1 cm disc anode with the insulated

central section were separated by 1

cm. An electrode consisting of two si-

milar sections was also used. Nitro-

gen of different degrees of purifica-

tion and mixture CO :N2:He = 1:7:8 at

atmos^-pheric pressure, were investi-

gatf-.-l.

Thf discharge chamber had windows

through which the discharge was pho-

tographed and electrode glowing regis-

tered by means of photomultipliers.

Fig. 1 pr(:sont,a the typical oscil-

lograms of the discharge current

(the upper beam, 100 mA/div) and vol-

tage (the lower beam, 1 kV/div).

Fig. 2 shows the discharge cur-

rent through the 0,1 cm' central sec-

tion (the lower beam. 25 mA/div) and
2

through the 0,9 cm outer section

(the upper beam, 250 mA/div). The os-

cillograms of cathode and anode glo-

wing are presented in fig.3 (the lo-

wer and the upper beam, respectively).

All the oscillograms ( 250 mesee/div

scanning) are taken for the discharge

in nitrogen with admixtu. res of oxy-

gen and water under beam current den-

sity 100 mcA/cm . The photograph of

the discharge is shown in fig. U. The

sectioned anode is on the left and

the grid cathode is on the right.

The glowing filament shown in thn

photo ends at the outer section of

the anode, though on both section a

rapid growth of the current is obser-

ved (fig 2 ) . The oscillograras also

show a synchronous increase in glo-

wing near both electrodes, which rea-

ches a maximum under the break-down.

The channels formod in the; break-down

are of random shape. The channel of-

ten consists of sf-.veral regions, but

those features have virtually no r:f-

fi-ct on times of instability develop-

ment and the formr of th;-: curron I «ri<)
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glowing oscillograms.

In mixture CO_-Np-He the growth

in the current and glowing up to the

break-down values is observed without

visible spread of inhomogeneities .

from the cathode.

In the case of the sectioned cat-

hode the current nay jump from one

section to another resulting in no

changes in the total current and the

rate of current growth.

In our experiments we can expect

preferential formation of the chan-

nels either at the center of dischar-

ge or at the electrode edges because

of field nonuniformity caused by the

electrode construction (edges) and

conduction nonuriformity owing to

electron beam scattering.

The synchronism of the cathode

and anode glowing in the pre-break-

down stage indicates that in the ab-

sence of filaments the plasma pertur-

bations are transfered along the cur-

rent, which leads to a correlation

between inhomogeneities near the cat-

hode and anode. The plasma inhomoge-

neities near the electrodes (spots)

registered by their glowing appear in

the early stage of discharge. If the

current density in the spots (on the

cathode) is close to the normal va-

lue, one should expect the onset of

plasma regions near spots with high

electric fields due to current focu-

sing to the spot. Assuming that the

current flow to ths cathode through

these spots, the resistance of the

transition region where the current

is focused should depend on the spot

sizes and their number per unit area.

Experiment reveals that these charac-

teristics vary noticeably in differ-

ent gases. For example, in nitrogen

the spots are larger and their number

is less that in C02:N2:He = 1:7:8.

Therefore, we can assert that the ro-

le of the cathode spots in the stabi-

lity of such mixtures is lower than

for nitrogen.

In conclusion we list the experi-

mental facts evidencing against attri-

buting the current contraction to spe-

cific conditions near the filament

head.

1. The time of visible growth of

the filament, when it is not promoted

by the setup construction, takes a

small part of the total time of disc-

harge burning.

2. The synchronism of the cathode

and anode glowing indicates the per-

turbation transfer independent of the

filaments.

3. In the case "f a sectional

cathode current iumps from one secti-

on to another have been registered,

the current developing continuously.

Among the factors most closely

approximating the actual situation to

that described in terms of the homo-

geneous model, the following are most

important.

1 . Construction features resul-

ting in local field increase.

2. Ratio of the average spacing

between the electrode spots to'the

cathode-anode gap.

Numerical simulation of the dis-

charge under conditions close to the

experimental was carried out using

the two-dimensional model including:

- relaxation of vibrational ener-

gy given by the analytical theory [i];

- dependence of the excitatior.

and ionization constants on the vibra-

tional temperature;

- isobaric gas heating;

- and nonuniformity of ionizati-

onlnduced by the electron beam.
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In the absence of additional per-

turbations (simulating cathode spots)

the instability is provoked in the

region of enhanced electric fie]d nt

the enode edge.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CYLINDRICAL HOLLOW ANODE DISCHARCE

V.I.Miljevic

Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Atomic Physics Laboratory

P.O.Box 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

Introduction

Hollow anode discharge /I/ represents a

new type of discharge which is realized in a

diode consisting of a hemispherical cathode

and a special type of hollow anode. The he-

mispherical cathode focuses electrons toward

the hollow anode, placed, in the center of

the curvature, increasing the density of

high energy electrons and efficiency of ex-

citation and ionization in the hollow aper-

ture of the anode. The hollow anode may be

very narrow: 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter. When

the electrical discharge ;.s established a

very bright plasma is formed in the hollow

of the anode. The brightness of the plasma

depends on the hollow anode diameter, dis-

charge current and pressure. The discharge

is very stable and transition into an arc

was not observed.

The optical spectrum of the argon hol-

low anode discharge consists of only argon

ion lines. The dependence of the relative

intensity of 476,5 nm transition on the dis-

charge current is linear. The dominant popu-

lation mechanism is the result of a single-

step electron-impact excitation from the

neutral ground state. Very intense argon ion

lines point to a high degree of argon ioni-

zation in the hollow anode aperture.

Spectral lines of the cathode or anode

material have not been found in the spectrum

of the hollow anode discharge regardless of

the mass of the operating gas. This spectrum

differs from the conventional hollow cathode

discharge spectrum consisting of both car-

rier gas and cathode material lines 111.

Due to the high efficiency of ionizati-

on and absence of unwanted ions (no anode

or cathode material ions) the hollow anode

discharge is used as an effective ion-

electron source /3/.

In the cylindrical hollow anode dis-

charge, instead of the hemispherical cathode

a cylindrical cathode and a slot shaped hol-

low anode, with and without magnetic field,

were used IU/.

Experiment and results

Schematic diagram of the cylindrical

hollow anode diode is presenced in Fig.. 1.

Fig. 1

It consists of two semicy1indrical cathodest

CC1 and CC2 (aluminium alloy tube i.d. 40 x
HA

120 mm) and a hollow anodeX The hollow ano-

de consists of two soft iron strips (1,5 x

22 x 100 mm ). Every iron strip surface is

insulated with <T thin ceramic layer deposi-
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ted by plasma arc (dashed lines on Fig.1)

except inside (opposite) surfaces, which are

only conductive ones. The distance between

the conductive surface strips is 1.5 mm thus

obtaining the hollow anode aperture of 1.5 x

1.5 y. 100 mm (both strips are at the same

potential). The hollow anode is placed in

the center of the cylindrical cathodes CC!

and CC2. It provides a free optical axis

through the system. By means of the magnet M

a magnetic field B can be obtained in the

aperture of the hollow anode (dashed circle

in Fig.)). A continuous flow of the operating

gas controlled by a needle vaive was main-

tained. Technical gases were used.

Such a construction of the cylindrical

hollow anode diode enables a number of diffe-

rent experiments. The cylindrical cathode CC2

in relation to the CC1 (Fig.1) can be at:

floating (f), negative (-), or positive (+)

potential. Further, the external magnetic

field ran be applied on a diode. Then, the

crossed electric and magnetic fields in the

hollow anode are obtained.

When CC2 is at the floating potential

the discharge is established in one-half of

the discharge tube ~ Fig.2. A distinctive

(HAG)

Fig. 2

arrangement of dark and luminous regions be-

tween the cylindrical cathode C O and hollcw

anode can be seen. They differ strongly ac-

cording to both colour and intensity of the

emitted light (Fig.2): dark space near the

cathode, followed by bright region and a very

bright part of the discharge in the hollow

aperture of the anode. By analogy with the

conventional glow discharge, they may be

nomenclatured as: cathode dark-space regions

(eds), negative-glow region (ng) and hoi low-

anode-glow region (hag). 1'hi' cathode end of

the negative glow is sharply defined and

concentric with the cylindrical cathode cur-

vature due to beam like- properties of the

electron stream from the cathode. Thi- catho-

de dark space is not compli.-tely dark. It.

emits faint light but the intensity is con-

siderably smaller than that from the negati-

ve glow. The hollow anode glow is the most

luminous part of the discharge. That is whv

this discharge is called cylindrical hollow-

anode discharge.

The distance from the cathode to the bo-

undary of negative glow depends on both the

gas pressure and the discharge current. It

increases as the pressure decreases (with

discharge current constant) and also as the

current decreases (with pressure constant).

The optical spectrum of tht- negative

glow consists of the low intensity noutral

and high intensity ion lines. Radial inten-

sity distribution of the Aril 476,5 nm tran-

sition increases from cathode faced negative

glow to the hollow anode. Th is differs from

the conventional glow discharge where the

500

500 •

tl I 8 » 10 12 1« 16 1! 20

Fig. 3
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maximum intensity is nearest the cathode,

i.e. the intensity of the ion spectral lines

decreases from the cathode side of the nega-

tive glow. The spectra of the hollow anode

glow consists practically only of the inten-

se argon ion lines.

Typical current-voltage characteristics

of the cylindrical hollow anode discharge

are shown in Fig.3. Operating conditions

were: p»6'10 Torr, magnetic field B»0 -

curve (1), and p-6-10 Torr, B-200 G

- curve (2). The fall in voltage shows that

the magnetic field increases the efficiency

of ionization in the hollow anode.

Summary

The cylindrical hollow anode discharge

differs considerably from both the conventi-

onal glow and hollow cathode discharges. It

is realized in a diode of simple construc-

tion consisting of a cylindrical cathode and

a hollow anode with a free optical axis

through it. Due to beam like properties of

the electron stream and focusing of cylin-

drical cathode, high efficiency of ionization

and excitation in the hollow anode is obtain-

ed. Crossed electric and magnetic fields in

the hollow anode increase further the effici-

ency of this discharge. Thus, a rather inho-

mogeneous discharge, concentrated in the hol-

low anode with the high electron and ion

density and good power efficiency is obtained.

It all points to the possibility for the

application of this discharge in lasers, ion-

electron sources, spectroscopy, etc.
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LAKGE DIAMETER OVERDENSE MICROWAVE PLASMAS

M. Motaan and Z. Zakrzewski*

DSparlement de Physique, Unlveraite de Montreal,

Montreal, Quebec, K3C 3J7

A ntw way of using electromagnetic

purfaci: waves to sustain large volume plaa-

ni« o£ overcritleal electron density Is

described. Tlie diameter of the plasma

column, obtained by using the present me-

thod. • K:'. fo» ',. re;e r^l^tlv^ly to both the

free Bj'dC.e waveiength and the dimensions of

the wavt launcher.

Int. rod, ^ i \'->n

»f. ,rri-.-3Ufc Induced plasmas (HIP) exhi-

bit, ica-iy ;lpsti«hle properties relative to

oth'^i1 kl'irts t,i discharges, when used as

radiation .r particle sources [l !• In some

areas, ilke elemental analysis or electro-

delei.i sytttral lamps, they are being in-

creasingly uafcd. In some other areas, the

• ttracM'/ineaa of HIP has been impaired by

their limited volume. Plasmas or large

volume dre required, for example, in plasma

chfimiiiCry, in surface processing over large

area;< -..id m< A:: active medium for large

diameter taafcca. Often, a high electron

density is required as well. On the other

hand wiLh the raost widely used MIP, namely

those ;>usta Lnted In resonant cavities, both

the dimensions of the plasma and the elec-

tron density are strongly limited. The

diameter of thy plasma has to be a fraction

of the tree 3pace wavelength K i.e. a few

c»nt liiieLiTes In the microwave range. The

upper ii.r.it tot the electron density coin-

cides djprnv iraately with the value of the

trl.tit.-ii density correaponalug to the w.ive

* Permanent .uidress: 1'oilsh Academy of

Sciences, IMP-PAN, 80-952 Gdansk, Poland.

The surface wave discharges (SWD)

overcome the volume linitflrlon by sustain-

ing long plasma columns ! 2j• AIB U , the

electron density In th^ge plasmas 1= always

overcritlcal. However, In all hitherto

reported cases, the available diameter of

the column was limited, by the ljimrlicr

aperture, to approximately X/4.

It Is the purpose of (his n.it e to show

how SWTJ can be modified to rope with the

requirement for large diameter plasma

columns.

Principle of operation and discharge setup

The fundamental property of the surfa-

ce waves is that they propagate along the

interface between media of dltferent elec-

tromagnetic parameters. In SWD, the pldima

produced, together with the surrounding

dielectric, form a self-sustain!ng wave-

guiding structure. This principle is fur-

ther exploited here tu achieve the lbove

stated goals.

Three basic components are necessary

to form a SWD setup: a source of microwave

power, a discharge tube .inJ a wave laun-

cher. The latter is used to provide the

electroraap,netic field distribution needed

to excite the desired wave mode and to

assure an efficlenc energy transfer from

generator to plasma. i.auni.hers of coaxial

and waveguide structures i;ave b>.jen develop-

ed -md applied [2,3:- 'I ha dtjioi-ter ot thr-

tube, over which the >rave .'.in tx- iaunolM-'d,

c-innot exceed approximately >>/4, Therefo-

re, the available dianeter cna lie increase.*

only by lowering the wive i roquer.cy. This,

however, leads to Increiise^ illwuslons f'f
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the wave launchers and drastically reduces

the available electron density (the density

ts approximately proportional to tha fre-

quency squared).

WAVE
LAUNCHER

USABLE SECTION
OF DISCHARGE

• MICROWAVE
POWER

PLASMA

DISCHARGE
TUBE

Figure 1

To operate large diameter SWD at high

frequencies, we have devised a modified SWD

setup, shown schematically in Fig.l. The

diameter of the usable section of the tube

can be large relative to the wavelength and

to the launcher dimensions. The tube Is

tapered down to a size that can be accommo-

dated by the launcher. The excited wave

reaches, via the conical transition, the

large diameter section of the tube. Propa-

gating along it, the wave sustains a SWD,

the length of whtch is determined by the

amount of power delivered to plasma. The

latter feature is Identical to that observ-

ed in the case of constant diameter tubes

[2] and shall not: be discussed here.

The transition section of the plasma'

column serves as a waveguide of gradually ~-

changing propagation coefficient. It has

to be smooth enough to avoid reflections of

the wave and the resulting loss of power.

On the other hand, the longer the transi-

tion, the more wave power la wasted In

filling the transition with plasma. Thus,

the actual length of the transition has to

be a result of a compromise. Additional

power la lost if the launching of a second

surface wave, moving in the direction oppo-

site to the desired one, is not prevented.

This can be achieved either by terminating

the tube Just behind the excitation region

or by placing a tlghty fitting metallc

sleeve over the tube, just behind the

launching structure.

Experimental results and discussion

The operation of the discharge has

been experimentally investigated. It was

sustained in argon, with microwave power

(up to 350W) supplied from a magnetron

generator (frequency 2,45 GHz, \ - 12,2

cm). Pyrex tubes of various design were

used to study the influence of D, d and

t/(D-d) on the behaviour of the discharge.

A surface wave of azirauthal symmetry wa9

launched using a surfaguide devico [3].

Since the methods and results, concerning

the SWD have been recently reviewed [2], we

shall show here only some experimental

results pertinent to the present modifica-

tion of the discharge setup.

In Fig.2, some typical examples of tha

observed axial distribution of the radial

component Er(z) of the wave electric field,

is shown. To bring into relief the effect

of reflections caused by changes in the

tube diameter, the wave was launched at

some distance from he transition. E (z)

was then measured along both uniform sec-

tions of the tube. As the field measure-

ments have to be performed separately for

both sections, the E(z) scale is valid only

within each of them. From the standing

wave patterns recorded, the amount of power

reflected may be inferred. In the case of

a smooth transition (Fig.2a), 90% of wave

power leaves the small diameter section of

the tube. When, with the same D and d, t is

reduced (Fig.2b), core than half of the

power Is reflected at the transition.

In a practical discharge setup, the

small diameter section of the tube should

be as short as possible. Otherwise, it

causes an additional loss of wave power and
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to unstable operation as a result of

the prenence of standing waves. If the

wave launcher is placed adjacent to the

transition, Its Intrinsic tuning means [3]

can be used to eliminate the reflection at

the first discontinuity. The reflection at

the second discontinuity Is not eliminated

and thus a standing wave exists along the

cone, (aee Fig.2a), leading to an Increased

losses of power over there.

Experiments were performed to determi-

ne pressure range and stability of opera-

tion of these modified SWD discharges in

tubes of various dimensions. Some results,

obtained for the tube as shown in Fig.2a,

but, with the launcher adjacent to the

cone, follow. The sas pressure of opera-

tion ranged from about 1 mTorr up to sever-

al Torr. As for thfe macroscopic stability

of the discharge, It was temporally and

spatially stable when operated below 0.8

Tarr and above 6 Torr.

In the course of the present work, we

have proven rhe possibility of operation of

large diameter SWD and examined the effects

of the necessary tube transition section.

Detailed investigations of spatial structu-

re and stability of the plasmas produced

are being performed.
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Abstract

The current transport in front of an

electrode of a gas discharge is de-

scribed by an electrical equivalent

circuit, containing bistable resis-

tors. By a potential function compe-

ting steady states can be valued.

Interaction between discharge ele-

ments result, giving rise to structures.

Introduction

One of the most fascinating phenomena

of gas discharges is the formation of

regular pattern of anode spots in a

glow discharge1,2 (s. Fig.1)

_ * . mcrfusing currant

Fig.1: Patterns of anode spots
(schematically)

A theoretical interpretation still is

missing. From the experimental fin-

dings following basic effects leading

to structures can be isolated:

1) existence of two phase? I, II of

low (or vanishing) and high cur-

rent density;

2) separation of the phases, spot

formation;

3) formation of several spots;

4) ordering of the spots, pattern

formation.

These effects can be found at other

examples of structure formation:

e.g. in an arc discharge a pattern of

microspots at the cathode have been

detected (effects 1-4) or in a normal

^low discharge the negative glow only

partially covers the cathode (effects

1,2). In this paper a phenomenological

model of plasma structures in front

of an electrode is presented.

Model

The current transport to an anode (or

cathode) of a gas discharge is model-

led by describing the anodic (or ca-

thodic) parts of the discharge as a

set of N parallel, current conducting

elements. Each element i covers an

area a of the electrode and transports

the current Ij.

i-th element

Fig.2: Equivalent circuit of a dis-
charge

Fig.2 shows an equivalent circuit of

the discharge; the i-th discharge ele-

ment is characterized by a nonlinear re-

sistor R(Ij_), a linear inductance L
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and a resistor R̂-. responsible for the

coupii:i«j of the discharge elements and

being explained later. The other parts

of the diacnarge and the external re-

sistor ate lumped together in a line-

ar series resistor Rv, connected to

the supply of the external voltage

(JB. Willi respect to effect 1 a bi-

stabife characteristic of the resistor

R is chosen (s. Fig.3). An analogous

characteristic exists for the cathode

fall4.

Fig.3; Characteristic of a discharge
element, l-Ix/a : current density

Thfc equivalent circuit of Fig.2 is

described by

with the total current

^ - 1 ^ (2)
and the potential function (Liapou-

noff function) 3;-'

From this potential function the stea-

dy state ( ck/dLi-O) can be recovered

by

olF^D (4)

leading to

Ug «= ? y'S- -t-U(X;/o-) +.1?cT->; . (5)

The stability of the steady state is

guaranteed by

dF>O (6)

in the neighbourhood of this state.

Tiie stability criterion (6) can be

connected to the principle of mini-

mal energy dissipatior>

energy dissipation

J' '. Into the

products of generalized forces X^

and generalized currents J± enter.

Criterion (7) is identical with

° » ^ j = ^ X,- JJ.- > o la;
where the sum runs over <±li resistive

elements and the external voltage

supply; X^ is the voltage and J^ the

current of the i-th element. The in-

crements dJ^ obey Kirchhoff's current

law. The stability criterion (6)

leads to

neglecting RQ. For the continuum li-

mit a-?o the slope ®U/Qi has to be

positive,

Applications

In application to the normal glov

discharge the total area AJJ^ covered

by the glow i.e. by ignited elenwuts

oi" current

^•al/^'l iVO)

shall be calculated. Coupling of dis-

charge elements is neglected (Rc-C).

For a given equivalent, circuit seve-

ral competing steady states can

exist, differing in the number N i X

of ignited elements or in the area

(s. Fig.4). Along the load line the

increment of the potential function

reads (Eqs. (3), (5), (10))

regarding N,. as a continuous vari-

able. The expression in paranthesis

represents a generalized force, ac-

ting on the surface A-j., to change
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I -

Fig.4: O-I-characteristic of N paral-
lel discharge elements;
o: competing steady states

A in direction to minimal F at

Eq. (13) defines the cathode fall of

the steady state with minimal F, i.e.

the normal cathode fall. In contrast

to this result one usually assumes

that the normal cathode fall is iden-

tical to the minimum U m i n of the U-i-

characteristic of Fig.2.

To calculate the interaction of

two ignited discharge elements

(NJ.J = 2 ) the improved equivalent cir-

cuit of Fig.5 is introduced. For a

given symmetrical configuration of

these two elements on the electrode

the effect of the resistive network

i-th element

Fig.5; Improved equivalent circuit
of the discharge

(Ra, Rj) can be replaced by the coup-

ling resistor Rc of Pig.2. The value

of RQ depends on the distance b of

the two elements. Competing steady

states with different distances b may

be characterized by

^ = (x.v* u% = tx v*; c^/9b)ab( 14)
The factor in front of db represents

a generalized force acting between

the two discharge elements. Neglec-

ting the influence of the edge of

the cathode/ (Rb > o) and (Rb < o)

characterize repulsion and attrac-

tion, resp. of the two discharge

elements. The attraction of the dis-

charge elements accounts for effect 2/

the repulsion of spots accounts for

effect 3 and 4.

Discussion

A brief out!ine of the model with a

few applications has been given; the

transition to a continuous system of

discharge elements only briefly is

mentioned. According to the given

applications this model is expected

to provide a very promissing tool

to investigate electrodic plasma

structures.
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TtlF. STUDY OF A HEATED CATHODE DISCIiARGE LN PURT METAI V«.POliI,:i
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The production and study of R

discharge in pure metal vapours la a

difficult problem due to the high e-

vaporatioii temperature of the metal.

Heated cathode arc in alkali

vapours f:as been extensively studied

In connection with thermionic energy

conversion /I/. The cesium vapours

pressure in such devices exceeds 10

Pa lor the cesium reservoir tempera-

tures T R lo-.ver than 500 K. Instead,

for titanium, steel, etc., the need-

ed temperature for the same pressure

is above 2,000 K.

A similar discharge with the

cesium low voltage arc, has been ob-

served in other ncetal vapours during

our electron beam welding experiments

/2/. The discharge appears only after

a melted spot is formed on the metal

surface due to the oncoming energy of

the accelerated electron beam /3/. In

the recorded spectra of the discharge

only the anode material lines are

present. This fact proves that the

discharge occurs in the metal vapours

provided by the melted spot on the

anode surface (Fig.l).

Experimental arrangement

The experimental device is sche-

matically given in /2/. The heated

cathode, which is a tungsten wire of

0.2 mm diameter, is surrounded by a

stainless steel cylinder as Whenelt

and is mounted on a 60 mm diameter me-

tal cylinder using a var-.it.rn Ilange.

The movable anode holder is mounted

on a flange too and is provided witu

water cooling in ordtr to avoid the

full melting of the annd?.

ftf Cu

I1

uuL
Fig. 1

Various materials can be moun-

ted easily as an anode In the anode

holder. The cathode-ancde distance

can be changed continuously between

0 and 10 mm.

The experimental device is

connected to a pumping unit which pro-
_2

vides an final vacuum lower than 10

Pa.

Experimental results

For a given value of the catho-

de heating current and a fixed inter-

electrodic distance, a high voltage

V is applied between the cathode and
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the anode. The value of the electron

beam current is measured for the ap-

plied high voltage. There Is a value

of the applied voltage for a given

interelectrode gap d and a cathode

beating current, for which a sudden

increase of the current I is observ-

ed, with subsequent decrease of the

voltage accross the cathode-anode gap.

At this increased current a

bright discharge appears in the in-

terelectrodic space. We will consi-

der this voltage value as "breakdown

voltage" in the following.

The current-voltage dependen-

ces for various cathode-anode gaps

(d) are given in Fig.2 for copper

and in Fig.3 for titanium anode.

Co c?/?oc/e

O.U

0.2

J *"•. 2 (/- 4.0m/n

rig. 2

In Fig. 4, the dependence oJf

the breakdown voltage versus inter-

electrodic distance ti for constant

power of the discharge, are given.

The breakdown voltage must si-

multaneously insure two conditions:

- to produce and maintain a

melted spot on the anode surface and

to provide a convenient rat.p of m<? -

tal atoms evaporation from the anode;

- to ignite the discharge and

to maintain it in tho intoroloctrodio

f?ap.

These conditions can be de-

scribed by the following relations:

V.I = Q2 + Q 2 (1)

V - lq.p.d (2)

where Qi is the heat necessary to

maintain the melted spot on the ano-

de and to compensate the heat loss

due to thermal conductivity, Q2 is

the heat spent for metal atoms evapo-

ration, p is the saturated metal va -

pors pressure in the gap, and kj is

a constant.

KA)
OS

0.4

7"/ onocfe
/- c

2- <f

f 2
Fig. 3

3 OfATV)

Firs. 4

In ^q.(2) me assumed that the

breakdown volta^o corresponds to high-
er p. d. value tlian the Paschen mini-
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raum.

If N is the number of evapora-

ted atoms from the unit surface area

in a second and S is the melted spot

area, we can write:

Q 2 = k 2-N.S (3)

where k2 is a constant.

The atoms density n in the

gap will te given by :

n = N/v (4)

where v Is the mean speed of the

atoms in the anode-cathodt? direction.

Taking into account that p-»n and as-

suming in a first approximation Qj

as proportional with the melted spot

size (area),

Qi = <i] -S (5!

the equation (i) becomes:

V-I.=(qj+k«p-v)-S (l'(

where k is a constant.

For a constant power P= V-I

from eqs.(l') and (2) results the

value of the breakdown voltage

V=
k-v

(fi)

The equation (6) is in agree-

ment with the observed dependences

in Fig.i.

From the equation (I 1) it re-

sults that high breakdown voltages

are needed in thr case of high ther-

mal conductivity anodes (high q ^ .

Indeed, the breakdown voltages for

copper anode devices arc higher than

for ti turtium anode case.

This type of discharge can be

obtained ensier, according to eq .

(I 1) if the spot size is smaller and

the thermal conductivity of the ano-

de material is small also.

We must point out that at this

first staRp of our experiment, we

had difficulties with the life time

of the cathode in th<? copper anode

case.

Conclusions

This new dischargp typo is in-

teresting from both ba.stc. anri appli-

cation point of view.

One of the most interesting

basic problem is the possible cathode

activation due to the dynamical co -

verage with the anod*> material atoms,

like in the case of S shaped Lang -

muir curves for c»?si um-ref ractoj y

metals.

We must underline as a main ad-

vantage of this type of discharge the

possibility to obtain a. stable plasma

in pure mc-tal vapjrs without any gas

impuri t ios.

further research are needed

for the ir,e of all the advantages

provided by this discharge /'!/•
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE "POLOIDAL" MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE GLOW DISCHARGE

G.Musa, N.Niculescu, A.Poprscu, V.Covlea, A.Cormos, A.Pop

Institute of Physics and Technology of Radiation Devices
Bucharest-Magurele, P.O.Box MG-07, ROMANIA

The influence of the longitu-

dinal magnetic field or of the homo-

geneous transversal magnetic field

on the glow discharge and, especial-

ly on the positive column striations,

has been considered in a number of

papers both experimentally and theo-

retically 111 -111.

In this experiment we present

the results on the influence of a

"poloidal" magnetic field on the

gxow discharge. The "poloidal" mag -

netio field is produced by an axial

d.c. current (directed along the dis-

charge tube axis).

The experimental device is

shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a

glass tubing with two diameters: In

the middle <b^ and at both ends 0 = 80

mm.

Fig. 1

The both ends of the glass tubing

are closed by demountable stainless

steel flanges. An insulated copper

tubing (wat"r cooled) is monted alonr:

the axis of the experimental device.

The insulation is made of 9•b mm dia-

meter quartz tubing. The "poloidal"

magnetic field is produced by the

d.c. current flowing through the cop-
per tubing.

Three glass tubes have been

used in this experiment with diffe-

rent values of 0i, i.e., 30 mm; i40mm;

80 mm uut all of them with the same

total length of h^O mm. Two pairs of

electrodes have been used as cathode

and anode in tne case of 0j = 3O and

10 mm. The electrodes ci and ai are

the flanges tnemselvec and addition-

ally mounted electrodes are C2 and aj•

The direction of the electron

drift velocity ve anu of the magne-

tic field are perpendicular.

The direction of the Lorentz

force Fe is shown in Fig. 2. The di-

rection of the current Ig producing

Fig. 2

the magnetic field and of the dis -

charge current i can be chosen to

direct the electrons towards the axis

or the wall of the glass tube. We

shall mark these experimental situa -

tions by Fc \ and Fetrespectively.

Experimental results

The experimental results were ob-

tained in the range of pressure 10"*-
lj Pa in air.

As the magnetic induction B

change with distance from the axis

we shall take as an experimental pa-

rameter the value of the d.c.current,
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underlyning that '•-hp ralue of B is

of the order of 102 Causa.

When the "poloidal" magnetic

field is applied (13*0) the Jiacharge

current i jumps at higher values,

increasing significantly, after whicn

it decreases slowly in time at values

lower than its initial value i

7mA)

0-
If

now, the current Ig is switched

off, the discharge current decreases

drastically to a much lower value,in-

creasing afterwards to the initial

value i0. Under some experimental

conditions the discharge extinguishes

completely.

Experimental data, for various

v. lues of Ig and for 0i = 3O mm are gi-

v.'ii in Fig.3 and Fig.iJ.

MmA)
, tfOA

4?
SfsJ

Fig. 3

These results prov: the strong influ-

ence of the discharge tube wall on

the parameters of the glow discharge,

as it was assumed in M/. An expla-

nation of this phenonenon can be

found in nn early work /5/•

No such behaviour was observed

for larpe diameter tubes (2=80 mm) ,

ami even for 0=30 mm, with the elec-

trodes ex - s\.

Fig. 4

The time evolution and the ob-

served behaviour are more pregnant

for lower pressures. Due to the se -

condary emission (o<l for the elec -

trons with an average energy of the

order of a few electronvolts) the dis-

charge tube wall becomes in the course

of time negatively charged until the

plasma-wall potential difference re -

pels and reduces the flux of the in -

cident electrons.

When the "poloidal" magnetic

field is cancelled, tne discharge is

expected to become "normal", but the

wall is now negatively charged and

the ions are extracted from the plas-

ma, diminishing accordingly the plas-

ma density and consequently the dis -

onarre current i. The wall polariza-

tion is reduced in the course of time

to a normal condition, and the dis-
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charpe current returns to its initial

value iQ.

It is interesting to point out

that the effect was observed for the

direction of the Lorentz force to-

wards the wall as well as towards the

axis of the tube. In a preliminary

experiment we observed this phenome-

non only for the Lorentz force direct-

ed towards the wall of the gl '.as

tube /6/. We explain the present re-

sults as a consequence of the larger

diameter of the quartz insulator,

which can be considered as an inner

wall of the discharge tube. The ef -

feet, when electrons are directed to-

wards the axis, is much vieaker in

this case, when the current Ip is

switched off. (Fie.3 )•

We observed the influence of the

"poloidal" magnetic field on the

standing striations too, as reported

in 121 for transversal magnetic field.

A (mm)

30~

tOO 200 JffD W

Firj. £

In FiF. b t,,e decrease of tht

wavelength X versus 1̂  io shewn.

Interestinr. io tht fact tn;it the

curves are different for different

directions of 1 [». :̂ v(>r; more Lnterect-

inr i.-. the '"act that uiirr, the pair

of electrodes C2 " a^ i3 raylncea

by cj - aji the behaviour cfi.'inc.'F

•irain but only when the Lorontz force

ir dlr'ectcd towards trie wal] .

These results surp.'st that

there is an influence of the polariza-

tion of the rlaus tube, near the ca -

thode , on the striation structure.

Similar results wen; observed concern-

in," the Influence of !(. on the

lenrth of the utr-iatprj positive co -

luirm .

Further researches >re to be

perTormed out to explain the observed

phenomena.
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CONDITION!.! RELATED WITH TME OCCUPPENi.T: 'IV I-'l.T p-l LOP 1YIT.

BETWEEN GLOWS AMR AR >.".*< ( II'TT'HA) )

ns.i t Ik \ Suq i nurrM

i ke i iini vers I ty

.'np.in

The block diagram ot the experi-

mental system is shown in Fig.l. The

discharge in sustained between elec-

trodes in the ciriuit shown wit.li bold

lines ronsir.tmi of •> D(. power supply,

an ammeter,.i resistor R ( 10,20 k )

a n d t h e ••! i-.-t; r j d e s .

M.if:ayo.= ))f Nogdkl nnd

K.ic'ilty of Engi ner ri nq,

1B0 M\isa;;hi no-shi , ToVy

Introduction

As reported in preceding pa-

or(l),(2),(H( FFTT(GA), successive and

repetitive n'virly constant current

transitions between glow and arc

phases, occurs easily and can be ob-

served in various conditions. There,

the importance of iTTT h.irj Been point-

ed out concern in'! t !u phenomenon of

glow-.irc transition.

In this piper snjic factors

givincj r I r;" to this |jh"nom"nnr) and it;:

deve ] op i n'i processes are exhibited.

Th.- :-ugger;t i on is marie about the role

of On and M: in it. The image con-

verter camera observation has confirmed

that the cathode spot transition Ini-

tiator? the phas<" ait

Kxporimont.-j 1 conditions and

Apparatus

Experimental conditions are as

follows: gasog used are He, He+Op

mixture f 20 % ().. i nvolume ) and air of

1 atm., olectrodo metals { same metal

is used for both of the anode and the

the cathode ) arp Cu, Ag, Pe and Au

and the aap length is always kept in

6 nun. tlectrodts

P9,«ta»,etc.
measurement
system

oscULoscopel

ICCm.nH-prp«lf«

(a) GAT (hi ACT

Fiq.2 Figures of GAT and AGT

observed by ICC.

for Ag in air latm.,at 70mA

exposure time 0.5 us

Fig.l Circuit to obtain FFTT(GA) and

block diagramcf measurement system.
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The temporal probability of glow

Pg and the mean life of arcs <<ta>>

were measured by the Pg,<<ta>>,etc.

measurement system. Five images of a

glow to ar or arc to glow transition

were observed by an image converter

camera, the trigger of which was syn-

chronized to the discharge waveform by

using the trigger previously prepared

for the Pg, <<ta>>,etc. measurement

system.

Results and Discussion

(a) ICC observation

Figures of a glow to arc transi-

tion ( GAT ) and an arc to glow tran-

sition ( AGT ) observed by ICC are

shown in Fig.2-(a),(b). A negative

spot of the arc is seen in the first

frame of Fig.2-(a). It means that at

the outset of a GAT the negative spot

is formed within 0.5 ps on the cathode

surface. The voltage change at this

time has the time constant in the ord-

er of 2~3 us, perhaps, owing to the

circuit response . For the thorough

formation of the an arc positive col-

umn, however, it even takes J ms or so.

Though there are some papers reporting

the positive column transition'4' ,

it may be convinced, at least in our

experimental condition, the negative

spot transition, precedes the other at

the initial stage of the GAT in FFTT.

In Fig.2-(b) an AGT is seen almost to

be completed within a frame, e.g. with

0.5 ys. Here it also seems a cathode

spot transition precedes the other.

(b) Pg-I characteristics

Pg-I characteristics in He and in

He+0 2 mixture, on Cu, Ag, Fe and Au e-

lectrodes, below 300 mA of currents

are shown in Fig.3. In He arcs hardly

appear, then always Pg=1.0. In He+O2

mixture on one hand Pg's on Cu, Ag and

HI. !

10'

Fe

10 -z_i! t i I i J
0 100 2H0 100

rt<j 6

lo'

.,'! I
yo

J L _l I.

11 ) IP. l J00 ton

100 ?00 300
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Fe electrodes begin to decrease with

the current increase in the way re-

spective of each electrode material,

on the other hand Pg's on Au elec-

trodes do not decrease and sustain i.0.

Pg's in Nz and N2+O2 mixture indicate

fairly resembling and corresponding

characteristics with that of in He

and in He+O2 mixture.

Thus, it seems clear that the be-

havior of Pg's is governed by 0; in

the gases and especially by the oxi-

dizability of electrode metals. This

fact may also corroborate the prece-

dence of the negative spot transition

in FFTT as is observed by ICC.

(c) <<ta>>-I characteristics

<<ta>>-I characteristics in He

and He+Oz mixture, on Cu, Ag, Fe and

Au electrodes are shown in Fig.4 Fig.7.

In He, with only two exceptions, <<-ta>>'s
lie, at the highest, below the measuring
limit 0.5 us (points under this limitation
line show the currents at which <<ta>-'s
are measured). In He+O?

mixture, <<ta>>'s on Ag and Cu elec-

trodes may slowly increase with the

current increase, taking the value

about 50 us or lower at 300 mA. On

Fe electrodes <<ta>>'s with an quick

increase attain to several hundred ms

at 100 mA, then decrease to lms more

or less at higher currents. <<ta>>'s

on Au electrodes exhibit ^airly resem-

bling features with those on Ag and Cu

electrodes. It may be inportant, how-

ever, to notice, on Ag or Cu elec-

trodes the glow discharge is quite

stable.

Conclusion

1 It is confirmed that in FFTT(GA)

the cathode spot transition precedes

the positive column transition.

2 The behavior of Pg's exhibits that

the oxidization of electrode metals

may promote the appearance of FFTT,

and corroborate the precedence of the

positive column transition.

3 The behavior of <<ta>>'s is some-

what, complicated.

A general view of FFTT from the

behavior of Pg's and <<ta>>'s is shown

in the table 1.

Regionl:Arcs hardly exist. No or very

poor oxide is on the cathode.

Region2:Short arcs with fairly stable

glows exist. No or very poor oxide

is on the cathode.

Region3:Short arcs exist. Glows may

be unstable.

Region4:Long arcs appear. Glows may

be unstable.

Region5:Very long arcs exist. Glows

may be unstable.

In regions 3, 4, 5 metal oxides on

the cathode surface are surely effec-

tive . The table even suggests some

different effects of N2 and He on

FFTT. The behavior of <<ta>>'s does

not contradict with the precedence of

the negative spot transition.

Table 1. Classified regions of FFTT

gaseXi^
He

N j

He+Oa
A i r

£jcu
1

2

3

4

Ag

1

2

3

4

F e

1

2

5

5

AU

1

2

2

2
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VUV EXCIMER RADIATION IN THE AFTERGLOW OF A PULSED DISCHARGE IN KRYPTON.

J.Ongena , W.Wieme and R.Boucique

Laboratoyium voor Natuurkunde, RijksYunivavsiiP.il, Roziep 44, B-POOO Cent, Belgium

I. Introduction

The VUV spectrum in krypton shows, besides

the two atomic lines corresponding to the

transitions of the 'P. and 3P. resonance sta-

tes to the ground state 's., two continuous

emissions centered at 125 nra arid 145 nm,

known a9 the first and second continuum res-

pectively. In the past decade these emissions

have been investigated by several authors

[1-4], using a variety of excitation methods

(synchrotron radiation, a-particles, relati-

vistic e-beams), both in the low pressure

range (down to 10 Torr) as well as in the

high pressure range (up to 105 Torr). There

are, however, few studies dealing with the

intermediate pressure range 1-150 Torr. In

this paper we present a study of the first

and second continuum emissions in the after-

glow of a pulsed krypton discharge, for

pressures between 1 and 30 Torr and ! and

150 Torr respectively.

2. Experimental setup

The discharge tube consists of a cylindrical

pyrex vessel, 40 cm long, with a diameter of

3.8 cm and is provided with a LiF window,

transparent to radiation down to about 104

nm. This tube is filled on a UHV system with

high purity krypton (1'Air Liquide N47). A

rectangular high-voltagu pulse with a fall

time less than 0.3 |JS, a repetition frequen-

cy between 10 Hz and 10 kHz arid adjustable

length is applied with a 4-65A tetrode

connected parallel to the discharge tube. To

avoid additional complications resulting from

processes involving electrons, the current in

the discharge is kept as low as possible and

remains always less than 2 a 3 raA. Moreover,

excitation conditions are . hosen so as to

obtain a diffuse glow in the whole discharge

tube. In this type of discharge results are

found to be reproducible and not affected by

the discharge current and pulse length, in

contrast to the constricted type of discharge

where the results are less reliable. Wave-

lengths are selected with a Me Pherson 218

30 cm Czerny-Turner monochromator with a 2400

lines/mm grating blazed at 150 ran. The UV-

light, converted to ;t visible continuum using

sodiumsalicylate, is detected by a EMI 6256S

photomultiplier. According to the intensity

of the defected radiation, the PM output is

analyzed using one of the following •echni-

ques :

Technique A: the more intense afterglow sig-

nals .ire recorded with a PAR TDH-9 Waveform

F.ductoi , which al low the '• £nal to be stored

in 100 liiannels. The analogue content of

these channels is fed into a computer after

digital iziit inn .

Tcrhn it|ue B: consists of a conventional Single

Photon Counting technique and is applied when-

ever the intensitv :.r the I'M signal is tuo

low to yet reliable results with teehnique A.
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This comparison is presented in Fi g. 1 and

Table I for two values of the current 1= 1;

10A,

EMERP-Y

Table 1. n and T values versus I .

I (A)

1

10

100

0

1

1

n (ine

(1)

.57

.59

.56

10 1

0

1

1 -

cm

(2)
.516

. 3 2

) T (eV)

(1)

0 .

0 .

3 .

46

728

5

(2)

0.50

0.77

However, we note.' that pumping rates for v i -

brational exci tat ion of s ta tes 11 (X,v); v=l[

2, are nearly unchanged. For energy values

higher Chan lOeV, the changes in the E.E.D.F,

are negl ig ib le ; therefore, the pumping rates

for processes having high thresholds (exci ta-

tion towards e lect ronic excited s ta tes ) re-

main unchanged.

The scaling law for the various pumping

rates with the primary electron current have

been studied; the resul ts for the R.E.D.F.

and n and T values are respectively givene e
i" Fig-2 and Table 1 for three values of the

current 1 = 1; 10 and 100A.

10'.

(1) '.without supere las t ic col l is ions

(2) :with supere las t ic col l i s ions T =4000K

The fact of considering supere las t ic c o l l i -

sions leads simultaneously to an increase of

the low-energy-electron temperature T (max-

wellian part of the d is t r ihut ion) and a de-

crease of the electron density n and acts in

the .sense of a be t t e r agreement beetween ex-

perimental and calculated n and T values.
e e

We can observe that the high energy part of

the d is t r ibut ion scales as I , with the s t ruc-

tures less pronounced when the I value incre-

ases. At higher I value, e-e Coulomb c o l l i -

sions tenrl to smooth the s t ructures that ap-

pear in the dis t r ibut ion for lower currents .

However, the lew-energv part of the E.E.D.F.

is dras t ica l ly changed for the higher current

(I = ]00»\) leading t* a high T value.

It result;; that tin- pumping rates for
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the high thresholds processes scale nearly

as 1 while the pumping rates for vibrational

excitation increase more slowly than I.

Further work will be done to choose in

a consistent way the plasma potential.
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COLLIS1ONLESS EXPANSION OP TV.'O-COMPONEHT
PLASMA CLOUDS INTO A VACUUM

Yu.I.Chutov, A.Yu.Kravchenko, V.V.Pikozh

Kiev Shevchenko State University, Kiev, USSR

In review fi] the results of

the computations of the expansion of

finite plasma clouds of one-compo-

nent collisionless plasma into a va-

cuum are given. These investigations

were carried out under the condition

of the constant electron temperature

along the cloud at any time. It was

shown that the cloud expansion cau-

sea a considerable electron cooling

which results in the finite expansi-

on velocity, deceleration of a rare-

fflotion wave, the effect of blow off

of paternal layers of the expanding

clouds, etc. Simple approximate de-

pendence of the expanding plasma

cloud parameters on the geometry and

initial size of plasma cloud were

established on the basis of the com-

putations.

However it is known [2] that the

two-component plasma expansion into

a vacuum differs from one-component

plasms expansion, first of all by

the porisibility of different accele-

ration of different kinds of ions.

Besiden, the spatial distributions

of the expanding plasma parameters

are different. Therefore it was of

interest to investigate the expansi-

on of finite plasma clouds of the

two-component plasma into a vacuum.

Computations of the expansion of fi-

nite initially homogeneous plasma

clouds of the two-component collisi-

onlenr? plasma with cold ions were

carried out according to the pre-

viously used physical model [1] .

For every kind of ions the conti-

nuity equation and the equation of

motion together with the adiabatic

equation and the law of conservation

of energy were used. The normalized

equation set was written down in the

form

dt

dt

*7> dr
(D

where an electron temperature V , an

ion concentration M.L , an ion velocity

ut , a self-consistent electric po-

tential V7 t y and t are normalized

respectively to the initial value of

To , summary initial ion concentra-

tion HO-'Z.IIL0, an initial ion sound

velocity of the lightest component
u°~(yfj2t characteristic potential
Lf0 = KT0/e , an initial plasma cloud

size ro and a characteristic time

set of equations

(1)6 is equal to {rdo/rof, where rJo ,

f\ t /Ai are an initial Debye length,

an ion mass and the lightest ion

mass, respectively.

The normalized initial and boun-

dary conditions are the same as in [i].

The set of equations (1) with the

initial and boundary conditions was

numerally solved by the finite diffe-

rence method using Lagrnngian grids,
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each of that was faat connected

with the corresponding ion compo-

nent. The grid connected with the

lighter ion component was U8ed for

the computation of the potential f .

The heavy ion concentration at each

of its nodal points was estimated

using the linear approximation ac-

cording to the known values of the

concentration at the nearest nodal

points of Lagrangian grid connected

with the heavy component.

a

.5

0.2

In

- 1

- 2

T

. 0

. 0

0 1 . 0 2 . 0 t
-0.75

1.0 2.0 t

-0.75

In T

-2.0

Pig-1

Typical results of the computa-

tions are given in fig-1-4 for cy-

lindrical (i> * 1) cloud of collisi-

onlese He-Cs and He-Ne plasma with

^o-IOO-r^o • As it is seen from fig.1

the electron cooling is exponential

on the initial stages of the two-co-

mponent plasma expansion just like

the case of one-component plasma [1]»

The characteristic time T o ot this

exponential cooling depends on an

ion mass and the plasma composition

characterized by tin initial part A.L

of caesium or neon ions in the mix-

ture (fig.2). The presented curves

show that with the increase of an

ion mass, as well as the part of

the heavy component, the value of

fo increases, i.e. electrons are

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0 0.5
Pig. 2

1.0

cooling slowly.

Pig.3a,b show the spatial dis-

tributions of an ion velocity. Each

of the curves finishes near the ionic

front. It is clearly seen from fig.3

that the lighter helium ions accele-

rate more effectively, so that the

region of purely helium plasma is

formed on the periphery of plasma

clouds, i.e. the separation of com-

ponents 1 B taking place. A region of

"plateau" of the helium ion velocity

is clearly seen (fig.1a) on the spa-

tial velocity distributions.

The electron cooling limits the

boundary ion velocity in the case of

two-component plasma. Pig.3c,d give

the dependences of the boundary ve-

locity U w o f different ions on the

initial part cL-t of their concentra-

tion in the plasma cloud. It is

clearly seen that lighter helium

ions accelerate greatly, and their

boundary velocity weakly depends on

the initial composition of the plas-

ma cloud. The heavier component ve-

locity grows considerably with the

increase of their partial concentra-

tion in the plasma cloud, though it

remains essentially smaller than the

lighter helium ions velocity.
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1.0

decelerated with the inoronse of

Its initial partial concentration

in plaema cloud.

The decay of the two-component

plnrana.which i s characterized by

the change of an ionic concentrati-

on /i. in the centre of the plasma

cloud, filao differs from the case

of the one-component plnema. Fig. 4

eh'jiv. the dependences of "///I, on

t for Ho-He plasma cloud with

vm'ioua ML . Aa I t ia seen from

fif'.'l tho 1 ir.hter plasma component

d'-ry ,](.'\T not pructically depend

o n i.1.:i c i . i n p o i i L t i o n , w h n r e n : » t h e

0.75

Thus the given results indicate

clearly the pi-eat dependence of the

expanding plasma clouds parameters

on their composition.
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THE TWO-TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL ARC MODEL

V.S.Engelsht, V.M.Lelevkin, V.F.Semldno

R.M.Urusov, A.Zhajnakov
ov

Computer Centre of the Kirghiz High Education Ministry,

720044, Frunze, USSR

For the analysis of the low pres-

sure light current electrical aros

in the electrode regions it is req-

uired to consider plasma deviation

from the therraodynamic equilibrium.

The two-temperature plasma model

is one of the approach to the non-

equilibrium arc discharge discripti-

on. In the paper /1/ one-dimensional

arc flow in the initial channel area

is calculated in the two-temperature

plasma raodol aspect.The t.vo-tempera-

ture boundary layer equations are

proposed in paper /2/ for the plas-

ma flow discription. Purhermore the

plasma acceleration by the self-

electromagnetic forces is considered

in paper /3/. In the paper / 4 / the

electrical arc is calculated on the

basis of two-temperature MGD-equati-

ons without considering the arabipo-

lar diffusion. In additional it is

proposed probability equality of

ionizing by electrons and atoms in

the ionization equilibrium equation.

In this report it is given the

characteristics of the electric arc

plasma flow following from the ca-

thode nozzle into narrow passage

calculated on the basis of numeri-

cal solution of M^D-equation without

the simplifications of the paper/4/.

Model. It is applied the steady

two-temperature system of MGD-equa-

tions

B(VT),

P/KT = n. + na + ne

where n - the particle concentrati-

on, T>am~ ambipolar diffusion coeffi-

cient,V,^ =T/ene,\Lm = -5Qhi^ne) -velo-

cities: flow, driftage, ambipolar,

n e = n e(ocn o-£n Gn;) - the velocity

of electron formation, o£,j3- coeffi-

cients of ionization and recombina-

tion, j - the current density, Q -

electron charge, H , E - the inten-

sities of magnetic and electric fi-

elds,jw - magnetic permeability,T-

tensor of viscous tensions,m - he-

avy particle mass (atom, ion), K -

Boltzmann constant,~T - temperature,

U j - ionization potential, S',X , V -

electro-conductivity, heat-conduc-

tivity, volumetrio radiation, B =

= 3rn eKn e0e/m - coefficient of

the particle elastic collision, 0 e =

= i4e(rVQel+n<A>oVelaatio collision
frequency, Q - average velocity of

heat eleotron motion, 0ei» 0 e a-col-

lision cross-section, indexes (?, I,
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0-- electron, ion, atom.
The equations are written on the

cylindrical system of coordinates.

The boundary conditions are

energy and continuity as for cylin-

drical column.

Z = 0, OS ; T e =Te(r 0),T-T(r o), \S=0f

C 4 8 12 r,mm
Pig,1. The isoterms of the electrons

"A • "^e= 'eVtH J ' ~ ' v> )> and heavy particles in the passage.

r>RA: T=T R .
By introducing the voriables of

"vortex-otream function" the system

of MGD-equations is transformed to

the system of six elliptical type

equations. These equations are ap-

proximated by the integral-interpo-

lation method of finite differences

nnd solved by means iterative ^ajdel

-Gnu35 metod (see / 5 / ) .

Results. It is calculated the arc

in argon: P= 1 atm, the passage L=

5 mm, arc current 100 A, cathode

nozzle radius R=4mm, gas consumption

0,44 g/min, anode arc radius RA=8mm.

The distributions of the plasma tlow

characteristics on the nozzle cut

are found from the solution of the

initial one-dimensional equations,

and the velocity is zero near the

anode, the temperature distribution

of the heavy particles is according

to Gnuos with T(O,L)=1356 K. The

temperature and the concentration

of the electrons are determined by

the solution of the equations of

4 8 12 t) mm
ANODE SURFACE

Pig.2. The streamlines of the elec-

trons and heavy particles the

passage.

0 ? 4 6 r,mm 12 0 12 3 Z.mm

Pig.3. The electrons (ion) and

atoms concentration distributions.
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8-

6 -

^ V/sm

0 r--o
8 12 r.mm 0 2 4 Z.mm

Pig.4. The electric field intensi-

ty component distributions.

Discussion, As it is followed from

the calculation results it is obser-

ved the visible difference between

electron and heavy particle tempera-

ture in the boundary of the arc cur-

rent-conductivity column and near

the anode (Fig.1). Evidently it is

expeained by means of comparatively

low frequency of collisions between

electrons and heavy particles. On

the contrary it ia occured the alig-

ment of the electron temperature

v/ith the heavy particles temperature

in the arc region near the axis beca-

use their collision frequency in ap-

preciably rising with increasing of

the concentration and temperature of

electrons and heavy particles. Plas-

ma consumption Q - 2vmj (n^«-nQ̂  u/~clr

i3 caused by the heavy particles ,

contribution Q-e —

^)rAr io unessential

(Fig.2)". Plasma flow runs over the

plane anode and spread about towards

the radial direction. Under the ef-

fect of viscous and electromagnetic

forces it is observed drawing the

sorrounding gas into the arc column,

heating and its accelerating in the

nnode direction. The boundary layer

growth from the symmetrical axis re-

sults in the gag drawing back into

the nrccolumn in the passage middle

part. The toroidal vortex of the he-

uvy particles ir> formed (Fig.2).

and the electron

The electron stream lines differ qu-

alitatively from the heavy particle

stream lines: they begin on the ca-

thode nozzle cut and finish on the

anode. Here the main contribution is

caused by the electron driftage ve-

locity. This velocity is 10-100 ti-

mes aa much as the flow and the am-

bipolar diffusion velocity. The con-

centration of the charged particles

decreases appreciably in the direc-

tion to the anode and from the dis-

charge simmetrical axis (Fig.3), and

neutral atom concentration distribu-

tion is opposite. The electrical fi-

eld intensity reduces in the axial

direction from the nozzle cut and in

the radial direction from the symmet-

rical axis (Pig.4). It is caused by

extending of the current-conductivity

arc column boundary (see Fig.1 iso-

term 5000 K ) . The electro-conducti-

vity and arc radius are reduced near

the anode surface because of the

electron temperature decreases. This

result in the electrical field inten-

city growth (Fig.4).
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A MODEL FOR NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE CATHODE FALL RKCilON
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The distribution of the positive

ion and the electric field E in the

cathode fall region is calculated by

using a recent formula proposed of

the ionization coefficient (X which

would be more suitable in this region

and by proposing simple formula of

drift velocity of ion.

introiluction

The cathode fall region is an

escential part for holding a selfsus-

tained glow discharge. In an ordi-

nary theoretical treatment of this

region, we have been considering uni-

form distribution of the space charge

in the cathode dark space(CDS), there-

by the strength of electric field K

in tho CDS decreases linearly with

the distance from the cathode. We

also have been using an ionization

coefficient oC which was deduced for a

uniform field. The coefficient Ot is

expressed as a function of E, but it

has been argued that there it is not

permissible to apply this formula to

the CDS where E changes linearly with

position and reaches an extremely

high value near the cathode.

In this paper, we try to use the

Tran's formula of cf- since it can be

assumed to be more suitable in the

CDS. We also use two kinds of for-

mulas of v. (the drift velocity of

ion); one of them is from Frost's for—

mu1» of ji. and another is our own pro-

posa 1 .

From the combination of ot and v.,

the density of space charge in the

CDS as well as the electric field

distribution in this region are cal-

culated, being compared with those by

the ordinary theory.

Fundamental equations

The ionization coefficient ot i"

tho CDS is calculated using the for-

mula for the force acting on an elec-

tron as proposed by Tran et al and

obtained from a balance between incom-

ing and outgoing average energy;

where E is the electric field at dis.x
tance x from the cathode, ~jg average

energy of electrons, e electronic

charge, U.,U ,U energy for ioniza-

tion, excitation, and metastable

state, $ >S being the rate of exci-

tation and/or metastabie state.

On the other hand, we introduce

an equation to calculate the average

energy for positive ions in a narrow

width dx of the CDS by balancing the

incoming and outgoing;

d£.

~ e Ex ~
1 c (2)

where g. is average energy of ions and

?[. the mean free path of ions.

Assuming £. is fully transfered

into thy kinetic energy of ion, we

get the dri ft vclocit y of ion as

v.(x) =
1

(3)
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where m. is the mass of an ion. We

also use the following Frost's equa-
f 3 1

tion of ion mobility ji. for the esti-

mation of v. and compare it with the

equation (3) in the calculation of

the density of space charge $ and E
by combinating with equation (1),

,1/2

vi =

•(4)

(5)

Calculating procedure

Figure 1 shows the flow chart of

calculation. We used He pressure:

1 Torr. discharge voltage:150 V, and

the thickness of the CDS: 1.3 cm.

The discharge space was divided into

128 sections, being calculated the

space charge field by Poisson's equa-

tion. The convergence conditions

are a^ follows;

(1) The difference of the total

current density should be less than

-0.1 % at the boader of eac!i section.

(2) The difference of the ion den-

sity should be less than 1 % at the

boader of each section.

Results and discussion

lonization coefficient

Figure 2 shows the ionization

coefficient <X as a function of the

distance from the cathode. There is

similar tendency between the results

of combination of the equation (1)

and (3), and (1) and (5), i.e., the

maximum o( is obtained in the middle

of the CDS. There is a great dif-

ference, however, between these two.

and the value of o< obtained from

Ward's formula. In this paper, we

take into account the forward scat-

tering of electron only.

Drift velocity of ion

Figure 3 shows the drift velocity

[Giving the initiall
|co ndit_i ons j

T.
(Calculation of coefficient

Calculation of electron and
of ion current density

Calculation of space charge
density J>

Calculation of space charge
field E f J

o c
•H 0)

n! O
i-H 'H

3 t-l

O <w
r~< (1)
d O

O o

Judgement of
onvergence

Fig.l
Flow chart of
calculation

.21
0)
o
o

' • - - - . _

from

'--._ Uard

EO(1) and (3>\

\r-~~ from EQ(1)

and

t

<5)\

0.5 1.0
distance from cathode CcmD

Fig.2 Ct coefficient

" - - _ f r o . EO ( S )

f r o m E Q . < 3 > " - _ _

distance from cathode CcnO

Fig.3 dfift velocity of pogitiue ion,
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v. of ion. The value obtained from

the equation (3) is about half of the

value obtained from the equation (5).

In this paper, we neglect the thermal

energy of ion, angular distribution

of collisions, and charge transfer.

Density of space charge

Figure 4 shows the distribution

of the density of the positive ion $ .

In the case of using the equation (5),

J1 decreases rapisly at the end of CDS,

while in the case of using equation

(3), j* decreases hypabolicaly towards

the end of the CDS. In both cases,

/ falls zero at the boader of the CDS

and the negative glow. However, we

should expand the analysis into the

negative glow so as to take into ac-

count the diffusion of positive ion

from the negative glow.

Distribution of electric field

Figure 5 shows the distribution

ol' the electric field. In the case

ot using the equation (1) and (5),

the electric field decreases almost

linearly, although it comes off

slightly at the both ends of the CDS,

being agreeable with the experimental

ri.'Hiill. by Little and Engel.(4) In the

vaan • I' using equation (1) and (3),

1 h«! maximum -strength of the electric

lii.'ld at the cathode is lower than

the value of the former, being not

zero at the end of the CDS but about

•10 V/cm.

Conclusions

The distribution oC the positive

ion and the electric field E in the

cathode fall region is calculated by

using a recent formula proposed of

the; ionizntion coefficient oC which

would be more suitable in the cathode

Call region and proposing simple for-

mula of drift velocity of ion. The

conclusions drawn from thitv research

are as follows:

(1) The influence ol the formula ol'oi

to the J* and E is slight. We can

use the Townsend' s equation of c(.

in the cathode fall region.

(2) The influence of the formula of

the drift velocity v. of ion to

the J* and E is strong. We need

futher investigations oi v..

•10

•' 5

m
c
a)
o

EQ(5)

from EQ(3>

0 0.5 1.0
distance from cathode CCITI]

Fig.4 density of positive ion 0

'•--- fi-~m E Q Q ) and ( 5 )

n

^ 1
o

from

' • " • - - . _

EGK1
and

\

) " • -

( 3 )

0 0.5 T.O
distance from cathode Lcml

Fig.5 electr ic f i e l d
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ONE PROBE CHARACTERISTICS SIMULATION

R. Hrach, Vera Hrachova'

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University
V Holo§ovi5kach 2, 180 00 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

The influence of both the probe

shape and the drift velocity is stu-

died by the computer experiment and

direct one probe measurement.

One probe experiment

Our considerations were based

on measurements of one probe charac-

teristics in the pure neon glow dis-

charge positive column. The neon

pressure was 133 Pa, discharge cur-

rent 5-20 mA. Data presented here

correspond to the discharge current

15 mA, near the self excited ioniza-

tion waves limit, therefore it is

possible to find the distribution

close to Maxwell one in the body of

electron distribution function.

Pour different shapes of probes

were used (Fig.l), the active parts

of probes v/ere made from platinum

wires. The length of cylindrical

a)

b)

probe was 4 mm and diameter 0.1 mm,

for the Bpherical probe the diameter

was 0.6 nun. All probes were placed

in the homogeneous positive column

and the plasma parameters were de-

termined by the classical way (with

linear correction on the positive

iont current). The deviations in tho

electron temperature were found (see

Pig.2) for the probe of shape d) -

12 600 K contra 10 400 K for all

others. This probe is the most com-

plicated one - a sphere with a part

of cylinder, insulated by

' i [arb.un.]

•

: 101 '* *

• ' o

' .

I.
• o
If

a '!

'- »60

° •

55 U M 50

Pig.1

Pig.2

Computer experiment

For the study of the probe sha-

pe influence on the one probe chara-

cteristics the Monte Carlo method

wns used.
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a) Model

We supposed that [1]

- there is a Maxwell distribution of

electrons in the plasma with super-

imposed drift velocity in the dis-

charge tube direction,

- the distribution of electric poten-

tial in the shielding sheath has a

parabolical form and electrons are

retarded in this field,

- the collisions does not influence

the electron kinetic energy, but

their direction is changed randomly,

- the plasma-probe potential is ne-

gative.

The two-dimensional model for

the probe of arbitrary shape was in-

troduced according to Pig.3.

Fig. 3

the probe surface was divided into

elements deviated from the discharge

tube axis (and the drift velocity)

by an angle oc. The arbitrary shaped

probe is defined by the combination

of these elements with weights wfa).

In Pig.4 these weight factors are

shown for cylindrical (curve 1),

spherical (2) and composed (3 - cor-

responds to Fig.i.d) probes,

b) Scheme of computer experiment

The basic idea of computer expe-

riment is demonstrated in Fig.5:

- Source of electrons is located in

undisturbed region. The electron pa-

rameters: location x, energy E and

directions $ and vj> (measured from

. w

-0 .4

-Q2 / /

/ /
- l

i

,'O

y
/ - - . ^

/ /

i

N

\

w

s

*[rad]

1

\
\ \ 3

\

Pig-4

the x-axis) are evaluated from the

Maxwell distribution with regard to

the drift velocity v^ (transformed

to the energy scale as 3^).

- The path'of electron is obtained

from the relation

\

/\ being the mean free path of elec-

trons and $ the random numberE(0,1).

The electron trajectory in the ahe-

ath is curved by the influence of

probe potential AU.

PLASMA SHEATH PROBE

Fig. 5

- The electron trajectory terminates

either on the probe (I) or in the

undisturbed plasma (II).
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- All the process must be repeated

for at least 1<P-1Cr electrons,

c) Results

The model was solved by means

Of the microcomputer under the assum-

ption of "collisionless" plasma

("X m 1O«^JJ). Some results are drawn

in Figs.6-8. From these dependences

it is seen that the current through

the probe element is strongly influ-

enced by both the element orientati-

on oc and the drift velocity. Pig.6

brings the I-V characteristics for

oc >• 0 and several values of drift

velocity (compared with the thermal

energy of electrons kT ).

ne Figs.4 and B (computed for vari«

ous probe potentials).

Pig. 6

Pig.7 shows the relative incre-

ase of the electron current due to

the drift velocity (*U « -0.2).

Prom Pig.8 it is seen the cur-

rent through the element oriented by

the angle « (potential AU =-0.2).

To obtain the probe characte-

ristics corrected by the actual

probe form it is necessary to combi-

3

HO)

- 2

1

0
-3

y

s

-2

/
/

-1

o / y /

•

tog(^/kT«) o

Pig.7

Pig. 8
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COMPOSITION OF AT, N2, CO^, H20 AND AIR AT NORMAL PRESSURE AND TEMPERA-

TURES BETWEEN 3000 K AND 2O.1O3K

K.Kapoun, O. Coufal, V. KapiCba

Department of Physios Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, VdLtSznSho unora,
708 00 0atrava-Poruba

Institute for Speoial Eleotroenergetios FE VUT, Bo2etSohova 2, 6X2 00 Brno

Department of Physical Eleotronios, Faoulty of Science J.E. PurkynS
University, Kotldfska 2, 611 37 Brno, CSSR

For the spectral analysis and

formation of the model for calcula-

ting the gas breakdown at superim-

posed fields, it is necessary to

know whioh and in whioh representa-

tion the components of gases Art N»,

C02 and air may be found in the

breakdown spectrum and to determine

the degree of ionization. Therefore,

the calculation of composition of

the above gases has been made at the

breakdown between the 3000 K and

20«10̂ IC temperature rogions.

Calculation of molar fraotions

In the regions of temperatures

tho dissooiation and ionization of

gases takes plaoe. The products of

dissooiation and ionization form

systems of components, whose compo-

sition (the molar fraotions) may bo

calculated by means of the method

elaborated in the work /l/» The sys-

tems considered have involved the

components which, together with the

values applied, are given in the

work /2/, it deals with about 100

components according to the initial

elements mass quantity. The caloula-

tion of molar fraotions has been per-

formed within 1 up to 10-12 range of

only.

Estimation of the results

The composition of. argon mea-

sured temperature dependet within

the interval of J000 K to 20.Z03 K

is plotted in Fig.l, where the oom-

ponents Ar, Ar+ and electrons e~

were considered. At temperature of

1^500 K tho density of positive

ions Ar+ and electrons e~" begins to

increase if oompared with Ar atoms.

Tile plot in Fig. 2 shows the re-

sults of calculation of the Ar molar

fraction in dependence on temperatu-

re. The components N, N2, N_, N
+,

If!" and e~ were studied.

In Fig. 3 there are plotted

temperature dependences of molar

fraction of components of carbon di-

oxide hence the C, C , C , C. , C ,

CO, 0, 02, e", C', 0", 0", C
+, c\,

C02, 0
+, 0*, C0+ and CO*, wore exa-

mined. Figure k shows the plot of

temperature dependences of components

molar fractions for the case of wa-

ter vapours at normal pressure. The

following oomponents were conside-

red: H2O, H2, 02, OH, 0, H, 0
+, H+,

o
HO

HO
2, H , OH

values. In the plots however, the re-

suits a given for 1 up to 10 values,

2' °2» H2'
Other calculations were made

for dry air and that with water va-
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pours (humidity 1007°, at temperatu-

re 293 K ) • Xbe results of molar

fraotions of components measured

temperature dependent are given in

the plots 5 and 6.

Xn the oase of dry air there

wore investigated k6 components in

the whole, and for that of air with

water vapours, more over the com-

ponents containing hydrogen (a-

bout 38).

The analysis of the results of

composition of nitrogen, oarbon di-

oxide, dry and humid air at normal

pressure and temperatures ranging

from 3000 K to 2O.1O3K may lead to

ten following conclusions: up to

the temperatures of 6000 K there

are predominting th© composed mole-

ouls, the molar fraction for eleo-

trons is lower than 10 and the

same holds for tho degree of ioni-

zation. Within tho interval of tem-

peratures from 6000 K to 14000 K

there are prevailing tae atomary

neutral components, but the ioniza-

tion prooes begins to take place

expresivQly. At temperatures above

l't.lO-'lC most of atomary components

at least one half of them becomes

ionized. The composed components

and their ions do oonfclnue in ap-

pearance. However, tho values of

molar fractions are lower them 10".

The process of gas breakdown

in superimposed fields is more com-

plicated. The composition of the

system calculated does not corres-

pond with that obtained at the

breakdown, since, at the breakdown,

are consider the nonequilibrium

system and in the discharge spaoe

they appear even the elements of the

electrode material (e.g. Cu) whioh

fact has not been taken into consi-

deration. However, the results

achieved for the equilibrium compo-

sition may help to get some orien-

tation in the results obtained with

the breakdown spectrum and may even

be some basis for calculating the

thermodynamio and transport proper-

ties ot the system and forming the

model for the gas breakdown in su-

perimposed field.
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PLASMA EMETICS COMPUTER SIMULATION AND PREDICTION OF
HIGH-POWER REPLTITIV2LY-PULSED METAL-VAPOR LASERS

A.H. M a l ' t s e v
The Institute of Atmospheric Optics SB USSR Academy of

Sciences, Tomsk, 634055, USSR

Some cumulative effects of such

active medium basic parameters as

electrons (n ) and metal metastable

atoms (u_) densities in a repetiti-

vely pulsed gas discharge under mo-

derate pressures as well as the ef-

fect of this accumulation on high-

power metal vapor lasers performan-

ces are considered. The reported

kinetic study relies on a six-level

metal atom model (here, Cu-atom)

and a four-level buffer atom model

(Ne). The set of equations comprises

equations for electron temperature

T ; excited and normal metal ande
buffer gas atom densities, ion den-

sity (including molecular ions of

buffer gas); electron drift velocity;

heavy particles temperature T ;

photon density in a resonant cavity

on laser transition and equations

of external electric circuit. This

set of equations enables one to cal-

culate the discharge and laser cha-

racteristics in the mixture of neon

and Cu-vapors with an accuracy of

30-40%, which coincide with the ex-

periments carried out in the wide

range of discharge operating condi-

tions. Figure 1 gives, for example,

the experimental [ij and calculated

by the author characteristics of la-

ser active medium, whose comparison

confirms an adequacy of the theore-

tical model used by the author.

An analysis of calculations of

different operating conditions of

nanosecond high-voltage repetitive-

ly pulsed gas discharge, carried out

by the author, shows that according

to the type of partially ionized

plasma with metal vapors basic para-

meters accumulation from pulse to

pulse and with the increase of ener-

gy input W in the discharge, the

three types of operating conditions

of such kind are separated: the re-

gimes of low, medium and heighten d

energy input3.

The regime of low energy inputs

is of such type when accumulation of

TL , ng (the values at the end of the

excitation pulse) from pulse to pul-

se up to the established regular va-

lues occurs owing to some pulses

(nonsaturated interpulse accumulati-

on of n*, n£).

If at a given f, with the W in-

crease, the regime determined rela-

tive to nm, ng begins practically al-

ready from the second excitation pul-

se (saturated interpulse accumulati-

on) , then such a regime we call as a

regime of medium energy inputs. This

regime is the most typical for repe-

titively-pulsed self-terminating me-

tal vapor lasers.

Figure 2 gives the typical accu-

mulation of n from pulse to pulse

in the regimes of low and medium en-

ergy inputs in the tube of radius

R - 1.9 cm, the length L = 62 cm,
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at initial voltage potential on the

capacitor U -10 >.V. The recline of

heightened energy inputs is of such

a type when not only interpulse ac-

cumulation oi' n but also the incre-

ase of the regular value of n with

the growth of 7/ is practically al-
P *

ready saturated. This means that n^

either does not depend on W ( at

strong gac cooling) or io proportio-

^ J \j

o\
ioo ~^

10

0

10

0

Fig.1- Calculated (dashed lines)

and experimental (solid lines) data

£i] , voltage (I), current of dis-

charge (2) and Ianor power (5) at

A = 510.£ rvi.

ri,-i.l. to T (ijfirj "overhi.utin{r").

The rt-cults of calculations car-

ried out indicate t>iat the use of

the rccirco of low c-nt-rgy inputs to

tfib dischai'cc for inct.il vapor laser

pumping enables one to decrease n ,

n_* and, reapectively, n e o, n ^ .

This has made it possible to obtain

the pulse repetition rate f «»-j l.'llz

usin£ conjjuter simulation at optimal

choice of n Q, total particle density

of buffer gas n Q and U , which exce-

eds the typical, for tliese lasers,

pulse repetition rate by a factor of

tens. In particular, laser oscilla-

tion v/lth f bcinc up to 800 Idlz is

predicted in the discharge tube with

K:= O.i5", cm, L= i& cm at n =6.-iO1\m~^

VQ- 9 kV, condenser capacity c=Q04nF.

At computer simulation in the same

tube but at n = 2.1014cn~5i U =5 kV,

H * = 1 . 7 - 1 0 ' cm"; obtaining of conti-

nuous loser generation with power

density O.J "//era is predicted. The

use of gas - discharge tubes

with K ^ 6 cm and application of

. 2 . Accuf:.ulot;ii .;; o f i,^. rn t h e M g . ; ; . De^ eiidenc^.^ , ( ) ,

.chiii-ge ujid'.j1 o; ( r . v t i n g c o n d i t i o n : : I ' ( t ) a t n..,-: i .$- YO^ci.\~J; c - ?. nV;

M. l i l i n -.mi lev;

- v . - i O 1 ' ' c i : r > , <- .-. •'1.7 r'K ( 1 ) ,

'T;_;y i n p u t ( ? , ; , ) . U(ju "180 ];•/ ( I . J J . i ) ; >00 l.V
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coaxial cylindrical insertion of ra-

dius RQ= R - (0.1-0.15)cm allow

obtaining of active volumes of more

than 10 cm , having characteristic

radial size R - Rj£*1 cm at the

length ~O.1 m that can result in

technically realizable continuous

generation with power of some tens

of watt . Operation of such high-

power continuous laser is of great

practical interest.

Figure 3 gives the dependences

of discharge current on time 1(1),

Te(2), powers of laser generation

P(3,4).at X = 510.6 nm in the Cu-

vapor laser, with the tube radius of

8 cm and coaxial insertion radius of

6.6 cm, excited in the regime of

heightened energy input in the dis-

charge. Thennophysical conditions

are similar to those calculated in

[3j , and maximum running power in

this discharge without gas overhea-

ting is us. 100 kW/m. At computer si-

mulation in such a tube (inductance

of circuit is 0.4 uH, active resis-

tance of open commutator is 0.1 Si ) *

the laser generation energy

W = (0.5 -0.5)J from the laser

length of 1 m is predicted at

f = (1 - 2 )kHz that corresponds to

the mean generation power

Pc = (300-600)W from 1 m of active

length of the laser volume in one

laser beam and exceeds some times

this parameter of the lasers in cur-

rent experimental installations.

The initial electric field, in this

case, should be 2 kV/cm and more,

that can be realized, for example,

at longitudinal section of the tube.

Further increase of P<* in the regime

of heightened energy inputs can be

achieved v/hen increasing R ( ith

conservation of 2(R - RO)/(R+RO>^T1)

and using pulse break after fini-

shing the laser generation pulse.
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ARC PLASMA CALCULATION WITH ALLOWANCE, FOH RADIATION

SELF-ABSORPTION, NONEQUILIBRIUM STATE AND PARTICLE

INFRACTION

L.N. Panasenko and V.G. Revastyanenko*
Hear and Mass Transfer Institute of the BSSR Academy of Sciences

* Byelorussian Polytechnical Institute, Minsk, USSR

An exact calculation of an arc

discharge with comprehensive and cor-

rect account of all the physical pro-

cesses in it seems unreal today.How-

ever, modelling of the most import-

ant factors is possible, and the

paper presents one of such approaches.

The calculations take account of the

departure from plasma equilibrium ,

radiation transfer in a real continu-

um and line spectrum with regard for

self-absorption, the influence of the

particle interaction in plasma on its

composition, thermophysical and optic

properties, effect of plasma nonequi-

librium on the transport and radiati-

• on coefficients and effect of a gas

flow.

. 1. In electric arcs with low

discharge current, a noticeable de-

parture of the state from local ther-

mal equilibrium may be observed at

pressure of 1atm [1] . The simplest

model taking account of this factor

includes a two-temperature system

with electron temperature T and hea-

vy particle temperature Tu» The tem-

perature Te may considerably exceed

T^ due to the electric field, while

T£ and T n equalization is hindered by

different masses m and m, .

2. Plasma non—ideality due to

the influence of charged particles on

neutrals (variation of the effective

statistical weights in plasma micro-

fields) and because of the Coulomb

interaction of charged particles

(variation of the ionization energy

and pressure) was allowed for by the

effective population method [2], The

effective statistical weights g*

enable one to avoid an arbitrary cal-

culation of the partition functions

by the electronic states of the

atoms and ions Z« Z q* exp(-en/kTe)

and to specify the correlation bet-

ween bound—bound and bound—free tran-

sitions in the calculations of the

atonic plasma spectrum [3] . These

partition functions Z were used in

the equation of ionization equilibri-

um that for the two-tempcrature sys-

tem io of the form L4] :

, . T h ) e x p < ~ i ^ - ) ( 1 )
e n

h e r e 6 = T / T . , K(T , T . ) ±3 t h e
en en

conbination of partition functions

over translational, rotational, vib-
rational and electronic degroos of
freedom; AI-tho reduction of the io-
nization enorgy in plasma;subscripts

a and i stand for atoms and ions.Tho

calculated composition was used for

the transport coefficients, radiation

properties and entered the system of

equations describing an. arc plasma.

3. Tho transport coefficients

were calculated by the formulae of

the elomontar.y kinetic theory using

the Spitzor approach and taking ac-

count of all tho essential corroc-
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fcions. l.lecti'ic conductivity calcu-

lations allowed for the differences

in the crocu sections of electron

collisions with atoms and ions, and

for the effect of electron-electron

interactions. The last correction is

taken from the solution of the kine-

tic Boltzmann equation. In thermal

conductivity calculations, the acc-

ount was taken of the thermal conduc-

tivity of electrons, heavy particles,

ambipolar diffusion , thermodiffusion

and electrothermal effect. The ther-

mal conductivity XR due to the

ionizetion and dissociation energy

transfer was regarded in accordance

with [5] • Temperature difference

and 'lecrt.asing statistical weights

affected the free path lengths, heat

capacity of bound electronic states

and plasma composition. The predict-

ed transport coefficients were cont-

rolled by comparing them with the

data of [6] and the experimental re-

sults. In Fig.1 electric conductivi-

ty (1/0hrn.cm). and thermal conductivi-

ty (W/m°K) of nonequilibrium argon

Fig. 1

plasma are presented for pressure

p=1 a tin.

't. ifadiation transfer in the

real spectrum of atomic plasma was

calculated using the partial charac-

teristics method [3] . All the signi-

ficant physical processes contribut-

ing to the continuum and line spect-

rum were taken into account. The

spectrum did not undergo any simpli-

fications. The above method was

used to calculate the divergence of

a radiation flux in all the points

of the computational grid.
lj. Thermal, radiation and

electric characteristics of an arc

burning in a gas flow were described

in the general case by the following

system of equations

AE-

r,(i-f2)

»<niV

R
2TT j pr(l-r 2)dr

' 0
R

2nE ordr » J
' o

Ac = m l » W

(2)

O)

(4)

(5)

(6)

with the boundary conditions

* e 'z«o eo

where T. and T were correspond-

ingly chosen using the values of the

cathode temperature and the conditi-

on of electron acceleration in the

electric field. In equations (2-6)

Vq , are the divergences of the

radiation fluxes related to light

and heavy plasma components; J is

the arc current; G is the mass flow

rate; E is the field intensity; v
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is the collision frequency of elect-

ron and othoi particles,* =X +A +X .
n 1 3 K

To obtain numerical results foi par-

ticular arc plasma parameters,some

simplifications were made in system

£>.Taking account of the radia-

tion self-absorption exerts the stro

ngest impact on the calculations of

high current arcs (2QO-5OOA).In this

case the plasma is clone to the lo-

cal thermal equilibrium, T^=TU; one

T~

£

q? 08

0,6 Q6> f

Fig. 2

equation resulting fiom summing (2)

and (5) is used, eq.(6) being omitt-

ed. The radiation flux q=q +cT v/as
en

calculated by the partial characte-

ristics method. Fig.2 gives the elec-

tric arc characteristics in an ail

flow at p=1atm and J=JOOAs a, tempe-

rature at the channel wall (1(PK) at

G=10"e/s; L'=1cm; b, electric field

(V/cm) at G = 1 0 G / S ; C , hoat flux to

the channel wall ('.V/cm ) at G=5g/s;

K=u.!;cm; d, moan-mass enthalpy (kJ/g)

at G^g/s, II=1cw. Tho dash-dot lino

J'IOV.J tho charactoristics with re-

paid for radiation in tho Flanck ap-

pro::] iaation. Tho .-.illov.anco for radi-

ation self-ab'sorr'Lion greatly

tomporatnre3 at tho wall. The cold

gas near the channel walls is heated

due to absorption of UV radiation.At

higher pressures, particle interac-

tion in plasma mainly affects the la-

diation, its importance increasing.

A marked diffe-

rence in T and

T. is observed at

small plasma den-

sities and arc

currents (Fig.3).

Here, radiation

heat transfer may

be considered in

tho Planck appro-

ximation. Entire

system (1)-(6) was solved. The term

Vn was taken in the Planck approxi-
e

mation;Vq

shows T and

being noglocted. Fig.3

T^ distributions (1O?K)

for nonequilibrium argon t)lasma at

•p=1atm, I=50A, G=1g/s, channel radius

R=0.5cm and channel cross section at

Z=10cm.
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SIMPLIFIED MODELLING OF MICROWAVE PLASMAS

AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

R.Parosa, E.R.Reszke

Plasma Technology Group, Technical University
of Wrociaw

50-370 Wroclaw, Wybrzeze Wyspianstiego 27, Poland

A simple LTE-based model ia pro-

posed describing the process of ener-

gy exchange in microwave /2.45GHz/

discharges. This model allows for

easy estimation of the operation pa-

rameters as well as interpretation

of the basic physical phenomena in

microwave plasraatrons.

Governing equations

Under assumption that thermal

conductivity process is dominant the

energy exchange can be described by

Maxwell equations and the Elenbas-

-Heller equation I 1 :

7/here: S= / J,^)dT ; X , £ are thermal

and electrical conductivities of

plasma, and E (rj is electric field

strength distribution.

Boundary conditions are as follows

/see fig.1/

S(O)=Sr
dS
d r r = 0

S(R)=O

J0

=0
7/Z/////////7,
V///////////7

Pig. 1

In the approach presented, the term

G(r)|E(r)| has been taken from pre-

vious calculations published in 1 .

As it is seen from hi the G|E| dis-

tribution obtained numerically can

be easily approximated with simple

analitical functions for two asympto-

tic cases of low and strong skln-

-effect.

Low skin-effect case

Radial distribution of 6|El2can be

assumed constant in plasma region..

This assumption will work fine in

case of nitrogen /also air or oxygen/

plasma with temperature of 7000 K

and plasma column diameter 2rQ^.1O •»

12 mm. In this case the solution of

/1/ takes the form:

S(r)=SQ-Ar2/4 , 0^r<r Q

S(r)=Glnlr)+F , rQ<r<R

where A=G"(El2 = const and G, P are

constans derived from boundary condi-

tions.

At plasma boundary S(rQ)=S0-ArQ/4=S

where: S is a maximal value of the

heat potential at which one can

assume the real distribution of 6|EJ2

to be equal zero.

Linear power density per unit length
of plasma column equals:

r=r0

thus one can calculate the values of

heat potential S Q in the plasma as

function of the linear power density:

o „ . diss
"0 - "x T 4JT

One can also obtain radius of the
plasma,

rn = Hexp/-2 -,
udiss

rQ = H e x p | -
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Strong skin-effect case

The electromagnetic field penetrates

the plasma only in a narrow skin la-

yer. On the basis of calculations [i]

one can assume radial distribution

of S"|E!Z to take ihe form:

6"|E|2= A-lexp(ar)- rl

where a - is akin-effect factor that

depends on the properties of plasmo-

gen gas and operating frequency

/aCr1i5 for 1 at nitrogen plasma at

2.45 GHz/.

For this case the solution of /1/ is:

For nitrogen plasmat

for and

Sfr)=G-ln r +P for r Q < r < R

And, as previously, one finds rela-

tion between the linear power density

and a maximal plasma temperature

/expressed in terras of the heat po-

tential/ t

L

-1
•[exp(aro)(i - arQ)

Analysis of a single electrode coaxial

plasmatron

In this case plasma column is

created as an extention of inner con-

ductor in coaxial waveguide /fig.2/.

TEM
propagation

ol(S

Asauming that the incident microwave

power is P^ one obtains linear power

density absorbed in the plasma as

1 ollowa! . ^ o.dl* V } p

In a stationary state both the power

absorbed and power dissipated should

be equal.. This equality allows for

calculation of S o and then plasma

temperature for a given radius r«.

Two curves of power disspated shown

in fig.-3 were calculated separately

for low skin-effect and strong skin-

effect cases.

j

3

2

1

Labs.

•

tab

fODO

)
a

\v\
2000

v

Pig. 2

On the basis of numerical results

presented in [2] one can derive semi-

-empirical formulae emphasizing atte-

nuation of e-m waves in coaxial wave-

guide with plasma.

Pig. 3

As it is seen in fig.3f skin-

effect slightly reduces temperature

~>f the plasma. Moreover, plasma tem~

perature exhibits very low dependence

on microwave power level and this

effec' well is confirmed experimental-

ly [3j. Also the values of plasma

temperature obtained from the model

presented are in good agreement with

spectroscopicai data [3]»

Analysis of the rectangular wave-

guide plasmatron

In this type of plasmatron pias-

ma column behaves like a lossy

obstacle crossing the waveguide

/ fig.4 /.
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plunger

*"ig. 4

The power absorbed oy such an obstac-

le depends on the reflection coeffi-

cient F. The latter can be calculated

on the basis of substitution circuit

given by Marcuvitz [4]. Using reflec-

tion coefficient V one can express

the power absorbed as follows:

where b is length of plasma inside

the waveguide. Results of calcula-

tions of the L a b a and i<disg as func-

tions of the heat potential are

shown in fig.5.

[Wm-'j]
*

5

2

1

Labs,LcUs,i

Ubj

500 1000

a " us

\

V
2000

<\
a = D

So

Pig. 5

There are cwo points of intersection

between the Lat)s and L.. curves.

However, only intersections, those

corresponding to higher temperatures

designate stable operation points.

As before, the temperature of plasma

estimated from fig.5 very low depends

on microwave power, that is in agree-

ment with experimental results [3].

Summary

The model presented, although

based ou simplified assumptions,

allows for calculation of plasma pa-

rameters in microwave discharges with

an accuracy sufficient for enginee-

ring design.

Most of the numerical coefficients

were presented for a nitrogen plasma,

but corresponding calculations can

be easily made for cases of other

plasmagen gases.

Two examples were presented of

the coaxial and waveguide plasmatrons.

Calculations performed for resonant

cavity structures will be published

elswhere.
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. DISCHARGE MODELLING IN HCl/Xe/He-MIXTURE

A.Sherman (a), P.Miidla (b), and E.Tamme (b)

Institute o± Physics, Estonian SSR Acad.Sc,
Riia 142, 202400 Tartu, USSR (a)
Tartu State University, Vanemuine 46,

202400 Tartu, USSR (b)

This note communicates the results

on computer modelling of discharge in

HCl/Xe/He-mixture. This model, con-

taining a system of kinetic equations

for 13 plasma components and the Boltz-

raann equation for the energy distri-

bution function of electrons, allows

the time behaviour of the concentra-

tions of plasma components, the tem-

perature of electrons and the current

density of discharge to be found on.

the basis of an experimentally defined

time dependence of the discharge gap

voltage [ 1 ] .-

The Boltzmann equation incorpora-

tes the processes of elastic, inelas-

tic and superelastic collisions of

electrons with He and Xe atoms as well

as the processes of vibrational exci-

tation and deexcitation of HC1 mole-

cules. The rate constants of electron

reactions (excitation, deexcitation

and ionlzation of He and Xe, vibratio-

nal excitation of HC1 and dissociative

attachement to HC1 and to vibratio-

nally excited HC1) are calculated by

means of the obtained energy distribu-

tion function of electrons and the re-

action cross-sections known from lite-

rature. The energy spectra of He and

Xe are modelled by a three-level

scheme - ground, metastahl° and ioni-

zed states, while the vib-.ational

spectrum of HC1 is a two-level one:

ground and the first vibrationally

excited states. In the model, one
•*

excited state of the XeCl eximer -

the mixture of B and C states - is

considered. Dissociation in X state

is assumed to be instantaneous. The

constants of the three-body i^n-ion

recombination of Xe -Cl and Xe_-Cl

are calculated on the basis of

M.Flannery and T.Yang theory. Preio-

nization is modelled by a stationary

source of electrons and Xe ions.

The time behaviour of the concent-

rations of some components and the

current density of the discharge j,

obtained by calculations for the

mixture HCl/Xe/He=1/1O/92O, p=2.2 at,

are shown in the Figure, The figure

depicts also the used experimental

time dependence of the field strength

in the discharge gap E, calculated

from the voltage time dependence [2].

The efficiency of the preionization

source is taken equal to 2.5-10

cm c

The calculations show that the

main electron sources are the reac-

tions of direct and stepwise ioniza-

tion of xenon, while the contribu-

tion of helium is small. The second

maximum in the time dependence of

Xe concentration is due to the reac-

tion of three-body recombination,

whose rate grows rapidly in the re-

gion of small field strengths where

the electronic temperature is low.

This is also the reason why in this

region the concentration of electrons

and Xe ions decreases rapidly. The

main contributor into the formation
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of XeCl in this case is the reaction

of the three-body ion-ion recombina-

tion. The harpooning mechanism has an

essential role only at the initial

discharge stages.

For comparison, in two lower parts

of the figure, the dashed lines depict

the time dependences of the Xe , Cl

and XeCl concentrations obtained by

means of absorption probing the gas

mixture considered [3]. In that work

the time dependence of the total po-

pulation of P_ and P- xenon states

was determined. The scale for this

dependence in the middle part of the

figure is chosen so that the maximal

concentrations of the calculated and

experimental curves coincided. As can

be seen, in general the calculated

curves reflect correctly the most

essential features of the experimen-

tal ones. The differences that occur

are, in our opinion, mainly connected

with not very accurate experimental

determination of the voltage time

dependence in the discharge gap.
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POPULATION INVERSION IN A RECOMBINING ARGON PLASMA

3. VlCek

Institute of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
306 14 Plzen, Czechoslovakia

Conditions for the generation

of population inversion in e quasi-

-stationary quasi-homogeneous recom-

bining argon plasma have been inves-

tigated on the basis of the realis -

tic argon atom model, described in

Ref. [l], consisting of 65 discrete

effective levels.

The numerical results for the

overpopulation density & n =

" nr/gn " ni/gm' n > m ' w h e r e nn a n d
nm o r e ̂ 'e P°P ul a t* o n densities,and
gn and g are the statistical
weights of effective levels n and ra,
respectively, have been obtained at
a fixed atom temperature T » 2500 K
for the ranges of electron tempera-
tures Te from 2500 K to 12500 K,

electron number densities
, 1 2 - 3

from
-310 cm" to 10 'cm" and ground sta-

te population densities n, from 0
15 -3

to 10 cm . Two values of tht dis-

charge tube radius R are considered,

namely, R * 0,3 cm and R •» 1,0 cm.

In our computations we have

assumed thot: k

- the quasi-stationary quasi-homo-

geneous state model [2J is appli-

cable,

- the free electron velocity distri-

bution function is Maxwellian and

the atom-atom collisions are neg-

lected as a consequence of the

relatively high value <•? the ioni-

zation degree,

- the local effect of radiative ab-

sorption and stimulated emission

is accounted for by effective ra-

diative optical escape factors

Amn
- only singly ionized Ar- lona in

the ground state are considered

in the quasi-neutral plasma,

- molecular states and boundary

effects are ignored.

Under these conditions one ob-

tains a system of algebraic equa -

tions from which the unknown popu-

lation densities n can be calcula-
ted^]

KI

mn a r e

m, n = 2, . . . 65,

provided that the rate coefficients
8mn ant* în r ef e r r* R9 to the indivi-

dual collision and radiation proces-

ses I 1,4 | and the population density

nj are known.

Here, the numerical results for
sented for the pairs

of effective levels denoted by num-

bers (3,6), (9,13) and (15,17). They

have been chosen from a large number

of pairs with the same lower levels.

The criterion of selection was the

relotion of the maximum value of

A n to the corresponding threshold

value (^nmn)t- needed for the pro-

duction of laser oscillations.

Threshold values have been de-

termined according to Oda and Furu-

kane [5J on the assumption that the

-Tjsma is optically thin for the

transitions investigated, the refle-

scivities of the two plane mirrors

are 99% and 99,G^, and the plasma

column length is 20 cm.
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In Fig.1-3 the dependence of

A n on n is shown for various
nn e

T gt n, > 0, i.e. for the case of

Fig. l

4nm
m-9, n =13
n.-O.A.-i.A

1 r T

= 1

Te=2500K "

0 purely-recombining plasma
As can be seen, toe peek value of
the overpopulation density A n ^ is
attained at a value of n (further
the optimum value) s l ight ly lower
than that at which population inver-
sion breaks down.
Fig.3

Fig, 4 shows A n ^ as a func -
tion of nj at Te - Tfl = 2500 K for

Fig.4

10 -

10'^

tfh
10*

i I !

m-3, n=6. n,.-5 10

- m ^ , n-6, nt=io"'c
' m-9, n-13,ne=10*cn

m=15.n=17. n,=frc
• m-1S.n-17n.= 5!0'3

T, =2500 K
_ Tt =2500 K

R=0,3cm=
R-10cm :

l I I I

i

cm"3^/^"^

1

i f

m=9 n=l3

1 i

10" 10" 1013 10tt 10'5
3]

109 10" 10" 10" "0° 10" V*
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the optimum values of nfi and for

the electron densities which are lo-

wer than these optimum values. The

solid curves represent the case of

I? a 0,3 cm, while the dashed curves

refer to R = 1 cm. The optical esca-

pe factors -A-in» depending on the

parameters n,, T , R and n^, havex s e

been calculated by using formulas

derived in Ref, [ 7J.
Dnta charakterizing the effec-

tive levels considered are listed in

Table 1.

Table

m

3

6

9

13

15

17

1

%

4

8

1
4

3

12

Eml [eV]
11,802

13,295

13,480

14,252

14,304

14,690

term

3p54s'

4p'

4p'
5s'
3d'

5p'

f7] H.W.Drawin and F.Emard, Beitr.
Plasmaphys.l3(1973) 143

Here, E , is the excitation energy.
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INTERFEROMEiTRIC INVESTIGATION OF THE

SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION WITH LASER-PRODUCED SPARK

E.M.Barkhudarov, V.R.Berezovskii, T.Ya.Chelidze,

M.O.Mdivnishvili, M.I.Taktakishvili, N.L.Tsintsadze

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the

Georgian SSR, Tbilisi, USSR

The study of the shock wave

(SVi) propagation in a relaxing plas-

ma is of considerable interest for

a large number of scientific and

applied problems.

We have shown that a SW is

highly dissipated when passing thro-

ugh the central heated region of the

laser-produced spark - so called

"fire ball" (FB) [1], The mechanism

of the phenomenon observed is not

clear as yet. Therefore, it has be-

come necessary to investigate in de-

tail the conditions of SW passage

through the FB.

The scheme of the experiment

is shown in Fig.1 (1 - lens, 2 -

needle, 3 - plate).

Two breakdown regions were si-

multaneously produced using a TEA

C02 laser (W=2-3 J, T=O,1|*s,i: in

the focal point of the NaCl lens

(F=15cm) and on the surface of a me-

tal plate at the distance of 17mm

from the focal point. In order to

achieve a better reproducibility

of the results, a steel needle point

was introduced into the focal region

The SW produced by the breakdown at

the plate surface was directed onto

the FB existing in the lens focus.

A Mach-Zender interferometer (A.=

0.69 pir\f X =25ns) was used to de-

termine the neutral gas density.

Electron density was measured using

the method of holographic interfero-

metry at the wavelength \.=10.6|A«n

The SW velocity and pressure were

recorded by a barium titanate piezo-

electric detector.

Fig.2 shows two interferograms

(2.85 lines/mm)corresponding to dif-

ferent stages of the process: a -

23 us and b - 36 ps after break-

down. The laser beam is incident

from left to right. The SW velocity

is V =4.4-104 cm/s. It should be

noted that in our experiments the

pressure in the FB reaches the at-

mospheric one in 6-7 us . It follows

from the above data that the SW in-

cident on the FB shifts its bounda-

ry by the distance of approximately

1/3 R, where R=6-7mm is the FB ra-

dius. The interference fringe pat-

tern remains practically unchanged
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further in the direction of the

boundary displacement. This fact

indicates that the SW is dissipated

in the region where the FB boun-

dary shift occurs. The results of

plane corresponding to the time

t =23 vS is shown in Fig.3 (a

similar result was obtained for

"C=56[AS). At the FB boundary, the

gas density decreases by a factor

ai Q2 0.5 OA as 06 a? V,CM

Pig.2b

the interferogram treatment also

testify to such a fact. The gas den-

sity profile in the FB diameter

of about 5 at the length of 2 nun,

then it remains practically con-

stant and, finally, there exists

a region of high, rarefaction in

the centre where the density de-

creases by a factor exceeding 10,

in agreement with the evaluations

[2].
The electron density measu-

rements result in the following.

Electron density decreases reach-

ing the value lower than the sen-

sitivity limit of the method (in

our case at the FB diameter of

1.4 cm, n e = 1 0 ^cm~^) at the time

X =11 ̂ *s . The electron density
profile in the focal plane at X =

7.5 Ys i-a shown in Fig.4. A cha-

racteristic feature is a conside-
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rable decrease of electron density

over the length of 1.5-2 mm, where

M-l

9

JO

6

6

I i f

Fig. 4

the region of strong gas displace-

ment exists.

Thus, the presented results

indicate that the SW damping occurs

in the PB boundary layer of 2 mm

thickness characterized by an appro-

ximately 5-fold deorease of the neu-

tral gas density.
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CALCULATION OP RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS

FOR NOWEQUILIBRIUM LASER PLASMA.

B.M.Bazilov, F.N.Borovick, G.A.Vergunova, G.S.Romanov,

V.B.Rozanov, L.K.Stanchitz, K.L.Steprinov, A.V.Teterev

Institute of Applied Physical Problems, Minsk, USSR

The investigation of X-ray radi-

ation generated by laser targets du-

ring their heating and compression

is an important aspect of the LTS

problem. The radiation of a continu-

ous spectrum, including the radiati-

on due to high-speed electrons, is

considered in(V, 2]. The present pa-

per considers in greater detail ra-

diation characteristics of targets

in the soft X-ray band v/herein the

basic spectrum formation mechanisms

are photorecombinabion, bremsatreh-

lung and transitions in discrete

spectrum.

It is known that two areas g£v-

levels depending on the electron tem-

perature and density have been deter-

mined on the basis of stationary ki-

netic equations with account for ele-

ctron excitation and deexcitution,

impact ionization, triple, photo-

and dielectronic recombination, spon-

taneous decay has been uned in this

paper to describe nonequilibriuir. sta-

tes of laser plaama in the general

case. The influence of plasma oelf-

radiation on the kinetics of state po-

pulation ha3 been neglected (approxi-

mation of optically transparent plas-

ma). The characteristics derived by

means oi solution of the kinetic pro-

ing the basic contribution to integ- blem have been used to calculate spe-

ral radiation exist in the target:

the crown zone behind the critical

surface, and the central area of the

target which is heated and compres-

sed during spherical cumulation.

Prior to escape the target, the ra-

diation passes through layers with a

wide opectrum of plasma states. LTE

conditions ere realized in the inte-

rnal cold layers of the shell, coro-

nal equilibrium conditions - in the

rarefied and hot peripheral layers,

in the intermediate layers the radi-

ation characteristics depend on the

total combination of collision and

radiation processes. An impact-radi-

ation model[3J according to which

the ionization equilibrium state,

mer.n charge rnd population of ion

ctral coefficients of absorption and

radiation capacity. The following

cross-sections of the basic absorp-

tion processes have been used. The

free-free absorption has been desc-

ribed by the Kramers formula with

Gaunt corrections, photo-ionization

has been calculated in accordance

with the quantum defect method, while

the ionization of internal electron

shells haa been treated in according

to the Hartrec-Pock-Sldtcr method.

For the calculation of line absorpti-

on their contour was selectcd to be

of the Voigt type, electron impact

broadening and Doppler's heat effect

were taken into account. The integral

radiation Iocce3 of plasma as well as

contributions of various radiation
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mechanisms were also calculated.

The problem of target self-heat

rudiation transfer was investigated

on thj basis of the calculated spec-

tral properties of plasma. To this

tion states of plasma and level'o po-

pulations. As seen from analysis, for

typical conditions in targets nonequ-

ilibrium effects are of great impor-

tance even at electron densities

end, the transfer equation was solved which ore ten times greater than the

for the gas-dynamic parameter field critical density.

defined for a some moments. Angular

and spectral distributions were des-

cribed for 12 angle3 and. 488 spect-

ral points in the range of energies

from 10 eV to 12.4 izeV. The reve.rs

influence of radiation on target gas-

dynamical parameters was not consi-

dered. In the result of solving the

transfer equation, the detailed in-

formation concerning the spectrum

composition of the radiation emitted

from the target and its time evolu-

tion has been obtained, peculiariti-

es of radiation transfer in various

layers of the toxget, in particular

strong reabaorption of the radiation

from the centre of the target at the

moment of cumulation have been esta-

blished. The effective spectrum tem-

perature, radiation indicatrix and

complete radiation losses have been

determined. The integral radiation

parameters obtained by solving the

the transfer equation have been com-

pared with the approximation of vo-

lume luminescence.

All the investigation has been

carried out for two types of targets

with radius RQ = 200 um, shell thick-

ness A H =1.5 pm and 0.5 yun (aspect

relations 133 and 400, respectively),

heated by a 4.4 ns neodymium laser

pulse with the absorbed energy being

Eab = 2 6° J-
The solution of a high-order sys-

tem of kinetic equations (175 equa-

tions were used for SiOg - plasma)

was essential to analyse the ioniza-

Some of the obtained results are

presented in Pigs.1-4 and in the

Table 1. Fig.1 presents the example

of calculation of the spectral radi-

ation capacity. ^ is shown as a fun-

ction of quantum energy and electron

temperature.

This spectrum region contains Lyman's

series H- and He-like silicon ions.

The distribution of gas-dynamic

parameters in the target with £• R=0.5

jim for various moments is shown in

Pig.2 along the mass lagrangian coor-

dinat e.

Te.keV

20 3O
Pig. 2

The positions of the critical sur-

face are marked by symbol *.

The spectrum characteristics of

emitting radiation are illustrated in
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Fig.3. The representative spectral (Bremsstrahlung - d.£, Photo-recombi-

region corresponds to the range, whe- nation - <A.pr, line spectrum radiation

re the main part of radiation energy-

is emitted from target.

The behaviour of radiation tem-

perature and it3 power versus time

calculated by the transfer equation

is included in Fig.4. The radiation

power obtained by the volume lumi-

nescence approximation is also in-

dicated here.

Pig. 4

The Table 1 contains the basic

integral characteristics of radia-

tion, namely: radiation power W,

effective spectrum temperature

3.83

brightness temperature of the sour-

ce Tkr = [iow.,uf(MW/cm
2)JV\ complete

luminescence energy, contribution

of various radiation mechanisms

- cKL ) to the total power. The re-

sults of these parameter calculation

in the volume luminescence approxi-

mation are presented as well (marked

by symbol * ) .

c . 0<n Table 1

1

1

2

t

ns

.0
*

.5
*

.0

VV-10"2

M'.V

15.3

96.6

6.90

846.

3.36

39.0

Tef
eV

139

379

430

Tbr
eV

23.0

36.7

14.7

49.2

10.1

18.9

%

54
a
44
31

18

9

cLp.,

%

15

29

21

29

22

26

%

31

63

35
40

60

65

The radiation-collision model pre-

sented in this paper and the plasma

and radiation parometera obtained on

its basis show that:

1. Target radiation characteristics

are determined by nonequilibrium pro-

cesses occuring in the target at con-

ditions differing both from LTE and

coronal equilibrium.

2i The contribution of radiation in

spectral lines amounts to 50$.

3« Up to 1 0 ^ of absorbed energy may be

emitted from the target at a laser ra-

diation flux magnitude of about q ~

10 V//cm . Calculation in accordance

with volume-loss approximation leads

to overestimation of the emitted ener-

gy, while calculation of transfer eq-

uation leads to certain underestimati-

on of the result (exeptins scattering).
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INFLUENCE OF ATOM - ATOM COLLISIONS
ON RESONANT LASER - GAS BREAKDOWN

3.L. BOBIN and M.A. ZAfel
LPOC Universite Pierre et Marie Curie T12 - E5

*, place Jussieu - 75230 PARIS Cedex 05 FRANCE

Complete ionization has been observed when
a laser beam whose frequency is tuned to the
resonance transition passes through sodium
vapour with density around 10 atoms, cm
111. The necessary laser intensity is several
orders of magnitude below the threshold for non
resonant gas breakdown. The mechanisms
responsible for ionization are completely
different.

In resonant laser interaction, the 3P level is
rapidly saturated in such a way that the 3P/3S
population ratio equals 3, the ratio of
statistical weights. Thus an energy reservoir is
created for a number of coilisionnal processes :
all excitations and de-excitations, level
ionization, recombination... with a special
emphasism,
- superelastic collisions of electrons with
energy £

+ he) + Na(3S)

where A£ = 2.1 eV is the energy of the resonant
transition
- energy pooling

Na(3P)+-Na(3P) * Na(BS)*Na*(

- Penning ionization

Na(3P)-fNa*( ) > Na++ Na(3S)i

- associative ionization

These processes were included in a rate
equation differential system accounting for the
populations of the first 15 atomic levels, the
electron density and the electron energy
(temperature).

This system was solved numerically by a 3rd
order Runge Kutta procedure. The initial
conditions are N (3P)/N (3S) = 3, all other levels
empty. Te is chosen so that

0

in order to avoid oscillations. The results can be
compared to those of previous studies 111 which
included the superelastic collisions through
which the electrons acquire the energy
necessary for an efficient ionization, but the
processes between excited atomic species were
ignored.

In Fig. 1 the ionization kinetics are shown
for both models. The overall ionization time is
about the same but collisions between atomic
excited states create a number of free
electrons larger by 2 orders of magnitude in the
beginning of the process. Similarly, excited
levels are populated much earlier in the case of
our model.
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Na(3P)

t ns

0 200

Fig. 2 shows the time history of the
population of two different excited levels : 5S
which is directly populated by energy pooling,
<*P which is populated only through electronic
excitation or de excitation.

Energy pooling collisions are especially
efficient in the beginning of the ionization
process and result in a population inversion. The
maximum population inversion density

is 1.3 x 10 cm for an initial
atomic density 10 cm" . This population
inversion is able to provoke laser emission in
the infrared. Some evidence for such a process
was found in /3 / . Laser emission might be used
as a specific diagnostic for the occurence and
rate of elementary processes in the lirsi stage
of the ionization kinetics.

Finally it should be noted that the electron
temperature remains low (< 1 eV) with a
minimum corresponding to the occurence of an
almost complete ionization. The corresponding
correlation parameter

lies in the range 0.1 - 0.5 adjustable by varying
the initial density of the vapour and/or the
laser intensity. Such plasmas may well be suited
for investigations of the effects of correlations.

cm
-3

10 2 0 30 ns

Fig. 2
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MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION AND INDUCTION OP

ELECTRIC FIELD IN POTASSIUM VAPOR

A.M.Davtian, R.Kh.Drampian, M.E.Movsessian

Institute for Physical Research, Armenian Academy of
Sciences, 378410, Ashtarak-2, Armenian SSR, USSR

The investigation of laser in-

duced electric field in optical

breakdown plasma in air [1-4] and

in partially ionized metal vapor

[5-9] recently has aroused a great

interest. The interest shown to

these experiments is caused by the

possibilities of using the inducted

fields both for low-temperature

plasma diagnostics [1-4,9 1 and the

second harmonic generation in me-

tal vapor [5-8].

In this report we present the

results of the investigation of la-

ser induced electric field in po-

tassium vapor using the probe (dif-

ferentiator), analogous to the one

employed in [2-vj.

Linearly polarized ruby laser

radiation ( frequency cO=14400cm" )

with pulse duration of 16 nsec and

40 UNI power was focused in potas-

sium vapor cell. Radiation frequen-

cy mistuning from one- and two-

photon atomic resonance is~135O cm.

The saturated vapor density N va-

ried in the interval of N-101-3 •

10 cm" . The probe itself was a

piece of wire, 20 cm long, directed

along a vapor cell. The time reso-

lution of such a detection system

is ;£ 5*10 sec order. The electro-

motive force (e.m.f.) signal from

the probe is proportional to the

time variation of induced electric

field. The e.m.f. signal was dis-

played on oscilloscope C1-75 with

bandwidth 250 MHz and sensibility

10 mV/div.

The typical oscilloscope trace

of e.m.f. signal (W = 40 Miff, N =

lO^cm"-3) is shown on Fig.1. The

•

j ' — • "

Fig.1. Typical oscilloscope
trace of e.m.f. signal. The
time scale is 50 nsec/div,
the ordinate scale is 20QmV/div.

dependences of signal magnitude £,

and duration %. on atomic density

are shown on Pig.2a. The signal

magnitude shows a maximum and its

duration decreases monotonously,

when atomic density increases. The

value of product £,t, (which is

proportional to the electric field

strength E) versus atomic density

is shown on Fig.2b, It's worth men-

tioning, that the value f. charac-

terises the increase time of elec-

tric field to its maximal magnitu-

de.

The appearance of electric

field in media is connected with
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m" id" <o"
ATOMIC U l N S I T f H i t * - 1 !

Pig.2. The dependence of e.m.f.
signal value £. and duration
tL (a) and its product tlXl
(b) on atomic density.

three-photon ionization of potassium

atoms in the ruby laser radiation

field and spatial charge separation

due to the initial kinetic energy

of electrons. It is necessary to

note, that asymmetry is needed in

electron spatial distribution (the

appearance of double electric layer)

in order to detect the electric

field out of plasma.

The laser induced electric

field strength E has been calcula-

ted in [6-81. The following formula

ia obtained in [8]for the electric

field maximal value E
max

,1/2 (1)

where n - density of electrons,

kT - energy of eloctrona.

The electric field increase time to

its maximal value is given by for-

mula: t = (Tp'CT,)1^ , where (tp)"1

plasma frequency, Vv - is the es-

cape time of electrons from the la-

ser beam.

The estimation shows [lO],

that the electron density is about

1% of atomic density, v/hen the la-

ser radiation power density is

4 GW/cm in the lens focus (the di-

ameter of focus spot is ~1O~ cm).

The energy of electrons is kT =

' 3 ^ ~ ^on " 1 e V (Iion -

= 4.34 eV - ionization potential).

Then the value ^majr calculated

from formula (1) is of 1.3 kV/cm

order for atomic density 11-10 cm

The value of e.m.f. signal,

estimated by the formulae given in

[3 j using the found magnitude of

electric field (taken into account

the asymmetrical distribution of

electrons and appearance of double

electric layer) is in good accor-

dance with maximal value ~ 200 mV,

measured in the experiment.

The decrease of signal dura-

tion X, and slow increase of elec-

tric field E in atomic density

region 10 1 3 - i0 Ucm" 3 (Pig.2a,b)

is in agreement with formulae for

E and X. given in [ 8 ]. However

it is necessary to note, that the

value or X estimated for the re-

gion of radiation focu3 ( X p ~

10"4(ne)~
i/2sec,r^'-10~9sec) is

about one order less, than the me-

asured signal duration Tt • The

valuea of T^ measured in the expe-

riment arc possible to obtain if

the electron density nonunifonn

distribation and electron-atom col-

lisions arc taken into account..
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CONTINUOUS OPTICAL DISCllAiiGi) - SPIiiiillCAL SYLa.'JLTfilG APPROACH

J . Iloffinan, J . Kurzyna
I n s t i t u t e of Fundamental Technologica l Research - PAG

Svjictokrzyska 2 1 , 00-049 V.'arszawa, Poland

A continuous optical discharge

(COD) is a plasma maintained statio-

nary by powerful laser radiation in

a gas at a pressure of several atm.

The survey of problems dealing with

the OD is presented in the review[1].

Although the number of theoretical

models have been presented ti-S], so

far the effect of approximation of

the material function on results

remain to be examined. V/e attempt

here to compare tlio results of

numerical calculations using the

accurate material functions with the

analytical solutions based on appro-

ximated ones. As an instance the

calculations vvero performed for

argon at 5 atm in the frame of sim-

plified spherical symmetric model.

Thus the energy equation is in

a form:

where heat potential S ™ I \(T')cLT f
A *^O

A is a heat conductivity (numerical

values according to [7]), <$> is

a power emited by tho unit volume in

the whole spectral range and fA. is an

absorption coefficient at the laser

wavelength (see [ 3j and l^ig.i}. ri'he

laser radiation intensityI»T>/kn{r\a)

Tho focus size is described by only

one parameter a.. Tau lar;c power P in

the plasma depends on the- absorption

S - 100 W/cm

To avoid numerical integration

over the infinite interval of the

variable r the heat potential $ has

been chosen as an independent vari-

able. The obtained set of three or-

dinary differential equations was

integrated by the 4 order Kunga -

- Kutta method with automatic step

control [s]. 1'he trial and errors

method was applied to find such

initial conditions r=0, S-»S(O) and

V^V^ at which the solution r~S for

.'S—Ct The resulting total laser power

"PL necessary to maintain the OD and

corresponding heat potential at the

plasma centre 5(0) are presented in

J?ia.2.

I?or analytical calculations the

simplified formulas [1,4] have been

( * ()

where H is a step function and

<|?=22.S c:a~1, yU0=10.5 en"
1 and
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•SO=54.4 w/cm (see Fig.i). The solu-

tions of the equation (1) have been

found in the form:

H-*C,i/-S.

for two regions: r>ft in which
and T-<"R in which S>SO. The smooth-
ness condition A(O)+B(O)«0 results in
the relation^

r%<tr (lt\

•o tr

where T>0=
lmS,ol/*-<f The asymptotic

expansion of the integral in eq. (4)

*R+ " T ^ H 2 - -̂ -cx-*-... leads to the

analytical formulas for the treshold

power Vm and corresponding plasma

radius "R̂ ,:

(5)

In Fig.3 the dependence of the tre-.

shold power on the focus size is

presented. Solid dots denote results

of the numerical approach and open

ones the accurate results from eqjfr)

The corresponding unabsorbed power

% is also shown. The other global

characteristics i.e. plasna radius

and heat potential 6(0) are also in

satisfactory agreement in both

models.However, for the approximated

material functions the radial

distribution of S(r) is affected,

especially in the low tecperature

range.•

Moody's [2] experimental values

have confirmed the tendency

obtained here (see i'ig.3 - the re-

ference power 1J,-2*r&o//to results

from the side on irradiation of the

plasma). However, the solid angle of

the laser radiation has been also

varied with the change of the focus

size in that experiment.

Thus the features of 01) seems

to be predicted with sufficient

accuracy even using approximated

material functions provided all

basic processes and realistic geoae-

try of the phenomenon are to be

considered.
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2 3
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Fig. 2
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focu» t i n ( 10 cm )
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(S) - ( I03 W/cm2 )
I 2

5
radius ( IO~Zcm )

Fig. 4. fiadial distribution of heat

potential in OD. The derivative

«-=-ofS/c/ras a function of 6 is also

presented. Continuous curves - nu-

merical calculations, dotted curve -

- analytical approach.
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BREMSSTRAHLUNG AND INVERSE BREMSSTRAHLUNG BALANCE

IN CONTINOUS OPTICAL DISCHARGE

K. Makowski

Institute of Fundamental Technological Research

00-049 Warszawa, Swiftokrzyska 21, Poland

bution function of the form like in

[7]: FQ(w,t) S f (Jw +/&){ ,t) =

on=-«> a

Macroscopic theories of conti-

nous optical discharge ^COD) [1,2,3,4

and references cited there] were Da-

sed on the assumption of the energy

balance between emitted and absorbed where: f(v,t) is the "original" ele-

flaser) radiation. Material functions ctron distribution function,

describing these processes (absorp- /Z(t) - electron quiver velocity,

tion coefficient and emittancy) were tj - laser radiation angular fre-

calculated under the assumption quency. For all n / 0 we assume also:

that plasma was in thermal equilibrium F <? F = F . So the kinetic equa-

tion deals with F only,state. However, it seems that the

assumption about the maxwellian form

of electron distribution function

for optically thin plasmas needs ve-

rification. The aim of this paper is

to discuss the properties of elec-

tron distribution on the basis of

simple of simple kinetic model of

COD plasmas.

We assume that:

v/ we neglect all terms proportional

to electron-to-ion mass ratio as in

[7,8].
Under these assumptions kinetic

equation takes the form:

Q C 6€ 91

where: C is Landau electron- ele-

ctron collision operator £_ 8J,
i/ 1 <̂ T/̂ <J:L, where: 1 denotes ele-

ctron mean free path, \ - wavelength operator

c*£ is the electron-ion collision

collision in external ele-
of laser radiation, L - characteri-

stic length scale of macroscopic pa-

rameters variations,

ii/ electron collision frequency is

much smaller than all characteristic

frequencies of emitted bremsstra-

hlung radiation,

iii/ electron quiver velocity in

external electric (laser) field is

much smaller than the mean squars

electron velocity,

ctric field describing the efect of

inverse bremsstrahlung £see 5,6,7

end references cited therej,

°ei - v 3

is the electron-ion collision opera-

tor of Fokker-Planck type including

electrn energy loss caused by the

emission of radiation. Here: ̂fi de-

n©tes total radiation energy emitted

during single collision and bar

stands for averaging over impact pa-iv/ we are looking for the stationa-

ry, spatially averaged and isotropic rameter. Following[9j we obtain:

(in velocity space) electron disfcri-
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•o

whe(.*e e and m denote electron charge

and mass respectively, a is electron

acceleration in Coulomb field with

impact parameter j1 ,
CO

(...) = S dp 2lTo (...) n v,
0 «J >J ^~>

where n is electron number density.

Such collision operators guaran-

tee number of particles conservation

but the second and the third of them

don't obey energy conservation prin-

ciple separately.

It can be easily checked that

maxwellian F,,, doosn't fulfill eq.(i),

but comparing the effective collision

frequencies of respective terms we

can conclude that the deviation of

distribution function from maxwellian

should be the sum of two terms:
2 2

- one of the order ft /v coming

from and

t h e

eq.(i) for majcwellian distribution.

Then wu must solve equation of fom:

wheros x =(kT V ^ 2 ) , k is Boltz-

mann constant and T - electron tem-
0 10

perature. For laser intensity 4x10

second of the order v^/c^

coming from 0 ..

Therefore neglecting these devia-

tions W'-J can expect that .he avera-

ging of some velocity function with

ruaxwellian distribution of electrons

would be justified if this function

was tbo slowly varying velocity fun-

ction. Therefore such procedure

cannot be used for calculation of

reaction rate coefficients for any

threshold reaction like collisional

excitation or ioniaation. In this

case more detailed solution of eq.(1)

is needed.

In order to obtain some rough

estimation of the electron tempera-

ture dependence on the laser radia-

tion intensity wo can balance total

enarg.y production rate and total

energy loss rate calculated from

"J it tells that:

x st 1Cr kT & 10eV .

Presented discussion has at least

one important defect: in eq.^1; the

terms describing ionization and re-

combination processes aen absent.

For electron temperature3 below

10eV these processes could strongly

affect the electron energy balance.

Discussion of the above problem

including the effects of inelastic

collisions with neutrals will be

presented in the nearest future.

Author acknowledges the fruitful

discussions with dr A. Kuszell,

dr Z. Peradzynski and J.Kurzyna.
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SPACE CHARGE SHEATH AT ABLATING SOLID BOUNDARY OF PLASMA

3. Mercurio

Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita, Via Archirafi 36, 90123 P*lemo, Italy

1. INTRODUCTION plasma etching technology.

The existence of space charge sheaths at 2. ELFCTRIC FIELD AND ABLATION PRESSURE

solid boundary of plasmas was discovered long At the ablation front the collision fre-

ago by Irving Langmuir /I/. quency is so hinh, for heat to be absorbed,

The stress balance in a sheath has rather that recombination is expected to short-cir-

recently been derived by John Allen /2/ for cuit the charge separation. In spite of such

purely thermal plasmas and later generalized expectation, the mass flow produced by the

by Block /3/ for current-carrying plasmas by phase transition, prevents recombination to

taking the second moment of the Vlasov equa- take place. In the absence of any external for-

tion. ce, the momentum transferred by the neutral

A couple of opposite space charge sheaths molecules to the ions from the plasma is exac-

in plasma is known as "Double Layer" and it tly equal to that transferred to the electrons

is of great interest todate because it offers leaving the negative surface, so that ions and

a justification for the presence of energetic electrons remain separated in spite of the el-

charged particles in both space and laborato- ectric force. The plasma driven solid ablation

ry plasma physics. front is then a sort of thermo-electric gene-

In this paper we want to point out that rator which turns the plasma thermal energy

the electrostatic stress in the transition into electrostatic energy of the sheath. This

layer separating plasma and solid, which can energy conversion mechanism provides the natu-

be alternatively called sheath or double la- ral mechanism for shieldinp the solid from the

yer, increases when the solid undergoes abla- intense plasma energy flux,

tion. We shall also provide expressions for In the steady state, since the collision

both electric field and potential at the so- frequency is hiqh, we can define the mobility

lid boundary in the case of steady-state ab- of the charged particles in the neutral medium

lation mass flow. that is to say that the drift velocity of char

Both steady state and transient solution ged species is proportional to the electric

of the present problem are of interest in a field

number of active research fields, ranging from u = u E (1)

controlled nuclear fusion, in both inertial . . .. , ... , , .. ..
where u is the drift velocity relative to the

and magnetic confinement approaches, to gas . ,. ,, .••,.. . ,- ^L.y y< stationary medium, v the mobility and E the
discharge physics and from astrophysics to . , . ,.,,., .. . . . . . .

electric field. The assumptions in (1) imply
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that the energy dissipated by the charged par-

ticles moving through the medium, increase

the internal Energy of the latter. If the tem-

perature is kept constant, the loss of kine-

tic energy of the charqed species is conver-

ted into work against the internal forces of

the system.

Since the density of the qaseous phase

produced by ablation, is much smaller than

that of the solid phase we can assume that

the ions interact with the gas while the

fast electrons interact with the solid medium

Consequently, most of ion enemy is deposited

inthe gas and most of electron energy in the

solid phase. If we let the solid to be sta-

tionary and the gas to be drifting with speed

V , equation (1) can be written as

v + V = :i E

for the ions, and

v = U = u E

(2)

(3)

for the electrons. U is the ablation front

speed, v the drift speed of the negative

charge diffusing in the stationary solid and

v the drift speed of the ions with respect

also to the stationary solid. Subtracting (3)

from (2), we obtain

V (v+ - U) = (4)

in turn is equal to the kinetic energy acqui-

red by the neutral molecules. In such a case

we have

•r.(EZ/8->) = rV2/2 (6)

where ,-> is the density of the gas and the

left hand side express the difference between

the electrostatic stress in the presence of

ablation and the Allen's stress. If we neglect

the latter.which is of the order of the plasma,

pressure, with respect to the ablation pres-

sure, we oet

.2.. ,.2

Compearinq (7) with (5) we obtain

-J- v > (4r

(7)

(8)

Since in the steady state the inertial force

and the electrostatic force balance each other

any relative drift speed vanishes and we get

Equation (7), which can be shown to be correct

only fdr U <•• V, is in accordance with re-

cent experiments, in which the ablation pres-

sure is obtained by irradiating solid foils

both with laser /4/ or with charqed particle

beam /5/. In the latter case, the electric

field E is externally imposed.

3. FLOATING POTENTIAL OF ABLATING SOLID

Since U <- V, (7) is an approximation

of the following

E2/An V = 0 oU (9)

where po is the density of the solid. Me now

use (9) to obtain the change in the floating

potential caused by ablation. In fact if we

assume that in steady state

V = - u ) E (5) F = L , . Gabl
(10)

The expression for the total mobility can be

obtained straight from the energy balance.

In fact, the electrostatic energy acquired in

the ablation front is equal to the loss of

kinetic enrgy of the charned species, which

as for any (reversible) phase transition, whe-

re F is the energy flux actually absorbed

by the solid and f- -. poU, the flux of mass

undergoing phase transition (the mass ablation

rate), both F ad G now depend on the floa-
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tinq potential. Since in the case of boundary The formula (14) shows that the potential bar-

sheath, the electric potential at the point rier at the plasma solid interface, when the

of vanishing charqe density, where E is al- solid unde <es ablation, increases by incre

ways maximum, is about equal to the potential asinq the plasma ion temperature. This result

at the solid boundary, so that could be of interest in controlled thermonu-

r r .... clear fusion research for refilling magneti-
* ~ *0 ' 0 = max

cally confined plasmas by solid hydrogen pel -
and, in one dimensional geometry, we have .

W

steady state problem of ablation. If we dealt

p
En/4n = (Ne/S)('l./dx)n (12) We have so far given attention only to the

where Ne/S is the surface charge density at
.. •,._,., . . ... , , • with transient process, we would obtain thatthe solid boundary, and since the plasma kine-

,. . .. , , . . . the charqe is accreted on the solid surface
tic energy flux actually absorbed is given by

or separated within the transition layer, in a
F = F e o ( V T e + ] + n/2) (13) time scale of lff8sec. We notice incidental-

where F ; 2KT (n c /4) and n = e*/KT ly that this is just of the order of Jiittner
eo e e e e

n , T , c are the number density, temperatu- time scale that is the empirical time scale
e e e

re and mean speed of the electrons; T. the ion of the random motion of unipolar arc spots

temperature; then by using (9), (10), (11), on metallic plasma boundaries/7/.

(12) and (13) we can obtain the change in the

floating potential by using a variational tech
.... . /I/ Langmuir,I.; Science 58, 90 (1923)

mque /6/, to give —
111 All en,,I.E.; Culham Lab. Plasma Phys. Summern - n p.= ln(l +c./w) (14)

where n is the Langmuir floating potential, /3/ Block,L.P.; Astrophys.&Space Sc.^5,59(1976)

c. is the ion mean speed and w = 2L kl/V. /4/ Elieser, S.; Ludmirsky.A.; Laser and Par-
1 3D I

The formula (14) shows that n is always in- tide Phys. 1̂ , 251 (1984)

creasing in the presence of ablation (V f 0) /5/ Yusheng S.;Weiren,L.; Weiyi.M.; Yanjun.S.

and it reduces to the Langmuir1s floating poten X Int.Conf. on Plasma Phys.

tial for vanishing drift speed,V = 0. and Contr.Nuc:Fus. Research
4. CONCLUSIONS L ° n d ° n ' U-K" ( 1 9 8 4>

As it is shown by (8), the ablation mass /6/ M e r c u r 1 o« S" " S W ° S i u m On PlaSma D ° u b 1 e

flow drastically increases the electric field Layers' In"sbruck Austria 1984
. .. , .. .. .. , . .. ., . PI Jiittner B.; Plasma Phys. and Controlled
in the sheath rather than reducing it, so that

the electrostatic stress is equal to the abla- Fusion ^ 1 A > 249' (1984)

tion pressure. On the other hand, experiments

show /5/ that if the electric field is exter-

nally imposed, ablation pressures of the order

of magnitude predicted by (7) can be produced.
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U\s:-:il CREATED PLASMAS OÎJ TIIE SURFACES

OF SOLIDS

Ntinal L. , I I e v o s i I .
D o p t . of . Rxp. P h y s . JATE U n i v . II-Ó72O.
S z e g e d , Dóni t . 9 "

Nikitin r.N.,Konov V.l.
Gon.Phys Inst. SU-1179'(2 Moscow,
Vavilov street 33.

Sierist M.W.
Physics Department, ETII,
CII-8O92 Zuricli.

Temporal behaviour of laser

produced plas;;ias on tho surface of

solid targets liave beon investiga-

ted, lixtra loiys duration of optical

breakdown phenomena were found in

tho case of oxides of transition

!:ietals.

TUe experimental arrangement

can bo seen on Fi£. l.The lißlat of

TîîA - C02 /Ti. = 1,5/Ls/or hybrid

Ti!>-G0o /Cj, = 20O ns / laser / l / was

focused on tho surface of different

tarcets /$/• Small fractions of the

"output beata were directed toward a

detector / 3 / and onercy moter /h/

for siiaultanevus reoordiEk ;̂ of both

tho pulse sliape and onorgy for

every pulse.

Tlio optical trace wns adjusted

by usine a He-IJe laser /2/,î:iirrors

/il/ and beam sp l i t t e rs / s / plasma

evolution -was followed witli an SFK

liich-speed photoßrapliic ca::iera / 6 /

an H-lACOÎJ-IIADLAïID car.iera vritli dif-

ferent frame uni^s / 7 / and a fast

photodotoctor / S / ifitla scopo /<)/.

Hoaulto

Past caniora rocordin^ /Fie. 2./

lias shown the liiLiinouo part of plas-

•a on Vo0„ surface in air which

includos a thin pea!: with fast

front / I / and a thick lone duration

"tail" with slow front /XL/.

»LASER LIGHT

N

0 -

FiG. 2.

1'hotos of the breakdown region

taken by an II IA.CO1T camera have

shown similar results. An typical

picture can bo seen in Fie«3 /taken

by 5x10" frano /s speed /Pictures

in: 1-11 cloarly shown the parts of

luninuous pla3;.ia above mentioned.
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FiC-3.

A part of the radiation pro-

pagates with ,™reat speed opposite

to the incident laser lx/jht having

relatively short life time. Another

part of the radiation /tail/lias cre-

ator life time %*hile it spreads

extensively in radial directions.

The duration of spark recor-

ded by fa3t photodetector system on

the surfaces of "V̂ O,, and Al can be

seen in i'ic.'j.

I A

Al

50 100 150
* tijjs]

Similar result were found in

the cases of '"2Cr2°-'» metal-cor-amics,

o.t .c . 'Jo liavo found especially lone

plasma's 7_ifo tir.io in exporii:iont3

with JTdnO-, La.,0,, powders. Tlie

energy relations in the " / /

and "tail" /^2/ of pulses.

i:2 = /2-3 /. J^ .

The ooj;ii:ion duration of lu-

ainousity /tQ/ depends on the sort

of surrounding the target

V 2O 5 / I = 200 MW/em
2,

e = 130^1* ,K2 = 3

It = 1,5/L*/J

in 1T2, on the

other side t 0 = 60fiS, B2 = /O,3-l /

Eĵ  in CO2 . In dLnert ens /Ar/ t =

SjuS doesn't depends on kind of targets.

Discussion

Xt is known fron spectral

and dinamic investications of laser

created, plasmas the first poak can

be connected with laser supported

detonation wave in gas /l-6/. The

lon^ time duration "tail" is due to

optical breakdown in vapor of

target's material /3-6/. Vapor is

present not only because of hich

temperature of target but the plasma

ha3 effect on evaporating process.

In the case of evaporation of tran-

sition metal oxides vapor can bo

illuminate for a lone time in the

field of optical breakdown region.

The reason - taking into consedera-

tion the results of ejeporiuonts in

Ar atmosphere - is plasmachemical

interaction of vapor with surro-

unding the target co.a. This interac-

tion produces some additionally

energy which i3 enough for prolong

of the plasma's life time. The

"accumulation" effect is possible

too: at the becinniin^ of breakdown

we have the oxides decay processes

and during the relaxation of the

plasma because of the oxidation of

vapor /or synthesis of nitrocen/

some additionally energy sufficient

for plasma's life time prolonjins

is yield.
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ON LASKK SUSTAINED PLASMA

Z. Peradzyiiski

Institute of Fundamental Technological Research
00-049 Warszawa, i3wie.tokrzyska 21, Poland

Energy equation of a dense laser

maintained plasma is analysed via sin-

gular perturbation. Problem: find the

shape and other approximate characte-

ristics of plasma assuming that heat

conductivity ?\ is small when compared

to radiative loses. The energy equa-

tion for the heat potential u =

dT reads

in Eq.(/l). Then one comes to the ODE

= y/.(T)

where7fc - absorption coefficient,

<P-radiative loses, and I(x) - the

local intensity of the laser beam:

div(s(x)l) = -XX, where s(x) is the

unit vector field tangent to the

rays. When nondimensional variables

are introduced one comes to

^au+Ki-cfCu)
where

R Su
u=u

t ,
o

0

X

and E - typical size of plasma. To

simplify the denotation from now on,

we will omit bars over the rescaled

variables.

The construction of asymptotic so

lutions consists of two steps. At

first one search for regular approx-

imation by assuming that & = 0 in

u t = -cp
with x as a parameter. For I lower

than some critical I the equation

•JCl -<p = 0 has only zero solution for

u whereas for I >• I we have two ad-

ditional branches u,.(l(x)J, Uo(l(x)J .

Moreover, 0 and Up(I(x)) are stable

equilibria of JSq.^j) whereas u,, Is

unstable. Therefore, except of se

x for which uCO,x) = ^(iOtf) , i^

the time scale of 0(1) the value of

u(t,x) is attracted to the one of

stable branches, i.e. 0 or uo(lQx)J ,

in accordance with the initial value

u(0,x) at x. For u(o,x)<u1 (I (x)J ,

u(t,x) —» 0 when t -*<*», whereas for

u(0,xJ>u1(l(x;) , u(t,x) -*u2(l(xj)

when t ->>«o.

In this way solutions of £q.{3)

develop discontinuities around the

surface u(0,x) = u,.(x). Before it

however, happens the neglected terms

become important and in the longer

time scale t6 fl ^J we observe the

movement of the thin transition

layer— the boundary of plasma . To

determine this movement one notices

that for £ \ 0 the curvature of the

layer becomes unimportant and the

layer becomes essentially one-

dirasnsional. Assuming that its lo-

cation is giver, by an equation

^(t.x) = 0 anJ using the standard

procedure of matching asyaiptotic

e;rpansion one arrives to the ordi-

nary differential equation
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0(£)

vn = v - m

governing the behaviour of solution

around such a layer which connects

tv/o values 0 and n!L{l{x))oI the re-

gular approximation. Hence, assuming

thatNf/> 0 correspond to the lr jation

of plasma we have up to 0 Ct > the

boundary conditions

The transition layer behaviour

requires also the vanishing (up to

0 C«j)of the derivative u* for

£-?> I®0. Therefore, the problem is
overdetermined and, in general, does
not have solutions unless additional
solubility conditions of the form

H(vQ-q, 1(3)) = 0

involving the parameters v n~q, and

1 occuring in Eq.(4) are satisfied.

By definition of va and q it provides

us with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

governing the evolution of the tra-

nsition layer.

The form of the "Hamiltonian" H

can be found analytically only in a

few cases. In general, one is forced

to use a computer. For a typical

shapes of <x. E

H = - q - Wl)
is a good approximation. Eq.(,4j can

be solved analytically for >t being a

Heaviside step function >c = @(u -uQj

and linear cf = u. Then the solubi-

lity condition is i^lven by

Analysis of this equation which was

done by Vi. Eckhaus, A. van Harten

and the author exhibits different

behaviour of the plasma as a function

of the laser power, running from

stationary through oscillatory beha-

viour to the possibility cf extinc-

tion of plasma for large powers.
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H(vn-q,l) = vQ - q -
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BASIC STUDY FOR EFFECTIVE GAS BREAKDOWN CONTROL WITH SIMULTANEOUS IRRA-

DIATION BY DIFFERENT WAVELENGTH LASER BEAMS

Jun Sasaki , Sanichiro Yoshida, Yasuhiko Arai, Man-Pok Lei, Kimiya Tateishi

and Taro Uchiyama

Department of Electrical Engineering, faculty of Science and Technology,

Keio University, Yokohama, Japan

*)
present address: Institut f. Experimentalphysik, Universitat Innsbruck,

Austria

It is confirmed experimentally

that the threshold condition for

optical gas breakdown, which is in-

duced by pulsed CO 2 laser, is relie-

ved with simultaneous irradiation

by an eximer laser. It is on our

mind as a final goal to relax the

threshold conditions of lasers which

are required for long distance gas

breakdown.

Experiments

For the purpose of triggering

long distance gas breakdown, which

is our final goal, it should be de-

sired to relax the threshold condi-

tions of laser beams that are used

for triggering. Generally, the domi-

nant process in laser induced gas

ionization may be dependent on wave-

length region. Multi-photon ioniza-

tion may be important in UV laser in-

duced ionization, while cascade ioni-

zation process may play a dominant

role in IR(Infra-Red) laser induced

ionization (Ref.1). So it can be ex-

pected that the simultaneous irra-

diation by a UV laser provides pri-

mary electrons effectively for cas-

cade ionization, which is promoted by

IR laser.

Our experiments consists of

mainly two parts:

(1) Measurement of optical gas break-

down probability and created elec-

tron number density with the irra-

diation of the focus region of a

pulsed CO- laser by UV light. Two

different types of experiments are

performed here. (1-a) experiment

with spark flash as a UV light source.

(1-b) experiment with KrF laser

(248 nm) as a UV light source.

(2) Triggering of non-uniform gap

breakdown with eximer and pulsed

C0 2 lasers. Probability of flash-

over occurence is measured.

Results

In experiment (1-a), it is

shown clearly that simultaneous ir-

radiation by UV light gives high

probability of occurence of opti-

cal gas breakdown which is induced

by pulshed CO, laser. Fig. 1 shows

the probability as a function of

pressure. It can be seen in a cer-

tain pressure region that optical

breakdown occurs only with the irra-

diation of UV light.
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Fig. 1. Pressure dependence of opti-

cal breakdown probability ( )

with UV irradiation, ( )

without UV irradiation

Results of the experiment (1-b)

show also an increase of the opti-

cal breakdown probability. In ex-

periment (1-b), the created electron

number density is measure using an

induced current technique. Fig. 2

shows the schematical view of the

experimental set-up, and Fig. 3

shows the measured electron number

density as a function of jressure.

KrF and C0 2 laser are simultaneously

applied. Here the electron number

density, which KrF alone provides,
9 -3is on the order 10 cm . The results

of experiment (2) explain those of

experiment (1) more clearly. Namely

it leads to the occurence of flash-

over between the electrodes of the

non-uniform figure gap which con-

sists of pin and plate but only when

the optical breakdown was already

achieved.

Fig. 2. Schematacal view of the set-

up of experiment (1-b)
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Fig. 3. Created electron number den-

sity times optical breakdown

probability as a function of

pressure in experiment (1-b),

KrF 40 mJ, CO- 2J per pulse

Fig. 4 shows the probability of flash-

over occurence. Horizontal axis indi-

cates applied voltage as a percentage

value of self breakdown voltage. Here

also the effect of simultaneous irra-

diation by excimer laser is observed.
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55

Fig. 4

60 65 70 75
Percent Self Breakdown [%]

Probability of flashover

between the electrodes of a

non-uniform gap as a function

of percentage of self break-

down voltage, ( ) CO_ alone,

( )CO2 and XeCl, C0 2 2J, XeCl

2O mJ.

Summary

The present results show that

simultaneous irradiation by eximer

laser increases the probability of

optical gas breackdown, which is in-

duced by pulsed CO~ laser. Flashover

between non uniform gap electrodes

is achieved only when optical gas

breakdown is observed. Flashover

probability with excimer and pulsed

CO2 lasers is higher than the pro-

bability with CO2 laser alone.

Reference

1) George Bekefi, Principles of

Laser Plasmas (Wiley, New York,

19 76), Chap. 11.
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DENSE Z-PINCH PLASMAS

J. S. Shlachter, J. E. Himmel, and D. W. Scudder

Los Alamos National Laboratory
P. (J. Box 1663, MS F640
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

1 nt rociuct ion

Early researchers recognized the

desirable features of the linear Z-pinch

configuration as a magnetic fusion scheme.

In particular, a Z-pinch reactor might not

require auxiliary heating or external field

colls, and could constitute an uncompli-

cated, high plasma B geometry. The simple

Z pinch, however, exhibited gross MUD

instabilities that disrupted the plasma,

and the linear Z pinch was abandoned in

favor of more stable configurations.

Recent advances in pulsed-power technology

and an appreciation of the dynamic behavior

of an ohmically heated Z pinch have led to

a reexaminatIon of the Z pinch as a

workable fusion concept.

Analytical work by Hatn.es [l ] and

Hammel [?. j has revealed the necessity for

rapid current rise rates during the

formation and heating phases of a

quasl-equilibrium pinch, and this in turn

has Indicated the need for high voltage

discharges across the Inductiv- plasma

load. To prevent the collapse of an

annular, high impurity-fraction plasma

formed off the walls of the discharge

chamber, the concept of an isolated Z pinch

was developed. A comparison of the heating

time scale and canonical Instability growth

time (Alfven transit time across the plasma

column) with the burn time required by the

Uuson criterion has demonstrated the

advantages of high plasma density

opor.it Ion. Preliminary reactor calcu-

lations [3] suggest that a pulsed dense Z

pinch could produce 4.4 MJ for an input

energy of only 140 k.J In a single, 2~us

burn. This represents an extremely

attractive scheme in spite of the many

present physics uncertainties. O-tr group

at Los Alamos has been Investigating

isolated high density Z pinches in three

distinct embodiments: gas-embedded pinches,

wall-limited pinches, and solid fiber

pinches.

Gas-Embedded Z Pinches

The first series of experiments in our

program involved the formation of a plasma

channel down the axis of a large (30-cm

radius) chamber filled with high pressure

gas (1/3 - 3 atmosphere H 2 ) . The gas

between the electrodes in the chamber forms

the load for the 12-kJ pulsed power system

(Fig. 1 ) . The Bennett equation describing

the balance between plasma internal

pressure and magnetic field pressure,

lZ(Amps) = 6.4 x 10" 1 2 NCnT1) T(eV),

indicates the need for a manageable plasma

line density, N, in order to achieve a high

plasma temperature, T, at an acceptable

driving current, I. At high pressure, one

must therefore initiate a narrow channel to

avoid an overly large plasma inventory or

1.5ft, 6001V Mile »«ItK
IB«NSMlSSlO« LIIIC

Fig. 1. Schematic

apparatus.

of dense Z-pinch
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line density. Our experiments incorporate

a high power, pulsed, solid state laser

focused through an entrance hole In the

ground electrode and dumped in a cavity in

the high voltage electrode. The 30-ns

Q-swicched laser is operated below the

threshold for laser-induced breakdown in

the hydrogen and is fired 100 ns before

voltage is applied across the 5-cia long

electrode gap. Schlieren photographs

reveal the successf 1 designation of a

narrow (100-fjn diameter), straight, stable,

channel carrying 50 kA. Time resolved

x-ray raeasurements using multiple thickness

metallic foils and scintillator-

photomultiplier combinations show the

plasma temperature rising to 1000 eV In

10 ns in agreement with simple ohmlc

heating estimates, and then falling

rapidly. No violent MUD activity is

observed during the 200-ns current pulse;

after approximately 50 ns '.here is a three

dimensional surface structure evident in

the schlleren photographs which, while

possibly related to to = 1 kinking, is not

at all disruptive.

We have conclusively established that

the drop in plasma temperature is the

result of an Increase in the plasma line

density (measured using a new quantitative

moire"-schlieren technique) [4 ]. The

initial plasma column accretes new plasma

from the neutral gas blanket and cools

through rapid equilibration. Accretion is

undesirable because it prevents the

sustainment of high temperatures, and we

have examined the problem both analytically

and computationally [5 ], In some depth.

Our present explanation for the

observed accretion is a bootstrap or

two-phase process. Initial overheating of

the plasma column (Bennett equilibrium

cannot be achieved in the first few

nanoseconds) launches a radially prop-

agating, weakly ionizing cylindrical shock

into the neutral gas. Current continues to

rise in the column because the high voltage

Is still applied across the electrode gap,

and the incoming flux combined with

Townsend avalanching raises the lonlzation

level of the blanket surrounding the plasma

core.

The accretion problem observed in

gas-embedded Z pinches may be surmountable

with proper attention to the applied

voltage waveform. There are practical

difficulties associated with the necessary

pulsed power switching modifications,

however, and we have concentrated our

recent efforts on two alternative

configurations, wall-limited pinches and

solid fiber pinches. Both schemes

eliminate accretion by physically limiting

the amount of material available for

ionization.

Wall-limited Z Pinches

Wall-limited Z pinches are simply

gas-embedded experiments conducted inside

Insulating tubes of sufficiently small

diameter that full lonization of the

contained gas does not constitute an

unacceptably high plasma line density [6 ].

To prevent classical wall formation of the

plasma, we are continuing to use our laser

initiation process. We have successfully

produced narrow plasma channels inside 3—mm

diameter polycarbonate tubes which still

allow transverse optical diagnostic access,

and the next experiments will be performed

inside l-rnm diameter tubes. In connection

with these laser-initiated experiments we

have observed self-focused channels

produced by a 12-J Nd-glass laser when

operated above the laser-Induced breakdown

threshold. The single mode, low-divergence

laser interacts with the neutral gas

(3 atmospheres of Hj), and schlleren
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photographs reveal channels which are

several centimeters long and have diameters

leas than 50 |«J (Fig. 2). This unexpected

phenomenon may Increase the possibility of

initiating plauraa channels In subrall Hmeter

diameter chambers. The obvious potential

problem of wall interaction and

accompanying Impurities remains, and we are

attempting to model this process with

numerical simulations.

_Fj_be_r Pill'1 ?LS

The ultimate dun«Ity for

magnetically confined iusl'm fy.ptrlinsnts Is

thut of solid D., (-• I) - lij^2 ::m'"}) and our

lino density limicatfons place severe

r e s t r i c t i on on fiber diameters. OperaLinj;

at 2 MA, a 4O-fja diameter solid fiber could

be ohmlcally heated to 10 keV in Bennett

equilibrium. At this high density the

required plasma energy confinement time is

only a few nanoseconds.

Using a llrjuid He cooled cryostat, we

have extruded solid Dj fibers 40 (IB in

diameter and 20-cm long into a vacuum

chamber [7 ]. These fibers are straight,

uniform, and remain at nearly constant

diameters for Heveral minutes (Fig. 3). In

the aolid fiber pinch program, a fiber will

be dropped vertically between the

electrodes in the discharge chamber; the

gravity feed sytitem for the fibers has

necessitated construction of a 90° elbow in

, 4 ^\

Fig. 2. Schlleren photograph of channel

produced by self-focused laser.

Fig. 3. Solid D2 fiber.

the water transmission line. Experiments

performed witli our 350-k.A machine will

determine the Importance of gross MHD

modes, and we will require a higher current

pulsed power system to carry the plasma

temperature up to the kilovolt regime.
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ON THE MECHANISM OF LOW THRESHOLD OPTICAL BREAKDOWN PLASMA IGNITION IN AIR

IN FRONT OF A SOLID STATE SURFACE BY PULSED POWERFUL RUBY LASER IRRADIATION

I. Ursu, I.N. Mihailescu, I. Apostol

Central Institute of Physics, Bucharest, Romania

E. Szil, I. Ketskemety, I. Hevesi, L. Nanai, J. Kovacs

Institute of Experimental Physics, Szeged,i\Ungary

We report new data on the igni-

tion and evolution of the low thre-

shold breakdown plasma in air in

front of solid targets as a result of

powerful pulsed ruby laser irradia-

tion.

I. Experimental

We used samples of pure V and

polycrystalline ^^5 having dimen-

sions of (2x2x1) mm2 and a weight of

M » (30-45 mg). They were subjected

in air to the action of pulses of

* 1 J/( 3,65-3,8)-10"4 cm2 and M 4 0 -

60) ns FWHM, emitted by a Q-switched

ruby laser source.

The value of the mechanical

coupling coefficient, "/E Q, where J

is the momentum transferred to the

target by the laser irradiation, was

determined with a ballistic pendulum.

J was then evaluated (for small de-

flections) as

J * 1.098 xQM (1)

where x and 1 are the deflection and

the length of the ballistic pendulum

and g stands for the gravitational ac-

celeration.

The target surfaces were care-

fully investigated both prior to and

after the powerful laser irradiation

with the aid of a Karl Zeiss metal-

lographic microscope. The amount of

removed material, AM, was estimated

as

AM = hSp (2)

Here the depth, h, of the almost cy-

lindrical craters was inferred from

optical microscopy recordings, while

p stands for the material density.

II. Results and discussion

In Figs. 1, 2 we showed the va-

riation of the specific values of

the recoil momentum, J/E , and of

the amount of material removed from

a crater, am/Eo, as a function of

the incident peak intensity, Io, in

the case of V and

pectively.

targets, res-

10-'

10',-5?

3/EnLNs/0]

J I I I I I i i i I

J/E0CN

V *
V2°5

J I J I
1 2 3 6 7 8 9

Fig. 1

One notices that while in the

case of V-Oc the intensity thre-

sholds for the mass removal and the

recoil momentum ignition coincide at

a value of IQ • 2'10
8 W/cm2, in the

case of V, the recoil momentum could

be detected for IQ £ 3>10
8 W/cm2,

whereas no visible craters could be

observed until IQ < 10
9 W/cm2. The
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AM/E0
Ckg/33

Fig. 2

advent of a detectable recoil momen-

tum coincided in both cases with the

appearance of the plasma spark.

This experimental evidence pro-

vide further support to the assump-

tion /1-3/ stating that, in the case

of nonmetallic material (V,,Og crys-

tals), the laser irradiation causes

material vaporization from the very

beginning, thus underlying the low-

threshold breakdown plasma ignition,

while, by the irradiation of metallic

(V) samples the process starts with

the vaporization of defects and impu-

rities with an insignificant mass va-

riation of the samples.

A further argument in favour of

this hypothesis is the evolution of

the samples' mass variation (Fig. 2).

Thus, after the initial fast increase

the specific value of the amount of

removed material, AM/E , saturates in

the case of V samples while it keeps

rising for V?Or crystals. The signi-

ficant slope change of the AM/EO

curve, in the case of V samples at

9 2
I_ ~ 3-10 W/cm , corresponds to the

transition to the essential vaporiza-

tion of metallic material. According-

ly, the associated energy expenses

rise (first of all due to the larger

reflectivity and to the faster heat

evacuation) and the specific value

of the evacuated mass of material sa-

turates .

As for the fast initial rise of

both J^EQ and AM/E values it could

be accounted for by the increasing

amount of laser energy which is

reaching the irradiation spot follow-

ing plasma ignition /4/ (i) partly

directly as an effect of the reflec-

tivity drop; (ii) by transfer from

plasma by thermal contact ar.d uv ra-

diation (much better absorbed by the

irradiated surface) /4/.

The saturation of the AM/EQ

curves can be accounted for in terms

of the evolution inside the break-

down pla.-ma of a laser-supported de-

tonation wave (LSDW). Indeed, our

spectroscopic measurements indicated

average temperature of » 11830 K and

» 13340 K inside the plasmas induced

in front of V and VjO^ samples res-

pectively, and maximum values up to

one order of magnitude higher, i.e.

largely exceeding the threshold va-

lue for the LSDW ignition /5/. How-

ever, the corresponding LSDW veloci-

ty, D, is only of a few km/s for
9 i

IQ £ 10 W/cm , and, in view of the

rather short laser pulse duration,

cannot cause a significant detachment

of the laser radiation absorption

front from the target surface. How-

ever, along with the increase of the

laser incident intensity, Io, D is

also slightly rising and, for I £
9 ?

(2-4)-10 W/cm , can underlie a dis-

placement of the absorption front of
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laser radiation of a few mm, affect-

ing thus significantly the amount of

vaporized material.

As shown in Fig. 1, the effect

of LSDW ignition is much more strong-

ly influencing the J/E evolution as

the absorption front detachment is

affecting both, J, the amount of re-

moved material, but also the velocity

of the material acting backward onto

the irradiation spot.

III. Conclusion

The vaporization of a thin layer

of material resulted to be the mecha-

nism underlying the low-threshold ig-

nition of the laser breakdown plasma

in front of a solid target, but it

was shown that the process is start-

ing in different ways in the case of a

metallic and nonmetallic target, res-

pectively.
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VOLUME-SELF-SUSTAINED DISCHARGE IN COg-Ng-He GAS MIXTURES

WITH LOWIONIZED ADDITIVES

N.Akhunov, K.N.Firsov, A.M.Prokhorov

General Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR

38 Vavilov str,, Moscow, 117942, USSR

The application of low-ionized

additives (LA) for the formation of

volume self-sustained discharge (VSD),

initiated by the ultra-violet (UV)

radiation in COp-N^-He gas mixture

of atmospheric pressure at a large

interelectrode distance (d) are dis-

cussed in the paper.

Apart from the additives pho-

toionization (1,2j one more ioniza-

tion process - LA Penning ionization

through the metastable electrons

state N o a Us f3,4)- influence

the characteristics of nitrogen bea-

ring mixtures with LA additives.

This mechanism is of special interest

for the VSD realization at large d

values owing *-o the fact, that it

allows to reduce sufficiently the

minimal electric field strength

(B m i n) at which it is possible to

form the stable discharge, that is

to reduce the level of operational

voltage.

Fig.1 shows E . dependence on

tri-propylamine vapour pressure for

two usually used laser mixture. As

a result of the additive Penning

ionization, the formation of VSD at

E .•** 11-12 kV/cm becomes possible.

Note, that in pure mixtures this

value ia 21-̂ 22 kV/cm.

Thus,.the expediency of LA ap-

plication in the systems with large

values is mainly determined by

the possibility to reduce sufficien-

tly the level of the operational •

voltage. Owing to this fact it is

very important to choose LA proper-

ly. Fig.2 shows the dependence of

i
'XI

Fie, 1 Triprepilamirt pr-e%%ure iorr

E • value (& E ) relative decrease

on LA Ionization potential ( "f )

at a constant (low) concentration

of a number of substances from the

alkylamine group in the mixture. It

shows the dependence of LA ioniaati

on cross section in the Penning

process on p̂ through the Ng

10

Flcl

a Ho metastable state (excitation

potential Uc = 8.55 eV). The ma-

ximal effect, determined by LA Pen-

ning ionization ia achieved when

U i — ̂  ?5 1 eV and does not de-

pend on M7 at its further reduc-

tion, The uniqueness of tri-propy-

larnine ( i> =7.23 eV) which has

been mentioned by a number of autho-

rs is clear from thia fugure. This
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LA not only can be ionized by UV ra-

diation with the wavelengths hitting

the region of COp transparency win-

dows, but it also has the maximal

cross section of Penning ionization.

High partial LA pressures are

necessary for a sufficient reduction

of E m i n (Pig.1). That limits the

depth of UV radiations penetration

into the medium because of its

strong absorption in the additives

vapour and hinders VSD formation

at ci increaae.
Two methods allowing to elimi-

nate the difficultes mentioned

above are discussed in the paper.

The first of them is based on the

application of a mixture consis~

ting of two LA, in v/hich partial

pressure of LA with lower *-f is

optimized in accordance with the

size of the discharge gap. By the

choice of the second LA partial

pressure we chould provide the ma-

xlnal reduction of E ^n.

Pig.3 shows the dependence of

the upper and lower boundaries of

the VSD initiation by the electric

field strength E and E . on the

capacitor voltage of the UV radiarr

tion source ( Up ). The depen-

dence are obtained in a system of

two profiled electrodes (d = 1.1cm)

situated 20-cm-aside from the radi-

Fig,. 3

io
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ation source. Tri—propylamine and

tri-ethylamine ( f = 7.59 eV) have

been used in the experiment. The

discharge ia stable in the range

of the electric field strength va—

luea Emii£E ̂  Emax and *hen

U $t U ° i where Up - is the

minimal voltage of UV radiation

source capacitori at which it is

possible to obtaine VSD, Curve 1

has been obtained in a pure mixture

(GO2:N2:He = 1:2:3). The region of

VSD stability cnn be widened by the

addition of small quantity of tri-

propylamine, which is nearly opti-

mal for this distance from the ra-

diation source (curve 2). At the

increase of additive concentration

Up also increases (curve 3). And

at the partial pressure of tri-pro-

pylamine more than 2 for this va-

lue exceeds the value obtained for

pure gas. Yet, when tri-propylamine

and tri-ethylamine mixture chosen

according to the recomendations

mentioned above is used, then VSD

stability region broadens again

(curve 4 ) , Note, that the upper

boundary of the region practically

coincides with the upper boundary

for the case when tri-propylamine

alone is used, and the lower boun-

dary lowers down significantly.

It is clear from the results men-

tioned above, that tri-propylaroine

photoionization occurs in the

frequency range, which does not

coincide with the absorption range

of tri-ethylamine. This conclusion

does not correlate with the data

given in [ 5] for LA photoabsor-

ption cross sections in the region

of 160 run* One more mechanism is

possible - that is the occurance

36' vo
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of a complex with even lov/er ioni-

zation potential, than in the ini-

tial substance in LA mixture.

The second method is evident

enough - photoelectrons should be

transported into the zone distant

from the radiation source owing to

their drift in the electric field.

The experiment was conducted in the

scheme similarr to the previous one,

but the discharge was situated

symmetrically relatively to the two

plane grid electrodes with the

constant voltage between them [} » =
t?

0 + 4 0 kW, as shown in Pig.4. The

experimental reoults are shown in

Pig.5 as the dependences of
Emin a n d Emax o n UP

(C02:N2:He = 1:1:8 mixture with *

for TPA) at various Ug and T-

(the delay between the switch of

the radiation source and applicati-

on of pulse voltage to the electro-

des of the discharge gap). As it is

clear from thia figure VSD can be

d at lower energies of the pre-

ionization discharge when the bias

is applied to grid electrodes. In

this scheme it is equivalent to the

increase of UV radiation penetra-

tion depth. Up maximal reduction

can be achived whenZT.^s 17 cm,

where if - electron drift velocity.

Optimal value of 2T- V exceeds distan-

ce L = 14 cm from the grid electrode

to the discharge region. This can

be explained by approximate charac-

ter of 7f value in the mixture

with LA additives, as well as by

the fact, that electric field dis-

tortion near grid electrode causes

photoelectrones deceleration [6J.

Application of these results allowed

to obtain volume self-sustained

discharge in system with interele-

trode gap d = 40 cm and volume

V = 100 1.
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EXCITATION MECHANISM IN THE HOLLOW CATHODE He-Zn LASER
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In the positive column He-Cd laser

discharge, ratios of electron and Penning

excitation rate by superimposing quasi-

cw and cw-excitations are directly deter-

mined by Goto fll . A modified version of

this new experimental technique was ap-

plied to clarify the excitation mechanism

in the hollow cathode He-Zn+ laser.

The construction of the hollow cath-

ode discharge tube used in this experi-

ment was similar to that of coaxial-type

described in ref.[2]. The perforated

hollow cathode is 4mm in inner diameter

and 60mm long. Pellets of zinc were

placed inside the anode tube, and they

were evaporated by the heating tape which

was wrapped around the tube. Firstly,

the tube was auxiliary excited by DC

power supply and a DC discharge of a few

mA was obtained. Next, a square-wave

current pulse formed by a CR circuit

including two thyrp.trons(80/us width, lpps

repetition rate, X/u:; fall time) super-

imposed on the DC discharge. The wave-

forms of spectral line intensities were

observed with a monochromator, a photo-

multiplier tube and a digital storage

oscilloscope. The He 2 S metastable

state density was measured by an absorp-

tion method using a separate He discharge

tube as a light, source.

In the hollow cathode He-Zn laser

discharge tube with DC excitation, zinc

atom density in the active region was

varied with increasing discharge current,

therefore up to the present, the current

dependence of spectral line intensities

can not be precisely measured.

Figure 1 shows the current depend-

ence of the Znll 589.4nm line inten-

sity and that of the He 23S meta-

stable state density. In this meas-

urement, zinc vapor pressure is never

varied by the discharge current in

such the srr.s.ll <?.uty rat^.o.

e

CO

2

3 3

LU
Q.

He 13 Torr

Zn 2 * 10"2 Torr

Znll589.4nr

U
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Fig. 1. He 2 S metastable state
density and Znll 589.4nm line
intensity as a function of quasi-
cw discharge current.

If the population density of the upper

level(4s2 2°3/2) °f the Znll 589.4nm

transition is dominantly produced

by Penning collision with He 2 S meta-

stable atoms, the current dependence

of the Znll 589.4nm line intensity

should agree to that of the He 23S
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';e' as

ti-

d--.r,i~

rnetastanle r.ta'e .i'-n. •, i 1 v .

saturation <" f the He .'

density has been i-!iwrv."1 with r>-1-i' 1

low current, the Z.n I I '•BO.-inm I i r -. -. - <r

sity has an increasiri?, tende!,:-v up '•

current. Figure '<> sliow:; the 'ypioa'

forms of a quasi-cw dl s-!i;irp," i-urr":.*

spectral "line intonsi t. ii-s r. j

nm, ZnJI 610. 2rra and 7.r-.T I C.'3

The He 501.6r.m lin- in* ••r.:; i *

zero level with a t i::n'- rorir.t

V;r,. The Znll 610.2rm line

v/hich. the upper level ' ljrj' I)t ,

nantly populated by the chare/- tranr.l t-t-

process 'oetv.'een He ions and Zn at/ci.".

decreases slowly v;ith a time constant

of about ?O/ys from the 100mA level.

Znll 589.4nm line intensity falls quikjy

after the cut-off of quasi-cw excitation

and then decreases slowly. A time cnp,-

otant of this slow decay (about :^/is}

agrees well with that of the decay of h

He 2' S metastable state density. If tnc-

Penning collision with He ?'"S h

atoms is ',he dominant i xcitafi"n pr''T>sr

for the excitation nf the uppf-r l.^ve! <~-f

the Znll 589.4nm line, the line intensity

should decrease slowly from a iriomA lovi'

From these experimental result:;, we

may conclude that no Penning exoitati"n

process is much contri but 1 ve to the uppe

laser levelM.s 2 ?\) , ) of the Znii [;.a;).-1

nm in the hollow eath'.df !!i>-r''. la:-"r.
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NUMERICAL MODEL OF HIGH-POWER CO^ LASER DISCHARGE

J.Bndziak, A.Gnlkowski, A.Kalborczyk, Z.Kurzyriski

S.K-)liski Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Kicrofusion
O'..-908 Warsaw, P.O.B. ^9, Polano

The recent fievelopment of high-

power molecular losers has brought

out a renewed interest in the study

of the electric discharge. In such

lasers a high output power is obtai-

ned by exciting large volumes of

gaseous mixtures by glow discharges.

Many theoretical papers, appea-

red in the literature, refer to dis-

charges sustained by external sour-

ces of ioniz.ition /1-3/. In that ca-

se the lower value of the reduced

electric field E/K /N is the gas

number density/ allows us to omit

the electrons produced by Townssnd

nvnlnnche multiplication and to assu-

me thnt the charges which sustain the

current are entirely procuced by the

external source of ionization.

The paper gives an account of a

theoretical - numerical rnociel develo-

ped by us to simul-ite the operation

of a pulsei high-power COg laser

under construction in IPPLM. We pre-

sent the case of electrical dischar-

ge with external iomzation source

and Townsend ionization.

To calculate funoamental laser

parameter? /<V it is necessary to

know the electron density flg and re-

duced electric field E/K. The distri-

bution of electron density determi-

nes the optical quality of the laser

pulr.e.

The mathematical model has been

ret up by u.iing the continuity and

tr nrport equations for electrons and

ions anvl equations for the electric

field and electrical circuit l^tbl'.

Transport coefficients used in above

equations were taken from /6/.

The value of ;Jo/x,t/ depends

basically on four parameters, namely,

the source term S, the recombination

coefficient t, the attachement coe-

fficient o/N and the ionizatior, coe-

fficient a/W /the first Townsend coe-

fficient/.

The quantity refered to as the

"source term" and denoted by S is the

number of secondary electrons genera-

ted per urrit time in a unit volume by

the primary electron beam as a result

of collisions with molecules of the

gas mixture. In the case of a single-

-component gas we have:

ion

where J^ is the electron beam current

density /A/crr. /, e is the electron

charge, £ . is the mean value of

energy required to ionize one mole-

cule of the gas in question and
(*e\ • 4-v. i •

V-r-Jio is the energy loss incurred

by a primary electron over a unit

lenght for ionizing the gas.. The app-

licability of the above formula has

been extended to gas mixture by using

the Bragg's sum rule /7/-

We shall calculate the value of

S for a gas mixture of interest and

its variation for varying the sustai-

ned electric field strengh an>: prirr.a-
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ry e]ectron energy. The primary elec-

tron energy must be such as to ensu-

re the v:anted degree of lonization.

In order to calculate the spa-

ti'-sJ distribution of source term we

have developedcomputer to treat the

transport of the high-energy /prima-

ry/ electrons in gas discharge laser.

Our code is Monte Carlo in format,

following the trajectories of a col-

lection of randomly selected test

electrons.

We used existing theory to treat

seperately the aggregate effects of

a number of collisions for scattering

anci for energy loss. The energy loss

is due mainly to ionizing encounters

with the bound electrons of the stop-

ping material atoms anci is described

by relativistic Bethel formula /8/.

Our neglect of the bremsstrahlung

loss and the elastic collisional loss

is interpreted as a friction in the

equation of notion which includes

also the electric forces. The dis-

charge electric field in the laser

enhances the range of the electron

beam.

The angular scattering is due

mainly to elastic collisions with the

atomic nuclei /Rutheford collisions/.

Of the several well-known treatments

of pluar scattering we have adopted

that of Moliere /9/. The primary elec-

tron beam is assumed to be infinite

plane.

We have used our code to obtain

the source tern curves shown in Fig.1.

Our code has proven himself effi-

cient and successful in gas dischar-

ge laser design. The computation for

one curve in Fig.1 with a sample of

5300 electrons required 2-v min. of

C'OC-f.'i .•: time.

Fig.1. Source term S as a function

of the distance from cathode

/main electrode/ x.

We have used calculated source

term for uniform case. We took space

averaged value of S for calculations

of current and voltage waveforms of
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e-beam controlle'i CC>2 laser. Fig.2

shows not only numerical calculation

results b'.'.t proper measurements eit-

her. There is quite good agreement

between experimental and calculated

curves.
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Fig.2.Voltage and current waveforms

for electric discharge with

e-beam ionization source.

V/ork is also unrier way to extend

the computation of source term on

tv;o-uimensional /x,r/ grid /the case

of a narrow beam/.
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INVESTIGATION OF ASYMMETRIC CO MODE EXCITATION BY ELECTRIC

DISCHARGE IN A FLOW OF CO :N :He: 0 MIXTURE OVER RADIATION

AND ADSORPTION IN A OO°O-OO°1 CO BAND

L.P. Bahir, V.V. Elov, G.I. Levashenko. V.V. Tamanovich, S.L. Shuraliov

Institute of Physics, BSSR Academy of Sciences, Minsk, USSR

The aim of the present work is

to determine by experiment the effi-

ciency of asymmetric CO mode excita-

tion in a flow of CO :N :He:O mixtu-

re by transversal self-maintained

glow-discharge depending on the ener-

gy contribution, define the role of

CO vibrational relaxation and disso-

ciation, optimize the mixture pressu-

re and composition.

The investigation was carried

out on a discharge chamber (DC) of a

technological CO -laser LlJ with a

trapezoid-shaped channel 270 mm in

length, 53 and 57 mm in height at the

entrance and the exit, respectively,

1040 mm in width. The discharge area

was limited by a solid anode and a

sectioned cathode 890 mm in width

with knife-shaped electrodes 40 mm

wide which were located in rows on a

glass-cloth-base—laminate plate at

right angles to the flow. The electro-

des were spaced at 10 mm, the rows

were 30 mm apart.

The previously prepared mixture

was run through the DC. During one

run pressures of 35.45 arid 55 torr

were set sequentially and at each

pressure discharge currents of 10,20

and 30 A were set. The temperature

and the static pressure at the ent-

rance to the DC and after being pass-

ed through it, as well as the elect-

ric power W(£ of the discharge and

the flow rate &% were measured by

sensors.

Simultaneously,, the medium radia-

tion brightness and absorption were

measured by the spectrophotometer

"Svirel" [2j through optical windows

in the side walls of the DC. The mea-

surements were taken using a fixed

interference filter with the effec-

tive frequency Ver =234 9 cm coin-
o o

ciding with the 00 0-00 1 transition

bund center (filter half-width &^o,S ~

=35 cm ) . To avoid the effect of at-

mospheric CO absorption, the optical

units of the instrument "Svirel" were

blown by nitrogen of special purity.

The spectrophotometer calibration was

carried out on a blackbody model L3]•

Using the measured medium radia-

tion brightness and absorption, we de-

termined from Kirchhoff's law the va-

lue of Planck's function which is

mean for the filter transmission

range and coincides with that for the

main transition 00 0-0O 1 center £4],

which is
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- 0,0152 e3 » W/cm2- s t e r cm"!1

Then vibrational temperatures of

the asymmetric mode Ta and the num-

ber of vibrational quanta per molecu-

le 6, in i t were found. In the as-

sumption €^ = By, the tota l store of

vibrational energy in the block of vi-

brational s tates of CO ( -yĵ  ) and

N,,( Ttj ) was calculated

where 6.025 10 ^ i s the

Avogadro number, J^i. i-s the molecu-

lar weight of the mixture (g mol. ) ,

^COD > ̂ J«!> a r* e volume c o n t e n t s , /iCV} «•
—20

=4.664 10 J.

The effect of unexcited layers

of mixture which lie between the dis-

charge area and the windows and in

interelcctrode spacing on the value

of Planck's function defined by expe-

riment was determined by calculation

using the statistical model of the

band. The ratio of Planck's function

of vibrational—nonequilibrium CO gas

to that measured by experiment was

found to be 1.8, this factor being in-

dependent of the medium parameters

and determined by DC geometry alone.

V.'c investigated three mixtures

with CO :N :He:0 contents equal to

0.027:O.45sO.52:O.002 ( I ) , 0.033:0.48:

0.485:0.002 ( I I ) , and 0.059:0.44:0.5:

:0.006 ( I I I ) , respectively. Measure-

ments were taken at three downstream

cross-section, at 70 (XI), 190 (X2),

and 310 nun (X3) from the f i rs t row of

electrodes.

The medium absorption Ct re -
4. /5

mained unchanged at discharge initia-

tion and varied directly with the pre-

ssure from 0.3 to 0.45 for mixtures I

and II, from 0.4 5 to 0.6 for mixture

III and agreed with that calculated

for the initial mixtures. It followed

from this last-mentioned fact that

dissociation of CO in DC did not

lead to an essential change • -> Cn

content in the flow.

In the Figure, depend- 3'e
given of £„,, T., Ko_ on the speci-

34 3 r°
fie energy contribution £ J for mix-

ture I at three pressures, at three

distances X1,X2,X3. It is noteivorthy

that the efficiency of vibrational

excitation of mixture '£,,= f . , / 6 J

is in direct proportion to £f£ and

does not depend on the pressure,

since an increase in the relaxation

rate with increasing pressure is com"

pensated by an increase in the mixtu-

re density. The function T," f (S^)

is also independent of the pros.sure.

The excitation efficiency decre-

ases as the CO^ content increases and

is much higher at cross section XI

than at X2, £Xi =0.7, 0.7, ^-S5,
X2

23^ =0.4, 0.4, and 0.3 for mixtu-es
I, I I , and I I I , respectively. This is
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- 0.:

0

indicative of the important role of re-

laxation and the possibility of incre-

asing the excitation efficiency by lo-

cating the electrodes more densely.

=0.105,

100 7.00 Er

x - calculation

=Ss.5 J/g, K-5 =0.63
-1

The gain for the 00°1, 19 -
o

00 0, 20 transition was calculated

from measured 7a (T was supposed to

be equal to 300 K). The maximum gene-

ration power

characterizes the energy output at a

cavity efficiency ^r =* from the ex-

cited mixture layer whose thickness

is equal to the total length of elect-

rodes, Z =72 cm.

It follows from the data analys-

is that by exciting mixtures by glow

self-maintained discharge the highest

values of vibrational temperatures Tij ,

of the number of quanta e^ , of speci-

fic stores of vibrational energy £,^

may be reached for mixture I at

3 5 torr, energy contribution £^ =235

namely: T3 =1480 K, e3=0.11, €

atfmxwc=6.2 kW, K}0 =0. 55 ml At the

same time, the greatest values of frrUJ/c'=

=7.8 kW have been obtained for mixtu-

re II at P©,i£a =35 torr, energy contri-

bution Ed =200 j/g and Tlj =1430 K,

whereas the greatest values oi"

=0.68 in have been obtained for mix-

ture III at Peatfi =35 torr, 7^ =1170 K,

Pmacc=4-2 kW, S3t, =46 J/g, Ed ^150 J/g.

The discharge chamber efficienci-
e s tdcT Prruvx/PcL in cross sections

XI and X2 are 23 and 13% for the

first two mixtures, 18 and 9£ for the

third mixture.

The good agreement (see Fig.l) of

experimental Ig and K-Jo with those

calculated by the methods of [5] is

indicative of reliability of the data

obtained and methods used.
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INVESTIGATION OF INVERSION MECHANISMS IK INERT-GAS MIXTURE

LASERS PUMPED BY OPTICAL BREAK-DO'.VII

J.S.Bekos, I.B.Foldes

Central Research Institute for Physics H-1525 Budapest,

P.O.B. 49, Hungary

V.V.Apollonov, S.I.Derzhavin.A.M.Prokhorov, A.A.Sirotkin

Ceneral Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR,

30 Vavilov str., Moscow, 117942, USSR

An interest in the study of op-

tical break-down plasma as a laser

active medium (AM) is due to the pro-

spects of its usage for laser action

production in FUV. At present it has

been reported about the development

of lasers pumped by optical break-do-

wn and operating in IR and visible

region /1-4/# Nevertheless, the me-

chanisms responsible for the inver-

sion formation in such AP' : ̂ e not

studied enough. For inst'. ., it.was

asserted in /1.2.4/ that tne popula-

tion inversion in inert-gas mixture

lasers occured in a optical break-

down recombining plasma at time of

its dissipation into the surrounding-

buffer gas. However, a detailed in-

vestigations of the AM param. ters

which could definitely confirm this

mechanism, has not been carried out.

The present paper is concerned

with inversion formation) mechanisms

in inert-gas-mixture lasers pumped

by optical break-down .

For this purpose we

conducted interferometric and spect-

roscopic investigations of the AM

the present paper parameters for

He:Xe ( A
= 1.79/um) lasers

The experimental set-up (Fig.1)

was described in /4,5/. In our expe-

riments the length of transversely

initiated lager produced plasma

= 2.03/um) and He:Ar (

Ge:flu fit

photo pto4e

Fig.1.

is extended up to 9 cm. The AM para-

meters were investigated by the doub-

le-exposure holographic interferomet-

ry technique. The 20 na pulse ruby la-

ser (Rb) was used in the interfero-

meter as a light source.Laser plasma

interferograms were recorded with a

time delay, varied in respect to a

moment of break-down near the target.

Comparison of plasma lasing pa-

rameters with the results of inter-

ferometric investigations of the la-

ser AM has shown the coincidence of

lasing start with the time of shock

wave (SW) arrival to the region of

cavity caustics. In this case the

optical break-down plasma does not

reach the lasing region and, thus,

cannot directly influence the in-
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version forma'.ion.

The experimental time dependen-

ces of the SV/ radius are in good ag-

reement with the nodel of cylindric

point explosion /?/, Thla enabled us

to take intjo ace omit the contributi-

on of heavy parcicles into the plas-

ma refraction and co estimate tliG SW

parameters. Fig,2 represents an in-

terferogram for it = 1.us corres-

ponding to the starting of the la-

sing pulse from the plasma laser and

distributions of electron density Yie

and gaa density <3 calculated with

its help. A low temperature of the

Pig. 2

gaa behind the S'.V front, T ~ 0.2eV,

indicates that 3"! can neither surve

aLI a straight forward pump source

of AM no be the cause of the essen-

tial increase of electron concentra-

tion, lle ~ 10i6cm~3 (Fig, 2b).

It is well known that the la-

sers operating on £?is mixtures with

heliuin, AM is produced as a result

of Punning reaction of the working

atom with excited helium /6/, for

example He + Xe -^ Xo + He + e.

In this case the rate of the

Penning reaction, R = K J R * .By ,

depends on the gas temperature,

K ™ T ' and on concentration of

the particles D., *; II,. , involved in

the reaction. In our experiments the

excited atoms presence before the SVi

front was confirmed by the glow of

Hei, Xel, Xell lines. They could

appear, in particular, as a result

of resonant LTV radiation diffusion

11/ from a hot kernel of the optical

discharge plasma. Further on, with

the SW arrival the interacting par-

ticles concentration increase (com-

pression ratio Q- ?/?o £ 40 and

the gas heating up to the tempera-

ture T 0.2 eV give us a sharp in-
B

crease of the Penning reaction rate.

The absorption of a low-intensity

C0?-laser pulse tail in the SV/ front

in case of He:Ar or He:Xe mixture

may serve as a direct corroboration

of the Peuning reaction (Fig,3a),

It demostrates considerable Ke in-

crease in the SVV front. In a similar

situation the absorption of CO?—la-

ser radiation in pure Ke was not

abserved (Pig.3b), Due to a high con-

centration of He (He:Xe = He:A =

= 1.000:1, p ~ 1 atm eleofrous cool

down at the collisions with He up

to the gas temperature during ^ 5ns,

As a result an overco led plasma Is

produced ( T g ~ T rzr 0.2 eV, N e

10 cm f in which a recombination

scheme of pumping is attained

( T z e c ~ ( T e "
9 / 2 K e 2 ) " 1 $ 5 ns) /8/,

Hote also that laser output was obser-

ved under the given conditions at a

fixed distance from the surface

breakdown axis along any component

of the cylindrical GW front (Fig. 2).
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Fig.3.

This points to a cylindrical symmet-

ry of the attained physical parame-

ters and may support the choice of

point cylindrical explosion model.

The above scheme of Inversion

production permits to explain the

experimental dependences obtained in

/1,2,4/. A shift of the lasing regi*

on with the pump ig energy E growth

or the working mixture pressure p

decrease /2,4/ is a consequence of

increase of both UV radiation free

path in gas and gas temperature

T in the SW front. Since the recom-

bination rate increases — T e ~ ^

<v Tg) i "the lasing conditions

would be attained at a greater dis-
tance from a target.

On the contrary, the growing p

at B » const leads to the decrease of

T and h and, as a result, to the dec-

rease of pumping efficiency (K «vT )

/2,4/. P S

An optimum working mixture com-

position, He:Xe =» 1000:1 is determi-

ned by an efficiency of UV gas mix-

ture radiation absorption which inc-

ases with Xe concentration increase

in the mixture.

Thus, it is shown, that lasing

in the inert gas—mixture,lasers pum-

ped by optioal break-down^, is attai-

ned as a result of a complex action

on the gas mixture of not plasma ker-

nel UWradiation and virtually not

ionizing the gas SW, which activates

the processes of AM development.
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UKIFOm/ITY FtiRTtfi^ATION OP VOLUME DISCHARGE IK

MJ.LGKD XeCl-LASER

V.Yu.Baranov, V.K.Borisov, A.Yu.Vinokhodov, YuoB.Kiryukhin, V.P.Novikov

Kuxchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

The results of experimental and

theoretical studies into the disch-

arge and laser performancies at re-

petition rate up to 1CK pps and la-

ser average output power about 100

watts are presented.

An electric discharge system

of the laser, in which volume disch-

arge was created, is shown in Pig.1.

/ W \ I

Fig

T

.1.

io

The scheme of electric

discharge system.

The electric energy was stored in

the capacitor Co=0,1juF, which was

charged up to voltage U o^40 lev

and was switched by the thyratron T.

The preionization was provided by

four rows of sparks, v/hich were

produced at charging the arrays of

ceramic capacitors arranged along

the electrodes. The discharge sys-

tem was included in a closed-cycle-

gas flow circuit, which contained a

cooler and a systems of fana,capable

of blowing the gas mixture at a ve-

locity ( if ) of up to 90 m/s.

The rapid filming of discharge

pulses glow showed that the disch-

arge becaue essentially nonuniform

when repetition rate (f) was more

than definite value fr . As for the

discharge in repetively pulsed COp-

laeer, this fact was true also pl»

At f > fr discharge nonuniformity

led to the violation of linear

growth lav/ of laser average power

versus f (Fig.2). So, fr^150 pps

(curve 1 of Fig.2) for a HCl:Xe:He=

=0,2:2:97,8 gas mixture. It was

found by authors £2] , that reducing

of Xe-fraction in laser mixture per-

mitted to increase the repetition

rate fr up to 700 pps (curve 2 of

Fig.2).

iOQ

80

GO

40

20
f,PPS

200 WO 600' MO
Fig.2. Average output power as a

function of pulse repetition

rate for various laser

mixture:

1 - HCl:Xe:He=0,2:2:97,8;

2 - 0,2:0,2:99,6

3y iaeans of piezoelectric trans-

ducer placed in the gasdynamic sys-

tem near the discharge volume it

was found that there were gas den-

sity perturbations of considerable
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intensity level in the discharge

chamber up to the onset of the next

discharge pulse. So, at f=?00 pps

the intensity level of acoustic per-

turbationr, excited by energy deposi-

tion at. preceding discharge pulses

was ~- e2,5+3%. Increasing the

repetition rate f led to an incre-

ase in the intensity level.

The characteristic feature of

the discharge in repetively pulsed

laser is the development of disch-

arge in spatially nonuniform condi-

tions, when electron density produc-

tion rate was determined by the va-

lue of E/N, which varied from point

to point due to gas density pertur-

bations (N). This conditions lead to

nonuniformity of local energy depo-

sition in the discharge ( ̂ - ) and

hence to the reduction of output

power at f > f p (Fig.2).

To determine a value and time

history of a parameter W (where 4)T-=

= W- ̂ ~ ) , which relates the rela-

tive perturbations of pumping energy

deposition and gas density, a simple

model of plasma kinetic processes

has been proposed. In partt the mo-

del Includes th© electron balance

processes: a direct ionization of Xe

atoms, a two-step ionization of elec-

tronically-excited Xe K atoms,a dis-

sociative attachment to vibratio-

nally-excited HCl(v) molecules.Note,

that for experimental growth rate

of electron density to be explained

the attachment process v/ith HCl(v)

is required in the model. A good ag-

reement between theoretical and ex-

perimental (obtained from discharge

current measurements) temporal evo-

lution of electron density (Fig.3)

justifies the validity of the kine-

tic model.

-6

-3 -16 a
O VCM

•w
12

-20 S

4
0

z
i i

W 50

Fig.3

130 t
(n?)

Temporal evolution of disch-

arge parameters E/N, ru and

W in gas mixture HCl:Xe:He =

=0,2:4:95,8 at p=1,7 atm.

As it was shown by calcula-
A

tions the W attained its maximum va-
A

lue V/=40 roughly at a moment of

maximum discharge current. Therefore,

at a value -^- —2,5% measured in

experiments the degree of energy de-

position nonuniformity A^L was

about 100%. According to calculations,

at the reduction of Xe-fraction in

the mixture from 4% to 0,2% the para-
A

meter W became three times smaller.

To our mind that is why it is pos-

sible to obtain the uniform disch-

arge and linear growth lav/ of laser

average power up to higher repeti-

tion rate (curve 2 of Fif.2)•

When the temporal behaviour of

gas density perturbations was stu-

died by means of piezoelectric

transducer, it was observed that an

oscillograms reproduced themselves

at the selected pulse repetition

frequencies, so that repeated "soli-

dified" picture of oscillations was

seen before the onset of the next

pulse. The amplitudes of the oscil-

lations at these frequencies were

raised and the function of laser
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power versus f (curve 1 of Fig.2)

had the dips in the curve. I' was

shown that at f > fr the glow of

separate discharge pulse kept its

structure from pulse to pulse.

The registered regularities po-

int out the possibility that perio-

dic distribution of gas density in

the discharge volume is settled at

definite conditions up to the next

pulse. In this case it must lead to

appropriate settling of lower and

stationary energy level of laser

pulse series.

At f=500 pps the experimental

values of lasing energy for a set

of pulses (from the first pulse) are

presented in Fig.4. Really, it may

be seen in Fig.4 that lasing energy

i
Fig.4. From pulse to pulse evolution

of lasing energy.

diminishes up to definite level E ^

during 5-7 pulses. After that the

energy of any pulse is approximately

equal to IS +. (the stationary level).

Obviously, it indicates that the

discharge repetively develops at al-

most the same volume distribution of

E/H-parameter from pulse to pulse.
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RARE GAS HALIDE LASERS DISCHARGE MODELLING
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A simple model of the discharge

in rare gas halide lasers giving re-

sults in good accordance with availa-

ble experimental data has been devel-

oped. Conditions determining the ste-

ady-state value of the parameter E/P

have been studied.

Introduction

Kinetic models of self-sustained

discharge lasers [1, 2 ] have identi-

fied the dominant kinetic reactions

involved in the formation of the exci-

mer molecules. A theoretical model

presented the necessary conditions for

a homogeneous formation of pulse dis-

charge at high gas pressures [3]. Dif-

ferent experimental techniques for

preionization and power deposition ne-

cessary for efficient lasing have been

developed, all that has resulted in

improved performance of the rare gat;

halide excimer lasers.

After a detailed experimental

study of a <eCl laser Taylor et al [ 4 ]

pointed out the importance of the ste-

ady state value of E/P - (E/P) s t

established on the discharge gap for

the laser efficiency. In this paper a

theoretical treatment of the E/P evo-

lution during the energy deposition

stage is presented.

Model of the discharge

The model takes into account the

time evolution of the electron densi-

tv:

dN ,
= | ci.(E/P) (1)

dt

(where is the first Townsend coef-

ficient, V, is the drift velocity of

the electrons, n and ^ are the rate

coefficients of dissociative attache-

ment and volume recombination) and

the vibrational distribution of the

halogen molecules. We assume a homo-

geneous discharge and the space char-

ge effects are neglected. A fixed gas

mix of Ne:Xe:HCl=2280:30:4 typical

for most of the discharge pumped XeCl

lasers is considered. Lsing the re-

sults of Hughes [ 5 J and Maeda et al

[ 2 ] V, and oL are approximated with:

Vd=1.4870x10
3(E/P)

at E/P < 850 V cm^atm""1

Vd=1.8987x10
3(E/P) ( 2 )

at E/P > 850 V cm"1atm~1

XVd=1.61x10
6P (E/p)°- 7 8 3 3

x

exp(-3178.17/(E/P)) (3)

where P is the total pressure of the

gas mix. We suppose that jt remains

constant during the discharge but f>

may change in wide range. During the

discharge the HC1 molecules are ex-

cited to higher vibrational states

(\'=1,2) that results in an increase

of n . The following set of equations

determines the population N^ of the

vibrational state v1 :
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dt

dt
dN,

dt

when

ko,i 0,2 k0|N0Ne

0,1 0 e

0,2 O e

aN N
1 1 e

2 e

(4)

excitation of the

is the rate coefficient of

state and k;j is

the rate coefficient for dissociative

at tcichornent of an electron to a HC1

nolccule in v> state. yi is represented

by the eq'uition:

/, i .a . T . i a». . a . ,

1 (5)

Equations (1), (4) and (5) are a

coupled sec of equations describing

the electrical characteristics oi the

gas discharge. In condition of con-

stant power deposition by a discharge

of a pulse forming line (PFL) through

a cjas gap and neglecting the tran-

sient, effects due to the inductance

of the discharge contour the electric

circuit becomes that shewn on Fig. 1 ,

where u is the charging voltage, Z

is the impedance of the PFL and U ,

and I , are the discharge voltage and

current. lor I, we have:
d

I d = e S N eV d(E/P) (6)

where e is the electron charge and S

is the discharge area. On the other

hand I d = (UQ - U d>/Z (?)

Differentiating equations (6) and (7)

with respect tc time variable and ex-

we obtain:eluding d
dt

dt (

where R,

dNe

P d
d \

(8)

(9)

s :i
"d

d(E/P)

d i s tlie discharge length .

The s t ea . iy - s t a t e value of U, and hen-
dN

ce of E/P is achieved when e _ n
~J7~ ~~ u '

then from equation (1) and taking in-

to account that

Ne

UQ - (E/P) P d

e Vd(E/P) e S Z Vd(E/P)
(10)

where J , is the current density we

deliver the equation:

U - P d (E/P)
o«E/P) V (E/P) = + -2 (11)

e S Z V (E/P)

the only root of which is the steady-

state value of E/P - (E/P)rfc.

Ld(t)

Tig. 1

Disciission

In real laser systems ft varies

slowly so the root of the equation

(11) follows the change of E/P adia-

batically. Even substantial changes

in the right hand side of the equa-

tion (11) will lead only to small

variation of the root of the equation

because the product o^V, is a fast

changing function of E/P. Two import-

ant conclusions follow this fact:

(i) The established value of E/P

after the breakdown changes slightly

during the discharge and therefore

( E / P ) g t exists.

(ii) The steady-state value (E/P)

is determined mainly by the behaviour

of the function °&V, which is a cha-

racteristic of the gas.

The above conclusions are in
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good accordance with the observation

of Taylor et al [4 j . Moreover, they

found that in the case of Ne based

gas mix (E/P) was practically inde-

pendent of the current density in the

range 20 - 400 A cm" . This means

that in such a case the second term in

the right hand side of the equation

(11) is smaller than n and may be

neglected. From the results in [ 2 ]

and [6 ] and the equations (4) and (5)

we have found that for real laser

systems the value of n during the

discharge varies in the range

(6x10 u - 2x10 )xN,
HC11 where N .is

MCI
the density of HC1 molecules, assumed

in the present calculations to be

10 1 7 cm" . We have found that (E/P)

varies in the range

1.0 - 1.4 kV cm~1atm~1 which includes

the value of 1.1 kV cm atm estima-

ted in [ 4 ].

The calculated evolution of E/P

in time for an actual laser system[7 ]

(all parameters are the same with the

exception of L, = 50 nH) when P= 3atm

is presented on Fig. 2.

Q

3
S
CJ

U

M

D

It is seen from the voltage curve

that during the discharge E/P varies

in the range 1.22 - 1.33 kV cm" atm"

or less than 10%. The predicted vol-

tage and current waveforms coincide

with the experimental ones with an

error of 10 - 15% which is within

the limits of the experimental un-

certainty.

In conclusion, a good descrip-

tion of the discharge in rare gas ha-

lide lasers has been achieved. Seve-

ral dependences of the (E/P) steady-

state value have been qualitatively

discussed. The predictions of the

model are in satisfactory accordance

with the experiment
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On the basis of a simple gas dis- charge current density i.e. through

charge model the effect of the impe-

dance mismatch has been studied for

two types of schemes commonly used in

pumping rare gas halide excimer lasers

the deposited power.

The energy transfer efficincy de-

pends on the impedance matching between

the pumping scheme and the discharge.

Introduction Analysis of matching conditions

During the last several years

significant progress has been made in

the understanding of the processes

taking place in the excimer gas dis-

charge lasers but less attention has

been devoted to the impedance matching

of the electrical circuit and the dis-

charge and to the influence of the

impedance mismatch on the laser effi-

ciency. Long (1) introduced a speci-

fic ma telling condition for an effici-

ent energy transfer into the gas dis-

charge but his results have not been

published in detail. In order to ob-

tain high overall laser efficiency

we have to assure an efficient energy

transfer from the pumping scheme to

the discharge and an efficient conver-

sion of the deposited energy to a

laser omission. The maximum of the

overall laser efficiency is acieved

when the above two efficiencies are

maximum. The existence of a steady-

state value of E/P during the dischar-

ge (2) nicano that the internal effici-

ency depends on the parameters of the

pumping scheme only through the dis-

We analize two pumping schemes

commonly used in gas discharge lasers

-pulse forming line and capacitor dis-

charge shown on Fig. 1a and Tig. 1b.

lor the scheme on Fig. 1 a we have:

dl fc * "fc

m = 1,2,...,N I (t) = 0

=-Mc-V (t)-L,+— I rix -

dt

Jd ( t ) = I N + 1 ( t ) = e S N e ( t )

and for the scheme on rig,

(t

V E ( t ) / P )

1b:

dC, R
—

d
R. I , dNA d e

Ne dt

where V (t) is the switching function

of the commutator, P i& the total gas

pressure, e is the electron charge, d

and S are the discharge length and

area and Vjis the drift velocity of
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the electron. The equation for the

electron density is

dN

d | J e w e

P d
dt

R =
e S N

e d(E7P)

the fir~t Tcmsend coefficient,

n and v£ are the rate coefficients

of dissotiative attachement and volune

recombination. Determining X / V, and

H from the results in (3), (4) and

(5) and assuming a homogeneous dis-

charge without space charge effects

and constant average electron energy

and jt we have considered a fixed gas

m,x of Ne:<e:HCl= 2280:30:4 typical

for most of the discharge pumped < eCl

lasers.

If R,= ty/Id is the discharge

resistance the conventional matching

condition Z = R, and condition U = 2 L,,d o d
and U iswhere Z is the impedance

the charging voltage of the pumping

scheme, are equivalent.

Results

The time dependence of the dis-

charge resistance R, and the power

deposited in the discharge for the

schemes on Fig. 1a(dashed line) and

rig. 1b(solid line) in the case of

L = 2t, are shown on rig. 2. In this

example the parameters of the dischar-

ge gap and gas mix are identical for

both schemes and C is assumed to be

equal to the total capacitance of the

PFL. L. in fig. 1a is taken equal to

L and L, in rig. 1b is determined
o d T

from the condition Z = L^/C. In this

way both schemes are matched with a

same active load.

It is seen from lig. 2 that the
condition U =2U, ensures for both

o d
schemes impedance matching. We note
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that In terms >f • Miergy transfer effi-

ciency both schemes are identical.

'Die difference in the temporal behavi-

our of the deposited power would cause

different internal efficiencies but

in voni laser systems, however, L, in

I iu. 1a is much larger than L , there—

fnte the scheme on Fig. la works as a

lumped capacitance rather than a PFL..

In most of the laser systems an

impedance mismatch exists because of

the high V used and the high break-

down voltage of the discharge gap

( l! > 2 LT ) . The. dependences of the

energy transfer efficiency and the

peak deposited power into the dis-

charge from the ratio U / IT? for both

suhencs are shown on lig. 3. Note

that the behaviour of the effici-

ency for both schemes is quite simi-

1 a r .

for fixed gas mix, in discharge

punped rare gas halido lasers U, not

R . i.s the independent on the pumping

scheme load parameter, that allows

impedance matching to be achieved by

controlling CQ that is not possible

for the condition Z= R,.
d

In conclusion, we have discussed

impedance matching between the pump-

ing scheme and the discharge in rare

gas halide lasers, a problem closely

related to the efficiency of the

excimer lasers.
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AN ANOMALOUS EFFECT OF A WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD

ON THE DISCHARGE CURRENT IN HELIUM-NEON PLASMA

V.G. Gudelev end V.M. Yasinski

Institute of Physics, BSSR Academy of Sciences,Minsk, USSR

It is known that in the assump- magnetic fields was in qualitative

tion of weakly ionized plasma and agreement with expression (I). The

weak transverse magnetic fields, the existence of the regions of normal

expression for the conductivity cur- and anomalous behaviour of discharge

rent density may be written as [l] current is indicative of the presence

; tHeftE i]\ of at least two mechanisms of the

J ' * .ft "i transverse magnetic field effect on

where £ is the electron charge, fle gas- discharge plasma,

is the concentration of electrons,JK The first mechanism caused by

is the electron mobility, E and H± the magnetic field effect on the elec-

are the electric and magnetic field tron mobility and described by (1) de-

intensities. It follows from this ex- termines the dependence of the dis-

pression that-, the magnetic field de- charge current L on Hj_ at H^ —»• 0,

creases the plasma conductivity in a which is close to the parabolic one.

direction perpendicular to the exter- The second mechanism leads to an in-

nal magnetic field and, therefore, de- crease in the discharge current and

creases the discharge current in this appears at weak magnetic fields when

direction. This conclusion is confirm- the effect of the first one is still

ed by experiment. small. Since weak magnetic fields £?->•

In [2], we reported anomalous be- feet the charged particle parameters

haviour of discharge current in heli- only slightly, an assumption is made

ura-neon mixture under the action of a in [2] that the observed anomalous be-

transverse magnetic field which did haviour of discharge current may be

not decrease, but increased the dis- due to magnetooptical effects, in par-

charge current in the region of weak ticular, the effect of Zeeman's suble-

magnetic fields. This phenomenon was vels coherence destruction by the mag-

observed at certain discharge parame- netic field.

ters characteristic of helium-neon la- To test th.'.s assumption, additi-

ser tubes. At stronger magnetic fi- onal investigations have been carried

elds, the nature of the discharge cur- out and the results are reported in

rent dependence upon the transverse the present paper. It is known (see,
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fur fxamplo, L^J) thai- the phenomenon transverse magnetic field H^ were ob —

of Zct'innn's sublevol s cohcronce de- served using a double-beam oscillo—

struction by a magnetic field is One scope.

of tilt chief causes of the resonance F-ig. 1 gives examples of observ—

feature formation in the dependence ed dependences. A distinguishing cha—

of the laser radiation intensity as racteristic of both curves is the re-

L!ie magnetic field is decreased to sonar.ee nature of variations in the

zero. Our aim was to determine corre- laser radiation intensity and dis-

lation between behaviour of the reso- charge current at Hj,-*-O. It should be

nance features in the dependences of noted that a slight increase in the

the laser radiation intensity and the magnetic field results in an increase

discharge current in weak magnetic in both radiation intensity and dis-

field.s. charge current. The character of the

The investigations were carried resonance feature in the I ( Hx ) de-

out with a helium-neon laser generat- pendence slightly depends on the po-

ing in a single frequency regime with eition of the laser radiation fre—

linear polarization of radiation and quency relative to the gain profile

wavelength of 1.15 >•"- • The gas-dis- center. It is also noteworthy that

charge tube with, a capillary 2.2 mm the absence or the presence of gene—

in diameter and 14 5 mm in length was ration had no effect on the resonance

filled with mixture Net' Hc=ls10 at feature in I ( H± ), and conversely

a presaire of 400 Pa. ?ownr was fed the absence or the presence of the re-

by a. voltage regulator. A transverse sonance feature in the I ( n^ ) depen-

mignctic field varying with a fre- dence had no effect on the resonance

cjuency of 50 "z and oriented perpen- feature in the / ( r/j ) dependence,

dicular to the laser radiation pola- The elimination of the resonance fca-

rization plane was superimposed on ture in the I ( H^ ) dependence vias

about one third of the discharge achieved by replacing the voltage re-

length at an equal distance from itf gulator with a current regulator. l>a-

edrres. The solenoid wound over the ta obtained indicate that the rcso-

entire length of the gas—discharge nance features in the L ( Hj_ ) and

tube nnde it possible to superimpose / ( Hj_ ) dependences are independent

a longitudinal magnetic field on the of one another. It has also been

discharge. The signal which varied found that an additional action of a

with the discharge current was rcnov- weak static longitudinal field Hlf

<,-c' from a resistor placed in series on the discharge leads to a practical —

with the tube. Changes in the dis- ly equal change of resonance features

charge current I ami in the laser ra- i'1 ^ ( ''i ) and ] ( n^ ) and their com-

liiTl ion intensity •* ('no. to the pi etc <U sappe.iranco at H!t of the
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order of 10 0e(see Fig. 2). This fact

enabled us to perform an additional

experiment on the investxgatxon of

the effect of a variable longitudinal

magnetic field on the discharge cur-

rent and radiation intensity. It has

been found that in this case reso-

nance features are also observed in

the I ( Ha ) and / ( Ht/ ) dependences

which varied in a similar way and

completely disappeared under an addi-

tional action of a weak static trans-

verse magnetic field. In general, the

I ( Hj_ ) and i ( Hi,) dependences and

the peculiarities of their behaviour

at WX,W;,-»-0 differed, but in both

cases a weak magnetic field led to an

anomalous increase in the discharge

current.

Based on the known fact that the

resonance feature in the i (H ) de-

pendence at H — " 0 is largely caused

by Zeeman's sublevcls coherence de-

struction by a magnetic field, the

observed correlation in the behaviour

of the i (H ) and I { H ) dependen-

ces at ri —»-0 and under the action of

an orthogonal magnetic field provides

indirect support for the assumption

given in [z] that the anomalous beha-

viour of discharge current in weak

magnet!" fields is directly connected

with the destruction of Zeeman's sub-

levels coherence by a magnetic field.

The destruction of Zeeman's sublevels

coherence can in turn result in an

increase in the discharge current at

the cost of ,in increase in the con-

centration of excited atoms and,

therefore, in the number of ioniza-

tion actions.
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STUDY OP THE MERCURY HYDRIDE KOLECULE KINETICS

1M A HP DISCHARGE FOR A POTENTIAL HgH LASER
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Experimental study on physical-che-

mical processes responsible for pro-

duct jon, quenching and breakdovyn of

HgH molecules in A" H 1/2 and

X2Z-i/2 s-Swies in Hg+H2+He(W2>

CO) high-frequency discharge plasma

is reported* (production channels for

HgH(A) are revealed, vvhex-e the HgH(X)

ground state is skipped. The latter

ia destructed in the chemical reac-

tion with CO molecules. Rate cons-

tants for a few quenching processes

involved are given. Radiation absor-

ption by a discharge plasma was mea-

sured and the effect of N_ and CO

admixtures was studied. The experi-

mental results obtained were compa-

red with our earlier theoretical mo-

del for a HgH Ia3er emitting on

transition, the KgH(Z) ground state

beini-. chemically destructed.

The object of the present work is to

study the feasibility of laser ac-

tion from mercury hydride. This mo-

lecule has been proposed [1J as a

candidate species for a laser emit-

ting on transition A Uyz (V = 0)

i8 added. Experiments were required

to enhance the confidence in the mo-

del results L1 ] •

A transverse HP discharge (42&iHz,

200 W) excited a gaa mixture in a

tube with external electrodes, the

pump level being maintained well be-

low the predicted lasing threshold.

Measurements of the HgH radiation

absorption, -ae » by plasma in the

401 and 421 nm bands showed that

HgH

Numerical analysis of a HgH discharge

laser including ~ 40 collisional

processes indicates that the laser

efficiency of the Hg/Hg mixture may

amount to -v 4-8/'i and reach ~ 16 and

~ 35/6 respectively when N_ or CO

Fig. 1. HgH laser kinetic scheme

•<£ waa appreciable in a dense plas-

ma only and increased rapidly with

[Hg]. For PH

« 7-1O"3 and 2.8-10~3cm"'1

1.5-1018 and 3

0.5 Torr, x -

with [Hg]
1018cm~-3 respectively.
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Thus, the absorption doe3 not hinder

lasing [1]. A amall admixture of N 2

or CO ( ~ 10 Torr) did not Increase

ae . The analysis shows that the

absorption may be attributed to

Hg*(O" ) but not to HgH(X.A).

The HgH emission in a rarefied

gas results from the well-known re-

action sequence

L Hg(63P)Hg + e - ^

HgH(X) + e

H,

(3) HgH* -HgH(X>

+ hv .

Increasing the gaa density may lead

to termolecular reactions, among

them

HgH(HgH*),

I, arb.units
401

365

Hg2 +

may occur. Hence, the knowledge of

the Hg2 and HgH* luminescence beha-

vior a'c a function of gas composi-

tion and density may allow an insight

into the production channels for

HgH(A) as well as the effect of the

N_ and CO admixtures. The experimen-

tal data obtained at a fixed pump

power are shown in Figs.2 and 3. A

careful analysis reveals the follow-

ing :

1 . Actually, a more efficient pro-

duction of Ilgil(A) occurs in dense

plasma.

2. It is evident from i'ig.3 that

1 ,.<><.[ Ho] *MS > where p>4iS is the

Blope of the curves for I 535 (\ Hg])

measured to bo 1.35 and 1.67. The

effect of H^ molecules on jbjss is

due to the Hg (v,j) quenching by the

collisional relaxation v1, y »-

v", j", while the CO admixture mere-

ly reduces the relaxation time with-

out making nny contribution to the

X, nra
J*nig.2 Hg/H2 (1 Torr) emission spectra

a - I: 6 mV/cm1Q ,
iHg]- 1,4-1018cm'3

b - I: 0,3 mV/cm

[Hg]- 7-101 5 cm~3

i 401

Tig.3. Hg2 - I 3 3 5 and HgH* - 4

emission band amplitudes vs[KgJ .

Admixtures (Torr): 1,2 - H2(0.5-1);

3,4 - H2(4 0.03),' 5,6-H2(i.5)/C0(i2)
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quenching. 3. T.L.Porter, JOSA, $2, 1201 (1962)

3. The dominant production channel

for Hjyl(A) in a dense Hg/fL plasma

io chemical reaction (8). All the

other reactions are incompatible

with the I4Q1( [HgJ ) in Fig.3.

4 • 'i'he shift towards higher values

of [Hg] in curve 5 (Fig.3) as com-

pared to curves 1 and 3 is strongly

suggestive of the destruction mecha-

nism by HgH(X) by CO molecule via

the reaction

HgH(X) + CO ( 9 j » Hg + HCO.

5. 'i'he rapid increase of I^QI with

[Hg] (Curve 5) indicate the impor-

tant role of CO in the HgH(A) for-

mation. The reaction below is opera-

tive in this case only:

Hg + HCO — ( 1 0 ' > HgH*.

Based on the results in [2,3]

the radiation lifetimes of the HgH

states A eni,2(u=l) and A
 2n3ya(-tf=0)

were estimated to be 320 and 140 ns

respectively. Then the quenching

rate constants for A ZF\\/2 ttr-0,1)

and A 2Fl5/2 Cir = O) by H ?

were measured:

1/2 = ' ' 1/2 J'>u »

= 2-10'12 cm3/s.

Hence, the quenching does not hamper

creation of HgH* via reaction (8).

Thus, it is shown for the first

time that reactions (8)~(1O) are res-

ponsible for production and destruc-

tion of HgH molecules in X and A sta-

tes. This proves the validity of the

HgH laser model proposed in[i].
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RATE COEFFICIENTS FOR DISCHARGE PUMPING OF AN XUV LASER IN K - He PLAiiMA

K. Maaek, K. Rohlena

Institute of Physics of Cz.Ac.Sci.,

Na Slovance 2, 180 40 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

and V.O. Papanyan

Institute for Physical Research of Arm.Ac.Sci.,

Astarak 2, Armenian f,SR 378-110, U.S.S.R.

Recent proposals for coherent

light sources in the vacuum UV regi-

on suggest a two-step pumping, since

the lifetime of high atomic levels

is too short for a practical direct

optical pumping. The proponed mecha-

nism is based on a stimulated reso-

nant anti-^tokes Raman scattering

/1/. In a discharge the first step

of the pumping is by collisions with

the plasma electrons, which fill an

intermediate level, and the second

one is by a very short (10~ s) re-

sonant laser pump pulse, which popu-

lates the upper XUV laser level. As

a suitable system the helium - po-

tassium plasma was considered at low

mean electron energy and the pressure

of the potassium vapor at about 150

Pa. The upper laser level is 3p

eV. Hence, for a thorough quantita-

tive analysis of the proposed system

the kinetics of a discharge in He -

K mixture must be examined, which

would render the population of the

He triplet 2 S level together with

the adjacent K intermediate level.

Potassium in.helium represents

an admixture with a substantial dif-

ference in the lonization energy and

also in the inelastic thresholds,

which govern the energy distribution

of the plasma electrons and, conse-

quently, the filling rates of the

laser levels. In order to make the

production of the high lying He

2 3 comparable to the filling rate

of the lower laser level "P 3 / 2 of K,

(4s4p P) ^^T/T °^ the potassium

atom at 22.23 eV, the lower level

3p°4p 2 p 3 / 2
 a t 1- 6 2 eV« A s t h e inter-

mediate storage level the atomic po-
5.

tassium 3p 3d43

•eV was chosen, which can be pumped

by energy transfer collisions from

the triplet helium metastable state

233 (energy difference 0.05 eV).

3oth the hi£~h K levels (upper lasing

and intermediated are metastable with

respect to the autoionization, the

ionization energy of K lying at 4.34

the concentration of He must exceed

that of K by a factor of about 10 ,

at moderate mean electron energies.

The required partial pressure of K

implies the total pressure of at

least 0.1 MPa, at which a self-sus-

tained discharge cannot remain ho-

mogeneous. A suitable way how to get

round the homogeneity demand is to

use an electron beam supported dis-

charge. As such a discharge is ope-

ratea in a pulsed regime, any esti-

mates based on stationary rate equa-

tions are not reliable. A realistic

discharge model would require a time
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dependent solution of the rate equa-

tions. In t M s short contribution

we shall restrict ourselves to a

preliminary calculation of the pro-

duction rates, from which the cor-

responding rate equations can be con-

structed. The rate coefficients will

be obtained from the stationary (ti-

me independent) Boltzmann equation.

First, the discharge model will be

briefly outlined: the dominant ty-

pe of ions will be K +, which are

produced not only by the direct and

a stepwise ionization by the elec-

trons, but also by a Penning ioni-

zation in collisions of potassium-

in the ground state with the He

triplet metastables. These are pro-

duced by electronic excitation from

the He ground state. The most impor-

tant ratea are thus the production

of He 2 S metastables (Pig. 1 ) , of

K 4 2Po/ 2
 l e v e l (merging with P.j/2

level - Pig. 2) and the direct pro-

duction of K + (Pig. 2 ) .

IcmV)

1015 ,
E/N [Vcm' l

3.

The quantities are shown as functi-

ons of the reduced field 3/1! and

of the relative potassium concen-

tration X K , which appears as a pa-

2 ' ' ' ' 3.1015

E / N [ V c m ' l

Pig. 2.

rameter in the plots. The production

rates were calculated from their de-

finition integrals:

vhere f (U) is the symmetric part

of the electron distribution functi-

on, U voltequivalent of the electron

kinetic energy, e electron charge,

m electron mass, Q^the correspon-

ding cross-section. The electron

distribution function is a solution

of the Boltzroann equation taken in

the expanded form /2/:

, A/
f £ Ol
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3. Results

â  Second continuum

The decay of the second continuum is observed

at 135, 145 and 155 nra, with a resolution of

1.5 run. The experimental intensity as a func-

tion of time gives an excellent fit to a

curve :

I = A exp(-Af2t)

for pressures up to 50 Torr, and to

(1)

I = A exp(-Af2t) + B exp(-Ag2t) (2)

in the pressure range 50-150 Torr.

A plot of A._ and A , as a function of pres-

sure is given in fig. 1. No significant wave-

length dependence is found for A,,,. A least-

squares fit to the points up to 20 Torr

gives :

Af2 = (98 ± 10)p + (38 ± l)p
2 (3)

At higher pressures (70-150 Torr) the obser-

ved A,2 are systematically slower than pre-

dicted by (3). At the same time, Af2 becomes

highly dependent on the discharge current,

which implies that interactions involving

electrons become important. However, the

points presented in fig. I are taken in a

diffuse discharge at the lowest possible

current, as describee under 2.

The values for A „ are not as reproducible

as those for Af2. In addition, A , exhibits

a slight but significant wavelength dependen-

ce: the observed values for A 2 tend to in-

crease with increasing wavelength. Due to

the scatter on these points, only maximum

and minimum values for A _ are indicated in

fig. 1.

bi_Firs t_continuum

The decay of the intensity of this continuum

is observed at 124.5 run and 125.2 nm with a

resolution of 0.3 nm. The intensity as a

function of time is fitted to :

100
pi Torr)

1000

Fig. 1

Decay frequencies measured in the
second VUV continuum of krypton.

10»

u
in
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s
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, * •

• Xn
> X f i 1125 2nm)
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• X.I 1125 Jnml

6 a w 20 40
pITorr)

Decay frequencies measured in the
first VUV continuum of krypton.

I - A e x p ( - A , . t : ) + B e x p ( - A . t )
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Values for * . and \ obcained in this way

are presented in fig. 2. No significant wave-

length dependence is found for Af and A ..

The slow decay component A . of this conti-

nuum coincides within experimental error

with the fast decay A „ of the second conti-

nuum. This is also clear from fig. 2, where

the dashed curve represents the function

98p + 38p2 fitted to the fast decay of the

second continuum.

The fast decay of the first continuum A,,

coincides within experimental error with the

decay frequency of the 3P. resonance state,

reported elsewhere [9], and represented by

the full line in fig. 2.

4. Interpretation

The results of our measurements, together

with those of other authors f 5—8] enabled us

to construct a general decay model for the

afterglow of a krypton discharge. This model

involves the lowest molecular states Z ,
g

£_ and Z , I and its atomic precursors,

the 3P« metastable and the 'p resonance

state. The various excited species considered

evolve to the repulsive molecular ground

state through several processes such as spon-

taneous decay, vibrational relaxation and

two- and three-body collisions. This model

enables us to identify the fast decay A_, of

the second continuum as the decay of the
3P metastable state and the slow decay A .

as the decay of the Kr_( Z ) excimer.
g

The coincidence of che decay frequencies

A,, and A . in the first continuum with

those of the 3P. and 3P states respectively

supports the hypothesis that both the JP.

and P, states are the atomic precursors of

this molecular continuum.
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE PLASMA DENSITY PROFILE IN A CYLINDRICAL CATHODE

DISCHARGE IN MAGNETIC FIELD

G. Pavelescu, M- Balaceanu, C. Ghita

Institute for Physics and Technology of Radiation Devices

P.O.B. MG 7, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction

The existing theoretical works

on the hollow cathode glow dis-

charges have been confined mainly on

the cathode fall space (e.g. III-

/3/). In this paper we present a

theoretical model for negative £low

plasma of a cylindrical cathode dis-

charge in magnetic field, under con-

structive and operating conditions

(external annular anode, pressures

of 0.3-4 torr, discharge currents of

25-300 mA, magnetic fields - paral-

lel to the cylinder axis - of up to

800 Gs) described by Pavelescu et al

lul. Theoretical determination of

the radial distribution of plasma

density is compared with the experi-

mental data presented in ref. IS/.

Theory

The following equations descri-

bing the negative glow plasma are

considered

',«B (1)

i,xP (2)

VD,

i n

(3)

(4)

(5)

where j is the particle current den-

sity (either electrons or ions), j

- current density cf the cathodo

electrons (primary electrons), n -

density of the charged particles, E -

electric field, B - magnetic field, D

and M - diffusion and mobility coef-

ficients respectively, r - plasma

column radius, n - number of primary

electron oscillations (reflexions),

n - neutral atom density, a - ioni-

zation cross-section and & - coeffi-

cient proportional to gas pressure

(the subscripts e and i reffer to e-

lectrons and ions respectively).

From equations (l)-(5), under

the boundary conditions appropriate

to the problem, the space distribu-

tion of the electric field, of the

plasma density and of the electron

and ion currents can be determined.

The system of equations (l)-(5),

written in cylindrical coordinates

(the origin of the coordinates lies

in the symmetry center of the cylin-

drical cavity), can only solved nu-

merically, since the equations cannot

be separated. In order to eliminate

axial variation of the unknown quan-

tities, we shall suppose that the a-

xial losses of the particles are pro-

portional to the particle density

(see also /6/).

-Oez
uZ

(6)

(7)
OZ "

where £ and n <iro coefficients that

can drppnii on the rjpctron tempera-
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and on the mass of electrons and

ions respectively (subscript z refers

to the component parallel to the a-

xial direction).

We shall also consider that, due

to collisions, the cathode electron

currant density (Jec) decreases expo-

nentially from the cathode

-kp(r -r)
= jecoe (8)

where p is the gas pressure, k - co-

efficient proportional to the elec-

tron-atom inelastic cross-section and

j - primary electron current den-Jeco J

sity at the cathode.

Taking into account the rela-

tions <6)-(8), equations (l)-(5) -

written in cylindrical coordinates -

result into the following equation

for charged particle density, by eli-

minating those terms which include

the particle currents and the elec-

tric field.

dn

where

E=-
B2)(B~{)

(9)

:io)

-kprr

Jeco e(u

(11)

The form of the solutions of

equation (9) depends on the sign of

coefficient E which, in turn, de-

pends on 8 (see eq. (10)), i.e. on

the part played by the plasma elec-

trons as against the cathode elec-

trons in the gas ionization process

(an analysis of the possible cases

is presented in /!/). Assuming an

important part for the cathode

electrons (8 is small, E < 0), the

solution of equation (9) is

n(r) = [z(r)+nQ]l

where

(12)

Z(r)
r

=H/ d r

n is the density value on the dis-

charge axis and I - modified Bessel

function of the first kind and of the

order zero.

Discussion. A comparison with

the experimental data

From relation (12) results that

function n(r) reaches either a maxi-

mum value or a minimum one for r = 0,

depending on Z(r), decreasing faster

or slowlier than I (/|E|r), respecti-

vely, because Z(r) is a decreasing

factor (lim ~ = 0 and lim ^-|< 0)

r-»o r r*o dr

and I (v |E|r) is an increasing func-

tion. The influence of the discharge

parameters upon the cathode electron

current density determines the shape

of the particle density distribution.

So, from expression (13) it can be

deduced that function Z(r) is propor-

tional to coefficient H which decrea-

ses as the pressure increases (be-

cause of the term e P which pre-

vails over the other pressure depen-

dent quantities and which indicates

the exponential decrease of primary

electron current). Consequently, when

the pressure is low, function Z(r)

plays an important part in expressio ,

(12) and so, n(r) reaches a maximum

value for r = 0. But, as the pressure

increases over a certain limit, the

function IQ(/|E|r) begins to prevail;

this determines the occurrence of a
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minimum density value on the axis

(the presence of a magnetic field re

sults in an apparent increase in

pressure).

These theoretical considerations

are in good agreement with the expe-

rimental data described in /5/,

which show that the shape of the

plasma density radial distribution

curve depends on the operating para-

meters of the discharge as follows:

as the gas pressure or the magnetic

field increase, a transition from a

central maximum distribution to a

central minimum one takes place.
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DLIiCTHON BEAM EMITTED B1 THE HIGH-VOLTAC33 GLOY/ DISCHARGE

S.Pekdrek, H.Lonekova, J.Rosenkrunz

Czech. Technical University,Uept. of Physics,

Suchbdtarova 2, 166 27 Prague 6, Chechoslovakia

lha industrial use of electron

beams for very high inputs of heat

is steadily increasing. An obvious

example is in welding, melting,

coating, sintering, annealing etc.

With the electron bean extracted

from the high—voltage low-pressure

glow discharge the power densities
1C 2

of the order up to 10 .7/m could

be obtained flj •Th;.3 power density

is sufficient for technological

applications mentioned above. It is

therefore necessary to ctudy the

characteristics of the beam especi-

ally the focal distance in depen-

dence on the radiu3 of the cathode

emitting surface, parameters of the

discharge etc. For this purpose the

different methods have been uned

[2,3]* In this paper new method for

the determination of the focal dis-

tance of the beam is presented. The

ratio of the neat taken away from

the certain area of the beam by the

cooling water and the discharge

energy input is measured.

Experimental arrangement

The experimental apparatus is

shown in Pig. l.The electron beam

was emitted by the cathode with the

circular emitting surface. The catho-

de which vraa attached to the upper

flange of the glass discharge cham-

ber was cooled by water and was

surrounded by the circular r̂ .oel

shielding.

The overlap of the shielding

over the cathode is denoted as h.

Discht-rje chamber had a shape

of a cross with the internal diameter

150 mm. The arras of the cross were,

clo.jod with metal flanges. The ele-

ctron beam bombarded the copper

target of the diameter 142 mm. The

target was cooled by water.

In both side flanges were the

oval orifices which were passed by

the copper tube 8 mm in diameter.

This ..ube, cooled by v/ator, could

be iv.oved vertically so that the hea-

ting of the cooling water in diffe-

rent verLic:'l levels cold be measu-

red. In this way the dependence

v.'.-.3 determined, where

end X expresses the distance Tro

l':\c i.op of the cathode o;:;ittin,r;
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surface, U and I are discharge vol-

tage and current respectively, m is

the mass of the cooling water flo-

wing through, the copper tube per

second, c is the specific heat of

water, AT is the increase- of the.

temperature of the cooling water.

Maximum of the function n*y[Y) corre-

sponds to the focal distance Yj, of

the given electrode configuration.

Results

Our experiments have been devo-

ted to the study of the influence

of the shielding overlap and mate-

rial of the cathode on the fecal

distance. The experiments were

carried out with aluminium and steel

cathodes with the radius of the emi-

tting surface 55 and 60 mm respecti-

vely. Working atniosfere was air.

45'

35"

25"

15'

tl*l
h = 10 mm

5,3 mm

2,3 mm

U = 3,8 kV

I = 0,2 A

P = 4,6 Pa

60 70 80 r 9S
J_mmJFig. 2

The dependence »? =̂ (1T) for alu-

minium cathode with radius of the

emitting surface- 55 mm for different

overlaps of the shielding h is shown

in Fig. 2.Discharge voltage was 3,8

kV, current 0,2 A and pressure 4,6.

Pa. It is seen from this figure that

fmax
does not depend on thq. value

of the overlap but the overlap in-

fluences strongly the focal distance.

V/ith increasing shielding overlap

the focal distance decreases.

76

72

68 .

64

U = 3,8 kV

I = 0,2 A

Al, R=55 mm)P=4,6 Pa

steel, "51=60 mm,

P=llPa

2 4 6 8 10 12
. h [mm]

Fig. 3

Similar results are. given in

Fig. 3 where the focal distance Y^
r

as a function of the shielding over-

lap h is shown for the aluminium

cathode and for the same discharge

parameters as it is presented in Fig.

2. Second curve in thi3 figure corre-

sponds to the steel cathode with the

emitting surface radius 60 mm, pre-

ssure 11 Pa and the same discharge

parameters as in J-he previous case.

It is seen that increasing shielding

overlap diminishes focal distance.
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This dependence is stronger in the

case of aluminium cathode than for

the cathode made from steel.

Conclusion

In this paper some results of

the investigation of electron beam

are presented. The study of the

dependence of the focal distance on

the discharge parameters and the

curvature of the emitting surface

plays the important role for the

optimalization of the electrode

configuration for the concrete

technological application.
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OPTIMIZATION OP PARAMETERS OP THE A-G ELECTRIC

FIELD WITH PUMPING OP WEAKLY IONIZED GASES
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1. In the paper the parameters of

pumping of weakly ionized nitrogen

in a high-frequency electric field

are investigated. With the help of

the numerical methods the following

problem was solved: for given Eo/N ,

t*Vp (here P is the gas pressure,

E= Eo Sin (lx> t ) is the electric

field strength) it is necessary to

determine the density of the power

absorbed M and its destribution

through different channels: gas hea-

ting, the excitation of rotational

((?$)» vibrational ( Ov ) and elect-

ric ( Oe ) states, gas ionization(ot-)

mean energy of electrons ([) ) (0 is

the power share). With this in view

a kinetic equation in a two-term ap-

proximation was solved:

(1)

The cross sections of the processes

are the same as in [1] .

It is shown, that to describe

M and 0 averaged in the field

period, one can use an effective e-

lectric field intensity Ee//V (/V

is the concentration of /Vg ). With

$c 1?c /lO» 1 the values M , o

and as the result of this the effec-

tive field

£e//v=- 0.8(E0/M) (2)

do not depend upon the frequency

( $C,8C are the effective frequency

and the energy share lost by an elec-

tron during one collision with A ^ ) .
This is shown in Pig. 1: (1)- OR ,(2)

Sy/ , (3)- <?e , (5)- M/(n P ) (w is
the electron's concentration), (4),

(45), (4'1) are average, minimum and

maximum values of the mean energy of

electrons in the field period respec-

tively. The multiplier 0,8 in (2)

was chosen from the equality condi-

tion of increasing of the electron

concentration in the field period

and in the constant field during the

same period. At $c %/LO «1

f(2 + 2 u>2/p2j

where E< is constant or slowly chan-

ging field. In Pig.2, depending on

the effective field strength, medium

parameters for the constant ( ),

low frequency U)£<oc ])c C — • ) and

high frequency o?>? c£ iPc ( ) field

are represented. Here 1, 2, 3, 4 cor-

respond to the shares of energy OR ,

Sy,> Se > $L . 5 - M./ittp ). The
signs # , o correspond to the com-

posite field E= £f+£0SLH(uJt) with (X>»

Sc 1?c . While constructing the depen-

dencies in Pig.2, 1?c in (2), (3) was

determined from the simplified model

for the drift velocity V and mean

energy U of electrons: &c =tnvfU,

9C =eE/tf7V. The values V , \J

were found from the solution (1) for

the constant field. Dependencies OQ

and vc are represented in Pig.2b.

With given Bo //V and' O V p

medium parameters may be determined

with the help of Pig.2, if we know
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Ee/N, V-CH*

F19. 2
the corresponding values Eg/ AS ,

&c cf ̂

point out the pumping conditions :

Oc vc/Ld/.£ 1 (velocities of process-

es are constant in the period) or

<£\?c /Ld>? 1 Cfo follows the field).

With the help of the given value of

one of the parameters \J , M/(J\p),

PR , Ov , ve * °i from Pig. 2 vie

find Ee/A/,JC and Eo / A/ (or
OJ /p ) are defined from (2) or (3).

2. The formation of a two-hump elec-

tron distribution function (HDP) in

the energy range 3.5 £ V .̂ 7eV (fur-

ther we mark it as the (/*" range) is

a characteristic feature of the EDF

relaxation in weakly ionized nitro-

gen, that results from the resonance

cross 3ection of the excitation of

II- oscillations by the electrons.

The calculations made in [2] for the

initial stage of relaxation and low

E/IJ doesn't allow to determine the

characteristic time of decay ( f^ )

of the second hump of the ISDF.

Vc and &c cf ̂  ' I n *his case

we would like to recommend an app-

roximate finding of vc and Eg/A/

with the help of iterations by the

formula (3) and 0c( E e f/V ) in Pig.

2b. Then by the known £ e / A/ from

Pig, 2b we find <?c • ^ w e obtain

d£Vfc/tOL< 1, then medium parameters

are determined from Pig.2a, dependen-

ces (— '•—). At SC^CICO>^\ the ex-

pression (2) and data of Pig.2a f——)

should be used. To determine optimal

Eo/V and U>/p by the given

medium parameters it is necessary to

o 2 4 e U, ev
In Pig.3 the evolution of the

EDP with the instantaneous field de-

crease from E.j/N to E2/N is shown.

In Pig. 3 the curve 1 corresponds, to

the stationary EDP with E.,/N=25 10~16

V cm2, that is t =0, and for the

curves (2-7) -109pt=25,100,20O,28O,

440,360 s.torr; the dependences ( ),

(— — ) , (—•—•) correspond to

the field Eo/N=0; 6 1O~
17; 2 10~l6

V cm . The value trR can be determined

from Pig. 4 where the change in

time of the ratio of the electron
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quantity in the \J* region to the

total concentration of electrons

(n/n0 ) and the average electron en-

ergy are represented. The curves

(1-7) correapond to 1O16E1/N=5,1O,

25,40,25,25,10 V cm2 and 1O16E9/N=

0,0,0,0,0.6,2,0 V cm . The average

electron energy in the t/*" region

during the period pt A. 5 10 s.torr

decreases slightly. V/ith Sp>0, as

it can be seen from the approximate

expression for the flow

off the field when E=0.

which is correct with [)£. l/*and the

gas temperature <<• U , electrons

with U cU lose energy under the in-

fluence of the field E2/N, and with

1/•>[/' the field compensates the e-

nargy losses at the expense of colli-

sions (here U = (/ corresponds

to d§0/dV =0). As it is seen from

Pig.4, the influence of the field Eg

becomes apparent only with E2/N £-

6 1O~17 V cm2. Prom Pig.3 it follows

that at 32/K»2 10~
16 V cm2 the EDP

decreases steadily in the entire re-

gion which is due to the electron's

leaving the (/* through its lower

and upper boundaries when generating

vibrational or electronic levels Ng.

The two-hump EDP is formed in

a high frequency field at 1/Pt^i u?/p

JL Vw/ P (9H is the characteristic

frequency of inelastic collisions.

In Pig.5 a typical change of the

EDP in the half-period is given.

Here Eo/N=2 10~
15 V cm2, U?/p =

7—1 14.47 10 a torr , the gas pressure
p =1 torr, the curves 1-7 corres-

pond to t /(O.5T)=O.O5, 0.146,

0.242, 0.528, 0.719, 0.815, 0.91,

0.994. Here T =2 7T/U? , t =0 cor-

responds to the moment of turning

iO-pt, S-TORR
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INTRODUCTION

T i l l now, studies on plasma created by sur-

face-waves dealt with the case of a Travel-

l ing wave Discharge (TWD). Models describing

the discharge and the wave propagation have

been established [ _ l j , and ver i f ied experi-

mentally £2,3~] .

Most result found in TWD L2,3J were based on

• the assumptions of a one-step ionisation pro-

cess and a part ic le loss due to the ambipo-

lar di f fusion towards the tube wal ls. More-

over, any axial di f fusion of electrons is

assumed, i . e , the plasma can be ax ia l ly con-

sidered as a set of adjacent slab independent.

Semi-empirical laws for neutral and ion ar-

gon l ine intensi t ies I

established["3j
_ r 3

and I2 have been

= k l
4.5

(1)

(2)

n - electron density nQ-neutral density and

<E>- absolute value of tota l e lec t r ic f i e l d

inside plasma are parameters averaged over

the plasma cross-section, and k,, k2 are

constants.

EXPERIMENTAL. RESULTS

Experimental set-up is shown in f i g . 1. A

higher power microwave divider operating at

a frequency f = 2.45 Ghz feds the power into

the plasma by two identical surfaguides.

Discharge tube {a= 1,5mm inner radius) is

surrounded by a c i rcular metal l ic slotted

guide (d= 20mm inner radius, 200mm length).

In the experiment, we used argon gas without

flow at a pressure between 0.5 arci 2 Torrs.

Absorded power and electron denfi ty were res-
14 -3pectively up to 300w and 10 cm .

A moving optic f iber connected either to a

spectrometer or a Fabry-Perot interferometer.

I t provides ei ther the longitudinal measure-

ments I ,(z) and I 2 ( z ) , i . e . , the intensi t ies

of the (415.9nm) neutral argon l ine and the

(434.8nm) ion argon l i n e , or the neutral tem-

perature To(z) from Doppler effect (pressure

broadening of neutral l ine being negl ig ib le) .

With.the same assumptions as in TWD (except

that concerning the slabs independence) and

under the same experimental conditions, we

are able to determine the longitudinal va-

r iat ions of the electron density and the

e lect r ic f i e l d inside the plasma, ne(z) and

<E> (z) ( f i g . 2 ) . Th.y are deduced from the

semi-empirical laws (1) and (2) the axial va-

r ia t ion of neutral density being from To(z)

(the pressure is constant).

Typical modulation rates defined as a rat io

of a difference to a sum of maxima and minima

values are typ ica l ly 42% for electron densi-

t y , 15% for neutral density and 758 for elec-

t r i c f i e l d inside plasma (computations have

been performed at a pressure p=l Torr with

an absorbed power Pa= 208w). Phase relat ion

between <E> (z) and no(z) does not corres-
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pond to the theoritical predictions based

on the model of independent plasma slabs,

where <E> is out of phase with no» according

to the conditions]] 4 J

<E>.v = const. (3)

v is the electrron-neutral collision frequency

momentum transfer, and is proportional to

the neutral density. Relation (3) means that

TWO discharges are governed by ambipoiar di-

ffusion towards the tube wall. The observed

axial modulation of <E> instead the constant

value found in TWD is probably due to the

axial diffusion of electron, caused by

strong local density gradients. Fig.2 shows

effectively strong variation of electron

density over short lengths, 1 to 2 cm.

This diffusion modifies the particle balance

in the disch-.rge, and adjacent slabs are no

more independent.

CONCLUSION

All discharges characteristics as neutral or
electron density are modulated. Particulary,
the electric field is no more constant along
the discharge as i t was the case in TWD.
Possible explanation of this result is a
non negligible axial diffusion. This assum-
ption has to be confirmed by further experi-
ments performed with tube of larger diame-
ters.
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Long plasma columns can be sustained

by the propagation of an electromagnetic

surface wave that uses the plasma column

Itself as the propagating medium fI]. The

radial density distributions of excited

atoms In such plasma columns have shapes

that, depending on discharge conditions

(gas pressure, tube diameter, wave frequen-

cy), can differ considerably from those

observed In positive column plasmas, where

all .radial distributions are close to that

given by J (2.4r/a), where J is the zero-

order Bessel function of the first kind, r

Is the radial position, and a Is the plasma

radius. A practical result of this Is that

the cross-section averaged population den-

sity a • 2it f3 n(r) r dr/na2 of atoms In a

given metaslable or resonant state can he

larger In surface wave plasmas than In

ponltlve column plasmas operated under

similar discharge conditions. Such obser-

vations have been reported [l-4] In the

case of argon plasmas. This comnunlcat l<in

shows that a similar situation exists with

neon and helium.

The theoretical model pertaining t<i

these radial distributions c m be found In

f5]. However, simplified description for

these distributions can be obtained by

writing that, to the first approximation,

the surface wave electric fluid Intensity

as a function of the r.idlu9, within the

plasma, la given by E(r) - A I (ls/fiT r),
o e

where A and B are cons tan t s , I Is the

zero-order modified Bessel function of tin;
f i r s t kind, and n Is the c ross - sec t ion

c
averaged e l f r t r i m dens i ty ; I (o) - 1 and

•Permanent tddress: Liho. tics pl-ima.is ft

des gaz Ionises , B3t. 212, 91W3 - Orsay,

France.

1 (r) is an exponentially Increasing

function of r. The frequency at which an

excited state j is created, assuming it

results from an electron collision with the

atom in the ground state, Is given by

v.(r) » C Ea(r) n e(r), (I)

where C is a constant, re is a parameter

that depends on the level considered (a •=

2) [5], and n (r) Is the electron density

radial distribution (Typically, n (r) can

be approximated by n (o) J (nr/a) with

li<2.4, the value of u depending on gas

pressure and average density 77 [5]). The

balance between creation and losses for any

given metastable level J can be written

,(r) n (r) +v
J

Vn (r)
J

v n (r) - 0, (2)

where D is the amblpolar diffusion
n

coefficient and v represents tin' tot.il

collision frequency for the destruction of

level j.

The pi.1 SIM tubes are 150 ram long with

a 26 ran l.d. The DC discharge Is produced

with a baryum oxide coated cathode: this

electrode and the anode are located In

side-arms perpendicular to the pl.isma tube

[2J. As for the surface wave, It is

launched ;it 900 MIlz with a surfatron [7]

co.txt.il with the plasma tube, the microwave

power levol being set so the wave Just

barely reaches the ends of the tube

(traveling wave with no reflection). The

cptlcal spectroscopy measurements are

performed radially by an end-on technique

\ 2-!> I that integrates, .it ench radial

position, tli.' 11 >-Itt .M.iUtcd (or absorbed)

nxl.illy over the tube length (radial

resolution Is 2 nn or better).

F ' j; . 1.1 tbi*
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Pressure
(Torr)

0.2
0.4
1.0

n( SP2)
Positive Column

(cm"3)
4.4 x 10iu

4.1 x 1010

3.8 x 1010

Increase factor
In surface wave

plasma
2.0
2.5
1.6

Positive Column
(cm"3)

3.2 x 10*
2.8 x 109

3.3 x 109

Increase factor
In surface wave

4.6
5.2
2.3

TABLE I: NEON

treasure
(Torr)

0.2
0.4
1.0

Positive Column
(cm"3)

9.5 x 10lu

1.6 x 1011

1.4 x 1011

Increase factor
In surface wave

plasma
5.3
3.7
2.8

Positive Column
(cm-3)

2.2 x 10iu

2.0 x 1010

1.6 x 101°

Increase factor
In surface wave

plasma
3.2
3.7
2.8

TABLE I I : HELIUM

POSITIVE COLUMN PLASMA'50mA

RADIAL POSITION

Figure la

o
o 15

« 10
z
Ul

a

o
ui

» a 0

A
SURFACE WAVE PLASMAi 3-3 W

NEON o 200 mTorr

v 400 mTorr

o I Torr

-0/2 0 o/l
RADIAL POSITION

Figure lb

1
3

OSITIVE COLUMN PLASMA<5OinA
NEON o 175 mTorr

SURFACE WAVE PLASMAi 3-5 W

•0/2 0 o/2
RADIAL POSITION

o/s 0
RADIAL POSITION

Figure 2a Figure 2b
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density distribution of the neon 3P2

metastable atoms In the positive column

plasma, while Flg.lb presents the radial

density distribution of the sane excited .

atoms in a surface wave produced plasna.

(Tha shaded area in the figures correspond*

to the plasma region close to the wall that

could net be properly probed because of the

finite resolution of the colllmator). The

fact that the radl&l distribution In Flg.lb

is relatively flat Indicates that the col-

llslonal loss term v n In Eq. (2) la saall

compared to the diffusion term that tends

to smooth out the maximum in the source

term due to the electric field aaximum of

Intensity (If the losses situation was

reversed, the radial density distribution

would reflect the electric field distribu-

tion). Similar results, as concerns the

shape of the radial distributions., are

obtained with the iP± resonant atoms as

shown In Figs 2a and 2b. The largest

radial density value is obtained, for the
3?2 level, In the positive column plasma

(at about 0.2 Torr), whereas, for the *Pj

level, It Is largest In the surface wave

plasma (between 0.2 and 0.4 Torr). As a

result of the flat shape of the surface

wave plasma distribution , the cross-sec-

tion average density n (3P2) Is neverthe-

less larger In the surface wave plasma, as

can be seen from TABLE 1.

These results (shape of the radial distri-

butions, relative value of n in both types

of plasma), for neon are very similar to

those obtained with the 3P2 and ipj levels

In argon plasmas using the same setup

f2-6]: in that case, 1T(3P?) could be up to

two times larger than in the positive co-

lumn plasma, whereas n(^P^) could be as

much as seven times larger.

Similar results are also observed in

helium with the 2JS and 23S metaatable

states. TABLE II presents the cross-section

averaged density for these two levels, in

both types of plasmas. As with neon and

argon, the cross-section averaged density

of these long lived states is larger In the

surface wave plasma, over the gas pressure

range examined. These results can obvious-

ly be generalized to other gases, provided

the same loss mechanisms prevail.

As far as applications are concerned, a

larger yield of metaatable atoms can In-

crease the reaction rates In plasma chemis-

try, whereas a large population density for

resonant states may be of interest in rea-

lizing Intense low pressure UV lamps. In

the latter case, the fact that the ipj

radial distribution extends to the wall

with an appreciable density value means

that a still larger number of photons, as

compared wltn a positive column plasma,

will leave the tube since the trapping of

photons in the plasma volume Is less proba-

ble for those created close to the wall.
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To characterize plasma dynamics

in Hi«11 discharge it is suggested to

use the recirculation criterion Keo

describing the direction of plasma

flows besides well-known liosa'oy cri-

terion which is a construction para-

meter.

Jwirling flow3 (i'ig.l) in Hi11

discharges are obtained both experi-

mentally /I,2,3/ and by the calcula-

tion method taking into account mag-

netic pressure /4/ and iJavier-otokes

equations /!?/.

Swirlingvortex flow (Fij.2) es-

sentially decreases the minimum power

necessary for the diachar^e sustain-

ing /3/. In this connection when the

power of the inuuetion plasmatron is

near the di3char.je minimum power the

re arise important problems to form

a swirling flow in the discharge aa

in this case negligible deviation

of the discharge power or gas flow

rates lead to destruction of the

discharge.

in arc plas.uutrons the conditi-

on for the swirling flow formation

is fulfilled if Hooaby criterion is

Ko S /6/. However liossby criterion

is a construction parameter and us-

ing it there is impossible to exp-

lain experimental results 111.

Experiment with smooth regula-

tion of the relation between tangen-

tial and axial components of the gas

flow rate ( dispiacerne tit of the dis-

charge chamber relatively the induc-

tor) has shown /7/ the eaacntial in-

fluence of the discharge chamber

gas dynamics on discharge stability

providing constant electrodynamic

parameters.

i\ion-3tability appeared while

Hi'I-discharge crossing through the
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point If • 0 (Fig.3), i.e. whilez
transition from the zone with swirl-

ing vortex flow into the zone with-

out swirling vortex i'low. It is ma-

naged to displace this zone to the

output end of the discharge chamber

by increasing consumption of plasma

forming gas providing Ro»const.

Therefore while constructing

Hfl-plaamatrons it should be taken

into account the position of the

point V =0 and avoid beforehand aon-
r z

stable gas dynamics conditions.

This experiment has shown that

if Rossby criterion is conatant gas

dynamics conditions in 1'iil-tiiacharge

zone may change essentially. Appa-

rently another criterion must exist

which can explain this experimental

fact.

As match conditions are deter-

mined by the wave number K-R]uTJAC

then it is naturally to suppose that

change of the twist decree of the

gas flow effects one or several pa-

rameters in the formula /8/.

Dependence of the resistance

introduced into the inductor on the

degree of plasma recirculation in

HFI-diBcharge (i?ig.4) wa3 investiga-

ted in the experiment. It is stated

that the introduced resistance is

proportional to the degree of plas-

ma recirculation in HFI-discharge in

the investigated range of parameters

variation.

Fig. 4

It is suggested to churucterl-

ze the degree of plasma reolrculuti-

on in JU?l-discharge by the recircu-

lation criterion Hec Q2/«o where

QQ - consumption of plasma froming

gas, y^ - value of swirling flow
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TRANSIENT CATAPHOFETIC SEGREGATION IN A DISCHARGE TUBE WITH LARGE CYLINDRICAL END VOLUMES

C. S a n c t o r u m , J . Ongena*and W. Wieme

Laboratoriun voor Natuurkunde, R i j k s u n i v e r s i t e i t Gent, Rozier 44, B-9000 Gent, Belgium.

Introduction

If a dc glow discharge runs for

some time in a gas mixture, a partial

segregation of the mixture is often

observed. When the increase of one of

the components at the cathode side of

the discharge is due to the selective

transport of the ions of that compo-

nent, the segregation is called cata-

phoresi s (1).

Cataphoresis is especially effective

when the mixture consists of a main

gas and an admixture gas that is

readily ionized by the ions or exci-

ted states of the main gas.' Ne with

a small amount of Ar is a good exam-

ple of such a mixture, as the Ar is

easily ionized by Ne metastable atoms

thus ensuring a considerable ion

transport.

In the discharge, the Ar ions are

driven by the field towards the ca-

thode, where they are neutralized. An

Ar concentration gradient is built up

and back diffusion of neutral Ar

counteracts further segregation. An

equilibrium is reached when the dif-

fusion transport equals the gas

transport resulting from the ion flow.

The final steady-state distribution

of the Ar along the tube axis depends

on the composition of the mixture, the

discharge parameters and the discharge

tube configuration.

For very small amounts of the Ar ad-

mixture, the axial Ar density decays

exponentially from cathode to anode

at steady-state segregation (2).

When the cataphoresis device consists

of a long tube with extra volumes

connected to the cathode and anode

ends, the Ar is swept towards the ca-

thode volume resulting in an anode,

volume with very low Ar density. The

Ar admixture density in the end vo-

lumes is, at steady-state, uniform

and equal to the Ar density at the

respective electrodes.

This work deals with the variation

of the concentration of the readily

ionized constituent following the

ignition of the discharge. The time

dependence of cataphoresis in a bina-

ry gas mixture is considered at a

place near the anode for a discharge

tube with large cylindrical end volu-

mes .

Experimental details

Transient cataphoresis was studied

experimentally in a Ne-Ar mixture

containing 0.025 % Ar. The cylindri-

cal pyrex discharge tube has a length

of 102 cm and a uniform inner diame-

ter of 2.36 cm. The cathode and anode

are open-ended gold cylinders with an

inner diameter of 2.4 cm and length

1 cm. The diameter of the discharge

tube has been slightly widened at

both ends in order to mount the elec-

trodes. To avoid hot spots at these

locations the electrodes were exter-

nally cooled. Cylindrical end volumes
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with inner diameter 10.1 cm and length

15 era are connected to the cathode

and anode end of the discharge tube.

The whole cataphoresis device is moun-

ted on .1 standard UHV pumping and g a s -

hsndling unit. I'remixed research-grade

gas was subjected to a discharge main-

tained using a current-regulated dc

power supply.

The experimental cataphoresis data

are obtained by mass analysis (1) of

gas continuously sampled through a

molecular leak, following the ignition

of the discharge. The leak was mounted

in the wall of the discharge tube at a

distance of 81.5 cm from the cathode.

The change of the Ar density with time

was determined (3) from the simulta-

neous monitoring of the mass spectro-

metrical Ne and Ar signals. More in-

formation about the computer control-

led fully automatic data acquisition

system can be found elsewhere (4).

Experimental results and comparison

with theory

Fig.1a and 1b show a typical exam-

ple of the transient response of the

normalized Ar density : n. (t)/n (0).
Air Ar

n (t) is the Ar density at time t

after the initiation of the discharge,

while n (0) is the Ar density uni-

formly dispersed throughout the sys-

tem prior to the discharge.

Data showing the depletion of the Ar

in the anode region are given for the

reduced pressure p = 1 0 Torr (pres-

sure reduced to 0°C) and a discharge

current I =100 mA. At such pressure

and current the density of the Ar de-

cays exponentially over the length of

the positive column at steady-state

segregation (2). This is important as

the theoretical model used to make a

comparison between experiment and

theory later in this section, includes

1 T
FIG.1Q

0.025% Ar in Ne

por10Torr

I = 100 mA

T=305K

• experiment
• theory

0 60 120 180 240 300
TIME(s)

T I
FIG.Ib

0.5

0.025% Ar in Ne

po = 10Torr
I = 100mA
T=305K

experiment
theory

81.5cm
from cathodeXN

300 600 900 1200
TIME Is)
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a final exponential density profile at

steady-state segregation.

The average gas temperature T » 305 K

was determined from the measured

pressure increase in the cataphoresis

device after the ignition of the dis-

charge .

Some 20 minutes after switching on the

discharge, the steady-state cataphore-

sis segregation is reached.

A computed transient response curve

of the normalized Ar density, corres-

ponding with the experimental profile,

is also shown in figs.la and 1b. This

curve was obtained using the theore-

tical model for transient cataphore-

tic segregation in a discharge tube

with large cylindrical end volumes

formulated by J. Ongena et al. (5).

Fig.2a shows a diagram of the catapho--

resis device, while fig.2b shows the

normalized device configuration used

to formulate the theoretical model.

Fig. 2
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For the calculations, the following

values of the dimensionless parame-

ters describing the end volume confi-

guration are used : a = b = S'/S = 18.3

is the ratio of the cross-sectional

area of an end volume to the cross-

sectional area of the discharge tube;

nc - zc/L = 0. 1 1 and nA = zA/L = 0.89, •

respectively are the ratios of the

place coordinates of cathode and ano-

de to the total length L of the devi-

ce; 6-Vc/VD-e - VA/VD -2.7, finally

are the ratios of the cathode and

anode end volume to the discharge

volume.

The parameters a - 8 and D - 23 cm2/sec

describe the discharge and the compo-

sition of the mixture, a was obtained

from the slope of the exponential

steady—state Ar density distribution

and the diffusion coefficient 0 was

taken from literature (6).

It is obvious that the experimen-

tal and computed curves show similar

temporal behaviour. This indicates

that for the Ne-Ar mixture studied,

the measured time dependence of cata-

phoresis in the device considered,

appears to be consistent with theore-

tical expectations.
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1.Introduction

Since the advent of high-power

tunable lasers, the application of

the laser-induced fluorescence method

to plasma diagnostics has been widely

studied[1-4J. One of the important

applications of this method is to

measure the density of atoms or ions

in plasmas. When the laser intensity

is sufficiently high, the upper level

pumped by the laser becomes instanta-

neouly saturated and the fluorescence

depends only on the population densi-

ty of the lower level. This enables

us to make measurements of atoms or

ions in plasmas.

The objective of the present study

is to investigate the behavior of the

meta-stable atom in glow discharge by

the laser-induced fluorescence method.

Because of its long life-time, the

behavior of the meta-stable atom is

very effective on excitation and ion-

ization mechanisms, hence the electri-

cal characteristic of glow discharge.

The experiments were performed for

He-Ne mixture gas as well as pure He

gas discharge. Besides the measurement

of the meta-stable atom, the fluores-

cence of various lines were measured

and the excitation mechanism associ-

ated with the meta-stable state was

considered.

2.Experimental apparatus and method

The apparatus employed in this

experiment was schematically shown

in Fig.l. The glow discharge plasma

was produced in a pyrexglass tube of

4 cm diameter, with the BaO cathode

and Ni anode spacing by 80 cm. The

measurements were made for positive

columns of He and He-Ne mixture gas

with the filling pressure of 0.2 - 5

Torr and the discharge current of 20

- 180 mA. The mixture ratio of Ne to

He gas was varied between 0.3 and

0.05 %.

Output
Mirror

Viewing
Dump

Grating Oye Cell Lens fi

PIN Photodiode
Photomultiplier

I * t iMortochro-
' * I mator

Synchro-
scope

Fig.l. Schematic illustration of
the apparatus employed in
the experiment.

The dye laser used as the light

source was a commercial one pumped

by the coaxial flashlamp. The laser

output was about 300 KW in a 0.4 psec

pulse duration. The laser light reso-

nant with the Hel line(5016 A, 2lS-

3!P) was transversely introduced into

the discharge column. The laser power

is monitored by a PIN photo diode. In

order to reduce stray light, the

Rayleigh horn was used for beam dump
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and viewing dump. The fluorescence

emitted by plasma was observed at 90°

to the incident beam. The detection

system consisted of a monochromator

equipped with a photomultiplier. All

signals were displayed on a fast os-

cilloscope.

Figure 2 shows a typical oscillo-

gram of the fluorescence signal ob-

tained in this experiment. It can be

seen that the S/N value is fairly

good.

1 us

Fig.2. Oscillogram of the fluo-
rescence signal observed for the
Hel 6678 A line (3'D-2]P) in He
discharge; gas pressure P=l Torr
and discharge current ID=180 mA.

3.Results and Discussions

As analytically found in Ref. 1

for two and three-level atomic sys-

tems, the maximum intensity of the

fluorescence is proportional to the

population of the lower level when

the laser intensity is sufficiently

high. Then the maximum intensity of

the fluorescence gives the relative

population density of ths lower level

pumped by laser. In this experiment,

we obtain the relative population

density of 2XS He meta-stable state

from the measurement of 5016 A fluo-

rescence. The relative population

density of the 2's level thus obtain-

ed in pure He discharge are plotted

in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Fig. 3 (a) de-

picts the pressure dependence of the

population density, indicating that

the population density increases with

an increase in gas pressure. This is

JU
in Hc rfo •

*C >
O H

•H 4J

1
O ID» 60 n*

• I D - 180 BA

Gas Pressure (Torr)

Fig.3(a) Population density of the
helium meta-stable atom 2's in He
discharge as a function of the gas
pressure P.

W 4J
0) H

a c
•a

•

• %

A
8

o

•
A

A

o

p«

P-

P=

A

o

0

2

5

1

.2 Torr

Torr

Torr

A

*

o

t

0 100 200

Discharge current (mA)

Fig.3(b) Population density of the
helium meta-stable atom 2]S in He
discharge as a function of the
discharge current 1Q.

simply because of higher excitation

rate from the ground state in higher

gas pressure. However, the electron

temperature decreases with the gas

pressure, so that the pressure depen-

dence of the population density is not

remarkable in high pressure region.

Figure 3 (b) also depicts the pop-

upation density of the 22S level as a

function of the discharge current. In

this figure the error bar due to the

experimental data scatter is omitted

for clarity. As the current is in-

creased, the population slightly de-
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creases. "his trend is quite similar

to that Found by the hook mothod[5].

The slight decrease in the population

density is likely to be due to slight

decrease of the electron temperature

with an increase in the discharge

current[6].

The population measurement of the

25S level was also made in the He-Ne

gas discharge, tr.e result of which is

shown in Fi.q.4 as a function of the

fluorescence of the 6678 line (Hel,

31D-21P) could be observed. The flu-

orescence intensity measured for the

6678 line was shown in Fig. 5. The

H

mC
0)

• D

io
n

i,

(U

ti
v

ftj

(P
el

4

3

2

i

1 ^

i

i
O ID=

0 ID*2

&
a

60 mA

180 mA

i

0 2 4

Gas Pressure (Torr)

Fig.4 Population density of the
helium meta-stable atom 2's in He-
Ne discharge as a function of the
gas pressure P.

pressure for the mixture ratio of 0.3

%. There is no significant difference

between the data in Fig. 3(a) and

Fig. 4, but the current dependence of

the population in the He-Ne discharge

is weaker than that in the He dis-

charge.

Another point which should be

stated concerning the He-Ne discharge

is that there is no other lines than

5016 A (Hel) to show the significant

fluorescence. Although the discharge

emits many strong Nel lines, their

fluorescence could not be observed,

even in different conditions of dis-

charge, i.e. different gas mixture

ratio.

In the pure He dischrrge, the

2 4

Gas Pressure (Torr)

Fig.5. Fluorescence intensity of
the 6678 A Hel line (.3' D - 2lP)
in He discharge; current ID=20 mA.

pressure dependence of the fluores-

cence in Fig. 5 indicates that the

excitation transfer between the 3'P

and 3!D level is due to atomic colli-

sions in low discharge current. Since

the energy difference between the 3!P

a ad 3!D level is quite small as 0.02

eV, the excitation transfer could be

caused by atomic collisions[2]. To

the contrary, the current increase

makes tho fluorescence increase , in-

dicating that the excitation transfer

is governed by electronic collisions

in high discharge current.
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Magnetized highly ionized

sheet plasmas are created in a stea-

dy state. Where the sheet plasma has a

thickness of about ion cyclotron dia-

meter. 'Purposes of this work are

planned to clarify a difference bet-

ween the characters of slab and sheet

plasmas and also to indicate some

manners of practical applications of

the slab oi the sheet plasmas.

This report shows results of

preliminary experiments and proposes

some applications.

Experimental Device

Figure 1 shows the schematic

drawing of TU-1 which is the device

of production of the sheet plasma.

The device is devided into two re-

gions;one is the discharge region (

the cusp field region) which includes

a feed pipe of gases, a cathode and

an anode part, and the other is the

sheet plasma region (the parallel

field region) with many measuring

ports and vacuum pumps.

In order to maintain a large

discharge current in a steady state,

and so to get a high density sheet

plasma, we use magnetic coils and

-several electrodes of a rectangular

pattern. At the plasma region, these

rectangular magnetic coils are arran-

ged in one line on a horizontal plane

to shape a equi-magnetic surface like

a straight board. But on the other

side of this arranged coils, a cusped

magnetic field is made with reversed

current in a few end coils.

NO 1 No 2 NO 3
dilution pun*) 2400 11%

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of TU-1

An oxide coated or a LaB,. catho-
o

de with rectangular large surface is

put in the center of cusp field. In

the anode parts, there are an anode

and many floating electrodes. All

these electrodes are cooled with water

. The discharge path in this anode

part is made with many rectangular

shaped holes which are cut away from

each floating electrode. And also,

the width of these holes are gradu-

ally narrowed in the direction of the

anode. Nearby the anode, the holes

take the same size as the anode slit.

As a discharge current is main-

tained between the cathode and the

anode, the path of discharge current
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is str;ui;-!v conij i v s s e d b y t h e r e c t a n -

g u l a r citspod m a g n e t i c f i e l d a n d t h e

n a r r o w e d h o l e ; o f f l o a t i n g e l e c t r o d e s

. ('.is p r o ;'Uin.' in t h e d i s c h n r g o r e -

g i o n i •; r-,i j ni a i n c d Ml a high-.-i l i n n

10 Pi nil! o n e n f the p l a s m rci;inn is

1 owe i t h.-in ''. (1 I I'M .

Ther e f o r e , plasna prndur < d by

the '.I'.": I L C has ;i higher deyief r. f

i "n i r.;i t i (in and a higher density.

A cusp field in front of (he

cathode surface are magnify the cross

section of the discharge path. Thus,

it is enable that use a cathode of a

large size and that prevent the local

discharge focus on the cathooe sui

face. In addition to these facts, as

the gas pressure in the discharge re-

gion is higher than 10 Pa, the catho-

de h.i s a ] ring ! i fct imc .

Figure. 2 is a photograph of

TV- 1 .

Experimental Results

!. The uniformity of a spacial

density distribution is depended on

tne relative position between the

electrodes and the magnetic field.

When there is a discrepancy of cen-

ters of the magnetic field and the

electrodes, it is difficult to get a

good uniformity of the sp.-icial densi-

ty distribution along the vv'idth of the

sheet plasma. This ununiformity of the

density is due to the motion of the

H x I' drift. Figure ? slmwr. the exam-

ple of the spaeial density distribu-

tion whi''li has a good uniformity. The

sire of tlic nnmlo slit is SOmni in the

width pnd 2i;im in the thickness.

2. When <i discharge current is

lowered, the ununiformity appears in

the spacial density distribution of

the sheet plasma. Rut, even in this

c a s e , when the discharge current is

increased, its distribution tends to

have a ijood tin i f >rm i 1 v .

- 1 - 7 - 1 0 1 3 3

(b) Ion cu"»nl of Y-dir«1lon

,«" • • • . : . ••; r;,Tr"!>r • • • r a - f ' j l d r n r , i t \ t

:!;'r ! r: l.'u / i'"'i' '.' '•' h un i f"P"ii I u

3. I'lasma densities and elect-

ron temperatures are measured from the

characteristic curves of movable Lang-

muir probe. Measured electron tempera-

tures arc from 3 to lOeV and its den-
f i; i a — ^

sitics are from 10 to 10 m . We made

use of several gases which are Hydro-

gen, Helium, Nitrogen, Neon and Argon.

Table l i s a typical discharge para-

meters .

4. We have a tryed to measure

the wave frequency in the sheet plas-

ma. The oscillation amplitude near the
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P.
V, ...
'< (»>
B, „,
p

R im

H.
.4*

4.0M0*

270

7

.2 7

450

1 2

H.
.6

6.7.10*

1 70

1 2

.2 7

450

8

A,
.12

1.4 .10*

65

20

.2 7

4S0

a

Table 1 Typical parameters in the

discharge region

surface of a sheet plasma is larger

than the one of the center. Spacial

distributions of plasma density and

oscillation amplitude are shown in

Figure 4.

Fig-

Bkamo Mucf

7ig. £> Schema of quantitative

analysis of the interaction

between gases and magnetized

plasma

2. Ion-resonance frequency is

impress on the sheet plasma with para-

llel plate. The resonant ion increases

the diameter of the cyclotron motion.

The difference between the cyclotron

diameters of resonance and unresonance

ions will be used to separate isotopes

Figure 6 shows the fundamental

of the ion-cyclotron resonance.

4 Spacial distributions of

plasma density and oscillation

amplitude

A Presentation of Some Applications

1. A density distribution of the

sheet plasma is uniform and wide. Its

characters are suitable for elucidate

the mechanism of collision between

ionized particles with gas molecules.

Therefore, sheet plasma are of use for

the researches in plasma processing.

Figure 5 shows the fundamental

of the interaction between gases with

magnetized plasna.

Fig. 6 Isotope separation b'j the

ion—cyclotron resonance

method ncing a sheet planma
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1 OF MAGNETIC FIELDS ON K.F. DISCHARGES IN LOW P P L - s U E GASES
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] . I !! l r in] in. L i o n

The starting voltage V was

studied at microwave discharges with
(1 2)

and without magnetic fields. ' In

the lower pressure than 10 Torr

without, the magnetic field, V is

controlled J by the secondary elec-

trons f i iin the electrodes, which

cause the mult i pactor discharge. A

t h i.1 o r v without any experiment was

repo: L ed for magnetic field effects.

1 M order to investigate the ef-

fect of magnetic field on r.f. d i s -

charge;,, an experiment was performed

in a small discharge tube with some

theoretical analysis.

2. Experimental arrangement and

r e s u Its

The r.f. voltage of 106 MHz was

applied between two circular elec-

trodes in a tube. The gap length was

varied from 0.8 to 1 . "> cm. At a

Lecher wires resonator used to obtain

high voltages, the starting discharge

was detected by a weak light and/or

a small dip of the applied voltage.

The voltage was calibrated by a tor-

sional pendulum. A small coil cou-

pled with the resonator detects the

relative values of the voltage.

Fig.l (a) jnd (b) show the -xperinen-

tal arrangement and the discharge

tube. F" i g. 2 shows the relation be-

tween V and f$_ for various perpen-

dicular magnetic fields b=^/u;,j where

f, i and U) are the frequency, the gap

length, and the electron cyclotron

frequency respectively. The r a n ~ c

bounded by the curve indicates the

discharge area. Fig.3 shows the re-

lation between V and the magnetic

field B for various pressures p in

a Argon gas. When p is low the min i -

mum of V does not appear near the

cyclotron resonance except

p=3.6xl0~ Torr. V rises after

passing a minimum at some B.

3. Theoretical consideration

To explain the results in F i g . 2 ,

a theory was developed to the m u l t i -

pactor discharge with the magnetic

field. Using a condition that x= SL

and the incident energy of electrons

is 60 eV, which is required to devel-

op the electron multiplication, at

wt=7j /, the lower curve A is plotted

in Fig. 4 for b = 0.7. The initial en-

ergy of electrons emitted from the

electrode is assumed to be 3 eV. The

upper curve is calculated from the

phase-focusing condition. The dis-

charge range calculated for each b

can be qualitatively compared to the

experimental result.

The gas discharge must be con-

sidered even in the lew pressure for

b > ' . The starting voltage V is de-

termined by the balance between the

increase of electrons by the ioniza-

tion with neutral atoms and the de-

crease by escaping electrons to the

electrodes and the tube wall. Notice

that escaping of electrons is due to

their thermal velocity, but not due
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to the diffusion as is in the some-

what higher pressure.

For b^'l and '/^^(l, the ioniza-

tion frequency z is expressed as

E Re(v

2V.
ez

2R
(1)

v and v are the electronx ezwhere

velocity parallel to the electric

field E sintut. and the thermal ve-

locity along the magnetic field re-

spectively, and R is the tube radi-

us, V. is the ionization potential.

The calculated Re(v ) includes a

small collision frequency p .

equation (1) V is deduced as

V.
l

From

(2)
e/ra)p P

The collision probability per unit

pressure P is -j 3»^/Pv
ez- Curve A

in Fig.1! is plotted from equa-

tion (2).

Moreover, when electrons with

the large orbit collide with the

electrodes, the loss of electrons in-

creases resulting to high V

A critical line of V is deter-
s

mined from a trapping condition de-

fined for the electrons not to col-

lide with the electrodes. This is

plotted by curve B in Fig.5. The in-

tersection A and B means V . ,
smin

because electrons are not trapped for
Thus

curve A higher than curve B.

nd th

expressed as

V . and the corresponding p . are
smin smin

smln 2e/m

smin J ?2 , 2 / t 2 .

(5a)

(5b)

after some computation. When p is

given, b is determined from equation

(5b), and V . can be calculated

from equation (5fl.).

If V by curve A is larger than

that by curve B at cyclotron reso-

nance b=l, the minimum value of V

there does not appear,

tion is calculated as

s
This condi-

1
(6)

W3 m Pc Yp~l .
When the condition is reversed, the

minimum of V apears at the reso-
s

nance.

The orbits of a electron are

shown in Fig.6 for integers of b and

a constant E.

4. Summary

(1) The multipactor mechanism modi-

fied for the r.f. with magnetic

fields can explain qualitatively the

observed relation between V and it

for < 1 in vacuum.

(2) Fora>/ W>l, the calculation

can qualitatively explain the complex

behavior of V .s
(3) The condition whether or not the

minimum value of V appears at the

electron cyclotron resonance is dis-

cussed .

(4) The condition of the electron

trapping between electrodes deter-

mines the minimum V . and corre-
smin

s p o n d i n g p s r a i n \
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RESONANCE ION OSCILLATION OF A REVERSE ION MAGNETRON

Noboru Tanizuka

College of Integrated Arts and Sciences,
University of Osaka Prefecture

Mozu-Umemachi, Sakai, Osaka, 591 Japan

The Ion motion is given here,

when ions i.i a reverse ion magnetron

resonate with superimposed oscillato-

ry system. The results offer some

viewpoints to consider group motions

often observed in magnetron- or

penning-discharge devices, or rotating

plasma devices/l//2//3//f/.

Ion chaotic motion

Ion motion in crossed electric

and magnetic fields is described by

the complex-number equation,

(1)

The constants ri and r2 are given by

initial conditions and u^ and CJ2 are

given by

^ 7 (2)

n^T? , (3)

CO I - -

with U)B = qB/2m, aic = /2qUe/mre
! and Ue,

re the potential and the radius of

external electrode. Practical Ions

have random initial conditions and

the total of ion motions gives chaos

in spite of taking the two frequences.

Resonance condition

Observations of a specific

frequency on power spectra forces

the motion to give a resonance con-

dition. Suppose the external elec-

trode divided into N poles and. super-

impose the poles small oscillation

potentials (u)e,/5/

1=0, 1, 2, ,N-1 class number

L = 0, 1, 2, ,N-1 pole number

with ue a small oscillation amplitude.

The density modulation of space

charge is so small that the Laplace

equation Au=0 holds true to first

approximation. Eq.(4) and the Laplace

equation give the oscillatory space

potential,

Nue , ,irZ > v v 1 , r > a.,
u 5 l n ( ) ^ ( ) < x

<=1,2 u=0,l, ,» .

Using polar coordina tes( r ,<!>), C, = re^ ,

the equation of ion motion Influenced

by the force originated in the po-

tential of Eq.(5) is given by

S u b s t i t u t i n g E q . ( l ) i n t o E q . ( 6 ) ,

w h i l e r i , r 2 t h e f u n c t i o n s o f t i m e ,

( 7 )

( 8 )

because of a small gradual change in

the amplitude and the phase of rj,r2,

gives the equations,

(9)

(10)

p= ..a
r m

(u)e=UcCOS(lit--Tr ZL) (4) where
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( Dy ~ 1 - I ) - ,'IIJ l t ( - l )''" <;)} t
.(11)

tq.s(9), (10) express time periodic

functions of r 1 ;r2 and affect ii,r 2

positive and negative changes, as a

result, to keep ri,r 2 a constant de-

spite of tiie external force, except

that the power of e in [ q . s ( 9 ) ~ ( 11 )

(jives null, when affect ri,r 2 one

directional change and as a result,

a large accumulated change. Inn mo-

tions resonate with the external

force in the latter case. fq.s(9),

(11) give ri resonance frequency u>--

Ci)i(oi-i) + io2T, which is out of res-

onance in f q . U O ) . Fq.s(lO), (11)

give r2 resonance frequency U=UJI(OJ-

1 - T ) t i>;(l)T), which is out of res-

onance in fq.(9). In the both cases

a simple concrete example will be

taken up.

r i resonance

The condition N-2,/ = l and T- 0

gives the resonance frequency

U)=UJI ( I + 2u ) (12)

and the resonance equation

? I,pIijig_^|u_ T r i.^. (13)

For u=l I q.s(12 ) , (13) gi ve

ui- 3UJI , (1*)

r, •- - 6 r , « 2 (13)

Substituting f.q . ( 7 ) into C.q . ( I 5 )

gives the nonlinear equations,

ai--6Ris!n3ai (16)

R" 1--cK 1
7co53ui . (17)

The phase and the amplitude of ion

initial conditions change with time

under the resonance condition(N -7,

I ~ 1 , T - 0 , ii 1 ) , when the frequency of

the superimposed system is treble of

the ion n.i tu 1 a 1 (l.q . ( 2 ) ) . The computed

results of ri).(ld) am! (17) are shown

in f i <j. i and Fig./1. The positive ab-

scissa of the diagrams has physical

meaning. The initial phase changes

controlled with time, converging to

some phase a n q l e s O i g . l ) . The initial

amplitude changes with t i m e ( F i g . 2 ) .

While the phase and the amplitude of

r 2 keep constant as initial, that is,

random despite the lapse of time.

Subs ti tu ti rig the resonant rj and the

random r 2 into Lg.(l) of ions, a to-

tal figure of ion motions may be ob-

tained, which may be a group motion.

o
o

--j. no i. 00 5. 00

F i g . l P h a s e a n g l e i s c o n t r o l l e d a s
th e t i m e p r o c e e d s - i n i t i a l t i m e t 0 ,
i n i t i a l a m p l i t u d e R l o a n d i n i t i a l
p h a s e a n g l e o i o < r o d i a n > .

] •

5. 00

o R i o ( t - t o ) *
F i g . 2 A m p l i t u d e R j c f r i c h a n g e s
w i t h t i m e f r o m t h e i n i t i a l a m -
p I i t u d e R ] o .
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An extreme example (R2=0) is given

in Fig.3, in which ion spokes are

generated and rotate around center

axis with the frequency u>i.

same as Fig.3, that is, the genera-

tion of spokes and the rotation of

the spoke cluster around center axis

with the frequency w2•

Fig.3 The function n/Ri o (Eq. ( 7))
converges to some spokes as the
time proceeds under the ri res-
onance condition(N=2,Z=l,u=l>T=0:
U)=3UJI). As an extreme example of
ion morion witn R2=0, the spokes
rotate around center axis with uii .

r2 resonance

In the same way as the ri res-

onance, the condition N=2,Z=l,u=l and

r=2 gives the resonance frequency
ID = 3u>2 (18)

and the resonance equation

a2 = -6R2sin3a2

ft 2 = 6R2
 2cos3a2

6

(20)

S = U of the resonance).

The computed results of a2(t),R2(t)

give just the same as the inverted

positive and negative of the abscissa

in Fig.l and Fig.2, The phase angle

a2 shifts by TT/3 radian from oti in

the former case. Now a!(Rj take out

of resonance and random as initial.

An extreme example(Rx=0) of the total

figure of ion motions gives just the

Conclusions

The resonance phenomena of a

reverse ion magnetron were jiven here

theoretically with an external super-

imposed oscillatory system. The con-

crete results of them brought the

phase control and the amplitude

change in initial conditions of ion

motions, for an extreme example the

formation of ion spoke which is often

observed from magnetron- or pennlng-

discharge devices,or rotating plasma

devices/1 //2//3/M/. Eq.s(9), (10)

give also many more concrete reso-

nance examples other than those de-

scribed here. Rotating ion group mo-

tions can be studied quantitatively,

for example, further advance the con-

sideration, the work done by or to

the ion in ion spoke.
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SYNTHESIS OF SURFACE WAVE DISCHARGES YIELDING

USER SPECIFIED PLASMA COLUMNS

Z. Zakrzewskl* and M. Molsan

Departement de Physique, Universlte de Montreal

Montreal, Quebec ICSC U7

The means (proper design and operation

of the discharge setup) of obtaining surfa-

ce wave plasmas with properties required by

the user are presented.

Introduce Ion

Plar.r.ia columns sustained by surface

waves have been investigated both theoreti-

cally and t'xperImentally during the last

decade (S.T e.g. review fl])- They have

b.-en ojnTitf.l ovc-r a large domain of wave

frequencies In the KF and In the microwave

range and ,it pressures as low as some IO~-

Torr up to a few Limes the atmospheric

pressure. The Surface Wave Discharges

(SUD) exhibit many advantageous features,

of which Llie most spectacular one Is the

possibility of obtaining large volume plas-

mas by su.'sLaLnlng columns of large length

and/or large diameter fl| |2J. The wave

launching structures are simple, compact

ami assurp an efficient energy transfer to

plasma. Furthermore, SWU can hi- accurately

modelled [3].

The properties of the plasma do not

depend on the design of the launching

structure. They are determined only by tin-

discharge conditions (i.e. nature and pres-

sure of the gas, dimensions of the dischar-

ge tube and wall material, wave mode and

frequency) and the amount of power absorbed

per unit volume of plasma.

* Permanent address: Polish Academy of

Sciences, IMP-PAN, 80-052 Gdansk,

Poland.

To be able to take full advantage of

the exceptional flexibility offered by

application of the SWD principle to plasma

generation, the potential user ha3 to be

aware of the factors affecting the plasma

parameters and of the means of controlling

them In practice. Only then, can he ad-

dress the problem of synthesis (I.e. de-

termining the design and operational data)

of SWD yielding plasmas of specified pro-

perties. It is the purpose of this note to

provide the necessary Information.

Thp main features of Interest in most

applications are: the mean electron energy,

the electron density and the column length.

The energy is determined by the plasma

maintenance mechanism and is, to the first

approximation, the same In SWD as lr. other

discharges. Tims, It shall not be consl

dered here. As the electron density in SWD

decreases ax tally away from the launcher,

both its value at the origin and the axial

gradient have to be known.

The essential content of this note is

divided into two parts. First, the results

of the plasma modelling fl] are shortly

outlined. Then, the dependence of the

plasma column properties on the SWD

conditions and on the absorbed power Is

determined and discussed.

Model of the plasma column

We consider a steady state SWD in a

cylindrical tube (l.D. 2a, O.D. 2b, the

wall permittivity r ). The gas pressure p

is low enough that: 1. v' •£.<£ ip (v,n> -
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electron-neutral collision frequency, wave

angular Trequency); 2. the recombination at

the walls la the predominant I093 mechanism

for charged particles. The aztrauthally

symmetric wave is launched in the z =• 0

plane and travels in the z direction (z is

a linear coordinate coinciding with the

tube axis).

The local balance between the power

lost by the wave per unit column length

(first term) and that dissipated In plasma

(second term) is given by

-2a(n) .P(z) + ita2 e.n(z) - 0 (1)

through the z plane, n(z) - the cross-

section average electron density and a(n) -

attenuation coefficient of the wave, f)

represents the power per electron, necessa-

ry to sustain the discharge. 9 and a(n)

play a crucial role in this model, provid-

ing the necessary link between the wave

propagation and the physical processes

occurring Jn the plasma. For the

conditions stated, 0 is independent of both

n and 10 and obeys a siople similarity law:

9/p -£(p.a). (2)

We shall further assume that 0 is a known

quantity, derivable either from the theory

or from the available experimental data.

The procedure of numerical calculations of

a(n) is described e.g. In [4]. For the

purposes of this work, however, an analyti-

cal formula showing the Influence of va-

rious factors on the value of ct(n) is more

appropriate, even If generally less exact.

It can be shown, that, in the case of not

too small thickness of the tube walls,

<r(n) = A(w,a).v/(n - n D), (3)

where n - (1+e )n is the electron density

at dipolar resonance and n is the critical

density. A(u,a) is a coefficient, which

has to be determined by fitting (3) into

the results of the numerical calculations

of a(n). In the electrostatic appro-

ximation, A(oj,a) can be obtained analyti-

cally and Is proportional to u.v/a. The

value of a(n) Increases as the density

decreases along the column. Within thia

model, it becomes infinite at ; • J, where

n(i) • n and the column abruptly ends

there.

Influence of absorbed power and discharge

conditions on properties of the plasma

column

The parameters of the plasma column to

be sought are: the electron density n at

the origin, the density gradient, and the

column length I. We now derive* these in a

normalized form, respectively:

(5)

where the two normalizing parameters

aD-A(u,a).v/nD and PD=na
2.O.nD/aD, (7)

have the physical meaning of the wave atte-

nuation occurring at the z value where n(z)

* 2rL and of the corresponding power flux,

respectively. As for ('<**"$) ~-A(u),a).v,

it is the density gradient at the origin,

in the high power limit ("^"n)"

The results of calculations are shown

in Fig.l together with experimental points.

The procedure for the calculation of a(n)

and for the measurements were described

f4]before and the experimental conditions

were as indicated. Fig.l contains the main

outcome of this work In a concise form.

Notice that the plasma parameters have been

expressed In terms of quantities that are

controllable by the user, when designing or

operating the SWD. The impact of changes

of P is expressed in a straightforward

way. The influence of the discharge condi-

tions enters Indirectly through the norma-

* A full paper dealing with various aspects

of the subject is being prepared by the

authors.
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f ARG0N,p=20mTbrf
EXP< a=ll.lmm,b=B7mm

(

100

Fig. 1 The dependence of the normalized

parameters of the plasma column on

the power transferred to plasma.

lizing parameters. To examine it, let us

bring into the open the physical meaning of

the latter (~ denoting the proportionality

and the arrow + referring to the electro-

static approximation):

n_ ~ O)2(E + H . (8)

+1)

of I. As for the density gradient, It does

not depend gtrongly on P . When some free-

dom of choice of the SWD conditions 1B

granted, the control becomes wore effecti-

ve. Its extent can be readily Inferred

using the present results. However, we

should like to emphasize the following: The

changes In p and a affect also the electron

energy, while changes In u and E do not.

The control obtained by varying the wave

frequency is a particularly powerful one

and a convenient tool In the hands of the

SWD user, seeking a custom-made plasma

column.
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aDnD ~ A((jJ'a)"P * w.p/a. (10)

Having at our disposal the above, together

with Fig.l, we can examine the control

means over the plasma parameters. For

given discharge conditions, they are limit-

ed to the variation of P . This affects
o

all the parameters considered, with the

electron energy remaining approximately

constant. As shown in Fig.l, both n and I
Increase with P and are ~ P at large

o o

absorbed power. At low power values, the

increase of P contributes mainly to that
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THE SEPARATION OP XENON ISOTOPES IN A STEADY-STATE ROTATING ARC

A.V.Belorusov,E.F.Gorbunova,A.I.Karchevsky,

Yu.A.Muromkin.A.I.Myachikov and A.I.Ustinov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy

Moscow, US3R

The high values of isotope sepa-

ration factors were measured in the

pulsed gas discharge with the parti-

ally ionized rotating plasma /1 S2/.

Por practical aims it is interesting

to study the isotope separation in a

steady-state discharge. In the

present experiments the electrode

configuration was analogous to that

in a pulsed discharge /1/.

Schematic view of the device is

ahown in Pig1. The niobium discharge

chamberd) of diameter 0,15m, length

0,5m and wall thickness 2j2mra is

placed in the center of a vacuum

water-cooled camera (2) of diameter

0,5m and length 1,5m. The inner

electrode (3) is used as the cathode

or the anode. The cathode is made of

Pig.1

a 30mm external and 18mm inner dia-

meter tungsten tube. The tube is

stuffed with pieces of a tungsten

wire. The anode is made of a 60mm

diameter water-cooled copper cylin-

der.The inner electrodcn are usually

0,15m long. The boron nitride diuks

are used as end-on inaulatcro (4)-

Five tubes are connected to the dia-

charge chamber (1), thus providing

pressure measurements,a can So.ci and

a gas taking at points a, t>, c, >i, e .

Experiments are carried out

using as working gacea Xe and Jo-Ho,

Ho-He mixtures. The f,a-j .How ruto
-a

Q<:0,5 enr/s NTP. The can

in the discharge chamber is

in the range between 0,5 and 5,0Torr

Typical discharge characteristics

are as follows: the current I=500A,

the external magnetic field strength

B=O,O5-O,15 T.the energy consumption

W=15-7O kW. The value of \'l increases

with growing magnetic field, decrea-

sing pressure and dilution xenon by

helium. The experimental results

presented in the following were

obtained for the case of negative

inner electrode potential.

The measurements indicated that

in the cathode region (point a,Pig1)

the pressure is higher than in

points b, c, d, e. This fact can be

explained by surpassing action of

the Hall force /3,4/ wich in this

case ( the inner electrode is acting

as the cathode ) is directed against

the centrifugal force. The radial

pressure difference A P = P - Pb

increases with the magnetic field
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and the average cas pressure in the

discharge chamber. The maximum value

of thia difference was equal to

2 Torr (Xe,Xe-He). The apectroacopic

measurements showed that the rota-

tion velocity of the xenon ions is

equal to 1,5-3,0.10 in/s ( at radius

R=6cm).The ion temperature was found

equal to 1-2.104 K. The rotation

velocity of the neutrals (Xe,He) was

not exceeding 1.1(Km/s.Hote, that at

the discharge in the mixture Hp-He

(1:1 ) the rotation velocity of

neutral helium was up to 3.1Cr m/s

( VI = 70 k'.V ). By electric probes

there were observed the fluctuations

of the electrical potential in the

plasma.At the discharge in xenon and

xenon-helium mixture the amplitude

of the fluctuations was equal to

5-15 V, theirs frequency £=10-20kHz.

The fluctuations propagated in the

direction of the plasma rotation

with the angular speed of Zf[£ rad/s.

Isotope separation in found as

an axial effect: in the points a and

b ( the cathode region ) xenon is

being enriched by the heavy isotopes

while in the points d and e - by the

light ones. Thus, for example, at

discharge in the mixture of

3O';5 Xe-70'w He without a gas feed

flow (B=0,1T; V/=30k\V) the pressures

±n the points a,b,c,d and e were

1,4;0,8;0,6;1,1;0,9 Torr, correspon-

dingly. The degrees of the separation

q ( the ratio of the concentrations
1T4 129

Xe and Xe in a gas sample,
divided by the initial ratio) were

a

The total longitudinal separation

factor, QC =qa/qe, is 1,17. Y/e note,

that earlier the longitudinal isoto-

pe separation effect was observed in

the case of a considerably different

configuration of the stationary

discharge in the crossed fields IM.

A dilution of xenon by helium

led to the increase of xenon isotope

separation effect. The values of the

isotope enrichment coefficient o X e

related to the unity masa difference

AJU are shown in Fig.2(£=^-. 100JS).
This figure also shows the
separation factor of the gas mixture
^ Tlle r e 3 UH» s o£ Pig-2 wereO^ Xe-He"

obtained under following operating

conditions:W=15-4OkW;P =2,4-1,8 Torr

Q=0,5cnrVs NTP. The mixture Xe-He is

enriched by xenon in the cathode

region. The value of the isotope

enrichment coefficient depended on

the pressure in the discharge

chamber. Thus, with P = 4-5 Torr

(Xe,Xe-He) the value ofQv 'miB less

than 0,3%.The value 0 f O 2 increased

up to 3-4!& with reducing pressure to

P =2 Torr(Xe-He) and P =0,9 Torr(Xe)
B. EL

o/

cT* •

I L
0 50

>-Ci Xe-He

ioo7

Fig. 2

An axial effect of the isotope

separation could be explained by the

transformation of one of the radial

separation effects ( centrifugal or
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"ion wind" /5/ ), due to spontaneous

countercurrent gas flows.These ra-

dial effects are of opposite signs.

This allows to determine the origin

of the measured axial isotope sepa-

ration effect by a determination of

the circular flow direction.The cha-

racteristics of the spontaneous

circular flow were not defined by

direct measurements but an attempt

was made to exite the forced plasma

circulation. For this on the inner

surface of the discharge chamber a

set of plates was placed at an angle

to the rotating plasma flow. The

direction of the forced circulation

can be reversed by reversing of the

plasma rotation ( -B ). The results

indirectly schowed the predominance

of the centri'-igal mechanism of

separation.

The measurements of the isotope

separation effect at the inverse

polarity of voltage across the

discharge ( the inner electrode is

acting as the anode ) could be

essential for understanding the

separation mechanism. However,

because of the discharge current

instability these measurements were

not carried out.
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ON THE ARC IN CROSS PLOW AND WITH MOVING ANODE
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The moving arc which is exposed

to a cross flow of cold gas and is

moving along rail or ring electrodes

h»3 become a problem of considerable

interest to both the scientific and

technical application /l/. However,

the arcs in an axial flow are still

omitted in some general surveys of

thia problem /2/,/3/. Therefore, the

aim of the present paper waa to

obtain certain experimental data at

least on the arc maintenance under

the complex cross flow conditions,

particularly desirable for such a

new application as the power collec-

tion at high speeds / 4 / .

Experimentally, those cross

flow conditions can be also accompli-

shed if the arc is fixed and exposed

to a forced gas l'low, but then the

electrodes must be separately moved.

Although the two speeds, the cross

air flow V . and the moving anode

one v^ are be no means independent

in the application, this experimental

arrangement / 5 / allows us to estimate

the effects of each parameter and

evaluate their relative importance

for the arc maintenance.

It has been found, that the

minimum current value at which a

stable arc could be sustained, i.e.

the current value up to which the

arc io blownout, strongly depends on

the cross air speeds. For a given

arc current the same is true for the

arc voltage U,G which also offers

an indication of the effectiveness of

the arc shielding througt the axial

gas flow.

Experimental Arrangement

A controlled high current arc

discharge perpendicular to the fast

moving anode was operated under the

atmospheric pressure conditions.

Pig. 1. The arc torch, which acted as

a cathode, was of the constricted

flow type with an outlet oriffice of

3,5 mm in diameter and a complete

protection of the tungsten rod (5,6mm

— in diameter) within the nozzle.

The tungsten electrode was water

cooled and shielded by the technical

argon gas, flowing axially along the

N MOVIN(T
\ x ANODE

A

Wm AIR CROSS FLOW /

vszmmmmfflmk
•dwm 5 10 15 20! 4

Pig. 1
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electrode with rates up to- 2 m /h.

The moving anode was a high

speed rotating disk made of Bteel or

aluminium with the thickness of 6 or

10 mm and 0,9 m in diameter. Thus,

the construction imposed limit for

the maximum peripheral speed of the

disk can be set at approximately

200 km/h.

The strong CTOBB air flow was

experimentally simulated by a small

wind tunnel, whose outlet section is

also sketched at the bottom of Fig.l.

At the top of the same figure, the

relative changes of the cross air

speed are shown for different places

along the arc column, indicating that

about half of the maximum air speed

value can be expected near the anode

surface. In the experiments the cross

air flow has been oriented parallel

to the peripheral anode speed v,.

The arc was supplied by a usual

d.c. power unit as used in cutting

apparatus, which had an open circuit

voltage of 260 V and was capable of

delivering up to 350 A to the ire

circuits. The arc ignition was

achieved by a HP - discharge. To

avoid any disk deformations, the

measurements have been taken mainly

in short time experiments of about

3 min. duration.

Results and Discussion

The two conditions were

considered for the measurements of

the minimum arc currents at which

the arc can operate stably for a

sufficient long period. First, by

igniting the arc while the anode

disk was rotating at high speed but

the surrounding air remains at rest.

These arc currents ^ a r e that ensure

the stably (full lines) or only at

randomly (dotted lines) arc burning

were plotted in Pig. 2 versus the

anode speed v^ for two different

interelectrode gap lengths dAC ^

anode materials.

It is seen, that for the smaller

interelectrode gap length and high

anode speeds (v. > 100 km/h) a lower

arc current is necessary in order to

maintein a satisfactory aro stability.

On the contrary, at the lower anode

speeds (Y A < 100 km/h) the arc burning

is difficult to obtain for the greater

interelectrode gap, particularly for

aluminium. A comparision between the

two used anode materials shows that

there are no differences for both the

arc currents corresponding to the

stably and randomly operated arcs.

The arc voltage u"A-, measure-

ments taken under the same conditions,

i.e. without a cross air flow, showed

250

200

Pig. 2
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Pig. 3

the evidently increase of U

increasing arc current
AC

^ r c ' I x*' J»

with

3

which io more steeply as in the case

with fixed anode.

Secondly, if the arc column isas

simultaneously exposed to the strong

cross air flow and their anode roots

on the dick was also moving with a

speed value comparable (and in the

came direction) with the cross air

flow onr«, the obtained data show3 as

4. Both the minimum arc

current I m " and arc voltage O

in Fig.

current

(for si) arc current of I
AC

,«= 1 4 0 A)
arc

showed a well marked increase with

increasing air speedo above v-,ir9'
vj»

which reveals more important that in

the case without the crosn air flow.

Conclusions

The obtained results ahow that,

depending on the cross air specde, it

is practically impossible to prevent

the arc from blownout if the minimum

arc current is not excedeed. The

further increase of thia current is

by no mcono adequate taking Into

account the overheating find tho higher

erosion rates of the anode materials.

Therefore, for the otably arc mainte-

nance under the conditions of a croco

air floT7 and moving anode, on optimum

current value is reliable in function

of tho croca air flow . loeity.
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Oil ON THE PROPERTIKf- AMD OPERATING MECHANISMS OF

A HIGH-CURRENT KOLI.OU CAT.'iODE ARC

F.J .M.Dias and C .M.Fer re i ra

C.entro d" Elec t rod inamica da Ifnivers idade Tecnica de Lisboa , I n s t i t . u t o
Supe r io r Toenieo ,1096 Lisboa Codex, Por tuga l

Ahs t r a c t

Measurements of the e l e c t r o n den-

s i t y and t emper f tu r e In the plasma

column of a hi -'/n-airrent hollow c a t h -

ode a r c (HOA) in nr^on a r e r e p o r t e d

for various operating condit ions. The

power balance r, f t.ijp cathode region

is in v." t i ™ tod i.i'lnr: a model that ac

count;; fnr the- penetration of the

plasran into the cathode cavity and

provider; a -jn t i s factory explanation

for tho observed wall temperature dis_

tr i .hu t i on s nlorw the cathode.

r'/TH' r i m en ^

The e x p e r i m e n t a l a p p a r a t u s 3 s sohe_

wi' , ic"il I;: r e p r e s e n t e d in F i . i ' . l . T h e Cĵ

F i r . 1:1 -Hol low en t.hode ;2 -Baf f l c : 3 - A n -

od '•;/, -Pi. f f us ; or, chamber ; 5- Va cuum

punip.T ; f'-'lo ta t im; p r o b e ; 7 - G a s i n l e t ;

fl - Ma ."n e t. i o c n i 1 r,.

l i n d r i ^ n i hol lov; c a t h o d e used , wi th

<)' " 3 to ^ rr,m o . d . , were made of .2vim

t.hick our'1 tan t'i Int... The . s t a i n l e s s

.it .ffl oyl in<!r Lei ] d i r . cha r^o v e s s e l i:i

.'.n in l " n r ! i t and "-i'lcn in i i i t e r n a l d i -

n ' • ' ! ' . i v. ' l , e •-••/. in-ri :i^n in descriVied

h o r e . a r i n t f - shaped copper anode placed

a b o u t ] m a p a r t from t h e c a t h o d e end

was u B ^ d . i i i t h t h i s c o n f i g u r a t i o n a

r e l a t i v e l y h i f h d e n s i t y plasma d i f -

f u s e s beyond t h e anod^ .The HOA plasma

i s con f ined bv a n a r n e t i c f i e l d ( B -
o

-?00 Gauss .apnroxima t e l y homogeneous )

produced by a s e t of c o a x i a l c o i l s .

Tho p r e s s u r e in t h e v e s s e l was ma in -

t a i n e d a t a v a l u e of ~ ' 'x!0 Tor r

whil<"- tiie f a s flow r n t e t h m u r h the

c a t h o d e ((.}) was v a r i e d from 17.^orv ' I

mjn 3 . T . F . to 153cm /min " . T . P . . Tho

d i s c h a r g e has been o p e r a t e d w i t h d i s -

ohnr<re c u r r e n t s r a n n n ! ' fror. ~ 5 A • ">

?H0 A.
Measurements of the e l e c t r o n donsi_

t-v»n -and ternt-era t u r e ,T , a t s e v e r a l1 e o
a x i a l nnd r a d i a l p o s i t i o n s in the e x -

t e r n a l plasma column were pnrrormor

usirifr a r o t a t l n r p robe > t u r n inrr a t 600

rpm.The p r o b e was d r i v e n by an e l e c -

t r i c motor w i th e l e c t r o n i c c o n t r o l of

s p e e d . T h e b i a s p o t o n e i a ! wan a p p l i e d

to t h e p robe on ly d u r i n g a s h o r t t i n e

i n t e r v a l , o f ~10ijs,nnd t h e rcpu l t i r . f r

c u r r e n t s i g n a l war. c o l l e c t e d by a pan

p i e r s y n c h r o n i z e d w i t h t h e p r o b e .

Firrr,..? and 3 show n , ( r ) and T ( r )

a t t h e d i s t a n c e s o f /, and 1 U nm Vv.<",\

tlie c a t h o d e ($_-/i mm o . d . ) er.d , fo r

SO A rind

100 A.The a x i a l vnlii"S o;" ! iie e l e c t r o n

d e n s i t y a r e l a r g e r then 10 'cm ' indj_

c a t i n f t'nn t t h e e x t e r n a l a r c column

i s a l i i r h l y ioni r .ed p la sma . The value;-

of t h e c l o c ' . r o n t e n r o r a tu r e s a r e ~'ieV

0-33.9cm /min T..T.P. and
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i l . ! < • . - - ' - - I : ; - ;•' i < h i n -

. • . • . T h . . . • , - • v : - u ! I :• • > . • • . ! • • } 1

i •• • I !'• • r I'.i ' . i n T n j i c r . ' i '• i n ;•

i i w i ! 1 l ' l . - r " p o r ! ' - - I •> t

> , . - i ( ; ! • • • ' • '.•:•-• 1 1 w i t h < > a r - 1 : -

:• b v " t h o r n i l f h n r : : ( . • • - o

2x10

•

A

a
A

G

• y
A

A
y
A
A B

A

A

•

a

A
A
1

•

D

i

too

r(mm)

• I 1 ••!'! A -,'1 -/, mm

n r - ] ')•'! A ; i - .1 /.mm

A 1 .. '.ifl A;d-- - / , m:n

A 1 - ' . ' i A -,'\-l.',r,n

F i •*. '*< : f-ym l''i I r; n. : a h o v o

T y p i c n ] ' l i xi.r i bu t, ionr> o f t ho w a l l

t.erni^pra t u r o u l o n i ; t h e c a t h o d e n i - o

shown i n Fi r . / . . Thoy u o r o Ho l . om inni j

w i t h nn o p t - i c ' i l . p y r n m o t o r ucinr I.ho

: ' . p o o t r n l on I;;:: i v i t.y v ' l l u e n a t . 6 5 urn

r n p o r t o - ' i i n ['.']

I'-l ' •: \-n i n t " ( ' • v p . T i r-,..;;* 1

•: i .1 l i n o

F ' " w o r b - ' i l n r . f r . I•; H v - •;••! I l i " i " P Y I' . 'M

T i i " p o - w o r I f l l n n i " 1 o f t ! i° c i t l i o

, . , . ,7 1 i r. '•ovorr.'-'-i b y th'- o<Vn l i - > r i :

(1

1 on, ' l-h . VJo )n

w h e r e T ( x ) i s th r - w a l l f.ornpom tu r--, X

j " tin.- t h e r m a l r.nridu c, t \ v i t.y o f t h e

t a n t a 1 un ,.'" r n (•'/'-V. ) lL i .'• t ! ie c r o : ; : " -

- l i e " t i onn 1 a r i - a n T t,.ho r a t h o d o mnt<'-rj_

a l . a n d MiP . /d> : . l . - int ' . -n t h o MO). yn;.:ov
i '

;•- (Titlincio p e r u n i t

' I P , / d x - p T'" ( :<) / . " , ( / o i j ] ( > f f t ' . - T t ) ;

dP?/dx--=-7i [•t'fi + '!>. ( l - l O j ^ r T ^ ( t h e r m a l ra_

( H a t . i o n , k d e n o t i n g t h e ra ' i o o f tho aji

r o r b e d t o f.he o m i t t e d r a d i a t i o n power

in t h e i n n e r w a l l ) ;

rtP.,/dx = -( t j ! dT / d x \ A) . d I . / d x ) w h o r e :

dT / d x - 7 i ^ A T ' e x n f - o ' ! 1 /KT) a n d
e e ,̂ e

(7 'hor rno ion i f c o o l i t i f , ' ] 1 and li1. d r s e ' . - . -

t h e e f f e c t i v e work f u n c t i o n o f t h e r £

t e r n a l a n d i n t e r n a l n u r f a f . o r ) ;

d p / / d x - n (u t V ^ - ' ^ j ) • ! ! . / d x ( h o a t i n , - ; by

t h e i o n s i m p i n r i n ••; on t l i e i n n e r r . u r -

f a c e ) . H e r e VT in the i on i za t i nr> voters

c i a l . u ( x ) i r- t l i e r, h e a t h p o t e n c i a l ,

a n d n d e n o t e s t h o a v e r a c e n u m b e r o f
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ion:: :".t,r i kin ^ '.!)'' wal l per p r imary

f l o f l r o n i n j e c t e d ii, t h e i n t e r n a l

p]n.':i:a column [3] .Tim t o t a l c u r r e n t

a t f .ho d i s t a n c e x.from the a n o d e - s i d e
e n d . o f the c a t h o d e i r . :rx

l ( x ) v [ d l p t ( l t . . i ) d l . ] ,

t o t a l d i s ch f i r ^e c u r r e n tt h e r e f o r e th<

i .: »t i VTI by :

1 --- (2 )

•.jhorn I, in t h e lenndit of the c a t h o d e .

The pn lu t ion : - to F q . ( l ) fo r r i v e n

7 » f r " ohta inr-d n u m e r i c a l l y u s i n ^

for tho t o t a l c a t h o d e f a l l . i . ( o ) , t h e

I 'xpcri n<m t a l valuer; of t h e pin sma po-

tfi : ' . i i ] c l o n e to the c a t h o d e exi t , a. 5

d e t e r m i n e d vjith a p robe and a r s u n i n ^

!,ha '. u (x) var j f r , nr. p r e d i c t e d in [3] .

Th<-' no] u t ion .; were f i t t e d to the .->»

p e r i r.en t a l T(x) da t a by an i t e r a t i v e

procedure- l ining n nnd t . an f i t t i n g

11a rano t e ri'. Ren t f i t , noluKion.T o b t a i n -

ed jn th.':r \-:n y a r e r e p r e n e n tod by

curve . : on ? i ;•. /, an;i c o r r e s p o n d t o :

• i l v i l n " , ' of •'.<. a b o u t . LoV lower than

'.':;'• work f'lirir-t i OJI of t a n t a l u m , thur:

• :on t'i rr.< i n •* rn r 1 i " r pr"<) i c f, i one [_3] a :

I-. ) !ho o f f s e t of t!ie e l e c t r i c f i e l d

in the nhea th n e a r Hie i n n e r w a l l ;

b ) v i j u e ; : of rt of abouf, fOi to ICli: oC

i.hn.M calcu'l.-) ;.o,-l in [3] .

I'ooi'.ilil." r'""ii:onn for t h i s d i n c r e p -

Tucy i r " an o ' /ere: : f, j m.'i hio?i oT n-ten-

wine i o n i r . a t i o n e f f e c t : : and t h e n e r -

l e c l . of e "i ec t ron - i or. rncomlvina 1,ion in

' h<~>.':o e a r l i e r ca 1 cu la t i on.i. Pocomhinn -

t i o n '••ffect.; could be p a r t i c u l a r l y _in_

:ii 'r!. 'nit i f a n u b n t a n t i a l f r a c t i o n of

•'•"> ion:: produced in tho i n t e r n a l

: !n:ira colunn \:'T" c o n v e r t e d i n t o un-

I '-en 1 a r inn.-,.

Pofo rcnc o:.:

[ l ] J . L. Del cro ix and A . R . T r i n d a d e , Adv.

E l e c t r o n i c s and F l e c t r o n P h y n i c n ,

31(197/JS7-19O
[?.] R.-ikov.A.M. and Khrus ta ] o v , H. A . ,

Heat T r a n s f e r - r . o v i e t Resea rch ,

v o l . l l , n P i { 1 9 7 9 ) 1 2 1 - 6

[3] C.M.Forre i ra and J . L . D e l c r o i x , J .

Appl. Phy r>. £?( 1173)2380-95
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ELECTRODE VArOUIÎ EXFANSION AND GAS DISI'LACTUEIJT DURING ARC DTiVT'LOTT,

IN SHORT GAPÜ

B-E.Djakov*, B.£rebrov+

'institute of "Electronics, Bulg.Acad.Sci-, 72 Lenin Blvd., Sofia 1?3'i

•"WPT'. "KOM", U1.3J2O N034, Prom.zona ORION, Sofia 1324, Bulgaria

Calculations based on Üedov's

theory of explosion-like ga3 motion

[1] agroo well with experimental

results on spark channel formation

[2]. Here, two novel features are

incorporated into the model, (i)

continuous release of energy and

inasa at tho symmetry centre of one-

dimGnsioaal gaa motion (instead of

instantaneous supply of energy only

[2]), (ii) two-scale analysis with

oimplified description of the dis-

charge channol. In general, this

approach may prove useful for any

electrical discharges that erode

electrodes (walls) in vapour form

(exploded wires included). The scope

of this paper is, however, limited

to low power arcing between metal

electrodes separated by 10" -lO'-^m,

energy I\J 10" 3, duration oo 10" s.

Few reporta on such discharges have

appeared in tho literature, e.g. [3]«

rroblem foraulation. equations and

their solutions

Initially, there is gaa with

constant density pQ in the gap. At

times t i 0 an arc channel develops

between the electrodes. The electrod-

es are locally evaporated by the arc.

The discharge energy forms a cylindiv

ical region of raised presaure, the

vapour injected into it expands radi-

ally and drives the gas out of its

position; cylindrical shock waves

are produced.

Following earlier work [n] wa

assume linear rise in the rates of

mass and energy injection per unit

length (uniformly distributed along

the line of symmetry)

(1) M(t)= mt, N(t)= nt t £ 0

which renders the problem self-scal-

ing. From our solution (fig.2) it

follows that r'«r 0 (at r=r' the

temperature sharply rÌ3e3, so here

is the plasma channel boundary! rQ is

the outer shock wave radius) there-

fore we must distinguish two scales

(2) !;= r/r* and X= r/rQ

of arc channel(AC) and expanding gas

(EG) surrounding A C On the EG scale

r1 is not a characteristic length.

The expanding £a§ zone

For EG an. axisyjame trie radial

flow is assumed« In the case of per-

fect, invisoid and thermally non-

conductive gas without chemical

changes we write the equations

3(pv)3p
(3-D -^ +

ot

3v

à _p_

(3.2)

or

3v
r 3r

pv
L_ = 0
r
1 dp

= 0
f> òrr \ _

3r p'1

Here p is density, v velocity, p

pressure and f-; specific heat ratio,

i=1 for tho gas and i=2 for the
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vapour. Within Che self-scaling

approach [1 ] coordinate transforma-

tion exists such that a set of ordi-

nary differentinl equations [1] is

used in place of (3)» If the outer

shock v/avo propagates in a steady

Gas ambient with negligible pressure,

tho solution for continuous mass and

enerey release (1) is constructed [4j

out of three pieces of integral

curve (fi£«1) and four points of

din.continuity

100 vt/r

imation for A C The complicated flow

pattern in AC is modelled by the lew

vc<£2 (OS I <1). These assumptions

are used, in place of (3-1) and (3.3)

while (3.2) integrates to yield

(5) p oc exp(1 -X*), 0£\41

After matching the temperature

at the KG/AC boundary the constants

cQ and p^ can be obtained from equa-

tions for conservation of the total

mass and energy injected [4] .

Results

A numerical example was worked

out for air at atmospheric pressure

and iron vapour (ro=i.2). In a repre
7 1'

aentative case with m=1.3x10'kgm. s~*
and n=4xi01 %m~ 's one finds c =

0.176» the temperature profile shown

in fig.2 and V=7.4X1O~^. The value

of X' verifies the two-scale approacl

used.

For the ca&e of arc current I

risinc linearly with time, the

(i) outer shock wave where X=1, and

ro =

orn\1/2
co=const;

(ii) contact surface at ^= A^ -

hero the gas and the vapour border

on each other, having the same pre~

sQure and velocity but the density

jumps to a value p,.;

(iii) second shock wave at \s \?
introduced to allow for further

lowering of \ ;

(iv) integral curve going upright at

\= A'* Here we match EG and AC.

The arc channel zone

Experimental data [2] suggest

that T=con3t is a reasonable approx-

T, 1O5K

0.2 0.6 0.8
Fig--2
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current density becomes joe t . The

time variation of j for I=5X10?AS~ 1

is r.hovm in fi^.3. It is further

assumed thai; tho arc voltage is re-

latively io.v, and tho discharge con-

niats of cathode and anode regions

separated fcy a plasma region - char-

acterised by electron density n ,

electron temperature T and average

ionisation energy TJ. [5]« These

quantities were calculated by means

of equations for the cathode and

plasma regions, describing the T-F

electron emission, space charge

sheath formation, ion current densi-

ty d-, (originating from the plasma),

equilibr.irri ionisabion , and plasma

electron energy balance [5]« As re-

presentative values for the cathode

surface temperature and the cathode

drop U we take 4100K and 16V. For

these values one finds

(6)
"• '"e I

or the anode drop ought to be

negative.

Tho power densities delivered

to the olectrodes are

4 e ne

(7-1)

(7-2)

= 5 (f e)

v/here -f is the work function (4-3aV).
The quantities V=P/,j and V =

a. u C

Prt/j
 f o r different times are shown

in fig.3- It ig seen that the dis-

charge development starts with

greater amount of energy supplied to

the anode than to the cathode, and

vice versa laker on« This effect

defines which electrode will suffer

more intensive erosion.
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A KPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF A MAGNETICALLY DKIVEN ROTATING SP6 ARC

- C. FLEURIER AND C. MAU[,AT GREMI-CNRS

- G. RERNARD AND M.R. BARRAULT MERLIN GERIN

Studies of rotat ing arcs >•• . i> have pre-

viously concent rated m1 the macroscopic arc

behaviour (1). In t:.is study the arc plasma

is investigate . using spectroscopic techni-

ques. The investigations were carr ied out

on an indust r ia l interrupter modified to

operate at 250 Hz and 15 kA (2) and also to

f a c i l i t a t e the spectrographic study. The

invest igat ions concentrated on the full-

currwil, frtiano of the. pLasno although further stiriies

will inviiil.ifyito the relnxnticiBl-j)hai">e on which 1he

interTiiiUm r)erforrnniice depends more directly.

1 - I:x:-KR IMENTAL APPARATUS

The I>a5ic apparatus ic illustrated in fi<j.1

'max -0,8T

Fig 1 I ' 6 ophcal fibers

The coil provides the drive Cor the arc and

in luces currents in the contact assembly to

produce a magnetic field (IJ) lagging in pha-

:;<• with Ur- riKTrnt (I) In ensure rotation clo-

ne to current zero (2). Various contact ma-

terialr, were used and a symmetrical contact

nystem was also considered. The contact as-

r.omblics woro mounted in a test chamber

with rw-'f> at iirofwucos between 1-2 bars. The

2'JO llz power source was a series-resonant

L-C circuit q iv ing ._•' 1 5 kA peak current.

The general experimental arrangement is il-

lustrated in fig. 2-'".re current and arc

volt nil' could I T mrnsured directly, pres-

sure was measured using a piezo-electric pro-

be. The arc velocity could be measured by

the variation in light output from six fibre

optics guides (ns shovm in fig. 1), connec-

ted to photo-diodes and a data-acquisition

system.Magnetic field (U) measurements could

be made using hall-effect probes at diffe-

rent points in the interelectrode space.

Spectroscopic measurements were carried out

using two high resolution spectro graphs (fig.

2 ,-jnd fig. 3)

elect-rode L2

speclroj
scope

Fig 2

opticalM!

Fibers

signal

inrensity

one peak per

plasma revolution

.time

One of which (B.L.)wilh a focal length of 2M

and a gr a Ling of l?00 1 inen/mrn could

measure the temporal variation in the plas-

ma when the plasma was on the optical axis

of the system (fig. 3). A system of 10 fibre

optic guides were fixed in the focal plane

of the spectroscope and allowed different

lines to be observed simultaneously. Each

fibre war, connected to a photo-multiplier

(PM1) and then to a digital transient-

storage unit.

A second spectr ô rrif.h (MW in fig. 3) li.id a

focal length of 1.7 m and a grating of

1 200 linm/mm. It. i norporated a mul tich.'innel

opto-analycer (OMA) which could observe a

region of 5 nr. (to 1st order) with a reso-

lution of 0.05 ntn. In pulsed mode it was

possible to observe the spectra for a shor'.
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t ime ( 1 ...;> i.; t h e pi asma c r o n s o d t h e o p -

t i (.-,:i ] i > ; i r . 11 i . j . I ) .

L2 line intensity

10
PMf

trigger {

Power ?
source

Pressure1

probe optical
Magnetic fibcrs(6)

fig.3 probe

2 -

Arc volto'je:; iMncil between 7o~K>O volts

and |iresr;ur" inci'caai1:; correspond!nq to an

increase in overall qas temperature of ~

10o° C wcr" noted after each shot, in addi-

tion turbulent, fluc'.utuntions of - + 0-5

bar were observed superimposed on the

oscillation;; associated with ore rotation.

Hence it j'; riot possible to assume that

pressure is constant and uniform for ealr-u-

1 .it ion:; ol i >.)i' thermodynamic state of the

t J . ir-n,...

in t h e r.jip'i I'l.iraphic s t u d y t h e d i f f e r e n t

lines cor respond i n<| to si, Sir, l-'I, Cu I and

Cull were ol •served. I'll lines were only

weakly emitted. The choice of spectral li-

nes studied Ha<1 to allow for possible auto

abr,or|ition. Time integration war. acheivod

u;;in') plioto-iraph i c plater, and allowed line

ident i fii.it ion .incl elimination of .spectral

linen di:;tur!'eil hy others. The ratio

l'II/l'l j.i'.vd unusal.le and the relation

SI [ (k - i,7'i.:i ;-,n) an<l I-'I (X = &31 .2 i,m)

was ur.ed foi c.i I oi.' 1 .it i ti'i the olectron tem-

perature ('I'.:'}. Th i:; calculation was made !>y

solving the thc-rmodyncimic equations (3) for

the pl.arma. Hore local thermodynamic equi-

lilirium (LT'I) w.in .issui? eci despite [->lar.ma

t u r I a i 1 ' ' r i c e . ' I ' I K 1 ' f f r - c l o f p l . L J i t t : -. -p-. r •: 11 i. < i

•••.-• '• •>• • '•> i (•:( V , , , ., M M :•• j u : ; t . i f i e r i h y

the experimental conditions of turl>u 1 ence >)iul

ra[>i<i ylaum.t m<'ven,ent. This calculation ijave

on averoyt* value for Te of 17.0'KJ° K. Howe-

ver similar analysis usinq Cul lines resul-

ted in Te - 7OOO" K. Thin implies that Cul

lines are omitted from a colder rcqion than

SI I or FI.

A study of the structure of the plasma in

the azimuthal direction usiny the line in-

tensities, using the apptira tu;; illustrated

in fiq. 3, showed that the plasma consisted

of a "hot" zone (Te - 17/XX>° K) where SII,

FT and Cull lines dominate and an other

cooler zone (Te ~ 70O0" - 10.000° K) where

SI and Cul d<jminate. In addition another

'/-one has heen identifier] (1) as the plasma

wake where temperatures of the order of

2OOO° K were observed. This latter zone

crjfi only I.e studied unin't Jaser spectros-

copy.

Hlectron densities (Ne) were measured usinq

the second spect rcgr;i phshown in fiq. ?.

Line broadeninq due to the stark effect ('))

allowed the electron density to be obtained.

Several lines of known broadeninq (S) were

studied. The lines Sl[ (fj 4 3 . J nm), FI

(fi41.3 nm) and III has qave a density We -

•_;,1(i Cm"3 at a pressure of 1 liar. The

averaqe value showed only sliqlit tem|.orai

variation except it .low values of instant.^-

ous current.

The line SII (67r).7 nm) only qave :\ value of
T { — ~\

Ne = 2 x 10 Cm althouqh the lines Cul

Cj1f).3 nm and S1O.r, nm) resulted in Ne =

17 — 3
10 Cm . These observed differences in

both !Je and Te p\v,- further support t.o the

existence of extiemely dir',tinct t̂.uie::'. in

the plasma. The existence of these ?."nes

alsci suqjests thai, pi asnt.t turbulence i:. IK>(.

significant, which justifies (.he use of I.TK.

Once Te and Me are known then it i.; poj-

sihle to obtain neuti il dens i tie.- lor t !..

different ".ones ol the t I a.;::- i. 'n.' ri.ul!
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obtained uuTjust:: an extremely strong con-

centration ot copper neutrals in the in-

t<Tni<_"Ji.."iti' temperature zone with

N --• .: x H>lr> Cm"3 - 3 x 10 1 6 Cm"3.
Cu

It: in jlno possible to ur.e the data obtai-

ned fur NK and "IE U> calculate the effective

plasriu area (A) using ohms law and the re-

lationsh ipn.

- ,ind (>
A plasma

3.2 ID LN.A

T 2
c

where Te is electron temperature LNA is the

colnumb logarithmn, 1 = is the length of

the plasma, R its resistance and p = resis-

Uvif.y . This assumes that the plasma is ful-

ly ionised. Using these relationships,

A - 8 cm^ was obtained for conditions of

!' = 1 bar, 1= 14 mm, R = 0.01 S2 and a

contact arnnpfmcnl. using a single coil.

This result is in excellent agreement with

the photographic observations. For the con-

ditions associated with symmetrical con-

tacts (i.e. 2 coils). The arc area was cal-

culated to be A - 6 cm^. This difference in

aron when usinq the two electrode arrange-

ments was confirmed by our spectral line

intensity results : the arc plasma using 2

driving coils was more concentrated than

that obtained using one coil. This effect

may be explained by the fact that with two

coils the variation in B will be less se-

vere than the case of a single coil. Howe-

ver it wan found that, for a given pressu-

re, the electron density and temperature

remained relatively constant for the dif-

ferent experimental conditions. This re-

sult su•••jests that as current increases,

the plasma volume increases and its ener-

(.iy i'1-iri.ii M . ; i-'nii-.t.-ini. p < T u n i t , v o l u m e .

has resulted in significant information on

both the thermodynamic and dynamic state of

the plasma. 6trr investigations are conti-

nuing and more complete results will be gi-

ven at the conference. The plasma relaxation

phases will be investigated using

laser spectroscopy, fluorescence and absorp-

tion, in order to obtain information on the

chemical composition.
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BEAM-PLASMA PROCESSES IN THK ANODE CAVITY

OF A LOW-PRESSURE CONSTRICTED ARC

V. L.Galansky , Yu.E.Kreindel, K.M.Oks, A. G. Ripp , P. •'••', Sclinn i n

Institute of High Current Electronics of the USSR

Academy of Sciences Siberian Division

634055 Tomsk, pr. Akademichesky, 4

!»nc of the effective methods for

the creation of a bulk plasma in

lov.'-preauvire discharges is the use

o!' an arc discharge with a hollov/

.••.n.if'.r- ennrs tricted by a hole /1,2/.

The existence of a fast-electron

flow in the anode cavity is charac-

teristic for such a discharge.These

electrons acquire their energy in a

double electrostatic layer which

exists at the inlet of the constric-

tion channel. The ense discussed

differs from the v/ell studied one of

a lovv-presaure discharge positive

column by the effect of high-energy

electrons on the- plasma formation

and the conditions under which it

can exist.

In thn present work, the results

of experimental and theoretical stu-

dies of the beam-plasma processes in

the anode cavity of a low-pressure

constricted arc are reported.

In the experiment, an arc was ig-

nited between a cold cathode and a

hollow cylindrical anode. The arc

was constricted by a hole in the in-

termediate electrode situated bet-

ween the cathode and the anode.Such

an electrode configuration is em-

ployed in a plaarna electron emitter

which generates large-cross-section

beams /3/. Estimates obtained with

the technique described in Ref.4

have Bhown that in such a system,

the diffusion of plasma from the

constriction channel into the anode

cavity is insignificant. This is al-

so confirmed by the measurements of

the electron energy at the constric-

tion channel outlet. Given in Fig.1

are braking characteristics of an

energy spectrum analyser, from which

it follows that the electron current

at the channel outlet is due to fast

particles. Investigation of electron

energy spectra near the cavity bot-

tom (Fig.1b) and wall (Fig.1c) has

shown that the electron component of

the anode current mainly consists

of relatively slow (plasma) elect-

rons. These electrons are unpaired,

/, ar8. units

0 uy
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i.o. they havn occurred not as a re-

nult of gas iontzntion, as the -pair-

ed particle fraction estimated from

nonuuremento of a totnl ion current

to tre anode cavity walls ie not

above 5-' of the current of fast ele-

ctrons entering into the cavity. As

the free paths for pairwise interac-

tions at low pressureo are much

rreater than the characteristic di-

mensions of the anode cavity, the

decrease of the electron energy se-

ems to be conditioned by collective

processes of beam-plasma interac-

tion.

On the basis of the experimental

results obtained the following model

of the process of plasma formation

in the anode cavity can be suggested.

As a result of the interaction of

high-energy electrons entering into

the anode cavity with the gas,a pla-

sma ia formed in the cavity, which

is isolated from the walla with a

potential barrier for electrons. On

interacting with the plasma,fast

electrons lose their energy. Slow

electrons occurring by this way io-

nize the gas too. In addition,elec-

trons emitted by the anode walla as

a result of secondary emission can

take part in the ionization event.

The model notions are points of de-

parture for theoretical analysis of

the processes occurring in the anode

cavity. In order to simplify analy-

sis we- assume that the electron flow

entering into the cavity has a uni-

form current-density distribution,

the plasma in the anode cavity is

homogeneous,the velocity distribu-

tion of plasma electrons is Maxwel-

11 on. otepwise ionization and recom-

bination in the cavity are neglected.

Y:->v d etc-rain ing principal plasma

parameters (n , n. ) used are"e T ''I ' J o ' i p '
the current continuity equation, the

ion balance, the energy balance, and

the plasma quasineutrality condition

/5/. Prescribed parameters are the

fast-electron current I , , the
eK

double-layer voltage U,, the pres-

sure p and the sort of the opera-

ting gas, the cavity dimensions r,l.

The system of equation was solved

on a computer using a modified suc-

cessive approximation method. The

computation results represented in

Pigs.2 to 4 are in satisfactory rr-

reement with our earlier experi

tal data. Analysis of the solutions

haa shown that the current to the

anode is mainly due to Blow elect-

rons. The value of the anode ion

current ia not above 10% of the dis-

charge current. A "high-energy" por-

tion of the plasma electrons contri-

butes principally to gas ionization.

The ionization rate by the monoener-

getic electron flow and the seconda-

ry electrons is less by an order.

Such a situation keeps all over the

range of gas pressures and primary

electron currents studied. The

existence of the maximum on the de-

pendence Y$> =f(p) seems to be BSBO-

Jek=50A

JO
p- Wz, Pa

Fig. 2
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I l _ _

2 Pa

Fit-. 4

f] wit). t,-.vo competitive pffects,

v ;•/', ',h d''crf!aainr T and in-. p.

cref-ic;; n,~ tho charac teri atic relaxa-

tion length of the plasma electron

i at fjrac tion j\7 with an increase in

p. 7hn increase of Xz results in a

dncroane of the airount of alow elec-

trons, while the decrease of T em-

pedea escftpin;; the potential barrier

by thesr electrons. Therefore,on or-

der that the plasma quasi neutrality

v/nuld be kept, 'fy should increase

5 r: thf first, case- and decrease in

t h '• s f- c o:. '1 o n e .

Thus, the study carried out has

'•vi.leficpd thri dominative contribu-

tion of bran-nl nsr.a interactions to

the processes of plasma formation

and current flow in the anode cavit;

of a low-preBBure constricted arc.
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INVESTTGATIOM OF IGNITION PHBNOMKHA IK HIGH ]'RE;JGU1<K

DISCHARGE LAMPo

o.Hollo and I.Ujj

Light Source Development Divison , TUNGSRAM Co.Ltd.

1340 Budapest Vaci ut 77.

The discharge phenomena in

gases are very important from both

a theoretical and practical point

oJ" view.The most critical process

during the life of the discharge is

the dovolopmont of the steady plas-

ma .

Wo investigated the formation

of t,ho .arc in high pressure sodium

discharge lamp in 'which the dis-

charge in maintained by 50 Hz AC

supply.The development of the arc

goos on in each half period and

the role of electrodes alternates

be-tween ^athodir and anodic. This

process is very exfmrsting for the

electrodes because of the sudden

rise of the surface temperature of

the cathode and because ol' the

effect of the sputtering caused by

positive ion bombardment during

the glow phase [1] .This transient

is over when the temperature of

[.he electrodes is high enough to

provide the needed electron current

without a break by thermionic emis-

sion ( Fig. 3 b.).The purpose of fchi a

study was to exiunine the mechanism

of electron omi:;:JLon and the sput-

tering of the cathode materials

during this ignition transient.

In our experimental array

(Fig.l) the time dependent variation

of the lamp-voltage,-current and

the intensity of a Ba spectral line

in front of an electrode was measu-

red simultaneously with good time

resolution.The pressure of the Xe-

-bufi'er gas was changed in tho dif-

ferent samples,while the other para-

meters /quantity and couiposi tion of

the Na-Hg amalgam,the electrode dis-

tance and the Ba base cathode acti-

va lor/ were kept fixed.

photom.

Kig.l

Measuring system

1. Increasing the Xe-pressure the

reignition peak." of tho voltage sig-

nals decreased in each half period

and their .;hupes changed (?ig.2) .

Above a given value of the Xo-pren-

sure there existed half periods in
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riod but th>' •.VMolf dui 'a t ion of the

deveJ op::;>..']Lt o ;' t,ri• - th'.'i'iiioi.'-inioijion

U(VJ

-100

y " ""..-A.

. reignidon
peaks

arc
,|«»1Vi«lM|<«t4|t|<t'>^MS>^«

0.5 1.0 1.5 tlsl
b .

a . T i ; . v - i l i . 'p i ' i

r e l u t i v - i a t '

t r a l l i n e ,

b . ;J Li

i C. 3

'^it Var'iatioii of the

iui. ty of tin.- hit. spec-

s Variation of the

3. Comparing tin.1 jjivvioua tlieoreti-

e.-ii reoulta and oui' experimental

finding:: we v:vr^ able to dete-rniine

th'1 optlniai Xe-p-.-essure considering

thr- Jer.iist .-iputterinr of the cathode

1 n a gi v-'n J -uTip.
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•100-

-100-

/LA,

0 10 20 30 4 0 , ( m s ] 0 10 20 30 40 ^

a. b .

.Jlrnul tancous variation of a Ba

npeotrai Line intensity and lamp-

-voltfipo.Xo-f illLnc pressure :

a. 40 mbar

b. 200 mbar
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SOME QUESTIONS ON THE SHORT ARC THERMODYNAMICS

Z. Kolaciriski

Ji.:->tiUjto of Switchgear, The Technical University of L6di, Poland

Inti:oduct, i on

In the low voltage circuit brea-

ker the short arcs appear when the

plates of an arc chute divide an arc

into fractional lengths, the so-cal-

led short arcs. The distance between

the plater; i.s of the order of a few

ini lime tors . From the short arc energy

balance [ l] one can say that the ener-

gy generated in the arc plasma is

transferee! mainly axially to the elec-

trodes, while radial energy losses are

negligible. This is the reason that

the short arc has a shape of a barrel

and i t is composed of the two con-

traction zones called the cathode and

the anode feet. The thermodynamics of

the particular short arc during a.c.

current half-wave is of the great im-

portance because it influences the

postarc parameters as the plasma tem-

perature ami its compos ti ti (Mi.

Arc temperaturo

The arc temperature measurements

have been carried out in semi-automa-

tic spectroscopic set-up coupled with

computer using copper lines relative

intensities. To measure time depen-

dent temperature profiles a fast scan-

ning technique was used [2~\. Copper

electrodes were located vertically in

the test chamber. Measurements have

been done in r.m.s. current range

40-200A and arcing gaps 1, 2 or 4 mm.

Exemplary results for the arc gap of

2 mm are shown in Figs. 1,2,3.

For sinusoidal a.c. current the arc

temperature comes to its minimum at

current zeros f10 and 20 ms). One can

see from Figs. 1,2,3 that there is a

considerable temperature gradient along

the arc axis. It can be a result of

x103K

7-

6-

10 15

Fig. 1. T--mpiT.ituti- at the div .ixis us a

fund ion of tlie dicing L i im-' for dif-

ferent distances *,-*5 from the up-

per electrode, x ̂ -OfJum, x^O,6mm,

Xy=lmm, x =l,-tmm, xr = l,8::m' arc g.tp

<-l-2mm', current .1--1OA r.m.s.

*103K

7-

6-

10 15 20

I'jy. 2. As in Fig. 1. Current J-luCiA r.ni.s.

different anode and cathode cooling

rate and also different locally metal

vapour density. For arc current 40A

Fig. 1 the arc temperature roughly

follows the current sin-wave. As the
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r.m.s. current value is higher we can

see a flattening of the temperature

transients at the current maximum

(Fig. 1} and for 200A (Fig. 2) a mi-

nimum of the temperature appears at

the current maximum (15 ms). This phe-

nomenon can be caused by the temporal

change of the local p asma lonization

potential which produces a rapid in-

crease of plasma conductivity.

9

7-

6-

10 15 20 ms

Fig. i. As in fig. 1. Current J=2OOA r.m.s.

Metal vapour density

With the use of absolute calibra-

tion for one from two copper lines

15
Ki021m"3

10

Mr,,

0 10 15 20 ms

Fig. 4. Copper atoms density N in the midd-

le of the arc channel as a function

of arcing time t, . Arc gap d=4mm, arc

currents 1-4OA, 2-1OOA, 3-2OOA.

used for the temperature measurements

it was possible to estimate the tem-

poral change of the copper atoms den-

sity. From Fig. 4 and Figs. 1,2,3 we

can notice a reciprocal correlation

between copper atoms density and the

arc temperature. It proves that the

plasma cooling can be due to relati-

vely cool metal vapour injection from

electrodes into the arc channel and

also as a result of the plasma con-

ductivity increase as the effective

ionization potential decreases.

Electrode spots

It is evident that the metal va-

pour coming from electrode spots con-

taminates the arc channel. In a cat-

hode spot composed of many elementary

spots we can roug.ily assume that the

number of acting elementary spots fo-

llows the instantaneous current value

[3], Each of elementary spots produ-

108
A

15

10

5

JO*
m

6

to

U

2

W

3300-

2000

000

0 0 0 ms tk 10

Fig. 5. Boiling radius r . , melting radius

X , power P<-£ supplied to anode spot

from the arc channel, anode spot po-

wer losses Jj_ on evaporation, current

density j at the anode spot bounded

with melting radius as a function of

the arcing time

ces metal vapour on the cathode sur-

face and i t can eject metalic micro-

particles into the arc channel. There

are flying metal vapour sources. We

can presume that the intensity of me-

tal vapour supplying to the arc chan-
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nel follows the instantaneous current.

Anode spot of a quasistationary arc

also can reach the boiling point. It

can be seen from Fig. 5^5] that the

spot boiling area follows the power 1L-

supplied to the arode with a delay

due to the heating process inertia.

From the anode plasma jet analysis

[4] it was found that the metal vapo-

ur transfer has a conical geometry in-

side the anode food. Calculations of

the instantaneous metal vapour distri-

bution in the arc channel is very

complicated because it needs conside-

ration of the anode plasma jet inter-

action with the cathode jet.

Conclusion

It was proved that the short * arc

channel thermodynamics strongly de-

pends on electrode jets existence and

their intercation. The metal vapour

contamination of the arc channel is

very nonadvantageous for the low vol-

tage circuit breakers because it de-

creases the rate of rise of the reco-

very strength and diminishes the In-

sulating ability of the arc chute.
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THE KLECTRIC ARC IN A GAS FLOW

T.S. Melnikova*, V.V. Pickalov**

"institute of Thermophysics, Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk, 630090, USSR **Institute for Pure and Applied Mechanics,

Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, 630090, USSR

The paper studies the temperatu-

re fields of the electric arc plasma,

burning in a gas flow under various

discharge conditions. The measurements

were made by a plasma tomograph which

makes it possible to follow 6 trans-

verse projections I{p,i) of an object

under study simultaneously [I]. In

processing the transverse emission

projection:., the algorithm RICSS2 (Ra-

don Inversion with Cubic Splines Smo-

othing - 2) was used [2]. One of the

features of plasma tomography as com-

pared to medical tomography is the

difficulty in providing for a large

number of transverse projections. The

paper numerically studies the stabi-

lity of the algorithm to experimental

measurement errors and compares it

with some other algorithms of compu-

tational tomography.

The precision characteristics of

the algorithms were studied on a model

which consists of 3 elliptic displa-

ced Gaussians. The precision of image

reconstruction was determined by the

following norm for the deviation of

the exact solution r.(.r,y) from the

restored one c,J.r,u):

A={ ;: [rv,(i,,/)-r (7\.f) I
2 I y, c2(i,j)}'/2

Fig. 1 shows the calculated depen-

dences for the error A of restoring

the model by the algorithms: RICSS2 -

curve 1, RICSS1 - curve 2, SL (Sheep -

Logan) - curve 3, ESI - curve 4, Rl -

curve 5, R2 - curve 6-on the noise

dispersion of the initial projections.

The normal noise was introduced into

the projection values in proportion

to the local value of ]{p,£). The mea-

surements of 12 projections (A'=13) we-

re simulated with the count ff=101 in

each direction. Curves (1-6) were ob-

tained by smoothing the projections

by cubic splines, considering the le-

vel of the measurement error o(p).

Curves (l'-6f) were obtained without

smoothing. One can see that the algo-

rithm RICSS2 yields the highest pre-

cision. Fig. 2 shows the dependence

of the error of restoring the model

by algorithms 1-6 on K for the case

of their noiseless registration (a~0).

One can see from the figure the advan-

tage of the algorithm RTCSS2 over the

algorithms SL and ESI up to K-25 and

over all the other algorithms forallA'.

We studied the electric arc plasma,

burning jn a 90 cm long, 3 cm int. dia.

water-cooled disk channel. The gas

under study was argon at the atmos-

pheric pressure, its flow rate being

0.034-0.25 g/s. The gas was direcred

from the cathode to the anode. The arc

current was 100 A. The temperature

fields were measured over different:

cross sections of the arc, ;: (;' is the

distance from the cathode to the cross

section in question). Fig. 3 shows, as

an example, some of temperature fi-

elds, obtained for different cross

sections of the arc at the argon flow
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rate C=0.175 g/s (the flow in the

channel is laminar). One can see that

near the cathode and at a certain dis-

tance from it (see Fig. 3 a , b), the

temperature maximum is displaced from

the axis of the electric arc chamber,

but turns out to be stationary.

Downstream (see Fig. 3 c) it begins

to move arbitrarily in the channel,

its displacement from the chamber axis

being at first insignificant and the

temperature field almost axisymmetri-

cal. However, with moving from the

cathode (Fig. 3 d), the displacement

increases, the cross section form be-

comes more complicated and changes

considerably in time. Over the cross sec-

tion £=45 cm (Fig. 3 e) one can even

observe the splitting of the tempera-

ture maximum into 2 maxima. The non-

stationary plasma onset was observed

to shift downstream with the increase

in the gas flow rate. Thus, the region

over which the temperature field is

both stationary and axisymmetrical

already exceeds 55 cm at the gas flow

rate G=0.2S g/s.

So in the electric arc plasma the

temperature field can be either sta-

tionary or nonstationary, axisymmetri-

cal or take a rather complicated form,

depending on both the discharge con-

ditions and the location of the cross

section under study.

To compare the temperature fields

obtained, we will introduce the effe-

ctive electric field strength of the

plasma, <-[•;>, which is integral over

the channel cross section. According

to Ohm's law, one may write

•'£'> = // Jo {x,y )dxdy ,
s

where a is the local plasma conducti-

vity which depends on temperature, I

is the current of the arc and 5 is the

area of the channel cross section.

Fig. 4 shows the dependences for <E>

on Z, which have been obtained for

different gas flow rates on the basis

of the temperature fields measured.

The values of a(T) for argon have been

taken from ref. [3]. The light marks

indicate the values of <E> obtained

at different time moments for each

cross section, the dark ones do the

arithmetic mean values of <£> . The
m

diagrams show that during the onset

of the nonstationary plasma <£> be-

gins to substantially vary in time.
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RECOVERY OF AN EXTINGUISHED
ARC DISCHARGE

W.R. Rutgers and A.M. -v-.-d\ Wey

N.V. KEMA, Department of Physical Research
P.O. Box 9035, Arnhera, The Netherlands

Tntroduction

In switchgear the recovery vol-

tage over the circuit breaker can

cause a breakdown through the extin-

guished arc channel (see ref. 1 and

referencies therein). An experiment

was designed to study the temporal

development of the afterglow of a high

current arc discharge. To understand

its dielectric properties information

was gathered about the decay of the

temporaLurc, the decrease in the

charged particle density and the in-

crease in the breakdown strength.

Experiment

High current arc discharges are

struck between circular electrodes

(0 15 cm, width 6 mm). The arc is

forced to move along the electrodes

by a radial magnetic field of 23mTes-

la. Local continuum emission,

measured with a small oDtical probe

with a measuring volume of 1 mm (see

fig. 1), shows Lhe high current arc

to be elliptical with its major axis

perpendicular to the direction of

propagation.

The arc current can be ramped to

zero with a predetermined dl/dt (fig.

2). With a high voltage test pulse

applied at At after current zero

(At = 0,5-5 ms) the dielectric

strength of the afterglow can be

measured. The arc diameter was de-

duced from the continuous emission

profile during the current ramp and

is plotted versus current in fig. 3.

When a current of 3.5 kA is inter-

rupted the diameter decreases from

8 mm to bh mm at current zero. At

the same time the temperature de-

creases from 14500 to 10000 Kelvin

on axis of the discharge.

Temperature decay

After current zero the tempera-

ture fall is calculated from conduc-

tion, convection and expansion accord-

ing to:

1
3t pcpr

3 , 3T\ 3T
^ (K ^ ) - V - "

2R T/M v
c - R/M'r

where K - K + K Kappa is the ther-

mal conductivity containing a classi-

cal (K ) and turbulent (K.) heat con-

duction term. Kfc is assumed to be

proportioned to the velocity of the

hot gas column.

The time evolution of the calcu-

lated temperature profile is shown in

fig. 4 with and without enhanced heat

conduction. From laser interferomet-

ric density measurements (ref. 3) we

know that the diameter of the hot gas

column decreases with time so the ad-

dition of a term to the classical

heat transport is necessary. Also

the measured breakdown strength in

the late afternlow, if Paschen's law

is used to calculate the breakdown

strength, points to a much faster tem-

perature decay than calculated with

classical heat conduction only.
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Ion density decay

The tcmnerature decay is so fast

that Lho afterglow is out of thermo-

dynamic equilibrium. Ion densities

were measured as a function of the

time with a negatively biased probe

(see rof. '} for description) . From

the shape of the ion density decay

curve recombination coefficients

could be determined for the hot gas

column. Post arc conductivity is

high as long as the ion density is

above 2.10 m . Recombination can

be enhanced by using air or carbon

dioxide; instead of nitrogen.

Dielectric properties of the after-

glow

Dielectric breakdown is observed

in the extinguished arc channel when

t.hc charged particle density is re-

duced below 10 m . The time to

reach the dielectric regime depends

on gas pressure, on the type of gas

because of the differences in recom-

bination processes (see fig. 5 and

ref. 2) and for low gas pressure on

dl/dt.

With the imnuls generator used

as a test current source, the resis-

tance of tho column was measured in

the early afterglow. The resistance

increases with time to 0,5 kfJ at low

pressure and to 10 kil at high pressure.

In the shaded area in fig. 5 breakdown

is preceded by a nre-breakdown current

of several ampere.

Conclus ions

Recovery of an extinguished arc

discharge starts with a resistive

phase in which the charged particle

concentration is high. The duration

of this period depends primarily on

the recombination coefficient of the

gas used but also on the gas pressure

and dl/dt. Later the hot gas column

behaves as a voltage-dependent resis-

tor and finally as a dielectric gas.
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inside

j-glass-fiber

Fig• 1 Continuum emission (arb.
scale) measured with a small optical
probe. I = 3.5 kA; 100 kPa air.

/ . ' 400C

' / i m s - -

classical tieat transport ^ - . ^ ^ s

5 i i 2 0 I 2 .S

Fig. 4 Calculated temperature nro-
file of the hot yas column for dif-
ferent times after current zero.
RHS : calculation with classical
heat conduction and convection.
LHS : enhanced heat conduction.

A Discharge current
B Light pulse used to trigger the

current ramp
C Vol.taqc from imnuls generator to

tost the dielectric strength of
tho extinguished arc channel

100 kPo N

Q 1 ? 3 4
Currenl(kA)

JJjj - 3 Arc di amotei: when the; current
is forrcd to /<-ro at a ra te of dT/dt =
'7 /

E

g 3

=S 2

Dielectric breakdown

High

conductivity
Low

H ; 15A/pS

Air; 3.5A//JS

1 3 4 5
Pressure (*100kPa)

Fig. 5 Recovery starts with a re-
sistive hot qas with a hiah concen-
tration of charaed particles. When
this density is belov; 10 m tho
column behaves like on insulator.
In between (the shaded area) a pro-
breakdown current of several jmporo
is observed before a comtilot.e vol-
tage collapse occurs.
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EXTINCTION OF LOW-CURRENT VACUUM AHC:;

R . P . P . Smeet i i and F..S.1I. S.-huli .un

E i n d h o v e n U n i v e r s i t y o f T e c h n o ) t x j y
P . O . Box 5 1 3 , StiOO MB E i n d h o w n , (In? N i ' t b e r ] finds

Introduction

In the application of vacuum arcs in

vacuum breakers, arc stability at lowcurren*

is an important quantity. An instablo dis-

charge will lead to "current chopping", prior

to the natural zero of a power circuit ^itif.

Current chopping can be directly related to

the function of d.c. arc lifetime vs. arc

current for a given circuit and electrode

material [l]. D.c. arc lifetime in turn,

seems to be determined by a current insta-

bility-behaviour, hfere under study.

Experimental setup.

The experimental circuit is shown in

fig. 1. All parts of the circuit (except the

72 V d.c. storage battery) where built in a

coaxial arrangement. Circuit capacitance i:.

approx. 400 pF, inductance 6 |iH. Currents

were monitored with a HF current transformer

or with a coaxial shunt. Recording was don"

with two 75 MHz storage oscilloscopes, atvi

with a computer-coupled digital recorder.

The vacuum inside the breaker was mnintai:i>"I

at better than 5.10 torr by an ion M'eiler

pump. The 30 ram 0 electrodes -.'en: of OFIK"

copper. Prior to mounting, contact r; w r f

thoroughly cleaned. The breaker war. bakn!

out for 12 hours at- 400 C. Brforo moasur i nu,

a 500 C charge transfer by the ore onruiri'd

further cleaning. Contact separation w.v;

MB

*-ichi«*vr-n by an o p e n i n g mccJirinirinj wi fh > m/y

oponinq c>pp(iii an'3 l» mm f i n a l c\\ r.t n n c c .

Ana lyr, i s nf a r c c u r r t m t shov/r. a cnnM n-

uous 'Uiccossi on of t• rfinsu>nr c u r r e n t

roducf Ions t o l>t* Cd 1 led i u n t a b i 1 it:i t*s (i i y . -1).

Th. •:•;(» inr-.tabi 1 i i i o s , commonly oa] l ed " a r c

noi rto" , ,UL' ctJiKii dorr"! rof^prvnsi bJ e for a t >

fjxt i.nct i on . I t is obst-'rvr-d t h a t a vas t

ma-jori fy of tin-;-.'; i n s t a b i • if i e s han •>

•: -h.irac J cr i r. t. i c shape , ajiai't from .i'.v.-oinpciny-

i nn , <• i r<'u i I. -dot i -rmined IIV O'-JCI t J jf-1 orr; [ *'] .

I (A)

' I ' w i • : - u ' • -i • • ) i r i ' f i ' b "!•-! ] s t i j c d i M : o r n a b ] • ' i n ^ n -

- i n c j ! < ' nf -;h-!i .:ui i n s t a b i l i t y :

1) W i t h i n : ' . ) 0 - ^ ; i O nr; a c u r r e n t d e < - a y ( d ' - p t

' I ) i:-. i>:hi.••„'(.•.! l i H / a t - l o ' - H I 8 A / ' O

• l i v | : i ; M •!••• ( . ) ' • ; f i r : i i j » f n - l i i o ' l v r - ' . i . i .

. i r r o 1 ; : l i t e b r ^ a b - r g r r T i t l y i • ' X C ' l i ^ l i l l ' l T i n 1

f ' i ' . ' i l i 1 K I V - , 1 t , | < I i - .

; ' ) K r » v . - , . j y r , j ' i h i " ' c u r r e n t i s . i t l . i i i n \ i a s a

t f ' : ; i i l t •: a t • • •. t i.) 1 ' ' • i i c i n s V a n t a r c V H H . I ' I

<">! . ' ' i V. ' 1 ' l l i - : " / • r n V P l " . ' i '-, f n ' i f ' l "
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. i i . - u i \ - i !• • I > • ; 1 1 1 n e d b y t h e j a r a n i e t e r r a t i o

I J \ < t i (•! , ; h e r e ) [ l ] .

I I . . . 1 r 1 1 : •; . ' • ! . . , , H , , t , . , u n p l r - t e d , b e c a u s e a

! . . . ! i i . i ..! i ' i c . i r i i n t d r a s t i c a l l y i n c r o - T s e s

I h e p r . ' l ir : 1 i I y l o r a n e w i n s t a b i l i t y . T h i - .

i s i l ! i I : I ' . - - . ! b y f i g . \ . w h e r e t h e r e s u l t s

i r . c , ) " / e n o ! " . i n u m e r i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f t h e

i v i ' t ; i . i u r < - ; > e r i i i n n t i m e o ( , t l r . s t a i d l i t i e b

d e e p e r i l i . i n d v . ( a s d . . f i n e d b y d - A I / I x 1 O U I.)

v s . a t e . . i i r r i ' i i f . B e b j w 1 8 A i n s t a b i ! i t i o s

i c c u n i u b i t e t o o s e v e r e l y , a b o v e 30 A l a r g e

m s t . i b i 1 i t i e s b e c o m e t o o r a r e f o r r e l i a b l e

r e s u l t s . H u n d r e d s o f . i r e s w e r e r e c o r d e d [ i ] .

A l s o g i v e n i s t h e a v e r a g e d . c . a r c l i f e t i m e

i v s . ,uf c u r r e n t - . O w i n g t o t h e ip ( l j

-:i i " * i f • ' / M ' r i ; . r ; f '^ i >i I i f •/ i •";

a • . u , i w . . i i . l i f o t l m f w i t h I t s i n . v c i i r . i c " / . T h o

u v . . ! . • I I V . M I .c> r u n c t i o n u f nrc c u r r e n t I .

likely to occur in the recovery phase of the

previous one. This ultimately leads to arc

extinction in a stepwise manner. Fag. 4 shows

jii cxainj.le o: arc extinction a^ a result of:

several instabilities with depth A I ' I . It

inn;.t, be marked that: extinction can also bo

t tie result ''-f only one or two instabi li. ties.

Tin' ; ict tint I he average lifetime at I < 30 A

is much smaller than the renetition time of

" 1 a i j e " i ri.r; t a b i 1 i t i e ^ , ^ r« r i r.l .or ' . j I--:; t l i e v j : . i t l

o l . r . e r v a t i o n o f t h o r . t f . p w i GO e x t i n c t i o n <li"-,-

c r i t v n l . F u r l h e r i t . i n t h o u g h t t h a t t h e ] « w . > ;

i a w r e l . i t - i i m l i f e t i n i e t o a r r c i r i vi\'

I T — '« I [ ' ! ]> i'i b a - . e d o n I l i e ^ ) ( I ) r o l . i t i o n -

r.h i u o f f i g . ' .

Tn o r ' j e f Lo t : h e c k v - ' h e l h e r . in a r ; ' c n i e x t i n -

g u i s h b y a n a c c u m u l a t i o n o f i n ; t -ii i 1 i t i o..; (."ri

a p v i r e V y s t a t i :;t i c . i 1 b a s i ' ; , a ; :cini - e m p i r i <-a \

m o d e l ir-, c o n s t r u c t r J . H e r e i n , t h< ; i n c l j a b i ] i -

t y u f a n i n s t a b i l i t y i LI d e t e r m i n e d b y . i c t u . i l

c u r r i ' - i l e x c l u s i v e l y . B a s e d o n t h e d a t a o f

f i g . 3 a n e x p r e s s i o n ' ' ( r ^ l ) i s d e r i v e d t h a t

f i t s ! | , e n-.e. r d d a t a :

I n " ( I , d ) - - . . X | i [ O . : ' . 7 T t O . r a - e x r . ( U . 2 ' j - t l . ' J ' . ^ d ) ]

( I i n A , •• i n n.-, ; d - ' . , I S , . . . , ' ) r . ) .

[ ' " ' ( T , d ) ] i s i n t e r p r e t e d a s f h e a v e r a q e

n u m b e r o f i n s t a b i 1 i t i r s p o r : i s l e a d i n g t o .i

c u r r e n t r e d u c t i o n AT a c c o r d i n g t o d-'.> •

10 i , M / T '-<l<r[>. W i t h t h e u r , o o f t h i r , , a M o n t i -

C a r l o l i k e c o m p u t e r p r o g r a m .io c o u l d g e n e r a t e

a r t i f i c i a l a r c s w i t h t h e s a m e d i s t r i b u t i o n

o f i n r . t r t b i ! i t i 0 5 a s e x p e r i m e r . ' a l l y

d e t e r m i n e d [ r j ] .

Tn t h e r a n g e lr> n i l : .! "i A l i f e t i m e s w e r e

c a l c u l a t e d a n d a v e r a g e d o v e r 1UO a r c s p e r

c u r r e n t v a l u e . T h e r e s u l t s a r e p l o t t e d i n

f i g . 5 , c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e s d e n o t e d b y t r i -

a n g l e s , m e a s u r e d o n e s b y s q u a r e s . C ' i r i e n t ;

h i g h e r t h a n 21, A c o u l d n o t b " t / e i r e . i w i i : , i : i

a c c e p t a b l e c a l c u l a t i o n ! i me l i m i t s . I-. ! •.•:

15 A <m e x t r a p o l a t i o n t o o f a r a w a y t : :n t : , .

m e a s u r e d r a n g e o f " ' , s h o u l d b o m . i d e . l ; " '

a g r e e m e n t b e t w f ^ e n m e a s u n . i d a n d c i l c u l ( ' . • 1

v a l v i e s i s . s a t i s f a c t o r i I ' / ar. l o r o i . i . r :

m a g n i t u d e . Tlie m o d e ] < i l s a s h ; W1 J t ! i s" • r •.

f)0 7. ( I S A ) t o ::•"/• l l ' l . 'O of t i ' .e , , . , - ;
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DLW.RTUNES FROM STOECHIOMETRIC EQUILIBRIUM DENSITIES IN A SI", ARC PLASMA
b

S. Vacquie and II. Kafrouni

Centre de Physique Atomique, Laboratoire As'oOcie au CMPS n ?/',
Universite Paul Sabatier, 118 route de Narbonne, 3106? TOULOUSE CEDEX, Ft-.ir

The study of SF, arc plasmas requires

the determination of the number densities of

the various iperies. It is possible to compu-

te the composition of the plasma as a func-

tion of temperature, with the assumption of

LTE and a stoechiometric ratio M of fluorine

to sulfur particles equal to six. Unfortuna-

tely demising effects occur, owing to diffu-

sion phenomena since ionization potentials of

fluorine and sulfur are different /I/. A pre-

vious study had shown that ; to a first ap-

proximation, di.snixing could be respected for

temperatures f"low 11 700 K /2/, the discre-

pancy between Uie experimental values and

those ol'tiiini-Ti ;iv-,uming I.TE was low. Our aim

ho re \\ to proceed in this study by using

other diagnosis methods, independent of demi-

xing effects.

Experimental set-jjp

It is described in detail in reference

HI. The wall stabilized arc with 5 mm diame-

ter is operated at atmospheric pressure. The

tungstene elei. trodes have a central hole to

allow end-on interferometic measurements. The

spectroscopic studies use side-on measure-

ments. In the latter case the electrodes are

protected by an argon stream. The flow rate

of SFg which is injected in the central part

of the chamber is about 2 1/mn in order to

prevent argon from reaching the observation

zone. The local values are obtained using

Abel's transform and calibrated with a tungs-

ten ribbon lamp.

Tempera tur--

The temperature has been determined

using Schul z-Gulde' s method which take1, do-

mixing effect into account 13/. Thir, mi (hod

is based on absolute intensity measurements

of one line of S and one line of S1. '»><-• rwve

rised ,\r = 469.5 nm triplet and >,+ - 545.4

nm line. The results are matched with those

obtained by the Boltzmann's diagram method

using 10 lines of ionized sulfur I'll. . '..-. ;

shows that the values determined on the dis-

charge axis by both methods are in good

agreement.

ParticJe d_ensi_t_i_es

The particle densities are determined

with the assumption of LTE, using the tempe-

rature values obtained with the method of

Schulz-Gulde. Neutral and ionized sulfur

densities n<. and n<- + are derived from

Boltzmann's law applied to the density of

emitting excited atoms corresponding to \<-

and }<.+ lines. Neutral fluorine density n^

is calculated from Dal ton's law for P = 1

atm. Electron density n is obtained from

Sana's law applied to S and S+. The number

density of fluorine negative ions np- is ob-

tained from Saha's law applied to F and F .

Determination of electron density

Using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer,

electron density has beer, determined on the

axis with good accuracy, for several dis-

charge currents /2/. The electron density

has also been determined from the recombina-

tion continuum of S ion. The latter method

has a good accuracy in the temperature ran-

ge where the density of F+ ions is negligi-

ble /4/. The measurements were carried out
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•jet i iKj-i i r;li«-cl by two or more subsequent reflects the shift to higher frequency of the

in>' iIiilitLoK. It is interesting to estimate arc voltage noise at decreasing current". This

trc:a t ho ' 'Xprt-sr, i o n f o r 1 1 I , d | t h e a v e r a g e

r*jpt't i t i on tim»> o f i n s t a b i l i t i e s , i r r e s p e c -

t i i f r ( i h n i r d e p t h . T h e r e t o r e we d e f i n e

1.1 - 1 - 1
T i n = I r [•• ( i , j ) ] !

]••/ s u b s t i t u t i o n o f 1 0 j - 5 f o r d i n 0 ( 1 , U ) .

i<;<- 1 i f < - t i t w I rot*'

f ' i r i ' - t I'm o f * r c <
-.i (D )

I'ifi. ' shows tliis integrated average

ins t ab i l i t y repet i t ion time (IAIRT) T(I) as

<\ function of I . This T(I) dependency

10,1

V j

11 A)

?0

r . i l . u l . i t •! n i t . - f K . i t ' - J i n n f . i l v i l i l y r ' > p t * t i L i n n t i m e T

I n i h r i:. i u r c i r u ' i - n n t r o r j i o n ( s o l i d ) a n f i e x t r a -

[ . • » [ . ( t i - l t i u t t r > . j ) a r , ,-\ f u r i C t I n n o f a r e c u r r e n t t .

ftl.-i i i J j . i t - ' . l f i r i . ' U n v i - r ^ f ) v o l i i i q r ; n o i s e r . p o c t r u m

;•• iV. . i . . i t . i [ n " i l b y M , i / , n t W ( A l

is because each current dip is associated

with a voltage peak across the breaker

[3,6,7], Comparing our results with a voltage

freguency spectrum study by Nazarov et al. [7]

shows reasonable agreement between the in-

verse of their spectrum peak frecjuencies

(denoted by triangles) and our model results.

Cnnd iisions

Copper vacuum arc extinction in a mainly

ohmic circuit seems to be the result of an

accumulation of typical instabilities in arc

current. The distribution of these instabili-

ties allows a statistical estimation of arc

lifetime in a limited current range. From

this distribution an average repetition time

T(l) for a sudden faltering of arc current

can be derived. The ratio of this time to

the cathode crater formation time can be

interpreted as a measure for the cathode

spot emission efficiency. As the IAIRT at

20 A (10 (.is! is iruch higher than reported

values of crater formation time [B], we can

conclude that faltering of arc current-

occurs only "seldom" in the pseu.In-

continuous cathode crater extinction ;md

formation at 20 A.

1 . S i r i ' i f t -; H . P . I . , 1 < H ' , r f>

.- . M . ? » K ' i H . T . H . r i ' 1 4 , • m ; . \ .

PurcM .

!. Mrtrtoi jn p. A.M. , 1 '.'114,
[in Dutch).

-1. rohi no J .1). -in:J F . i r n l 1

lilnlhl tshe.i M-nor'

' . . S c h j l p n n f . J . H . , I'.1?'/;, IJr .puM l •;! .
(in Dut.-h) .

1 . ("•!>>•:. ) I ,

F a r r . i l l f l .A . ."". AppI . r\.y

r n v S . H . , R
I r i t - H y m p .

•!. j Q t . t n o r P . , 1 >79, ^ IF : P r e p i i i . f 7r>--).
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for \ = 450 nm.

Determination of F" ion density

For A < 364.P nm the continuum is a

sum of S + ion recombination continuum and of

F ion attachment continuum since, in our

temperature range, the contribution of S

and F+ ions is negligible /5/. In this wave-

length domain we have calculated the recombi-

nation continuum of S +, using the theoretical

values of Bibermann's factor ^(A) proposed

by Hofsaess /6/. By substracting, we have

thus determined the emissivity r ..(A,T) of
a t x

attachment continuum of F . Density np- is

given by :

V -
B(*,T) being Planck's function. For the cal-

culation of nr- we have used the cross-sec-

tion values experimentally determined by

Mandl pi.

Discussion

.•••/.J. .' gives the LTE densities of the

various species for a constant ratio of fluo-

rine to sulfur (M = 6). On the sane figure

we have shovn the densities of the same spe-

cies as determined with Schulz-Gulde's me-

thod which does not require this constant va-

lue of M, These values are in good agreement

with those determined by laser interferome-

try and those obtained from the recombina-

tion continuum for n . They are also in good

agreement with the values of n_- determined

with the attachment continuum at A = 320 nm.

It is to be noted that :

- there is an appreciable divergence between

tho experimental values of n and n,-- and

the computed LTE values with M = 6.

- the densities of ionized and neutral sul-

fur experimentally determined are lower

than those computed with the assumption of

LTE and with M = 6.

This indicates that the value of ratio M is

different from 6 and that the axis of the

discharge is under populated in sulfur.

Fill. * shows the emissivity radial pro-

file of line A = 469.5 nra for several cur-

rent intensities. FIT. <1 gives the same va-

lues of emissivity of this line as a func-

tion of temperature. The experimental values

show a maximum between 10 000 and 11 000 K

whereas the theoretical maximum obtained

with the assumption of LTE and with M = 6 is

at 12 000 K. In addition, the theoretical

value of emissivity is notably higher than

the experimental value.

These results can only be interpreted

as a consequence of demixing effect which

cannot be neglected in our experimental con-

ditions.
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T (10 K)
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F i j j u r e J : Temperature measured along d is -

charge axis versus arc cu r ren t .
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FIGURE 3 : Emissivity radial profile of line
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THIS DYNAMIC POSITIVE ION SHEATH IN A POST-ARC PLASMA IN VACUUM

Z.Zalucki

The Technical University of Poznari
Department of Electrical Engineering

60 - 965 Poznan, Poland

1. Introduction

In the attempt to describe the re-

covery of dielectric strength after

current interruption in vacuum,many

physical processes have been distin-

guished which can contribute to arc

reignition [1]. In the given condi-

tions, resulting from the state of the

plasma and electrodes as weel as from

the amount of applied voltage,only

some of them can develop with the in-

tensity necossary to start an avalan-

che groi/th of the charge in the sap

volume. In this situation,it is ad-

visable to characterize quantitati-

vely selected proceses as basis to

define their rolo in the breakdown

development.

Tho estimation of the effect of

the residual charge,present in the

spaoo discharge after arc extinction

in vacuum,on post-arc phenomena re-

quires characterization of the space

positive charge sheath and of quanti-

ties connected with it. In this paper

tho quantitative analisis of the fol-

lowing was performed: of sheath thio-

kness,of field strength at the catho-

de and of ion dose as a function of

time after the application of high

voltago to the electrodes immersed in

tho low pressure plasma.

2. Dynamic processes in the space

charge sheath

Tho process of the sheath growth,

in a low pressure post—arc plasma in

a vacuum,will be characterized on the

basis of equation (1i , connecting

sheath thickness w(t) with the ap-

plied voltage u It) and with the pa

rameters of the plasma [2,3]

where:
2zeup(t)

(2)

n. and v. are the ion density and the

average velocity of ions in the plas-

ma at the sheath edge,respectivoly,

z is the avorage lonicity,t Hs -

titne after voltage applicatio <=i .-.._ '.

m^ are tho elementary charge a*. ~iv

ion mass, respectively.

Equation ( 1) describes correctly the

sheath for the following principal

simplifying assumptions:

- increase in energy of ions,during

their flow across the sheath is
_ o

much larger than miy^ /2,i.e.Aa> 1,

—ions in the plasma are monoenergetic,

—ion density in the plasma is const.

For A a 10 shoath thickness can be

calculated /with the accuracy not

smaller than 6'?o/ from the equation

|

The shoath growth is described

quantitatively for tho rectangular

recovory voltage U . Fig.1 shows the

dependence of sheath thickness w (t) on

the tine t after voltage application,

for different densities and ion velo-

cities /the upper limit v, corresponds

to the measured average velocity of

ions in the vacuum arc on Cu/.

Dynamic sheath growth,for tho given
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Fig.2.Tho oloctric fiold E at the

10' 10" 10" s
Fig. 1 .The shoatli thiclcness w t as a

function of time t after applied unit

function voltago U =1 x10 fV for Cu+.

parameters of the plasma,can be also

characterized by determining the time

which passes from the moment of rec-

tangular voltage application to rea-

ching by tho sheath tho thiclcness of

lc -W .vhero k < 1 and W is the thick-
w c w c

ness of the static sheath

cathode as a function of time t after

applied U = 1 x 10 V

when the approximated inequality is

satisfied

(8)

W,. 2 /_ia.//be !ii+3uPf
3 V zen, \V m, v, p '

ws " 1 Vzen,

15)

(6)

This time is longer for higher U and

smaller valuos n. and v..

Tlie electric field B , produced at

the cathode,is a quantity of great

importance in the post-arc processes

(71

Tho E fiold is higher for greater

values of n^v^

tion of a field,exceeding the criti-

cal value i5 , at tho eivon ratio

dw/dt/v, and for condition(2) occurs,

n.v iU^ jdaL
P 2N/22em,(1»ks)

Tlio avorago /macroscopic/bi'ealcdown

fiold E, of short post-arc gaps,for

the time greater than the time of full

recovery strength [ i ,^J , i s of the order

of 10 V/in. In tho case of copper elec-

trodes ,separated at the length of

about 1iran,tha measured E. amounts on

an avorago to 1.6 x 10 V/m[4j. The gene-

ration of field 15 » 1.6x 1 o\/ia, whon

h , ° h
v. = 1 HO m/s and U - \ x 10 V, follows

for n±> 3.1 x 10 m~J and 5.6 x 10 m~J

for k = 1 and 0.1 , respectively.

Figs 2 and 3 show a wide quantitative

characteristic of field E as a func-
c

tion of tho time t. From the inserted

diagrams,it is easy to define the
valuos n,,v. and U ,at which E is

i x p c
groator than tho soloctod critical

value.

The number of ions IJ., /ion dose
-2

in m /,bombarding tho cathode sur-
and z. The genera- face as a function of time after ap-

plying tho recovery voltago U , is

also an important quantity,oharacto-

rizing the post-arc processes
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1 2 3 4x10AV

Fig.3.Dependence of J5 on applied

voltaco U for Cu+.Tlie solid linos:

for tho static sheath.Tho dashod

'. for 1x10 s after applied

voltaco.
18-1 U

1;5 - n^ixiO m , v.=1x10 m/--

2;6 - n.=lx1O2Om~3, v.=1xio\r

3;7 -

c
linos :

.ri

- n =1

18 11 m J

, V^^zrixiO^Kl/s,

(tl)SN,, (91

Fic.'t shows tho results of cal-

culations lf-ic a o a function of timo

for clifforont n. and v. . N. =n v t
X X XV X 1

is insortod as well,in order to do-

torjnino tho participation of this

component in N.j . On coi;iparing tho

courses of N and N. ftho diminish-
participation of N. in the total

quantity of ions , togethoi' with tho

incroaso in time,bocomos evident.

Tlio significanoo of H,. results

from the criterion of broalcdown,de-

termining tho minimum ion doso which

at tho given yields of surface pheno-

mena, connected with •bombardment of the

cathodo by energetic ions,leads to the

development of discharco[5J. N.fc cha-

racterizes also the conditions of ion

collection from the post-arc cap as a

function of time.

10
WOs

Fig.'t.DepQndoncG of N and N on
Xli XV

time t. /copor electrodes,roverse

polarity in post-arc period/. Tho

solid Hues: U =1x10 V; the dashed

lines: Up='uicJ V. Tlio lines A.B.C and
D represent K. :

XV
(A)-

)_ n =1x1O i8
nr3

1 O _ T
^m J

vi=1x1O
4m/s;

and

i ^ , i / ;

( O - n i=1x1O i8m"3, vi=1x1O3m/s;

ID)- n . = 1x10 1 V 3 , v^1x1O4m/s.
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AN APPROXIMATE RADIATION TRANSFER MODEL FOR HIGH

PRESSURE ARCS

J.Fr. Zhang and M.T.C. Fang

Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics
University of Liverpool, UK

'">'• inpioximate radiation transfer model

is proposed and is used to study the behaviour

of a I '.(.. nitrogen arc burning in the region

near (iu.v stagnation point. The relative im-

portance of radiation, convection and thermal

ronducticjn is investigated. The prediction is

in quod agreement with experiment.

Introduction

The physical processes inside the high

pressure nrc". have been investigatPd quite

intensively (e.q. i, 2, 3) in recent years.

The importance of radiation as an energy

transport mechanism for temperature above

approxirraff'ly 12,000 K is recognised by the

detailed radiation transport calculation for

wall sidDiiued arcs (6, 3, 7) and by the energy

balance calculation using experimental data

for arcs in gas flow ( I , 3). It is therefore

necessary to give a statisfactory account of

radiation transport if reasonable prediction

on arc behaviour is to be made.

In this paper, an approximate radiation

transfer model is proposed. By using this

simplified radiation model, D.C. nitrogen arcs

burning near the flow stagnation point (also

known as the self-similar arc) is investigated.

The relative importance of various physical

processes is studied and the D.C. electrical

field-current characteristics and their

dependence on pressure are given.

The Approximate Radiation Transfer Model

It has been shown by Lowke (5) that

/or wall-stabilized arcs a large part of the

temperature profile can be predicted satis-

factorily if the net emission coefficient, de-

rived from an isothermal temperature distri-

bution at a fixed radius, is used. However

this approach underestimates the radiation

absorption in the outer region of the arc

where absorption exceeds emission (Fig I).

The rapid re< ombination of charged species

and atoms in the region (R. < r < R_)

is responsible for the strong absorption of the

emitted energy from the arc central region

(r < R,), thus rendering a negative radiative

balance. As a result of this, the net radiation

Fig. 1 Schematic temperature and

radiative balance profiles,

loss in terms of power input per unit arc

length usually does not exceed 15%, although

the radiation is the dominant mechanism for

energy transport in the arc centre ( I , 2, 3).

The present approximate radiation trans-

fer model is based on the detailed radiation

transport calculation of (4) and on the results

of (1, 3), and it consists of:

(i) For temperature T > T

where a is a constant less than I, the net

radiation loss per unit volume and time, u

(radiative balance), is

u = u (T, P, R),

where P is pressure, R is a "radiation radius"

defined as the radius corresponding to the
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4,1300 °K isotherm. For wall-stabilized arcs,

R is taken approximately as the tube radius

because of the steep temperature gradient

near the wall. For the atmospheric pressure

nitrogen arcs, the results of Ernst et. al (2)

suggest the relationship:

u (T, R, I atm) = A (T) + BO)
R

C(T)
R2

For pressures other than atmospheric,

we use

u (T, R, P) = D (T) P u (T, R, ! atm)

where the coefficient D (T) is derived from

(4).

(ii) The reabsorption layer

(R, < r < R2, Fig. 1).

In this layer, the radiative balance u is
negative indicating that absorption exceeds
emission. A careful examination of the
experimental and theoretical results suggests
the u - r relation as that shown in Fig. I
with R1 corresponding to 0.5 T . The starting
temperature of the absorption layer depends
on the axis temperature and it has been found
that a - 0.83 gives satisfactory results when
compared with experiments. About B0% of
the radiation energy in the region r < R. is
absorbed in this layer, thus giving the con-
dition for determining (J . as shown in

min

Fig. I.

(iii) For temperatures below T_ = 4,000

°K, u = O.

The Governing Equations and Numerical Method

The thermodynamic quantities for a seff-

similar arc are functions of radius only

although the axial velocity is w (r, z, t) =

z f (r, t), where f is the radial profile (6).

Thus the governing equations are:

mass: £ • 4 SiM. + J f = 0fit

momentum: If
r dr (r,

energy:
e h ah la k ah

ohm's law: 1 = 2 J 6 Ercir

where v is the radial velocity and other

notations have their conventional meanings.

The subscript <*> denotes the region far away

from the arc and V\t,/z is specified. The

implicit finite difference scheme of Patankar

(8) is used for the numerical solution of the

governing equations. To obtain accurate

solution for the reabsorption layer, a non uni-

form grid system with grid size determined

by a temperature difference of 500 K

between two neighbouring points is used. The

thermal transport properties are obtained from

Yos (9).

Results and Discussions
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Fig. 2 & Experiments

The calculated temperature profiles,

together with the experimental results of (J)

are shown in Fig. 2 and the radially integrated

energy balance is presented in Fig. 3.

A large part of the tempei aujre profile

at high currents is rather flat as the power

input is almost entirely balanced by the

radiation (Fig. 3). In the reabsorption layer

a steep temperature gradient is required for

the achievement of energy balance, mainly
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between radiation and convection. It has

been found that this layer is critical in

correctly predicting the axis temperature

and the radial size of the arc. The neglect

of this layer leads to an axis temperature

in excess of 30,000 °K and a more con-

stricted arc for I = 1900 A (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 (I) power input, (2) radiation,

(3) convection, (4) conduction.

The D.C. E-\ characteristics are shown

in Fig. 4. Within a pressure range of 1 to

23 atm. and a current range of 80A to 1.9

KA, the electric field is weakly dependent

on I but proportional to square root of P as

E = 5.B9 ,/p7l l / 16 (V/m)

where the units of P and I are atm. and

ampere respectively.
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THE R.F . DISCHARGE OF PURE HYDROGEN PLASMA

Ching-Wen Z.hu

Institute of mechanics, Academia Sinica

Beijing, China

The absence of electrodes makes the

R.F. arc suitable for a variety of scien-

tific and engineering applications. The

advantages are, for instance, production

of clean plasma, no life limitation due

to electrode erosin, reduced heat conduc-

tion losses, unobstructed cross section

etc. It is very interesting to have hydro-

gen plasma, because its high enthalpy,

uniform temperature in arc region, large

discharge region, suitable for reducing

refractory metals, as well as for study-

ing transport properties of hydrogen plasm

ma. It is known that only Thorpe (1) had

studied the R.F. discharge of pure hydro-

gen plasma- Sinee thermal conductivity

and enthlapy of hydrogen are very high,

it is very difficult to sustain stable

discharge. This paper studied the dis-

charge characterst phenomena of pure hy-

drogen plasma and the problem how to car-

ry out its stable discharge technically.

The characters of pure hydrogen plasma

*. The governing equations

(IJ

f (2)

P = «• t 2
 l 3 )

V M 7 T + P-R= $CP(DT/Dt) (4)

One have assumed:

a) The column of discharge is infi-

nite long and axisymmetry, H only has

axial component H,= f(r),it has uniform

temperature and conductivity G" = 0^

throughout in discharge region.

b) E only has circumference compo-

nent Er = f(r).

c) It is in local thermal equilib-

rium (LTE).

d) In the outer discharge region,

the velocity of gas is small.

The channed model has been adopted,

the arc region is divided in tWOconcen-

tric zones, the central region (OSTiTo.)

is discharge zone, the outer region

(ia.Sr-ro) is thermal lost zone, the boun-

dary conditions is: r=0, H,= H(0); r=rQ

H J = Ha, S = = r0 , S = 0,

where, r, is the discharge radial, rc is

the radial of discharge tube, \is the

thermal conductivity. As in the common

arc, the heat generated by current dis-

sipation is balanced in the steady state

by heat losses due to conduction, convec-

tion and radiation. The heat balance

equation is:

P(T, rft) = Q(T, ra) (5)

Where, P is the Ohmic heating, Q is

the gross heat 106s ( contains conduction

covection, radiation and heat carried

away with plasma etc ).

The following equations can be

deduced from above equations.

Q, = i (T.) rri P = a (TO

R = i62JtTLT*
p =2t/

(9)

B»
4BucE£)

Where, KT^) - the plasma enthalpy,

itip- the plasma flow, m - the total gas

flow, lc- the peak magnitude of coil

current, n - the number of coil turns

per unit length, £, - the gas ernissivity,
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B - Stefan - Boltaraann constant, S(T)=V\Ar,
x=V(?\iC(i)t u - the velocity of gas, ct^-

roote of the equation J0(«ir«.)Y (Mro) -

Jofar,,)* (°<ra) = 0, J.and Y, - the Beasel

and Neumann functions of zero order.

2. Calculation of plasma discharge

characteristics

The discharge radius rft, discharge

characteristics (Fig. 1) and minimum sus-

taining plate power (MSP) can be computed

with equations (6) ~ (11). The operating

point will be determined by intersection

point of discharge and power-supply cha-

racteristics.

3. The plasma resistance

For optimum power transfer, the pla-

sma resistance must be calculated for

matching. From equation (11), one can

obtain:

Where Q=AF/ra . From the P=}bl?$'e

and above equation, one can obtain:

§c= (ra/rc)
2Q L.to (1?)

Where, §̂  - the plasma reflecting

part of coil resistance, Lo = u.n? 71 fc
1 From

above equations, the plasma resistance

can be computed for matching.

k. The thermal pinch effect

Since hydrogen has high thermal con-

ductivity and high enthalpy, the degree

of ionization for a hydrogen plasma is

extremely small for the same power as com-

pared with other gases. The discharge ra-

dius of hydrogen plasma ie extremely

small for the same degree of ionization

than other gases.

5. The thermal overheating of dis-

charge tube

The critical temperature of quartz

tube demage is about 1200°c, 'its limiting

transportable power Pj is about 85W/cm.

Under MSP condition, it needs to trans-

port power 836W/cm in this computation,

so special coiled means should be adopted.

6. The magnetic pressure

It needs recirculating flow in an

induction column for stable discharge, it

can be achieved by swirling the gases at

the inlet of discharge tube and by "mag-

netic pumping", but in the our case, the

magnetic pressure i6 the principal factor

for sustaining the stable discharge of

plasma.

Experroental set and test

From above analysis, the hydrogen

plasma has the following characters: a)

strong thermal pinch effect, b) very lar-

ge thermal load on discharge tube wall,

c) very large power for sustaining stable

discharge, d) the magnetic pressure is

principal factor for sustaining stable

discharge, e) low coupling efficiency,

f) large arc reeistivity. It must base

on the characters of discharge to choose

the experimental set and test.

We have chosen oscillator power

100KW and its frequency about 4MH . The

Colpitts circuit was chosen as shown in

Fig. 2, its advantage is that the phase

reversal is exactly 180. Parasitic osci-

llationt, caused by stray-lead induc-

tance resonating with the vlve interelec-

trode capacitances, are lest; likely to

occur in this circuit. The circuit also

eliminate the arc extingushment owing

to ground connection.

The choice of R.F. torch size is

very important to sustain the stable dis-

charge of plasma and to improve coupling

efficiency. The construction of plasma

torch is as Fig. 3, the cooled trunk con-

sists of two half cylinder insulated be-

tween it for prevent magnetic shield, ea-

ch half cylinder was formed by some cop-

per tubs.

Some perameter measurements and test

results is shown in Table II .

Analysis and discussion
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Those valuf.'B of MSP, diacherge radi-

al and plnsma resiatence $'c etc is fair

"Kreement between experimental and theo-

retical data from Ts'olel.The exit hydrog-

en enthalpies is about 1.58?28x105, 1.7230

mo* and 1.47<tiq *. lO^Kcal/Kg from Table

but they were about 3.3*. 10* 8.8xiOJand

12 X 10S Kca]/Kg in Thorpe test (1), it

seems impossible, particulaly it is in

the last two case, because its tempera-

ture needs greater than 30000C.

The efficiency of pure hydrogen plas-

ma discharge is low in the experiment,

thiB ic due to the low hydropen flows and

associated hifih convective arid radiative

losses within the torch, because of power

supply limitations, we are unable to

operate at high hydrogen flows.

Conclusions

Through the theoretical and experi-

mental study, we have understood the cha-

racters and basic rules of hydrogen dis-

charge. The computation and choice of im-

portant parameters of set correctly also

have been done, the technical problem

about how to carry out pure hydrogen dis-

charge also was solved. At the last, the

stable discharge of pure hydrogen plasma

have been done.

The researchers of R.2T. group of

Institute of mechanics took part in the

experiment works.
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Table i The comparison between compu-

tation and experimental data

Item M.M/hr MSP.fcW li.ram %[. Si

computation 0.19 60 9.6 0.1730

expermental 0.19 6k 9.0 0.1790

• MSP—minimum sustaining plate

power. §c — plasma resistance.r^arc radius

Table ][ . The experimental data

plate volt.

plate curr.

plate pow.

osci. pow.

frequency

H flow

cooled lose

TK loss.

I of exit H

KV
A

KW

KW

MHz

M/hr

. KW

KW

KW

11.5
10

115

59.2

3-5
0.28

A6

9
'+.2

11.0

9.0

104.5

56.0

3.5
0.25

45

7.5

10.0

11.0

110

52.8

3.5
0.18

k^

8.1

1.7

H(T) 10 Kcal/kg 1.58228 1.7230

• TK—tank circuit

il(T) — enthalpies of exit H

the power-eupply

/characteristics

20000 -

18000 -

16000 -

14000 —

19M/hr

20 ^0 60

Fig. 1

80 P/LH

* P/LH—Watts/amp, turns

H--amp.turns/meter

rig. 2
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION

O1P THE INJECTION OP ELECTRON BEAM INTO A PLASMA

B.A.Alterlcop, S.R.Jeksembin, V.G.Ruhlin, V.P.Tarakanov

Institute for High Temperatures

Academy of Sciences of USSR
127412, Moscow, Ijorskaja 13/19, IVTATJ

Injection of electron beam into a much higher density plasmar using a

PIC-method In the conditions of charge and current neutralization are in-

vestigated within the framework of two-dimensional plane geometry. Obser-

ved quasistationary atate are studied analytically.

Description of model

Equations for electric and mag-

netic fields in beam-plaama system,

expressed by beam's current density

/, , can be defined as [ 1 ]:

(D

(2)

where &/> - is the plasma frequency,

V - plasma electrons collision fre-

quency, C - velocity of light. These

equations are obtained from the fol-

lowing assumptions; (i) well current

neutralization -kfc/&jf~cfyas<'\ ( J^ -
transverse wavenumber of perturbati-

on), (ii) slow alternation of quan-

tities as compared to plasma frequ-

ency (for beam front duration "if -

&//>£»1), (ill) the injection dura-

tion is comparatively smaller than

magnetic decay time 4*/^^ = ̂ (tif#/<£\

Y/ithin the framework of theae

limitations nonresonant plasma osci-

llations (M&tjp) may be oxcitsii in

beam-plasma system.

System (1),(2) coupled to the

equations of motion of beam electro-

ns, describing tha apaae-time evolu-

tion of the beam in plasma, ia writ-

ten in dimenslonless form as:

where t" mt/Z, TT = tf/c , tt 1 £

Q_ - is the original beam thickness,

n and N - are the beam and plasma

densities, respectively.

Injection of the strip electron

beam into a homogeneous collisionlea

plasma extending to the £ > 0 semi-

plane is considered further. In the

injection plane beam Is monoenerge-

tic and cold, or can have some trana-

-verse or/and longitudinal tempera-
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tur^a, with thn following current

profile: (6)

f n• 1 max1 = 1 o if/x*/>0.5

Benin have a monotonically increasing

front, the length of which ia choo-

aen in .tooordanco with limitations

of the model. In run3 original baanr

energy, ration n/N and front length

may vary. It may be noted that the

given model gives.correct results _.
10 1? -J 12 1r> ~3

for n =10 -10 am , TJ =10 -10 J am,

tf =10-50 naec.

Linear theoi'y

Tranaver3e beam equilibrium in

the hydrodinamic approximation is

do fined aa:

c Y k ti'y x , U )

where u - is the unperturbed velo-

city, Tj_ - the transverse tempera-

ture of beam electrons.

The stability of this equilib-

rium state of small self-oscillati-

ons depends upon the solution of the

following dispersion relation:

Q. + H- (5)

where lo *>tO~QU. , kx and kx - per-

turbation wavenumbers along z and x

directions, respectively.

From the equation (5) we find a

spectrum of unstable modes:

Hence one can see that instability

in the beam's coordinate ayatem i3

purely aperiodical (fe W = 0 ) . In ge-

neral, oblique perturbations propa-

gating at an angle to the beam axis

grow, whereas the growth of pertur-

bations with kz *0, kx =0 corres-

ponds to nonresonant two-stream in-

stability, and kz'O, kx /0 - to

filamentat ion of a beam.

Results

The typical dependence of di-

menaionleaa beam's current on z co-

ordinate and time is illustrated in

. (v*=0,5, Lf=10,n/H=10"2}

t =80

Fig.1.

It can be seen that the oscillations

are excited on the beam front. Phy-

sical mechanism ol instability is

connected to the Ba electric field,

which arise according to eq.(1) on

the beam front. On the nonlinear

stage instability is saturated and

the beam acquires a quasiatationary

modulated structure, when current

spikes are not destroyed and move

in injection direction with average

beam velocity. The distribution

function of trapped electrons cor-

responding to quasi3tat ionary 3tat'i

was defined analytically and
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written as:

where f = V~ V, V ̂ Zlfn/ufr*, /£ / «=
- ItuM/t^, If ' If - IL , It - i s the
average velocity of beam, Zr - elect-
ron velocity. -J-(X J aa a function of
y ia plotted in Fig.2.

Fig.2.

The formation of longitudinal

structure on the benm front was obse-

rved, in particular, in [ ? ] . Reason

of this ia a equilibrium between pre

ssure of beam elootrons in potential

wells and compressed electric field

The current density profile evo-
lution is illustrated in Fig«3« (v =
=0.5, TJV- 10. n/N=1Cr?, t*-80)

Tragectory analysis has shown that
transverse evolution of the beam be-
fore second focua is defined by his
dynamic in nonequilibrium fields and
that- by the filamentation instabili-
ty in equilibrium fields.
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF GAS-EMBEDDED Z-PINCH

N.V.Ardelian, A.S.Kovalev, A.M.Popov, A .T .Rakhimov, V.A.Feoktistov

Computing Mathematics and Cybernet' a Department.,

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow Stat3 University,

117234, Moscow, USSR

Advances in pulsed power technology

and, especially receiving of the

high rate growth of the current,

have made it possible" to build a new

type of plasma device - Z-pinch

embedded in dense gas [1-3^ • Such

pinch may be of great interest as

compact X-ray source.

We presen* here a computation

model of Z-pinch embedded in dense

neutral gas (hydrogen). As a result

of computations we propose a simple

analytical model of sufh Z-pinch.

Gas-embedded Z-pineh can be formed

by laser initiated breakdown of a

gas between two electrodes, connec-

ted with -i capar:i tator bank.

In our consideration it was sup-

posed that the current in the laser-

initiited Z-pinch at first flows in

a small diameter channel surrounded

by the neutral pas. To eliminate

current flow in the region out of

the channel it was supposed that

applied to discharge gap voltage is

insufficient to cause a breakdown of

the background gas. The traditional

approach in one dimensional magneto-

hydrodinamics computations of the

pinch devices has been used for

d • t.i-r-mi ri'i' i on of the spatial and

(.'•mpora ] evolution of th'j plasma

cl in :•• i t.y , ' "mp'Tvi tu r<", velocity and

magnetic fields profiles. Electron

and gas thermal conductivity, Ohmic

heating were included in the plasma

e ergy equation. Energy radiation

losses were neglected.

The computed perfomance of the

laser initiated Z-pinch is shown in

fig.1,2. The initial conditions for

our computations were uniform room

temperature neutral gas under density
Hi - l

5.10 cm in which was made laser
initiated plasma channel , under t em-

•0
perature T-1 eV, density N^'.IC and

rad i us r - 0 . 0r, cm .

The t •mporal evojut ion of the whole

current in the channel was given by

the expres:;• ion

h l / ( l - e x p ( - t / C> )

where I ~2r>() kA, ~C -5'J ns.

In fig.l it is shown the radial

profiles of temperature (!), density

(2 ) and velocity ( •! ) of planman up to

50 ns (a) and 100 ns (b) after cur-

rent initiation.

In fig.2 it is shown behavior of

temperature (1) and density (2) in

the channel center and the time beha-

vior of the channel radius(b)

It is seen from f i pt. 1 that conden-

sing wave moves before the boundary

of tho channel, and its speed is

equal to the boundary channel speed.

As a result, of this fact, whole mass
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T -[(dI/dt)*tV(nJr'')J *" (2)

Expression (2) shows, that the tem-

perature increases with decreasing r

and increasing (dl/dt) , because

{(il/dt)~ Uo'^nn (Vo ~ voltage, app-

lied to discharge gap, must be insu-

fficient to cause gas breakdown

without laser initiation). So, in-

creasing U ; and n simultaneously

leads to increasing temperature of

the plasma channel.

During the time t .̂ .f̂ -the channel

radius is following from the equa-

tion:

rp= L* X " t (3)

In this casp the temperature of

the plasma can be evaluated by the

Combining eq. (2) and (5) we get

that there is some optimum gas den-

sity for obtaining of the maximum

plasma temperature. If n has a value

smaller than optimum one the gas

plasma temperature is limited by the

high electron thermal conductivity,

which is proportional 1/n. But if n

is greater than optimum one the plas-

ma temperature is limited by high

heat capacity of the plasma channel.
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Ul'MbKICAL SIMULATION OF CURRENT TRANSFER THROUGH m:AH-KIJ:CTl«)l H.

BOUNDARY LAYERS OF WEAKLY IONIZED PLASMA

'1. S . F.eni jov, G .0 . Bochkerev , A . E . Buznikov , V . I . Kovbasiuk , and I;. M . fur-] l.ov

Institute for HicL TemperaLures of the Academy of Sciences "T tnf i\-Si<
Moscow, USSR

The rroblen of current transfer

through ,i weakiy ionized boundary

layer in a magnetic field is consider-

ed. /> sot of hydrohynamic o p t i o n s

which take into account the concentra-

tion diffusirn of ions <->nd electrons,

drift in the electric field, and bulk

iomzation and recortibination was used

as tne governing system. An effective

iterative numerical algorithm has been

developed ro solve the problem. Calcu-

lation results for the case of molecu-

lar nas rlasma v/ith ionizing seed are

nresenteci.

1. We consider a. steady-state cas-

dynaific oounaary layer of v;eakly 1 0 m -

zed rlasrrn (which contains neutral corc-

I'ononts, positive singly charned ions

of one ty^c, and electrons) on a flat

electrically conauctiiic surface. 'Ihe

plasr'a pressure ana the nole fraction?

of the neutral components are assumed

to be constant, tne r-lasir.a ten.peraturc

T is considered to be a rrcr5et function

of the coordinate y (the y-axis is nor-

r.al to tho wall). It is assumed that

the vectrr of the electric field
. . . . , .. .

stron'jtn is directed along the y-axis,

and the vector of the magnetic m d u c -

tion I s--ferpendicular to the y-axis.

The mean free patli of ions and elect-

rons is much less than the characteris-

tic dimensions of the problem, in rar-

ticular, tho thickness of the charge

separation sheath. Then, the distribu-

tion of ion ana electron densities,

n. and n , and the electric Hold

strength B can be described by t/io

following equations 11):

. (r^/n)' .i

.'_ Q [r -i % c(n -n )
' i c-

y=0, n.=n. , n -n ;
i iw e ew

y—era n. — n
croo • "p —"

 n
vroo

where J. and J are the noiin.-i] in tlm
I c

surface components of the numeric,)!l

d e n s i t i e s of ion ant) eloci. ron 'lifTiiPion

flu:5es; Di' V ^ i ' antl ̂  nrr lU"
effective diffusion coof i ) ci on t r; .inn

mobilities of ions and oirctrons,

which deoond on the plnrtrir fi^ld

strength and the iragnct ic mclii'-t i"n;

j is the component of tli'1 ^l''clnc

current densitv norm.i ] In th< snifoci?

(preset value), f and f ar^ the rains
l r

of ionization and roc<nnlu. ttr. t i"i", <• is

the electron charge; n is Uu* o'j'ii-

librium cliarged prrliclc density in

the undisturbed ^lpsruarn- ami r. are
' I W t-w

density values on tho clpctrml" :-iir-

face, which depend on the vaiu"i; of

the corrosnondinc enission currents.

2. When the set nf cuntionr- is

being reduced to thn di pen.- ion 1 r<̂ s

forri, a small paiametcr nni'cirs in 1 h"

left-hand side of the Poisson ,.,».-..,PP.,

w h i c h i s Proportional to tho sr.^.r- ,-

the ratio of the chnrnctoristic prliye

length to the boundary layer t h t ck.icss.
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For the conditions being of practical

interest this parameter is much less

than unity. Thus, the problem consi-

dered is a singularly disturbed non-

linen r boundary problem. It should be

notod that at present there exist no

universal numerical methods for solv-

ing nreblcms of this class. In the

present paper, an iterative method is

used. At each step of iterations, the

equations were linearized and solved

simultaneously by the matrix run. The

set of equations «/as preliminarily

rearranged in order to make the algo-

rithm more stable [2].

3. The calculational results are

obtained for the case of the potassium

seeded weakly ionized combustion plas-

ma under conditions as follows- pres-

sure is 1 atm, electrode surface tem-

perature Tw=1000 K and 1500 K, undis-

turbed plasma temperature 2650 K, po-

tassium atom mole fraction 0.3?, mag-

netic flux density n-0 and 2T. To de-

termine plasma temperature two typical

theoretical profiles were taken (the

thickness of the boundary layer,6 ,

was 1 cm and 12 cm), corresponding to

the conditions similar to those exis-

ting in n large MHD channel. The emis-

sion was considered to be negligible

'niw=ncw~n'' For the calculation of

transport Tnd kinetic koefficients was

used technique described in Ref.[3],

modified to account for the magnetic

field presence.

Figures 1 and 2 show the distri-
bution of n., n , E, and electron tem-

i e

peratnr^ T for the cathode and anode,

respectively, at T = 1000 K, B=0,

and 6 - ]2 cm; S--2 mA/cm and 2A/cm

for the cathode and anode,respectively.

In a cathode node there exists a

well-defined charge separation

sheath, m\u- the outer boundary of

—-—

J-—

op

ttp

0 0,OZ 0,04 0,06 i|,<

Fig. 1

0,8

T,io*K

t

1

E

6,0

• • -

* — —

• • • •

^ — -

0

VT.P

0,004 0,008 0,0il

Fig. 2

which n. and n have? sinn i f lean I 'ir.i-

dients. In an anode modo, there .is no

defined boundary of the shnai.h. The

nonmonotony of T on fig.l is connec-

ted with strong variation of the den-

sity (E/n function in nonnionoLoni c) .

The absolute values of the eloct.ric

field strength and the electron tem-

perature in the ncar-nnodn layer ,irc

much Jowcr than those in the near-

cathode layer, while the densities of

ions and electrons are nigher.

The CV characteristics of I lie

near-cathode boundary layer were con-

sidered earlier [ 4 ] ; here we rotisiii-r
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those for near-anode boundary layer

(sc-p fii. <;fw is the boundary layer

vol t.Tio .;:;p). Curves 1 and 2 are cal-

cul.-Ur'.i f,.: Tw=1500 K, and Tw=1000 K,

resrcctjvcly, and 6 =1 cm, curves 3

a:-d 4 f"r t.lie same T , 5 = ] 2 cm; B=G

w
Curves 5—0 correspond to the condi-

tions of curves 1-4 at E = 2T. As well

as in a cathode mode, an increase in

thickness of the boundary layer and a

decrease in V lead to an increase in

\|f w for the same values of j . However,

the effect of T w is very small. The

effect of a magnetic field ir- much

stronger than in a cathode irode.

300

100

/

/ /

' ^
= = = = =

/

= = = = =

5"
2.

narrow low temperature near-wall layer,

and the CV characteristic (it becomes

'practically linear) is mainly deter-

mined by the resistance of the nuasi-

neutral part of the boundary layer.

The CV characteristics con-put-cd nro

in good agreement with experimental

data obtained in a large MHO channel.
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At small values of j(j ̂  0.1 A/cm)

one can observe a rapid increase in

\jrw up to the values of the order of

20 to 30 V. The resistance of the

sheath is high and makes a determina-

tive contribution to the impedance of

the boundary layer. At high values of

j, the electron density in the sheath,

due to effects of nonisothermality,

rapidly increases, and the sheath re-

sistance decreases considerably, the

voltage drop in the sheath being prac-

tically constant (about 20 to 30 V ) .

Thus, tho sheath,having high electri-

cal conductivity, "short-circuits" the
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INSTABILITY OF A COLLISIONLESS SINGLE-ENDED PLASMA DEVICE OPERATED

IN THE POSITIVE-BIAS ELECTRON-RICH REGIME; FROM SIMULATIONS

C.K. Birdsall, T.L. Crystal, P.h. Gray, and S. Kuhn*)

Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California,

Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.

Abstract. A collisionless, positive

ly biased single-emitter, cold-collec-

tor plasma device (e.g., Q machine)

with electron-rich emission is shown

to exhibit large-amplitude sawtooth

oscillations in current. The particle

simulations reported recover a "poten-

tial relaxation instability" caused by

formation of an electron-current-limi-

ting potential minimum, or second vir-

tual cathode. The net current shows

large oscillations about its average

value, With the major period on the

order of the ion thermal transit time-.

Prior work. A similar large-ampli-

tude instability for this model, but

with ion-rich emission, was reported

in detail by us earlier /1,2/, inclu-

ding introductory discussion and prior

references. What is new is the
Vl'ry detailed description of the oscil-

Icition and the phase-space phenomena

associated with it.

Model and parameters. A hot plate

at x-0, held at potential 0 and temp-

erature T, emits half-Maxwellian velo-

city distributions of electrons and

ions (corresponding to T), with emis-

sion densities n and n. whose ratio

is Ct-nio/n
+
o=0.1 (i.e., electron rich).

The cold plate is at x=L=4, biased pos-

itively (V =10) by ? battcy. Partic-

les collidino with either plate are ab-

- sorbed. Potentials are normalized as

»{=eV/kT. Using v =kT/m =1, with e/me

=1, makes kT/e=1. The mass ratio is

m./m =40, and the electrons emitted

have h* - V £ k T / n r = 0 . 3 5 , about theDeo 1 o eo

extent of the emitter sheath. Some

benchmark currents are:

injected electron current density
J* = -en+ v*" = -127.66,eo eo eo

injected ion current density

j! en! vlo 10 10
Child's law electron current {no ions

CL = -1.24.

External current history. The ex-

ternal current density J(t) for the

computer run is shown in Fig. 1 .

0

-20

-•0

" ^ V ml

\ /
Ml \ y*

M2 Ti J. 2.

F.g. |

3a

The electron flow is primarily limit-

ed by the potential minimum formed

about in front of the source, due

*) institute for Theoretical
University of Innsbruck,
A-6O2O Innsbruck, Austria

to the electron rich emission, with

-2
(minlmum

£ -1. The electron flow
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pa.->t this minimum may be estimated to

be about

<J >
pin > = -1.5. Thish a v e usedOlmin

value i.'f '-J y is very close to the
pm

avcracji; current in Fig. 1. The period

of oscillation is T~14. Other typical
times are L/v, =4 and L/v . =25.3.

teo tio

fvLeĉ tron kinetics. Snapshots of the

potentials and the phase spaces are

shown in Figs. 2-6. At all times there

is a potent inl minimum at x - A^ *0.35' Deo
which c-ujr.'.T. most of the electrons to

return to the source, and causes the

injected ions to be accelerated away

from the source. In Fig. 2 (t=36.25,

between m2 and M3), the minimum is

followed by a rising potential accel-

erating the electrons which have pas-

sed the minimum and slowing the in-

jected ions, returning some of them

(note thi? ion hole). By t = 40 (Fig. 3),

(i) the potential minimum has risen

(to - -1), allowing (or "gating") ma-

ny more electrons through, and (ii)

the potential in the middle of the de-

vice has risen almost to its vacuum

profile (fjv =10x/4). This combination

of more electrons plus large acceler-

ation produces the current maximum M3.

Also note the high-negative-velocity

ions which are returned to the source

at seversl times v . , contributing

current with the same sign as the el-

ectrons (-). But now, by time t=42.5

(Fig. 4) , there are "too many" elec-

trons and a second potential minimum

is formed, slowing electrons in the

middle of the device and thus reducing

the current. A short time later (t=

43.75, Fig. 5), the second minimum has

become deeper than the first and now

represents a virtual cathode, return-

ing electrons toward the source, form-

ing an electron hole, further reducing

the current. This hole propagates to-

ward the source (as seen at t=47.5,

Fig. 6) and vanishes there as the min-

imum current is reached at time m3. The

action of the Fecond minimum is to ex-

pel the "excess" electrons. The small

dip in current at t=45 occurs when the

electrons at the bottom of the hole

strike the source (also occurring ear-

lier, at t=32.5). By t=47.4, roughly

at current minimum m3, the two poten-

tial minima have nearly merged. Short-

ly thereafter, there again is but one

minimum at X=-^ D Q O; soon, the pictures

are much as they were in Fig. 2 and

the cycle repeats.

Oscillation period, role of ion in-

ertia. At times near M1, M2, and M3,

some ions drift to the collector. How-

ever, for an ion to reach the collect-

or with a time-independent potential,

its initial speed would have to be

if̂ eV /m.' = 0.707 = 4.5v. ; but almost no

ions are injected with speeds greater

than 3v lo=0.47. Hence, the large ac-

celeration observed is due to the time-

independent electric field. In the per-

iod beyond M3, many ions which had been

drifting toward the collector reverse

their drift and reach large negative

speeds until many are lost to the

source (through time m3). Considering

the ion potential barrier near the col-

lector as parabolic suggests that the

ions nearest the collector (or perhaps

the bulk of the ions) may have simple

harmonic motion; roughly estimating the

bounce period leads to about the half

period observed from M3 to m3. Actually,

E near the collector oscillates in

time, being largest ion-retarding about

times m2 and m3, coinciding with least

ion excursions toward the collector.
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INFLUENCE OF PRIMARY CURRENT INTENSITY AND SUPERELASTIC

COLLISIONS IN AN HYDROGEN MULTICUSP DISCHARGE

J.Bretagne

Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz e t des Plasmas (U.A. 73 du C.N.R.S.)

Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

C.Gorse, M. Capi te I l i
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Dipartimento di Chimica, Università di Bari , Bari, I ta ly

and M.Bacai
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Magnetic multicusp discharges are a c t i -

vely studied in re la t ion with the production

of negative and posi t ive ion beams. The p l a s -

ma is created by a beam of accelerated e l ec -

trons impinging on the H target gas. The op-

timization of the ion prodution requires the

calculationof the Electron Energy Di s t r i bu t i -

on Function (E.E.D.F.) from which we can

deduce, for electron-heavy pa r t i c l e co l l i s ions

the pumping and destrution rates of the va-

rious s t a t e s . Then a k ine t i c model can be

b u i l t in order to master the v ibra t ional

k i n e t i c s , the dissociat ion and the ion for-

mation processes.

The authors previously studied the

E.E.D.F. [ lj and the k ine t ics [2 ) of the

plasma, with emphasis for ra ther high gas

pressures (40mtorr); comparisons had been

made between calculated macroscopic parame-

ters (electron density n , electron tempera-

ture T , v ibra t ional d is t r ibu t ion of H (X) ,

negative ion re la t ive density N - /n ) and

experimental resul ts obtained for these para-

meters by probe techniques for n ,T values,

CARS spectroscopy for H_(X,v) vibrat ional

dis t r ibut ions and a photodetachment techni-

que for N - /n values I 3 j , The comparisons

which were done for a typical multicusp H

discharge (Vd =90V, P=40 mtorr, 1=1; 10A )

resu l t s in a sa t i s fa tory agreement between

calculated and experimental parameters 11 , 2J.

Now, i t is in te res t ing to apply the mo-

del to experimental conditions which are mo-

re commonly used for an cptircun: H produc-

tion and to t e s t the va l id i ty of the scal ing

laws that have been previously es tab l ished.

The resul ts which are presented here refer to

a P=4 mtorr discharge with a discharge cur-

rent I varying from 1 to 100A.

Calculations of the E.E.D.F. have been

done with the numerical code roentionned in

reference ( 1 J with effects of e-e Coulomb

col l i s ions included. The plasma potent ia l

and the geometrical parameters of the dischar-

ge have been kept unchanged, V =2V and A/'* =

0.07cm where A is an effective loss area

and V is the plasma volume.

He have studied f i r s t the effects of

supere las t ic col l i s ions associated with vib-

ra t ional excited s t a tes on the E.E.D.F, and

on n and T values. We have made a compari-e e
son of the resul ts obtained when superelas-

t i c col l is ions are not considered in the

E.E.D.F. calculations with those obtained

when they are included; we have assumed an

arbi t rary vibrat ional temperature T =4000K.
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the inelastic cross-sections

irelude |j levels of He /3/ and

5 levels of K / 4 / . Other denotati-

on:;:!!, i; , total concontration and

the- Ho and K (index tt ) concentra-

tion, ''. electric field, V. atomic

nances, Q,.,̂  transport croarirsecti-

onn /3,4/jl'j^ energy thresholds.

T±i:. 3 is "allowing the dependence of

Tho ^valuation of tlie rate

coefficients as presented in this

paper represents ^ust the first part

of the solution of the whole:problem.

It is hoped that an incorporation of

these coefficients in the time evo-

lution equc.tiona discribinn the ki-

netics of the beam discharge will

provide an ansv;er to the quostior.

about the f^asiliility of this parti-

cular IlUV'laspr concept.
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E/N !Vcm2]

PiC. 3.

the mean electron energy on the re-

duced field J/'K and the potassium

contentr,. It is seen that the ener-

gy typical of a bean-sustained dis-

charcc ( S 3 eV) lies in the region

of small ?j/li. POT the same values

of >;/H tho pertinent production ra-

ter or I'e r.!c-tastabl<B are indeed by

nbout thrco ordors of magnitude

lower than thorr-- of K, in agreement

v.-ith oi:r foi-iii»r conjecture about, t.h-

nec>.p.:i ty f^r r> cornparut Jvely hiiS".

nr./.̂ in'f of ii-i.
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EXCITATION OF THE AR II 476,5 nm LINE IN

AR AND UE-AR HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGES

P.Mezei, M.Janossy and M.Grindhammer*
Central Research Institute for Physics
H-1525 Budapest P.O.B.49. Hungary

"institute of Experimental Physics,
University of Innsbruck A-6O2O
Innsbruck, Karl Schonherr Str.3.

Austria

INTRODUCTION

Afterglow laser oscillation observed

in a positive column He-Ar laser [11

showed that the upper level of the

Ar II 476,5 run line can be excited by

second kind collisions between He 2 S

atoms and ground state Ar ions. From

the close energy coincidence between

the He 2 S and 4p P 3 / 2
 A r l o n level

a high cross-section value is expect-

ed for this collision.

We have performed measurements in

a hcllow cathode discharge tube on

the intensity of the Ar II 476,5 nm

line in pure Ar and different He-Ar

mixtures to obtain information on the

possible excitation mechanisms of

this line, and to estimate the cross-

section value of second kind colli-

sions.

EXPERIMENTAL

We used a slotted type hollow cathode

tube the slot in the Al cathode was

3 mm wide and 5 run deep. The length

of th'j discharge tube was 5O mm.

In our experiments the discharge cur-

rent used was 2OO mA. The intensity

of the Ar II 476,5 nm line was measured

in pure Ar as a function of pressure

this is shown by curve A in Fig.l.

The intensity decreases with increa-

sing pressure and it becomes zero

above 1O mbar. The maximum of the in-

tensity is reached at 1 mbar. At lo-

wer pressures measurements could not

be performed due to the discharge

jumping over to the plane cathode mo-

de (2).

Curve B in Fig.l. shows the in-

tensity at a 1:1 ratio of He-Ar mix-

ture as a function of total gas pres-

sure. This curve decreases with in-

creasing pressura until 14 mbar and

after this pressure value a small in-

tensity maximum appears at 15 mbar.
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Curve C shows the intensity at

5:1 ra:io He-Ar mixture as a function

of total gas pressure. This curve

has a maximum at 14 mbar. The value

of the intensity maximum is higher

than that obtained in pure Ar.

Fig.2. shows the intensity of the

Ar II 476,5 nm line as a function of

discharge current measured in pure

Ar /curve A/ and in a 5:1 ratio He-fir

mixture /curve B/.

DISCUSSION

Curve A in Fig.l. shows that in a

pure Ar discharge the intensity of

Ar II 476,5 nm line decreases with

increasing pressure in accordance

with electron impact excitation of

Intensity
/rel.un./

200

Fig.2. Ar II 476,5 mn intensity as a
function of discharge current. Ar /A/,
5:1 He-Ar /B/.

this line. The hollow cathode discharge

has a non- Maxwellian electron energy

distribution and the number of fast

electrons decreases with increasing

pressure. It can be seen in Fig.2.

that in a pure Ar discharge the in-

tensity is a linear function of cur-

rent which observation is in accor-

dance with the one step electron

collision excitation process proposed

by Bennett 13].

In a 1:1 ratio He-Ar mixture a

small maximum shows up at a pressure

value of 16 mbar. This small maximum

is attributed to the occurrence of

metastable excitation, in the low

pressure region electron impact ex-
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citation dominates and at higher stable atoms and Kr ions the Wigner

pressures the densities of He 2 S spin conservation rule is satisfied,

metastables and ground state Ar ions while for He 2 S and Ar+ ground state

become sufficient fora noticable collisions resulting upper.level ex

energy transfer excitation. citation of the Ar II 476,5 ran trans-

Changing the mixture ratio of ition it is not.

He-Ar from 1:1 to 5:1 the conditions

for energy transfer collisions become REFERENCES

more favourable and the intensity of

the Ar II 476,5 nm line becomes "- (1) Janossy et al: Phys.Lett. 47A,

higher by a factor 1,8 than that ob- 411 /1974/

tained in pure Ar. (2) K.Rozsa et al: Proc.of SASP 84,

The cross-section of energy trans- p.66. /Maria-Aim, Salzburg/

fer collisions was estimated on the (3) W.R.Bennett et al: Appl.Phys.

basis of the intensities measured in Lett. 4, 180 /1964/

pure Ar and in the 5:1 ratio He-Ar (4) P.Gill-C. Webb: J.Phys.D, 1O,

mixture. A rate equation model taking 299 /1977/

into account electron collisions and t5) R.Solanki et al: Appl.Phys.Lett.

metastable collisions for excitation

of the upper level of the Ar II

476,5 nm line was used. Electron

energy distribution function shapes

were taken from measurements of Gill

and Webb (4) • From the calculation a

value of O,5-1O cm was obtained

for metastable- Ar ion collision

cross-section. This value is smaller

-14 2than the cross-section of 1O cm

given by (5) for the analogous

He 2JS - Kr ion reaction populating

the upper level of the Kr II 469,4 nm

transition. The difference may be due

to the fact that in the case of second

kind collisions between He 2 S meta-

35, 317 119191
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_:j.5ecently it has appeared that two princi- „ respectively. The lengths of the cathodes we-

pal kinds of the electric glow discharge ocur- re 50 mm for the LHCD and 60 mm for the

THCD. The positive column inside the cylin-

der tube of inside diameter of 5 iron was 23.5

mm long. The tungsten electric probes 0.5 ran

long, of 0.05 mm diameters, were located in

the middle of the discharges.

ring in a hollow cathode need to be distingu-

ished: the longitudinal /LHCD/ and the trans-

verse hollow cathode discharge /THCD/. Posi-

tioning of the hollow cathode with respect to

the anode determines the kind of the electric

discharge in a particular geometry [1^ . The

electrical and optical properties of the LHCD Results

and the THCD are different. An example of the Typical results of the measurements are

consequence of those differences concerns la- shown in Fig. 2 - 7 . It follows from them

sing in He-Cd mixtures. It is known that simu- that at constant discharge currentthe EEDFs

ltaneous lasing at three basic lines may be '" the LHCD have the distinct long tails if

achieved with relative ease in the LHCD and is tne helium pressure is lower than 10 mbar.

difficult to obtain in the THCD [2] . Such a behaviour is similar to that of the PC.

The data on the electron energy distribu- On the contrary the EEDFs of the THCD are

tion function /EEDF/ in both discharges are narrow, even for the low pressures. All the

crucial to understanding the properties of the EE0Fs become narrower as the helium pressure

plasma in the hollow cathodes. They in turn increases. At the helium pressure higher

are helpful in making clear the operation me- t h a n 1 0 ""tar the plots of the EEDFs of both

chanisms of hollow cathode lasers. H C D s a r e similar to each other. The behaviour

This work is concerned with measurements o f t h e E E D F of the LHCD with increasing cur-

of the EEOF in the LHCD in helium under condi- rent at constant helium pressure resembles

tions close to the working conditions of He- that of the PC; at low currents the EEDFs

-metal lasers. For comparison the EEDFs of

the THCD and a positive column /PC/ were

are relatively broad and their tails shor-

ten if the current increases. Differently

also measured. The measurements were done u- behave the EEDFs of the THCD. They are narrow

sing the second derivative of the electric

probe current-voltage characteristic in the

range up to 40 eV.

Experiment

comparing to those of the LHCD or PC, and be-

come broader with increasing current.

Remarks

The results showed that fundamental plas-

The discharge tubes with longitudinal /a/, •>» parameters of the LHCO differ from those

transverse /b/ and positive column /c/ ge- o f the THCD. At low helium pressure the LHCD

ometries of the electrodes are shown schenati- "a* the features of the PC /as noticed ear-

cally in Fig. 1. The cathodes were made of l i e r a I s o bY Hoskalevfc]/- As the helium

stainless-steel cylinders inside diameters of Pressure increases the shapes of the EEDFs

which were 5, and 6 ™, for the LHCD and THCD, ° f the LHCD approach those of the THCD.
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Thus by using the proper helium pressure in

the LHCD one may offer the conditions for ex-

citation of laser media close to those of

the PC or THCD. This makes the LHCD more

versatile source of excitation, as it was

noticed in [2~\ .
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In a recent paper, a high pres-

sure neon-hydrogen pulsed laser at

585-25 nm has been reported /I/.

As early as 1965 the possibili-

ty of a laser transition between

3P1(l/2)° and 3S1(l/2)° energy le -

vels, in pulsed neon discharge was

demonstrated experimentally in neon

with traces of argon 121„

In a previous paper we have re-

ported the enhancement of the neon

radiation at 585.25 nm in neon-argon

hydrogen mixture in an a.c. discharge

with a frequency of 5 MHz /3/.

In this paper we present the

results of the relative increase of

the 585.25 nm neon line when hydrogen

is added to the neon-argon Penning

mixture in a radiofrequency (P,F) dis-

charge at 13.56 MHz. The obtained re-

sults suggest the possibility to in -

crease the output of the pulsed neon

laser line at 595-25 nm when the tri-

ple mixture (Me + 1% Ar)-H2 is used

as filling gas.

Experimental arrangement

In Fig.l is shown the arrange-

ment of the experiment. A cylindrical

discharge chamber of lar^e diameter

is connected to a vacuum unit and tc

three different gas cylinders via a

gas mixing chamber. Automatic vacuun

valves and controlled leak valves in-

sure the filling of the discharge

chamber with various pro-selected gas

mixtures at any pressure between 0

to 600 torr. The needed value of the

pressure can be established as sta-

tic filling gas pressure as well as

a dynamical pressure value (an equil-

librium value between gas influxes

and the speed of the pumping unit

through the variable conductance val-

ve between the pumping unit and the

discharge chamber).

| GAS MIXING CHAMBER]

electrodes

Fig- 1

Inside the vacuum chamber there are

vwo electrodes an?*, their shape is
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schematically shown in Fig.l. The in-

terelectrodic distance is of 1 mm,

and the value of the small diameter

is of 20 ram. The discharge between

the electrodes is produced using a

1 kW RP power supply with a frequen-

cy of 13.56 MHz. A matching unit is

mounted between the RF generator and

the discharge electrodes.

yellow anode glow type discharge was

present in the interelectrodic space.

The power of the generator RF was 0.5

kVJ.

The percentages in the Figs.2

and 3 represent the ratio in percents

of hydrogen partial pressure to the

total pressure of the filling gas

pressure.

Experimental results

For each type of discharge and

for a given gas mixture, the spectra

of the discharge at different values

of the filling gas pressures were re-

corded. For each recorded spectrum,

the relative intensities Ij_/l2 were

computed , where Ij_ and I2 are the

recorded intensities of neon lines

at 585.25nm and at 61*1.3 nm respect-

ively. The neon spectra reported in

our previous paper /3/ obtained by

using a small power RF generator at

5 kHz to produce an electrodeless

discharge in the same gas mixtures,

have proved that no significant

changes appear for other line inten-

sity ratios, IJJ/IJ. Here, In repre -

sents various neon lines. That mean

that the changes of the I]/Ip r a ti°

is peculiar for the mixtures, and

discharge conditions mentioned in

our paper.

In Fig.2 is shown the dependen-

ce of the ratio I1/I2 on the total

filling gas pressure for pure neon

and neon-hydrogen mixture(with 50X

neon).

In Fig.3 the same dependence

for neon + 1? argon and for different

(neon+1? argon)-hydrogen mixtures is

shown.

All results were taken at high

intensity discharges when a bright

50%H2

20 £0 60 80 100

Fig. 2

The changes of the relative in-

tensity of the neon line at 585-25 nm

is significantly high as we already

observed in our previous paper when

additioning the hydrogen to the Pen-

ning mixture.

The neon emission enhancement at

585.25 nm was lower than in our pre-

vious experiment when the obtained

ratio was as high as 30 but further

improvements of the present experi -

ment will be made in future. Besides,

because the RF voltage value was not

enough high, we were unable to obtain
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data for hydrogen percentages higher

than 50% and especially for filling

gas pressures higher than 100 torr.

The present results are in

agreement with our previous papers

and prove additionally the existence

of a more complex mechanism for

585.25 nm neon line enhancement.

20 LQ 60 80 100

Fig. 3

If we now compare the curves

obtained in pure neon (Fig.2) with

those obtained in Penning mixture

(Fig.3) we can see that the argon ad-

dition has no influence on the Tj_/l2-

This observation proves out that the

main responsible for the line en -

hancement is not Ar but t^- Because

in our experiment no optical reso -

nant cavity has been used, the popu-

lation inversion for the 3p^(l/2)o -

3ol(l/2)° transition can not explain

the observed enhince:ncnt vi^ colli -

sional deactivation of the neon lower

level by hydrogen as it was assumed

in 111.

The effect of the argon seems tf

insure only a higher rate of electron

production, which in turn, will insu-

re a higher population of excited <y

ionized hydrogen species.

A mechanism of the upper levei

population seems to be plausible via

excited hydrogen ions :

(1)
Uem+H2 •» H* + e • Ne

TJe(3S1(l/2)° +H2-H*+e+Ne

(2) H* + e (H*)x + e

(3) Nem+(H*)X + Ne(3P1(l/2)Q)+H*

but not such a mechanism has been

proved so far.

Further experiments are needed

in order to establish the real pro -

cess whose knowledge can contribute

to the further improvement of the

neoi. lasers.
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METASIABLE DENSITY IHVESTIGATION IN DIFFERENT

TYPES OF HE-K DISCHARGE
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Recent proposals £1] and gene-

ration in visible and XOV wavelength

regions utilizing metal-vapor mixtu-

res have indicated the need for a

close investigation of helium atom

metastable states in a discharge.

It is essential to achieve the me-

tastables density >, 10 cm for

these schemes. It is not a trivial

problem for a rare-gas mixture with

a metal vapor due to the fast Pen-

ning ionization processe We report

here an experimental study of the

helium 21S and 23S states excitation

and destruction main processes which

affect their density in discharges

of different types, i.e. D.C. dis-

charge positive column, D.C. hollow

cathode discharge (HCD) and a pulsed

HCD of He-K mixture.

1. Positive column of D.C. glow

discharge

The experimental arrangement

was described in Ref. 2 . 50 cm long

and 12 mm diameter discharge tube

was equiped by Langmuir probes and

texmocouples. A monochromator for

the 300 - 1200 nm region and regi-

stration electronics units were

added. To measure the metastable

density in plasma a well known op-

tical line absorbtion method with

one mirror was used f3]. Helium

lines 389 and 502 nm were studied

to obtain the 2^S and 21S states

population densities respectively.

The metastable concentration at dif-

ferent pressures and discharge cur-

rents as a function of the gas tem-

perature is shown in Fig.1. The main

processes of metastablea destruction

in investigated region of a pure he-

lium positive column turned out to

be diffusion to the tube walls for

triplet and Phelps reaction for sin-
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Fig.1. Helium metastable density
in the units 1011cm-3 as a func-
tion of gas temperature in the
positive column D.C. discharge,
I=30mA: x - P=10Torr, o - P=155
P=6Torr: D - I=20mA, jf - I=40mA.
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glets:

He*(21S) — He*(23S)+e+(0.8eV). (1)

As we decrease the helium temperatu-

re by increasing the longitudinal

gas flow velocity (0<vD.< 100 m/s)

the decreasing diffusion allows an

essential rise of the metastable

density. A rare gas metastable po-

pulation fraction increasing more

than 10""* affects on the rare gas

plasma like addition of an easily

ionizible admixture. The growth of

metastable density leads to increase

of ionization rate due to the step-

wise ionization process

He* + a — He + + 2e (2)

and ionization in two metastables1

collisions

He* + He* — He + + He + e (3)

This grow of electron density (ne)

leads to thi decrease of the elec-

tron temperature (T_) according to

the properties of a positive column.

As the electron distribution func-

tion is not maxvellian v/e use

T = 2/3<jwey , where <^ire>is the elec-

tron mean kinetic energy.

V/e checked experimentally and

used covenient relation which is

obvious for fixed discharge current

where Hm is the metaatables density.

2. Hollow cathode D.C. discharge

In a 6nmi diameter and 18cm long

flute type KCD device the 21S and 2^S

metastables density was measured by

means of the same ab3orbtion method

[3]. The longitudinal helium flow ve-

locity was 0-6m/s. Hetastable density

as a function of neutral atoms densi-

ty (NQ) at different values of dis-

charge current I is plotted in Pig.2

and 3 . These figures show that when

I increases the function of N withF

two maxima transforms gradually into

the one maximum function. In our opi-

nion this is the first observation of

two maxima in metastable population

density as a function of N . This

fact results from the change of the

main desactivation processes. At low

discharge currents these are diffusion

on the tube walla, prodution of Heg

molecule and ionization in two meta-

stables' collisions (3). It can be

shown even analitically from balance

equations for 2^S and 21S states that

I,*

ne(p,I,vg)|/Te(i,,I,vg) = f(I), (4)

where in the right-hand side is a

function of the discharge current I

only (20.$:i3:80 m A ) ; p is the gas

pressure d $ p 4 : 2 0 Torr).

It is shown in this paper the

existence of a chain of processes in

the He positive column that leads

from a decrease of the ga3 tempera-

ture (300°K<TT < 380°K) to the de-

crease of the electron temperature

0 05 1.0 15 20 v0. fO"c»
5

Pig. 2
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the last two processes give rise to

two maxima for N function of N . At

the higher currents Phelps reaction

(1) and electron collision losses (2)

become predominant, so the quadratic

W m teim in the balance equation be-

comes negligible and we obtain one

maxima function N
m (

N
o ) -

The experimental results like

that depicted in Pig.3 make it pos-

sible to choose optimal discharge

current and helium pressure necessary

to achieve the maximal metcstable

density in HCD.

3. Pulsed hollow-cathode discharge

Densities of all the He excited

states with principal quantum number

n=2,3,4 were measured in pulsed HCD

with potassium vapor admixture. He-

lium pressure was 4 Torr, potassium

vapor density was changed from 0 to

10 cm . For optical device cali-

bration in some experiments neon

(pressure O.iTorr) was admixed. The

pulsed HCD was. supplied by 5 kV am-

plitude 2 u s duration current pulse

with 0.1 us front. The maximal den-

sity if the HCD current was 20 A/cm.

The He atom levels' population

of the same no 3 or n=4 are in a sta-

tistical equilibrium due to electron-

atom collisions in plasma (electron

density is 1013- 10Ucm"3) during the

discharge's quasistationar period.

The dinamics of excitation of potas-

sium was studied.

We obtained that during a cer-

tain stage of the pulsed HCD can be

produced up to 1011 of 21S singlet

state (or 2 P) of the He atom per

cm3 and up to 1012 23S or 23P He

triplets even in the mixture with

maximal studied K vapor, density.

4»Coclusions

A chain of processes existes that

leads from decreasing rare gas tem-

perature to the decrease of electron

temperature in positive column of a

D.C. discharge.

In a hollow cathode He discharge

two maximums of the 2 S and 2 S me-

tastables density as function of

neutrals density were observed and

explained.

It is shown that a pulsed HCD

is the best method to produce high

He metastable density in a mixture

with a metal vapor.
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The oxide coating on the aluminium

surface of a cold cathode discharge

plays various roles in different dis-

charge tubes. At low current densities,

e.g. in the He-Ne laser cathode an

oxide layer protects the underlaying

metal from sputtering, which aids in

the gas clean up- In cathode sputte-

red hollow cathode lasers, where the

Al vapor is produced by sputtering,

the oxide coating has to be removed

to generate a high Al vapor density

/I/. In such high current hollow ca-

thode discharges, removing the oxide

coating also decreases arcing 12/. In

analytical spectroscopy, hollow ca-

thode lamps are widely used as inco-

herent light sources of metal vapor

line radiation. In such cases the prop-

er performance of an Al hollow cathode

lamp is also greatly improved by re-

moving the oxid«? coating from the ca-

thode surface.

In this paper we present measure-

ments on voltage current characteris-

tics and on the intensities of diffe-

rent spectral lines in 'Oxide free and

oxide coated an Al hollow cathode

discharge tube.

Our experiments were performed in a

slotted Al hollow cathode discharge

tube described in Ref.3.

We produce the oxide coating on

the Al surface by running a 3 mbar

pure oxygen discharge for two hours.

The discharge current was 15O mA.

After preparing the oxide coating,

we run a discharge in He or Ne. The

oxide coating is removed by ion bom-

bardment in the He and Ne discharges.

At 7 mbar ot He and 200 mA current

the oxide coating survives intact for

about 20 hours. During this time the

discharge gradually becomes arc free

and the voltage decreases from 450 V

to below 3OO V. After 20 hours the

oxide coating begins to disappear and

the voltage increases again. The ef-

fect of disappearing oxide coating

can be seen in Fig.l.

It can be seen from the figure that

as the oxide coating disappears, the

voltage and the Al line radiation in-

creases, Uie latter by an orucx ot magnitude

or more, and uiere is a small increase in

the intensity of He spectral lines.

The oxide coating can be reformed

without using the oxygen discharge. We

can keep a fev; mbars of oxygen in the

discharae tuhp for =n h(1ur, o- an

oxide layer is also formed when the

tube is simoiy evacuated overnight.
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Fiq.l. Changing parameters of the dis-
charge in time due to the disappearing
oxide coating. Gas filling 7.8 mbar
He, peak current 2OO mA. At 20 hours
the cathode surface is covered' by a
thin oxide layer, and after 5 hours
the cathode surface is effectively
oxide free.

However, these oxide films are thin,

and can be removed within 1/2 to 1

hour by the discharge. The behaviour

of the discharge is always similar to

that shown in Fig.l. except that the

initial time needs to be adjusted for

the different initial conditions. The

intensity changes of the 396.1 ma Al

line differ slightly denending on in-

itical conditions, but in each case

its intensity increases by about an

order of magnitude or even more.

Vloge
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Fig.2. Pressure dependence of voltage
and the intensity of different spec-
tral lines in He with and without ox-
ide coating. Current: 200mA

In Fig.2. we show the pressure depen-

dence of the voltage and the inten-

sity of different spectral lines in

a He discharge for a clean and an ox-

ide coated surface. We can keep the

discharge inside the hollow cathode

with a clean cathode surface only in

the pressure tegion above 7 mbar. At

lower pressures the discharge transits

into a high voltage flat cathode type

discharge as is described in Ref.4.

This limitation is due to the incre-

asing size of the negative glow with

decreasing pressure. In the high vol-

tage discharge the intensity of Al

lines is weaker than in the conven-

tional hollow cathode discharge.

In Fig.3. we show the current de-

pendence of the voltage and the in-

tensity of the Al 396.1 nm spectral

line. The order of magnitude differ-

ence in the two quantities is seen to

be independent of current.

500

WO

300

I At 39&t fmVj

JBO

Fig.3. Current dependence of dis-
charge voltage and intensity of the
Al 396.1 nm line in He. Pressure:
7.8 mbar

The sputtering in a neon discharge

is much stronger than that in He.
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Due to the increased sputtering the

intensity of the Al 396.1 ran line is

stronger bv an order of magnitude 13).

Summary

Our measurements show quantita-

lively the strong change in Al line

radiation due to the removal of the

oxide coating from the aluminium sur-

face. This fact should be taken into

consideration not only in case of

hollow cathode lasers but also using

Al hollow cathode lamps for atomic

absorbtion and atomic fluorescence

spectroscopy. Even with factory made

hollow cathode lamps, the performance

of the lamp can be improved by run-

ning the discharge for several hours

if it has-not teen used for a long

time.
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DETECTION OP C0 2 LASER POWER VARIATIONS

VIA ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGES NEARBY THE i>LASMA TUBE

J.Rzepka.R.Nowicki.E.F.Plinski

Institute of Telecoraunication and Acoustics

Technical University of Wroclaw

Wybrzeze Wyspianakiego 27

50-370 Wroclaw,Poland

Measurements of electric field

changes nearby the laser tube can be

a source of new information of pheno-^

menons in the laser plasma.A simple

capacity probe was used for measu-

ring ">• the-noise spectrum of the

laser plasma and for obtaining a sig-

nal proportional to laser power var-

iations fi] .Electric field changes

nearby the laser tube,induced by the "

laser power fluctuations within the

optical cavity.phenomenon called by

us antenna effcct,v.«=re used for la-

ser stabilization [2].

Experimental arrangement and results

A ba.r of i.-.etalic foil wound

around the water-jacket of C0 2 laser

plasma tube was used as a probe.

The probp ("antenna") was coatfri .-.

with insulating foil and a grounded

electric screen.The laser discharge

tube was 60 cm in length and 14 on

in diameter with gas mixture (X^sl^

:He = 1:1:4 at total pressure of

12 Torr.The current-of the discharge

wan stabjiispf1 by uring a current

stabilizrr connected to the laser

tube from the cathode side.The noise

spectrum of the laser plasma,when

the current of the discharge was

14 mA.can be r-ren on Fig. 1.

04 4 40

Pig. 1
beam produce an antenna effect signal

proportional to the laser power chan-

ges. Variation of the antenna effect

signal with a change of choppering

frequency for constant current power

supply operation and output laser po-

wer 6 iff can be seen on Pig.2.

20

/

w

/
/

\

\

The modulati n the internal l-ar;pr

40 400 4D00

Pig. 2

The experimental r.etup seen on Fic«^

con.nisting of u C02 laser with a cho-

pper inside the cavity,an infrared

detector and a capacity probe(antenna)

wau used to investigate the antenna

effect.Laser characteristics obtained

in tv.o fays: U by the antenna effect
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SUPPLY
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STABILIZES

and U^ by CdHgTe detector,can be

seen on Pig,4.

of the antenna ure the same.The d.c.

voltage obtained from the electric

probeis exactly proportional to the

laser power.

The antenna effect was successfully

used to detectorless stabilization of

a1 laser frequency [2] and in a plasma

diagnostic setup [3] .
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0 4

Fig. A

The antenna effect technice provides

a convenient method of observing

the laser signature.Fig.5 shows the

laser signature when the cavity len-

gth has been scanned 20 jum.The tran-

sition, line segments were identified

by a speatrum analizer.The signatures

Fig. 5

were obtained: UQ-by tne antenna;

U - - by a CdjigTe detector.One can

observe thet the spectral sensitivi-

ty of the photovoltaic detector und
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LASER FLUORESCENCE EXPERIMENTS IN THE ARGON ION SYSTEM

B. van der Sijde. H.M.J. Hillems, K. Vuasa, J.J.A.n. van der tiullen,

D.C. Schram,

Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Physics,

P.O.Box 513, 5600 fiB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Introduction

The energy level system of the argon ion

and the collisional-radiative processes in

that system are the subject of many

investigations due to the laser

oscillations between 4p and As levels. He

carried out laser fluorescence experiments

in a hallow cathode arc • with electron

density (n ) and -temperature (T ) values
e e

typical for the argon ion laser, but with a

neutral density of ~ io19
 m"

3 . 2-3 orders

lower than that in laser systems. The

fluorescence measurements have been carried

Out Mith 2 different types of lasers:

1) A continuous argon ion laser performing

stimulated emission or negative

fluorescence in systems Kith inversion of

level densities between the pumped levels.

This experiment was carried out to show

that in the argon plasaa of a hollow

cathode with low gas pressures (|O~3 torr,

10 P) inversion between 4s and 4p levels

is also present. Herewith it is established

that processes directly from the neutral

system such as simultaneous ionization and

excitation to 4p or through neutral

•etastable levels are not important for

laser action.

2) A 1 ys pulsed dye laser performing

absorption or positive fluorescence between
- 2

the 3d' Z G metastable and the 4p* F 7» 2

level (the • denotes the *T>2 core, X =

611,5 no ; the main system without * has a

? core). From the time response of the

fluorescence signal with a typical peak

plateau-bacl:ground structure (Fig.l), it Js

possible to derive values of densities and

excitation rates, e.g. for the 3d' level.

From these values, we may conclude that it

is very probable that the 3d" 2G metastable

doublet plays and important role in -

populating the normal 4p laser levels.

Herewith we enter the discussion through

which ways the 4p levels are populated. In

a study, limited to the doublet system of

the P core, Pots et al. [11 concluded two

ways with equal contributions: 1) direct

excitation from the 3p ground levels to the

4p levels; 2) stepwise excitation through
2

at least one aetastable 3d F,/, (without

'> level (Luyken [2] gives an A-value for

F5/2^" • Ross 13] indicated from a

fluorescence study that collisional

coupling between doublets and quartets with

P cores is snail. By introducing the 3d* ~G

metaslables as a possible candidate for

intermediate levels to 4p, we broaden the

discussion to the role of other cores.

Further experiments have to prove more

definitively that role.

Argon ion laser experiment

The fluorescence experiments have been

carried out with the plasaa of a

magnetically confined argon arc with a self

sustaining hot, hollow cathode. The values

of T are 3.5 eV and of "-are 8 10 1 8-"
C 20 -31.10 m , and have been measured with

Thomson scattering: moreover the T -values

have been checked with the 488,0 no

absolute line intensity and a known

collisional-radiative r coefficient 141.

So, our conclusions are not limited to

indirect parameters like current density. A

schematic lay-out of the laser fluorescence

ewperiir.ent is given in Fig.2.
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The argon ion iaser is a Spectra Physics

model 171-07 Kith a mani .mm laser power of

2«, a linewidth of £0 m8 Kith 2u cavity

nodes. We nay assume a smooth fluorescence

profile due to natural broadening of the 4s

levels. The relatively small power of 2W

=nab!es us to assume a linear disturbance

far from saturation (see also LSI. The

esperiment performed is a simple 0.5s on -

0.5s off one with a mechanical shutter.

Photon counting techniques were applied. By

observing the intensity of a second line

with the sase upper level as the pumping

line (e.g. X = 4B8,0 r.ra) , the difference

between on and off could be established to

be O.n. Within 300 s the statistical error

was 0.O21, so that a 5/N ratio o< 5 could

be reached. With the help of density

calculations of the 4p 2 V level fron

least one channel. The plateau value M

covers several channels and has a specific,

reasonably accurate value. Ue based our

calculations on a so-called integrated

peak-value A . It can be deduced that

Ao/Mp = l/ne.K(3d') ,

with K(3d') the excitation rate of 3d' 2G; .,

to other levels. In Fig.5 we present this

~'Aratio and we deduce that K(3d')=(3 ± 1.5)10

3 -1
m s -

From the constant rat io between the plateau

value and the background value HQ of 26 +

8, i t i s poss ib le to construct the rat io

n(3d*>/n(4p'j, see Fig .6 . Mith the

calculation of n(4p'l fron l ine intens i ty

measurements WE are able to ca lcu late that

n<3d')= 5 IO 1 5-I .1O 1 6 m~3 for n e = 3 101 9

-1.102°m~3 very high density,

line intensity measureaents, we are able to especially Kith reEpect to the 4p levels

(1-5 10 m ) . Estisations of possible

escitation rates within the 'D core systen

lead to the conclusion that it is not

iikely that the K<3d"> value is due to

inner core transitions. The normal Ap group

with an energy step less that leV is the

aost probable candidate for excitation. A

construct the inversion N. cf this level
7 inv

with respect to the 4s "P-j • ., level (Fig.3).

See also Ref. £53 for the way of

calculation.

He carried out volume corrections for the

fact that only a part of the detected

voluae is covered by the laser bean. He

state that inversion is present fron the

lower n - side to the quenching point at
e 20 -3

n = 1.10 ra in this low pressure plasma.
e

He conclude that excitation processes

directly froa the atomic argon I systen dc

not play any role in laser action (see also

Ref. till.

Pulsed dye laser esperiaent

Ue used a flash lamp pumped pulsed dye

laser of Electro Phonics Limited with a

power of 10 kW during 1 vs. In Fig.4 He

present an example of the fluorescence

signal, measured with the X = 461,0 na line

with Ap" F7/-i a s upper level. Oar photon

counting systca has 100 ns channels. It

aeans that the real peak-value with for

assuied saturation equal densities for 3d'
2 2
Cq.., and 4p F 7 / T 1 5 spread aver at

calculation of n . n(3d*)/K(3d') gives a

value of 8.1O22 m~ 3s" 1. Kith this value Bn

important part of the population of the 4p

group can be explained. Future model

calculations have to show more definitively

the numerical partition between the

different excitation ways.

£1) B.F.H. Pots, B. wan der Sijde, D.C.

Schram, Physica 94C (197B1, 3&9.

121 B.J.F. Luyken, Physics 60 (1972),

432.

131 J.N.Ross, J. Phys. B, § (1975), 529.

14} S. van der Sijde, 0- Abu Zeid, H.ti.A.

aijshnff, Phys. Lett. 101A (19B41,

491.

E53 G. Herzjger, H.R. luthi, U. Seelig, Z.

Phvs. 264 (1973) 61.
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pick

\ plateau

Fig.l Global structure of the

pulse response

Fig.2 Schematic lay-out of the fluorescence

measurement.

Fig.3 The inversion N?
inv

as function of n .
e

cine (u.)

Fig.4 An example of a positive fluores-

cencemeasurement.

2

10*

5

n(ld 'l/n«p' >

I I II

Fig.5 The ratio A / H as function Fig.6 The ratio n(3d')/n(«p') as

of n .
e

function of n •
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DYE LASER PROBING SPECTROSCOrY OF THE
DISCHARGE XeCl LASER PLASMA

A.B.mreshchalov, V,E,Peet , R.A.Sorkina, S.A.Tsarenko and E . H . J a l v i s t e
I n s t i t u t e of Physics , Estonian SSR Academy of Sciences,

Tar tu 2024O0, USSR

Reliable diagnostic data for the
low-temperature discharge plasma is
of great importance for further deve-
lopment of excimer laser physics.
Time-resolved dye laser absorption
probing in 330-61O ran spectral range

haIfwidths and maximum concentrations
of absorbing components in He- and
N<- -based gas mixtures are summarized
in the Table. All absorption contours
are essentially Lorentzians with un-
changeable half-widths during the d i s -

and gain measurements at 308 ran allow charge. Pressure broadening-of Xe
us to study the formation dynamics for lines as a predominant broadening

atoms <Xe He" ions (Xe

-2' Cl ) and XeCl" excimcrs, their

absolute concentrations and some che-

mical reactions in the active mBdium

of XeCl laser • f1j.

Hiecha 15ism, is more than two times
smaller in Ne- than in He-based mix-
tures. The accuracy of absolute con-
centrations obtained i s determined
mainly by the uncertainty of the

The object of the investigations oscil lator strengths of the probed
was the discharge plasma of XeCl la-

ser gas mixture He(Ne):Xe:HCl (92O:

1O:1, p =2.2 atm, U=23 kV). Probing

pulses (5-7 ns duration and 0.3 cm

spectral width)of a dye laser pumped

by another XeCl laser of ELI series,

were synchronized with a 3 ns jitter

with the discharge under investiga-

tion.

transitions (~1O% for He* Ne* and
~3O% for Xe*

II." \

Ho" \

X." JP,

x.*" *.'p

t
». A

388»-7

50!i-7

4171.5

4624.3

45B2.7

SZ«2.2

SHI.*

602O.O

2, da

He

3.;

4.a

6*1

1.8

3.6

J.I

-

-

He

-

-

-

O-9

1.4

-

J-J

1.9

He

o-s-io11

i.*-io1J

1.8.1O'«

i.s.io"

» >o'°

-

-

-

-

-

I.I-1O11

I..-1014

»1O9

l.t.ic"

O.7-1O11

X e + * J .

Hi*. i-

3-1S.

1.0

60 to

H.1Q cm
l - X e ' l ^ l m He

2-Xc'IIP.fc) « He
6.0

2.0

Main diagnostic lines, their

Figure 1 shows the time dependen-
ces of the concentrations for He ,
Ne*, and Xe*, Xe+* in He- and Ne-ba-
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sed gas mixtures.

The excited buffer gas atoms are

formed mainly at the initial stage of

discharge.-

Because of a low He1* and Ne* con-

centration, their participation in

plasma-c hemical reactions is insigni-

ficant. The time dependences of Xe*

concentrations in both mixtures have

a number of maxima owing to the os-

cillations of the discharge current

pulse. Concentration maxima of hig-

hly excited Xe+* ions. Which are

produced by the stepwise ionization

of Xe* atoms, coincide in time with

discharge current maxima.

As follows from Fig.1, the time-

integrated energy density deposited

into Xe is considerably higher for

Ne-based mixture than that for He,

but the peak Xe concentrations in

the f irst maximum are the same. It

should be noted that this concentra-

tions is practically insensitive to

the 30% decrease of charged voltage.

It is well known, that in guasi-

-steady state of the discharge the

operating E/p for Ne-based gas mixtu-

re i s two times lower than that for

He. But the electron energy distri-

bution functions are almost the same

for both mixtures ]2"j. It leads to

equal excitation and ionization ef-

ficiency of Xe in He and Ne at the

ini t ia l stage of the discharge. While

having lower E/p for Ne the deposit

power density at this stage of d is -

charge is twice as low as for He,

therefore the equally stored energy

provides in Ne a discharge of greater

duration.

20 to 60 M 100 l.n»

20 tO 60 80 100 t.ns

Figure 2 shows the time depen-

dences of the concentrations of Cl~

ions (curve 1) and excimers XeCl

(curve 2) for He-and Ne-based gas

mixtures. Curve 3 (arb.units) stands

for the lasing pulse.

Concentration of Cl ions is

determined from the absorption data

in the region of the electron photo-

detachment threshold for Cl~ (343

nmj. The absorption of Xe in the

continuum and Xe. dimers' 34O run

band was spectrally eliminated. The

concentration of XeCl excimers was

obtained by the small-signal gain

measurements.

The formation of Cl~ ions for

both gas mixtures begins about 15 ns

after the discharge initiation,

whereas the creation of XeCl exci-

mers starts practically from the

beginning of the discharge. One can

suppose therefore that the forma-

tion of XeCl3* at the beginning stage

(region "a" in Fig.2) i s caused by a
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"harpooning" reaction between Xe

atoms and HCl (v) molecules. The ma-

ximum XeCl concentration in this
14 _3

region (-1-1O cm ) concides in

time with the maximum of Xe atoms

(see Fig.1). The region "b" in Fig.2

corresponds to the predominant XeCl

formation by the three-body ion-ion

recombination of Xe and Cl ions.

Taking into account only this reac-

tion of XeCl formation, the balance

equation of excimers in the dischar-

ge (without lasing} may be written

as

|xeCl*|/ dt = - •JxeCl*j(1)

where k is the ionic reaction rate

constant and y is the total decay

rate of XeCl molecules. For He- and

Ne-based gas mixtures at 2.2 atm y
ft — 1 H » 1

i s 1-1O s and 1.4-10 s , res-

pectively (quenching by Xe, HCl, He,

Ne and radiative decay processes we-

re taken into account) .

The condition of plasma neutra-

l i t y at the recombination stage of

the discharge may be written as
(2)[„•].[„-]

The positive charge is determined by

Xe ions. The fraction of Xe_ ions

i s small because of a slow con-

version of Xe into dimers Xe_

(T=100 ns in our conditionsj. On the

other hand, the lifetime of free

electrons is quite short (x=1O ns)

because of a high concentration of

HCl (v) molecules and a rapid disso-

ciative attachment, so the negative

plasma charge is determined by Cl

ions.

By using the measured time de-

pendences of XeCl* and Cl concen-

trations and equations (1) and (2)

one can determine the rate constants

of ion-ion recombination reaction of

XeCl formation. These constants are

obtained to be [3] k=(1.3^0.4)-1O~7

cm3 s"1 and k=(1.4-0.4)•10~6 cm3 s"1

for He and Ne buffer gases, respec-

tively, and these are in a good ag-

reement with those calculated by

Plannery's equation 2,4 I.

Cl is the dominant absorber at

3O8 nm in laser medium. As the exci-

mer formation rate for Ne-based mix-

ture is much higher than that for He,

the dynamic equ ililr ium concentration

of Cl ions and absorption losses

are about two times lower for Ne

buffer gas {Fig.2). This is the m&in

reason for the increase of optical

extraction efficiency and lasing

duration in a Ne-based mixture.
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OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT AND METAL VAPOUR DEPLETION

IN METAL VAPOUR - RARE GAS DISCHARGES

H.-B. Valentin!
Fhysikalisch-Technisches Inst i tut der AdW der DDR

DDR 6900 Jena, Helmboltzweg 4-
A theory of the laser excited opto- i=e.The related energies are
galvanic effect in metal vapour-rare 2.1eV U ^
gas discharges i s elaborated taking s^ *
into account the metal vapour deple- U V = 1 5 - 7 6 e V * T h e population densi-
tion due to the ionization processes t i e s ' t b e d r i f t velocities, the ex-
and the energy losses from the plas-
ma caused by the ion and electron
flux to the wall and tbe elastic and
inelastic collisions between elec-
trons and atoms.
Introduction. The optogalvanic ef-
fect (OGE) i s known for a long time
/ 1 / . A full bibliography on optogal-
vanic spectroscopy up to 1S83 i s g i -
ven in / 2 / . However, up to now i t i s
difficult to obtain a good quantita-
t ive agreement between theoretical
and experimental results /3/« I t i s
known that in metal vapour-rare gas
discbarges an appreciable depletion
of metal atom density can occur /4/«
The existing theories for the O&S
are applicable only if the metal va-
pour is ionized sl ightly. Furthermo-
r 3 , they take into account only a
part of tbe energy losses out of the
plasma /5/» / 6 / .
Basic equations. A cylindrical d i s -
charge tube f i l led with sodium va-
pour and argon and having the radius
R and the temperature T i s conside-
red. The index s=a,b denotes the Na
atoms and the argon atoms, respecti-
vely. I consider a three-level—sche-
me of the atoms and take into ac—
count the ground s ta te , an excited
level (3P) and the ground state of
the ion.The levels are denoted by
the indices i=1,2,3,the electrons by

c i t a t i o n a n d ionization rates, the
Einstein coefficients, tbe intensity,
a n d t h e statistical weights are deno-
ted bv N>s' ^ ^ ) ^ C )

f \ D y H i •
Aijf \ y i • i t i j

4 ' respectively.
The equations of continuity or rate
equations yield

+ A^+IB^g^/gg), v w

where the index s i s neglected.I as-
sume quasineutrality, N « w 5 b \ N ^
«N^ , constant temperatures and
diffusion conditions. I introduce

i s •

the coefficient D, of ambipolar dif-
fusion. Supposing fls=const, NVN,.=
const, then the equations of momen-
tum transfer lead to / 7 / , / 8 /

De=D
3sSs

vaD3b/(VbD3a+vaD3b5»
a n d u s i n B e

V D e = (2-W5/R)2. (3)
As balance of the par t ia l pressures

resul ts /7/t where p^iPis the Na
pressure at zero discharge current.
Inserting (1) , (2) into (4)

NJja)= (a 2 /2 + b ) 1 / 2 - a/2 (5)
follows, where a = H-G/d+Ng/N,,),

(6 )

H =i
Further J/R = <Ne>
holds, where J denotes the discharge

current, be the nobility and<N >the
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mean density of the electrons and £
the axial component of the e lectric
f i e ld intensity. The energy balance
and (7) yield

Ea = (VjU/ebg)172, (8)
where U = Uw + U c ,

Fig.1. Depleted
10 Na-density H^a)

10 a * 1

b divided by the
"'"."- c non-depleted

d density N ^ .
^ 5 ~ •

j^W) describes the
energy transfer from the electrons
t c the atoms by e las t ic and inela-
s t i c coll isions of the f irst and se-
cond kind. »}wkTe/

e i s the potential
difference between plasma and wall .

OptOKalvanic response and numerical
results . Provided that the vapour
pressure of Ka, the Einstein coeffi-
cients and the rate coefficients for
the elastic and inelast ic co l l i s ion
processes /9/1/10/ are known and 1h&
JtN;jto', T and I are measured or sta-
ted then N!s)/N$s),Te.Ez.Ne,NJjJ0can

be calculated from ( 3 ) , ( 4 ) , ( 6 ) , ( 7 ) ,
(8) and the equation of the satura-
tion pressure of the metal vapour. I
solved this set of non-linear equa-
tions by means of an iteration sche-
me. The optogalvanic response i s not
always small.

_ Similar to / 7 / I suppose R=0.15 cm,
p<ja)= 50 Torr, T=37O...6OO K and a
Maxwellian velocity distribution of
the electrons. As an example for a
non-Maxwellian electron distribution
function -the excitation of the buf-
fer gas atoms i s neglected and the
ionizaticn rate i s taken equal 1/10
of the Maxwellian value.
Results are given in the f i g . 1 . . . 8 ,
where the buffer gas density i s 10
cm~ .̂ The fu l l l ines were calculated
without taking into account the me-
t a l atom depletion, the broken lines
with i t . The broken-dotted l ines g i -
ve results obtained for the non-Max-

J = 1 mA, I = O (a ) , 1 (b) WcnT2,
J =10 «A, I = 0 t c ) , 1 (d) Wen"2 .

075
10

Fig. 2,3,4
J = 1 mA,
1 = 0 WcnT2,
( 1 , 3a, 3b, p)
1 = 1 Wcm"2,
(2a, 2b, 4a, 4b)

tf-

Jiti" T)° Ttf5^ tf' X)1

Fig. 5, 6, 7
J = 1 mA,I=1Wcm
(1,3a, 3b, p)
J=10 mA,I-10Wcm"
(2a, 2b)

- 2
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-aEz|Vcm'|

to«3tyfc,%

/ / 2°

ff". \
3 05 ID

I IWIcm1!

Fig .
N ( a )K1O
J =
(1a,
J =
(2a,

8

1
1b
10
2b

10^
mA
,3a
mA

,4a

3Cm-3

,3b,p)

,4b)

wellian case without the vapour de— '
pletion, the dotted lines with i t .
Results according to /6/ are denoted
by p .
The fig. 1 shows that an appreciable
metal vapour depletion already oc-
curs at small discharge currents and
that the metal atom density is de-
creased with increasing intensity of
the laser radiation. From the fig.
2,3,4 i t is seen that the radiation
and the metal vapour depletion have
a substantial influence on TofN .E,,

t? 6 *>

if the metal atom density is not too

small. Further, a lack of high ener-

gy electrons in the velocity distri-

bution changes T.,B ,E appreciably

as it is shown by the non-Maxwellian

ex ample.

The fig.5,6,7 give the variations of

T~.N~iE., as function of N ^ . For
6 6 2 *V>

AN . AE,. the differences between
the results in the Maxwellian and
the non-Maxwellian case are small
i f J=1 mA, 1=1 IVcnT2. The fig.7,8
show the optogalvanic signal (OGS)
as a function of the metal atom den-
s i ty and the radiation intensity.The
discharge current i s taken as para-
meter. I t is seen from fig. 7 that
the OGS increases linearly with in -
creasing metnl atom density. The
inetal vapour depletion decreases the
OGS appreciably except ver; small
discharge currents. The energy ba-
lance used here yields a substantial
greater OGS which better agrees with

experimental results from / 6 / than
the theoretical, values calculated
in / 6 / .
A more complete theory can be elabo-
rated by the aid of the methods given
in /11 / and / 1 2 / .
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FOittiING OP INTENSIVE I01J PLOWS PROLi LASER PLASI.1A

Yu.A.Bykovsky, Yu.P.Kozyrev, K.I .Kozlovsky, I .K.Hovikov,
A.S.Taybin, B.Yu.Sharkov

Moscow Engineering-Physics Institute,

Kashirskoe shosse 31, Moscow 115409, USSR

Interaction of laser radiation
9 ?having power density q.^10 VV/cm

with surface of a solid flat target

in vacuum results in laser plasma,

which can be considered a point pul-

se sourae of flows of ions differen-

tly charged. Such a source has both

high emissivity and high degree of

ionization of atoma in the majority

of elements. It has a simple and

compact emitter. However wide angu-

lar distribution of ions (for sing-

ly-charged ones it i3 practically

isotropic at solid angle 2TT) as

well as complicated energy distri-

bution in the 10 eV - 10 KeV energy

(q~10 9 - 1012 \//cm2) are not al-

ways convenient for using the sourse

in accelerators. In this connection

a number of new investigations of

laser plasma characteristics in a

remote zone and f oriiiiiis more direc-

ted and intensive flows of accelera-

ted ions have been held.

For making a highly effective

source of heavy multiply-charged

ions of laser plasma a series of

work investigating physics processes

of forming energy and charge com-

position in the plasma as well as

quantity and phase characteristics

of scattered ions in a remote sone

was done. It was proved experimen-

tally that at distances ^ 1 a in

laser plasma having heavy ions (Tb,

Ei, U) and formed by CO, - laser
10 -radiation (q~10 ../ca *~, pulse

duration ~~ 1/<-s) process of triple

Gurevich-Pitaevsky recombination

of great significance. The recombi-

nation results in reducing average

ion charge in the plasma and increa-

ses phase volume of ion flow (Pig

A number of experiments on la-

ser plasma widening formed by a neo-

dymium laser radiation with q^10

V.'/cm into background medium were

carried out. Under pressure of

residual gases ~x10 Pa increasing

several times as big a full ion

charge of forming plasma (both laser

and background ) is found to occur.

For the purpose of forming more

directed and more intensive flows

of laser plasma the influence of

constant and quickly growing mag-

netic fields, with axis plasma

widening orientation of force upon

the plasma was investigated.The

scheme of the experiment on the

influence of quickly growing

(̂- 3 - 10 T/s) and constant magnet-

ic fields on the laser plasma is

shown in fig.2.

Both the analysis and compari-

son of results of f oraing laser

plasma flows by means of constant

and quickly growing magnetic fields

showed that for the latter process-

es of heating (or decreasing recom-

bination degree) and induction acce-

leration of laser plasma are of

Great significance. It results in

considerable increasing plasma flow

alone the? field axis. Increasing

quantity of multiply-charged ions
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is the evidence of plasma heating.

At constant field laser wideninc at

q53-105 '.V/crn2 (A = 1,Qfym'» ia great-

ly influenced by tiie process of
9magnetizing, at q>3*10 '.

the proces3 of plasma reflection

from the fields where magnetic pres-

sure is more than gas-kinetic one.

Both these processes result in ang-

le narrowing of plasma widening 2.3

well, but without considerable acc-

eleration of the plasma along the

field.

Results of experiments on influ-

ence of constant magnetic field on

plasma widening are directly used

at forming intensive flows of acce-

leration ions from laser plasma by

external electric field with energy

>100 KeV. So this end a magnetic

isolation method of electrons from

laser-plasma anode is a strong cur-

rent ion diode was first applied

(Pig.3)

The main results are as follows:

*1. At laser pulce energy ~'iJ, dura-

tion ~30 ns and wave length 1,06 /im

about 50/j of basically singly-charg-

ed laser plasma ions are accelerated

up to energy ~-150 KeV in a diode.

It make3 ~10 J pulse duration of

ion current witn an amplitude -9>150A

is ^1^,5 and corinon diode current

is =5 300 A.

2. Current density of accelei-ated

ion3 i3-2>10A/cn . It exceeds an or-

der of a magnitude the minimum cur-

rent density one can get in conven-

tional direct actions accelerators

with a suppressor electrode.

3- I.'agnetic field induction q'l'-ntity

which is n:o:i:.:un for ioi":iin,~ .rj^si—

—cylindric:1! wiodca n.3 v;oll a.' iso-

lation of electro::^ betv;ec!i l-ascr

plasna aid a cyli:idrical cathclc :..•'.-

kes ̂ 0,5 T.

The results received have been

used at working out both small neut-

ron generators with output more than

10 neutroii3/s Li) and an injector

of heavy multiply-charged ions for

accelerators [ 2 ].
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HOLOGRAPHIC IHT3RFER0METRY OP THE COp-LASER PLASMA

GAS-DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE NEAR THE TARGET

D a t s k e v i c h , N.V. K a r l o v , IT.If. Kononov, G.P. Kuz'min,
N.G. Orlova and G.R. Toker

Academy of Sciences Institute of General Physics
117942 Moscow, Vavilov street 38, USSR

The double-exposure holographic

interferometry technique has been ap-

plied to study the gas-dynamic con-

vergence of the laser plasma, induced

by a gigawatt COg-laser pulse with

the tubular beam focused onto planar

graphite target. The laser plasma

produced in the process of the gas-

-aynamio convergence is proposed to

be used as an active medium for the

plasma lasers operating in the short

wavelength region.

The setup

Pig . 1 shows the experimetal
s e tup . A pulse from a LAD-2 CO^-laser

RUBY LASER

REFEftEHCE BEAM SPHERICAL

1 0.6^um

detector

•|iO.6um C02-LASER
detector BEAM

Pig. 1

with unstable cavity is focused onto

solid target by a spherical mirror.

Approximately 400 J are delivered to

the target within a 100 ns FiVHM spi-

ke and 800 ns tail pulse (half and

half). The focalspots had the form

of ring with 7.1 mm i. d. and 11.4

mm o. d. (large), 3.2 mm i. d. and

5.1 mm o. d. (small). The polyethy-

lene absorbers have been used to at-

tenuate the laser beam. The intensi-

ty range has been varied from 16.10^

up to 0.8.109 W/cm2. An actively Q-

switched ruby laser OGffl-20 producing

20 ns duration, 0.1 J energy pulses

has been synchronized with the C02~

laser pulse. Double-exposure hologra-

phy has been used to obtain the pha-

se focused-image hologramms. The pha-

se inhomogenities of the illuminated

plasma region have been imaged onto

"the holographic plate (domestic pho-

tomaterial PL-3M-694) with magnifica-

tion of 2.5 by an objective 1-51 with

the focal length of 21 cm. The spati-

al resolution of 2-5 um has been limi-

ted by the diffraction of diagnostic

light on the plasma object under stu-

dy.

To measure the characteristic

velocity of the erosive laser plasma

front the chamber has besn filled

with "residual" gas (air) at pressu-

re of po=1 Torr. In the absence of

the residual gas it turned out to be

impossible to observe the diverging

plasma adjacent the front, due to in-
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sufficient sensitivity of interfe-

rence teohnique<w3.10 cm"

ReaultB

An erosive laser plasma propa-

gating into atmosphere of residual

gaa with velocity £,10 cm/e produces

in it an ionising shock wave, whose

front 1 B easily observed. In Pig. 2

one can clearly see the ionising

Pig. 2

shock wave front in residual gas (the

size of the shock wave in the axial

direction is 1.8 cm, velocity-2.6.10

cm/a). The table lists the experimen-

tal results on measuring shock wave

velocities depending on the laser

intensity in a small focus epot.

TABLE

Laser intensity

(109 W/em2)

Shock wave velo-

city in axial

direction
.6

3.9 7.8 15.6

(10° cm/s)

Shock wave velo-

city in radial

direction

(106 cm/s)

2.6 3.2 3-8

1.3 1.7 2.0

The front of erosive laser plas-

ma moves with a velocity determined

by the expression for a strong shock

wave: V1=2V()/a
i-i), where ft is spe-

cific heat ratio, v 0~
i B t h e a n o c k

wave velosity in air. The value V

is somewhat different from a maximum

possible velocity of the erosive la-

ser plasma driving into vacuum V.

even under low pressure of the resi-

dual gas. For example, at PQ=1 Torr

V1/V1max=O.75« This allows us to

measure the velocity of the driving

erosive laser plasma with an accu-

racy better 20%.

Pig. 3 presents an interfero-

gramm (3A) and spatial distribution

of the electron density (3B) for the

case of focusing into a small ring.

The calculations have been made for

eight cross-section^ the nearest of

thsm (8-th) was 350yum far from the

target. The electron density dist-

ribution function is non monotonous

only in 8-th cross-section for the

early times (150 ns). The maximum of

the distribution function ie in this

case at a distance of about 1 mm

from the axis. In the cross-sections

7-1 most distant from the target sur-

face, the electron density reaches a

maximum on the axis and monotonously

descends in the radial direction.

A similar behaviour is observed in

electron density distribution for

the delay time T =600 ns: the densi-

ty decreases when removing from the

axis in the radial direction for all

cross-sections including the 8-th

one.

Summary

The study of laser plasma ha-

ving in mind to use it as an active
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medium for far 0V- and soft X-ray

lasers la now of great interest.

dial velocity component in the di-

rection to the optical axis, there-

by an efficient gas-dynamic conver-

gence occurs on the axis. The laser

plasma convergence on the axis (cha-

racteristic ion energy is 10-100 eV)

hampers a rapid electron density de-

crease which is due to an adiabatic

spreading in the radial direction.

Thus, a plasma object is formed

on the axis with the average elect-
1B —3ron density of 0.5.10 cm , length

20, radius 3 mm and characteristic

lifetime>1yus. It is proposed to be

used as an active medium for plasma

lasers operating In the short wave-

length region.

1 H.P. Datskevich et all

Kvantovaya electronika,

vol. 11, hi 4, pp. 853-856 (1984)

2 S. Suckewer et a l l
Journ. of Quant. Electr.
vol. QE-19, »s 12, pp. 1855-1860

(1983)

Fig. 3

To create a relatively uniform and

long plasma column as a result of

gigawatt C0?-laser radiation inter-

action rith solid target one could

use pulse solenoidal magnets QQ-

The plasma, produced by a laser beam

with a ring cross-section, when

spreading from the target, has a ra-
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OPEN MAGNETIC TRAP FILLING WITH THE

INDEPENDENT UHF SOURCE-PRCDUCED PLASMA

G.E.Gogiashvlli, S.I.Nanobashvili, &.I.Rostcmeshvili

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of

the Georgian SSR, 380077, 6, Guramishvili et.,

Tbilisi, USSR

In the present paper experimen-

tal studies of the open magnetic

trap filling with plasma injected

from an independent UHF source are

described.

Experimental device

The experiments were carried

out using a stationary device (Fig.D

i x;
10 pump XXx;

Fig.1

Plasma formation and injection were

realized from the source 1

. The plasma source

was connected to the volume under

investigation using a stainless

steel cylindrical section 2, A

quartz vessel 3 of 80 cm length

and 5.6 cm Inner diameter was used

as the volume under investigation.

The vessel was placed in the sta-

tionary magnetic field produced by

the solenoid 4. The solenoid con-

sisted of 12 coils with 90 cm total

length and 20 cm inner diameter.

It allowed to obtain a uniform mag-

netic field, a mirror and multi-

mirror configuration fields. The

magnetic field on the solenoid axic

may be smoothly varied from zero

to the maximum value of 5000 Oe.

In our experiments the distance

between the UHF plasma source and

the main volume under investigation

(solenoid) varied from 10 to 100 cm.

In the case of distances exceeding

30 co, the mutual influence of scat-

tered magnetic fields of the plasma

source and the solenoid is practi-

cally small.

Results

Plasma was produced in the

UHF source at argon pressures from

10~5 to 10~2 Torr. It was possible

to vary the injected plasma density

from 109 to 10*12 cm"5, while the
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electron temperature was varied from

1 to 10 eV

The experiments snow that an

effective plasma injection into the

volume 3 under investigation occurs

within the total pressure range

(1(T5 - 10" 2 Torr).

In the absence of the magnetic

field within the solenoid plasma

fills the total cross-section of the

quartz chamber (Pig.2a). As the

?ig.2a

pressure, and at the pressures p >

5*10 Torr the plasma practically

cannot leave the cylindrical sec-

tion 2.

The application of the soleno-

id magnetic field exceeding e few

hundreds of Oe leads to the effec-

tive compression of the plasma co—

lomn and its full separation from

the chamber walls (Fig.2b). Besides,

the magnetic field leads to the ef-

fective plasma pulling into the

trap and to the uniform filling

H=0

Pig.2b

measurements by means of a 8-mm

UHF interferometer 5» moving along

the quartz chamber,show, a certain

drop of plasma density in the long-

itudinal direction takes place.

The drop increases with increasing

H=0

Fig. 3

along the whole chamber within the

whole investigated pressure ran^e.

The filling efficiency remains un-

changed with varying the magnetic
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field up to 5000 Oe. The maximum

plasma density in the solenoid

reached ~ 1012cm~ .

Such is the character of the

trap filling in the case when the

magnetic field directions in the

UHP plasma source and the solenoid

coincide.

It was found in our experiments

that if the magnetic field direct-

ions are opposite, then the plasma

"reflection" from the trap and the

formation of a thin plasma colomn

with the diameter significantly

below the main plasma diameter,

along the whole chamber axle, take

place (Fig.3). The measurements

have shown that this "reflection"

region is located near the point

in which the resulting magnetic

field is about zero. The shift of

the "reflection" region occurs with

changing spatial location of this

point (Pig.5).

A similar plasma "reflection"

phenomenon was observed within the

solenoid as well in the case when

by means of corresponding switch-

ing of the solenoid coils opposite

magnetic fields with the zero re-

sulting value were produced.

It cannot be excluded that

this phenomenon of plasma "reflec-

tion" is connected with a strong

non-uniformity of the magnetic

field near its zero value.

Thus, the possibility of the

effective open magnetic trap fil-

ling with plasma formed in an in-

dependent OHF source situated far

from the trap has been experimen-

tally shown.
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A HIGH TEMPERATURE I.IICROPIHCH III A DISCHARGE WITH CURRENT 1 I.1A.

B.Ya.Gol'ts, G.V.Koloshnikov, K.IJ.Koshelev, A.E.Kramida,

S.L.Handel'shtam, Yu.V.Sidelnikov

Institute Tor Spectroscopy, USSR Academy of Sciences-

Troitsk, Moscow region, USSR

V.V.Vikhrev, V.V.Ivanov, A.A.Palkin, V.V.Prut

I.V.Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, Moscow, USSR

The study of inicropinches (JaP) -

high-temperature (!fe— 1 - 5 keV) and

superdense (nea: 10
CJ

Cm ) plasma for-

mations with dimentions of a few mi-

crons in an axially symmetric dis-

charge column - is of great interest

from the point of view of both spec-

troscopy of multiple-charged ions and

as a powerful X-ray source in a num-

ber of applications. A "r*•'ia.tive

collapn" model which v/e puv. forward

some time ago /1/ interprets thi3

phenomenoI as the result of the de-

velopment of an m=0 instability sub-

ject to severe radiative energy

losses through line transitions in

multiple-charged ions. This approach

lias made it possible to quantitative-

ly describe the experimental par-

ameters of an ].iP plasma in a low in-

ductance vacuum spark device with

current I ̂  200 kA and the dinaiaics of

the microplnching process /2,3/. Prom

thiu model it follows that for an luP

to occur one needs a' sufficiently

high plasma density at the onset of

an m=0 instability so that the ener(j,'

balance of the pinching regio:i is

dominated by radiative losses dun to

line r:idi'-i.tio:i. Vhis is consistent

with the i'uet /•",/ thtit a deep dip

(the so called "feature") appears i:i

the.current enrvo of a linear '.],—ciiich

discharge only when a sufficiently

high linear density of the plasma,

injected into the discharge gap be-

tween plane electrodes, is provided.

In our opinion, it was because of an

incufficient amount of substance in

the discharge gap in experiments / 5 /

that the plasma was pinched to only

about 50 - lOOfMn, and KP plasma

parameters were inadequate for exci-

tation of the JH] - and Qte| -like

spectra of Kr.

LiP formations with dimentions

r.£ 5 - 10f«)n at currents as high as

1 = 1 KA were first observed in gas-

puff Z-pinch experiments with Kr /G/,

the geometry of the spectroscopic

arrangement precluding a reliable

registration of the (Ve]-like ions

of !tr or determination of the LIP

plasma temperature.

In the present paper we report

that micropinch plasmas were ob-

served in the "HP-lOO" device

(K=100 kJ). The [He]-like spectra of

Kr were registered and I.1P plasma

parameters measured.

The "].:?-100" device (Institute

foi' Spectroscopy, US3H Sci. Ac.) is

•-i linear Z-pinch with the following

Tmnimeters: 0=96f*P, U=!>0 kV,

,7,=2.6«s, I--2.5 HA. Experiments

r:f>rc carried out at, U=19 kV, 1=1 11.4.
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Plane electrodes were used us in /4,

6/. The gaa v/as released by a faat-

opcning valve and "stored" for

150 - 200 |MS in the discharge gap of

about 1 - 2 cm. 1'he necessary linear

density of the ga3 at the moment of

initiating the discharge was pro-

vided by varying the gas pressure in

the valve chamber. The moment of the

inicropiuching wa3 controlled by

varying the time delay between the

beginning of the injection of the

gas and applying the voltage to the

electrodes.

As a preliminary diagnostics

aimed at detecting the formation of

pinching regions in the discharge

column a coil gauge was used to ob-

tain the trace of the discharge cur-

rent simultaneously with the detec-

tion of pulsed X-ray radiation in

the region ~ 10 keV using a scintil-

lation detector. It should be noted

that "features" in the I(t) curve

und pulsed X-ray radiation only in-

dicate the formation of "large-scale"

pinching regions. 'The formation of

I.IP plasma regions W H S detected with

an i-ray pinhole camera in the re-

gion 8 - 25 keV. Spectra of the ;..!'

radiation were studied using a Cau-

chois crystal spectrograph (quartz,

2d=2.36 A) with resolution /jA/X =

=5-10 . In order to obtain spectra

in a single discharge an electro-

optical intensifier 1-ri.th a ZnS con-

verting screen v/as used.

'•Then the amount of injected gas

v/as optimized, LlPs wore observed in

the discharge. Their dimensions were

estimated from the penumbra of the

edge of the pinhole images to be

«£iOfim. X-ray radiation from I.'P

plasmas is mainly in the region

~10 keV as estimated using X-ray

filters. The KP plasma formations are

observed simultaneously with the reg-

istration of the resonance transi-

tions in the Qkfj-like ion of Xi-IOC-IV

and their satellites in the region

0.8 - 1.0 A (?ig.1).

The presence of spectra of the

KivLXXV ion v.rith an ionization poten-

tial of ]i=i6.5 keV indicates that

KrKptpfosmo)

on 0K 096 OSB ID

Fig-1
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an LIP plasma is heated to 1^3 - 5keV

with n x ?1012cm~3a for this tern-

perature region. According to Ben-

net's law, thi3 value of MP plasma

temperature corresponds to linear

density H^JS (0.5— •;1.)».iol?cm~
1 and

2 3bulk density n e ^

Thus, when the necessary in-

itial conditions are provided, one

can assert, according to the above

experiments, that a deep "radiative

collaps" occurs in a Z-pinch dis-

charge at 1=1 MA and high-tempera-

ture and superdense HP plasmas are

formed.

The achievement of the process

of deep micropinching at high cur-

rents offers new opportunities of "

obtaining hot, superdense plasmas

with high values of the n T par-

ameter. As calculations show, an MP

plasma of heavy ions in a discharge

with current 1=1 MA / 7 / can have a

temperature of ~ 10 keV, which would

allow one to obtain the Q Q - and

[He]-like ions of elements Z =50 - 60.
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PLASMA FLOH IN AN ARGON CASCADE ARC

J.C.H. de Haas. L. Bol, C.J. Tismermans and D.C. Schram,

Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Physics,

P.O.Box 513. 5600 IIS Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Introduction

Flowing thermal plasmas are frequently

used e.g. in welding, cutting, plasma

deposition and testing materials at high

temperatures. In most of the applications

the geometry is complex.-In the cascade arc

the argon plasma flows through a straight

circular channel with a constant area. The

study of the flow and of the plasma

properties are facilitated thereby.

Velocities in the order of 1000 m/s and iiass

U O H S of a feu grans per second can be

reached by applying a pressure difference of

a few bar over the arc. The ahmic heating of

the plasma also increases the flow speed. In

this work a model is presented that shows

the influence of the pressure, the ahmic

heating and the thermodynanic properties of

argon on the flow. Results of measurements

will be given.

Eype.iwental set-up and diagnostics

The cascade arc (fig. 1! consists of a

set of water cooled copper plates, thick 1.4

no. In the middle of the package a plate of

7 ma thickness is mounted in order to

installate a pressure transducer. The

central holes of the plates, which are

insulated from each other with a spacing of

0.28 mm, form a circular plasma channel with

a diameter of 5 ma and a length of 50 nn.. A

current between 40 and 100 A is provided by

a D.C. power supply. Four anodes and four

cathodes of tungsten are used, each with a

stabilizing resistor in series. The flow is

being aade by imposing a pressure up to 4

bar at the cathode side of the arc. At the

anode side a free expansion to atmospheric

pressure is possible.

The measured -quantities are the

pressure on the cathode side and half-nay

the channel, the mass flow "through the arc

and the voltages of the plates. From theue

voltages the local electric field in the arc

can be derived.

The one-dimensional model

Former experiments 11] showed that

atmospheric argon plasmas without flow are

close to Local Thernodvnanic Equilibrium

(LTE). The flow will have some influence but

LTE densities of electrons, ions and atoms:

calculated at a given temperature can be

used. Assuming that the differences in the

drift velocities of the heavy particles can

be neglected, the plasma flow can be treated

gasdynamically, using the equilibrium

properties of argon. In particular the

specific enthalpy is needed, see fig. 2.

Consider the flow to be one-dimensional,

stationary and through a channel with

constant area. The laws of conservation of

mass, momeirtum and energy ere in

differential for":

d(pu)

pudu +

udu +

with p :

u

p

/

X

D

h

q

= 0

2
— O u lif ^

2 13

dh = dq

mass density,

flow speed,

pressure.

friction coefficient,

space coordinate along

: oiameter of the plasma

: specific enthalpy,

: added enemy per unit

(1)

(2)

(3)

the arc,

channel,

mass.

Furthermore we need the equation of state:

p = pKT(l + a) C O
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with R ; specific gas constant for argon,

T ; temperature,

a ': degree of ionization (n /(n +n )).

With the assumption of LTE the specific

enthalpy and the degree of ionization are

only functions of temperature and pressure.

The differential dh can be written as

dh • c_dT + cm dpc dT +

in which cp = [§} and <§>
P "* T

The degree of ioniiation is a few percent

and Hill be neglected. The ohmic heating is

given b\ IE dx

7ST
with i : electric current,

A : area of the channel.

Combining the above equations gives the

following systea of first order differential

equations in the variables p, u and T:

l d £

r dx

dp.

dx
d£

1 *i
u dx

pu du
RT dx

duUZx"

1 ^ =0
T dx

(5)

2pu2 / ,£,

H T D (6)

dT RT-IE (7)
" T d x ' dx pdx puA

The equations of this system are dependent

when the Jacobian equals zero, which is the

case tor

2 C Hi.p
u rST 18)

y is the ratio of c and c , the specific

heat capacities at constant pressure

respectively constant volume. For cold (not

ionized) argon t - 5/3 and for higher

temperatures it becomes snaller and reaches

values almost down to one. When equation (B)

is fulfilled, the flow speed of the plasma

equals the speed of sound (Hach number M=l).

In a channel with constant area 11=1 only can

be reached at the end of the duct 133. For

H<1 the pressure in the end plane is one bar

(atmospheric pressure). For M=l the pressure

can become larger than one bar and the

transition to atmospheric pressure is

reached by one or more shock Haves. The mass

4 = puA calculated for t1«l and p = l

bar is the minimum <t»lu8 far which tfte flan

becomes sonic. For a teaperfturp of 11000 K

this value is 1.3 g/s.

To consider the effects of friction and

ohmic heating tie rewrite the equations

(5)-(7) to:

in which M = u (RT-c T-c^j)) + c HT

and equals the Jacobian of system (S)-(7)

multiplied by - uRT2. He notice the following

changes in pressure, speed and temperature

in the positive x-direction:

a) the pressure decreases both by friction

and ohmic heating,

b) the speed increases both by friction and

ohnic heating,

c) the temperature decreases by friction and

increases by ohmic heating (the latter not

for u 2 > RT).

Experimental results

The result of a typical neasurenent is

given in fig. 3. Initially the total arc is

at a pressure of one bar. The high pressure

valve is opened and the pressure on the

cathode side of the arc goes up until a

stationary situation is reached. After one

second the valve is closed and the old

situation is restored. During the pressure

pulse the electric field increases. The

voltages of the plates, relative to the

plate at x=15 mm, are given in fig. 4, both

with and without flow. Because the electric

conductivity does not vary much with

oressurc at tesperatures between 50000 and

15000 K and pressures betxeeen 1 and 4 bar,

the local teaperature can be derived from

the rise :n the electric field during the
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pressure pulse. The averaged current density

15 constant, so an increase in the electric

field directly gives the decrease in the

elnctric conductivity and fro» that the

'Jpcri?3S2 in temperature. The results are

flivpn in fig. 5. the pressure difference

m'er the arc is one bar. The aass flow is

2.25 tj/s so a sonic flow is reached at the

P,,it of the channel. During the flow

fluctuations in the voltages are present.

far all the plates the magnitude of the

fluctuations is about the sane and a

frequency of 8.5 t:Hz is dominant. A fase

pressure
transducer

pressure
transducer

cathodes

high
pressure cascade
valve plates

Fia.l. Overall vie» of the cascade arc.

difference between the fluctuations at

successive plates is present. In the

pressure measured at the inlet side of the

arc the 8.S kHz fluctuations also occur but

the îaq'nrtlide--̂ 'i5--'BiraJ"i;ejr>TTffi'an one percent of

the total pressure.

til C.J. TiBioeroans, fin invest i.qation nf

pulsed high density plasmas. Ph. D. thesis,

Eindhoven University of Technology,

Eindhoven, The Netherlands, (1984).

12] 3. Aubreton, Frivate communication.

lp.-al electtic field ifiq.l.

during a pressure pulse

{V}
50

with flow

20

- •"" without flow

rW {mm}

Fig.-*. Voltages of a no»6er of plates

with respect to the plate at t-15 ••-

11000

T t
(K)

10000

9000

o

flow

20 U°S000 10000 T {K> "^15000

fifl.r. T(ier»(idy.t«iic Broperties of irjen at fia.5. Local tenperatures in the Holing arc

one tar. determined fro» the rise iff electric field.
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CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN A DENSITY HUMP OF A CURRENT-CARRYING

MAGNETIZED PLASMA CAUSED BY A METAL DISTURBER

M. Kawaguch'i, H. Tanaka* and H. Enjoji

Ibepartanent: :^^El^tr£car'#EngiiieerIhg> Mie University-'••-••
3

g
^ Mie 53r4, Japan

•Course of Industrial and;-Techni.cal Education, Mie University -
Tsu, Mie 514> Japan '-••

Density and potential profiles

of a stationary disturbance of current

-carrying plasma caused by a floating

metal disk in a longitudinal magnetic

field are measured. Experimental re-

sults are obtained in the upstream re-

gion of electron flow, where the dis-

turbance is characterized by a station-

ary accumulation of plasmas [1]. This .

result is very different from that in

the downstream region of electrons

where the plasma potential has a hump

[2-4]. In this paper current distri-

butions in the disturbance are shown.

rtacreric Fiele Coils

Ccnputer-
S1deS
Prcbe
Driver

Data Processing

Dy COETtter

»: Bilturtw

Fig.l. Experimental apparatus.

Experimental Arrangement

Experiments are carried out in

the device shown in Fig.2. A weakly

ionized plasma is generated in a con-

ventional helium positive column in a

longitudinal magnetic field. A float-

ing metal disk is set in perpendicu-

larly to longitudinal current. This

disk works as a disturber to the

plasma and its radius i? is 0.5 cm.

The inner radius of the discharge

tube is 8 cm. The discharge current

is 0.5 A. The helium pressure p

ranges from 10 to 30 mTorr. The appl-

ied magnetic field is 300-1500 G. The

parameter B/p determining degree of

freedom in transverse motion of char-

ges ranges from 30 to 150 G/mTorr,

when their transverse motion is

strongly restricted. Under this con-

dition the longitudinal distance

(U B)R which an electron covers in

traversing by B in the transverse di-

rection is typically 200 cm. A typi-

cal value of the similar distance

(ji^i? for ions is 3 cm. Here u e and

li. are mobilities of electrons and

ions in the absence of the magnetic

field, respectively, and they are

estimated in the same fashion by S.A.

Self and C.H.Shih [5].

Plasma parameters are measured

using an electrostatic probe which

can move two-dimensionally as shown

in Fig.l. Since the experimental pla-

sma has an axial symmetry, spatial
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profiles of plasma parameters are ob-

tained at the coordinate points (»•,;:),

where r is the radial distance from

the discharge axis and r. is the axial

distance from the disturber. The re-

gion of the cathode side to the dis-

turber (the upstream region of the

electron current) is the area for z>0.

To increase spatial resolution of the

measurement as well as to speed up it,

a computer is used in control of the

probe movement and in execution of

probe measurement. It is also used

for processing data. Typical plasma

density and electron temperature ob-

tained are 4*10lccnT3 and 6.2 eV,

respectively. Typical Debye length

is below 0.1 mm, so that the measu-

rement area is occupied by a quasi-

neutral plasma. Larmor radii of elec-

trons and ions are 0.1 mm and 1 mm,

respectively.

Experimental Results

In the present paper we describe

the results in the upstream region of

electron current.

Figure 2 shows the contour map

Fig.S.

Density map.

of the density profile near the dis-

turber in the upstream region of elec-

trons. It looks that the density forms

a sierra in the :: direction alonq the

magnetic field. The top of the density

mountain is located near the distur-

ber, and it lowers the altitude,_gra-.

dually towards the cathode. The densi-

ty hump disappears at r.-L, where L is

determined as

L = 6 1 + 7?, (1)

as described in ref.l. when u. is es-

timated in the same way in ref.5,

IKB is 0.092(S/p) (p in mTorr, B in G)

and 6=8 are obtained from the experi-

mental results. The density falls off

at the position close to the distur-

ber, and it becomes flat at r-F. The

aspect ratio L/R in Fig.2 (S/p=60 G/

mTorr) amounts to 4 3, so that the dis-

turbance stretches lengthily along the

magnetic field. The potential distur-

bance is illustrated in Fig.3. It con-

centrates near the disturber and it

extends to r~ff, which is somewhat

different from the density disturb-

ance. The potential disturbance

Potentia1

map.
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h i l l is \

obey the collisions! fluid equation,

the transverse ion current densty J.

and the longitudinal ion current den-

sity J^z are expressed as

and
l v " 1

34.

a V

(3)

'iz = -tlUx Sz

Fig.4. Flow patters of currents.

disappears at z-L and r=4i? (not shown

), where the potential changes linear-

ly along the z direction.

Distribution of Electron and Ion

Currents

Owing to the relation £<<(u B)R,

electron currents must flow only in

the 3 direction in the disturbed

region. As described in ref.l, elec-

tron obeys the one-dimensional colli-

sional fluid equation of motion in

the bulk disturbed region

3d. kTe 3n
e 3s

(2)

Here J is the longitudinal electron

current density (constant in z), and

n and $ are the plasma density and

the potential, respectively. kT is

electron temperature in eV and e is

the electronic charge. The dashed

arrows in Fig.4 show the electron cur-

rent densities. The length of each

arrow is propotional to J. The cur-

rent density in the disturbed region

in the presence of the disturber is

smaller than that in the absence of

it (not shown), which shows that the

electron current is suppressed by the

disturber.

When we assume that ions also

respectively. The flow pattern of ions

is illustrated by the solid arrows in

Fig.4.

Those flow patterns support the

discussion on the mechanism for the

density hump in ref.l, where it is

explained by connecting suppression

of electron current by the disturber

and the difference between flow pat-

terns of electrons and ions under the

influence of the magnetic field.
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PLASMA SHEATH AND FOCUS DYNAMICS
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In this paper a small coaxial

gun with low energy discharge is

used to study the plasma dynamics

inside and outside the coaxial

gun. Theoretical treatments are given

for both sases.

Experimental Set Up:

Plasma is obtained by discharg-

ing 1 uF, 15 kV, capacitor between

t-vo coaxial stainless steel electo-

des, with inner diameter of 12mm.,

outer diamter 38mm, The discharge

current has a rise time of 2 ji.s.

continuous flow of hydrogen gas

has been introduced between the

coaxial electode and the working

pressure is 100 micron Hg.

Plasma Dynamics Inside the Coaxial

Gun

The rate of change of momentum

and Lorentz force can be written as

follow:

dm) J x 5| dV (1)

where dm is the mass of the gas

in the element volume dV within the

sheath, z is the axial velocity,j

current density and B is the magne-

tic field intensity.

Assuming that the sheath acts as

piston and sweeps all gas within

its bath "snow-plough model", so

dm =/rz drde (2)

dv =r S drda/sin^ (3)

where/3 is the initial gas density,

o is the sheath thickness; (r;9;Z)

is the cylindrical coordinates and

4p is the inclination angle of the

sheath to the z-axis.

For current density

I
J =

2Ttr£

the magnetic field

B = ( 5 )
2TTr

Inserting equations (2,3,4,5) into

(1), and integrating for the current

1 = 1 sin wt (6)

then
,2

dt
In r

dt (7)

the- solution of equation (7) is

In r ±
(-

wt r

2
-)2

(8)(t - — sin

The sheath shape, current,

velocity and driven magnetic field is

obtained experimentally from the

frame and streak photography, minia-

ture Rcgovsky coil and magnetic

probes. Figure (1) shows the experi-

mental results and the theoretical

calculation for the sheath shape and

velocity.

The slight deviation between

the theoretical and experimental

values may be due to, a) the gas is

not completely snow—plowed t>y the

sheath on1 sosne is left behind,

b) plasma rotation around the z-axis.

c) energy losses from the current
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sheath due to radiation and insta-

bilities and d) wall Interaction

viscosity.

Plasma Dynamics Outside the Coaxial

Gun:

The collapse of the plasma sheath

at the gun muzzle near the central

electrode and the expansion of the

focused plasma is shown by the

frame photography in figure (2).The

frame photographs show that the

8cm

Figure (2 )
100 ns.
frame

plasma propagates with an elliptical

shell shape in the expansion

chamber. The radial velocity and

pisition relation with time, at

different angels with the axis

obtained by streak photography and

electric probes is shown figure(3)-.

The scalling of the curves in figure

(3) give the following relations

(spherical co-ordinates).

f(9,t)=(O.O12e+O.54)"t0'33
O.81 t°'67+O.O115(9)

(10)
where r (e,t) is the radial distance

from the focusing point, r(9,t) is

the radial velocity & 9- is the

spherical co-ordinates of the shell

position.

The plasma shell thickness ( X )and

the total radiation from the shell

dependance on the radial position is

shown in figure (4). The results

show that the shell thickness is

proportional to the square of the

radial distance i.e.

\^r2 (11)

Figures (3) & (4) shows a discon-

tinuity of the plasma parmeters at

r 13* 5 cm which appears as, a cons-

tant shell thickness for some dis-

tance, the radiation power decreases

rapidly following the relation
P(r)«X ri (12)

and also an increase of the radial

velocity at that position.

It is considered that the

plasma focus expands adiabatically

into the expansion chamber in an

electro-magnetic force free region.

For adiabatic expansion of a shelf

the three body collisional recombina-
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tion rate is constant which is agree

with the results at the initial

stage of expansion. The conservation

low ol momentum for an adiabitic

expanding shell is ' m vr = constant

where in is the
_2

mass per unit, volume,

in ot r " gives the relation:

r 04 t 2 / 3 (13)

which agrees with the experimental

results (equation (9)).

The frame photography (figure

(2) frame (6) and the electric probe

results (figure (5)) show that a

high density and temperature plasma

is focused at far distance from the

coaxial gun r«f6 cm which is obser-

vc-d previouslyK"'. It has been in-

terperated, that the plasma stream

from the discharge is focused by the

electric and magnetic lens formed

at the muzzle. This shows that the

plasma is not completely swept by

the current sheath of the discharge.
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Conclusion

Theoretical model shows that the

plasma sheath has a helmetlike shape

with a maximum velocity of 14 x 1O?

cm/sec while the experimental results

give a maximum velocity of 1O cm/sec

with an umbrella like shape. It has

been observed that the plasma focus

expands adiabatically in a shell

like shape with thickness "X *<, r ,

and the radiation is mainly due to

three-body recombination. The shell

radius shows the relation r x t ' ,

which agrees with the theory.Results

show that a high plasma temperature.

and density is formed in the expan-

sion chamber at an axial distance

from the gun muzzle & 2.5 times its

outer diameter.
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DYNAMICS OF LOW-ENERGY COMPRESSION PLASMA FLOWS
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One of the versions of pulsed

plasma accelerators (PPA) is the mag-

neto plasma compressor (MPC) where

plasma acceleration is accompanied by

compression leading to the formation

of a compression zone in the plasma

flow [»]. In [1,2], an MPC with a re-

latively large store of energy is in-

vestigated. At the same time, a num-

ber of practical tasks require the

production of low-energy sufficiently

dense plasma flows with the aid of

simple compact equipment.

Earlier (see [3]) the possibili-

ty was shown of compression flow for-

mation in every half—cycle of rela-

tively prolonged oscillatory dis-

charge in air in email—size tWCs with

an energy store of -~ 10 kj. In the

present paper, results are reported

of the investigation and numerical si-

mulation of compression plasma flows

(CPF) dynamics in a pulsed accelera-

tor based on a compact geometry MPC

discharge device with an energy store

of I-IO kJ operating in a hydrogen at-

mosphere.

The PPA discharge device (Fig. l)

has an external electrode formed by a

set of rods symmetrically arranged in

Fig. 1

a circle 5 cra in diameter. The intern-

al electrode has the form of a trunca-

ted cone. The PPA operated in the re-

sidual gas mode when the previously

evacuated vacuum chamber was filled

with hydrogen up to pressures of 133

and 1330 Pa. The battery capacitance

was varied from 200 to 800 jiF. In in-

dividual cases, a choke with the in-

-6
ductance L =6 -10

ch
H or an addition-

al 0.017 Ohm resistor was inserted in

the discharge circuit. The introduc-

tion of a choke into the discharge

circuit leads to a significant decre-

ase in the current and an increase in

tin; duration, the discharge being os-

cillatory. Mien an additional resist-

or is introduced into the circuit the

discharge becomes aperiodic, the cur-

rent duration is ~ 75 J*s.
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txperinent.il investigations of I.ydrogen pressure in the PPA chamber

the tlynaaiics of o :..j;r<j.,..i.oii plasma up to 1330 Pa leads to an increase in

Plows in the T¥H were conducted using the linear dimensions of the compress

the niuthoJi> .1" l«î h-.sp"».d ;>hoto- ^\,\ sion zone. With the insertion of a

_/SjjGctrophotoyraj?!!}', as well as ha^ii- choke, the di.scjid.rge current _value-at-

specd intcrf f»roi«ietry. V =*3 kV beeenisjs ssallSP than the ~cri=n

Photoreoording of plasma flows t ieal on© and $!»© S2S5Bp:riie53iori'~zpne?is'~

vgs carried out by two high-speed SFR. not foriaed,. In tliis c»se the plasma

cameras in the ffraniQ and the streak flow has a diffuse character. As the

regimes. The plasma flow has a dis-

crete structure over the -whole time

of i t s existence. The streak photo-

graphs clearly show alternating dark

and light stripes. The plasma rates

initial voltage i s increased up to

5 kV, the discharge current becomes

greater than the cri t ical yalue jand

the compression zone i s again formed

in the plasma flow,

The plasma parameters were deter-determined from the t i l t of these

sfcripes vary from 5' 10 to 4-10 co/s mined by high—speed intenferometric-.-..

with increasing P from 133 to 1330Pa filming with field •vjjL^ualjL^ation.and,

({^-2^0 jiF, Uft=4 kV, Lo=0.8-10~ H). fay spectroscopic methods. For the in-

Ihe insertion of a choke into the terferoraeter light source, » BSifey l a -

discharge circuit leads to a decrease ser was used. The interferometer time

in the plasma outflow rate which va- resolution was determined by the la—

ries from 2-10 to 1.5-10 cra/s as the ser radiation spike duration (<^1J»B).

in i t i a l hydrogen pressure in the chaza- Fig. 2 shows the electron density

ber i s increased {C =200_jiF, U -»? kV, distribution along the plasma flow

L =7-10
o

-6
tf) . The character of plasma axis for the time *- 20 us from the

outflow in the PPA is largely deter- discharge current, initiation at

mined by the discharge current value

JlJ. The crit ical value of the dis- (l)

charge current above which a compres— ft

sion. zone i s formed in the plasma

flow in front of the internal elect-

rode t ip i s 20 HA in the above expe-

rimental conditions. At discharge in

the absence of a choke, a compression
e

zone ( ••"O.S era in diameter and -~- 3~

—4 cm in length) i s formed in front

of the internal electrode t ip at P =

=133 Pa. An incrpase in the in i t ia l

P =133O Pa, V
O O

800 pF

em

4

2

vP
3
6

4

2-I016

Z,crn

Fig. =
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Spectroscopic investigations

were made using an ISP-3O spectro-

graph and an SP-4S2 spectrochrono-

graph. The spectrochronograph shutter

transmitted plasma emission for a pe-

riod from 10 to 2Ojis corresponding

to the maximum discharge current. The

electron concentration N was measu-
e

ed by Hi hydrogen line broadening,

the temperature was measured by the

relative intensities of H a and Hsp

lines. The N value determined along
the flow axis at P =1330 Pa, V -

o c

=5 kV, Co=300jiF is, for example,

~ 2-10 cm at a distance of 1 cm

from internal electrode tip, the

electron temperature being in this

case r~ 14000 K. These values are ave-

raged over the line of sight.

In earlier investigations on two-

dimensional numerical simulation of

hydrogen compression plasma flows,

calculations were made only for comp-

letely ionized plasma. However, in

describing the dynamics of low—energy

plasma flows this approach is imprac-

tical, since in this case one has to

deal with partially ionized plasma.

In I 2 I, a technique is proposed for

calculating the dynamics of partially

ionized air compression plasma flows

in a gas MPC, which relies on the

coarse particle method with the in-

troduction of magnetic field and ta-

king into account radiation. Based

on this technique, numerical simula-

tion of low-energy hydrogen compres-

sion plasma flows for the case of

Po-1330 Pa, I m a x- 60 kA (C-SOOjiF,

U =»3 kV) is made in the present paper.

The plasma rate value at the central

electrode tip obtained in the calcula-

tions at t-20 us is 1.5-10 cm/s. The

plasma temperature on the system axis

reaches 15000 K, the degree of ioni-

zation being as great as 40$. Fig. 2

gives the calculated distribution of

the electron concentration N on the

system axis (2). It is seen that by

experiment somewhat smaller N values

arc obtained. This is due to the fact

that in the calculations, impurity

radiation was not taken into account

which leads to a decrease in plasma

temperature and, therefore, in the

degree of ionization.

Thus, our investigations show

that in the PPA based on an MPC dis-

charge device of compact geometry

with a relatively small energy store,

one can obtain sufficiently dense

plasma flows and control both the

flow character and the plasma parame-

ters.
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ENERGY TRANSFER IN NEON-XENON MIXTURES

K. Aouame, A. Birot, H. Ermiet, J. Galy, P. Millet and Y. SalameYo

Centre de Physique Atoniique, Laboraloire Associe au CNRS n° 277,
University Paul-Sabatier, 118 route de N3rbonne, 31062 TOULOUSE CEDEX, France

This report describes spectroscopic and

kinetic studies in mixtures of neon and xenon

at pressures of a few hundred torr when exci-

ted by .i-particies'L The emitted radiation is

analysed from 110-300 nm covering the range

of the principal atomic and molecular transi-

tions in xenon. In addition to its fundamen-

tal -interest the work is of relevance to pro-

blems involved in the production of power la-

sers. In the XcCl laser for example the gas

is a mixture of neon and xenon and the neon

which is present as the principal component

absorbs the ey.citation energy transferring it

to the xenon througn the formation of an ex-

ciplex state.

Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangements have al-

ready been described in detail in previous

publications |1j. The spectra are obtained by

counting the pulses from a photomultiplier

operating so as to detectj;ingle_ptotoenec-

trons. The temporal density variation of the

excited species is determiried-by time ampli-

tude conversion. The use of numerical methods

based on histograms involving the sums of ex-

ponentials allows the time constants-to be

determined and the variation of these time

constants with partial pressures leads to a

description of the kinetics of the process.

Spectroscopic analysis

The spectroscopic study has been carried

out at two values of the total pressure, 100

and 600 torr, for various concentrations of

xenon ranging from a few ppm to several per-

centi

At low concentrations of xenon for all

values of total pressure the resonance lines

from the P. and P, states of xenon are ob-
1served. The line from the P. state is in

fact more intense than in the pure gas which

suggests probably that the transfer process

to the (6p 1/2). state has a lower cress sec-

tion in neon than in xenon. The 1 ine at 147

nm and the first continuum with which it is

associated are very intense for concentra-

tions of xenon less than a few percent ; the

continuum situated at 230 nm and generally

attributed to transitions from left end point

of the molecular state (1Z*, 1u) is also ob-

served, appears as for the 147 nm line with

a very much greater intensity than in the pu-

re gas, supporting the hypothesis that they

both have a common origine.

At higher concentrations of xenon the

spectrum consists essentially of the conti-

nuum centered at 173 nm. At 100 tcrr this

emission is visible from 100 ppm, but is

slowly shifted towards the red. and is the

only emission at several percent. At 600 torr

the intensity of the continuum increases ra-

pidly with xenon concentration and at 3.5 *

its amplitude is comparable with that of the

second continuum of xenon found in the pure;

gas at the same total pressure. The conti-

nuum which is the only emission observed at

8 % reaches a maximum value at 20 % and its

width at half height (AX = 15 nm) is compara-

ble also with that in pure xenon. Suggesting

that the second continuum of Xeg originates

from the state.
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Kinetics of the continuum at 173 nm

The kinetic analysis was made while kee-

ping the partial pressure of one of the gases

constant (pXe = 5, 30, 200 et 500 torr) (pN =

100 et 700 torr). Measurements at high pres-

sures of Xe showed the effect of neon on the

time constants, compared with those of pure

xenon while measurements at low pressures of

xenon enabled the details of the formation of

the excited species in the mixture to be de-

termined. At 173 nm the build up of the den-

sity of the excited species could be descri-

bed, by three time constants T. , T~ and T,. It

was not possible always to measure all three

simultaneously but from the overall results

it was possible to obtain the variation of

each with partial pressure of the consti-

tuents of the mixture.

The following results were obtained :

- T 1 is given by : 1/T, = k
1,1 p£e +

k1 pXe pNe with kl = 8 9 ± 6 torr"Zs"' and

kl = 14 ± 2 torr'^s'1.
1 ?

- T Z is given by : 1/T2 = klj PXe •
k2 pXe pNe + k2 PNe/ k20 with

 ?
k£ = 160 ± 10 torr'V1 ; k£ = 43 ± 3 torr"*

s-1 ; k2 = 10
3 ± 200 torr'V1 ; k20 = 1,5 ±

0,5 loV1.
- T 3 is independant of the partial pres-

sures of neon and xenon and has an approxima-

tely constant value of 106 ± 6 ns.

In pure xenon T , is a measure of the li-

fe time of the molecular state Xe£ (3E*)

which emits the continuum at 173 nm. In the

mixture it is found to be independent of the

pressure of the added neon and very close to

the value found in pure xenon |2|. The cons-

tants T. and T« arise from the decay of the

sates Xe(3P,) and Xe(3P.).

The coefficient of the terms px should

be compared with the constant in the 3 body

collision which results in the Pj or 3P 2 sta

tes in the following reactions :

Xe*(3P,) • 2Xe * Xe*{0*) + Xe

The values obtained in this work are in good

agreement with reported values usually using

different excitation methods |2|, |3|, |4|.

The terms in P X eP N e are representative of he-

teronuclear collisions which also lead to the

formation of radiating molecular species. We
3

find for the p 2 state :

Xe*(3P2) + Xe(
1S0) Xe*(1u) + Xe

Xe*(3P2) + 2Xe Xe*(1u) Xe

The value kj = 14 ± 2 torr^s"1 is close to

the value of 12.5 ± 2 torr'V 1 found by

Wienie |5| and of 20 torr~2s"' given by Levin

|6j. It is interesting to note that this

constant is also very close to those obtai-

ned by similar processes in the different bi-

nary mixtures (Ar-Xe},. (Ar-Kr), (Kr-Xe). ]7\.

For the P. state a similar type of col-

lision process takes place in competition

with a 2 body decay in neon :

Xe*(3P,) * Xe(1So) * Ne('so) * Xe*(0*) «• Xe

k2
Xe ( P.) + Ne( S } •*• products •

We have not been able to find any values quo-

ted for k~ but we note the similarly of our
2-1

value of 43 ± 3 torr s with those obtained

in similar processes in mixtures of xenon and

argon. The process of double collisions cor-

responds to the coupling of the levels

From the value of k 2 one can calculate a

value for k. for the inverse reaction using

the equation of equilibrium. Our value of

k. = 5 torr s may be compared with the va-
- 1 1

lue of 6 torr s from both in the same mix-

ture, Ne-Xe, |5| and in a different mixture,

Ar-Xe, |7|.
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THE H -LINE-PROFILE IN AN OPTICAL DISCHARGE
p

AT HIGH ELECTRON DENSITIES

C. Carlhoff, E. Krametz, J.H. Schafer. D.-Schuller, J. Uhlehbusch

Physics Institute II, University of Dusseldorf, FRG ̂  "

By focussing a stronq cw CO, laser Electron density and temperature in

the discharge are determined from

spect-roscopic measurements using the

Hg-line. The spectrally and spatially

resolved measurements of the relative

beam (>600 W) into a gaseous hydro-

gen target "it Is possible to sustain

a stationary plasma of high electron

densities, a so called £ontinuous op

tical discharge (COD). The experimen- H-intensities between 450 and 510 nm

tal2arrangement is shown in fig. 1. are performed with a spectrometer in

connection with an OMA-system, con-

sisting of 500 channels. Since the

registered intensities are integra-

ted over the line of sight, which is

perpendicular to the symmetry axis,

an Abel inversion has to be applied

for each channel. In order to achie-

ve absolute intensity values a cali-

bration is performed by comparison

with the radiation of a tungsten

ribbon lamp. The further evaluation

of the measurement in order to deter-

mine the electron density from the

half width of the H,-line and the

temperature from the integral of the

line emission coefficient is perfor-

med by fitting the experimental data

to a calculated spectral profile in

the following manner: Assuming LTE

and a given pressure the relation be-

tween electron density and temperature

is given by the Saha equation. To-

gether with the equation for ideal

gases the emission coefficient of the

corresponding integral value of the

H —line emission coefficient can be

calculated as a function of the elec-

tron density.

30 to v A * x "

fig. 1

The required laser power for the main-

tenance of the discharge depends on

the kind of gas, the pressure in the

chamber and the focal length of the

collimating mirror. In fig. 2 the

minimum maintenance power for COD in

hydrogen using a mirror with a focal

length of f =1.5 cm is shown.

kWJ

fia. 2
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Then the measured line profile of H.

is approximated by a theoretical pro-

file which approaches the holtsmark

profile in thi1 winus (see dashed line

in £±cf, 3} ,

EiG E/Wni*

After integration over the wavelength

a theoretical emission coefficient is

derived and compared with the inte-

gral emission coefficient mentioned

before in the red wing so determining

the maximum value of the calculated

line profile. In the last step this

profile is added to the continuum

radiation. This is done for a variety

of electron densities. Finally those

calculated profiles can be compared

__directly with the profiles achieved

from measurements. An example for

•this procedure of fitting is shown in

fig. 3.

The theoretical curve, calculated

with n = 1.1-10 cm , which corres-

ponds to a half width of 256 § is in

good agreement with the measured line

profile. The temperature is about

16400 K, where the chamber pressure

is 10 bars and the laser power 2800 W.

The disagreement between calculated

and experimental line profile at wave-

lengths below 4 750 8 is Jue to the

Stark-broadened H -line at 4 341 8.

Measurements of the H_-line intensity

at different heights of the discharge

give the possibility do determine the

full temperature distribution in the

ipJLasnm̂  ffifie iresylting isotnor'a p"atiern

for a flI:S!3nar<ge in hydrogen atJO bars

sustained with a lasarpov/cir uf 2. kw is

shown in fig. 4. The dimensions of the

plasma are in comparison to optical

discharges in argon / ] / very small.

The maximum electron density is

1.2-1018cm~3.

fig. 4

Measurements at different pressures

and laser powers show at first a line-

ar increase of the electron density

with the pressure (fig- 5). At pres-

sures above 15 bars a saturation is

observed. That effect is already known

from optical discharges in argon /2/,

but there the saturation occurs at

higher pressures and lower electron

densities.

fig. 5

n TO
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The optical discharge in hydrogen at

high pressures and high laser powers

gives the opportunity to investigate

the asymmetry of the Hg-line at elec-

tron densities in the regime of

1-1018cm~3 and to check the validity

of known theories. Fig. 6 shows the

relative difference in the intensi-

ties of the blue and the red maximum

as a function of electron density.

The theoretical curve /3/ deviates

nearly by a factor of 2 from our

measurements. Also the experiments

of other authors at lower electron

densities, e. g. /4/, cannot confirm

this theory.

fig. 6

The distance between the wavelengths

corresponding to the two line maxima

is growing with increasing electron

densities. This effect, is explained

by the microfield theory /5/, which

gives a good agreement with our ex-

perimental results (fig. 7).

75

50

25

10

fig. 7
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SEHIKMPIRICAl ol'AKK SHIFTS 03'' 1017 LIKES

Milan S, Bimitrijevic and Vladimir Ursljanin

Astronomical Observatory, Volgina 7*
11050 Beograd, Yugoslavia'

3?or the calculation of Stark

broadening parameters sophisticated

quantum-uiechanical and semiclasaicel

methods [l] exist, but they often

require a considerable labour even

for the evaluation of a single line

width* Moreover, when there are not

enough reliable atomic data for wora

involved calculations, or when quick

estimate is needed, the approximate

approaches may be very useful.

One such approach is the Griem'

s seniiempirical methcdj_2^ (based on

the effective Gaunt factor approxima-

tion fpt^) developed for widths and

shifts of singly charged ions. The

main disadvantages of this method

are: (i) one must have atomic data

for a sufficiently complete set of

perturbing levels, (ii) for transi-

tions with A n = 0 Gaunt factors (g)

at threshold are larger than o.2L5j»

and (iii) the method is appropriated

only for singly charged ions. Modifi-

ed semienipirical method for line wid-

ths of singly and multiply charged

ions is published recentlyJ6t7J. T'he

aim of this paper is tc present an

improved semiempirical method for

line shifts.

Vi'ithin the semieinpiricsl appro-

ach the shift d may be expressed as

J2].

Effective Gaunt factor for widths (g)

and shifts (g~) are related to each

other by a Cauchy integral (dispersi-

on) relationjjeQ. The electron concen-

tration 13 Îg , A^vy' is tha energy

difference between the initial (i)

or final (£) and corresponding pertu-

rbing energy levels ( i ' f f ) , Eg is

the ionisation energy of hydrogen and

T is the coordinate vector of the

optical electron.

In order tc avoid the need for

a coinprehensive set of atomic data,

we have separated transitions to per-

turbing levels in three groups1 a)

An = o, i~* t + 1, b) fln = 0,f-*£~l
and e)£n i* 0« F°^" transitions with

0, suggested for

Gaunt factor an empirical value of

g = 0.9 - 1*1/Z at the threshold.

Starting from this value and uaing

the dispersion relational, and ave-

rage estimates with b o Stark broade-

ning functions Llj (for hyperbolic at

low and straight psrturber paths e.t

high temperatures), we obtained g ^

for /In = 0 transitions presented in

Fig. 1. For singly charged ions ^ s b ~

0.35 for x ^ l and % h M " °-!iOi °« 4

O.53i 0.58;0.61; 0.64; 0.66; 0.68;

0.70; 0.73; 0.82; 0.84-; 0.85; 0.86;

0.86 for x = 2,3i^»?.t,7,e,9ilof20t

30.4C-,60,80, and 100.

At high temperature lirait all
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1 10 100
Fig. 1. Semiempirical effective Gaunt

factors for shifts: "I-B^.
from Ref. 2; 2- ?s»lforAn=of
for singly charged ions;
» - gjL for An=O, for doubly
charged ions.
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 but for MgH
3s-3p multiplet

1

Fig. 2. Stark shifts for Bell 2s-2p
multiplet. Calculations:
modified semiempirical;— • —
semiempirical according to
Griem{§] ; semiclassical
Jones et al[8% Experimental
points: o -Puric jKonjevic 1%
A-Hadziomerspahic et al.[lC8;
X-Fleurier et al.Ul]: + -Roberta
Barnard [12];f-Helbig.Kusch
[15]; A-Hunn,Kusch[14-X

Gaunt factors for the shift are

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2 but for M g H
3p-4s multiplet

For transitions withAn^O g^

given by Griem[2]is retained. This

group is separated in three parts.

All transitions are firstly summed

and corresponding matrix elements are

treated lumped together. The energy

separation is taken asfiE..,.=AE_ .=

2Z En/nj?, where Z=2 for singly char-

ged ions and nx is the effective pri-

ncipal quantum number. In practicaly ^
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0.2-

1

Fig. 6. As in J'ig. 2 but for Call
4 5 raultiplet
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TCK]/1OV

i i i

all examined experiments [9-14-] the

obtained g" . is below the threshold.

So, we can use g~, ̂ for this croup.,

From the sum obtained v:e have subtr-

acted the group of transitions with

&£--,<O and, if exist, transitions
:-•. tJD 1

strongly violating the approximation

used for "EOn*
 Tile obtained relation

is:

? > Aa ̂  F i g # 2 b u t f o p C a I I

4p-4d niultiplet
authors according to [2]) calculations

in Figs. 2-7. We can see that the me-

thod proposed here, give an accuracy

comparable with more sophysticated

methods.
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STARK BROADENING OF Na I LINES: REGULARITIES WITHIN A SPECTRAL SERIES

Mian S.DimitriJevic1 and Sylvie Sahal-Brechot2

xAstronomical Observatory, Volgina 7, 11050 Beograd, Yugoslavia

Observatoire de Paris, 92190 Meudon, France

Using the semiclassical-pertur-

bation formalism jl«2lv we have cal-

culated electron and proton impact

line widths and shifts of 30 Na I

lines£33» O n t h e basis of our compre-

hensive results, we have attempted to

find out if systematic trends among

Stark-broadening parameters within

Ha I spectral series are apparent

r*«5]]. If this is the case, accurate

interpolations and critical evaluati-

ons of experimental results became

feasible.

Results

In Fig. 1, our results for the

Na I 3s2S - 3p2P° multiplet (X-

3891-8 S) are compared with available

theoretical [6,7,8]and experimental[9t

lOjdata. In both experiments conside-

red [9, loj perturbing ion was singly

ionized argon*

In some cases, in literature

exists a controversy concerning imp-

act or quasistatic character of ionic

contribution to the line profile. We

can see from Fig. 1 that data of Ref.

[VJare in perfect agreement with our

calculations with static ions. On the

other hand, line widths of Ref.[io]

agree better with numerical results,

if the ionic contribution is treated

within the impact approximation.

Since the difference between the re-

sults with static and impact treat-

ment of ionic contribution is measu-

rable, a high precision measurement

08

06

0.4

02

wcA]

•

MN

•— " DSBj

TDXMT3

10 20 30

Fig. 1 Full halfwidths for Na I 3s-
3p multiplet as a function of
T; N « 10**cm"*. Experimental
points: o, Baur and Cooper [9]
x. Puric et al.[io). Calcula-
tions: BG, Benett and Griem
VS, HN* Mazure and Nolle z[8j ,
DSB^, present calculations
(quasistatic ion broadening),
DSBj, present calculations
(impact ion broadening).

of Stark broadening data at various

temperatures will be very interesting

for Na I 3s-3p multiplet in order to

see the true character of ionic cont-

ribution.

Discussion of regularities and

conclusion

It was shown earlier (lij that,

for lines belonging to a spectral
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Fig. 2

series, one should expect a gradual

increase in the electron impact width

with increasing principal quantum

number of the upper state. Recently,

10

BpV-ns's

T=2,S00K

5s 7s 8s

10 -

T-8H0O0K /

on the basis of comprehensive numeri- Fig. 3 Electron-impact full halfwidt-
, ,*. .. «J- i_ ,_ .. - * hsasa function of n at N •

cal results for Stark broadening of l ow -•»
t-t5jthat for

lines belonging to a spectral series,

electron and proton impact width inc-

reases gradually with increasing pri-

ncipal quantum number of the upper

state. The electron and proton impact

shift changes gradually within a spew

ctrel series if Debye shielding eff-

ects are negligible. If the shift is

negative (blue) for lower members

of a series due to the larger pola-

rization of the lower level of the

transition, for higher members of

the series it becomes positive (red)

owing t * the gradual increase of the

upper level contribution. We continue

here this investigation using the

present results for Ka I lines*

By inspecting energy separations

between the upper level and the

principal perturbing levels for

3p-ns series (Fig.2}f we find that

this value decreases gradually wit-

hin a spectral series, fhus, we ex-

pect a gradual change of the otarfc

broadening parameters.

»' s 5s 6s 7s Bs

Fig. Same as in Fig. 5 but for
electron-impact shift
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10"

W«s-M

10"

irf0

3pV-ns*S

s

s

s .

T=eaoooK

• —

4s 5s 6s 7s n| 8s

Fig. 5 Same as in Pig. 3 but for
proton-impact full halfwidth

which is equal to zero for 5p-8s

line due to the influence of Debye

shielding.
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Fig. 6 Same as in Fig. 3 but for
proton-impact shift

The electron and proton impact

broadening parameters (in angular

frequency units) as a function of the

principal quantum numbers of the

upper level (n.) are shown in Figs.

3 -6. In practically all cases we can

see a gradual increase of the Stark

broadening parameters with the incre-

ase of the n.« The unique exception

is the proton-impact shift at 2500 K
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BROADENING AND SHIFT OF Cu I AND Cu II LINES IN PLASMAS

C. Fleurior ant! C. Maulat

Croupe de •'Recherche"-5Ur'i1-'llh6rg6¥Kjue-des--11i1:Te"ux̂ iohis£s
CNRS/Universite d'Orle'ans, UCR SFA, 45046 Orleans -France

Introduction

Neutral and ionized copper lines are

frequently observed in laboratory or indus-

trial plasmas. However, they are rarely used

in plasma diagnostic, mainly by lack of know-

ledge of fundamental parameters : oscillator

strenghs for Cu II l^nes and calibrated

widths for Cu I and Cu II lines.

In the present work, we have measured

the linewidths and lineshifts of a large num-

ber of copper lines in a plasma at electron

densities ranging from 2 x 1016 to 2 x 1017

cm"3 and temperature between 50QC to 21)000 K.

There are three crucial points in line broa-

dening measurements : at first, we need an

accurate electron density, secondly the plas-

ma must be homogeneous or of known symmetry

and thirdly the lines must be optically thin.

A special emphasis has been put on these re-

quirements in this work.

We first describe the experimental ap-

paratus and measurements, vhen we compare cur

results with the few other results previously

published. Calculations for the Cu I and

Cu II lines are limited to the classical the-

ory of Lindholm or Sobelraan (l)

Experimental set-up

The plasma is created in a small volume

{VI} as shown in fig.1. between two copper

tubes El and E2 which are used as electrodes.

This volume is limited by a quartz tube fit-

ting the copper electrodes. After ignition,

the pressure increases rapidly like the tem-

perature in 1 to 2 usec. In consequence, the

plasma is ejected in the buffer volume (V2)

across several hoses placed in the back of

the electrode E2. Thus, during the discharge

the plasma forms a jet between the two elec-

trodes, causing an important improvement of

the cylindrical symmetry and the axial of

homogeneity betwe;-i the two observation win-

dows Ml and W2. Numerous longitudinal and

transverse intensity measurements have con-

firmed that the copper was homogeneously dis-

tributed in the plasroa. The"length of the

plasma is limited to 2 cm in the axial direc-

tion where the observations are made. This

lenght was chosen in order to avoid the self

absorption of the lines. The optical depths

of the lines are much smaller than one in

every case (for Cu I and Cu II lines).

Transverse measurements of line inten-

sity, followed by Abel inversions, did not

show any cold region in front of the windows.

This can be explained by the fact that the

plasma hits the windows during the shot and

let them clean of deposit.

The current is supplied by a capacitor

bank which produces the waveform shown in

fig. 2. The discharge is operated in a fir *

5% Hi gas mixture at pressures of 10 or 20

torr.

The line intensities and profiles were

recorded by means of a spectrometer having a

focal length of 1.7 ir, and a 1200 t/nrni gra-

ting and which was equipped with an DMA. The

spectral resolution is of 0.12 A' and 0.048 X

in the first and second order respectively.

The pulsed mode of the OMA allowed the lines

to be observed over times of 1 or 2 usec du-

ring the discharge. The OMA response in high

intensity as well as in wavelength was pre-

viously (2j carefully calibrated.
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Lines intensities of Ar I I and Cu I

lines were used for temperature determina-

t ion. The profiles of some Ar lines and of

the H line were used for electron density

measurement. An additional and very accurate

measurement of the density was provided by

laser interferometry, using the lines 632.8

nm and 3.39 um of an He-Ne laser. The sensi-

t i v i t y of the interferometer was Ane = 1.65

1016 cm"* per fringe with the infrared radia-

t ion.

Results

The current shape is shown in fig. 2.

Maximum intensity is of about 10 KA. At the

beginning of the discharge, the plasma is

rapidly formed and electron densities of more

than 4 x 1017 cm"3 are reached in less than

10 Msec. Temperature do not go beyond 25000 K

during this early phase. Then the density

keeps increasing until 40 usec while the tem-

perature stays almost constant. Afterwards,

copper and silicon diffuse in the plasma.

The density decreases to 3 x 1017 cm"3 at

80 us and the temperature goes down to 13000K.

After 80 usec, there is a small increase in

density before it decreases to approximately

1 x 1016 cm"3 at 150 usec. At this time the

temperature (from copper lines) is no more

than 5000 K.

The copper lines were observed between

90 and 130 usec depending on their widths.

Some intense lines of Cu I or Cu II were per-

turbed by other lines, mainly Si II lines,

and could not be measured.

The widths of the observed lines are

reported in Tables I and II together with

results of other authors. They are normali-

zed at 1017 cm"3.

As we can see in table I, Cu I line

widths vary strongly from one to another.

This is easily understood in term of pertur-

birtg levels. For example, the 6d 'Dy levfl

(upper level of >. = 4022 of Cu I) is strongly

perturbed by several adjacent levels which

cause an important broadening.

The accuracy of the measurements de-

pends on several factors : some 1ines were

of too low intensity to be observed in the

second order and some other lines (5105,

5782) are very narrow so that the apparatus

function and the Doppler broadening affect

them a lot eventhough these two extra-broa-

dening were eliminated by a deconvolution

procedure.

The calculations for the Cu 1 lines

are performed by means of the classical

Lindholm formula

W = 1 1 . 3 7 V
Th

1/s c ' / 3 N e x
2TTC

(cgs)

where V-fh is tne thermal velocity of elec-

tron and C^ is the quadratic Stark coeffi-

cient.

The approached semi-classical relation

of Sobelman (1) can also be used :

W = 11.37 V
th

r ̂L4i Me x
2nc

(cgs)

where >". involves all the perturbing levels,

while I(i-.-) represents the effect of inelas-

tic collisions.

Different authors (5, 6, 7) have esti-

mated the C^ coefficients ; their results are

reported in Table 1. Experimental results of

authors (3, 4, 5) are also summarized in

Table 1.

It can be seen that except a good agree-

ment for the lines 4022 A and 4062 A between

the different results, there exists a strong

disagreement between all the other values.

However, several criticisms of the other ex-

periments can be done either because they

were performed at very low densities (̂  1015

cm"' or less), thus the profiles were hard

to measure accurately or because the effect

of self-absorption was under-estimated.

Finally, only one shift was measured for

the time be inn. We found a blue shift of
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- 0.165 A for the line 5153 A of Cu 1 at

1017 cm"3.

Conclusion

We think that our results are the first

that have been obtained in good experimental

conditions (1017 cm"3) and in a controlled

environment (no self-absorption). These re-

sults will be able to help in diagnostic

for certain kind of plasmas. Further measu-

rements are in progress, UV lines of Cu I

and line shifts will be measured by the

time of the conference.
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o
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Radiation transfer is a very important

component of energy transport in medium and

high intensity arcs (I > 100 A). As a part of

a more general work on arcs burning in SFfi or

in gas mixtures containing SFg ^-SF.- in

particular /I/), our goal was to first calcu-

late the emissivity of such plasmas and then

to use these results for the study of radia-

tion transfer in various practical condi-

tions. We present here the results of the

first part of this work which was the compu-

tation? 6f absorption coefficient of a SFg

plasma under Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium.

In literature the only existing theoretical

results concerning the calculation of the

overall emissivity of a SFfi plasma are those

of Lowke and Liebermann /2-3/. In our case,

we have taken the attachment continuum into

account and "we have used recent data for the

computation of recombination radiation and

the oscillator strength of certain lines.

Attachment continuum

An atom A may catch a free electron to

form a negative ion A" :

A + e~ *• A" + hv (1)

E being the attachment energy of atom A,

reaction (1) results in the emission of con-

tinuum in the wavelength range X < \nax»
w''tn

\nax = hc'Ea-

The spectral emission coefficient for

attachment is given by :

2ef (T) = exp (- NA"

where N.- is the number density of A~ ions

and o. . is the photodetachment cross-sec-

tion. For F~ ion we have used the values com-

puted by Robinson and Geltman /4/ corrected

by a factor of 0.7 in agreement with the ex-

perimental results of Mandl /5/ and Kafrouni

et al /6/. The coefficient relative to S at-

tachment is negligible. The variations of

ĉ with X are shown on Fig. i ; at atmos-
atat

pheric pressure, the peak value of e has a

maximum around T = 15 000 K.

Recombination continuum

This emission is caused by the recombi-

nation of an excited ion A- (of charge ze,

on level i), to form an ion of charge (z-1)e

in an excited state j, A.
J

z-1

A? + e hv (3)

For a given wavelength, the total recombina-

tion coefficient of a z charge ion (e.J is a

function of the densities of electrons and

A- ions on the excited levels on one hand,

and of photoionization cross sections of all

the levels of the (z-1) charge ion on the

other hand. In practice, the following rela-

tion may be used :

with C = — ^ T~TT> >
3C2!67,m3k)1/Z

(X,T)
(4)

b e i n9 t h e

partition function. E, ,{X,T), Biberman's

factor for A . ion may be determined from

quantum mecchanics calculation or from mea-
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surements. For SI and SII species we have

used the values of £ derived by Hofsaess P I

from the photoionization cross-sections cal-

culated by means of a scaled Thomas-Fermi me-

thod. For FI we have used the photoionization

cross-sections given by Lowke and Liebermann

•'•111', which we have completed with the contri-

bution of additional levels, using the hydro-

genoid approximation. For FII we have taken a

value 5 = 1.

The variations of recombination emis-

sion coefficient with A are given on Fig. 1

(p = 1 atm ; T = 10 000 K). The relative va-

lues of £<.+ , Ep+ and ec++ are in the same or-

der of importance as the corresponding ion

densities.

Bremsstrahlung

The acceleration of electrons in the

vicinity of an ion or an atom results in the

emission of a continuum. In the assumption of

binary collisions, the emission coefficient

^ relative to electron-ion Bremsstrahlung de-

pends upon the densities of electrons and of

the ions considered, and upon the so-called

Gaunt's generalized correcting factor. This

term is obtained by integrating the free-free

Gaunt factor over the distribution function ;

we have used Grant's table /8/ and a classi-

cal approximation for the low frequencies.

For electron-atom Bremsstrahlung, we have

used the electron-neutral elastic collision

cross-sections values, of Robinson and Geltman

111. Fig. 2 shows the variations of the emis-

sion coefficient due to Bremstrahlung with

X ; the values are matched with the emission

coefficient relative to the total recombina-

tion process (p = 1 atm, T = Z0 000 K).

Total continuum absorption coefficient

This coefficient, K'{v), deduces from

the emission coefficient using Kirchhoff's

law. The variations of K1 with frequency are

given on Fia. s. The comparison with the cur-

ves of Lowke and Liebermann/2/ allow the fol-

lowing comments :

- the general behaviour of K{v) is the same ;

- at 10 000 K attachment has an influence in

the frequency range 8.2 x i0)4-2.5 x 10 1 5

Hz ;

- at 20 000 K the departures are due essen-

tially to the computation of thei absorp-

tion coefficient of" S+r and S + + recombina-

tion.

Line radiation

The method we used was as follows : for

each spectroscopic species (SI, SII, ..) the

energy levels mentioned in literature /9/

have been compiled ; tabulated oscillator

strengths were used (NBS and Aymar's analy-

sis /10/ in particular) ; additional line

strengths {with lines predicted by LS cou-

pling selection rules) have been computed

with the method of Bates and Damgaard/11/.

A total of 3170 lines have been taken into

account.

The variations with temperature of the

net emission coefficient e^ of an optically

thin SFg plasma at atmospheric pressure an

shown on Fi.7. •> :

EN(T) =jB(v,T}K'(v,T)dv.

The slight variations between these results

and those of reference /3 / are maintly due

to the choice of the osci l lator strengths of

resonance l ines.
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PHESSUIiE SHIFT IN COHE AND WINGS OF oi P> tlAUUJt LI:..., I!.

HELKVANCE TO THi) CHAVITATIO.NAL-flElläHIFT MUSUHtMLNTS IN ..H!Tr. I tA!:i s

D. Grabowski*, J « Halenko* and J . Mudoj^
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Upper and lower l i m i t of the pressure
s h i f t (PS) in central region of oc and ß
Balmer l i n e s in white-dwarf spectra i s e s -
t imated, c^-line appears to be prac t i ca l ly
free from PS.

Introduction

Two spectroscopical circumstances

press heavily on measurements of the gra-

v i t a t i o n a l rcdsl i i f ts i n white dwarfs (rfDsJ:

1 spectra of WUs are recorded at low d i s -

persion (except rare IT or IPCS observa-

tions; cf. [i] ) due to intrinsic faitness

of these stars, and 2 lines (hydrogene-

ousj in WD's spectra are strongly broade-

ned and asymmetrical (cf. [2-4];. In this

connexion, the line cores are not wull de-

fined and an observer does not just use

the narrow central part of the profile to

measure the line center but measures the

symmetry points on various levels of the

residual intensity to obtain an average

wavelength (and shift) of the line. In me-

asurements of the gravitational redshift

from low-dispersion spectra, the central

30-40 8 of the line profile is used to de-

fine the line center (cf. op.cit. and [5])«

Laboratory moderate-density—plasma

measurements in paper [6] have been done

with intent to simulate this astrophysical

procedure and to estimate the pressure ef-

fects as a possible co-originator of the

"residual" redshifts measured in WDs. In

that paper, so-called experimental line

center (ELCJ as the average wavelength of

the points bisecting the 1/2, l/'l and 1/8

width i s defined und the difference bet-

ween this quantity and the unperturbed wa-

velength of the line as the pressure shi ft

is taken. In ELC-conveuti un, huivcvcr,

one uses region uutsidi from the lialf-

-width of the line, .nul one neglects the

central part being the banie one for the

astrophysical measurements. Moreover, furt-

her research works uncontrovertitily suggest

that the pressure redolii, ft in center of Hp,

line is much greater than, day, jn haif-

-widtli region (ci'. [7-'j] J • Cunhcquus.lly ,

data suitable for Lhc EI.C arc imp-oper for

the central region of ii^ line.

Data concerning PS of the KLC ;»id of the

center of Ha line

Pressure reiishifts vs. K_ are presen-

ted in Fig. 1: in lower part of the figure

the data refer to the ELC, in upper - to

the central dip of li^. Small symbols mark

the ELC-shifts measured i:i l<>! . Big cros-

ses (being a measure of ~.;ixiniuir, uncertain-

ties of siii ft measurements and of plasma

diagnostics^ on open circles - the IJ.C-

-shifts measured in [*/) , strictly after the

same convention as in [6] . The big crosse»

on full circles represent the PS of the

central dip of Hg, as measured in [ü,9] .

The lines plotted in the figure repre-

sent theoretical calculations, for tempera-

tures containing the temperature conditions

of all pertinent experiments:

[\] The dashed lines refer to Griem's [io]

calculations for ELC-shifts; distant

electron-atom collisions and ion-atom

qundrupole interactions produce resul-

tant redshift

PS = nN.T"3. ( i )

(li; The solid lines relate to Halenlca [9]

calculations for central-dip shifts .
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The calculations have been carried out

in essence in framework of the forma-

lism [ll] for quadrupole interactions,

but taking also into account: 1 quad-

ratic Stork effect, 2 screening ef-

fect (for ions - conventionally; for

atoms - in simple Debye nodel as in

[12] but containing the polarization

tent e /D) a and 3° pressure ioniza-

tion in quasi-static intermolecular

fields. Resultant shift depends

approximately as:

PS = (a + bT • cAJ» e! (c»la,b|;. (2)

Both the theoretical calculations re-

construct properly the experimental data

of suitable type. Unfortunately, the data

are not numerous at present. We have assu-

med that the calculations give reliable

results in whole rango of the physical

ccnditions prevailing in JVB'B atmospheres,

and we have used the approachs (lj and (2),

alternatively, to compute PS in WD's line

profiles.

PS-run in WD's spectra as a function

of AAi reliable and useful for correcting

the measured redshifts, can be obtained

using shifted and asymmetrical absorption

coefficient of Baimer lines as an input da-

tum. This is not yet accessible. We can,

however, draw from (lj and (2J, as the par-

ticular approximations, some helpful con-

clusions on PS-calculations in WD's spect-

ra: (1J in narrow central region of Hp li-

ne, the approach {2) may be used reliably

enough; (ii) i» line wings about the obser-

ved half-width - the approach (lj is well-

-founded; (iii) when mean calculated PS-va-

lue in a broad central region is inferred,

one obtains upper PS-value when (2), and

lower one when approach (lj is used.

Calculations of PS in WD's spectra

The line profile was calculated and

PS (in velocity scale) inferred in the sa-

me manner as in earlier papers {33,14]. A

representative profile ot lip line calcula-

ted, using approx. (2), in WD's atmosphere

of T e f f = 1.6K4 K and log g = 8.0 presents

Fig. 2. The numbers at subsequent levels

Fig. 2
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of tlio residual Intensity, r, , mark the vn-
. ,. pressure shift . . .
luoa oi ' r r — — r r r m - ratio, where gr&vit.

r
IU "

v i l ; :

shift. = 2(! km/a. The duptli corresponding
to the iialf-widlh i s maricsd by tho arrow.
The FS-velocl Ill's for WD of T , , - 2.OE-'*

elx
!M;il log g - 8.D as an cxwaple presents
Vi g« 3 Tor H,̂  ant! IIn alternatively s fo l l c -
wing to appros. ( i ) (duahed l ines ) , and to
npprox, (2) (solid l i n e s ; . In cane of HA
lino the discrepancy 1.3 great 1 i t i s mar-
kud by the hatched f ie ld . Actual PS-tfalues
Xall on this f ield, in our opinion - nea-
rer to the upper curve. Soms representat i -
ve PS-velocities are also given in Tab. 1.
(in parentheses — the numbers concerning
the approx. ( i j . ) Moaning o£ the valuas
i s docidedli' different from the moaning
of the results jVJ-

£

>
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30HEHEMT TtfO-PgOTON SFBCIHOSCOPT OF ATOM3 AND IONS BT MEANS OF PICOSECOND
PULSES

7.S.Grigoryan,S.A.Mikaelyan,K.B.Petrosyan and K.il.Pokhsraryan
Research I n s t i t u t e of Condensed iledia Physics, Ycrw-m Sta te University,
Sievian s t r . 1 A, Yerevan 375028,USSR

At present the method of pum-
ping and probe pulse in the coherent
resonant spectroscopy of u l t r a s h o r t
l i gh t pu lses (USP) i s widely used to
inves t iga te the mechanisms and to
measure the characteristics of ultra-
fast processes taking place in gase-
ous media.The use of tv/o-photon re-
sonant processes allows to broaden
the possibility of the method.

In i;'-:o present paper i t ' s inves-
tigated one of important dynamic cha-
racteristics of quantum transitions
of atoms and ions-relaxation time-
containing the infirmation on atoms
(or ions) and on their interaction
with neighbours.

The investigation procedure is
based on the coherent four-w!v° pa-
rametric interaction of ultrashort
light pulses.The excited medium is
prepared by means of two-photon reso-
nant lighting by the coherent USP,
then with the delay tuning from

the zero level the probe pulse is
applied and the signal wve is regis-
tered.

Note,t2iat the possibility of re-
alization of the nonsynchronous sche-
me of interaction is a distinctive
feature of coherent '.nterictions.As
i t ' s seen from the calculations in
such scheme high jfricipney can be
obtained. [i]

The prcporiaental investigation
was carried out in vapours of atomic
caesium by the following scheme.The

levels 6 S^B and 9 Si/L of a cae-
sium atom are the operating levels.
First of al l vapours are radiated by
the biharmonic pulse of. puraping(wa—
ve lengths are J^ =532,1nm and 3^ =
1231,8nm) .Then the injecting pulse
( a 3 =iO6*,2nra) is applied and s i -
multaneously the pulse is generated
at the wavelength J[^ =570,9nm.

Resonant conditions are the fo-
llowing:

G)< + C02 = CO3 + OO4 = (Oal

where U)a, is the frequency of the

6S-9S transition.

".7hen choosing the ivaves of the

plane polarization l;he system 6S. ._-

^S1/2 i s anal°Goi;'s t o t n e two-level
scheme.

The equation system for the am-

plitudes C? of interacting fields

(where j =1 •*- 4) and also for the
noii'liagonal element of the density
matrix c and the population diffe-
rence "n has the form [[2̂ ]

(2. + ±
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'*

ti-'i -.iri it's conoidt I'clj thiib 'r]si'%**

-I.'y m ipproximation of the preset

pumping •"'1* t'.c fislls C „ is done,

*'•:• equation for C. can "be (in ne-

glect of î vei'sal Jas^asneB)r.i^

solvedoCarrisg oab all *1K- 'lô -eaa

mm

wliere 6B- Is polarizabilitj of
tke m -level at the f r'iqiiency (*Jj ,
ae l ie , ae3<1 are the polarizabili-

•ties of the t?jo-photon transition
«fc the frequencies CO4i, and ^3,4 j
correspondingly, N is atom density
in a volume unit, n.j is nonreao-
nant refractive index at the frequ-
ency Lti-. .angular parentheses mnan
innomogeneously broadened line pro-
f i l e averaging; (in -3 ), x and. T
are lon^itu,iii-iil and transversal re-
laxation times of t.ne transition
63 - 7S, *»j is balance dvPi*
of populations

• = - 3 e 4 - 2 C 1 C e

the sauare-lav; Stark shift

(5)

where PA is the ener^ of registe-
red signal, 1^ is the probe pulse
energy, "R.o i s the real amplitude
of th*i nindlasoaal element €T ,
induced in the medium hj the munping
pulse, t is the length of a cell.,

f*k (A^J)"1 i s the tTJae of the r e -
versible relaxation, A"« is a
line inhonsoceneoufl widtL.

So, on tl:e basis of experimental
dependences of the signal pulse ener-
Cy T̂  or. th" 1«lay,tiEieB of nom-e-
verrsible ( T ) arid reversible (T")
phase relaxation change.

The scheme of the e>3>erimental
set-up is £iv<n in Pig-I.

(stumaation with respect to all f i -

elds) .

Assuming the ptnpin^ pulse squ-

are to be small

2iT

the population change can be nejlec-

Single-pulse,?icoseccnd parametric
"cr.cr t-i- o? lisJrt (rPGL) consisting
^ a Y/firKd3* oscillator with two
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amplifying stages,the system of se-

paration of the single USP and the

parametric converter of frequency on

two KDP crystals pumping by the se-

cond harmonic of the radiation of

the oscillator •The FFGL parameters

are the following:the energy at A =

s 1064m is aftnJ, the second harmonic

energy is 40aJ,pulse duration is

~35ps.the conversion coefficient

into parametric waves is « 15J8, tu-

ning range is 800 - 1600nm.

Caesium vapours are created In

a quartz cell with the length of

120am with sapphire substrates as wi-

ndows .Heat temperature varies in the

range of 20O-300°C.

Dependences of the energy of the

generating pulse at the wavelength

of J^ on the value of the time

shift between pulses of pumping and

seed are experimentally determined.

It allows to determine in a set

of experiments tine of transversal

relaxations of the ^^/2~^^/z * r a n"

sition by the scheme of the four-wave

parametric interaction in caesium*
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REÛSH1FTS ÛF Tiffi UJTH'JolTÏ FEAK OF TìiE H* LUE IN AHGUN ARC-pLASMA

J * Halenkü

Ins t i tu te of Physics, üleska 48, 45-052 Opole (Poland)

Redshift of Ha. l ine has been in-

vestigated in nearly pure argon arc-

-plesma, Redshifts of the intensity

peak and of the experimental l ine

center (ELC) are the same in limita

about +20J-fa of the expérimental errors.

Redshifts of the ELC-point are also

the same (at fixed N } irrespective

of argon or hydrogen plasma used.

Introduction

I n paper f2] concerning the pre-

ssure redshift (PRS) of hydrogen l i -

nes, astrophysical consequences of

th i s effect have been pointed out.

PRS-measurements up to the present

have been performed in plasmas of e l -

ectron concentration N higher than

5.5 x 1Oi6cm~3 [1-4]. I t i s a well-

-knovm fact, however, tha t the l ine

centers in white-dwarf spectra ( i . e .

regions used to redshift measurements)

are formed in shallow atmospheric la-

yers of much lower K values. In or-

der to estimate the PRS in these lay-

e r s , in paper [5l extrapolation of

the measurements Î2] has been used.

Such procedure can, however, lesd to

systematic errors .

In paper [3] i t was shown that

PRS measured a t the half of the peak-

- in tens i ty in near pure argon plasma

i s the same for Hoi and Da. within the

l imi ts of experimental e r rors . On

t h i s basis a conclusion has been

drawn that PRS of H« l ine does not

depend on lon-motion-effect. Theore-

t i c a l and experimental investigations

of this effect show (e.g. [6,7]) t ha t

i t affects mostly the central region

of the l ine p ro f i l e . This suggests

tha t PRS of the intensi ty peak of Ha

l ine may be extremely sensitive on

ion-notion-effee t .

In [2] redshif ts of so-called

experimental l ine center (ELCJ the

average shif t a t 1/2, i/U and 1/8

height of the peak intensi ty) have

been measured. In [ 6] measurements

of redshifts of the central dip of

H/i l ine from argon-hydrogen plasma

were presented. These l a s t redshifts

are about 2.5 times greater than ELC-

shif ts a t the same Ne-value (.cf.also

[9] ) . We want to t e s t i f such ten-

dency appears also in the case of

HOL l i n e .

Aim of this paper i s to measure

the redshifts of the intensi ty peak,

A>M, and of the ELC, AXEL£;, for H*

l ine in two physical conditions: ( I )

in a condition representative for

external layers of the white-dwarf

atmospheres I and (.II ) for comparison

witn measurements performed in [2»3,

8] a t an electron concentration about

9 x iO i6cnf5.

Experimental set-up and results

In our experiments the plasma

was produced in the wall-stabilized

a rc . The discharge channel had the

diameter 5 mm and the length 82 mm.

The arc was supplied by direct cur-

rent a t 33 A (experiment 3;} and

106 A (experiment I I ) . The arc was
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operated In pure argon near the ele-

ctrodes and. in argon with hydrogen

traces in the central region. On the

slit of the spectrograph (PGS-2) the

light of the homogeneous (coaxial

with the discharge channel) plasma

layer of the radius of 0,5 mm was

directed. As a wavelength standard

the Flflcker's tube was used. Because

of the great discrepancy between

light intensities of arc's and stan-

dard H a - line, we have used the

photographic recording. In the sane

place of the photographic plate li-

ght from both light-sources have

been recorded, one after the another

at fixed parameters of the optical

recording system.

! i ! I
wall-stabilized arc

Fig. 1. Recording (II) of superposed

spectra of arc's and PIBcker's H*

line. The redshift marked amounts to

A*< ~ 0.4 Jt.

The average values of Â,, amount

to: 0.19 + 0.05 8 (I) and 0.41 • 0.06

H (II) towards red. The recorded in-

tensity distributions have been

released from self absorption accor-

ding to the procedure given In 0 0

p.196]. Then,the integral emission

coefficients and the profiles of arc

Hoc line have been determined; these

last have been released from

so-called trivial asymmetry. The

mean a Ag^™-values measured on such

obtained profiles amount to:

0.20 + 0.06 % (I) and 0.47 • 0.06 £

(II) towards red. The plasma diagno-

stics have been carried out assuming

LTE. From the experiment we took:

the plasma pressure, the total line

intensity and the half-width (free

from Soppier broadening) of the Hot

line. This way we derived the follo-

wing results:

Ne - (2.9 • 0.3) x 1Oi6cm"3,

T - 10600 j 130 K, (I);

Ne - (9.0 + O.S) x 10
16cm"3,

T = 12600 • 200 K, (II).

The uncertainty of N we have esti-

mated to about 10#. The uncertainty

in NB determination implies proper

uncertainty in T.

Conclusions

Redshifts of the central peak

of Ha line is systematically smaller

than the ELC-redshift. Within the

limits of experimental errors ( 20Jt)

we can assume, however, that these

values are approximately the same,

in contrary to Hp line where

(central-dip-redshift)/ (ELC-redshift)

ratio amounts to about 2-2.5. The

measured redshifts in argon plasma

(this paper) and in hydrogen plasma

[2] are tin* same at given Ne value.



We do not .fJr»! influence of ion-

motion-effect on shif t of the inter»,

s i ty peak of Hot l ine .
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Ne [ i01 6cm3 ]

Fig. 2. The redshift of so-called

experimental line center for Ha. lir-

as a function of electron concentra-

tion. The solid line best fits the

measurements [2 J. Big croses ax-e the

measurements made in the present

paper.

We cen confirm the extrapolation of

PRS-values (concerning the ELC) made

in paper i.2 ! for region

N < 5.5 x 10 cm"3 as rather being

in agreement with our result (cf.

Fig. 2).
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The spectroscopic determination

of different plasma parameters is

dependent on the transition probabil-

ity data for the line producing

transitions. The optically thin line

TS.-655 nm (8 aP,/j -7 'Slyi) is used

broadly for diagnostic purposes in

high pressure discharges. The values

for the transition probability of

this line, A(655), that could be

found are the theoretical ones 11 - 3 j.

This is due to the difficulty to

study experimentally excited levels

with relatively high energy, small

intensity and long lifetime.

We have evaluated A(655) by

comparison with the characteristics

of the self-reversed line T8.-535 nm

using Hg-TtI discharges (2cm internal

diameter and 10 cm inter-electrode

distance) operated vertically at

~1000 W ac (50 Hz), as radiation

sources (Table 1). The vapor pressure

of Till is controlled by the tempera-

ture minimum at the lower part of the

burner and is checked out from the

distance between the maxima of the

line TJl-535 nin.

The proposed method is based on

the following considerations.

The local emissivity J(r) for the

optically thin line of frequency v

Table 1. Filling of the discharges

Discharge

a

b

Hg

(rag)

50

50

c 150

is written

hv
•J(r) Ag,

no(i

(mg)

3.3

1.6

3.3

- exp[-

Ar

f-Tori)

20

20

20

Eu

PHg
(Atm)

1.5

1.5

4.8

-1 (1)
U(T) kT(r)

n_(r)=density of neutral atoms,

13(T)=partition function, Eu=energy

of the upper level, g =statistical

weight of the upper level. The

optical thickness t̂ . at the centre

v' of the self-reversed line is

written

E*
— ]p(v* r)dr(2)
kT(r)

A'=transition probability of the line,

E*.=energy of the lower level, gu=stat-

istical weight of the upper level,

P(v*, r)=local line profile.

On the assumption of a position

- independent dispersion pro-

file one has P(Vp) = (1/nf?) (3), where
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6' is the line half-width. Then, from

Eqs. (1) - (3), we obtain

with C=-
2 n v0 h V0

(5)

where following |4|fp' is the absorp-

tion parameter with p*=x'/2.

The measurements are made in a

plane mid-way between the electrodes

at the moment of maximum emission

corresponding to the maximum electron

density (about 101*cm"3for discharges

a and b, and 1.4 *1016 cm"3 for dis-

charge c) .

The time scanning is obtained

with a photomultiplier used as an

analogue gate.

The emissivity profile J(r) for

the line TZ-655 run is obtained from

side-on measurements of the line

intensity and Abel's inversion.

The temperature profile T(r) is

obtained from side-on Abel inverted

measurements of the optically thin

line Hg-577 nm. The axis temperature

is also measured by Bartel's method

using the line Hg-546 nm.

The trasmission of the lines

Tfc-655 nm and Hg-577 nm [T(655»^88%,

x(577)S:90%] , determined by absorption

measurements, is taken into account.

Figure 1 ( :P =1.48 Atm;
«g

:P =4.81 Atm) gives an example
Hg

of the temperature profiles obtained

with a partial thallium pressure about

12 Torr, and the corresponding emis-

sivity distributions of the line

Tt-655 nm.

The parameters p" and 6* are

determined from the measurement of
a n d sb o f t h e

3 •

the observed line TJl-535 nm emitted

along a diameter of a cross-section

of the plasma on the basis of a model

for the source function described in

i4, 5|. I n is the intensity at the

line center, Inia>..b is the intensity

of the blue maximum, and s is the
b

position of I = „ , relative to the

line center. The blue wing of the

line contour is used because of its

dispersion character J6|. The degree

of source inhomogeneity (inhomogeneity

parameter) is calculated from the

known temperature profile assuming

validity of the Boltzmann formula.

Figure 2 ( :discharges a and

b; :discharge c) shows the depend-

ence of the parameters p'and 6" upon

The mean value of the ratio A/A'

obtained is A(655) / M535) = 5.4K10"2

with a standard deviation equal to

0.4VKT*.

Fro:n the well known mean life-

time of the 7JSj level of thallium

3| T=(7.56 ±0.311 nsec, the relation
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200

1*0

1OO

Figure 2

1 / T = A ( 5 3 5 ) + A ( 3 7 7 . 5 ) , and the

branching ratio |7iA'<535) /A(377.5)=

=1.22 ± 0.05, where A(377.5) is the

transition probability of the line

TS.-377.5 nm

A'(535) = (72.7 ±
~6aPi/) we find

tf sec"*

Then, from the experimentally

determined ratio A(655)/M535), we

obtain

A(655) = (3.9±0.4>* itf sec"*'

The theoretically determined

values of A(655) are 4.49 111,

alhd sec
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T OF WIDTHS Ai-D SHIFTS OF A E ( I ) IllffiS EilTTj.D

ELECTRIC PULSE DISCHARGE

LI. K e t t l i t z , R. Rndtke and R. Suanke

dor •iVissensch;.ft--in der DDR, Zi .n t ro l inn t i t u t fix" ^l.rJ
DDR 108<". B e r l i n , Hru;vo<;-t>jiplptz b-1

SpectroBCopic studies on shifts

and widths of Xe(l) lines have been

carried out with stationary arcs

[1], shock-tube plasmas [2,3] and

more recently with a ballistic com-

pressor as the plasma source [4].

However, much additional information

may be obtained with eleetric pulse

discharges, which are fairly well

understood and;allow precise

measurements over a wide range of

conditions

nostics

In the present experiment, an

electric pulse discharge has beer.

used to generate Xc plasmas with

equilibrium temperatures of the or-

der of 10 " K and electron densities

between 10 1 7 and 1O1P' cm"-3.

The plasma was generated in an

L-shaped quartz tube allowing spec-

xroscopic measurements both end-on '

along the lamp axis and side-on nor-

mal to it. The spectra were recorded

with a resolution of 0.04 nm using a

pulsed optical multichannel analyzer.

To provide an absolute calibration

of the optical detection system, the

discharge has operated with a cur-
2

rent density j = 3.9 k.A/cm produc-

ing then a blackbody radiation of

12 000 K for wavelengths >310 nm [6].

In our experiment, the tt-npers-

ture and the electron concentration

were derived from direct measure-

ments of the radiation intensity

end the plasma refractive- index, re-

spectively. The electron densities

were obtained via a Mach-ZvdmOer in-

terferometer operating in the visi-

ble and infrared. Keutrel contribu-

tions to the plasma refractive index

were taken into account yielding

electron-density: precisions of 5-14/5

corresponding to the vfjriatione of

conditions in our expeyimenti " *

The spectral distribution IpH[T) L

omitted in end-on and sid<;-on di-

rection was measured for ceveral

arcs differing in the- power input

and accordingly in the values of

electron concentration end tempera-

ture. Uaing the distributions I^(T)

the spectral absorption coefficient

derived frora

Results

Pig. 1 is a graph shewing the red

shift of the 462.4 and the 467.1 nm

lines as a function of 11^. The

dashed lines represent extrapola-

tions of the respective shock-tube

experiments, and it is obvious that

our data do not contradict the pre-

dicted trend within the estimated

accuracy. This result is closely

related to the fact that electron

collisions produce moat of the shift.
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and that ion-contributions cause

only slight changes in the linear

electron density dependence. The

fact that the line shift varies line-

arly with electron density No offers

an almost independent spectroscopic

method for the determination of II

which cnn be applied over a wide

range of conditions.

Pig. 2 shows the ratio full half

width/shift as a function of N to-

gether tilth the data from shock-tube

experiments. The precision in the

Stark-width determination is about

20f>. The ratios 2w/d were found to

be in good agreement with the values

10"

10

10'

XeU67.1

Xel 462.4

10"

10-

/A
/

of 3.83 and 2.75 for 462.4 end 467,1
run given in Ref, [ 2 ] ,

IM

6 —

2

0
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U
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10 1 6
1017 10™ N. Icm"3]

Fig. 1 : Measured shift of the Xe(I)
lines 462.4 and 467-1 nm. A A [2],
O O [33t J-t1 present experiment,
- - - extrapolations of the respec-
tive shock-tube experiments.

Xel 4671

W/////S
• • • - . - • • • • • • ;

— •

.1710

Pig. 2: Ratio width/shift of the
Xe(I) lines 462.4 and 467.1 nm
versus electron density. iisyyŷ < [2],
Y/////A [33f O present experiment,
broken curves: extrapolations of
[2] and [3], The dashed areas cor-
respond to the error limits of the
experiments [2] and [3],
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REVERSAL LINE PROFILE OF COPPER RESONANCE
LINES IN A NON-IDEAL HYDROGEN PLASMA

Yong W. Kim and Peter S. Sincerny
Department of PhysicsjLehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015, U.S.A.

In Che recent years there has been in-

creasing interest in the spectroscopic and

transport properties of very dense, and con-
18 — 3

sequently non-ideal, plasmas (n > 10 cm ).

Much of the interest is a result of develop-

ments in inertial confinement of fusion plas-

mas and theories of non-ideal plasmas. In

order to facilitate experimental and theo-

retical understanding of the physical pro-

cesses in such plasmas, diagnostic techni-

ques must now be extended to the very high

density regime. He report in this paper on

a study of the line profile of two reversed

Cul resonance lines as a function of electron

ensi
-3

18 19
density in the range of 7x10 to 2.2x10

cm . The electron density has been deter-

mined independently through an experimental

and numerical simulation investigation of

the plasma production and afterglow decay

processes. The resulting reversal line pro-

file versus electron density relationship

can be used as a basis for electron density

measurement and also for verification of any

new spectral line broadening theories appli-

cable to the non-ideal plasma regime.

The plasma of interest is produced by

means of a 20 nsec pulsed discharge across

a 100 ym spark gap between a pair of copper

electrodes. The electrodes are contained in-

side an optical cell filled with hydrogen at

a pressure in the range of 375 to 900 atm at

room temperature. The high voltage electric-

al pulse of a fixed energy and duration is

delivered to the spark gap by a Marx genera-

tor-Blumlein line pulse forming network. The

experimental setup and extensive diagnostics
2 3

are described elsewhere. '

The plasma is rapidly heated by 3 mJ of

energy actually deposited in the gas during

the first 20 nsec period and its core temper-

ature reaches 10 to 60 eV depending on the

density of hydrogen. The core is optically

thick and its emission is that of a broad

Pianckian continuum throughout the afterglow

lasting 200 to 500 nsec. An exception is a

pair of self-reversed Cul resonance lines at

3247 and 3274 A. These reversal lines are

severely broadened with a strong dependence

on plasma density. The onset of the reversal

Is delayed from the time of the maximum plas-

ma core temperature. At the hydrogen pres-

sure of 885 atm the reversal begins 35 nsec

after the breakdown whereas the plasma tem-

perature peaks out at 25 nsec. Fig. I shows

70
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Fig. I. Copper reversal line profile
R( X), as defined !)V X reduc-
tion of the continuum inten-
sity, for different hydrogen
gas pressures at 2"3 K.
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the measured reversal line profiles express-

ed In units of percent reduction of the back-

ground continuum intensity at several hydro-

gen pressures.

In determining the line profile we have

utilized the method of photometry with Polar-

oid type 47 film (ASA 3000) in much the same

manner as with spectroscopic films. In view

of the fact that the plasma core temperature

and electron density are monotonically de-

creasing in time throughout the afterglow,

we have exploited the threshold requirement

and the reciprocity law failure property of

the film to attain a 45 nsec exposure time

over the spectral region of interest. The

exposure of the Polaroid film was quanti-

fied in terms of its reflectance, and its

relationship to intensity and the reciproci-

ty law failure were fully calibrated to ob-

tain the results of Fig. 1.

The reversal takes place due to copper

atoms sputtered from the electrodes early in

the breakdown process of the discharge. The

copper atoms diffuse radially outward with

the expanding plasma core reaching the cool-

er outer layers, and the continuum emission

from the core is absorbed by the ground

state copper atoms populating these regions.

Here one now needs to make a connection be-

tween the measured profiles of Fig. 1 and

the local electron density which is respon-

sible for the Stark broadening of the appro-

priate energy levels. This requires a de-

tailed knowledge of where in space the re-

versal takes place at a given time.

The numerical simulation code which we

developed for this purpose consists of the

main hydrodynamlc code, called the plasma

code,"" for computation of the time-resolved

plasma density and temperature profiles and

two subsidiary codes for computation of the

copper sputtering process and the evolution

of the spatial distribution of ground state

copper atoms.

The plasma code develops, from the known

thermodynnmic and atomic properties of the

hydrogen gas and the energy input profile of

the discharge, the detailed evolutionary pro-

cesses of the discharge streamer which be-

comes the plasma core and at the shells sur-

rounding it. It contains ionization, disso-

ciation, excitation, radiative transfer,

transports of mass, momentum and energy with

full non-ideal gas corrections. It assumes a

cylindrical symmetry about the interelec-

trode axis and Ignores the effects of the

copper electrodes at both ends of the cylin-

drical column. The validity of the code has

been established by experimental verification

of the major predictious of the code, as de-

scribed elsewhere.' One of the subsidiary

codes, called the electrode code, addresses

evaporation of copper atoms from the elec-

trodes and energy transport into the elec-

trodes from the plasma column. It is utiliz-

ed once every 10 nsec into the plasma code

computation and develops these processes a-

long the interelectrode axis using the cylin-

drical profile of the plasma column as given.

At the interface between the electrode and

the plasma we require that the first elec-

trode cell and the first plasma cell come to

equilibrium at the end of each 50 psec time

interval. The heating of the electrode cell

by the plasma cell, evaporation of copper,

ionization of copper atoms and ionization/

dissociation / excitation equilibration of

the plasma in the cell are treated by self-

consistent iteration to arrive at the equi-

librium temperature. In the same 50 psec

time interval, reheating of the first plasma

cell by the neighboring plasma cells and

cooling of the first electrode cell by the

neighboring electrode cells are computed

successively while moving away from the in-

terface in each direction. The thickness of

the electrode cells are determined hy the

distance of sound propagation in one 50 psec

time interval.

The electrode code shows that release
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of copper atoms from the electrodes are over
Q

within 7 nsec and this amounts to 3x10

atoms altogether for the run at 885 a tin.

This process consumes less than 17. of total

plasma energy, justifying its neglect in the

plasma code.

The second of the subsidiary codes,

called the copper diffusion code, is carried

out once every 20 nsec starting at 40 nsec

from the breakdown in order to determine the

profiles of atomic copper density, tempera-

ture and plasma density, within the plasma

core and the shells surrounding it. The ob-

jective here is to identify the annular reg-

ion of the plasma which plays the most pro-

minent role in the line reversal, thereby

establishing the local electron density di-

rectly responsible for broadening of the re-

versed lines. Fig. 2 shows distributions of

the electron density and 4 S, state copper

atoms for the run at 885 atm 60 nsec from

the breakdown. Notice that the plasma core

is divided into four subshells. The continu-

um spectrum emanating from subshell #1 is

shaped by the emission and absorption pro-

cesses in the cooler subshells and outer

shells. Using a working profile function ob-

tained from a best fit to the measured pro-

file, the reversed line profile is calculat-

ed, in good agreement with the measured pro-

~\—I—r

file (see Fig. 3). From this analysis the

reversal has been found to take place pre-

•o"
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~—I—i
885 atm
295 K •

J I i _! 1_
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Fig. 2. The number density of electrons
and ground state(42S!j) copper
atoms as a function of the radi-
al distance the center.

-! ! J 1 1 1 '

A, 8
Fig. 3. A comparison of the computoH

line profi le(circlcs) vith the
measured profile(solid line).

dominantly in subshell #4. This facitates

an unambiguous assignment of electron density

values to the measured reversal line width,

as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. The full half-width at half
maximum of the copper reversal
lines as a function of nc.
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STARK SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-EXCITED ATOMS

AS A METHOD FOR MEASURING THE ELECTRIC FIELDS IH

HIGH-VOLTAGE VACUUM DIODES

B.A.Knyazev, S.V.Lebedev, and P.I.Melnikov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk 630090, USSR
Novosibirsk state University, Novosibirsk 630090, USSR

A method for the remote local

measuring of an electric field in

vacuum is developed.

Introduction

Pulsed high-power microsecond

relativistic electron beams can be

used for an effective plasma hea-

ting in open traps [1,2J. The beams

are produced in high-voltage diodes.

The pulse duration is determined by

the time necessary to fill the dio-

de with the plasma produced at the

electrodes. A direct measurement of

the dynamics of the electric field

distribution is very important for

the investigation of a temporal be-

haviour of the plasmas appeared at

the electrodes and in the gap. In

this paper we present a method for

a time-resolved local measuring of

electric field, which is based on

Stark spectroscopy of laser-excited

atoms (SSLEA).

Principle of the measurement

The principle of this method

is as follows. An atomic beam whose

density (lO10-^11 cm"3) does not

exceed the density of the backgro-

und gas is injected into the vacuum

gap. Because of the Stark effect,

the upper atomic levels in an elec-

tric field split into several com-

ponents and the distance between

them increases with the E-field. In

the region under study the atomic

beam intersects with the laser beam

whose wavelength is equal to the

wavelength of the atomic transition.

The upper level excitation is follo-

wed by a fluorescent decay to lower

levels. If the width of the lasing

spectrum overlaps all Stark compo-

nents, the Stark splitting can be

observed during one shot. It is cle-

ar that there is no difficulty in

realizing both the spatial and tine

resolution, following this scheme.

Selection of the atomic system

An analysis of the spectrosco-

pic data for different atoms has

shown that a lithium atom is the

most suitable for the SSLEA. High-

-lying levels of all alkali metals

have the large Stark shifts, but the

oscillator forces of the upper tran-

sitions are not too small only for

the lithium atom. Figure 1 demonst-

rates the scheme of the operating

levels of the Li atom. In electric

field, the 4p, 4d and 4f levels mix

and split. Figure 2a shows the dis-

tance between the Stark components

of the spectral lines of the allo-

wed transitions from the levels
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46Q3nm(0.122)

-2P
/"67Q0nm(0.72)

-2S

Fig. 1. Scheme of the energy levels

of the Li atom.

wilh n = 4 to the 2p level ( \ =>

=. 460 run). The calculations has

been performed uaLng perturbation

theory. Figure 2b shows the relative

intensities of these Ievel3 V3. the

magnitude of the electric field. The

large magnitude of the Stork shift

allows one, on the one hand, to emp-

loy a conventional monochromator for

apectrum detection and, on the other

hand, requires a considerable spect-

ral width of the radiation of the

exciting laser.

10

00

-to

-20

QD •

0

Experimental arrangement

A set-up designed for modelling

of the SSLHA method and experimental

determination of the magnitude of

the Stark shift i3 schematically

shown in Fig. 3. The atomic Li beam

IX ;user j
Dissector

Lay-out of the experimen-

50 lOfJ '.50

Fig. 2. Distance between the Stark

components (a) and the relative in-

tensities (b) of the 4p.d,f -*• 2p

transitions versus the magnitude of

the electric field.

tal set up.

is produced by laser evaporation of

a lithium target C33- In the region

between high-voltage electrodes the

atomic beam at an angle of 45° in-

tersects simultaneously with two

light beams generated by flashlamp—

pumped dye Iaaer3. The oxazin 17 la-
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ser ( A t• 670,3 nm) causes the

2s -* 2p transition (intensity of

spontaneous emission on this tran-

sition is directly proportional to

the density of Li atoms). The cou-

marin 1 laser ( X^ • 460,7 nm, &XA *

• 3,5 nm) excites splitted sublevels

of the mixed 4d,f states. The sha-

pes of the laser pulses are depic-

ted on this Figure as well. A satu-

rated spontaneous fluorescence on

the 4d, f ->• 2p transitions from cros-

sover of the atomic and laser be-

ams is focused by an optical system

to the entrance slit of the mono-

chromator. The spectrum of the flu-

orescence is registered with a dis-

sector. The results of the experi-

ments show that the SSLEA method is

suitable for measuring of electric

field distributions in high-voltage

vacuum diodes.
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O.V THE POPULATION OF SOME P 11 EXCITED

LEVELS IK A HOLLOW CATIIOU PLASMA

I. T.Koleva, V. : ' . Zhtu:h,-o +

Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia, A.lvanov 5, USC-HG

Institute of Solid Stale Physics, HAP, Lenin 72, 118-1 Sofin-hG

The spectrum of phosphorus has

usually been considered difficult to

excite and investigate III. Andlyzed

from the first time by Bowen 121,pre-

cised by Robinson later 131, the P II

spectrum was classified by Martin 141

essentially, using a hollow cathod

discharge (HCD) as excitation. This

author has obtained a more complete

spectrum than that had emitted from

the usual, arc sources. Besides, there

is no enough data for its ctomic con-

stants, since it is difficult to de-

termine them either experimental^ ov

theoretically. These facts have stimu-

lated our research on the P II spect-

rum and excitation of some 5,P,D,F,G,

singlet and triplet levels between 400

nm and 650 nm. The values of products

fikNk and fikNt (where fik~the oscil-

lator strength. II. and tl .-the popula-

tions of upper and loo levels) has

been determined. The ratios of levels

population are analyzed in the frame

work of the fine structure.

Experinental part

The HCD have been applied here

for P II spectrum excitation. The

physical conditions in the dischdrge

permit to avoid some excitation and

decipher difficulties. The suitable

phosphorus alloy and configuration of

cylindrical cathod, cooled with runir.y

water, have been employed fffi =10 mra,

length I -33 nm7 i -50 ̂.<U. Th,~ lines

were excited in neon or xenon plasma

at pressure 0,2 Tow. Both ends are

soldered to a glass tube fitted with

window to transmit the emitted light.

All these conditions allow correct

analyse.-; and aaraateristici* interpre-

tation of the investigated spectral

lines A.,, -A.,, .... Jl- Inml, tran-

sit ions i~»-k:

404,-lC(Zd1F°3-4f
1G ,) , 442,07

1° 1 J° ^
!>2S,61

, 525,55 (4sJP°

-4p3S2), 631,61

, S3S,69 (4s3P° -4 J ) , 602,42

603,40 (4sSP^ -4p3D^.

The method of self-absorption 151 with

one mirror described in ICI has been

applied for determined the lvalue

r..S.. Emitted llqht is sent back
' lk i- v

through the plasma by reflecting mir-

ror placed behind the discharge tube

window further entering in the mono-

chroma tor.

For the spectral line, which

profile known already (Soppier in our

case), there is a connection between

the product /..*/_., Vopyler half-width
and absorption coefficient in

the center of the lin X -
o

- zk x ' if^j ik o
Aand &A Inml, X lam 1

3 ') °

A-*1" is obtained correcting for ins-

trument deformations on the line pro—

' i l r . 7V> tipverr'ine «3t the total izb—
o:';rvi ion A,. T.)I3.̂ e<l and the cor —

value* /•-.#,- a3'1'3

I- *V t
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extracted using Ladenburg-Levy func-

tion S( "it I) and curves of growth:

where - r ia a reflection coefficient

accounting the losses in the double

paee of the light through the back

window of the tube} I. and I are the

measured intensities of the lines

with and without) mirror.

To apply the method the following re-

quirements are to be taken into ac-

count: homogeneous light column and

axial symmetry. Reflection coeffici-

ents of the employed spherical mir-

ror are measured by method described

in 171. Accuracy is estimated to be

1,5%. Overlap of the spectral line

profiles from the fine and hyperfine

structure are not observed.

The absolute values of the pro-

duct fjj^^ were determined by:

f.kNk ^.S.lO^g^g-.K^.A
3^

JLlnml, K.Ierg/cm . s i

where - Kj is unaffected self-absor-

ption brightness of the line.

Measuring the brightness K we deter-

mined K^:

K =K-j.l.S(f_X.-.l)

The K value is determined after gra-

duation of the HC emission from the

corresponding wavelength using a

standard light source. Measuring

both the self'-absorption and spect-

ral line intensities the retios

Nv: N . of the level populations can

be found.

Results find discussion

Fov the indicated lines the

following reletions are measured-

respectively I.II:

1,51 +0.C*. 1,58 ±0.09, 1,42 +0,08,

1,23 +0,03, 1,21 +0,03, 1,43 +0,17,

1,26 +0,03, 1,27 +0,09

The values of X Iam~ I are ovtained

from them too:

0,01, 0,001, 0,26,.0,65, 0,45, 0,26,

0,61, 0,63

Avetage error of 15% is limited from

the A A. determination. The products

^ikKi a n i fikKk f°r a l 1 inM°ate li-

nes were obtained. Since, in some

cases, the absolute values of K. and

S^ represent interest, the f., data

compilation recomended in DBS ISIwere

used. The population of the investi-

gated levels in our experimental con-

ditions was evaluated of cm''...,.:

6,8.1010(4s3P°o), l,S.1021(4s3P°),

3,3.10J1(4s3P°2), 1,3.109 (4p3D2),

8.9.10s (4p3D1), 5,1.108 (4p3P2),

7,7.10s (4p3P2), 4.1.108 (4p3S1).

3.0.1010{4s1P°), 3.5.108 (4p1D2);

1.1.208 (4p7S ) , 2.0.108 (3d1F%),o o

1,6.106 (4f2G4).

Analyzing the results it vas find "out
that the level population of the fine
structure follows the Saha-Boltzmann
distribution here. Experimentaly
obtained ratios are close to the cal-
culated values for A-s, , JL ?,

4,5.10~3 - 1.7.10'3,

3.3.10~3 - 2,9.10~3,

8,5.10~3 - l.l.JO'2,

l,3.10~2 - 1,7.10~2. '

Obviously, in cur case the mentioned

circumstance is conditioned from the

oiainity of the levels (0,01 t0,06)eV.

It was found linear dependence bet-

ween the average fine structure va-

S 'Tarn I and corresponding
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energy of excitation EleVI:

B = 22,8 -1.08.E H = lgN*L

The population of the level 4s' I'

determined by the lines bJl,61 nm,

538,69 nm, 60£,4Z nm was practicaly

the same N .'L =1,8.1011, 1.3.1011,

9,6.10 . It must be mentioned that

the calculated and disauaoed N valuer,

are iufluenccd by reported f>0% error

in f -j, used hy us. A systematic error

due to the I-»K calibration may l>e

also partially responsible.

I19GU1

131 Aller M.F., Aatron,& Astrophya.

G, (1070), 6?-B'l.

Conclusion

In our- upinion the results

enrich the insufficient data of P 11

level excitation. At the same time

they would stimulate the atomic con-

stants measurements of these levels,

especially important, in particular

for the as trophysios 191.
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STARK BROADENING OF Nil LINES FROM STATES
OF HIGH ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM

N. Konjevic

f Physicsi liOoSJBepgradi P;Oi Box 57, Yugbilayia

;T.TPittmah7 . "

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg. Md. 20899, U.S.A.

In a recent paper Hey and Blaha
Ll]examined the Stark broadening of
complex spectra in order to show how
to use proper vector coupling for the
radiator states. To demonstrate the
effect of transformation from LS to
LK coupling in the evaluation of the
line widths these authors used a semi
empirical approximation to calculate
electron impact line widths of 3d-4f
transitions of Nil, a well known case
for the breakdown of the validity of
LS coupling. The results of these cal-
culations showed systematic differen-
ces (up to 20-25%) between data obtai-
ned assuming pure LS or LK coupling
scheme.

In order to access the importan-
ce of accurate description of radia-
tor structure in the Stark broadening
theory an experiment was done to mea-
sure the Stark width of spectral li-
nes belonging to 3d-4f transitions of
Nil. The experimental results are com-
pared with theoretical data evaluated
by Hey and Blaha H I .

Experiment

Measurements of Nil line widths
were made in a pulsed arc, discharge,
filled with 2 or 4 torrs of a gas
mixture consisting of 90% He and 10% ....
N2- The arc consisted of an outter
pyrex glass vacuum tube (23 mm inter-
nal diameter) capped by end electro-
des [2]. The discharge current was
derived from a capacitor bank (char-
ged at 5.5 arid 6.5 kV) consisting of
eight 15 uF capacitors connected in
parallel through series inductors
(lumped delay line configuration).
The current waveform approximated a
square wave with 140 ps half period.

The arc was observed end on with a
10.7 m:normal incidence spectrometer
with aI1200 I/mm grating blazed at
30001 8 with a plate factor 0.78 8/mm.
An ihterisifiedsarray detector was
placed at the exit plane of the spec-
trometer. The7detectqr£had 1024 chan-
nels with a dispersion of]0;0195 8
per channel. The measured instrumen-
talhalf width using a 23 jum input .
slit:widthiwas OvlO R. The resolution
of our spectrometer - array detector
system was limited primarily by "the
large physical dimensions of the re-
ticon diodes and diode to diode cross
talk. The image ihtensifier was gated
for 10 us during the first half cycle
of the discharge current. The elect-
ron density remained constant during
this period of time. The signal from
reticon array was digitizedand trans-
fered to LSI-11 minicomputer for ana-
lysis. Complete line spectra could be
analysed on a single shot basis. For
weak signals we were ablle to accumu-
late data from several shots in the
computer to improve the signal to
noise ratio

Our main concerne during the
procedure of measurements of line;
"widths was possible distortion of the
line profiles caused by self-absorp-
tion. Therefore, in order to diminish
the influence of self-absorption nit-
rogen is diluted in helium to decrea-
se its concentration in the plasma.
We started observations of Nil lines
in A0% N2 in 60% He. In the next step
nitrogen was further diluted while
investigated Nil profiles were recor-
ded. Linear dependence of Nil line
widths upon electron density, irres-
pectively of experimental conditions,
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was used as an indication that self-
absorption is negligible.

Due to the small spectral reso-
lution of our spectrometer-reticon
diode system (Gaussian instrumental
profile with a full half width of
0.10 8) for the Stark profile measu-
rement it was neccessary to use decon-
volution procedure for dispersion
and Gaussian profile [3l to obtain
Stark profile from the measured one.

Plasma diagnostics

For electron density measure-
ments we used width of Hel] 4GS6-8--
line [2] while the electron tempera-
ture was determined from the ratio
of the 4369.3 8 and 4366.9 8 Oil im-
purity lines. Transition probabili-
ties for these measurements were ta-
ken from ref. [4].

Results and discussion

Experimentally determined elec-
tron impact line widths w in R units

H m
for several Nil lines from the states
of high orbital angular momentum at
n^=6.3xlO16 cm"3 and Te = 32300 K ar<_-
given in Table i. Estimated errors
of our experimental data: electron
density 110%, electron temperature
+15% and Stark widths 110%. In the
last two columns of Table 1 experi-
mental results are compared with theo-
retical data calculated by Hey and
Blaha [l] using LS and LK coupling
for description of radiator structure
and results of this comparison are
given on the form of the ratios of
the experiment and the.theory w^/w,^

Comparison of our experimental
resul ts with theoretical calculations
by Hey and Blaha [ 1 ] , Table 1, does
not give unique answer whether LS or
pair coupling LK is better to descri-
be atomic structure in Stnrk broade-
ning calculations. For 4026.1 and
4530.4 A Stark broadening calcula-
tions with LK coupling agree bet ter
with experiment, while for 4552.5 and
4043.5 X lines LS coupling is more
appropriate one. Theoretical resul ts
for the linos 4041.] and 4035.1 5?
are the sane irrespectively of the
coupling approximation us<?d.

Hef erenoc-c

3. J.I). Hoy and v,.Blaha, JQEHT 20, 557
(1978) ,~.nd .J.D.tii-y private commu-
nications.

?....- T.Fi tti'ian : and ..C.Fleurier, in Spec-
tral Line Shapes, Vol. 2,
Ed. : • K.Burnett, Wai ter ik- Gruyter,
Berlin (1983)."

3. J.T.Davies and J.M.Vaughan, Astro-
phys. J . , 137, 1302 (1933).

A. VJ.L.Wiese, M.W.Smith and B.M.Glen-
- non. Atomic Transition Probabili-

t i e s , Vol. 1, I-JSRDS-NBS-4, U.S.
Govt. Print . Office, Washington
D.C. (1966).

Table 1

Transition Wn/*LK

3dJF°-4fGri'9/2) 4041.1 O.J? O.-iC- 0.69
4 • t>

F°- G (9/2) 4026.1 0.66 O.«7 0.96

1 4

F°- G (9/2) 4530.4 0.7M 0.S1 0.89

F°- G4(7/2) J552.5 O.C" 0.65 0.73

F°- G (7,'i1) 4043.T. O.t-.J O.firi 0.75
^ 3 4
J F ° - 0 (7/2) 4030.1 0.4« 0.60 0..K0

Experimental conditions

N ^e.SxlO1 cm"3, T ̂ 32300 K.
i^ e
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LIFETIME MEASUREMENT IN V II USING SPUTTERING TECHNIQUE AND LASERINDUCED

FLUORESCENCE

M. Kwiatkowski, F. Naumann, K. Herner, P. Zimmermann

Institut fiir Strahlungs- und Kernphysik, Technische Universitat Berlin,

Rondellstr, 5, 1000 Berlin 37, Ferderal Republic of Germany

Lifetime measurements in

combination with branching ratios

are an excellent tool for the

determination of absolute

oscillator strenghts. The latter,

are used in the diagnostic of

plasmas, where impurities and

plasma-wall interactions can

influence the plasma conditions.

Therefore we have concentrated our

interest mainly on those elements

which are the constituents of the

reactor wall in fusion devices.

Especially in the case of singly

ionized elements there is a great

demand for reliable gf- values. A

typical representative of this

class is Vanadium.

The problem in measuring

lifetimes by the single-photon-

counting technique is the

production of an ion beam with

sufficient high ion densities

(109 cm" ). Therefore we used the

sputtering-technique similar to

previous experiments on Ta+ and H+

/I/. A hollow cathode, which was

fabricated from a vanadium rod

(99.9 % pure V) was sputtered by a

noble gas discharge (figure 1).

Typical conditions of the discharge

were p(Ar)=200Pa, I=500mA, and

U=250V. The ions produced by this

way escaped through a hole in the

bottom of the hollow cathode into

the vacuum chamber. Here they were

excited by the radiation of a

pulsed dye-laser, which was pumped

by a N2-laser (3ns pulse duration,

200Hz repetition rate). In most

cases the dye laser was operated in

wavelength regions, were the second

harmonic of a KDP-crystal had to be

used for the excitation of the

ions.

1

Jfcli
•
i

i i

J

j

\i

.

-

ill

VMER ODLINE

-DISCHARGE IIBE

CfS INLEt

Fig. 1 Hollow cathode for the

production of ions by the

sputtering technique
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As the measured lifetimes were References

partly in the order of the finite /I/

pulse width of the laser system,

the decay curve was deconvoluted

with the actual shape of the laser 121

pulse. Simultaneous recording of

the main counting rate allowed

correction for the pile-up effect.

Table 1 is a listing of the

results of our lifetime

measurements of 10 V II levels.

They are compared with the values /3/

we have calculated from the

theoretical gf-values of Kurucz and

Peytremann /2/ and from the

experimental transition

probabilities of the NBS-

compilation by. Younger et al. /3/.

We are thankful for financial

support from the Deutsche

Forschungsgerreinschaft (DFG).

M.Kwiatkowski, F.Naumann,

K.Werner and P . Zimmermann,

Phys.Lett. 103A, 49 (1984)

R.L.Kurucz an<3 E . Peytremann ,

A Table of Semiempirical gf-

Values, Smithsonian Astrophy-

sical Observatory Special

Report No. 362 (Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory,

Cambridge, Mass. 19 75)

S.M.Younger, J.R.Fuhr,

G.A.Martin and W.L.Wiese,

J.Phys.Chem.Ref.Data ]_, 45

(1978)

Radiative Lifetimes [ns] in V 11

confio. Itvtl tntray thi« work a b

3d3(a*F)4p
z5D,
2 5 D 2

z s03

*%

z
sFj

i sF3

37201
37259

37353
375,21

37531

36674

36919
37151
37252

3.5
3.5
3:5
3.7
3.5

4.8
4.5
4.3
4.3

2.63
2.74
2.87
3.17
2.72

4.55
3.93
3.57
3 57

7.1
7.0
—
6. I
5.5

7.9
0.0
6.6
5.3

a Kurucz 8 Peytremann (1975),

theory, Ref. Ill

b NBS-compilation of experimental

f-values by Younger et aL,

R e f . 12/
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DETERMINATION OF N 2 C
3IIU B3IT. O — O

BAND ABSORPTION IN THE PROPAGATING HP

DISCHARGE CHANNEL

M. Laan and J. Suei

Tartu State University, Estonia, USSR

Introduction

In energy balance investiga-

tions of the HP discharge it is ne-

cessary to know the behaviour of the

vibrational temperature. The latter

is usually determined from the Np se-

cond positive system intensity mea-

surements. In determination of inten-

sity of a

t

band one can-

not ignore the absorption. In the

case of HP discharge in air [i] the

C3IIu-* B
3IT 0->0 band absorption

measurements were carried out for

time interval 100 to 600yU6 from the

initial moment. The purpose of this

paper is to examine the absorption

for time interval 10 to 600 jX5 and

to determine the population of the

B IT^ 0-th level in the discharge

channel.

Experimental

The needle electrode 2 (Pig. 1)

was fed with 20 MHz radiopulses

about 1 ms of duration from a HP ge-

nerator 3. To assure the straight

propagation of the discharge channel,

5 6 7

Pig. 1 Llet-up for absorption

measurements

a special form of radiopulses and

additional DC potential to the elec-

trode were used [2~\. The propagation

velocity of the discharge channel

was about 60 m/s. The absorption was

determined by means of a spherical

mirror 1, placed at the distance of

its curvature radius R from the

needle electrode axis. The discharge

channel and its reflection were pro-

jected by a lens 4 on the monochro-

mator 6 slit. The horizontal slit 5

was placed in front of the monochro-

mator slit to assure the observation

of a small part of the channel (0.2

mm in length) at heigth of 1 mm

above the needle tip. The signal was

detected by a photomultiplier 7.

Results and discussion

The total intensity of a vibra-

tional band can be given as

/vV, (t) = canst-ft. (t)-Z(AX, Tr)-F(X) -R(X, t\
where / is the measured intensity,

Z(AX,Tr) is the correction factor

taking into account the intensity

distribution of the rotational struc-

ture, AX- spectral width of the mo-

nochromator slit, Tr - rotational

temperature, F(Xj - a correction fac-

tor for spectral sensitivity of the

registration system and. R(X,t) xs the

correction factor for absorption. In

our case, the rotational temperature

is equal to the temperature of the
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neutral gas T. . Correction factors

2(AX,Tr) were taken from [3] . The ab-

sorption factor ia treated as inten-

sity l03s,because if a photon ia ab-

sorbed, one can predict, with a pro-

bability of 99 'Jo, that the formed

CpIT state of a N~ molecule will be

quenched. Further, the absorption

correction factor may be calculated

from the measured relative absorp-

tion A . The latter can be expressed

where I'(t) is the intensity in the

case of uncovered mirror, I(t) - the

intensity in the case of covered mir-

ror and x is the mirror reflectivity.

In Fig. 2 the time dependence

of A and optical thickness Xol are

presented. Optical length t is the

discharge channel diameter in our

cnae.The Doppler breadth of a spect-

ral line in our conditions was esti-

mated to be about 2'IQ"-3 nm and the

Lorentz breadth is not greater. The

calculations of 3eoi v.sre done for

the Doppler shape approximation using

the functiono of Ladenburg-Levi and

taking into account that the absorp-

tion is not strong ( A 4 0 . 2 5 ) . The

Fig. 2 Time dependence of A

and xj

errors for A in Pig. 2 arc obtained

from standard deviations of meauured

/'// for different time moments.

Prom the values of seol the abso-

lute population of B3TT v=0 level

Nan v;;is calculated for time interval

10 to 500 us(Fig. 4). The correction

factors for absorption H(X,T) were

also calculated. Taking into account

all necessary correction factors,the

vibrational temperature Ty for C ITu

state was determined in different

time moments. In Fig. 3 one can see,

that the vibrati.onal temperature for

the first four vibrational levels of

about 5000 K establishes faster than
[j0 us . 11 is also noticeable that

the vibrationnl distribution for

C IT state ic n Boltzmann one.

l n (const Ncy)

i-
Tv-S200K

0 1

r'ig. 3 Determination o£ Tv for

stateC3TT

The time dependence of the re-

lative population of C'17^ 0-th vib-

rat i.onal level const-Nco C.-UJ aloo be

determined from the present experi-

ment. In T''i.;> 4 the time dependence

of the ratio Corl5t'^co/^BO
 i a presen-

ted. One am ;:ote, thai for t< 50 /us ,

CTT. state ia oxciteri rnoro effecti-

voly tiiari B^Hrr state. Ua'nz the re-

yultn of the i'.'.nld atren^th meaoure-

rr.ftitc from [.'*] and if concidori nt;
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the field strength to decrease expo-
nentially in time, the time constant
was found to be about 50 fjta for the
time interval 0 to 100 us . The be-
haviour of the ratio const • Na j'NM in
the region t<50 fi& can be explained
by effective electron impact excita-
tion of C"'TIU state in the high
field region. For t > 100/tfthe time
dependences of const-N^ and N^ be-
come proportional. It notes to simi-
lar mechanismes of excitation of
these two states for f>100 fis . For
t>200fia the electric field strength
is too loir to assure the effective
excitation of C^ITu state by elec-
tron impact. More probable reactions

loo too <m T/u

Fig. 4 Time dependence of Ng0 ,
jN^ and Tg

for Crll excitation are collisions
of N 2 molecules in A

3Z * and B 3 H
states. Most effective reactions for
B H excitation are

fi;, v-Av).

and for A Z * state

These reactions can explain the
population of B-TT state (Fig. 4),

6

if supposing that the vibrational
levels v»10 in the ground state ar«

strongly populated.
In the case of anharraonic os-

cillators as N2 molecules in the
ground state, the vibrational popu-
lation is described by Treanor dis-
tribution. There must be a strong
overpopulation of higher vibratio-
nal levels compared with Boltzmann
distribution. The greater the ratio
T¥f/Tg is, the greater is overpopu-
lation. Tvf is the vibrational tem-
perature, determined for the first
two vibrational levels and T is the
gas temperature. In our case for
t -50 pe , T^f/Tg * 10 and overpopula-
tion compared with Boltzmann distri-
bution for the 10-th vibrational le-
vel is more than 20 times.

The decrease of (rll and
populations for £>100 fj& can be ex-
plained by the decrease of ratio
T^/Tg (see the rapid rise of Tg for
50 < t < 200 /i3 in Fig^ 4) and/or by
higher effeciency of V-T relaxation
for higher vibrational levels.
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CONTINUOUS RADIATION EMISSION DUE TO Na AND Na COLLISIONS IN LOW TEMPERATURt PLASMA

A. Mihajlov, 0. Djordjevic" and M.M. Popovic

Institute of Physics, t1001 Beograd, P.O. Box 57, Yugoslavia

Main processes contributing to a plas-
ma continuous spectra usually accounted for
are processes of electron-ion photorecombina-
tion and processes of electron-ion "bremsst-
rahiung" [1, 2].

However, in low temperature relatively
weakly ionized plasma, contribution to a con-
tinuous spectra may also be due to the proce-
sses of electron-atomic "bremsstrahlung". Un-
der certain conditions this process can give
a greater contribution to a continuum then
the process of electron-ion "bremsstrahlung"
can [3].

The processes of ion-atomic "bremsst-
rahlung" are of less importance in comparison
to the processes of electron-atom "bremsstr-
ahlung" due to a great difference between el-
ectron and ion masses [3] .

Another group of ion-atom collision
processes contributing to a low temperature
plasma continuous spectra we studied in [4].
The most important of these less investigated
processes is the process of ion-atomic radi-
ative charge exchange:

A+ + B - A + B+ (la)

and the process of radiative ion-atomic re-
combination:

A+ + B AB+ + (1b)

where A, D, A , B are atoms and ions in the-
ir ground states. In the above reactions the
atoms A and B are either atoms of the same
kind, or atoms with small difference in ioni-
zation potentials ( I f t z

B
).

Unlike processes of ion-atomic "brems-
strahlung", in these processes the emission
of a photon is connected with the change of
electronic state of a quasimolecular ion-ato-
mic system, namely, with transition from ini-
tial (upper) to final (lower) electronic sta-
te.

We are to restrict our consideration
to a two level system with lower and upper
state denoted by indices 1 and 2, respective-
ly. For a given internuclear distance R, the
corresponding interaction potentials are U.(R)
and U2(R), respectively.

In symmetrical case such a situation
is achieved when hydrogen atoms or some alka-
line metal atoms of the same kind are taken
as atoms A and B. Asymmetrical case is reali-
zed when two neighbouring alkaline metal ato-
ms are taken as atoms A and B. Here, we will

consider the symmetrical case:

I A + A +

A->+
A + A • hv + (2)

where sodium atoms are taken as A.
In Fig. 1 for the system Na + Na we

displayed the behaviour of the interaction
potentials U. and U~ corresponding to the
Na- molecular 'on ?: and iT states [5].

0.05-

R [Q.U J

-0.05

Contribution of reaction (2) to the
continuous spectra for a given wav^lenght >.
and temperature T, are characterized by spe-
ctral intensity distribution s, (T) normalized
to ion and atom densities.

In the case under consideration, spe-
ctral intensity distribution is given by [4]:

, 2 n 4

where Ri

3 T » A / L kT

is the root of the equation:

(3)
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he
— «U2(RJ -
x

1/2 -1

(A)

1/2 -1
Y = (IA/IM) CL. and I,, is hydrogen ioniza-
tion potential. In symmetrical case factor
Pin is equal to 1/2.

In Fig. 2 the results of the calcula-
tion of spectral intensity distribution using
eqs. (3) and (4) are shown.

I
s
x

-5000 K

,4500 K

3000 K
2500 K
2000 K
1500 K
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Fig. 2

The calculation is made for the tempe-
rature range 1500-5000 K which is characteri-
stic for high pressure sodium discharges.The
wavelenght range is limited T'rom below by the
condition of applicability of semiclassical
approximation from wlrich the expression for
spectral intensity distribution is derived.

It may be shown that at the same ele-
ctron and atom temperatures within the inve-
stigated wavelength and temperature range,
the contribution of electron-atom "bremsstr-
ahlung" to a continuum is several times lower
than that of reaction (2). Therefore, when
studying processes contributing to the cont-
inuum in weakly ionized alkaline metal plas-
mas, it is absolutely necessary to take into
account the above discussed ion-atomic radi-
ative processes.
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STUDY OF COKTlWUOUo RADTATiGK

IM HIGH DENSITY ARGON PLASMA

H.Murase and P. Ho 13

Lshrstuhl fur Technische Elektrophy.;ii-,

Technische Universltar MUnchen

D-8000 Miinchen 2, Fed.Rep.Germany

The temperature dependence of the

^-factor was determined experimental-

ly at \=455nm and 723nm. The tempera-

ture range is 10000K-i4000K,the elec-

tror
-3

tron densities range 7x1022rn"3-7x1025

m ". A relatively strong temperature

dependence was observed.

Introduction

According to the theoretical work

by Hofsaess /1/, a weak temperature

dependence of the argon ^-factor can

be expected in the wavelength range

\>400nm,especially near A=^50nm(Fig.1).

Experimental studies have also been

made by Schulz~Gulde/2/,Schnehage/3/,

Bassler/4/, Nick/5/ and others at A=

445nm. All these results are not nec-

essarily consistent. One of the rea-

sons for this inconsistency could be

related to the difficulty of a pre-

cise evaluation of plasma parameters

such as temperature.

We performed an experimental study

about the temperature dependence of

the £-factor in the continuous radi-

ation at \=455nm and 723nm in argon

using a cascade arc. A mehtod devel-

oped by Landers III for the tempera-

ture optimization was adopted in or-

der to minimize the errors and to

* On leave of absence from

Toshiba Corporation,Kawasaki.Japan.

evaluate the correct correlation be-

tween temperature end ^-factor.

Experimental procedure

Some parameters of our cascade

plasma and the experimental condi-

tions are shown in Tablei. The side-

on emission is measured by cross-sec-

tional scanning, then the continuum

emission coefficient profile of the

plasma column is calculated using an

Abel inversion. A set of ^-factors is

750 BOO

X (nm]

j-factors in the wavelength

range 400 nm - 800 no.

—:theoretical value by Hofsaess/1/

D;T=13000K, •;T=10230K:Bassler/4/

A;T=14600K, A;T=11000K, &;T=12080K

:Nick/5/

O;T=14000K, •;T='iOO0OK:this work
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Table 1

arc channel diameter

cascade channel length

argon gas pressure

discharge current

plasma temperature

electron densities

(center value)

2 mm

50 mm

2 - 20bar

10 - 60 A

10000 -

14000 K

7x1022 -

7x1023nf3

derived.from the emission coefficient

profile combined with temperature and

density profiles determined from pre-

vious experiments/6/. Details of the

experimental apparatus and measure-

ments are described in/6/,/7/and /&/.

Results and Discussion

A continuum emission coefficient

£» containing free-bound and free-

free processes between electrons,ions

and atoms can be written in the fol-

lowing form:

n« * K bf" HQ) . (1)

(1)and(2),the f-factor was determined.

The result at X=455nm is shown in

Fig.2. The solid line indicates the

theoretical value by Hofsaess/1/. Al-

though many sets of ^-factors are

derived from various plasmas over a

wide range, of electron densities, the

correlation between temperature and f

-factor seems to be unique.

Since the temperature profiles

used were determined from several in-

dividual experiments, these profiles

contain errors caused by the plasma

reproducibility as well as experimen-

tal errors.In order to minimize these

errors,we adopted a temperature opti-

mization method. It consists of assum-

ing first that the g-factor can be

written in the following form within

the temperature range 10000K - 14000K

/12/:

13)

The absorption coefficients Kea and

Kei are given by Geltman/9/ and Hof-

saess/1 0/, respectively. As for the

recombination term,the following rela-

tion is given by SchlUter/11/:

(2)

Assuming LTE and introducing the mea-

sured values E^T.ng,^ and n in Eqs.

t

12

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

-

•

-

L

\**55 nrn

o : 2 bar
* : 5 bar
• : 10 bar
• : 20 bar

• •

oca

1 1

0

o

o

•

. L, ... !_»
10000 11000 12000 13000 U000

T(K)

Fig.2 j; -factors in the temperature

range 1QOOOK - 14OOOK
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Then, the temperature as well as the

variables g0 and Ct are changed in such

manner as to obtain the best fit be-

tween Ej in Eq.(i) and the measured

continua. In this optimization proce-

dure, a variation of atomic line coef-

ficients based on measurements of Arl

696.5nm by Landers 111 is also in-

cluded making It a multi-dimensional

optimization similar to the one used

by HoB /&/. After this optimization

procedure, new sets of ^-factors are

calculated from Eqs.(1) and (2) using

the optimized temperatures and the

Saha equation. The result is shown in

Fig.3. The g-factor is strongly cor-

related with the temperature. The

maximum change of the temperatures by

this optimization is only 1.5%. This

correlation indicates a stronger posi-

tive temperature dependence than the

theoretical curve by Hofsaess/1/.

A similar temperature dependence

was obtained at \=723nm. The values

{

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.6

f.<

1.2-

1.0-

° : 2 bar
• : 5 bar
• : 10 bar
• : 20 bar .<*

were, however, always larger than the

theoretical values as can be seen in

Figi. Larger experimental values of £

are also reported for neighboring

wavelengths by Mick/5/.

From these experiments it can be

concluded that a stronger correlation

exists between the temperature and

the ^-factor in the wavelength range

investigated than predicted by theory.
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TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OK SOME V II SPECTRAL LINES

J. Musielok and T. Wujec

Institute of Physics, Pedagogical University Opole,

ul. Oleska 48, 45-052 Opole, Poland

Using the emission spectroscopy me-

thod and a wall-stabilized arc as the

emission source, transition probabili-

ties of some VII spectral lines have

been determined. The measured relati-

ve A n values have been normalized to

an absolute scale set by some selected

ionic lifetime values.

The determination of transition proba-

bilities for VII spectral lines has

been ""he object of numerous experi-

mental and theoretical papers publi-

shed over the course of the past 20

years. The papers of Corliss and Boz-

man [1], Warner [2], and Roberts et

al. [3] contain comprehensive data of

transition probabilities of VII lines

in a wide wavelength range. As yet

the results of Roberts et al. were re-

garded as being the most trustworthy

ones. These data were obtained by com-

bining arc emission measurements and

beam-foil lifetime measurements. The

recently obtained values by Goly and

Weniger [4,5] can be regarded as a wa-

ve length extension of Roberts data.

Comprehensive lists of A k i values for

lines oi' singly ionized elements are

needed e.g. in order to solve many

problems relating to the composition

and structure of star atmospheres.

The results of Roberts et al. and Go-

ly and Weniger seem to fulfil these

requirements in the case of the vana-

dium spectrum.

However, in our previous study [6]de-

voted the VIII spectrum we found no-

table discrepancies between the tem-

peratures of the plasma calculated

from the Boltzmann plot for VII le-

vels based on A^. values of Roberts

and the temperatures obtained by ot-

her spectroscopical methods.

The temperature determined basing on

Hel line intensity measurements and

the full width at half maximum inten-

sity (FWHM) of the Hel line amounts

13600 K, the temperature derived from

the VIII/VII line intensity ratio amo-

unts 13400 Kr while from the Boltzraann

plot a temperature 8000 K was obtai-

ned and after a critical selection of

Roberts data only an increasing of

the temperature to a value of 1080CK.

could be achieved.

Furthermore, the comparison of Ro-

berts results with semiempirical ones

of Kurucz and Peytremann [7] shows

besides of a relative strong scatter

a clear wavelength dependence of the

ratio AR°
b e r t s/A K u r u c z a n d P e y t r e m * .

Therefore we decided to undertake

the task to determine the A ^ values

for VII lines from our spectra and

the corresponding lifetime values.

Experiment

As an excitation source a wall-sta-

bilized arc, 80 mm long with tung-
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sten electrodes, operated in helium / p,

at a current of 72 amp. v/as applied. vol

In order to obtain the vanadium spec- ^..,

trum a small amount of VOCl^ vapours

was introduced into the discharge cha-

nnel. Ther.e vapours were introduced

only into the plasma column of a

length of 60 mm - near the electrodes

there was a puiv helium plasma. The ra-

diation in end-on direction was recor-

ded on Kodak IIAO spectral plates app-

lying a KiS grating spectrograph. Only

the radiation from a homogeneous plas-

ma layer near the axis was recorded.

The absolute spectral calibration of

the detection system was carrieu out

with a carbon arc and with a deuterium

lamp. The spectra were traced with a

recording microphotometer. The reading:

from the chart recorder were converted

into intend.tier, with the aid of res-

pective characteristic curves.

Results

The transition prouaOiiities for the

selected lines were obtained using the

branching ratio method and the lifeti-

me values of Roberts et al. The lines

arising from the levels y^'I^. '"G<W-(

Z
3 D ° , and z1H° have oeen chorda. The

A, . valuer, were obtained froT. the for-
Ki
mula: _ ..

of t.u; !i .U; t i i:i'V l o r

J:IJ 'i'-i percent f^r t- ilcvo.1;;

y~>'d? arid z IÎ , This v.uy U10

probabilities for i'5 spocti'ol lines

where \ i s the lifetime of the level

k, Ik- the total line intensity of

the spectral line of the wavelength A*

The contribution of weak liner, (not

observed in our experiment) to the

sum of the denominator of Eq.1 was ta-

ken into account by substracting from

the Rvalue the corresponding data

from the paper of Kurucz and Pcytre-

mann. This contribution amounts only

from a wavelength range 2'jl'ii ~

have bt-cn evaluated.

The A... values obtained tnis way were

then used for performing the Doitzmann

plot for VII level:.;. Figure 1 shews

such plot basing on these A, . values

and Fig. 2 , for comparison, such plot

basing A, . values for the individual

lines obtained by Roberta et al. In

both cases the absolute A ^ values

are based on the same lifetime values

obtained by Roberts from beam--foil me-

asurements. Using Roberti results for

the individual lines a tcnpsratixre of

10000 K was derived, while using our

data a value 13000 K was evaluated.

The result 13800 K seeir.s U, be more

reasonable for a helium plasma produ-

ced in a wall-stabilized arc at <_•. cur-

rent of 72 amp. Furthermore, this va-

lue is in good agreement with the va-

lue determined from the measured abso-

lute line intensity of the Hel 3009 R

and from the F./Hl-i of the Hel A026 X

line (13600 t\) as well as witn the re-

sult derived from, the measured VIII/VII

line intensity ratio (13^00 K ) .

Besides the mentioned above discre-parv-

cy in the temperature determination

the Boltzmann plot performed using Ro-

berts A, . values shows also a conside-

rably greater scatter of the indivi-

dual points even for a given excita-
tt tion energy. In order to examine this

effect the deviation, of the individual

points of Fig.2 from the best fit

straight line obtained from our mea-

surements were calculated (the devia-

tion from the dashed line on Flg.2).

In Fig.3 this <nxanti.ty:
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P i g . 1 . The Boltzmann plot for the VII
system of leve l s , basing on
the Afc. values obtained in
t h i s work. The best f i t strain:.
ght l i ne yields a temperature
of 13800 K.

Pig.2, The Boltzmann plot for the VII
system of levels, basing on
Ajw values taken from the pa-
per of Roberts et a l . The 30-
lid line represents the best
f i t straight line , while the
dashed one is the best f i t l i -
ne taken from Fig.1.

Fig«3. The deviation of the individu-
al points on Fig.2 from the
best f i t straight line from
Flg.1 as a function of wave-
length.

i s plotted against the wavelength of
the corresponding line. The symbols R
and at the transition probability A
are for Roberts and our JL. values
respectively. As one can see the co-
rrelation between this quantity and
the wavelength is suggestive. This
analyse leads to a conclusion thai;
Roberts A^ results are charged with
a systematic wavelength error. This
conclusion agree with the occurence
of a wavelength dependence of the ra-
t i o jJ^°^3e:C''^s/j^-ur[JICZ a n d Peytremann
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OF STA.VK t/Il/TliJ 01" Go i LIUBo

Institute of jfr^sica, Ja^elioniar: L'n.i veroi 1-v
ul. Kuymonta 4, 30-O^y Krakow, iruland

He have measured in

line profiles; of ten Gel

a wall-stabiized arc.

the
inen

S u m m a r y E>:;.-erL:..c:.t

The wall-tstabiizec arc or 4 n̂ i

cnannel diameter WOJ ji-eriitea at

current 40 A with various ::;i;< t ureo

of GeH and AT [1] . About v~J» of hy-

drogen was admixed to tne working

gaa for the plasm;) dtfj,;r.o'jtici;. The

spectral radiance (neai'iii'incntu «cre

carried out end-on with 4 m Ebert

type grating opQCtrornetor./Practical

reaolution was equal to 10U OuO/-

The line shapes were obtained by

stepwise yeaning over eacr: line. The

photocurrent vian canvertnc into di-

gital form and recorded c-n-line witn

a digital printer. The electron den-

sity wus aetermined f i ora the half

width of ,i A line. Temperature nau

calculated by solving 1TK equations

for three component pla; .i.a. Plaana

composition was obtained from rela-

tive intensities of II*> 430.0am Arl,

303.yrun Gel lines. Reproduction of

electron density in different ruins

was within vio. i.lean value of N and

T wsa equal 5.7*1O1° cni"3 and 124t>OK

respectively.

In order to correct the line

ahf,pes lor self-absorbtion effects

the double path method was u^ed [2].

Eacn pi'ofile W.JO J I J S •.:.0iTuct.jd on

continoua back^i-ound, up.'uiatiu pr.--

file and v;aL. n'.:nti:-ii;aiy

to remove the I/jppifcr !'

i»eoj:n'od j.'.'.vf lie:; .vej-e aayuetr ic.

i'or thi:j j'OfcLion the fi.nction

I(V> - —

1 +

a for %•

a, for \ . •
Jt X.

w«a u:;ed for fitting corrected expe-

rimental pointc. /a,, a2» S;» U/ "re

fitted pararneterc/. The ratio a-j/a^

can be used as a soaauru uf a;:ysnetry

of the {u'ofile.

and

The results of our meamu'inenta

ai'e chovin in table I. Ervons for the

line width are equal to 20% • Erroro

for asyaietry are about 255» ex.ept

241.7nm line which wan aymetrical

viithin 3/u.

The Stark width of 422.7nm He I

line wan also measured by Joneu and

Killer [3] and calculated by

DirriLtrijevic and Konjevic [4l .

Table II compares our value lov

422.7nm line with other reuulty men-

tioned above scaleu into electron
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density equal to 5.7 101 c m .
Table I

/nm/

422.7
312.5
303.9
275.5
271.0
265.2
265.1
259.3

274.0

241.7

FWHM
/GHz/

o
4p5s-4p

13.2

19.3

20.2

20.1

17.7
15.5

18.1

20.3

4p4d-4p2

23.1

22.7

1.6

1.7
1.8

1.7

1.7

2.0

1.8

1.8

1.3

1.0
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Table II

This work

w

PWHM
/GHz/

13.7

304.0

46.2

a3/a4

1.6

There is strong disagreement

between our value and other data.

Prior measurments m at the same

experimental arrangement enable us

to exclude axial plasma inhomogeni-

ties as an explaination of the stro-

ng asymetry of the Gel line? of

4p5s-4p transition array. We supp-

ose that such asymetry could be

caused by forming of quasimolecules

Ge-H. Aditional meaeurmenta are

nesseceary. We plan to study a depe-

ndence of line width on density of

hydrogen and to measure Stark width

of Gel lines in a wide range of

electron density.
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PRODUCTION OF LTE - PLASMAS

USING A MODIFIED CAPILLARY DISCHARGE

T.Neger and H.Jager

Institut fur Experimentalphysik der Technischen Universitat Graz

Petersgasse 16, A-8010 Graz, Austria

INTRODUCTION

One of the problems in the field of

the spectroscopic determination of

plasmadiagnostically relevant atomic

values is to find methods for the

production of optically thin LTE-

plasmas from substances which nor-

mally exist in the solid state.

Plasmas for such applications should

also have a simple distribution of

the plasma parameters. Steady state

experiments are in many cases nearly

impossible to perform, if there are

no suitable gaseous compounds of the

interesting elements available.

Therefore, pulse heating methods

should be found, which are even more

necessary, when plasmas of higher

temperatures are to be obtained.

Among these methods those seem to

prove succsessful that are based on

a plasma production mainly caused

by radiative evaporation from sur-

faces of condensed matter having

only small conductivity. An example

was demonstrated in /!/ by using a

plasma jet of radial symmetry, gene-

rated by means of a capillary dis-

charge. Another possible way was

shown in /2/, where the plasma was

produced by a discharge sliding along

the surface of a liquid jet. In both

cases it is sometimes difficult to

fullfill the conditions mentioned

above and to obtain the spectral

lines of interest in proper intensi-

ties. The experiment described in

this paper belongs to the first type.

After a special technique had been

developed (/3/) th-s method was im-

proved, so that it now seems to be

well suited to the investigation of

a great number of elements including

higher ionisation stages (T >15000 K,
17 —3N > 1O cm ). Furthermore, a mixing

of different elements is easily done

in a defined way, giving the advan-

tage that profiles and transition

probabilities of well known lines can

serve for the evaluation of plasma

parameters like electron density and

temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL

The pulsed capillary discharge is

performed in a vessel that can be

evacuated. The energy is stored in a

capacitor bank (C = 20 uF); a coil

with variable inductance allows an

increase in the oscillation period of

the RCL-circuit from about 20 us to

200 us. The side-on observation is

carried out time-resolved and yields

both a streak image together with a

spectrum of any desired phase of the

discharge (exposure time being a few

microseconds). The diagnostic ar-

rangement used is described in /3/

and /4/. Fig. 1 presents a schematic

view of the mounting device with the
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Fig. 1

1 anode, 2 cathode,

3 ignition wire, 4 po-

sition of observation

slit, 5 plexiglass,

6 inner capillary wall

material, 7 insulating

mounting device

capillary and the electrodes. At the

beginning of the experiment the elec-

trodes are short-circuited by a wire

of 20 urn thickness. It was found

that, using this device, the radial

symmetry of the emerging plasma jet

is formed much better and is main-

tained at comparatively larger dis-

tances from the end of the capillary

than by putting hollow electrodes

directly on the ends of the capil-

lary. The ignition wire does not

affect the spectra taken from the

plasma jet at later times, which only

show spectral lines of the elements

of the capillary wall material. From

the side-on streak image Fig. 2

(position of observation slit see

Fig. 1) it can be seen chronologi-

Fig. 2

50 ps

cally how at first the wire explodes

and how then the plasma jet passes

the observation slit. (The dark ver-

tical line originates from the shadow

of a wire put immediately in front of

the film, thus indicating the moment

of taking-the spectrum.) The- elements

which are to be investigated are

mixed in with paraffin preferably as

oxides and hydroxides etc. This mix-

ture is applied to the inner wall of

the plexiglass capillary in a thick-

ness of about 3.5 mm. In comparison

to other substances used (e.g. poly-

vinylalcohol) paraffin shows prepara-

tive advantages and favourable me-

chanical properties.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 gives as an example radial

profiles of T and N (evaluated after

Abel inversion) of a plasma jet ob-

tained from a discharge through a

capillary (length 60 mm, inner dia-

meter 5 mm) with 3.8% BaO + 57.7I

Cu2O + 38.5% paraffin (percent by

weight) as wall material. The spec-

trum was taken 60 us after ignition

at a pressure of p = 0.5 bars (air)

and at a distance of Ax = 5 mm bet-

ween the observation slit and the

end of the capillary. The charging

voltage was U = 16 kV. The tempera-

ture was determined from the inten-

sity ratio of the lines Ba II 452.493

nm and Ba II 585.368 nm, using the

transition probabilities given in
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Fig. 3

/5/. The electron density N was

evaluated from the profile of the

line H6 /6/, which stems from the

hydrogen in paraffin. In Tab. 1

Tab. 1

X /nm C4/cm
4 s"1

427.513

437.820

450.939

458.695

465.113

453.970

4.05.10

7.38.10

1.06.10

7.61.10'

4.91 .10

9.70.10

-15

-14

-15

-15

-15

some C 4 - constants for quadratic

Starkeffect (using Lindholms for-

mula /!/) are given for lines of

neutral copper, experimentally ob-

tained in the ranges

18000 K < T < 24000 K and

The error is not expected to exceed

25%. In conclusion it should be

mentioned that trapezoidal distri-

butions of the plasma parameters can

be achieved under certain conditions,

thus reducing the extent of data

reduction by avoiding Abel inversion.
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STARK PARAMETERS DEPENDENCE ON THE UPPER LEVEL IONIZATION POTENTIAL

. J.Puric and M.Cuk

Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Department of Physics and Meteorology

11001 Beograd,P.O.B.550,Yugoslavia

I.S.Lakioevic

Institute of Physics
11001 Beograd,P.O.B. 57,Yugoslavia

Stark width and shift dependence

on the lower level ionization potent-

ial of the corresponding transition

was described in papers (1-3).Here,

Stark broadening and shift dependence

on the upper level ionization potenti-

al is reported.These dependences have

been evaluated in the framework of

adlabatic,semiempirical and semiclas-

sical approximations.

Stark width and shift of an iso-

lated spectral line originating from

a particular i-f transition in neut-

ral atom or ion,in the all above men-

tioned approximations,explicitely de-

pend on the appropriate matrix ele-

ments ,wich,using Coulomb approxima-

tion,can be expressed as

- 1) 2
'if (1)

with C s max( I. , i~),and

>if=

where

I1 = R(n« ,£)R(n*\£')rdr (3>

is the radial transition integral

with

VEi
is the efective main quantum number

of the energy level whith excitation

energy E., c=l,2,3,... for neutral

atoms,singly.double-,... charged ions,

respectively.I is the ionization po-

tential from the ground level of the

given emiter,EH is the hydrogen ioni-

zation potential and all other quan-

tities are given in standard notati-

ons.

Using appropriate mathematical

approach and the fpllowing relations

according to Fig.l.

Ei = lo ~

Ef - E. -
hc

(5)

(6)

the effective auantum number n** and

the matrix elements R̂ ,̂ can be ex -

pressed in the following serial forms

hv

Fig.l
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a r n ( 8 ) nr.-i s p D r n p r i i t e p x r . r ' ? . : : ; i o n . ' " -

f o r S t . . - i r k w i d t h : ! n r t s h i f t o f -i ; ; p e c t -

r - i l i i r . u ] n t l . ' ; t r e n t o d ^ p p r ^ x i i r . n t i o n . "

i t i ; - . p ; - . . ' i i . i h l f > t o t b t . i i ^ f r . e f - 1 l ' j w i n . r T

£ e n ?• r*'! 1 f . : • - . . - • o f t i . f .-jr. . . r ' " t - r . - ' : r i e r i i r u -

a ' i d o h i f t d e p e n d e r . - •: ( . n t h f - i . p p » r l e -

v e l l i n i ; - . , '. I M , r o L " r , ' i . - i

, = 1 % I ; K ( I r .

(C

w h e r e A . a n r ! F : . n r e t h f v u e f f i !.- i " n t r .

l n d e p o n . ' i o . - i * " o f t h " u p : - " r l e v e l i ' - n i / ' .

t i o n p n t e n ' n i ! . . T h e r ^ : . c - > . l C - r r

o f £ • : : - . . (•'•') , - i r , . 1 f i n ) d r . p ~ . - i . - i - n e i t h e r

n n t h e t y p e o f t r : u i . : i t i - . n r r r o n t h "

.'• t : , - -• . f , r i i z i l ; . ; n .

T r ; t h e h ::-i .; : f H ' l . " . •' 4 ) :!' ''• '.'<"•''•

t r e 5 t h r k . ; i d > . ! . - . . n - - . - h i f t - n i n v . - - . - f

V : \ 1 - . I R • - f t h o . : . p - r : • ' • • - • " ! i o n U * . t . v m

; i f ! . ; ' a ! i , " i. " i ! " l r. t • o ' • - r r c : [• r : i i i . . "

v > - d . - i u b i v i > n i z " ; i n o h f i ! t r . i . ' U ! . ; l i n e n

• r i F i m t i r i r f r n r : rr~. . < : " . 0 - n p p m u l t i -

N» C O N \
Mg Ca In Rb

lC LIS B\Slf Na Al \KF[Cs
iff

0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

: • j ' - l - . r -

• : ' : : , ! • •

- r,jy.> - i i ! ' t e n ( 1 / h l

n P V i r i ' M i ' l v f x i i ' t r , ,

n fr'T. V i a:: . ?-.!l . In

• ' - • ! • : ' . • (•-•• •. ! r u i - H h . " .

' i ) ! : ; • : ; • • . : : ! • f r p n u -

l - . v c ! - . •• : ! • - " - . f t h e
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upper level ionization potential (I)

in eV are given (o and A (AII = 1 ) ; & and

A (an=0) are theoretical data from

Ref (JO; • and 4 experimental data (5};

0 experimental data from paper (6) and

all other points are the experimental

data taken from Ref3.(7,8); is

the best fit of theoretical data (1);

is the conection between theoreti-

cal points (ft) for an = 0 ;—•—•——•— is

the best fit of the experimental data

taken from paper (6);electron density

and temperature are N=10 m and

T=2-10 K, respectively).

0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13

' I 1

Fig. 3

Calculating the corresponding corre-

lation factors it has been found that

the correlation between the Stark pa-

rameters and the upper level ionizati-

on potential according to Eqs.(9) and

(10) is better than 0,80 (for neutral

resonance lines it is better than 0,77

(forAn = 0) and 0,98 (f or A n-l ) ; for

the single charged ion resonances it

is better than 0,82(for both An=0 and

in=lj; for the off-resonance singly

charged ion lines it is better th:<n

0,80 ; and for doubly charged ion li-

nes it is better than 0,90 .This me-

ans that the Eqs.(9) and (10) can be

used for the theoretical predictions

11.5

11.2-

1.1 12—log{<i/l,j>V]} 1.3

F i g . H

of the Stark broadening and shift pa-

rameters for not investigated spectral

line on the bases of investigated li-

nes originating from the same type of

transition.
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t:: GAS TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION FROM THE

INSi.~NS.TTY OF ROTATIONAL LINES

t u , ,:••., uba<,."C.-'.i„ „ui'c tmann ,E . ,Korn,E. and Szciepanska , H«

.'•_••: Wissenschaften der UDR Institute of Fluid Flow
• I ...L'lut für Elaktrononphysik Machines,

latz 5-7'.} J \
y

.i {li.irii.ri, Hauovogteiplatz 5-7 Polish Acedemy of Scionces
Gdanak-WrzeszcZi Poland

j ,I-JCUJ-: roc d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the

!... :,...-, .j M:, j ;" i o:fi trie i n t e n s i t y

. ••.. D Ì i o ' i j l l i o o a of a molecule

••:.•;!•: ">:i Jn îi'.prmal plusmas, pro-
1 '•) •• O--ri&tein / ! / « w a 3 a l s o

• l i . . :J ..o ,ior'-- isot-hermal p lasmas ,

. . ''•'<.:• fiu^ative glow of a hollow

: ! i .j do •'i'.jc'n.srge / 3 - 6 / .

' ... ..-. ̂ , i i .-.leaaurements of gas teni-

. l: • .. <j;tii i!ic use of various

\:.-j'' i ,-•'• of one or several molo-

i.:'ti :•••: Ó-Ì tormining rotational

ir>cj. iit-:-i:c. .ooultrod in pf3rtially

-•̂  .^J'.jrnnt ciato. Our results in

A ;- • 'ij.-jc/iarge / 2 / pointed out

it i:i o v/icie region of rotational

.L.ofü it io not possible to

io/iiiiülo the date by a straight

••ci ir! a oamilogarithmic repreoen-

• :m : >Joir,Q small regions msasur-

•iii:o3 cvm be approximated quite

i by Ò t>!:reight line, but there

• iliMtTont axopas depending on

rouicr,. Differont slcpos indl-

v Ji r rgi-orit rotational tempera-

..-. i::u'i ,.i(juap a corrélation

"•-jo-; vh&fio rotational tempera-

ci! Biiü Lhe gas temperatura is not

••;."!.. Sj „j.iar irivostigstion3 of

.'<",..; . -jf-hcJe ciischargoa /3-G/ con-

i',i these res'ilta too. The possl-

: t-y IT ;;btain a correlation bet-

>•; -rcj Lionel temperri tura and ga3

temperature, however, Is demon-

strated in the following temperature

determination in a hollow cathode

discharge, operated In hydrogen and

a small admixture nitrogen.

For the investigation« a glass tube

»as used with an inner diameter of

48 mm and a length of 260 mm. Tho

iron cathode and the anode aa a

tungsten ring were arranged at a

distance of 11 mm in the center of

the tube. The cathode has an inner

diameter of 12 mm, the length mas

28 mm. At the end of the tube quartz-

windows wore placed. The central

part of the region in the hollow

cathode was imdyod by means of an

UV-objectivo to the slit of the

Zeiss PGS 2 spectrograph.

To measure profiles of the H ^ line

a high spectral resolution is needed.

Therefore it was necessary to work

with second order double pass of the

spectrograph. Band spectra and Hj.

line were investigated in first or-

der. Spectra and calibration values

of a tungsten strip lamp were ex-

posed on Orwo WP 1 plates. The in-

tensity of the spectral lines was

measured by a micro den-jitometer.

The Balmer lines of hydrogen H^ and

H y ae well as tho 0-0 transition and
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the 0-1 transition of the flret ne-

gative system of nitrogen were used

for temperature determination.

For Balmer lines It is supposed that

essentially the Doppler effect Is

responsible for the broadening of

lines* Supposing a Maxwell distri-

bution of the neutral particles the

half width of line is /7/

h
The correction of profiles was made

by means of a biparametric Voigt

function. The half widths were de-

termined between 10 and 100 mA. The

temperatures determined from the

measured half widths are presented

in table 1.

It is assumed that the intensity

distribution of the rotational lines

in a molecular band corresponds to a

Boltzmann distribution with the gas

temperature as parameter because of

the strong interaction between the

rotational and translational degrees

of freedom. Then the intensity of a

rotational line can be written as

k T

The works mentioned above show that

these assumption is not realized

completely in non-isothermal plas-

mas. But it is possible to suppose

a dominating interaction between

the rotational and translational

degrees of freedom in the region of

the maximum of the distribution.

The O'-value, which corresponds to

the maximum, is

ZSltc
(3)

The value of 3'»«_.( c a" b e deter-

mined by plotting the intensity of

rotational lines versus the rota-

tional quantum numbers, the temper-

ature by means of equation (3), if

i 9 k n o w n

We apply the value 3*^ax for

modification of the Ornstein method.

In the usual manner this process was

started with the semllonarlthmic re-

presentation

We also plot semilogarithmic

I_,.j/O' versus 3'(3'*1), however we

do not try to approximate the whole

quantity of measuring points to a

straight line as good as possible.

We approximate the measuring points

on ths right and left side of 3 ' M B X

without regard of those points which

are placed in a far distance of

°*Max*
For analysis the rotational linos of

the R-branch, both the 0-0 transi-

tion of the first negative system

of nitrogen, were applied. The ro-

tational lines with odd K-values

were also used. Table 1 shows a

repressntation of temperature values

determined by various methods.
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i mA 10 20 50 100

H accord- - - 363 427 705 1014
ing (1)

H accord - 378 455 690 1080
m g (i)

0-0 tran- 291 339 392 507 709 1119
sition(3)

0-0 tran- 330 330 365 460 725 1050
sition(4)

0-1 tran- 339 339 392 448 783 1029
sicion(3)

0-1 tran- 310 345 380 430 740 1020
sition(4)

Table 1 Temperatures In K

The agreement of temperatures deter-

mined by various methods Is quite

good and the most values are pieced

within the error limit. Both the ab-

solute values and the dependence on

current intensity agree with the

conception about the behaviour of

the gas temperature In a hollow

cathode discharge.

Because there is no doubt about the

values of temperature detarmined by

line width, we can establish, that

a close connection exists between

the values obtained by the modified

Ornstein method and the gas temper-

ature. But it Is necessary to test

the modified Ornstein method in

further experiments, and it should

be profitable to measure the gas

temperature in these experiments by

independent methods simu.ltenously.
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A STUDY OF THE BEAM EMITTArtCE OF RADIAL EXTRACTION
RF ION SOURCE WITH AN INJECTED ELECTRON BEAM

M.E. Abdel Aziz. M.M. Abdel Baki and S G. Zakhary

Plasma Physics and Accelerators Department, Nuclear Research Centre,

A.E.A. Cairo, Egypt

The influence of beam energy,

magnetic field and filament power on

the beam emlttance of the radial-

extraction RF ion source with inje-

cted electron beam is investigated

with and without beam injection. A

simple technique to detect the ele-

mentary ion beams utilizes a movable

detector below a graphite target and

an X-Y recorder.

Experimental arrangement:

The source is a modified type

of RF source with one side radial

constriction, Fig. (1). It is featu-

red by the use of hot filament,acce-

Jerating electrode and magnetic

field to confine both injected elec-

trons and plasma near the region of

extraction . The experimental arra-

ngement for measuring etnittance is

shown in Fig. (2). A simple techni-

que is used to detect the elementary

beams by using a movable detector

below a graphite target, behind the

Fig. (2)

source's outlet. The target of the

detector is connected to XY-recorder.

The RF power is supplied to the

source across two ring electrodes

from a 15 MHz oscillator with a class

C power amplifier.

Results and discussion:

A sample of traces for element-

ary beams corresponding to different

extiaction potentials and magnetic

fields is shown in Fig. (3 a) for a

s6urce without injection; and in

Fig. (3 b) for one with injection.

The applied extraction potential has

large effect on the beam properties

since it affects the position and

shape of the plasma boundaryv .

Emittance figures in the form of

ellipses are therefore traced as in-

dicated in the sample of Fig.(4)

for a plasma without electron beam

injection (dotted curve) and with
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beam injection (continuous curve).

Fig. (5) sh.-'ws an increase in the no-

rmalized emittance with the increase

in extraction potential. This is

due co continuous increase of extra-

cted current and accompanied repul-

sive forces between beam particles.

The decrease in emittance with

Without inj«c>>on

Xt,

Wilt, injccl ixi

V,, • 3 K V
t Powkr • HO * »

p

)

lex :
S :

J _ J^WiC.1

Fig.(3)

Im.radian)

Fig.(4)

electron injection is due to

neutralization oi some ions at the

emitting surface (facing aperture)

of plasma boundary, this depends on

the c^oss section of interaction

between injected particles (of ene-

rgy E.) and surface particles of

(energy E ), since E, » E . Fig. (6)

shows the brightness corresponding

to emittancfe shown in Fig.(5).which

shows an increase of beam brightness

with electron injection. This inc-

rease is due to the increase of ex-

tracted current and decrease of its

emittance area. The increase of

emittance with magnetic field after

a certain minimum is due to the inc-

rease of discharge intensity by the

magnetic field. Fig.(7) shows a dec-

rease of emittance and increase of

brightness with the increase of emi-

ssion from the filament and increa-

sing the chance of neutralization on

the emitting surface. On the other

hand, the effect of extraction po-

tential is shown to increase extrac-

ted beam current, as indicated in

Fig.(8). The increase is much higher

when an electron beam is injected,

= 11 watts), into the plasma.

i Initcfi«n

M Di!fer«nt E * if;

Fig.(5)
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injection will affect both normali-

zed emittance and normalized bright-

ness in the manner shown in Fig.(9),

as they vary with extraction voltage

E l . ' . t e C l M a j r . t l l c F i , u O n ,

• v . i h : n j . c i l . n A . C i t i . r . m e . i r j c - . i o n P . i n l i i l i .

• - « - - • • • » t l V

Th(Norm j i i i ,d Bri gKtn«t» Without & ff06 *

Fig.(6)

En 1 0 -

V. , .-4K.V

Vaec M50V
8 :K0 gauss
Inpul Power =JH Walt
Pressure = 20 m.Torr.

OS

.05

'• 6 « 10 12 Wan
Fil Jim til Ptwi r tP( )

Il(l4 I Efltct 01 Filament Power On the Normalized
Cmltunto ADrlghtness-

tfhek Of E«rr»<);«i VclUjI On Eflter Of E^trletfon V«(t>jt On
Tkf fttrjefed Current W*h»vM S»th l<<-m»(il«J VmilUnM t
Wir. Injethon. rf«mlir»4 BrljWMM Wft«rt/

WSh JIIJWIIOII

Fi8-C8) Fig.(9)

Conclusion:

In addition to its effect on

increasing the ionization density,

electron beam injection in RF ion

source is found to improve the beam

quality by decreasing its emittance

and raising the brightness. It is

also natural that a higher beam

current is extracted as the extra-

ction voltage is raised.
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Fig.(7)

This is naturally due to the higher

plasma density resulting from beam-

plasma interaction. Likewise, beam
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I H 1 1 ' M B l - ' A M - • U T I V A T K P I H A K M . K F . X C I I A N ( ; E S I ' l X T K o S C O P Y

1 - i i R B O U N D A R Y P L A S M A 1) I A O N O S T I C S

V . A u m . i y r a n d H . W i n t e r

I n s i i t u t f u r n I 1 j j p m i M n o P h y s i k , T i l W j c t i

. \ - l i ) i f i W i e n , K a r l s p l a t 7. l i , A u s t r i a

LI 1 1 12 -L'.L 1.11111

T h e '1 v n.irii i ( "• •iii'l ».• ri c r H y b a l a n c e o f

;n.j n ii" f ; i. •! 1 I >. ( .. ii f i H C M I f u s i o n p l a s i t i i s

ilf|)fi.il p < i : t i ,i i 1 v o n t h e p I ;i.smn b o u n -

il .i i" v i. >- ii'1 i i i o n w h i c h < o n t r << I t h e

(j.'<i.sm,) w.i 1 1 i n l c r a c l i o n a n d 1 H o t r . i n s -

p o t i i I i L' .-> 11 I i i :I g i m p u r i t i e s . M e a s t i r e -

i c i i ! d i n t(ii» |il.i:imn b o u n d a r y r e g i o n

, i r i i I r ' r i ' f f i r c oi p a r t i c u l a r i m p o r t a n e e

b u t t h e i i . c o f e s t a b l i s h e d d i a g n o s t i c

t '-.• i h n i i| II i s i s (jti i t e l i m i t e d f o r s u c Ii

[••! i r x . - s f s . i h i s i s d ' i e t o t h e s m a l l

i h n c n s i i i i i s o f t h e b o u n d a r y p l a s m a , i t s

:.". h t,t;t v i; '-• n c- - > u s s p a t i a l s t r u c t u r e a n d a

|i r s i M i i i l ! a i k o f r e J i a b ! e at . o m i i:

r </J i i s i " r, dat.'i n c c M l o d f o r b o u n < l a r y

fj 1 ;: f.-m,i moil o ' i i n g .

H o w e v e r , 11 e n s i t y a n d t e m p e r -,i t ti r c o f

p r o t o n s , e l e c t i o n s a n cl i m p u r i t y i o n s

in t h e [J i n s m a b o u n d a r y r e g i o n c a n b e

d e t e r m i n e d i n d e p e n d e n t l y f r o m p l a s m a

raoiU I a s s u m p t i o n s by m e a n s o f l i t h i u m

b e a m - ru I: i v a t e d c f i a r g e e x c h a n g e y p e c -

t r o s c o ; i v ( L i - C X S ) .

'! h j s i. o n t i 3 b u t i o n p r e s e n t s a s h o r t

d t - t u ipl. i o n u 1 t h e L i - C X S d i a g n o s t i c

t e c h n i q u e t o g e t h e r w i t h r e c e n t l y

o t i t . M n c ' l d a t a f o r r e l e v a n t a t o m i c

c o l l i s i o n p r o c e s s e s . S o m e c a l c u l a t i o n s

on tne a p p l i c a b i l i t y of L i - C X S for

me a .'.![ r cTif n t s on p r o t o n s and e l e c t r o n s

in i t y p i >: a 1 T o k a m a k b o u n d a r y p l a s m a

a r '.• a l s o p r o H e n t o d .

P c s c r i p t i o n of . i t h i u m b e a m - a c t i v a t e d

c h a r g e e x c h a n g e s p e c t r o s c o p y

T h e b a s i s of c o m m o n p l a s m a ::pec-

l r use o p i e s is p h o t o n e m i s s i o n , wliirh

r e s u l t s from a l a r g e v a r i e t y of c o l l i -

s i o n a l p r o c e s s e s , w i t h t h e i r r e l a t i v e

i m p o r t a n c e d e p e n d i n g on the g i v e n

p l a s m a c o n d i t i o n s .

i n d e p e n d e n t of t h e l a t t e r , i h a r a c t -r-

i s t i c line e m i s s i o n irom n e u t r a l i s e d

p r o t o n s a s well a s i m p u r i t y i o n s Z *

c a n be p r o d u c e d by i n j e c t i n g a s t r o n g

Li a t o m b e a m into the p l a s m a . T h e

e m i s s i o n r e s u l t s from the f o l l o w i n g

c h a r g e e x c h a n g e prot.es s e s :

Li ( 2 s ) + H + •* L i + + H*( n , S.) ( 1 )

T h e s e c o n d a r y Li ions a r e of no

f u r t h e r c o n c e r n , w h i l e d e n s i t i e s of

p r o t o n s and /or i m p u r i t i e s can be o b -

t a i n e d from t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e line

e m j s s i v i t i e s .

A d d i t i o n a l l y , the ion t e m p e r a t u r e s

can be d e d u c e d f r o m the r e s p e c t i v e

line p r o f i l e s , s i n c e the c h a r g e e x -

c h a n g e w i t h L i ( 2 s ) i m p o s e s o n l y n e g -

l i g i b l e k i n e t i c e n e r g y o n t o the

v a r i o u s i o n s .

In p r i n c i p l e , L i - C X S is s i m i l a r to

c h a r g e exchange- s p e c t r o s c o p y w i t h

n e u t r a l h y d r o g e n ( H - C X S ) , but s h o w s

s o m e d i s t i n c t a d v a n t a g e s o v e r t h e

l a t t e r . W i t h H - C X S c o n c e n t r a t i o n

p r o f i l e s IM as w e l l as t e m p e r a t u r e

p r o f i l e s 111 h a v e been d e t e r m i n e d

for f u l l y s t r i p p e d i o w - Z i m p u r i t i e s .

Application of H-CXS in the plasma

boundary is inconvenient, however,

because a relatively dense neutral

hydrogen background leads to similar

impurity line emission as would the
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hydrogen beam injection.

Line radiation produced by Li-CXS

originates from higher excited states

than populated by charge exchange

with hydrogen atoms. This results not

only in a much lower background, but

also in emission at systematically

longer wavelengths. Moreover, the

involved photon emission cross sec-

tions are considerably larger. A more

extensive discussion of these fea-

tures has been given in /3/.

Injection of fast Li atoms into a

plasma also gives access to the elec-

tron density IUI via electron impact

excitation

Li(2s) + e" + Li(2p) + e" (3)

However, there is also strong Li ex-

citation in collisions with protons,

for which absolute Lil 670,8 nm

emission cross sections have recently

been determined /5/. One must not

neglecc this contribution when mea-

suring absolute electron densities by

means of reaction (3).

Cross sections for Li-CXS-related

inelastic collisions

Quantitative plasma diagnostics by

means of Li-CXS called for absolute

cross sections for reactions (1) and

(2), while for (3) they were already

known, c.f. /6/. Moreover, data were

needed for calculations of the Li

beam attenuation when it passes a

boundary plasma of interest. This

attenuation is due to both electron

impact ionisation of Li 111 and

electron capture from Li in collis-

ions with protons. For the latter

processes, we have recently measured

absolute total cross sections corres-

ponding to Li injection energies

between 14 and 140 keV /8/.

Regarding reaction (1), absolute

emission cross sections for H 656,3

nm have been measured /9/. They show
1 ft "?

a broad maximum of about 5 x 10 cm

for Li injection between 30 and 70

keV.

Concerning detection of impurity ions,

absolute cross section measurements

have been carried out for C^ (q = 3-

6) and 0 q + (q = 4 - 7) at 7Li injec-

tion with 20 and 30 keV, respectively

/10/. Fcr these usually dominant

low-Z ions the strongest lines appear

at wavelengths between 190 and 350 nm,

and related large emission cross

sections vary between 2 (for low q)
-15 2and 15 x 10 cm . We also mention

a recent detailed study on state -
4 +

selective capture in C -Li colli-

sions /I 1 / .

Explorative calculations for the

measurement of proton and electron

densities in Tokamak edge plasmas

Detection of low-Z impurities in

boundary plasmas by means of Li-CXS

has been extensively treated in /12/.

More 'recently, we have also investi-

gated its usefulness for measuring

densities of electrons and protons

via reactions (3) and (1), respec-

tively. To this goal we have assumed

a typical Ohmically-heated Tokamak

plasma with parameters like the

TEXTOR experiment at KFA Jiilich /13/,

see Fig.l. Attenuation of the Li beam

passing the boundary region has been

treated as explained above, also

taking into account the influence of

intermediately produced excited Li

states. More details of this calcu-

lations may be found in /14/.

Fig.2 shows the resulting Li beam

attenuation as denoted by "Li(2s)",

together with the corresponding

emissivity profiles for Lil resonance
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Fi t; . 1 : Profiles for plasma density Fig. 2: Calculated Li beam attenuation

and particle temperatures in a plasma Lil 670,8 run and H emissivity pro-

boundary according to ref. /13/. files in the plasma edge of a Tokamak

Central density (at r = 0) discharge as specified by Fig. 1 and

n = 3 x J O 1 3 c m " 3

o
r...plasma minor radius

central plasma densities as given,

Li injection with 30 keV.

line (denoted by "Li(2p)") and the

H line, from which the densities of

electrons and protons respectively

can be derived. We have treated cases

for three different central plasma

densities n . If a realistic equiva-

lent Li current density of about
2

10 mA/cm is assumed, the resulting

H a emissivity will be larger by about

an order of magnitude than typical

background H a values (c.f. / 1 5 / ) .

From this we conclude, that Li-CXS is

also useful for measuring proton

densities in the plasma boundary

region of a Tokamak discharge.
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GAS ELECTROLUMINESCENT PROPORTIONAL DETECTOR FOR

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

P.A.Bagryansky, V.S.Belkln and V.G.Dudnikov

Institute of Nuclear Physics,
630090 Novosibirsk, USSR

The use of gas electrolumines-

cent proportional detectors (GEPD)

for plasma diagnostics is reported

in Ref. 1. Various versions of the-

se detectors and their characteris-

tics are described in Refa. 2 and

3. The GEPD allow a good energy re-

solution to be attained at high co-

unting rate, while a large amplitu-

de of the output signals simplifies

their processing* The GEPD is ex-

pected to be suitable for an effi-

cient detection of the X-ray plasma

spectra in quasi-stationary thermo-

nuclear devices.

Our report deals with the GEPD

simple in manufacturing and the

CAMAC-standard electronics intended

for the processing of its signals.

The detector, shown in Figure 1, is

air-tight and comparises the end

electrode 2, whose surface is cup-

-shaped for electron focusing and

which has the window 1 for X-ray

photons, the cylindrical glass in-

sulators 6, the intermediate elect-

rode with a grid 3, and the flange

7 with the photomultiplier 5. The

joints of these elements are indi-

um-sealed and smeared with apoxy

adhesive. The detector is filled

with the 8056 Xe + 2OJ6 He mixture to

a 1Cr Torr pressure after its pum-

ping out to 10"^ Torr. X-ray pho-

tons arrive at the detector through

the window of 20 mm diam and are

absorbed in a drift space between

the cup-shaped surface of the elect-

rode 2 and the grid 3. Note that the

window 1 is made of a beryllium fo-

il of 30 • lOO^im thick. The elect-

ric field of 0.5 kV/cm intensity

collects the produced electrons in

the luminescer.ee region between the

grids 3 and 4 with a uniform elect-

ric field of 5 kV/cm intensity. Whi-

le drifting in this field, the elec-

trons excite xenon, thereby initia-

ting an emission in about 10^ UV

photons per electron. These photons

are detected by a photomultiplier

39 A whose anode current of 200/<A

in magnitude (for 5.9 keV quanta)

and 1.1 • 2^3 duration is an out-

put signal of the detector. It is

worth noting that information about

a photon energy is gained from the

output signal area.

In order that the magnetic

field to screened, the PM is placed

In the magnetic-steel housing 7,

the steel body of the detection unit

being an additional magnetic screen.

In the process of operation, purifi-

cation of the working gas ia perfor-

med by thennoconvection through a

heated-Ca getter. The electrolumi-

nescence signals from the 5.9 keV

photons of a test Fe-^ source appe-

ar immediately after the filling-up

of the detector. In several hours

of performance of the purification
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7^-CAS PURIFIER

Fig. 1.

oyates, the amplitude and duration

of the electroluminescence signals

stop increasing, and the energy re-

solution approaches-8%. After a

long period of conservation, the

energy resolution becomes poorer,

but rapidly restores when heating

the getter.

The output signal from the de-

tector is applied to the analogue

processor which offers the follo-

wing functions:

- restore the constant consti-

tuent of signals since the PM anode

ia at positive potential (this dic-

tates by the conditions of perfor-

mance of the detector) and the sig-

nal is transmitted through the capa-

citance) ;

- provides a discrimination

with respect to the lower (noises)

and upper (outer space and superpo-

sitions) levels, as well aa to the

pulse duration (superpositions);

- supplies, to the amplitude-

-analyaia unit, a signal proportio-

nal to the pulse area, and an atten-

dant strobe if the pulse has passed

through the "gatea" of the discri-

minators ;

- or generates the pulses

f> to »O too

,55

Pig. 2.

"start" and "stop", the time bet-

ween which is proportional to the

area of the output signal from the

detector, at a time-interval measu-

rement (TIM) unit designed at the

Novosibirsk Institute of Nuclear

Phyaics (Ref. 4). The TIM unit cou-

pled with the increment-memory unit

(Ref. 5) forms an analyser. The

speed of response of this analyser

ia 1 ns/channel and ita differenti-

al non-linearity is lower than 4%.

Figure 2 demonstrates the

spectrum for photona from the

source, which has been taken with

the designed unit under stationary

conditions. For the Mn K04 line

(5.896 keV), the energy resolution

(width on the half-height) was

460 eV, or 7-8%. For the ".49 keV

and 1.79 keV "peaks of escape" the

resolution was 230 • 250 eV. The

detection unit and the analogue pro-

cessor have been tested on the toka-

mak T-10. The amplitude analysis

has been made with an analyser

"CANBERRA". Figure 3 shows the plas-

ma radiation spectrum obtained for

100 mg during the working impulse

of the installation. The 300 y m Be +

+ 18 Mm A.1 waa placed in front of

the detector. The electron tempera-

ture, calculated with respect to
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Fig. 3.

the restored spectrum, constituted

1180 - 40 eV. Processing of the

spectrum taken by a cooled Si(Li)

detector, which was directed to the

same region of the plasma shear as

the GBPD, yielded an electron tempe-

rature of 1136 - 40 eV. The plasma

radiation spectra were recorded at

the output loads up to 60 kHz, ul-

timate for the analyses being tes-

ted. The tests of the detection

unit together with the analogue

processor and TIM unit (the latter

as an amplitude analyser) have been

performed on the quanta from the

F e " source. For 150 kHz output lo-

ads, we have managed to obtain a

100 kHz output counting rate at 256

of unselected double superpositi-

ons. In this case, no worsening in

the energy resolution was observed

in comparison with the regimes of

low output loads.

The linearity of the amplifi-

cation factor of the PM and, hence,

of the energy scale of the detector

is achieved by a specially chosen

scheme of a voltage divider on the

PM diodes and is kept up to 8 keV

photon energies.
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ARC IN AN ARC CONTROL DEV1CK

J.S.Bukos
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Institute for Physics
H-1525 Budapest P.O.B:49

G.A.Madarasz, 1.Varkonyi
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H-1521 Budapest

The mathematical nif.ieli ng of arcs

in arc control devices usually needs

information about the arc temperature.

In the case of oil medium not only

the arc control device but the oil

carbonization and the precisely not

known gas mixeture whore the arc ex-

ists restrict the available methods.

The aim of the measurements was to

determine the arc temperature in qua-

si-steady state inside an arc control

device in oil medium.

Experimental arrangement

The arc control device was made

of polimctilmetacrilat to be transpa-

rent for the radiation omitted from

the arc plasma. In addition it was

used to confine and stabilize the arc

column. The arc control device was

situated in a cylindrical shape pot

made of glass. The experimental ar-

rangement can be seen on Fig. 1.

In the end of the upper electro-

de there was a bore fitted to a thin

pipe.They provided for guiding a wire

of 0.3 mm diameter through the gap

and after its fusing the arc inti-

ated.

When the pot was filled with oil,

the liberated gas was flowing axially

up and down and held the arc column

at the center.

As a current source a capacitor

bank of 116 uF was applied. It was

discharged through an inductor of

118 mff.The current, had a sinusoidal

waveform with a frequency of about

5o Hz. Its peak value was controlled

by the charging volt;i'ir> of the capa-

citor bank up to 6 kv resulted in

about 2oo Amps pea);.The arc current

was measured with a coaxial shunt of

0.888 mohii resistance and 2.23 usec

timeconstant. The circuitry can be

seen in Fig.2.

Fj g . 1.

Method and technique of measurements.

The requirements of L.T.E. and

the optically thin radiation were

supposed to be satisfied. The tempe-

rature was determined from the rela-

tive intensities of spectral lines

emitted from the same atomic species
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according to the formula [1]: Tes t devicv

T =
El - E2
/Ag/,

- In

where E^-E2~the difference between

the upper energy levels of the two lines;

^-wavelength of line; g-statistical

weigth; A-probability of the transiti-

on to the lower common energy level;

I-intensity of the line radiation;

k-Boltzmann's cons tant.

The investigation of the emit-

ted spectra showed significant cop-

per lines. Three lines of Cul were

considered to apply.Their data are

represented in Table 1.

Table 1. Spectroscopic data of

some Cul lines [2].

E[evj /Ag/ (sec"1]

6

6

3

.19

.189

.816

521.

515.

510.

82

324

554

5

3

5

.59E+8

.O9E+9

•11E+6

To reduce the error of the mea-

surement, the difference between the

upper energy terms was necessary

to be as large as possible.Hence one

of the two lines with a wavelength

Fig.2.

C = 116 JUF

C T = 125

L = 118 mH

Rd = 2oo k$2

R =: 4

RQ = 9,88

diaphragm

shutter

entrance slit
- - monocromator

divider

supply

current
signal

Fig.3.

of 510.554 ran was chosen. For the

second, a line with a wavelength of

515.324 run was applied as the one fit-

ted better to the width of the glass

fibres that conducted the beam of the

lines to the photomultipliers/FEU-51/.

The spectral lines were produced by a

Zeiss SPM 2 monocromator with an ent-

trance slit of 0.5 mm. For calibra-

tion of the lines and amplification

of the multipliers,a HgCd lamp with

lines of 3=546.073 nra and ^=508.582

run were used.

In front of the arcing device a

plane with a hole of 1 mm was moun-

ted to get the radiation sample from

a well defined point. The two multi-

pliers were connected to the input of an

electronic divider electrically. The

voltage through the output was pro-

portional to the quotient of line

intensities.

Both the relative intensities

and the current were displayed oscil-

lographically using a Philips PM

3242 oscilloscope.
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Expor irtKjntal r e s u l t s .

Typical osei Iioijtarnri showing

the time v a r i a t i o n of 1 ine-intensit. ies,

c u r r a n t and r e l a t i v e I ntor.r i t.y <irv

given in Fi<j, A-f:.

The c u r r e n t .-'n;l the r e l a t i v e

i n t e n s i t y , w h e n che a r c was burning in

a i r , w e r e d i sp layed as i t i s shown in

F i g . 5 . The same q u a n t i t i e s can be

seen in F i g . 6 . when the medium was

o i l .

I t can be supposed that in the

case of a i r medium the 'ire chamber

has, in some ri<_.<ji:eu, aiJotcd.

The raximura valurc of the recoi-

ded temperatures were lietwcen 12 ooo-

-2o ooo K for a i r and oil media.

The measured temperature seemed

to be independent of the current in

both cases. Thin suggests a change ir.

arc cross sect.tor. in coincidence

with the cuirent,as i t is characte-

r i s t i c ot arcs stabilized by forced

coiivcctlor,,

At current zero reyime the inea-

surod values 1-ecamc unci.Ttnin duo to

the small values o£ in tens i t i e s . In

these intervals the ra t io of intensi-

t ies was mostly determined by the

noise of the photomultip]iers.
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Diagnostics of Pulsed He Arc by Thomson Scattering

J.S.Bakoa, P.N.Igna"cz, J.Szigetl

Central Research Institute for
Physics H-1525 Budapest P.O.B.49.

Hungary

The spectrum of the scattered

light is of complicated shape if the

scattering is nearly collective

scattering i.e. if the factor

n.lcnr>l

a r e t h e

wave numbers of the incident and

scattered wave and AD is the Debye

length. The measured spectrum [2]

can be fitted by the theoretical

expression containing three para- .

meters namely the density (n ) . the

temperature (Te) of the plasma and

</.. The three parameters can be

determined with good accuracy

because of this complicated shape

without any additional calibration.

The 90° scattering of the light of

the ruby laser is of collective

nature in the case of pulsed arc

discharge in helium if the filling

pressure of the arc chamber is a

couple of torr.

We measured the density and the

temperature of the pulsed arc by

collective Thomson scattering in

dependence of the time lapse from

T. ItV)
o

4,0

•3.0

1.0

10 20 30 llmstel 40

Pig. 1

the begining of the arc during the

arc and in the near afterglow. The

result of the measurement is given

in Pig.l. The filling pressure was

3 torr. The peak current and the

duration of the current pulse were

5 kA and 10 usec respectively.

The electrical driving circuit was

critically damped and there was no

voltage reversal on the electrodes.

The arc was wall stabilized by glass
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tube of dimension $ 20x200 mm.

o"-

i .l" • ' •

-fp

n » 35

Fig. 2

Using the results of the measure-

ment the complete set of charac-

teristics of the plasma i.e. the

density of neutrals (n ) , that of

the single and double charged ions

(n+,n++) and the pressure (p) can be

calculated supposing the local

thermodynamic equilibrium [3]• Namely

(l)

ia the equation for the pressure;

(2)

expresses the quasineutrality of

the plasma and

no Zo

V- 1

expi-

Ve

expi -
Vel

(3)

(4)

are the Saha equations for the single

and double charged ions, m , >tB, h

are of the usual meaning - electron

mass, Boltzmann and Planck constant

Z is the partition function of the

species, and E. is the ionization

energy. The calculated density of

different species and the pressure

versus time functions are given in

Pig.2 and Pig.3. The density of

neutrals is low during the current

flowing as expected and the pressure

is the highest coinciding with the

current peak. Relatively large frac-

tion of particles is doubly ionized.

Otherwise the single charged ion

density follows the time history of

the electron density decreasing in

the afterglow exponentially

see Pig.l . Newertheless the

ambipolar diffusion coefficient can

be determined from the exponential

decay and it is found to be

2 -1
D=437O cm sec at the average

temperature of about 2 eV, The

density of neutrals is increasing in

the afterglow meanwhile the pressure

- after Borne decrease - increases

again. This effect is not completely

understood yet.

Calculation showe that the

supposition of the LTE is not

completely justified for the lower

lying excited levels [4].
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n0

:

I 1

n x a

Pig. 3

The calculation using the corona

mode11 shows that the density of

double charged ions are overesti-

mated in 1TE by three orders of

magnitude. The density of neutrals

and that of the single charged ions

are not too modell dependent but the

pressure increase in the late

afterglow is more pronounced accord-

ing to the corona mode11.

[4] H.R.Griem: Plasma Spectroscopy

Me Graw-Hill, Bew-York, 1964.
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Stark-spectroscopy of hydrogen

lines has been sucessfully applied

for a number of years as a powerful

tool in the diagnostics of turbulent

plasma /I, 2/. However, the applica-

tion of this method in experiments

with high temperature plasma meets

serious obstacles due to low density

of neutral hydrogen atoms and, hence,

low spectral line intensity. In con-

nection vn th this it seems favourab-

le to study the lines of hydrogen-

like species with higher ionization

potential. This paper deals with the

description of method U3ing which

one can study the parameters of

turbulent fields, excited in high

temperature plasma and based upon

the analysis of profiles of hydrogen-

like helium ion He II, with :oniza-

tion potential 4 times that of

hydrogen atom.

In dense hot plasma the broade-

ning of spectral lines of hydrogen

or hydrogen-like atoms is basically

caused by their thermal motion

(Doppler effect) and by electric

fields produced by electrons and

ions (Stark broadening). When turbu-

lent 03cillat::.ans are excited in a

plasma and produce oscillating elec-

tric fields they manifest themself

in additional Stark broadening and

could be derived in a principle from

experimental spectral line profile.

With this aim it was convenien to

measure simultaneously the broade-

ning of two He II lines Fa >

^ = 4658 A and Ffi, X = 3203 A,

one of which /£ is more sensitive

to the broadening due to Doppler-

effect and essentially less sensi-

tive to Stark-effect.

The method proposed has been

initialls applied for the 3tudy of

8 --pinch discharge helium plasma

(fig.1), formed in quart discharge

tube with inner diameter 6 cm.

Fig.1. Experimental set-up:
1 - discharge chamber; 2 - solenoid;
3 -monochromator; 4 - PI.I; 5 - ruby
laser; 6 - telescope; 7 - mirror;
8 - lens; 9 - semitransparent mirror
10 - photoplate

Solenoidal winding of device ia made

of two sections. The gap between

them is used for diagnostics. Period

of the current passage through sole-

noid % s 4yM3ec, its amplitude in
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the maximum of first half-period

l0* 130 kA, maximal vacuum field on

the axis of chamber Bo • 10 kGs,

filling helium pressure

Po 3 50 • 100 mtorr.

Electron temperature Tg has been

measured on the intensity ratio of

He II lines to the continuum /3/»

using two monochromators.

For the inatant of time (<*£),

corresponding to the maximal radia-

ted intensity of He II lines

Te ^ 25-30 eV;the same monochroma-

tors also were used to measure the

broadening of £ and A lines.

Scaling of the spectrum was made

shot by shot with avereging five

discharges per ona point. Reproduci-

bility was monitored by integral

line emission. Apparent Doppler

temperature measured on £ line was

\ = 480 eV.

Measurements of plasma density

were based upon holographic inter-

ferometry. The sensitivity of measu-

rements at A =* 6943 A has been

enhanced by double passage" of pro-

bing radiation through the plasma.

Plasma density profile at the instant

time <C0 and at Po = 5.0 mtorr ia
1 5shown in fig.2 ( -5.10 1 5 cm"3).

rcm

Pig.2. Spatial profile of plasma
density

Using thus obtained parameters

one can easy to show, that Doppler

halfwidth of Ffi line is equal to

AXfft = 2.7 A and halfwidth due to

collisional Stark effect 4/,/2 =O.5A.

However, the halfwidth of experi-

mental profile AXf/2 = 7 A, obtained

for the time instant «CO (fig.3) is

larger than the sum A}^, + AX^/o.

Pig.3. He II - Spectral line
profile

Hence, one can assume that the tur-

bulent electric fitildB con tribute

significantly to the line broadening.

Aiming to evaluate the turbulent

field strength the calculation code

has been constructed wich included

broadening due to Doppler effect,

Holzmark broadening due to plasma

ions and turbulent broadening by

low frequency (quasistatic) electric

field. Turbulent fields are assumed

isotropic and obey Gaussian distri-

bution. Temperature and ion density

were chosen on the basis of experi-

mental data as mentioned above

Ti =? 480 eV; nL = (3-5).1015cm~3.

Value of rms field intensity

Eo derived by least square filling

of theoretical profile to experimen-

tal one was £> - (35-8) kV/cm.
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Data obtained allow to carry out

the comparative analyrria (like in

/2/) of instabilities, that could be

excited in plasma under study and to

evaluate the decree of turbulence

E = E*/8rfnk(Te *TL) = e.icT4.
Under given experimental conditions

the tentative instability is low

hybrid drift mode often feating for

6* -pinch discharges /4/. Assuming

that electron drift velocity U"VTt

where ^ -thermal ion velocity (as

it is tiplcally the case in ̂ -pinch-

es, /?./) one can apply the criterion

of nonlinear saturation of low

hybrid drift instability '4/

and based upon the condition of

equality of oscillation energy to

drift motion energy -E0
2/$ti^nen?U

2/Z
Tliis criterion gives Eo « 32 kV/cm

that agrees well with value Eg

obtained from f\ line "nroadenirig

and confirms suggestion on the

excitation of low hybrid drift

instability.

Thus given study enlarges the

scope of Stark- spectrooopy based

methods for the diagnostics of

turbulent plasma and deterjiunatioo

of instabilities responsible for the

turbulence. Advantage of method,

described in its versatility 'irid

simplici ty.
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A NEW METHOD OF THE GAS-DISCHARGE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

ON THE HEABSORPTION MODULATION

I.M.Bochkova, L.P.Vorob1eva, A.N.Maltsev

The Institute of Atmospheric Optics SB USSR Acad.Sci.,

Tomsk 654055 U S S R

The method for detecting the absolute

populations of the levels without

the kinetic medium model was sugges-

ted and tested in the preceding pa-

pers[i-3j. In thi3 case the intensi-

ty modulation coefficient ,3j K of a

spectral partially reabsorbed line

by perturbation observed from the

end plane of the gas-discharge tube

(an emitter) was measured

Here S(N., N^, L) is the reabsorption

function. The primes denote the va-

lues in the absence of perturbation,

L is the emitter's length, N.,N^

are the population of the upper and

laser levels of transition, respecti-

vely.

The present paper considers gra-

phical method for determining the le-

vel populations using the equation

system of the type(i). This method

is applied when the equation system

can be reduced to the system of two

equations. The method employs only

experimental intensity modulation

coefficients and e plot of the func-

tion of reabsorption S(St'L)/S(SP'L)

vs the optical thickness of plasmaaeL

at various absorption coefficient mo-

dulations in the line center X /x. =b

(Fig.1) for determining the absolute

level population. As the example,let

us found the Cu atom D3/2 level po-

pulation under the conditions typical

for the Cu-vapor laaer operating^].
p

We assume the D,1^ state population

modulation is realized through laser

power modulation, which is indicated

by a wave line in Fig.2.

Let us consider the populations

of the 2 D T / 2 level H= iO
1'cm~^,

N'= 9-iOl2cm'3and j3? = - 0.0526,

^4 = - O.O3O9 to be known. Assu-

ming, that N ^ ^ and H^.»N^ (2),

one can calculate p., (\~ for the

spectral lines, corresponding to the

transitions 1 and 2 (Fig.2). For the

transitions to the ground state, the

relation S(3eL)/S(3?L)^i is valid,

which enables one to obtain directly

from Eq.(i) the population modulation

of the upper level of the correspon-

ding transition

0 i 2 3

Fig. 1
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When \l, and ' , are known,b. =0.9'.)

and b 2 = 0.97 can be found When li

and N are known and takinn; into

account (2), t -- C.K, ' P- CpN,

,\J . - C N , •-* ~ = C~,N , where1 1 ?. 2 '
C1 = 0.0104, C 2 = 0.141, which are

the constants for the corresponding

transitions, can be determined-

Then, from the equation system

(1

(S)

.\ = -0.0426 and , 2- - 0.0^81

can be found.

Let us solve now the inverse

problem on determining N, N using

the known j- ., \ ? by f,raphicall7/

solving the system of equations (4)

and (5).

Let us take the family of curves

S(;CL)/S(-^'L) and draw two straight

lines with the ordinates z- = (i-.'')b^

Zp=(i- ^2)bp (Fig.3). Let UEJ also

draw the "generatinc" straight line

Zo^, with the help of which, any

point ;* j is graphically connected.

with the corres-

ponding point-'.

The tangent of

the angle

of inclination

... -;! fjir. obtained

<.'i;c >;iri r e s -

[••. t e t?ic- i n -

!.- • L . I r o n

ifli o f in ter—

':.( T: u:- <ii\rj: '.In v.. j-f-.Lv; "i 1 r; uj. t y th<"

i i i tcrc i ;c : t . i f..*i v;ii,i: t h t ;;(.::( jTi t in j j

ntroi{r,ht l in

pointr> of intcTr-fct

to re t h t i:or:i;alr; :•;.

torr.cctior: wi.t-.ii thf

the r.f.v;!;/ ob tair-.t.-a f

sect ion or.c c m draw tl'«- vc r t i cn l s

up to the in t e r s ec t i on with t h t same

curve S( ' L)/S( > L), ivhich ir. the

beginninp; of the c.orr'.-.r;pojiding bro-

ken l i i i e . Tlie broken lint- vvlios<- the

find point wi l l ccincidf- with th'-

hor izonta l z-. ,;ivr:i; nt itij i n t e r s ec -

t ion with the axin • L the unJoiovm

uolutionc of 1 ' L and - L. Here

the p.nrainet'--r of WI.1L; c:n-v(

S( v L ) / S ( ' L b ) b _ .1 <;. Tu our case

according t o F i g . 5 , ' .(:.2O ,

• t .% 3-S-2!"'- Hence,i< — . , vi01^cm~^

II ' ' _ bN " -.. O.9T:'' _ y--lO^^c:::""^.

Having fou>ni t!if- p

the r D-. / o l e v e l , on'.- c

1'infj tJ>e populntion •>.' I'.!.1 .

- o t a t e based on fch>. :\ow, ].;ition

coej ' i ic ients of th(- lii:> ;.ntc-:v

\ r'nr-.it ion

of

eas i ly dt--

>-/p~

coriicspondin.f: to

which are indir.rtc.i v^.

in F i f 2 . The popnla 1,1 •

A' "SV2 '
<\n.r,h J incn

0/ the

1 v -i w 0. in thf-

"I ::>*•-• .I1,

Vi;r. r
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same way. Thus, when the real para-

meters of the active medium of Cu

vapor laser are available, one can

find the absolute populations of

resonance and metastable levels ba-

sed on the measured 6 ..,,.
w IK

When the achieved relative mea-

surement accuracy |"S ̂ ( 1 O ~ f1O*y

[2,5J» the determining accuracy of

the level populations can be defined

by the accuracy of the given transi-

tion probabilities.

It should be noted, that for the

nonstationary plasma, the strobe du-

ration, when the strobescopic method

of PiK measurement is used, should b»

chosen as "^ = L/C. Usually

T^~ (0.3 - 3) 'ns.

Since the above method for de-

termining the level populations does

not imply any kinetic models of the

discharge plasma, the determined va-

lues of level populations N., N. ,
Nk' Mk c a n b e u 0 e d *° fiadj from

the balance equations for these po-

pulations, the other plasma kinetic

parameters, such as : electron tem-

perature and concentration, excita-

tion level constants, atom diffusion

coefficients, etc.

Thus, the method described

enable one to predict practically

all main parameters of nonequilib-

rium nonstationary gas discharge

plasma. In this case the experimen-

tal setup for making the plasma dia-

gnostics is essentially simplified.
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Abstract

Llouaurcmonta of the Ar ion

yield end plan^a electron tempera-

ture in the arc ion source with ar.

indirr;ci;lj'-h:rfi-:d cathode and electr-

on oscillation in tho hiugnetic field

iir-vo 1;C-MI carried out. The- influence

of car. consumption on the plasma

electron temperature is studied. An

increase in the plasma electron

temperature with lowering gas consump-

tion ha:; baen observed. On the basis

of comparing change3 in the electron

temperature and ion currents with

discharge parameters it is conclud-

ed that primary electrons are the

main contributor to multiply-chargea

ion production.

I. The most frequently used type

of multiply-charged ion source is

an arc source with an indirectly-

heated cathode and electron oscilla-

tion in the magnetic field /1,2/.

To develop a source for producing

more intensive and. highly charged

beans one should understand the

main processes occurring in dis-

charge plasma and the influence of

discharge parameters on plasma

characteristics.

In ref./3/ it v/as shown that

the function of the energy distribu-

tion of electrons at the centre of

the plasma columm consists of two

parts: thermal electrons with

a temperature T o and a '"axwellinn

energy distribution, and fast prima-

ry electrons with an energy corres-

ponding to the discharge voltage.

Tiie investigation of the charge

state distribution of th<* ••xtnicted

ions depending on vuxiouts discharge

parameters hao shown that tho high-

est charge state yield increases

with decreasing gis conr.umption /1/.

In the case of pulsed gas feed /A/

tin increase in the highly-charged

atatc yield has been established

aa the gaa flow decreaned during

the discharge pulse. It in suppos-

ed that this is due, first, to an

increase in the plasma electron

temperature and,second, tc losses

in high charge state ions, as u

result of charge exchange processes.

Since the multiply-charged ion yield

depends on the electron teraperature,

a number of studies have been

performed to measure and estimate

the Tfi value. The experiments aimed

at measuring electron temperature

in the He-discharge plasma using

optical spectroscopy gives a value

lying in the range 9,5-13 eV /5/.

In a. paper by B.H.Kakov / 2 / the

value of Te~"i50 eV has been obtain-

ed from a measurement of the

perpendicular plasma pressure. A

quantitative agreement between the

calculated results and experimental
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data for discharges on nitrogen and

xenon /6,7,8/ has been obtained at

electron temperatures of 30 eV and

700 eV respectively.

II. In the present paper the plasma

electron temperature measurements

have been carried out by an "oscillat-

ing" probe method / 9 / with the aim

of understanding the main dependenc-

es of the ion yield on discharge

parameters and their influence on

plasma characteristics. The method

is based on the shift of the probe

floating-potential as a.c.Voltage ia

applied to the probe.

The diagram of the measurements

is shown in Pig. 1.a.

(lower rays) for different gas

flows.

Fig. 1

The floating d.c. probe is supplied

with i.f.voltage modulated accord-

ing to the sinusoidal law. In this

case the potential shift oscillates

with modulation frequency and can

be selected by a resonant filter.

When h.f. voltage amplitude is

moderate (U<T e), the value of

signalAV is related to T~ by the

following equation: AV=-U /4Te.

Pig.1,b,c. shows the oscillograms

of the & V signals envelopes (upper

rays) and of the discharge current

Te
eV

too

50

\

\

Jd=7A

Ud=650V

-

rl.
unils

0.5

1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 O c m 3 / m j n "

Pig. 2

The probe was placed in the

region of the emission slit so that

the trapping of fast primary electr-

ons was excluded. In this manner

the electron temperature of second-

ary plasma in the region of the

emission slit was measured. The

measurements were made with a high

frequency of 5 MHz, and a modulat-

ing frequency of 25 kHz. The value

of Te was determined from the aver-

age value of£V, Together with Te,

the charge state distribution of

extracted ions after deflection by

180° in a uniform magnetic field

was measured. The ion source operat-

ed in the pulsed mode with a repeti-

tion rate of 100 Hz, and a pulse

length of 2 msec. The magnetic field

was equal to 0.35 T. The working

gas (Ar) was supplied into the

cathode region. The discharge gap

length was equal to 220 mm. Pig.2.

shows the Ar current and electron

temperature as functions of gas

consumption. The discharge current

and voltage were kept constant by

regulating the heating power of the
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cuthode. As seen from the figure,

with lowering gas consumption both

the Ar J + Ton intensity and plasma

electron temperature increased.

It should be noted that with a gas

flow corresponding to the maximum

yield of multiply-charged ion3, the

electron temperature varied during

the discharge pulse, as seen from

oscillograms in Fig.1. The increase

in the electron temperature indicat-

es a decrease in the neutral partic-

le concentration at the end of the

discharge pulse. The intensity of

Ar iona and electron temperature

as functions of discharge voltage

are shown in Fig.3. The discharge

current wan kept constant.

160

100

70

0,4 0,5 0,6

units

U(!kV

The Ar current had a characteris-

tic maximum and the electron tempera-

ture decreased with increasing dis-

charge voltage. This decrease in the

electron temperature is likely to be

due to, first, the increasing

concentration of cathode and anti-

cathode material as mentioned in

ref./10/, and second, to the lower-

ing energy transfer from primary

electrons to placma ones &3 the

energy of the former increases.

This conclusion can also be drawn

on the baaio of the data of rof./3/,

in which a decrease in the pruuvry

electron energy spreud ha a boon

observed with incroaninp; discharge

voltage.

50

Pfi

Fig. A

In fig.4 the voltage-current

characteristic of the discharge and

the variation of electron tempera-

ture are compared. It can also be

noted that the electron temperature

lowers with increasing discharge

voltage. The increase in the dis-

charge current at constant voltage

did not load to noticeable varia-

tions of electron temperature. The

Ar current has a maximum corres-

ponding to a discharge current of

9 A.

eV
60

4 0

Id = 8.5 A

2,0 VSt

0,8

0,7

0,6

0,5

0,4

0
Q cmi'mir

Pig. 5
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Fig.5 shows the dependences of

electron temperature and discharge

voltage on the gas flow for a

constant heating power of the cathode.

The discharge current is almost

constant. In this case T- is influenc-

ed by two factors: the decreasing

number of collisions with neutral

particles (an increase of T )» and

by the above-mentioned processes

associated with an increase in dis-

charge voltage (a decrease in T Q).

From comparing T and ion currents

as functions of discharge parameters

one can conclude that the main

contribution to multiply-charged

ion production ia made by primary

electrons. The obtained results on

the T value are in agreement with

the data paper /2/ and with the

results of modeling calculations / 7 /

for multiply-charged ion production.

In conclusion it should be noted

that this method of measuring

electron temperature can obviously

be used for study of the time

characteristics of plasma electron

heating.
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Introduction

Kleclrostalic probes have proved to be extremely

useful tools for the experimental invest igat ion of low

pressure plasma properties However, in order to

interpret the current voltage characteric results obtained

by the probes, it is necessary to have a real is t ic

theoretical model with which convert the probe current

voltage characteristics to plasma properties such as

plasma densit ies, electron t empera tu res , plasma

potentials, etc On the other hand, the surface

temperature of the probes is not often equilibrium with

surrounding gas temperature in high pressure plasmas,

due to the external cooling, and, therefore, a nonuniforrr:

temperature field exists about, the probe (figure I) Since

the charged particle thormophoresis and the natural

convections as well us the temperature dependence of

charged particle transport coefficient exist in these

conditions, various attempts have been conducted to

determine nonequilihrium surface temperature effect as

shown in figure 2 However, most of these theories deal

with the conditions in which the Dobyc length ,\JJ is small

compared to the probe radius R , and the effect of the

thcrmophoresis has not yet been studied. In this work,

the study of the nonequilibrium surface temperature

effect on the electrostatic probe measurement in high gas

temperature continuum low density plasmas at I.aplace

limit (Rftn-»O) | 1 | has been conducted numerically.

Governing Equations

We assume an unbounded, stationary, fro/.en-

chemistry plasma with no magnetic field and only slight

ionization, with a fully charge-absorbing probe surface.

We also assume that the probe size is much less than the

Debye length, and mean free path, Xjt so that the electric

potential near the probe obeys Laplace's equation. Wo

assume that the Ravleigh number is much less than

unity, so that the natural convection becomes very small

compared with the thermal conduction and diffusion

terms in the energy and t r anspo r t equat ons ,

respectively We consider a plasma containing electrons,

and one species each of positive and negative ions. The

governing equations and hounrlarv conditions are then,

respectively,

(i) the charged particle transport equations (2nd

term -t- sign for negative, - sign for posit.ive

species/

J - - 1 ) VN ± uNVV - G N V'V (1)

V J - rlN/ilt (2)

fii) the energy conservation equation for gas

V ( k VT| - 0 (3)

iiii) i.'ne Laplace's equation for R ^ u - 0 11!

V2 V -•• 0 (4)

(:v! the boundary conditions

At the probe surface (R = R I

N - 0, V -- V ,, T = T , (5)

At infinity

N = N,,,, V -- 0, T -- T, (6)

where N is the number density, .1 is the charged particle

number flux, V is the electric potential respects to plasma

potential, T is the gas temperature, I), jj, k and G are

diffusion coefficient, mobility, thermal diffusivity, and

thermophoresis coefficients, respectively, and subscripts

p and o> refer to at the surface and at infinity,

respectively. For each species, the total current I

collected by the probe given by

I = - e # J - d S

evaluated over the probe surface, where e is the partial

charge for that species, and the differential area vector
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f, =

f4 =

dS is oriented outward. We introduce nondimensional

variables as follows:

j = J Rp/Nm D, € = T./Te. r = R/Rp,

V = RpV. n = N/N., i = l/I0,

ko, 4> = eV/kTc, i = T.T^

where Io is current at space potentin> without non

equilibrium effect [11, k is Boltzmunn's constant, and

subscript i and e refer to ion and electron, respectively.

Equations (1) to (4) then reduce to

i = -f,(i)Vn ± fjMnV^-GjfjdJnVi (7)

V-j = O (8)

V[f4(i)V[| = 0 (9)

V2<}) = 0 (10)

From the Kirchhoff transormations [2] dH/di = f4(t),

equation (9) becomes

V2 H = 0 (11)

From equations (7) and (8), we obtain

n w-8-p
_ i _ v >+P + _ £ _ V - I _ I P V i-

l +P* l + p ' A '

d2n dn

dy"

•P
,1 , (6-1) -2±-P

+ pr
if we assumed that

= 0

wherey =

f,(c) = t6; f2(t) = I6"1,

f3d) = iw; f4(t) = i"

-l)/r and A3 =

(12)

(13)

of temperature di , ndence of the transport coefficients.

Significant temperature dependence of the transport

coefficients effects, eg. p, 8 and w, and the nonequilibrium

surface temperature effect are observed.
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Numerical Results

The numerical results for the probe current-

voltage characteristics for 8 = 1.5, p = 0.5 w = 0 and

Gj = 0 are shown in figure 3 for various surface-to-

ambient gas temperature ratios, a = Tjrm, where T =

Tj = Te is assumed during this calculation. The dotted

curve shows the usual collisionless orbit-limited current

result [3). Figure 3 shows that the linear dependence i <*

* from stationary continuum probe theory (I | is

recovered at a large enough attracting potentials, and the

usual retarding potential method for the temperature

determination would lead to increasing Te overestimates

or underestimates when T,/r_ <0.5 or >0.5 respectivly.

The effect of thermophoresis, G^ is shown in

figure 4 for various 0. at <{> = 0,6 = 1 and 5, p = 0, w = 0

and 1. Figure 4 shows that the effect of thermophoresis

enhanced current collections and tend to cancel the effect

R=Rp R-»oo

Figure 1 Schematics of spheri-
cal probes and surounding gas
temperature fields in a con-
tinum plasma, where T = T.= T
was assumed. T ; temperature e

at probe surface; T 1 at inf-
inity.
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Figure 2 Summary of previous continum probe theory for
non -equilibrium surface temperatures.
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Figure 3 Typical non-equilibrium
probe surface temperature effects on
current-voltage characteristics for
G^O, 6 =1.5, j3=0.5 and w=0.
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Figure 4 The effect of termophoresis
on the probe current at the space
potential for 6 =1 and 5,0= 0, w=0
and 1. where T = T = T- and a = T /
5> g e l p
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DIAGNOSTIC OF PLASMA LAYER IN A UHF RESONATOR VIA

REFLEXION MEASUREMENTS OF THE PULSE OF AN ELECTROMACNETIC PUMP

»G. cicconi and C. Rosatelli

Electrical Engineering Department

University of Genoa (Italy)

Abstract

The effects of the interaction of an HF UHF cylindrical resonator which is tuned to

electromagnetic field with plasma layer the dominant mode at the frequency of a pump

contained in a section of a UHF resonator, signal, pulse modulated and applied by

tuned to the frequency of the HF pump field a dipole antenna, and in electrostatic reso-

(max power: 50 W), are derived' from the nance with a cylindrical critical surface

variations in the shape and spectrum inside the plasma layer. Some experimental

of the pump pulse reflected from an antenna results of a diagnostic of the perturbed

which excites the resonator dominant mode. critical surface, based on the detection

Introduction of shape and spectrum variations in the pump

It is well-known that, nowadays, the most pulse reflected by the antenna, are presented

important practical aspect of the interaction and discussed, considering valid, as a first

of intense electromagnetic fields with a plas_ approximation, a theoretical model of

ma is strictly related to the objective of the perturbed resonator where the Q-factor

achieving an optimum increase in the is assumed to be dependent on the time-

plasma temperature. Nonetheless, nonlinear varying plasma dielectric function of

effects can be obtained in plasma by using the critical surface, derived from a simple

relatively weak HF electric fields /I/. In numerical model /4/.

particular, in low-density and unmagnetized Experimental conditions

plasmas, structures of turbulent fields, The plasma layer is produced by a

generated by the nonlinear effects of DP (double-plasma) source at one end of a

the interaction between external HF fields tunable (of variable length) cylindrical

and such plasmas, have been studied under resonator (50 cm diam, 80 cm max length)

various conditions /2//3/. In inhomogeneous and is confined trasversally (sharp transi-

plasmas, instabilities of these fields have tion) by a pyrex slab in about a quarter

also been investigated in the undercritical of the resonator volume (150 It max),as shown

(parametric decay) and overcritical (modu- in Fig. 1. A dipole antenna, placed at

lational instability) regions, defined with the other end of the resonator, excites

respect to a critical surface which was in the resonance dominant mode (TE111) in

electrostatic resonance with the frequency of the cavity and the dipole mode in the plasma.

-4
a HF pump pulse applied to the plasma /2/. The argon pressure is p=7,5xlO Torr (in a

In the experiment described in this paper, base vacuum of about 5 x 10 Torr). In

a low-density, inhomogeneous, argon plasma the plasma source there are four tungsten

layer is produced in a section of a high-Q filaments (4.8 V, 54 A) which operate
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c o e f f i c i e n t w i t h .1 ii i I ' I T I i<mn J c o u p l e r . The

c o l l i s i o n rrcqiK'UC.v r ; i ! i o V3 /uJ was .<£(>,01

( t y p i c a l r o i ! i:-, i o n l of-;:; p l ; i : ;m; i ) .

The e l e c t r o i i i r t i m i n g of t h e i c s o n a t o r

v e r s u s a n o d i c c u r r e n t . ( f i I .:irrit>n t e m i s s i o n ) i s

shown i n Fip. 2 f o r vr- i r iour v a l u e s o f

PROBE

5URFAC5

FfcJ.i

2'IQ

as cathode and are placed symmetrically

near the resonator wall polarized as anode

(max I = 0.5 A, V = + 60 V).

Typical plasma parameters: electron

temperature: T =2eV; ion temperature:T.=0.3eV;

electron density on the resonator axis:
9 -3

n = 2.3 x 10 cm ; plasma frequency on the

resonator axis: f =(f /ZK = 430 MHz; plasma
pe ' o

frequency at 2 cm from the resonator wall:

f" = 360 MHz; resonator electronic tuning:

^f /& 1. = 24 MHz/A; spontaneous turbulence

level : ̂ 10

Typical experimental aarameters: pumj

frequency (resonance without the plasma):

f = 411 MHz; pump frequency (resonance in
o

the presence of the plasma layer): f =425MHz
op

(I =0.5 Ai; electron critical density:
9 - 3

n =2.1 xlO cm ; ion resonance frequency:

f .= 1.6 MHz; pump power: P=4 W; pulse dura-

tion: T = 10-20 yw.sec; pulse repetition time:

r=80-10O sec; resonator quality factor in

the presence of plasma: Q = 800; antenna

0,( OX 0.% 0+ 0.5

1,1, (rW>>) pj^ 2.

-argon pressure.

Experimental results

Some preliminary results concerning the.

shape and spectrum measurements of the

reflected pump pulse, both in the presence

and in the absence of plasma in the cavity,

are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

power reflexion coefficient: 4.1%. The elec-

tron density and temperature were measured

with a Langmuir probe, the ion temperature

with a particle analyzer and the reflexion

In the presence of plasma, the spectrum seems

to show a low-frequency side band excitation

typical of a parametric decay, as observed in

similar experiments /2/. The shape of the
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reflected pump pulse is analysed by assuming,

as a first approximation, the validity of a

simple theoretical model where the resonator

is regarded as an ideal narrow-band filter

for the reflected signal. This filter is de-

fined by the following transfer function:

where OtKtil is the reflexion coefficient;

il(t)= W/2Q (t), where Q is the resonator
o c c

quality-factor (in the presence of plasma)

which is approximated as follows:

where Q =V / C 3 is the resonator 0 without
o o ° o

the plasma; V the resonator volume; S its
o o

inner surface; a the skin depth of the walls

(copper); k = W/c; and g. (t) the dielec-
o o pr

trie function of the radial critical surface,

assumed as isotropic.

The critical-Burface skin depth is

$Pr
=C'

£ 1̂ 1 • The effects of the trans

versal critical surfaces are neglected, and

the same dielectric function as used

in the numerical model described in /A/ is

assumed to be valid here, too. In this ap-

proximation, the shape of the reflected pump

pulse can easily be expressed by the

following function:

where Si(x) is the conventional integral

sine and X is the pulse duration.

Conclusions

The preliminary experimental results pres

ented in this paper seem to show, in a first

approximation, the validity of a diagnostic

based on the antenna reflexion. Moreover,

correlations with other experimental

diagnostics can also be performed

considering that the position of a probe

in the cavity may cause strong perturbations

of the resonator tuning and Q—factor.
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DENSITY ANH TEMPERATURE IN A LOW PRFSSURP

DISCHARGE i.ir.nncFn FROM LASER ABSORPTION

II . .1 . Corne 1 I ssen and I! . J . H . Me rk K-Eppi npbropV

Philips Research Laboratories, P.O.Box 3000(1,
"5 ft 0 0 ,!,\ Eindhoven, The Up t he r 1 a ml a .

ABSTRACT

The radial d U t r l h u t 1 on of
sin g r o u n d s t a t e a t o m * ? in t h o p o '-
r n l u n n i R p p . n s u r e r l w t t b d y e
n ^ s o r r i r I n n . C o m M n i np, t'n1 r-1 o n !
o ] p c t r i c a 1 r o n d n r t i vl t y o f
< i i *: c h n r ;* e w j t h a p a r t i c l p }*> ."i
p<]ii;ir I n n rlio P 1 n c t r o n d e n s i t y r>.
t p n p c r n t n r r T (, . U P ri P rl u c P H . '•' ** i
,-•• r f o n n p i r t* f1 w i t h T, n n f m i i r ;
"I'iT^M rprcn t ̂  ;}nd show n^rppnipnc

r. w i t h i n "i^n K . F o r n p d i s c r e p a i
r .i f a c t o r o f f o u r a r e r'
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H
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s

T *'TPortf'c TON
The I. an f̂ nu 1 r

(1,2) is a widely
(cchninup for the

^p electron f! f n ": I t y
tron tenperature T n .

nrohe n.-thod

p r o h o

if t h e
mrc of
Vi;rp e )
in-' >-v

t r c h n i i u e
d i a g n o s t i c

t i r i n l n a t I o n of
n n d t h e P 1 P C ~

l > , i s f c p r o b l e m
s t h e rttstiirh-

the plasma (to an unknown
!iy the intrusion of the proh"
the current drawn from the

In t h i s p a p e r a n o n - p e r t u r b a t i v e
o p t i c a l n e t h o d Is p r e s e n t e d t h a t
p r o v i d e s I n f o r m a t i o n on t h e e l e c t r o n
t e m p e r a t u r e and the l o c a l e l e c t r o n
d e n s i t y in a l o w — p r e s s u r p N a - M e
' i s c h a r p e . T h e n e t h o d Is b a s e d on a
r e l a t i o n d e r i v e d f r o m t h e p a r t i c l e
c o n t i n u i t y e q u a t i o n s t h a t c o u p l e s t h e
r a d i a l d e n s i t y p r o f i l e s of e l e c t r o n s
a n d s o d i u m g r o u n d s t a t e a t o m s . T h e
latter are m e a s u r e d w i t h d y e — l a s e r
. i b s o r p f i n n .

COV'Tr M 1 f [X_F.0nATT_ON
In t h e low p r e s s u r e M a - N e

d i s c h a r g e the s o d i u m Is i o n i z e d w h i l e
n e o n s e r v e s o n l y .is a buffer g a s *
T h e r a d i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of sodlura
a t o m s is not h o m o g e n e o u s hut is
s t r o n g l y d e p l e t e d nt the a x i s , a s le
s h o w n s c h e m a t i c a l l y in F I C . l .

FIC.l. Schenatic drawing of the radi-
al distributions of the sodium
ground state .itnns n o f r ) and of
the electrons n ( r ) .

The depletion Is caused by the
following processes. Electrons and
ions drift to the wall by ambipolar
diffusion. Recombination takes place
only at the wall and neutral sodium
atoms diffuse back into the
discharge. The outward Ion flux Is
equal to the inward r.eutra] flux in a
steady state but since the a m b i p o l r '
diffusion coefficient n Is typically
ten to twenty times the neutral
diffusion coefficient n

o , larpe
neutral gradients result. The equal-
ity of fluxes can be derived from the
particle continuity equations and can
be written as (3,4)

- n K0.1

assuming an axially horaoseneous and
time-independent positive column.
For the ambipolar diffusion coeffi-
cient the usual expression is written

- ( 1 + T / T )
e i

K 0 . 2 .

where n ( is
and 1

the ion
cient
wb 1 ch equals

dl ffus ion coef fi-
the ion temperature,

the neutral pas temper-
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ature. From eq.1. we derive by inte-
gration:

n (r)
e

-( n - n (r) ) , EQ.3.

where the electron density at the
wall 1R taken equal to zero and nw Is
the sodium density at the wall. Both
the neutral and the .imblpolar
diffusion coefficients are assumed to
he Independent of r (7).

We substitute In EQ.3. the
values of nu and nQ(r) as measured
with the experimental set—up
described below. To arrive at the
absolute value for ne(r) the electron
temperature has to be known. T e can
be deduced from the measured elec-
trical conductivity by writing for
the discharge current

R

I - 2TT e • 1
0

i (r) n (r) r dr ,
e e

EQ.4 .

where E Is the axial electric field ,
e the elementary charge , R Is the
tube radiua and yue the electron
mobility (5). Once the profile ne(r)
(but not yet Its absolute value) Is
known from the experiment, the Inte-
gral over the cross-section of the
tube on the right-hand side of EQ.4.
can be performed numerically. It Is
a function of T^ only. The value of

REF
CELL

iir
NO

DISCHARGE

. /7-U-l-
BS L

ls then derived from the measured the form :

FIG.2. The experimental set-up. ND :
Neutral density filters; BS : Beam
splitter. I : Lens; PD : Photo
detector; F : Fibre optics; îC :
micro computer; For a measurement
of the chord Integrated sodium
density the discharge is moved in
the indicated y-dlrectlon.

phoresis. In the afterglow the sodium
atoms reach a homogeneous radial
distribution by diffusion. The loga-
rithm of the laser beam transmission
is proportional to the chord Inte-
grated density «\J(y) and is measured
Just before the onset of the after-
glow, defined as t-0. The logarithm
of the transmission measured at the
end of the afterglow period (defined
as t—>oo ) is proportional to the
chord length times the wall density
and is measured for reference
purposes. The laser wavelength Is set
in the blue wing of the sodium
Dl-llne (589.6 nm) with the aid of a
reference cell.

The chord Integrated density
nT(y) has to be Abel-Inverted to
arrive at n Q(r). We assume i»0(O has

current.

EXPERIMENT
The experimental set-up is

sketched In FIG.2. The neutral sodi-
um density is measured by means of
dye laser absorption . The discharge
consists of a glass tube with an
Internal diameter of 19 mm and a
length of 0.4 ra. It Is filled with
neon at a density of 1 . 8 M 0 2 3 ra~^ and
liquid sodium drops are distributed
regularly along the length of the
tube.

The discharge current Is
switched off periodically and the
polarity Is reversed to avoid cata-

n (r)- (p ( r/R )
o 1

+ p )*n(t-
3

EQ.5.

The parameters Pj , p ? and p-j are
determined from the experiment by a
least squares fitting of the numer-
ically evaluated chord Integrated
functIon.

A result of a measurement of
n^(y) is shown on the left-hand side
of FIG.3. The measurements are given
by the points, the dashed line is the
fitted function. The central curve on

right-hand side of FIG.3. Is thethe
reconstructed profile no ( r ) . The two
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n. 3 . R e s u l t of a m e a s u r e m e n t of the
r a d i a l s o d i u m p, r o u n d s t a t e d e n s i t y
d i s t r i b u t i o n . T h e e x p e r i m e n t a l
c o n d i t i o n s w e r e : 1-0.4 A; E - 6 8
V/ M ; p i - O.fiO + 0 . 0 5 ; p 2 - 1.47 +
0. 3 ; p 3 - 0.21 + 0 . 0 6 .

o t h e r c u r v e s I n d i c a t e the p l u s and
m i n u s o n e slRtna u n c e r t a i n t y I n t e r v a l
as c a l c u l a t e d f r o m the ( c o ) v a r i a n c e s
of the p a r a m e t e r s Pj to p-j ( 6 ) .

7 n T 7 c 7 4 7 ~ ~ the nc(r = 0) and T p

v a l u e s r e s u l t i n g f r o n F.OS. 2 , 3 and
ft are R i v e n for d i s c h a r g e c u r r e n t s
b e t w e e n 0.2 and 0.5 A. T h e wa l l
d e n s i t y n w w a s n e a s u r e d to be
5 . 2 * 1 0 l ° m~3 . T h e e x p e r i m e n t s a r e
c o m p a r e d w i t h c o n v e n t i o n a l L a n g m u l r -
p r o b e m e a s u r e m e n t s uslni> f o u r c y l i n -
d r i c a l p r o b e s 1 mm in l e n g t h and 20
/in in d i a m e t e r ( 7 ) . F r o m F I G . 4 . it
Is s e e n that the a g r e e m e n t for T e is
found t y p i c a l l y w i t h i n 500 K ,
n p ( i « 0 ) In the p r o b e m e a s u r e m e n t
f a c t o r of f o u r l o w e r than in the
la s e r e x p e r i m e n t .

e

h u t
is a

A t t h e n o m e n t w e c a n o n l y s p e c u -
l a t e a b o u t p o s s i b l e e x p l a n a t i o n s .
T h e d i s c r e p a n c i e s m a y be c a u s e d b y
t h e p e r t u r b a t i o n o f t h e p l a s m a b y t h e
p r o b e w i r e a n d by t h e p r o b e s u p p o r t .
W h e t h e r t h e p e r t u r b . i t l o n Is o f s u c h
s e v e r e n e s s t h a t It c a n e x p l a i n t h e
l a r g e o b s e r v e d d i s c r e p a n c i e s is
s u b ' e c t o f f u r t h e r s t u d y . M e a n w h i l e ,

FIG.ft. The electron density and elec-
tron temperature measured with
laser absorption are compared with
results of conventional Langmuir
probe measurements. Associated
estimated error bars are indi-
cated.

the assumptions underlying EQ.3. will
have to be critically checked.
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THE PLASMA SHEATH RADIATION DURING THE COLLAPSE AND PINCH PHASES OF

PLASMA-FOCUS DISCHARGE

S.Czekaj, S.Denus, W.KozIarkiewicz, tf.Skrzeczanowskl, R.Socha, M.Zadrozny

Institute of Plasaa Physics and Laser Microfusion

P.O.Box 49, 00-908 Warsaw 49, POLAND

The aim of this work was to

measure macroscopic parameters of

plasma in the final phases of plasma

focus /p-f/ discharge. In this paper

we present preliminary results of

investigations of visible radiation

emitted by the plasma as well as

its dynamics in the PF-20 12,5 kJ,

35 kV Mather type plasma - focus

device. The idea of plasma - focus

operation and our previous works

performed on PF-20 device are pre-

sented inR,2,3].

Experiment

The dynamics of plasma in the

final stages of p-f discharge and

its radiation in the wavelength

range of 4600T58001 were measured

in experimental arrangement shown

in Fig.1.

It consisted of ISP-51 prism spec-

trograph followed by frame image

converter camera /ICC/, both conne-

cted' with appropriate objective

system. The voltage divider to measu-

re voltage behind current collector

U/t/ and silver activation counter

for neutron flux measuring were also

applied. The use of spectrograph-

camera set-up allowed us to obtain,

in X -r coordinates, 20 ns exposure

pictures of collapsing plasma sheath,

and plasma column being then expanded

and disrupted. The time markers from

the camera, inserted in U/t/ signal,

allowed us to relate exactly these

pictures to p-f discharge phase.

Time t»0 corresponded to U/t/ wave-

form singularity, associated with

maximum compression of plasma column.

ICC
Marker

condenser I

Fig.1. Experimental set-up

Results

A number of spectral pictures

of plasma sheath made in the frame

mode were the base on which the

radial velocity and electron tempe-

rature of plasma were evaluated.

These are presented in Fig.2 for

the case of 5% helium doped 2 Tr

deuterium /filling gas/. The mean

radial velocity yields 7.106cm/s,
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as measured with a shot to shot
method. This value agrees well with
Measurements done with other diagno-
stics. One can see, in Fig.2, a cha-
racteristic time delay between the
time nonent of minimum radius /ma-
ximum compression/ and U/t/ peak
appearance.

•400

collapse ipinchi expansion if nJ
• » • * >>

-200 +200

Fig.2. Changes of plasma radius in
final phases of plasma-focus
discharge

t

We explain this fact with limited
velocity of propagation of informa-
tion of high voltage induced near
the plasma column /so called Alvfen
velocity/ from pinch area to the
position of voltage divider. This
velocity yields /2 T 4/ 108cm/s and
it indicates that some low density,
cold plasma behind the main plasma
sheath remains in the lnterelectrode
area.
The plasma electron temperature
behavior is clearly demonstrated by
temporal changes of intensities of
highly ionized carbon ion lines, as
shown in Fig.3.

CVI CV
>=49458

Fig.3. Typical spectral pictures
obtained in PF-20 device
/exposure time-20 ns/.

One can see that for t= -130 ns
before maximum compression the CV,
X »4945 A , line is clearly visi-

ble then for t» -90 ns its intensity
still grows and hydrogenlike carbon
CVI, X =5292 K, line appears. This
Indicates the temperature growth
approximately from 30 eV to 40 eV.
In the pinch, of course, the tempe-
rature is so high, that only intense
bremsstrahlung spectrum in visible
range is observed.
It results from these photographs,
that electron density from Dp
broadening can be also measured.
Unfortunately, we are not able to
explain the origin of bright "fiber"
appearing on z axis /r=*0/ far before
the maximum compression /see Fig 2/
ts yet.

Conclusions
A simple method of measuring

the dynamics and visible spectra
of plasma produced in a plasma-focus
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discharge is described. Even our

preliminary investigations clearly

show the possibility of plasma

electron temperature and density

evaluation. These can verify some

assumptions on ionizatlon and

heating processes used in theoreti-

cal models of plasma-focus phenomena.

In our future works we are going to

investigate the origin of the "fiber"

mentioned above.
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DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF DIODES INMERSED IN PLASMAS

A. Dengra, V. Colomer, M.A. Hernandez and J. Ballesteros

Departamento de Ffsica de la Facultad de Ciencias. Cordoba (SPAIN)

The ionic rcbon.inc- ii.cihcMb it act fre-
quently used for plasma diagnostic, due
to the small variation of the sheath imp£
dance with frequency near the ionic plas-
ma frequency | 1 | . With the initial purpose
of amplify this resonance we have used
a cylindrical diode with the grid pola-
rized negatively with respect to the plas-
ma. The diode, together, with the plasma
in which it was inmersed, would form a
three electrodes system. By using this sys
tern it could be easier to detect, in the cii
rrent collected by the internal diode fila-
ment, the Impedance of ionic sheath varia
tions formed at the grid when frequencies
changes. Since, the filament was not in
direct contact with the plasma, resonance
was not masked by plasma noise. In fact,
with the experimental set-up shown in Fig
1, the current collected by the diode fila
merit presented a strong resonance (Fig
2). However, resonance position did not
correspond to the ionic resonance, but
appeared at frequencies rather larger that
depends on parameters of the plasma in
which the diode is inmersed (Fig 3).
The use of theoretical model developed for
the thermoionic converter will allow to
understand this resonance, as well as to
relate it with the electronic temperature
of the plasma. It could open a new way
for plasma diagnostic.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS.

As is known, spontaneous oscillations in
the current collected by the anode appear
in thermoionic converter. This oscillations
were first reported by Garvin et al . |2 |
in the range of frequencies includes

b e t w e e n rviiz a n d some M i l z . b e s i d e s ,

Eichenbaum and Hernsquist | 3 | detected
these oscillations in the range of hundred
of KHz. This wide band of frequencies is
due to the different operation regimes of
the thermoionic converter (collisionai and
no-collisonal), to the different geometries
of the electrodes and to the different
emitter temperatures.
The oscillations have not been observed
in positive columns because they are mas-
ked by the plasma noise. Nevertheless,
the superimposition on the grid polariza-
tion of a RF signal with the same frequen
cy it as the natural mode of oscillations
of the diode, would justify the apparition
of the detected resonance.
From the theoretical analysis of the osci-
llation of a thermoionic converter it can
be deducted that the oscillation period is
in the range of the ions free transit time,
V 141:

t. - d/v.
1 10

(1)

where d is the distance between filament
and grid and v. the velocity with which
the ion arrives in the grid. Assuming
that the grid is negatively polarizated
respect to the plasma, an ionic sheath is
formed around the grid.
The kinetic energy of the ions that arrive
in the grid will be, as a result, the
Bohtn's energy plus the one associated to
the accelerator potential which exists in
the sheath. So, the following equation
must be accomplished:

1 2

2 "Yvio
1 k - T - e - V , V < 0 ( 2 )
2 e g P g P
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where V is the grid potential with res-

pect to the plasma. Determining the value

of v. from eq. (2) and substituting in

eq. (1) it results:

k T
e - 2 —Ti - u

"'i

As a consequence:

f2

g p r (3)

U)

equation that can be also expressed as:

f ' = oT cr* (5)
m e gp

where the parameters a and (f depend of

the gas used and on the diode geometric

features.

Consequently, and according to this model,

a linear relation between the plasma elec-

tronic temperature and the square of the

resonance frequency must exist. This rela

tionship is experimentally confirmed in

the following section.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The experiments have seen performed in

Argon plasma. The discharge have beer,

carried out in a cylindrical enclosure

(31 cm diameter and 40 cm height). The

circular electrodes had a radius of 4 cm

and were 13 cm apart .

Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up

used for the study of diode response. As

H can be seen, the filament and the grid

have been polarized independently, super-

imposing to the grid polarization a RF

signal of frequency between 1 and 20 MHz.

The measurements current-frequency have

been obtained automatically. Table 1

shows geometric features of the diodes

used.

TABLE I

DIODE

Length (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Grid (turn/mm)

1

12

4 . 0

5

2

23
3.0

3

3

14

2.5

1

The plasma characterization is done by

analyzing the I-V characteristic of a pro-

be placed symmetrically with the diode

with respect to the plasma axis. The expj;

rimental set-up appears in Ref. 5. The

plasma parameters were obtained by means

of Laframboise theory |6| .

Figure 3 shows the current-frequency re-

cords automatically obtained. The resonan

ce frequency increases with the electronic

temperature of the plasma. The variation

of the square of resonance frequency with

temperature for the three diodes used are

presented in Fig 4. The relation between

both parameters is close to linearity corre

lation. The small variations observed for

diode 3 can be explained considering that

in this diode the grid spacement is larger

than in the other two diodes. Therefore,

the hypothesis of formation of an ionic

sheath around the grid is not accom-

plished. Once confirmed the validity of

eq. (5), it can be expressed as:

t 2

- V (6)

with: e v

. n
f =

1 ••¥
where Vf and V.. are the floating poten-

tials, with respect to plasma and anode,

and V the applied grid potential with
5

respect to anode.
In the diodes used, r An>> 1 (r is the

g v g

grid radius and x^ is the Debye length).

Considering the grid as a cylindrical pro

be, the adimensional current, i. , that

allows the calculation of t\ (n = -eV /
gP gP gP

kT > 0) and consequently, y will be prac-

tically constant.

From eq. (6):T. " J
is obtained.

This relation allows the calculation of T

as a function of the diode resonance fre-

quency and of the constants y and o .
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CONCLUSSIONS.

The behaviour of a cylindrical diode

inmersed in a plasma, when a RF

signal of small amplitude is superimposed

to the negative polarization of the grid

has been studied. A resonance in the

current collected by the diode filament

has been detected.

The resonance frequency has been related

with the electronic temperature of the

plasma, suggesting a new method for

electronic temperature determination.

—I;.r-tniMi 11 u—[" :.

. coot •

o ONWt 1

* OrtOC I I -20

FIGURE 4

gf ~ grid-filament

V - V • i iIP ~ grid-plasma

V

- - 11 V

J> riooo

14

, o " . . 14 p* b •

- ioop* t> - I O r

A/dtv

FIGURE 3
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| 3 | Eichenbaum A.L. and Hernsquist K.G.:

J. Appl. Phys. 32, 16 (1961).
Ul Burger P . : J. Appl. Phys. 36, 1938

(1965).
|5l Sebastian J .L . , Colomer V., Rodriguez

Vidal M. and Peon J . : J. Phys. D: Appl.

Phys. 12, 417 (1979).

| 6 | Laframboise J .G. : Inst i tute for

Aerospace Studies. Univ. of Toronto,

Report Nr. 100 (1966).
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE

OF N2 MOLECULES (C
3riu, v=0) IN THE GLOW DISCHARGE

A.A.Devyatov, A . Ju•Poroykov, N.N.Roy, 0.A.Scherbakov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,

Moscow, 119899, USSR

The temperatures of rotational en-

ergy levels population of the term
3

C I~IU, v»0 of the nitrogen were dete-

rmined from the relative rotational

line intensities in the v'=0 —*- v"»2

vibrational band of the second posi-

tive system. The glow discharge in

the air and pure nitrogen under the

pressures of P=O.1...8O Torr was in-

vestigated. The emission of N2 mole-

cules was detected by the multichan-

nel optical spectral analyzer.

For the measurement of the rotati-

onal temperature T the modeling

of the spectra on computer was emp-

loied. Theoretical spectra were cal-

culated in the approximation of the

Boltzman-like distribution over rota-

tional energy levels of the term

c 3n u, v-o.
As it follows from our estimates

for the thermalization time of C n

this approximation is correct under

the pressures P>-5...10 Torr. Indeed

the comparison of the theoretical

(Fig.l) and experimental (Fig.2) spec-

tra gave good coinsidence (accuracy

is about 1%). This coinsidence shows

the existence of the thermodynamic

equilibrum between the rotational and

translational freedom degrees of the

N, molecules under these pressures

and allows to use the emission spec-

tra of the 2+ system of N_ for ther-

mometry of plasma in electrical dis-

charges.

in

O

Relative

intensity

378 379 380

Wavelength, nm

Fig.l. Theoretical spectrum of the
v'-0 ->• v"=2 band, T -1400 K

rot

Relative
intensity

r
379 380

Wavelength, nm

Fig.2. Experimental spectrum of the

v'-0 -*- v'

Pressure 50 Torr

•2 band, T -1rot
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In the Fig.l the theoretical spec-

trum of the v'-0 —*- v"»2 emission

band of the 2+ system of nitrogen,

calculated for the T - 1400 K is

presented. For the comparison the

corresponding experimental spectrum

(P - 50 Torr) is shown in the Fig.2.

The least square fitting procedure

of the theoretical spectrum to expe-

rimental one was emploied to deter-

mine the temperature of rotational

distribution T
rot

rot

The accuracy of

such method of the measurement of T

is under investigation now, but as it

was estimated, it is better than 5%.

The dependence of the

v»0) rotational temperature

gas pressure is presented in the

Fig.3.

•a

(C II

on the 20 40 GO

Pressure, Torr

Fig.3
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INVESTIGATION OF KINETIC PROCESSES IN MOLECULAR

NITROGEN BY CARS SPECTROSCOPY

A.A.Devyatov, S.A.Dolenko, A.T.Rakhimov, T.V.Rakhimova,N.V.Suetin

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,

117234, Moscow, USSR

Considerable attention has been

paid in the last years to the stu-

dies of basic kinetic processes in

molecular nitrogen at the strong

nonequilibrium vibrational distribu-

tion function (VDF) (Yj .

These investigations have signifi-

cant interest both for laser mix-

tures, where nitrogen is important

component, and for plasmachemistry.

The easy method to create nonequi-

librium VDF in nitrogen is to per-

form gas discharge J_2J .In this case

VDF of molecules of nitrogen in

ground-state N^ (X£,,v) is deter-

mined due to vibration-vibration (V-

V), vibration-translation(V-T) and

electron-vibration(e-V) energy tran-

sfer.

The aim of this work is to deter-

mine the excitation rate constants of

different vibrational states of mo-

lecule S J ( X Z J , V ) in self-sustained

gas discharge and to study V-V pro-

cesses by broadband CARS spectrosco-

py-

Broadband CARS-spectrometer was

based on YAG Nd -laser operating in

TEM00 mode. After two-stage amplifi-

cation generator radiation was fre-

quency-doubled (Au=532nm) and was

used as laser pump. Dye laser pro-

vided broadband radiation at Stokes

frequency ( Aq/nax =604nm) , ( A-^ =

= 9nm).

We used collinear scheme of phase

matching. Detection of CARS spectra

was performed by the multichannel

optical spectral analiser(OSA) . The

created CARS-spectrometer allowed us

to record high-quality molecular nit-

rogen spectra at a single laser pul-

se .

Sensitive limit of this spectro-

meter was about 10 molec./cm for Na

molecules in ground state. Excited

nitrogen was created in the discharge

pulse of 300ns duration (FWHM of

current pulse). Round electrodes of

1.7cm area were 1cm parted. During

the experiments nitrogen was pumped

through the discharge system; pres-

sure of 60 Torr was maintained. Dis-

charge current amplitude was about

240 A, discharge gap voltage 4 kV.

According to |_3J , the value of the

catode drop potential in our case in

about 1 kV.

Experimental CARS-spectra were

recorded after current pulse termina-

tion for delay values from zero up to

1.45 nis. Population values for diffe-

rent vibrational states of N^ were

extracted with the help of procedure

similar with the one described in | 4-J -

Fig.1 presents VDF obtained imme-

diately after current pulse termina-

tion (1), and also for the delay

values of 2.8 mks(2) and 1.45ms (3)>

The dynamics of populations of first
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two vibrational levels of N4 is

presented in fig.2 (solid lines

experiment, dashed lines -theory).

The VDFs extracted from CARS

spectra were used afterwards for

determination of rate constants of

different processes.

During the time interval1*? < 4OO ns

VDF is wholly determinated by e-V

processes,as V-V and V-T processes

characteristic times considerably

exceed 4.00 ns. Thus,it is possible

to determine the rate constants of

excitation of vibrational states of

N a by electron impact experimental-

ly, if the vibrational excitation is

not strong ( 5 vibrational levels ):

:D

Here (0), (v) are the

concentrations of N, molecules in

the ground and in the excited states

respectively, n e is the electron

concentration, f is the current

pulse duration.

Obviously, Kfi (v) depends on the

value of the parameter E/N ( ratio

of the electric field to the gas

density). In this experiment the

value of E/N at half-maximum of

current pulse is about 200 Td. The

obtained values are:

Kg(v) = (8.0± 1.0)*10"
3 cm /s;

= U.1 i O.5)*1O~9 cm /s;

= (2.1 + 0.2)*10"9 cm /s;

= (8.61 0.4)*10'iOcm /s

for v=1,2,3,4- respectively.

In order to determine K8(v) theo-

retically for our experimental con-

ditions, we performed calculations

of electron energy distribution fun-

ction (EDF) in N^ with help of the

method, described in I 5J ,using the

set of vibratiohal cross sections

from the work I 61 .

The obtained calculated values of

Ke(v) were understated in comparision

with the experimental dates. Agree-

ment with experiment is achieved if

the values of the vibrational cross

sections of excitation are ccepted

to be twice as big as the ones given

in [6] .
In order to determine V-V exchan-

ge rate constant, numerical solution

was performed of a system of

kinetic equations, describing the

dynamics of populations of lower 50

levels in self-sustained discharge in

nitrogen (analogous system was used

in [7] ). The expression for Kw

(rate constant of V-V exchange) and Ky

(V-T relaxation rate constant) were

taken from work 161 :

(v+i) (v'*ij*>
A i Lo

*exp (-

/V
i-Sv

)*exp

where Qi0 and Pi0 are the proba-

bilities of the corresponding proce-

sses, 0 =& >̂Xe/c*)e is the spectroscopic

constant.

The treatment was limited by con-

sideration of one-quantum exchanges

only, as the probability of two-

quanta transition is considerable

only in the case of strong vibratio-

nal excitation. The experimental VDF

for the moment of current pulse ter-

mination was used as initial distri-

bution .

As V-T relaxation processes are
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not yet considerable at

characteristic times T =100 mks,

the main alternations in VDF are due

to V-V exchange processes.

In order to achieve the best

agreement of the calculated VDF

with experimentally measured one for

different moments, the parameters Q(o

and Ovv in the applied approximation

(2) of V-V exchange rate constant

were varied.

The value, obtained in such was:
KioL = ('-0i0.3)*10~15 c*m3/s

is in good agreement with the

results uf [i ] .

Thus, broadband GARS spectroscopy

proved to be a convenient instrument

for investigation of vibrational

kinetic pr,cesses.
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Vibrational distribution function

(in per cent) for the different time

delays.
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Time dependences of relative popula-

tions of ground and firs* vibrational

levels.
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Till. HiiV LOTH 01) OF LOCAL iuKASliFJil.illfl.'S OF AM AIJPLlTUJJJi-

AUGULAR DIJTRIUUTION OF LOlV-PlUS^UJiWcr PLASI.IA TURBULENCE

V . P . G a v r i l e n k o , l i .A . Cku

UoiHt S t a t e Committee f o r S t a n d a r d s , Moscow, USSR

Let a quasi-ctatic electric

field (QEF) of low-frequency plasma

turbulence (LPT) and a linear-pola-

rized inaser or laser field (LF)

E"O COS CĴ  a c t upon a hydrogen-like

atom (ion). Choose an axis Oz II Eo

Bo that f = f F* , Fy, Fj, ), ^ = (0,(7, Eo).

Then the schrodinger equation could

be represented (here and below ato-

mic unite fc = We - e - \ are used)

as follows

For the level .vith the principal

quantum number r.-v try the solution

of eq« (1) in -cr. r. form:

where ji^iE^/zcO ( Z is the ion

nuclear charge), ^if-lx) a r e wave

functionQ (v/F) in parabolic coordi-

nates with the quantization axis

Cz. Substituting (2) into (1), we

have

(3 )

where the upper set of signs in (3)

corresponds to the f irs t index in

C ; •./ » while the lower set - to

the second one, v.'e obtain the so-

lution of eqa. (3) in high-frequ-

enoy approximation

3F/ZOJ <^{ . ()
yeing the averaging principle 1 and

taking into account the expansion

=2i Jp (a) eap(t Ipcot)

( 3p (?•) a r e t i l e Bescel functi-

ons),retain in each coefficient of

eqc. (3) i ts time average value. As

a result we have a set of linear

differential equations with cons-

tant coefficients whose solutions

determine four vfi? of quasienergy

ctatee $:(t) corresponding to the

n=2 level:

- F+

-(Fit?) expfif

where Ft =(FK±lFf)

Using iVF (5) i t is not hard to ob-

tain the spectrum of spontaneous ra-

diation of the Lt line with the

polarizations x,y,z ( AdO is read

from the centre of the L line):
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f (**• F.

3F/Z)]

( 6 )

is obtained from IJ^ ^Ao) i e d from I
substitution /T^ ̂ -J» /T . Mote that
when F -> 0 the formulae (6) des-
cribe the Blochinaew spectrum [2"]

£0

by

and when o

Stark effect.

0 - the static

2. The main idea of the propo-

sed method is the following one.

The splitting of every spectral line

satellite is determined by the effec-

tive

At great amplitudes of LF when

we have

F - F? : LF acts as if it depres-

ses QEP components orthogonal to£_.

Therefore by changing the direction

of polarization we can "sound"the

local directivity diagram of LPT

QEF. In practice, no great LP ampli-

tudes are needed in this case, as

depression (and complete depression

at that) occurs already at p 2.4.

To find local LPT directivity

diagram it is convenient to use the

odd satellite spectrum ( A&) =

= (2.K-i)od ) for two rpasons.First-

ly x by condition (4) plasma radia-

tion in the JJU line from regions

where f ^ 0 does not coincide0
with the tpectrum in the vicinity
ACO = (2K-ij0i . secondly, as di-

Q-16

iitin&ui:jhad from the cane of
4U) ==• ZKCO ad AC0~(2K-d)u> t h e

spectral line splits in the effec-
tive QEP into two components and ra-
diation at the unshifted frequency
ACd = (ZH-i)cO ia absent.

To obtain detailed quantita-

tive results the averaging over
axial-symmetric distribution of

LPT CiEF s t i l l remains to be perform-
ed:

where &coK =ACO-(ZK-{)CO

for \l(Fw COS9) we have
W(F, * i /

[3,4]
a n d

Due to the 5"-function j ^o)K)isi

reduced to a single integral which
we tabulate for the different va-
lues of the two parameters:

(degree of anisotropy) and a
The computation results are

given in Fig. 1 a,b. Fig* 1a shows
as an example how spectral profiles
of nearest satellite 1% (&U)K)

(K= 0, i) are modified with the
change of the reduced laser field
amplitude f s 3Eo/!Z?Cd for

Pig. 1b shows the reduced halfwidths
of odd satellites ^ff^/t^fo)
versus the reduced amplitude of
laser field fi~ 3Eo/2;c0
for different values of the QEF
anisotropy degree y a ^ F ^ > ^ < r / > ,
One can see that the greater is the
degree of anisotropy the more appa-
rent becomes the effect of depres-
sion of QET components orthogonal
to the LF polarization vector.When

e > 1 the halfwidth of odd sa-
tel l i tes decreases to a considerab-
le extent with the increase of the
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LF amplitude* 1'huu by measuring the
halfwidth of the L, l ine odd sa -
t e l l i t e as a function of LF amplitu-
de and using the "ca l ib ra t ing" cur-
ves in P ig . 1b the loca l degree of
anisotropy "̂  may be determined.

We would l ike to thank l.M.
Gaisinsky for making numerical com-
puta t ions .
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STUDY OF PLASMA CONDUCTIVITY BY RF PROBE

M.H.Ghoranneviss and V.V. Agashe

Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, Plasma Physics Division

P.O.BOX 11365-8486 Tehran/Iran

Physics Department,Poona University , India

Introduction This paper describes

the study of conductivity in spheri-

cal discharge systemb of different

sizes. Spherical chambers of three

different sizes viz. 10cm,20cm, and

40 cm diameter, with multiple ports

were used for producing a discharge

Plasma . The chamber was first evacu-

ated to 1C torr pressure btfore ad-

mitting pure Argon at operating gas

pressure in the range 10 torr. Ext-

ernally r.o magnetic field was applied

to the system. Depending on the size

of the sphere, multiple Plasma sour-

ces ware used to produce a stable and

uniform Plasma throughout the experi-

mental spherical region, to minimise

electrical noise in the Plasma source

region separated from the experimen-

tal spherical region. Plasma was pro-

duced in the Plasma source by a DC

discharge between the cathode K and

a mesh anode Gl and diffused to a se-

cond grid anode G2 which was kept at

the Plasma boundary and was negatively

biased with respect to Gl.

Experimental:

The electrical conductivity measur-

L I E«pfr.m»nljl snup lor C ondur'<viiy

ements of the spherical Plasma were

made using the electrodeless RF probe

technique . The methode consists of

inserting an inductance probe in to

the Plasma in a shielded manner. The

probe coil forms the inductance in

the tuning circuit of the colpitts

oscillator . The colpitts oscillator

circuit was designed for 10-20 Mhz

frequency was chosen because for flu-

ids with conductivity of 1 to lOOMho

/m. It is necessary to apply frequen-

cy above 10 Mhz to obtain detectable

frequency shifts.Experimental set up

for conductivity measurement is given

in figure 1, The common technique is

to put the probe coil in to atripped-

off tube made plexi- glass the use of

such probe is restricted to the inve-

stigation of Plasma of moderate tem-

perature (Te^Oev) . Apyrex glass tube

having o.d of 6mm and length 245mm

was taken for the constraction of el-

ectrodeless probe in the present in-

vetigation. Approximtely is to 25 tu-

rns of 24 SWG enamelled copper wire

the length of the coil was 100mm.The

coil was set on the glass tube using

adhesive resin. The coil mounted on

the glass tube served as electrode-

less probe . While using these meth-

ods care must be taken to use suffi-

ciently low RF frequencies, otherwise

Plasma waves are produced and energy

disipation of the RF power goes in
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- 4H0

r

•-.<,.2 Cf-Kyv ••>"< -• • • ' - ' • • :•••••'

to the excitation of Plasma Waves .

Moreover it is important that the im-

pressed RF frequency be less than the

electron collision frequency so that

many electron ion and electron-neutr-

al collisions take place in one cycle

of RF oscillations. Under these cond-

itions the probe measurement gives DC

conductivity of the Plasma . the pro-

be to be calbirated with the help of

standard electrolytic solutions hav-

ing known conductivity-electrolytic

solutions of Nacland Kcl of differe-

nt normalities are usually needed for

calibration (figure 2). This standard

method was used for calibrating the

conductivity probe fabricated by the

author. The conductivity probe was

enclosed in a glass tube which was

immersed in the spherical Plasma.The

presence of Plasma causes a shift in

the Resonance frequency of the RF os-

cillator to the lower side of the in-

itial value. The experiment consists

of measuring the frequency shift on a

digital counter. Before starting the

conductivity measurements it is requ-

ired that creating aquiescent stable,

homogeneous Plasma in the spherical

region. Then the conductivity probe

was introduced in the glass tube and

the resulting frequency shift was me

asured as a function of radial probe

position in the spherical region wit

hout changing the Plasma condition .

Plan measurements and data analysis.

Double probe characteristic yielded

n and T , These parameters when co-

mbined with equation (1) enabled det-

emination of ( c) conductivity .e—n
1

(^c)e-n = ne6
e-n

(kTe/V ~ ( 1 )

6 is electron argon atom scatter-e-n ^

ing cross- section. Electric-!, condu-

ctivity cf a weakly ionized Plasma

expressed as follows (smirnov 1977)
n e
e

(2)

with measured 6 , equation (2) is us-

ed to determine n . When equation (1)

and (2) are combined , measured 6 can

be used to determine ( V c) . The
e-n

results are summarised in table 1 .

Results In these experiments ,

conductivity and double probe diagno-

stics were simultaneously applied ,

since the object was to study Plasma

using two diagnostic techniques in a

simultaneous fashion. Experimental

values of conductivity are plotted as

a function of radial probe position

in fig 3 and 4 . As expected the Pla-

sma conductivity has a higher value.

The low values of conductivity near

Plasma boundary is seen to be a comm-

on featur in all the measurements .

The low value of Plasma density near

the boundary seems to be responsible

for low conductivity in the extreme
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Fig. 3 and 4 Radial vanr.tion of eWlrcal conducts
Argon Plasma

probe position. The variation of con-

ductivity along the radius of the var-

iation of T and n in figure 5. As

expected we see that in the centre of

the sphere conductivity shows influe-

nce of both the n and T values where

e e

as at the Plasma boundary, the condu-

ctivity seems to be strongly influen-

ced by n , it is thus seen that the

experimental measurements of Plasma

conductivity at compartivaly high,pr-

essures of 10 torr are explained by

theoritical expression for the condu-

ctivity of a weakly ionized Plasma.At

low pressures of 10~ torr or less ,

the neutral density becomes quite low

so that collison frequency is reduced,

necessitating a corresponding reduct-

ion in the oscillator frequency. Expe-

ri .ental measurements clearly show the

effect of Plasma boundary on the con-

ductivity. The agrement between the

theoretical and experiments values of

conductivity show that conductivity

measurements at 10 torr pressures

and above may be utilized for the es-

timation of electron- neutral collis-

ion- frequency which is an important

parameter that determines the transp-

ort properties of a Plasma.

Table 1: Comparison between experi-

mental and theoretical results of con-

ductivity measurement.

Fig 5 Comparison of radial variation ol Tftn. and (, >n 20 c

Dia

cm

10

20

40

P

torr

io"2

10"2

10"2

DP

104

3.4

3.7

4.8

cm

109

7.0

9.0

1.5

6

V/m
obs.

2.9

3.6

4.8

6

2.5

3.1

4.5

Cal.

io7

6.8

6.9

|
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COUBINED METHOD OF DETERMINING PLASMA TEHFEHATUHE PROFILE AND IONIZATION SEED CONCEWTHATION

J . Gregor, J . 5enk, I . Jakubova, P . Gregor, J . Bar l l

I n o t i t u t o of Spocial E l e c t r i c a l Engineering, Technical Univers i ty of Brno
Bozstechova 2 , 612 66 Brno, Czechoslovakia

The temperature dependence of electrical
conductivity 0 (T) of low-temperature plasma
can bo determined with the aid ot Ohm'a law

R

I = 2 w E \ ff( r ) r d r Cl >

0

where I [k] ia the current, E [V/m] ia the in-

tensity ot electrical field, and R [m]the ra-

diua of the plasma column, if the quantities

I, E and temperature profile T{r) have been

established experimentally. The task can be

changed into that of solving an integral equa-

tion (1) if a number of measurements have been

•ado which are characterized e.g. by different

•Gaxir.ua temperatures y,. The transformation

function ia then of the form r • gOT,!?1), for

i " l,2,....n, where n ia the total nuateer of

measurements with different power of the heat

source generating the plasma.

Experimental arrangement and description of

•ethod

The practical realization of the method

carried out on an experimental channel CH

(Fig.l) of circular croas-eection,, which con-

sist of mutually insulated copper segments

ccoled by water. The channel is connected via

a damping chamber 5 to the plasmatron 4. This

equipment makes it possible to follow simple

plasma mixtures, such as H.+KgCO,. The problem

which remains is determining the actual amount

of the ionication seed (potassium) in the flo-

wing plasma since there is a tendency for the

ionitation seed to condense on the chamber

walls or for the insufficiently vapourized

•eed to be exhausted.

CH

Fi«. I

For theae reasons a method has been deve-
loped of determining simultaneously the total
concentration of the ionization seed and the
temperature profile, consisting of the follo-
ving etepai
1. The calculation of the composition of the

plasma in dependence on temperature and io-
nization aeed concentration. The calculati-
on method, which starts from tho minimi ra-
tion of free energy of an equilibrium sys-
tem, haa been described in [2 J .

2. On the basis of th* data on the composition,
calculations are carried out of temperature
and pressure dependences of the specific
maaeq(T,p), of the enthalpy h(T,p) [3j and
of the radiation intensity of t. selected
spectral line f (T,p).

3. Experimental determination ot the radial
profile of the absoluta aide-on intensity
of a selected spectral line L(y) and con-
version to the absolute discrete intensity
£(r) by Abel inversion.
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4. Measuring the basic parameters both of the

heat eource, i.e. the aaount of working gas

Q^ pcg/e], power P - 0 .1 . [Wj, power loss

Pf [W] and of the experimental channel,i.e.

the applied curremt I, the voltage distri-

bution along the channels U. to U. (Fig.l).

From the above data it is possible to determi-

ne the variants of temperature profiles for

various seed concentrations on the basis of

comparing the experimentally established in-

tensity of spectral line £{r) with the theo-

retically calculated intensities £(T,k), whe-

re k is the ioaisatioa seed cocentration.

The actual variant of temperature profile

and ased concentration is chose* such that it

satisfies the balance of mass

Qm = 27rU(T)vrdr
0

(2)

and energy

(3)

when the assumed profile of the rate of flow

,, - 1 — (w) (41

Results

The above method nas used to determine

temperature profile and average potaaaiwn con-

centration of the plasna N +K.CO, at the point

of the observation slit of the circular seg-

mented channel CH. In the experiment the amount

of ioniiation aeed in powder form was maintai-

ned at the level of IX K by weight, with a to-

tal nitrogen flow Q^ « 0.01232 kg/a. The plas-

matron power amounted to D .1 • 53.6 kW, the

power loss P( * 20.6 kW at a pressure ot

p " 0.1 VFa. For spectroscopic measurements

the potassium line KI of wavelenght 535.957 nm

was used, whose intensity was recorded on a

spectral plate. With the aid of tungsten stri-

pe lamp calibration the absolute values of si-

5 6 y £ m m 3
rCmmD

Fig. 2

de-on intensity L(y) vsre determined and then

converted by Abel inversion to the discrete

intensity of radiation £(r) in dependence on

the plasma column radius (Fig.2). A compari-

son of the experimentally established dtpen-

dence £(r) with the theoretically calculated

ralues £(T,k) (Fig.3) yielded temperature pro-

files in the flow of plasma for different po-

tassium concentrations (Fig.4).

Ci -9 Z '•. T > t W • Hi 3 . S 1 J

1 5 i> ti i1 h 3 0 d 0 T C K 3
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The determination of the actual ionisati-

on seed concentration and its corresponding

temperature profile with the aid of equation

(2) to (4) is shown in Fig.5. The value of po-

tassium concentration established in this case

is 0.3%.

Approximating the established temperature

profile by a parabolic dependence and using

the Swift-Hook relation for the temperature

dependence of electric conductivity of gas

mixtures with ionitation seed

Ta(T) (5)

equation (1) was employed to determine the va-

lue of the exponent n » 10.3. This value is in

agreement with data give* e.g. in [4],

Discussion of results

The results obtained testify to the prac-

tical applicability of the above method of in-

direct determination of the specific electric

conductivity of low-temperature plaena and of

actual concentration of the ionisatiom seed.

Experimental verification i» laboratory condi*

tions has shown that even with a determination

error fi(T,k) equalling 30* and £(r) equalling

20%, the temperature determination error will

not exceed:12% owing the eteep dependence £(T).

I.
CJsn

0. 8

0 6

0 4

•

.0 29

\

\
\

\

\

co
r-
•x>

31 3-2 33 34 35 36 37 38 PCkt'3

Tig. 5

It follows from the data obtained by cal-

culation and from the densitomntric evaluatiom

of the spectrogram that the pl&aaa under exa-

mination is on the UTE border. Not even a tho-

rough analysis of the profiles of the investi-

gated spectral line has revealed any noticeab-

le absorption of the line.

The aethod has been developed to verify

theoretical calculations of electric conducti-

vity of mixtures with an ionitation seed and

with a view to future development of a device

for continuous measuring of electric conducti-

vity of the working medium on the UHD genera-

tor input.

For these purposes the measurement of the

energy balance of the heat source as the se-

cond condition for determining the seed con-

centration can be substituted by separate mea-

surement of the mean plasma temperature, e.g.

by the selfreversed spectral line method.
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INFLUENCE OF EXCITED STATES ON THE PLASMA REFRACTIVITY

V.Helbig and K.-P. Nick

Institut fur Experimentalphysik, Universitat Kiel
Olshausenstr. 40-60, D 2300 Kiel, W. Germany

The influence of excited atoms on

the plasma refractivity is studied for

hydrogen and argon plasmas. Using

tabulated f-values CU in the case of

hydrogen and calculated f-vilues [2,3]

for argon the index of refraction is

obtained for typical arc conditions.

The results indicate that the accuracy

of electron density determination in

plasmas from laser interferometry is

not severely influenced by the excited

species as was suggested by Glasser

et al. C4J.

the order of 1 %. Recent accurate

electron density determinations [8]

demonstrate that laser-interfero-

metry will give uncertainties of

less than 2 % under favourable

conditions. This raises the question

of the influence of the excited

atoms again, because the systematic

errors due to the neglect of the

excited are now of the same order

as the statistical ones. We write

the contribution of the excited

atoms as

Basic formulae

The index of refraction of a

plasma can be calculated from

M n - 1 ) p l = A(n-1)A + A(n-1)j

A(n-1)e + A(n-D e x c (1)

A < n - 1 W = 2 * a e x c N e x c (2 )

The dynamic polarizability of an

excited level j for a probing

frequency <u can be expressed in

atomic units

Here a plasma is considered that

contains no molecules and only

singly ionized atoms. Such are

typical conditions for plasma of

stationary arcs in noble gas

atmospheres. The contribution' of

the atoms, ions and electrons can

be obtained from well known formulae

[51. Usually the influence of the

excited atoms and ions is completely

neglected because of their small

number densities. Rough estimates

[6,7] indicate that the error of

the electron density determination

caused by this approximation is of

T~ f / ( b>2. - 2 ) 13)

Here f.^ is the oscillator strength

for the transition j - k and as

the corresponding transition

frequency. The sum has to be taken

over all transitions to lower, upper

and continuous states. This requires

the knowledge of the corresponding

f-values. Only for hydrogen these

data are available up to higher

main quantum numbers. We will

demonstrate, however, that this is

no essential drawback. Applying the

f-sum rule and assuming u>» io-r,
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equation (3) reduces in the case of

hydrogen to

o, = - 1, (4)

2. dynamic polanizabititiu

hydM.oge.n ^oi the. COn

uiavzlzngth.

Highly excited states contribute to

the plasma refract iv i ty l ike free

electrons. Fig. 1 shows ttie energy

level scheme of hydrogen. Indicated

are the energies that correspond to

f ive laser-wavelenghts most often

used for laser-lnterferometry. i t is

obvious that the assumption made to

derive equation (4) requires the

highest n-value for the CCU-laser.

Fig. 2 shows the polar izabi l i ty for

hydrogen for th is wavelength. The

logarithm of the polar izabi l i ty is

plotted versus quantum number.

Depending whether w - «.. is

smaller or greater zero the polariza-

bi l i t y is positive or negative

approaching the value for free elec-

trons for n =10. Fo- a l l other laser-

wavelengths n is much smaller. This

enables us to calculate the plasma

refractive index for hydrogen as

well as for argon where f-values for

highly excited states are missing in

1iterature.
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Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the results for

hydrogen for the red He-Ne-laser

line. The sums were taken up to

n = 19. Besides the contributions

of the different species and the

totai plasma refractivity the ratio

of the contribution of the excited

atoms to that of the electrons,

which is essential for interfero-

metry, is shown (dashed curve). This

ratio never exceeds 2.5 % indicating

that the statement of Glasser et al.

f4) concerning the ratio of the

excited level contribution to the

total plasma refractivity is mis-

leading. This ratio is irrelevant

for plasma interferometry.

Fig. 4 shows the results for argon

for the red He-Ne-laser line. The

contributions of the 4s to 7s, 3p

to 5p, 3d to 5d, and 4f configura-

tions were included. As in the

hydrogen case the ratio of the

—m
JC

8

excited level refractivity to that

of the free electrons never exceeds

2.5 %.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE PLASMA STREAM BY

A DETECTOR WITH THE CAMERA-OBSCURA

A.A.Ivanov and A.A.Kabantzev

Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk, USSR

Injection of the test partic-

les into a plasma enables one to

determine the electron temperature,

electric field, and plaama density

profile. Previously, we have used

the data on electron drag of 10 keV

test protons to measure the tempe-

rature of the gas discharge plasma

/1/. We have obtained also the gas

density distribution near the plas-

ma stream from the angular depen-

dence of the charge-exchange flux

due to an interaction of those

energetic protons with the back-

ground gas. This paper discuesea

the results of the experiments with

a specially constructed detector

consisting of an electrostatic lens

coupled with a camera-obscura. This

system provides the plasma image

created by charge-exchange atoms

at a fixed energy. The analysis of

thia image at different energies

gives the information about the

plasma and gas density profiles,

as well as on the angular distri-

bution of the test protons in the

plasma.

Experimental arrangement

flowing through on axisymmetric mir-

ror trap with a 0,6 T central field.

The plasma stream radius was about

6,5 cm, and the thickness was 2 cm.

At the trap raidplane a hydrogen

neutral beam with an energy ranging

from 4 to 10 keV, 1 A equivalent

current, and lOOytfs pulse duration

has been injected from the diagnos-

tic injector /3/ into the pla3ma

stream. The trapped protons were

drifting around the trap axis with

periods of 5 to 10Ms. The characte-

ristics of the charge-exchange flux

resulting from the interaction of

this energetic population with the

background gas were measured using

the detector schematically presen-

ted by Pig. 1. The atoms, emitted by

the plasma were stripped into pro-

tons in a He gas pulse cell (1) and

entered through a hole (2) a simple

electrostatic lens consisting of a

Fig. 1.A detailed description of the

experimental setup and the plaama

gun used can be found in Ret. /1,2/. cylindrical electrode (3) and two

In this experiment we have inves-

tigated the hollow plaama stream

with a density up to 101^ cm~^ and

10 • 15 eV temperature, which was

grounded grids (4). For the partic-
les to be passed through an exit ho-
le (5) , it is necessary to have the
distance between the lens centre and
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the holes equal to a double focal

length of the lens, 4- ( £ ) . The ob-

stacle (6) intercepts the particles

and the radiation propagating along

the lens axis without deflections.

The image formed in this manner has

been observed on a luminescent

screen (8) after the amplification

by a microchannel plate (7).

The lens aberrations and a fi-

nite size of the entrance and exit

holes lead to a "transparence" of

ths detector for the particles in a

small energy range ££- near the

given energy £. • Computer simula-

tion yields $& of about 200 eV

for the 10 keV nominal energy. This

was experimentally verified by ob-

servation of the image of a heated

wire, which wa3 strained along the

trap axis and emitted the electrons

accelerated by a potential drop be-

tween the wire and the vacuum cham-

ber walls.

The detector under considera-

tion transmits also the particles

with an energy of about half of the

the nominal one. These particles

were not intercepted specially be-

cause of a small amount of charge-

-exchange atoms whose energies equal

to half of and less than the injec-

tion energy in this experiment. Fig. 2.

Results

Figure 2 shows typical inten-

sity profiles in the images obtai-

ned in such a way. The case A cor-

responds to a trapping and escaping

oi" the particles on the residual

gas. The energy spectrum is mono-

chromatic in this case, with the

energy equal to the injection ener-

gy. Injection of the diagnostic neu-

tral beam into the plasma gives the

test particles spectrum expanded in-

to the low energy region. Each gro-

up of the particles with the same

energy in this spectrum has a fixed

region of motion in the trap and of

emission by charge-exchange into

the detector. Intensity profiles B

and C corresponding respectively to

10 end 5 keV of particles energies
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(10 keV injection energy) illustra-

te that aaid above.

The analysis of the intensity

profiles represented in Pig. 2 con-

firms the conclusions giren in Refs.

1,2 about the burning of a gas wi-

thin the plasma stream and the clas-

sical character of stopping the

test protons in the plasma. A typi-

cal pleama density gradient, evalu-

ated from this 3.ata, corresponds to

the nmltichord beam attenuation jne-

asurements /4A
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ION WAVES TO STUDY THE RADIAL DRIFT OF IONS IN THE POSITIVE COLUMN

OF A LOW PRESSURE DISCHARGE

H.G. Jones

Department of Physics,
Loughborough University of Technology,

Loughborough, Leicestershire LEll 3TU, U.K.

Introduction

Detailed knowledge of the factors

affecting the radial properties of a

plasma column is of particular

interest e.g. [3]. The drift of ions

towards the containing vessel can be

determined accurately from studies of

ion wave propagation. The simplistic

model assumes that the ions are

accelerated as they move towards the

boundary wall reaching the terminal

speed equal to the ion sound speed C

where:

Theory predicts that the terminal

velocity can have values, considerably

different from C , its actual value
S

being a complicated function of plasma

parameters.

The experiment reported here was

set up to specifically compare the

radial drift velocity as measured

using ion waves, with that calculated

theoretically.

The plasma chosen was the posi-

tive column of a mercury vapour

discharge - and the plasma conditions

were also chosen where ion waves were

krown to propagate easily. Ion waves

were propagated radially and their

progress was observed through the

region of a steep plasma density

change. The radial drift of ions

produces an ion wave with wavelength

increasing with radius. The drift

velocity is deduced from the wave-

length changes of the radially

FIG.1
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propagating ion wave.

Apparatus

The plasma used in these studies

was the positive column of a direct

current arc discharge. The discharge

tube is about 1.5m long and 3.8cm in

diameter. The cathode is of the

mercury pool type, and the anode is

a cooled copper electrode. The

mercury vapour pressue is controlled

by thermostatically cooling the

cathode. Fig. 1 shows the main

features of the tube cross section

where the wave studies are carried

out. Both transmitter probe T and

receiver probe R are placed on a

common diameter. Each consists of

a fine ceramic tube with a spherical

platinum tip exposed to the plasma.

The probes can also be used as Lang-

mur probes for determining plasma

parameters.

For wave studies the probes are

biased to near plasma potential.

The transmitter is placed so that the

waves generated travel towards the

receiver as shown. The received

signal is amplified and detected

using a phase sensitive detector.

Samples of the wave traces obtained

by traversing the receiver probe are

shown in Fig. 2.

Theoretical considerations

The equations used here were

based on those by Firanklin [lj . The

equations of continuity, electron

momentum, ion momentum, and Poisson's

equation were expressed in their

cylindrical form and normalised such

that:

(KT Important bulk properties

rZ
£-;
s

n =
ev
KT u =

involved were the electron-neutral

collision frequency v, ionization

frequency Z, and the ion plasma

frequency " ) p . . These quantities

were also estimated from measurable

properties of plasma involving cross

section curves and electron tempera-

ture.

The radial variation of ion

drift velocity was calculated

numerically from the basic equations

having fixed the values of y = ^ and

«2 =

"Pi
The numerical method used

demanded particular care when

dealing with variable values close

to the axis. The radial dependence

of ion drift velocity calculated for

the plasma is shown in Fig. 3.

The value of v for the plasma

was determined using the formula [2J

[4] in (j
where

o>2Hg
12.304

The ionization rate Z was

estimated using the expression

~ cr n \*

where 0 is the ionization crossa
section for electrons in mercury

vapour, n no. of gas atoms/m3 and <5a e
the mean electron thermal speed.

Other methods of determining Z require

detailed calculations involving the

cross section curves subject to

corrections of the electrons have a

high drift, velocity. The values of

v, Z, and wp used in these calcula-

tions were 2.58 x 1 0 ^ 6 . 0 x 105 s"1,

and 7.2 x 107 s"1 respectively.

where C is the ion sound speed
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The experiment

The plasma was produced in

mercury vapour at a pressure of

3 x 10"1* torr and current 4.2A.

For a particular transmitter

frequency, the ion waves were detected

by the other probe traversing the

density gradient towards the wall of

the discharge. The wave traces show- '

an increase in wavelength with radius

from which the ion drift velocity is

readily deduced. The normalised drift

velocity u ) ^ is plotted against

normalised radius in Fi^. 2 for

comparison with theory.

Discussion

The comparison between theore-

tical and experimental results for

this preliminary work is encouraging.

Further work covering a wider range

of plasma parameters is in progress.

[l] FRANKLIN, R.N. (1976) "Plasma

Phenomena in Gas Discharges".

O.U.P.

[2j CHEN, Z.F. and JONES, H.G. (1984)

J. Phys. D: App. Phys., 11_ 337-

342.

[3] GARY, S.P., ALKXEFF, I., HSISH,

S.L. (1976) The Physics of Fluids,

Vol. 10 p. 1630.

[4] McCUTCHEN, C.W. (1958) Phys. Rev.

112, 1848.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HOLOGRAPHIC METHODS FOR LOW DhUSlTY

I'LASLIA DIAGNOSTICS

I.I.Komiaaarova, G.V.Ostrovskaya, ïu.I.Ostrovsky,

V.N.Pilippov, E.I'I.Shedova

A.F.Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute,

Academy of Sciences, Leningrad, USSR

For the compar« -ively dense

plQsma diagnostics rnterferometric

and holographic interferometric me-

thods have a great application in vi

sitie light range 1,2 . The sensi-

tivity of definition of electron

concentration W« is determined by

the expression

(1)

where 1 - plasma thickness in the

direction of propagating light, }• -

radiation wavelength, A k - minimum

fringe shift distinguishable on in-

terferogram. In accordance with (1)

a significant reduction of the mini-

mal Ne£ can be reached by the in-

crease of lengthwave of probing ra-

diation. This is the explanation of

the enhanced interest for the deve-

lopment of the interferometric and

holographic interferometric methods

of plasma diagnostics in IR range

3,4 • Application of COg laser ra-

diation for interferograma and holo-

grams production allows to reach

Mo. 2x1015 cm"2.

further decrease of \\eB lower

limit can be obtained either due to

the use of far IR range radiation 5

or by using the different v/aya of

sensitivity enhancement unual for

holographic interi'e rome try 1 ,2 .

Particularly, in interferograms ob-

tained in our papers 6,7 , supple-

mentary sensitivity enhancement more

than an order was reached by using

the waves reconstructed in higher

orders of non-linear holograms re-

corded in the light of pulsed COpla-

ser. Also the possibility of holo-

graphic interferometry sensitivity

enhancement due to numerous passages

of radiation through a hologrc"" on

a reconstruction stage was shown in

7 .

Thus contemporary methods of

IR holographic interferometry allows

to reduce
H >mi2H cm *•

to the magni-

tude near 10 cm"2 , that will es-

sentially extend plasma objects

range accessible for investigation

by these methods.

This paper describes the holo-

graphic setup intended for plasma

diagnostics on a plasma devices of

TOKAT.IAK type with characteristic va-

lues of He&=1014-1015 cm"2. The lay-

out of setup is represented in 1'ig.

ì. The realization of interferomet-

ric measurements on the large pulse

plasma installations is connected

with essential difficulties because

of high requirements for vibration

protection of interferometer glass-

es. Por lowering these requirements

the holographic installation is
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constructed to the scheme with thin

reference beam passing through plas-

ma under study. The radiation of

pulsed CO- laser (1) is divided by

means of germanium wedge (2 ) on re-

ference and object beams. For the

draught simplification in Fig.1a

the passage of only object beam is

shown in Pig.1b - the passage of re-

ference beam only. The object beam

is widened by telescope system

which consists of a lens made of

Bai'2(3) (f=10 cm) and spherical

glass (4) (f=120 cm). This beam

fills .:he whole section of plasma

chamber (5) ( <p =20 cm). The spheri-

cal glasses (6),(7) reverse the di-

rection of parallel object beam

backward and each point of plasma

chamber central section is projected

on itself providing a double radia-

tion passing through the plasma and

corresponding double increase of

sensitivity.

During the reverse passage the

object beam is deflected by BaF2
wedge (8), passes in reverse direc-

tion through v. telescope system (3),

(4) and is directed by a spherical

glass (9) to a hologram (10). The

glass (9) focused the plasma cent-

ral section on hologram with the di-

minishing of the scale providing

the intensity necessary for radia-

tion registration.

Nonwidened parallel reference

beam ia focused by glass (4) in a

point situated in a plasma chamber

central section. By this the phase

sliift connected with plasma formati-

on is equal for all rays of refe-

rence beam. In reverse passage the

reference beam passes through a

wedge (8) and Ien3 (3). The spheri-

cal glass (11) directed the refe-

rence beam on a hologram (10). The

focal distances of glasses (9),(11)

are chosen from the requirement of

wave fronts equal curvature for ob-

ject and reference beams. Since at

straight and reverse passage the

object and reference beams pass on

the same way reflecting from glasses

(4)»(6)i(7), vibrations of the glas-

ses in the moment of plasma dis-

charge lead to equal phase distor-

tions both in object and reference

beams which are remarkably substract

ed at their interference.

The scheme tuning is carried

out with the help of He-lie laaer,

to do this, germanium light divider

(2) and lens from BaFpO) are re-

placed by conventional glass ele-

ments.

The IR holograms are recorded

on a triacetate film (8) which al-

lows due to nonlinearity of holo-

gram phase recording tc obtain the

reconstructed waves of higher or-

ders (up to +8) and to use them for

production of interferograms cor-

responding to the gain of sensitivi-

ty.

At the present time the device

described is under laboratory test.

1. G.'/.Ostrovskaya. Int.Conf. and

School "Laser and Applications",

Bucharest, 1982, v.3, p.561.

2. G.V.Ostrovskaya, Yu.I.Ostrovsky.

Holographic methods of plasma

diagnostics. Progress in Optics,

1985, 22, No.4.

3. H.P.Dobele. Phen.Ioniz.Gas.-;S,

1981, Minsk USSR, p.135.

4. G.V.Ostrovskaya. Proc. 3-rd Int.

Gonf. IR Phys., Zurich, Switzer-

land, 1984, p.133.
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HONSTATIONARY PROBE IN THE TRANSIENT CONDITION

V.A.Kotelnikov, V.V.Cherepanov

Moscow Aviation Institute, USSR, Moscow

Theory of the nonstationary

probe in the molecular mode and the

continuous medium conditions with

the Knudsen number Ktl being maxi-

mum or equal to zero have been deve-

loped in [i,2̂ j . The paper descri-

bes a method for solution of the

self-consistent probe problem in the

transient condition ( Kn. — 1) with

results of the calculations presen-

ted.

We consider the stationary equi-

librium weakly-ionized plasma with

particle concentrations fl# and tem-

peratures Tj , where 0 = 1,6,0.

for ions, electrons and neutral par-

ticles respectively. The spherical

or cylindrical probe having radius

t is placed in plasma. A pulse

potential Lf is applied to the probe,

wich further being constant.

Under conditions of weak ioni-

zation and low if , where electrons

are distributed over the self-con-

sistend electric field accordingly

the Boltzmann law while ions collide

only with the neutral background,

the initial system of the equations

ia: lii. 77 d4t . ZeFdi<
9t^V'

1=«

where f(r,7,t) is the distribution

function; E, <4 are the intensity

and the potential of the exectric

field, respectively.

The initial conditions fCr̂ v*, t)

and ^(r.o) determine a stationary

structure of the layer at the origin

of time. The complete absorption of

charged particles by the probe sur-

face and the defined potential

value are represented with the boun-

dary conditions. At substantial dis-

tance from the probe (r >^ r^ the

ionized gas perturbations are shiel-

ded with the component distribution

function going over into equlibrium

condition and the potential dropping

to zero.

To solve the problem an effective

statistical method not pertaining to

the class of the Monte-Carlo direct

simulation methods have been deve-

loped f 3 ] • Underlying this method

is the process of the continous

transfer of particles in the phase

space and the particle collisions

being divided in time into two indi-

vidual substeps of the algorithm.

With this in mind at the first

subatep a system including the Vlasov

kinetic equation is 3oived by the

method of "big particles" \}\

At the stage of particle collisions

there haa been not assumed transfer

of the particles in the configurati-

on space and the Boltzmann equation

for apatially homogeneous gas in the

absence of the external forces has
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been considered. At that stage

process of solid sphere collision

pertaining the class of the Markov

jumplike processes has been simula-

ted. Any big particle considered as

3 whole unit at the 3tage of conti-

nuous transfer was devided into tf

subparticls participating in the

collisian process independently of

one another.

In accordance with the method

a series of calculations has been

conducted over a wic?<= range in which

the probe potential, radius and

Knud3en number being changed.

Fig 1 shows the curves repre-

senting the evolution of the ion

conductance current inherent to the

spheric probe in the case of ijii-

tial conditions assumed equilibrium,

Kn -- iO, 10*, \o\
where *£ is Debye radius.

Stationary current-voltage

characteristics for the case are

shown in fig. 2. The comparison of

the numeric calculation results

with experimental data [A] ia

shown in fig. 3.

Conclusions:

The numeric results for the

solution of the nonstationary probe

problem relative to transient condi-

tion are consistent with the experi-

mental data and may be' used in the

results interpretation of the probe

experiment.

0,14-

0,12

0, W

O.Ol
5
Pig. 1.

Pig. 2.

10

Kn
10"

o - £p= 10 *lj - experiment ["</]
x - calculated data
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SPECTROSCOPY OF AC PLASMA DISPLAY DISCHARGE

H. Lange, VEB Werk fur Pernsehelektronik, 1160 Berlin, Ostendstr. 1-4

W. Stern, Zentralinstitut fOr Elektronenphyslk, IT Greifswald, DDR

Introduction and experimental equip-

ment

Investigations of the spectral dis-

tribution of radiation emission of

ac plasma display discharges (ac-

pdp), especially the discharge para-

meter dependence are essential not

only for an optimization and further

development but also for a proper

understanding of the discharge pro-

cesses. Ac plasma displays make use

of medium pressure (4-6*10 Pa) ac

discharges in Penning mixtures (Ne

+ 0,1 % Ar) between insulated elec-

trodes with narrow distances. An es-

sential feature of these discharges

is the build-up of wall charges by

carrier transport to the dielectric

layers of the electrodes. The wall

voltage, produced thereby, compen-

sates the sustaining voltage and

leads to pulse shaped discharges and

to a memory of the system. The mea-

surments were made on a usually ac-

pdp with No + 0,1 % Ar aa gas mixtu-

re and special model discharges. The

time averaged and the time resolved

spectral distributions were measured

with following equipment: diacharge-

lens-monochromator-photomultiplier

(M12 PQC 51) - amplifier impedance

transformer-boxarintegrator- and by

choice x-y-recorder or a pulse form

analyzer.

Time average of spectral distribution

All essential lines of the Ne~atorn

of the transitions 2p. - 1s. (i =

1...10, j =2...5, Paschen notation)

are measured and identified, where

the 585,2 run line (10 % of total

emission) and the 703,2 nm line (16$

are strongest. Soir.a argon lines were

be traceable in the runtr,<? from 394,7

nm to 434,2 nm in spitf of the umall

mixture part (Pig.1). The 70 3,2 run

line of Neon cones from the L'p.,.-le-

vel , which has a relatively high po-

pulation density, cuused by cuacude

and stepvvise proceaaos. It* a portion

becomes lower after the valuation

with the V(A) function and then the

585,2 nm line is dominating with 30&

of the total intensity. Thia portion

increases to 60% by decreasing the

total pressure. The result is the

red orange colour impression of tic-

pdpa for human eyea with a m»arly

monochromatically rudiution (610 rim)

and the colour coordinates i = 0,644

and y = 0,355* Sy&teraatic measuiroents

of the relative spectral distribution

showing a slight dependence as func-

tion of frequency and amplitude of

the voltage, are presented in Pig. 2

and 3 for selected Ne-linea. This is

caused by the 3trong coupling pro-

cesses between the 2p,—levels at me-

dium pressures and the small altera-

tion of the mean kinetic energy of

electrons in the glow stage, which

determines the time average spectral

distribution. This explains the good

agreement with the results of other

authors /1-2/ for the relative spec-

tral distribution of similar ac plas-

ma display discharges. For 3ome li-

ner, respectively the population den-

sity of their upper levels, excits

a dependence from the gas pressure.

The relative population density di-
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stribution of the 2pj-levels can be

approximately estimated from the re-

lative line intensity and the known

transition probabilities /3/ using

the relation y r
N Icy, J-wnn

""EA
where

of the line of the transition n—»m,

N -population, density of the n-th

level and ATj^ the transition propa-

bility. Pig. 4 shows the comparisi-

on for two gas pressures. The 2p.-Q-

level has the greatest population

density for 5.32*10^ Pa, caused by

cascade and stepvrise processes but

this portion can decrease with foi-

ling pressure (5.32-10^ Pa). On the

other hand the population density

of the 2p1-level excited by direct

electron collisions increases. The

reason is the elevation of the mean

kinetic energy of electrons with de-

creasing gas pressure, according to

the values of other authors /1,4.5/

as shown in Fig.4*

Time resolves spectral measurment

Ac-pdps are sustained with special

rectangular shaped voltages, which

generate wall charge determined cur-

rent and light pulses, shown in Pig.5

prinoipially. The discharge pulses

are dynamically developed Townsend-

and glow- discharge? /6/. During the-

se discharge pulses a strong change

of the electric field and the cur-

rent density happens in time. There-

fore the time dependence of the spec-

tral distribution and also the rela-

tive population density is of parti-

cular interest. The time behaviour

of the spectral distribution of a

ac-pdp is shown in Pig. 6. The peak

of the discharge pulse is at 180 ne,

measured from a choosed zero point,

determined by the sensibility of the

experimental equipment. The popula-

tion density of the levels excited

predominant by direct electron col-

lision decreases with time. The rea-

son is the reduction of the over vol-

tage by wall charge rebuilding. The

electric field in the discharge vo-

lume becomes smaller and therefore

also the direct excitation. The por-

tion of the 2p1Q-level increases

clearly during the discharge deve-

lopment to the peak. This behaviour

is caused by the enlargement of the

cascade and stepwise processes at

high carrier densities near the dis-

charge peak. With decreasing pressu-

res these effects are smaller, howe-

ver the time dependence of the 585,2

nm-line or the 2p1-level, which are

determined by direct electron colli-

sion steps clearly forward. The

enlargement of the pD values (D=

electrode distance) decreases the

electric field and therefore the in-

fluence of the direct electron col-

lision excitation. The presented re-

sults exhibit a physical interpreta-

tion of the relative spectral di-

stribution of radiation emission of

ac-plasraa-display discharges.
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Fig.1 Time average of apectral di-

stribution of radiation of an ac-pdp

Pig.2 Intensities of spectral linea

whose lover level is metastable as

fimction of U for two frequencies

(a-200 Hz, b-100 kHz)
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Fig.3 Portion on the total radiation

emission of some lines as function

of f, measured at the firing voltage

Pig.4 Relative population density

of the 2p i-levels of neon

u

Pig.5 Time behaviour of the sustai-

ning voltage (upper part) and light

pulses (lower part)
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Pig.6 The relative population densi

ty of the 2pj-levela as function of

the time during a discharge pulse
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MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA POTENTIAL IN ANODIC PLASMAS

H.G. Lergon

University of Essen, Fachbereich Physik
4 300 Essen, W. Germany

Abstract

Anodic plasmas in front of an

electrode, embedded in the wall of a

positive column, are investigated in

argon at a pressure of 5,9 10 mbar

applying a movable Langmuir probe.

They are found to contact the elec-

trode by a positive space charge

sheath and the main plasma by a

double sheath.

Introduction

In front of an anode special

plasma structures, observed as lumi-

nous spots [i-4], can be found de-

pending on the current. An analogous

plasma ball is formed in front of a

perforated extraction electrode bias-

ed anodically. Because of its high

density with respect to the main

plasma this anodic plasma may serve

as an intense ion source. Applicat-

ions are found in mass spectrometry of

negative ions from chemically react-

ing plasmas [5J. By this method the

problem of trapping of the negative

ions is overcome [6], Here, however,

the influence of the anodic plasma

and its surrounding fields on the ex-

traction mechanism has to be known.

The anodic plasma is supposed to be

shielded from the main plasma by a

double sheath and from the electrode

by a positive space charge sheath.

This is only partly supported by [2].

In this paper the anodic plasma in

front of a small electrode at the wall

of a positive column, as used for ne-

gative ion extraction, is investigated

applying a movable Langmuir probe.

Experimental Arrangement

The experimental arrangement is

shown in Fig.1. A cylindrical tungst-

en probe of 20 /am diameter and 1 mm

length can be moved radially along the

x-coordinate with an accuracy of 0,01

mm. The circular electrode has a dia-

meter of 6 mm. The insulation of the

probe feeding consists of a 0,12 mm

outer diameter Pyrex tube. The dis-

charge, run with a Ba-oxide cathode,

is operated at 30 mA and 110 V in

flowing argon at a pressure of 5,9

10
-2 mbar. The inner diameter of the

to cathode

7mm

15

X=0 ;•

r

-
I "
_r—-

oxis of
positive column

ai..xlic plasma

>xwall
electrode

Fig.1 Experimental arrangement

discharge tube is 30 mm. The anodic

plasma under investigation is charac-

terized by the current I of the el-

ectrode. Measurements are presented

for I_ = -3 and -10 mA.
ill
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Results

In Fig.2 typical electron current

characteristics are shown. They are

taken from probe characteristics mea-

sured in the anodic plasma at a dist-

ance x = 0,5 mm from the electrode

and in the main plasma at x = 15 mm

for IE= -3 mA. The characteristic of

the main plasma shows the behaviour

p«5.910''mbor

-80 -60 -A0 -20 0 20 (.0 u ) v

Fig.2 Electron current I to probe
versus probe voltafe Up for two
probe positions x=0,5 and 15 mm.
Uo plasma potential/ Ufi float-
ing potential. The anode is the
reference electrode.

typical for a Maxwell distribution of

the electrons. The characteristic of

the anodic plasma reveals, besides a

group of low energy electrons, another

one at high energies with the same

electron temperature kT of 4,2 eV as
e

in the main plasma. The plasma potent-
ials t! are derived from the inter-

o

section of the extrapolated saturation

and retardation currents. For the ano-

dic plasma this method has been ap-

plied to the low energy group. The

difference between the plasma potent-

ials for both plasmas is obvious.

Fig.3 shows U and floating po-

tential U_. versus distance x for two

electrode currents. In the case of

IE=. -3 mA the following plasma pot-

ential distribution is measured: In

the undisturbed main plasma (6 nun * x

- 15 mm) U decreases only slightly

towards the wall whereas in the anod-

ic plasma a double sheath with a pot-

ential step of 46,5 V is observed

culminating in a maximum and being

followed by a decrease. The spatial

extension of the double sheath is 4

mm. The Debye length of about 1mm at

x = 3,5 mm is of the same order of

magnitude, x = 3,5 mm is the distance

where the plasma density, not pre-

sented here, has a minimum. The de-

creasing part of the measured V die-

-60

Vmm
U o and float-.3 Plasma potential

ing potential tjf̂  versus probe
position x for two electrode
currents Ig. For Ufj discrete
data belong to probe character
istics, curves to additionally
recorded measurements.
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tribution can be interpreted as ambi-

polar field. The potential of the

electrode is negative with respect to

anode. A positive space charge sheath

of 10,7 v contacts it. Thus, neglect-

ing collisions negative ions from the

anodic plasma would be trapped where-

as those from the main plasma might

reach the electrode and be extracted.

agreement with T s derived from the

electron retardation current. But it

is questionable to get information on

the plasma potential from the float-

ing potential in plasmas with groups

of accelerated charge carriers e.g.

in front of electrodes or walls. This

is relevant for the high-impedance

probe method, too.

In the case of I = -10 mA U is

for all investigated x higher than the

plasma potential of the undisturbed

main plasma, on the axis e.g. higher

by 60 V. The anodic plasma is extended

to the characteristic radial dimension

of chtj main plasma and represents a

fc-.M/ere distortion. The electrode is

ci nLac ted by a positive space charge

v.-i.vith of 23 V.

Contact voltage (Uo-Ufi) versus
probe position x for two elec-
trode currents !„.

Comparing the UQ distributions

with those of Uf, not even a qualitat-

ive similarity can be found for both

anodic plasmas. This is demonstrated

in Fig.4, where the contact voltage

'U -!J,.| between the plasma and the

zero-current probe is shown. This is

nearly constant in the undisturbed

main plasma only. Here it yields an

electron temperature of 4,3 eV in good

Conclusion

Anodic plasmas with current den-

sities of 10,6 mA/cm contact the

electrode by .1 positive space charytj

sheath and the main pjasma by a doub-

le sheath. These typo;-; of sheath have

to be considered for die extraction

mechanism of negative ions or elec-

trons from the main and the anodic

plasma. The group of electrons, which

are accelerated in the double sheath

can be observed with probes. Floating

potential distributions in such plas-

mas are not representative for the

distribution of plasma potential.
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LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS OP NONEQUILIBRIUM

PROCESSES IN NEAR WALL COMBUSTION PLASMA

A.V.Mohov and A.P.Hefedov

Institute for High Temperatures, Academy of Sciences,

127412, Izorskaja 13/19, Moscow, USSR

1 - Introduction

Solutions of the problems emer-

ging, in a combustion plasma might

necessitate the knowing of component

distributions in boundary layers. As

a rule, two limiting model cases are

considered: equilibrium distribution

or the one with the assumption of

"freeze" chemical reactions. Frequ-

ently however characteristic times

for a diffusion and a convective

transfer are of the same order with

chemical reactions times which makes

both limiting cases unusable. For cor-

rect description of plasma components

behavior in boundary layers a system

of differential equations with many

unknown parameters has to be solve.

Besides the rate constants for che-

mical reactions nowdays are known

with little degree of accuracy or

unknown at all.

An aerosol solution of a sodium

salt was used as nn additive to the

central gas flow. The fluorescence

signal measurements were performed on

the line 589,0 nm (32P3/2-3
2S1/2)

with the exciting crossing

32S1 ,2 - 3 P-( /2« Tfce diaphragm before

laser beam focusing lens cut out the

"core" of gaussian intensity profile,

which permitted to obtain a high

degree of saturation, an indication

of the fluorescence signal indepen-

dence of laser power. The effects of

chemical reactions of excited states

of sodium atoms with H-0 and H™ [ij

are negligable because of a short

duration of laser pulse {£0,%nts).

The calibration was made by measur-

ing of sodium atoms concentration

by the "full absorption" method [2].

2. Experiment

The sodium atom distribution

along a critical line of streaming

of a cylindrical electrode was stu-

died for a laminar flow of a propane-

air- oxygen plasma generated in 5 cm

diam Mekker burner. Stainless steel

electrode was placed at a distance

of 3 cm from burner hold. The scan-

ning along the boundary layer wa3

performed 'oy moving of an electrode.

The electrode temperatures was mea-

sured by two chromelium-alumelium

termocouples. The optical arrange-

ment is shown in Pig.1.

A flash-lamp pumped dye laser

(PL 3000 "Lambda Physic") radiation

was focused by L1 lens (f/4,5)« The

volume excitation image was turned

by the double mirror system in a

direction parallel to inlet slit of

a jnonochromator (dispersion - 2,6
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run/rarê  v;1. t;i n width of thp slJ'. 0,1

mm and a height 2 run. Thus the ro-

solution ncronn tho boundary layer

of 0,1 m:n wao obtained. The sipnal

from 'i photomultiplicr panned to a

boxcar irio'v-rator and than n micro-

HO TAT OH

Fig.1. Optical arrangement.

A tungsten lamp (type SI10-300)

was used for calibration of the

laser induced fluorescence signal.

The radiation from it passed paral-

lel to the cylinder axis before en-

tering the inlet slit (width - 0,1mm,

height - 2 ram) of another monochro-

mator (dispersion -1,3 nm/mm). The

some element of the optical arrange-

ment was used to measure concentra-

ti.on profiles by "full absorption"

[2j and as well as a temperature by

line reversal method [3] at higher

sodium atom concentrations.

The estimation shown that the

refraction i^-^uence was not essen-

tial for aodir atom concentration

measure nts b laser induced fluo-

rescenc -netb' T because of a small

optical 'am j as in nonhomogeneous

medium, 'or concentration measure-

by "full ab.'iorp i. i on" jrK'lhod

the refraction bocoin̂ :-; .-v;r«7i ti».l f.t,

n distance lenn than 0,4 r«n from

cylinder surf nee. T)\o nrrorn of tem-

perature definitiori woro not m o m

t?ian 275, conc^ntrition - 10.̂ .

3- Resulta

Experimental conditionn wore

represented in tdble 1 . Tho lep.cnd

is Tf^ - the speed of n o w , T -

electrode temperature, T^and IÎ > -

temperature and concentration of so-

dium atoms for nonpr-rtrubed flo-.v,

A - measured by absorption method,

LIP - laser induced f' uor^^cr-nco

measurement.

Table 1

1:f:20

1:5:5

Z80

WO

XL
m

ZOSD

ISSO

ISO

/ ^
, --I
CM')

3v so

pit
It

S,O-lo

25-10

lcgef> dor

7'

4

+

©

ffl

$

4

AT

A

0
a
D

A

LTF

A

UF

A

It is evident that in all occa-

sions the concentration of atoms

does not decrease closer to the sur-

face, it even encreases in some

cases. For T«^ = 2050 °K and T =

=750 °K the relationship of the

equilibrium distribution and the

distribution on the assumption of

"freeze" chemical reactions are

shown in Pig.2. For higher sodium

concentrations and T^ = 2050 °K the

measured concentration distributions

corresponds the case "freeze" chemi-
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Pig.2. The temperature and the

concentration of sodium atoms as a

function of the electrode surface

distance; equilibrium distribu-

tion;— —• — "freeze" chemical dis-

tribution.

cal reaction. However at lower con-

centrations the distribution runs

considerably higher. At higher flow

temperatures measured distributions

run higher at low and at high Hoo ,

than in the case of "freeze" o mi-

cal reaction.

As was experimentally proved

the sodium atom concentration near

the "cold" wall can be higher than

the equilibrium one 'and the "freeze"

chemical reaction concentrations.

Loser induced fluorescence measure-

ments produced a higher space resolu-

tion (~O,1 mm) and allowed to carry'

out measurements at low atom . moen-

trations (-" 10 cm"^) for the case

when the effect of nonequilibrium

is more prononced.
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LASER FLUORESCENCE STUDIES OF PARTICLE BEHAVIOURS IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE PLASMAS

K. Muraoka, M. Maeda,t T. Okada, C. Honda,t K. Uchino, T. Kajiwara,
Y. Matsuda, Y. Itsmni, I. Kai, Y. Ueda and M. Akazaki
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tDepartmert of Electrical Engineering
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1 • Introduction

In order to understand various plasma

behaviours, temporal and spatial knowledge

of densities and velocity-distribution func-

tions of constituent particles is of utmost

importance. Though charged particles of

main body of plasmas are amenable to measure-

ments by electromagnetic radiations (inter-

ferotnetry rind scattering), minor components,

in neutral states in particular, are usually

difficult to be measured quantitatively.

Due to the importance of the latter measure-

ments in relation to plasma-surface inter-

actions in controlled fusion research or

glow-discharge characterizations, laser fluo-

rescence spectroscopy has received much at-

tention, and some of the technique have al-

ready yielded useful data in understanding

plasma behaviours.

It is the purpose of this paper to de-

scribe the systematic efforts, at Kyushu Uni-

versity, from necessary laser developments

to actual particle measurements.

2. Laser sources

The priciple of the lase /luorescence

spectroscopy is by now well-known. A ma-

jority of particles in plasmas are in ground

levels and therefore, tunable lasers to match

the energy differences between ground and ex-

cited levels are first of all necessary.

The most systematic way to cover wavelength

regions of the energy differences by tunable

sources is shown in Fig. I, where flashlamp

or excimer-laser pumped dye-lasers are first

tuned to necessary wavelengths and (a) direct-

ly used for alkali-metals, or (b) frequency-

doubled in crystals for most of metal elem-

flashlamp or
excimer-laser
pumpeddye laser

SHG in crystal

THG or FWSM

100 200 300 400 500 600
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 1 Systematic developments of tunable

sources for fluorescence spectroscopy.

SHG and THG stand for the second and

third harmonic generations, respec-

tively, and FWSM for the four-wave-

sum -mixing.

ments, or (c) frequency-tripled or mixed in

gaseous media for light elements like H, C

and 0. The density measurements using (a)

and (b) is now an established technique,

which will be described in Section 3. Herr,

two laser developments are described, namely

for density measurements using (c) and for

velocity-distribution function measrements

using (a) and (b).

2-1 Developments of tunable vuv sources

A tunable source to L (A=121.6 nm) was

obtained by the THG of tunable dye-laser out-

put (X=364.7 nm) in Kr/Ar mixture. The

obtained power level was of the saaie order

as in Ref (3). In order to cover wider wave-

length in vuv regions, to be used for detec-

tion of, say C and 0, the FWSM in metal va-

pour was sought using two dye-lasers, which

were pumped by the same e:;cimer-laser.
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c

| 4
o

l a

162.8nm

C (165.69 nm)

166.4 nm

1 .

580 590 600 610
A 2 (nm)

Fig. 2 Tuning of output from FWSM in Mg va-

pour to one of C transition lines.

A. was fixed at 459.6 nm for two-

photon-resonance to one of Mg transi-

tions, A was changed according to ab-

scissa, and P^ is the vuv output.

Figure 2 shows one of the results. The

peak power level so far was less than 0.1 W,

but optimization should yield more than 1 W,

which is sufficient for density measurements
15 —3of the order of 10 m , which could be

used for sputtering experiments as shown in

Section 3-2 and for Tokamaks, for measure-

ments of C and 0 atoms.

2-2 Fast-frequency-scan dye-laser

For measurements of velocity-distribu-

tion function during a single laser shot, a

fast-frequency-scan system of spectrally nar-

rowed dye-laser was constructed as shown in

Ref (4). The system was applied for meas-

urements of the velocity-distribution func-

tion of sputtered atoms by ion-beam bombard-

ex

ments, ' showing accurate reproduction of

the well-known Thompson formula, which was

modified to account for the finite observa-

tion volume. The system has now been up-

graded to secure shot-to-shot stability, and

also been tried to measure the Zeeman pattern

which will be used to measure local magnetic

field and/or current-density distributions

3. Particle measurements

In this section, particle measurements

using the laser fluorescence spectroscopy

are described, in each of the three regimes

(a), (b) and (c) as shown.in Section 2.

3-1 Measurements of local hydrogen density

using Balmer series

As discussed previously, measurements

of hydrogen density can well be performed

using the Balmer alpha transition in linear

machines. The system has now been upgraded

to use the Balmer beta to get better SN ratio,

and will also be applied to Tokamaks thereby

yielding useful data for the recycling stud-

ies. The fast-frequency-scan dye-laser will

then be used to measure the velocity-distri-

bution-function of hydrogen atoms, which is

necessary for understanding the recycling

processes.

3-2 Measurements of sputtered particles using

frequency-doubled dye-laser

Angular distributions of sputtered iron

atoms by Ar ion bombardment were measured

using a frequency-doubled dye-laser output

as shown in Fig. 3. Because analytical

Fig. 3 Angular distributions of sputtered

iron-atoms by Ar ion bombardment at

normal incidence. Circles indicate

cosine distributions, and error bars

show ranges of scatters of five dif-

ferent measurements.
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predictions of this kind of detailed struc-

ture is not possible at present, Monte—Carlo

simulation was recently developed as TRIM.

SP, which should be checked experimentally.

and the density was controlled by changing Z,

the distance from the observation volume to

the place of the discharge electrodes. The

density was first measured using the absorp-

The comparison is made in Fig. 4, which shows tion of the L radiation, and then by fluores-

cence. The laser line width was also accu-

rately measured. For the fluorescence meas-

urements, the optical system was calibrated

Q5J. by using the Rayleigh scattering from Ar gas.

The results are compared in Fig. 5, showing

the agreement to be within 150 7.. The sys-

-0.5,

-1.0

--»-- from absorption
-o- from fluorescence

0 3 A
Eo(keV)

Fig. 4 Deviations of angular distributions

from cosines. The solid line is from

Monte-Carlo simulation for Ne ions

impinging normally on Ni target.

a general agreement of tendency, showing the

usefulness of the simulation. Subsequently,

measurements of velocity-distribution func-

tion using the laser shown in Section 2-2 and

of detailed angular distributions at differ-

ent incident angles will be done to compare

with the simulation, thereby supplying use-

ful data for sputtering studies.

3-3 Neutral hydrogen-density measurements

using the Lyman alpha transition

The THG of tunable dye laser, tuned to

L , as described in Section 2-1, was used
a

for checking the capability of determining

the absolute number of hydrogen atoms. The

hydrogen atoms were produced by a discharge

in hydrogen gas at a pressure of a few Torr,

10 1000100
z (mm)

Fig. 5 Capability of density determination of

hydrogen atoms by laser fluorescence

at L The fluorescence data were

adjusted for absorption of radiation
1 R — ̂

above rL,=1x10 m

tem will be used to study hydrogen behaviours

near surfaces of high-temperature plasmas and

also for chemical reaction studies.
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EXCITED ATOMS POPULATION MEASUREMENT BY THE HOOK METHOD III PULSED

TEA DISCHARGE WITH NANOSECOND TIME RESOLUTION

A.A. Pastor, P.Yu. Serdobintsev, N.N. Shubin

Leningrad State University
198904 Leningrad, 1-st May Street -JOO, USSR

In this note we report the exci-

ted and ionised particles concentra-

tion measurements in TEA He:Xe:HCl

discharge- The concentrations of Ee

Xe , Xe + and Cl~ were determined by

hook method and by absorption method.

The pulsed dye laser, synchroni-

zed v/ith investigated discharge was

applied as an continuum light sour-

ce [1 ] . Pulsed dye laser radiation

passed through the investigated dis-

charge integrated in the two-beam

interferometric experimental equip-

ment. The population measurement xvas

carried out in the time interval

between 0-100 ns from the firing of

the discharge. The discharge cell

had a discharge length and cross
o

section of 500 mm and 20x5 mm res-

pectively. A 100 nF thyratron-swit-

ched capacitor charged at 20 kV was

used to excite discharges in pure

helium and in He:Xe:HCl mixture at

100-300 kPa. Figure 1 show the tempo-

ral changes in the population density

of the low-lying excited He levels in

pure helium discharge at 200 kPa.

The concentration growth on the

front of discharge is caused by the

direct electron excitation from the

ground electron state of He. The ra-

pid fall-off of populations, obser-

ved through 20 ns after the begin-

ning of discharge is caused by step

excitation and ionisation.

Figure 2 show the temporal chan-

ges in the population density of the

excited and ionised He and Xe levels

in He:Xe:HCl = 1000:7:5 discharge at

200 kPa.

\2w^
O 20 HO 60 80

Fig. 1

0 20 40
Fig. 2

The analysis of the time varia-

tions represented on figures 1 and 2

confirms the similarity of the elec-

tron excitation and ionisation kine-

tics in pure He and in Ife:Xe:HCl
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mixture.

The temporal variations of the

light amplification by the bound -

free XeCl transition were also in-

vestigated. An comparative analysis

of the time variations in the XeCl

light amplification and the Xe con-

centration confirms that the harpoon

reaction

Xe* + HOI = XeCl* + H

cannot be the main source of XeCl

molecules in the investigated dis-

charge.

The measurement of the Cl~ con-

centration by absorption of ultravi-

olet dye laser radiation at 34-0 -

3^5 nm gives the maximum value [Cl~j

about 10 c m . Hence the ion - ion

re c omb inati on

Xe + + Cl" + He = XeCl* + He

is most responsible for the formati-

on of the XeCl molecules, since the

estimated flow of the ion - ion re-

combination on order of magnitude

exceed the flow of the harpoon reac-

tion.
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RF DIAGNOSTIC FOR ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENT. APPLICATION TO AN e-BEAM CREATED PLASMA

A.M. Pointu, P. Zeller

Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas00
(^Associated with the CNRS

University de Paris-Sud, Orsay, France

Every electron density diagnostic exhi-

bits advantages and disadvantages whose

balance determines experimental choice. When

external device is required, electron densi-

ty of out-of-equilibrium plasmasis often

deduced from microwave or optical range AC

conductivity measurement, using either pro-

pagative or stationary electromagnetic wave.

Wave frequency, f = m/2ir, has then to be

higher than plasma frequency, <D /2-n, the

stronger such an inequality, the lower the

sensitivity of corresponding measurements.

Thus, for a fixed electron density, only

limited ranqe of frequencies can be used,

making difficult measuring 10 to 10 cm

densities which need millimetric waves devi-

ces. Opposite choice is to operate at sub-

critical frequencies (u> << u ), using skin

depth device which probes plasma over thick-

ness C/D , independant of u. Such a choice

can be also convenient for lower densities

when geometrical conditions make difficult

perturbated resonant cavity or interferome-

tric method.

Principle of diagnostic

Following ref. [l], diagnostic under stu-

dy uses a RF excited coil surrounding the

plasma, and whose inductance variation due

to plasma is measured. For simplicity, it is

assumed that curvature effect of magnetic

field at coil ends is negligible, that is

the more true in the plasma the greater coil

radius as compared to plasma radius. Is is

then possible to solve wave equation neglec-

ting axial laplacian term, then leading to

Bessel-type equation

d2B 1 dB

2 2s = 0 (1)

B denotes magnetic induction induced by the

coil and v the electron-neutral collision

frequency. Solving (1) with appropriate

boundary conditions and density profile n (r)

gives AL/L versus n for different v/u

values (fig. 1).

Test of the method

Experimental test of the previous prin-

ciple is performed, using low pressure Hg

discharge whose electronic density is simul-

taneously measured with electrostatic probe.

Discharge is contained in a quartz tube,2cm

inside diameter, lmm thickness. A 4 turns

coil,5cm diameter, surrounding the tube is

mounted in parallel with a capacity, cons-

tituting resonant circuit of a field-effect

transistor oscillator. Due to leak capaci-

ties, resonant vacuum frequency, f , is

around 15 MHz for a coil inductance of about

700nH. When discharge is switched on, oscil-

lator frequency shifts to a new value

f = f + Af and the relative variation

Af/f0 gives directly the ratio fiL/2L. As a

matter of fact, increasing discharge current

from zero, one first observes a steep de-

crease in f, followed by a slow positive

variation. If we neglect first part of

variation, taking extrapolation of second

part to zero current as effective vacuum

reference, f^, corresponding calculated

values of n are in good agreement with
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values measured with electrostatic probes

(cf. experimental points of fig. 1). The

steep decrease observed for starting dis-

charge seems to be due to a stray capaci-

tance which is not yet understood.

Application to a e-beam created plasma

A hollow anode discharge, in abnormal
2

glow regime, gives some 10 to 100 mA/cm

e-beams of some keV. It is similar to elec-

tron guns of Rocca et al. [2] and uses oxyde

coated Al cold cathode. Beam impiges on a

0.1 to 1 torr gas target (the same that dis-

charge gas) and creates a field-free plasma

whose characteristics are waited to be dif-

ferent from usual electric discharge plasma.

Applying the above described method allows

to give some preliminary n measurements on

such plasmas in the case of 0 2 . Fig. (2)

shows n variations versus axial distance

from anode for several beam and pressure

parameters.
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Fig. 1 - Calculated curves of relative in-

ductance variation versus mean electron den

sity, for several values of parameter v/i*.

Working conditions : plasma radius = 1 cm ;

coil radius = 2.5 cm ; U / 2 T = 15 MHz ; plas

ma profile J Bessel function. Experimen-

tal points are from mercury discharge.

»,|Cm-J>

Fig. 2 - Mean electron density variation

versus ax^al distance from anode for several

values of voltage and current of beam supply.

Cathode area = 5.7 cm ; internal tube dia-

mater = 3 cm. Target is 0^ at .2 torr. -•
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MICROWAVE DIAGNOSTICS OP LOW-TEMPERATURE

PLASMA IN THE PRESENCE OP SMALL-SCALE

IUHOMOGENEITIES

V.M. Polyakov, V.H. Kolear.ikov

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.

103907, Moscow, USSR

There arises the problem in

diagnostics of plasma, which conta-

ins fine dispergent fraction, when

investigating the burning processes,

films covering by means of plasma

sources as well as in plasmachemis-

try. The diagnostic of such type of

plasma via its microwave radiation

v/as discussed in Qf] . It was suppo-

sed here the a number of collisions

between electrons and heavy partic-

les is great. But the new phenomena

are observed due to a possibility

for plasma waves to be transformed

into electromagnetic radiation by

means of small-acale inhomogeneiti-

es caused by the presence of solid

particles when small number of col-

lisions take place.

The expression for the coeffi-

cient of transformation for the par-

ticles and thus the inhomogeneitiee

that are much smaller than a wave-

length is as follows

n - — —= 5—- in i*

light, (f£)* is the averoged on sca-

ttering volume the dielectric

/ 1 /

where Jw> is the energy for plasma

wave, ,5 is the energy flux for

scattered electromagnetic radiation,

I is a linear dimension of scatte-

ring region, 6)0 iB the electron plas

ma frequency, C is a velocity of

permittivity inhomogeneity, ff ie

a thermal velocity of electrons.

In contrast to a transforma-

tion at the plane boundaries there

ia no the direction in a transfor-

mation caused by the paticles. Thus

for plasma with low concentration

of particles the trend in a trans-

formation may indicate its concent-

ration. As well the presence of

transformation may essencially chan-

ge the spectrum of plasma microwave

radiation mostly in the plasma freq-

uency range that may be indicated as

the electron temperature increase.

But if the considerable range of

spectrum is known the transformati-

on may be classified on a selectivi-

ty degree of radiation maximum.

The experimental investigati-

on of the transformation phenomenon

in the presence of small-scale in-

homogeneities were conducted with

an aid of plant shown in Pig.1.

The plant consists of the

quartz ballon 1 in which the dis-

charge plasma generates, the system

which makes dusty with solid partic-

les 3 and the complex for diagnos-

tics 2 that consists of double probe
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Bchem S and 6, the microwave probe

9» the apparatus for active micro-

wave pl;i:;r.- censing 7 find 8 and the

meauurir;.-; microwave radiation recei-

ver 4. The plant made it possible

to generate plasnm in the air and

argon for the pressure range from

1 to 10 torr and the discharge car-

rent up to 1.5 a. The system of

dusty maker provided the plant with

particles of 100 to 120 micron in

diameter with a concentration in

plasma up to lO^cm"^. The measuring

microwave complex covered the range

of frequencies from 0.5 to 10 GHz.

The measuring probes where intro-

duced into plasma with anaid of eil-

phone thet enabled the electron tem-

perature and concentration measu-

ring on the radius of dischadg tube.

The integral values of electron tem-

perature and concentratioii measured

with passive microwave method were

of about Te =5 10
4K and /^ =1011cra"5

respectively. There was observed

the increase of emission from plas-

ma of about ten times for the dif-

ferent discharge regime near averag-

ed plasma frequencies when the l^O*

particles were introduced into plas-

ma. This corresponds to the results

of theoretical predictions obtained

according to f\J'. The data of one

of series of experiments are given

in Pig.2. Curve 1 and 2 correspond

to emission in the presence of par-

ticles and without them correspon-

dingly. It is seen in Figure that

besides intensity of radiation in-

crease the displacement is observed

of the region where maximum of radi-

tion takes place. This displacement

is caused probably by the decrease

of inter.r.il electron concentration

due to the injection of particleo

into plaoma. The direct concentra-

tion measurements confirm tliio phe-

nomenon qualitatively as well quan-

titatively. The presence of some

maxima is caused by the resonances

that occure in plasma put in a limi-

ted volume. That waa confirmed in

the experiments conducted with the

tubes of different diametero. The

change in the electron concentrati-

on when injecting the AlpO, partic-

les may be explained by the sticking

oi electrons to theoe particles. In

this case the plasma frequency must

have a 3imple relationship with a

charge of the particles of solid

fraction. The direct measurements

of the particles charge have confir-

med this suggestion. The displace-

ment of radiation maxiir.um increases

with an increase of a discharge cu-

rrent. A3 well the emitted microwa-

ve radiation increases that may be

explained by the increase of the de-

gree of plasma homogeneity on the

cross-section of tube. The experi-

ments conducted with the Si 0~ par-

ticles have revealed in general ob-

served withe the AlgO, particles.

All the experiments were conducted

for a low temperature of particles

when the electron emission from

their surface is negligible. For

the greater temperature the charac-

ter of electrodynamio processes may

be changed. Thus in the presence of

the transformation process the most

informative region for the diagnos-

tics of a dusty plasma by means of

microwave emission 3 is becoming

distorted and thus can not be used
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for determining the electron tempe-

rature and frequency of collision

with, heavy particles. On the other

hand it is known [/t-J that the incre-

ase of the concentration of partic-

les and relation of their diameter

to a wavelength of electromagnetic

radiation brings to the influence

of the spectrum of thermal radiati-

on of particles on the spectrum of

the radiation of system "plasma-

particlea". Under these conditions

the frequency range in which such

parameters as the temperature and

collision frequency may be determi-

ned io becoming much narrower. This

range is limited with a semitrans-

parent zone which adjoins plasma

frequency from the range of high

frequenci.es. In this zone the me-

thods of diagnostics described in

['1»3»it] may be used. On the other

hand as seen in presented above

description the presence of the

processes of transformation reve-

als some additionale posibilities

for the dusty plasma diagnostics.

If one uses the particles thet weak-

ly Influence the electron concent-

ration then their injection into

plasma may enable to determine more

precisly the electron concentration

so as the width of maximum in the

the range of plasma frequency de-

creases when a transformation takes

place and at the same time the in-

tensity of microwave radiation in-

creeses. In the other hand if one

applies in plasma technology the

particles which dispace the plasma

frequency in a strong way this dis-

placement may be applied for the

control of technological processes.

It is naturally that the geometric

features of plasma experiment cause

the specific peculiarities in the pro-

cesses of emission and transformation.

But these features may be taken into

account by conducting corresponding

calibrating measurements.
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ROTATIONAL UvVKL^ COMPETITION KFFECT

IK TLASLIA DIAGNOSTICS
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Wroclaw,Poland

A method for plasma electron

density ineasurementa if? described.

The method uses the cur;ip<-1 i t i on

effect between rotational levels

of the rotation-vibration band of

COp at 10.6 Mm.The investigated

plasma,placed in the resonator cavi-

ty, changes the laser frequency and

the resulting pov.er changes of the

competing lines are detected by a

differential piezoelectric detector.

The operating frequency is stabili-

zed to the equal intensity point by

the used of antenna effect stabiliza-

tion [1] .Measurement of the electron

density in the helium plasma is made.

Experimental arrangement

The water cooled COg laser with

a plasma cell inside the cavity and

an optical set-up,shown schematica-

lly on Fig.1,were used for determini-

ng the electron density in low-tempe-

rature plasma.

The laser radiation was coupled out

of the cavity by a 90$ reflecting Ge

output coupler C mounted on piezo-

electric transducer J'.'T.A plane

diffraction gratin;; wa:; u.--ed to sepa-

rate two competing line;; v ^ ^ .The

changes of laser linen intensity due

to plasma were datected by piezoele-

ctric differential detector I).Fig.2

shows output voltage from the diffe-

rential detector when the laser fre-

quency ran tuned in the range of

50MHz.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

As it can be seen,the jomp2tition

occures ov.r a frequency interval

4 ^ = 3 .5 MHz.

Fig.3 shown the scaling curve obtai-

ned when the changes of the cavity

length were due to piezoelectric

transducer PZT.The operation point

of the lassr was stabilized in the

competition region.The equal inten-
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sity point Q -Pig.2 was chosen for

laser operation since ail expect

effects,such as the intensity depen-

dent gain and index of refraction,

are equal for both ti-ansitions ,and

additionally this provides the lar-

gest range of plasma density measu-

rement.The antenna effect technique

was used to stabilize the laser

operating frequency [2].Subsidiary

misalignment of the laser of about

190 kHz was sufficient to obtain

good operation of the frequency-

control system.

A measurement of the electron densi-

ty in the plasma cell in the presen-

ted above setup was made.The plasma

cell filled with helium at the total

pressure of 665 Pa was used.The pla-

sma was excited by an h.v. modulator.

The frequency of modulation was 17Hz

and the peak of current discharge

was about 120 mA.The electron density

in the investigated plasma was found

to be 2.7=0.3 10 1 8 m"3.

order lower that obtained by hetero-

dyne methods [4] .
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Conclusions

The technice presented above is

useful for measurements of plasma

density in a wide range from 10 • to
?1 -"?

about 10 m .The sensitivity achie-

ved in the presented setup is better

then those obtained by using inter-

ferometers [3] and it is about one
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PRELIMINARY 1C.6 ;m LASER INTERFEROMETRY INVESTIGATION:: Of THE AIR BREAKDOWN

PLASMA INDUCED IN FRONT OF A SOLID TARGET UNDER Till: ACTION 01" POWERFUL

TEA-CO2 LASER RADIATION

Mihaela Stoica, Doina Craciun, D. Apostol, Ileana Apostol, Al. llening,

I.N. MihSilescu, Viorica Stfincalie

Central Institute of Physics Bucharest, Romania

It is generally admitted that

the induction of an low-threshold op-

tical breakdown plasma in an ambient

gas in front of a solid surface pro-

ceeds by the vaporization of a cer-

tain amount of material which sup-

plies the initial centers from which

the ionization process further deve-

lops in an avalanche. However,

though many theoretical descriptions

and a large number of qualitative a

and indirect experimental studies

were devoted to the subject, there is

little quantitative information (and

especially electron density determi-

nations) on the early and late stages

o. this process (which would allow,

for example, to distinguish between

the pecularities of its evolution in

different situations (i.e. in front

of metallic and nonmetallic targets

respectively, for different pres-

sures of the ambient gas and for

different ambient gases, etc.).

A similar situation is to be

found in the case of the energy

coupling of the incident laser ra-

diation with the irradiated sample,

when a low-threshold optical break-

down plasma develops at its surface.

The significant experimentally - e-

videnced increase of the energy

fraction transferred to the target,

was attributed to (i) the absorption

of the short-wavelength radiation e-

mitted by the plasma; (ii) the ther-

mal plasma - target coupling; (iii)

the periodical structures occurring

on the sample surface of the melted

material within the irradiation spot.

In order to assess the role and con-

tributicn of each of these mechanisms

(or, possibly, of some others too),

quantitative information on the plas-

ma parameters is needed not only for

the moment when the plasma is very

hot and dense, but also during its

early and late evolution stages.

However, in all of these situa-

tions , as well as in many other cases

of interest (first of all, the diag-

nostic of the plasmas obtained in the

new magnetic confinement facilities),

the recording of electron densities

of (1014-1017) cm"3 is required.

The use of light sources in vi-

sible or near IR spectral ranges for

interferometer illumination is no

more possible in such cases and onl^

the use of light source in medium or

far IR appears to be appropriate.

We therefore developed a set-up

for pulsed COj laser interferometry

[1] v'.th which we already performed

some preliminary determinations in

the case of early evolution stages of

an air breakdown plasma in front of a

solid target..

We shall also specify here that

the 10.6 nia interferometry is much

more simple and convenient in appli-

cations as in this case one can infer

the electron density directly from

the refractivity variation curve (the
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neutrals underlying only —1/200 of

the recorded fringe shifts).

I. Experimental

M

TEA-C02LASER

M2

FILTER 10,6>JIT,
REGISTRATION!
RECORDING
CAMERA

Fig. 1

The experimental set-up we have

used in described schematically in

Fig. 1.

The TEA-C02 laser source (\ •

10.6 nm) ensuring a sensitivity more

than order of magnitude larger than

in visible range was emitting % 8 J/

K 2 |js or ^ 1 J/« 200 ns, had a cohe-

rence length of B 50 cm and good form

of the wavefronts and rather high

spatial coherence (the fringes kept

straight and contrasting when the two

interfering beams were shifted rela-

tively by to 15 mm, i.e. half of

their diameter).

The beam-splitter was of ZnSe

while both the two spherical mirrors

(of • 6 00 mm focal length) and the

flat mirrors were Cr-Au coated on

glass supports.

The recordings were performed on

common photographic film, whose sen-

sitivity was raised by the action of

10.6 ym light (i.e. the interference

pattern) and then subjected to a vi-

sible pulse light of " 1 as delayed

for • 1 ws (as against the pulsed C02

laser light).

II. Analysis

Plasma is considered optically

thin and having a cylindrical symme-

try, i.e. its refractive index, n, is

only depending on a radial coordinate

r.

If we consider then the laser

beams for plasma ignition and inves-

tigation propagating along the z and

x-axes respectively, the local dis-

placement of the interference pattern

expressed in the number of fringes in

then to be obtained from

We shall further denote by

= n(r)-uo the plasma refractivi-

ty, where >i(r), nQ are the values of

the refractive index in the given

point (inside the plasma) and out-

side the plasma (i.e. in the undis-

turbed zone). In eq. (1) R stands for

the maximum plasma radius (in a xy

section), i.e. n(R) = 0.

We determined Af(y) values di-

rectly from the interference pattern

as representing the fringes shift as

against their reference (undisturbed)

position. We then divided the inter-

val between the plasma center and its

border into 50 equal spaces for which

the refractivity was interpolated li-

nearly. Finally, we got a complete

system of equations for which the ma-

trix of coefficients was formed by

the refractivity values at the points

considered, and which we solved by

classical methods.
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IV. Results

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b

In Fig. 2 we give two typical

10.6 \xm interference pattern for an

early stage in the evolution of a

low-threshold optical breakdown

plasma induced in ambient air in

front of a graphite sample under the

action of a =• 200 ns TEA-CO2 laser

pulse. The investigation beam was

optically delayed for • 110 ns.

Fringe displacements surround-

ing the plasma initiation zone are

clearly visible. In Fig. 3 we show

the electron density distribution

inside the plasma inferred according

to the afore-introduced procedure,

proceeding from the interference

pattern given in fig. 2b.

0,2 0,3
r |mm)

Fig. 3

The corresponding electron den-

sity values in the plasma were found

to be in very good agreement with de-

terminations performed at later times

in similar conditions with the aid of

a Mach-Zender interferometer illumi-

nated with a ruby laser [3].

Further investigations (first of

all electron density determinations)

of both the initial and late evolu-

tion stages of the breakdown plasmas

in air in front of different solid

materials are now in progress as part

of an effort aimed at the better un-

derstanding of the physical evolution

of such plasmas (ioe. their ignition

and heating, the energy coupling with

the incident laser radiation and with

the sample, etc.).
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THE DETERMINATION OP ELECTRON DENSITY

IN PLASMA FROM TEE NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE

P.Tardbek
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The employment of neutral gas temperatures in discharge for plasma

diagnostics was possible, when new relativ exact methods of neutral gas

temperature measuring were developed and good theoretical models of po-

sitive column were formed [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8].

In this paper a theory describing the radial dependence of the neu-

tral gas temperature and the electron density in the cylindrical positive

column Is presented. Prom this theory is possible an electron density

calculated.

The starting-point of the theory are J_10J:

the equation for ambipolar difussion:

4F fe [* fe (V*e)] +Z.n 9-
the equation for thermal conduction in neutral gas:

ih
the equation for energetic bilantion of electrons:

ne

and the equation for discharge current:

I = 2TT /r.e.n^.j^.E.dr (4)
CT

where r-distence from the axis of discharge tube, n - electron density,

D _ koeficient for ambipolar difussion, Z - frequency of ionisation for

electrons, o - koeficient of space recombination, T - neutral gas tempe-

rature, U - energy of electrons, ̂ - koeficient for thermal conduction

in neutral gas, >) - frequency for elastic collisions for electrons with

atoms, e - charge of electron, E - intensity of longitudinal electrical

field, fi^ - mobility of electrons, U - the first excitations potential
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l̂) - frequency for electron collisions of atom's excitation, I - dia-

charge current, j =2m/M,where ra - mass of electron, M - mass of atom,

R - radius of discharge tube.

The electron distribution function was calculated from scalar kine-

tic Boltzmann's equation [9]. The neutral gas temperature were measured

with small thermistors (with diameter less than 5.10~V) isolated with

AlpO,. A systematic error of temperature measuring was calculated in[iO].

The formule for electron density calculation derived from the theore-

tical model is:

ne(0)
3m'veo'ffmo

*v«-v (5)

where v - velocity of electrons with energy equals the first excitations

potential, 6" - cross section for elastic collisions of electrons with

atoms for electron energy equals the first excitation s potential, k - Bol-

tzmann's Iconstante, p - pressure of gas, n (0) - density of electrons in

axis, T (O)-teraperature of neutral gas in axis, £ =2,73 TTT.,(O) • The func-
8 - - °

tions and Yi are tabelated in[io].
The theory was verified for argon and neon positive column of the va-

rious discharge currents in the range of 2 to 22 A/m. The pressure varied

from 0,9 to 15 Pa.m. The theoretically calculated values of electro's den-

sity were compared with experimentally measured densities obtained from

electrostatic probes. The results are in the fig.1 and 2.

ne(O).1O"
18

5 [Pa .m] 10
Fig.1. Fig.2.

- 5

00 p.R

Pressure dependence of electrons density in ths tube axis in argon rasp.

neon positive column. The curves are theoretically calculated,the points

are experimental values. The parameter is I/R.
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SUBMILLIMETER QUASI-OPIICAL HOMODYKE MULTIPASS

INTERFEROMETER FOR LOW ELECTRON DENSITY PLASMA

DIAGNOSTICS

E.A.Tishchenko and A.V.Golubev
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Sciences, 117973, GSP-1, Moscow, USSR

Submillimetei' interferometers

are widely used for plasma electron

density measurements [.1 ] . Shorten-

ing of the probing radiation wave-

length reduces the refraction and,

on the other hand, improves space re-

solution which is important for in -

vestigations of the low temperature

plasma with a diameter of about 1 cm

and electron density ranging from

10 to 10 'cm -% While probing ra-

diation wavelength J\. shortens the

registered phase shift decreases pro-

portionally to J\, and the interfero-

meter phase drift, caused by fluctu-

ations of the atmospheric conditions

(temperature and humidity).increases

in inverse proportion to ^ . So it

is necessary to provide phase stabi-

lity of the submillimeter interfero-

meter.

In paper [2] the authors des-

cribe the quasi-optical homodyne

backward wave tube (B\VT) \ 3 ] inter-

ferometer with a saw-tooth radiation

frequency modulation in which phase

stability is improved by means of

the automatic BWT frequency control

system with a reference interferome-

ter identical to a measuring one us-

ed as a phase discriminator. Such a

system reduces the product of the mi-

nimum measurable electron density

iijj^ and plasma diameter D to the

value:

11 —2

'v10 cm at the 0.5 mm wa-

velength.

1. In the present paper the me-

thod is proposed for increasing the

homodyne interferometer sensitivity

by more than one order of magnitude.

For this purpose the registered phase

shift is enhanced with a multipass

unit like Fabry-Perot interferometer

placed in the measuring channel of

the two-path MachZehnder homodyne in-

terferometer.

The scheme of the multipass ho-

modyne interferometer is presented in

Fig.1.

ZOOKHJ -^—--Y^

Fig. 1

The saw-tooth frequency modulat-

ed BWP radiation is formed in a pa -

rallel beam by the lens L1 and direc-

ted into the asymmetrical Mach-Zehn-

der interferometer consisted of pola-

rizers P2 and P3 (one dimensional

grids with a period of 60 /Mm) and

mirrors M1 and M2. The polarizer P1

provides the horizontally polarized
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radiation, and P2 and P3 are orient-

ed at the angles of +45° and -45°

to the vertical. The orthogonally

polarized waves having poised thro-

ugh tlie channels of the interferome-

ter are mixed by means of P4 and

focused by the lens L4 onto the

cooled (4R) InSb detector [4] . The

multipass unit consists of two plane

reflectors G1 and G2 (two-dimension-

al grids with a period of 100 /vm)

and spherical phase correctors, po-

lyethylene lenses 12 and 13 (of 54

mm in diameter and 140 am focal

length). Such a unit is equivalent

to a confocal open resonator. The

plasma axis is in the focal plane of

the lenses. The necessary harmonic

of the beat signal is filtered by

the selective amplifier, and its pha-

se shift,with respect to a modula-

tion signal is registered by the

phase-voltage converter (T53 •

2. Let as consider the opera-

tion of the multipass homodyne in-

terferometer. A radiation field at

the input of the two-path interfe -

rometer is assumed to be in the form

of E=E0(t)exp { i '/ (t)} where EQ(t)
is the envelope curve and f(t), the

instantaneous phase connected with

the radiation frequency by the exp-

ression .9?(t)=J> UJ (t)dt. Z, is

considered to be the time required

for the quasi-optical beam to pass

from P2 to G1, t is the time of one

passage between G1 and G2, f* is

the time of one passage between G2

and P3, and t , is the time required

for the beam to pass through the re-

ference channel P2-M2-P3. The comp-

lex reflectance and transmission of

mirrors G1 and G2 are assigned in

the form /?j = //?j / £•*/"{<•' 0/ f and

Tj ITjl\-A/){i&jj where j =1,2.
A plasma modulating function is res-

presented as f= /f/expj'< V),So the

measuring channel field near P3 is

where E^Q is the envelope of modulat

ed radiation field after the reflec-

tion from P2, and

is the total phase shift of the beam

performing 2m-1 reflections in a

multipass unit. The reference chan-

nel field near the polarizer P3 is

written in the form of Ec,r.(t)exp J
6 -v (t)/- where the phase shift is

V/hen the polarizer P4 is orient-

ed at the angles of +45° to the po -

larizntion vectors of the fields E,,

and Eg the beat signal at the output

of the square-law detector is propor-

tional to

Let BCT radiation frequency cud)

change by the saw-tooth law with the

period T^9.T/n> i.e. CO (t)= C0,+

+/iu'. t/T when (k - 1)T-it^kT,

where k=1,2... . Neglecting the para-

site amplitude modulation and the

saw-tooth backward path duration the

influence of which on the homodyne

conversion is considered in the re-

port 6 we can select, from the ex-

pressions (1)-(3) the alternating

terms of fixe beat signal (4). These

terms are the result of the interfe-

rence of the multipass unit beams be-

tween themselves and with the refe -

rence beam. Thus we have
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"M rl<i"

n>M,* t,

(6).

(?)

9i'9- '(m-jJfPi *<i>,y(?m-0

(S)
The time-dependent terms of be

at signals are periodic functions
the period T=2<^/il. Each of them
can be expanded in the Fourier seri-
es of the modulation frequency har-
monics in the form:

i'4'V • - >

(9)
where i=1,2.

Expressions (5) and (9) reveal
the main features of the homodyne
conversion in the multipass inter-
ferometer. When BVJT frequency devi-
ations A<<0 and the parameters of
the two-path and multipass interfe-
rometer are chosen so that AU)T =2 ft
and A Q =0 no phase distortions
occur. In this case the beat signal
(5) is the sum, according to the
expression (9), of even and odd mo-
dulation frequency harmonics each
having the measured phase lf with
the factor n . Even harmonics aris-
ed from the multipass unit beams
interference are considerably smal-

ler in amplitude than the odd ones
resulted from the interference of
these beams and the reference one.
That is why odd harmonica are pre -
ferable for measurements. Increas -
ing the number of the operational
harmonic n=2m-1 one can increase the
pha3e drift determined by the path
difference A? +(2m-1) 1 which in
turn depends on the intermediate con-
version frequency. To obtain phase
stability of the multipass interfero-
meter similar to that of the one-
pass interferometer their path dif-
ferences should be equal. If this is
the case the f i rs t harmonic has the

saaured phase y with the factor
2m-1, i .e . the m-th beam phase is
translated onto the f i rs t modulation
frequency harmonic. Thus the sensiti-
vity of the multipass interferometer
is 2m-1 times higher than that of
the one-pass one.

3. The effective number of the
multipass unit beams is determined
by dielectric and diffraction losses
in i t s mirrors. In the model discus-
sed this number is of the order of
ten at the wavelength of 0.5 mm. The
major part of the probing radiation
losses within the multipass unit are
due to absorption and refraction in
the walls of the quartz tube where
plasma is initiated.
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Abstract.

The temperature measuring system

Cor tho n.-toif.cd and ioni/.f"<l (fiscs

basing on the method of two spectral

linos relative radiation intensity

is presented. The atom finoi'17 analy-

sis ma do possible tin; f onnu.l alion of

tho cr: 1.a tlonship describing gas mo—

tlii.im tempera tnre as the function of

exiled atoia onnrgy .levels, constants

of atom structure and measured ra-

diation intensities of chosen spectral

lines, i'he measuring; system constru-

cted to realize; measurement by use

of tlie above mentioned relationship

is described. The system contains

optical and oJ ec tron i.o part, which

separate from the oxcj ted atom or

i.on omission spectrum /the thermome-

ter element/ two chosen spectral li-

nes ar.d convert thoir radiation in-

tensities 01; electric signals being

tho measure of tempera turn.

1 . Introdur: tion

The temperature measurement of

Cases in high energy levels /above

2000 K/ bolongs to the most diffi-

cult problems of experimental phy-

sics duo to nonlinear changes in ma-

ny of gas , ropcrtios in function of

temperutuij. This paper presents the

Gathered results of research work

conducted by the autors during some

years in tho domain of excited gas

and plasma temperature measurements.

Tho invostif^itod gaseous media wore

in thermodynamirs equilibrium and we-

re satisfying tho conditions of lo-

cal thorinoU/namio equilibrium model

/I.T:-:/.

Presented temperature measurement

method is basing on invnsli f̂ ation °f

two spectral lines relative intensi-

ties. To tho advantages of the des-

cribed method belong:

— distant, con tactless reading of

tho measured value,

— tho measurement accuracy indepen-

dence on the density of tho inves-

tigated radiating element,

— the possibility of high frequency

temperature pulsation measurements

in tlie investigated medium.

The basic condition to be satis-

fied for tho proper application of

the discused method is the low per-

centage of the emitted radiation ab-

sorbtion in the medium investigated.

This means that the investigated me-

dium should be optically thin i.o

its geometric thickness should be

small or the medium should have

small absorbing1 capacity.

2. Theoretical bases of the measure-

ment method

The excited gas /plasma/ tempera-

ture determination in this method is

basing on temperature dependence of

the particular wave length /energy/

radiation intensity which is emitted
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by excited atoms or ions.

The measurement realization accor-

ding to this method is connected

with some important tasks to be done

initially and to which belong:

- the choice of the thermometer ele-

ment which ought to be the infor-

mation carrier about the investi-

gated medium energy state,

- the choice of two spectral lines

with the corresponding two excited

levels for example "i" and "1" ha-

ving the common lower level for

example "k" and for which the

energy difference /Eilc -
 E i k /

 i a

of sufficiently great value.

Assuming that the medium investi-

gated satisfy the conditions of the

L.TE model we can further assume that

the chosen exoited levels population

is conform with the Maxwell-Boltz-

mann distribution /MB/. The radia-

tion intensities of the two chosen

lines of the same thermometer ele-

ment can be described as follows

q, -

ik" ik"k q.
k

E.

kT"

Elk

h vik /I/

Xlk= T~ Ik k q.

where

A ,A-. - the probabilities of
llC -Ltd

spontaneous atom transi-

tions from the excited

states "i" and "1" to

lower state "k",

N k - the atom /ion/ density

in the lower state "k",
Q-! »<li ><li,- *he statistical weightx x tc

factors of the exoited

states and of the lower

state respectively,

E, ,E... - the excitod atom or ion

energy level for "i" axid

"1" respectively,

k - Boltzmann constant,

h - Planck constant,

v-i »Vi, - the radiated energy quan-
3-tC 4.K

turn frequency during the

transitions from the ex-

cited states "i" and "1"

to the lower state "k",

T - the gas medium temperature.

Combining the equations / 1 / and

/ 2 / one can obtain the following re-

lationship determining the investi-

gated medium temperature

- Elk

T =
k

AikVikqi
73/

_ in

Taking into accunt that several

coefficients in the relationship /3/

depend only on thermometer element

choice and are constant during the

time of measurement, the measured

temperature can be determined as

follows

T =

C2 -

where

V

C2= In

The relationship /k/ form the base

for technological realization of

measuring system.

3. The measuring system description

Tho system for temperature measu-

rement of the excited and ionized

gas which was constructed by the

authors contains two main components:

the optic one and tho electronic one.
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Tho block diagram of this system is

shown on flg. 1

1

3

A

*̂1
C?

6 -

— •

7 -

I1'
Q •>
D " 9

h
Fig. 1 Mock diagram of the measu-

ring dovice
1 — medium investigated
2- objective-, 3 - separating
system, 4,5 — monoohromator
systems, 6,7 - radiation de-
tectors, 8 - electronic sys-
tem, 9 — visualization and
recording of measurements.

The optic system, using the objecti-

ve /Z/, concentrates the radiation

flux emitted by tho investigated ga-

seous medium /1/. In tho separating

system this luminous flux /3/ is

uniformly separated for two separa-

ted optical elements /k/ and /5/ in

which the chosen spectral radiation

linos are isolated. Tho radiation

intensities I and 1_ of these linos

are determined by the use o£ radia-

tion detectors /6/ and /?/, which

convert tho Luminous flux to elec-

tric signals. In the electronic sys-

tem /8/ tho electric signals corres-

ponding the two radiation intensi-

ties ,
and lo together with con-

stants C.. and C are converted to

tho form directly determining tho

measured temperature. The opti il

and electric par.> ncters of tho devi-

ce enablo to measure tho ins tanta—

nous and mean values of temperature

in tho chosen zone of gas racdUim in-

vestigated.

The constructed measuring system

was tested during tho temperature

measurement of ionized gas in MUD

generator and in plasmotron. Tho ap-

plied thermometer elomenta wore Na

and Cu. The measurement accuracy re-

sulting from the assumed moasuremont

method should bo 1-2 °'o but the real

measurement accuracy can be estima-

ted as 5—7 °». The atom constants of

the chosen spectral lines necessary

to calculate C1 and C 2 are given in

table 1

The atom constants

Element

iixcited
levels

Wave
length

[nmj

^k

Aik'Alk

linos

"i"

588,9

k

2

0.63-

2. 104

for Na

Na

II 1 It

589.6

2

2

0.63-

10~8

2.102

Table 1

of tho chosen

and Cu

Ct

"I"

32^.76

k

2

2.351-

to"8

3.8178

1

« j tt

327.39

2

2

2.375-

10-8

3.7870

h. References

[i] Douman3 P.W.J.M.: Theory of Spec-
trochemical Excitation. Hilger
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[2] Griem H.R.: Plasma Spectroscopy.
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